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SKANDA PURA?!lA 

- --BOOK IV: KASI-KHA?!lJ.)A 

SEGrION I: PORVARDHA 

CHAPTER ONE 

lncr,as• in tlu Haght of Vindh,a1 

Obftsanc• to Sri Gatu.fa 

1. We meditate on that g:reat Lord, the dear son of Mahesina 
(Siva), the Lord of~as (the attendants Nandin, Bhrngi etc.), 
whose face resembles that of the leader of a herd of elephants 
and who is free from ailments. 

2. May that Kasi, the capital city of the enemy of Tripura, 
protect the universe from ignorance and its consequence.,_ 
.Kifi which is on the earth yet not on the ground (Kasi is 
reputed to be held aloft on the tip of the trident of Siva), 
which is far above heaven (in yielding everlasting happiness), 
though staying below, which is bound to the earth but be
stows liberation, wherein the creatures that meet death be
come immortal and which is always served and attended upon 
by the Suras on the banks of the river that sanctifies the three 
worlds (i.e. Gangi). 

!. Obeisance to that celebrated Lord of brilliance ( the 
Sun as well as the Absolute Being) around whom the Lords 
of the three worlds (Brahma, Vitl)U and Siva) move under the 
pretext of the three joints (dawn, midday and dusk) and carry 
on their functions (of creation, sustt:nance and annihilation) 
for ever. 

4. The son of Satyavati, the composer of the eighteen Puril)as, 
recounted to Siita this holy story that dispels sins. 

1. Sage Apstya aeems to be the first explorer of India to the aouth of 
Vindhya. His croain1 of the Vindhya mountain is described u the •subju1a• 
tion • of Vindhya. The tint five chapten of- KUI Khlll)cJa describe this achieve
ment in mytholosical terms. This story occun in Mbh, Vana, lM.12-15 and VR. 
5.11.85. 
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2 Slrantla Purat111 

Sri v,asa said: 

5-6. Once, Sage Nirada possessing all Brahmal)ical powen, 
took his bath in the sacred waters ofNarmadi and worshipped 
Lord Orilkira in the company of Gauri, who is the bestower 
of everything on all embodied beings. While proceeding ahead, 
he saw in.front of him Mountain Vindhya washed and sanctified 
by the waters of Revi, dispelling all possible distresses (in the 
physical body due to illness, or attack from other living beings 
or divine intercession) of mundane existence. 

D1scription of Vintlhya1 

7. By means of his two refulgent forms, that of the immo
bile and that of the mobile (i.e .• through precious stones found 
therein and due to semi-divine beings residing there), he makes 
Vasumati (the earth, possessor of treasure of Vasus i.e., gems, 
fire, rays etc.) true to its name. 

8. Through Rasalas (mangoes), it is the storehouse of 
Rasa (juice); through Asoka trees it dispels Saka (grief); it 
is brilliant all round with the trees like Tala, Tamala, Hintala 
and Sala. 

9. Due to arecanut trees (Khapura). it has (as if) the shape 
of an ethereal city (Kha-pura); with Sri-phala (Bilva) trees it 
really bestows glory (Snl as its fruit (that is the mountain 
appears extremely beautiful with Bilva trees). 

Through Aga"' (fragrant aloewood trees) it has great Sri 
(brilliance or fragrance) ; through Kapitthas (wood-apple trees) 
it has the tawny colour of a monkey. 

10. It is charming to the mind through Lakuca (a kind 
of bread-fruit tree) that has the shape of the breasts of sylvan 
deities. It shines with plantain trees laden with nectar-like fruits. 

11. It is like the dancing pavilion of Sri (Laktmi) through 
orange trees of excellent hues. It abounds in Vaniras (reeds), 
Jambiras (citrons) and Bijapuras (a variety of citron). 

12. It appears to be performing Hallisaka (dance in which 
a single man dances with many women) through the Kam/cola 

1. W 7-56 give a beautiful description of the Vindhya mountain. The 
wonb used here are pregnant with double meaning and hence it is difficult 
to ~mprehend their full implications. 
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IV.i.1.15-25 

creepen tremulous in the wind. It is, as it were, an abode of 
gentle, playful dance through the gentle, sportive movements 
of the creeper Lavali. 

15. It appears (as if) to beckon the weary travellers for 
rest through the gestures of the gently moving leaves of 
Ka,puralcadali (a variety of plantain). 

14. It is like an excellent male elephant (or a powerful 
man) that fondles the breast-like branches of Mallilia (jasmine) 
plant, through the sprouts of Punnagt1 tree that appear like 
the smooth hands. 

15. Through pomegranates burst open, it appears to re
veal its heart full of love (red in colour). It appears to em
brace the Madhavi creeper in the forest in the form of the 
husband. 

16. It seems that all around it, it holds millions of Cos
mic Eggs through the lofty Udumbaras shining brilliantly with 
infinite number of fruits in clusters, like Ananta (the infinite 
one, supreme soul). 

17. It is surrounded by Panasa (jackfruit) trees that re
semble the noses of forest deities and Palasa trees appearing 
like the nose of a parrot and forsaken by the leaves, because 
it has (as if) eaten away the flesh of persons in separation. 

18. It shines splendidly all around through the group of 
Kadambaka trees that appear to be having the experience of 
horripilation (due to annoyance) on seeing the Mpas calling 
themselves Kadamba/cas. 

19. It shines with NammJ, trees having tops as lofty as 
Meru, as well as Riijadana (Priyala) trees and Marlana (Dhattura) 
trees resembling abodes of lovers. 

20. On every slope there are fascinating Vala trees and 
thus the mountain appears to be surrounded by many lofty 
tents. With the bunches (of flowers) of Ku,aja tree, it shines 
as though with cranes perched. 

21. With the trees Karmntmla,, Karim, Kamnja and Karambalca, 
it appears like one having a thousand hands, all raised aloft 
by way of 1ummoning (and receiving) suppliants. 

22. With the lustrous Rajacampalca buds, it appears to 
have the waving of lights. With the full-blown Salmali trees, 
it possesses a lustre that far surpasses the lustre of~ lotus lake. 

25. It dazzles remarkably with tall Asvattha trees of tremulous 
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leaves in some places; with golden X.lalca trees in some places 
and with JCrtamala and NalcltJmala trees in some places. 

24. It remarkably shines with Karl,,antlhw, BandJauJivas and 
PutraJivas as well as Tintlulca and lngutli trees. With Ka"'ta• 
trees it is like an abode of pity and ~pathy (Ka"'t1d). 

25. It appears to always adore Siva in the form of the 
# 

Earth-element ( one of the eight forms of Siva) with the pearls 
dropped from its own hand, through the Matlhulca flowers 
that drop down. 

26. It appears to be fanned by the trees Sa,ja (Sala), A,juna, 
Anjana and Bija. It has held aloft an umbrella in the sky 
apparently by means of coconut and date palm trees. 

27-28. With lustrousPicumanda (Neem tree), Mantlara, Kovidin, 
Pa1ala, Tinlitii, Ghotili, Salt.hola and Karaha1alca too, it appears 
to be raising aloft an umbrella in the sky. 

With the different types of Sihutir!,a, Eratir/,a, Gu.r!,apu1pa, 
Balcula and Tilalca, it looks like one having his forehead marked 
with Tilalca (ritualistic mark). 

29. It shines remarkably with A~a, Plalc,a, Sallalci, Devatlaru, 
Hmitl"'ma (and trees, creepers always bearing fruits and flowers 
such as), Satlaphala, Satlapu1pa and other trees and creepers. 

SO. It is covered with the forests of cardamom, cloves, 
pepper and Kulunjana. It is rendered colourful with ]ambiu, 
Amratalcas, Bhallata, Selu and Sripaf11i. 

51. It is charming by the forests of Salca (those with leaves 
rough inside and smooth outside) and Sanlcha and it is em
bellished by the forests of sandal, red sandal, Haritalci, K'af11ilcara 
and Dhatri. 

52. It is covered with hundreds of vines of grapes, betel 
and Katia. It is rendered fragrant through Mallilca, Yuthilca, 
Kunda and Matla,anti. 

SS. It is embellished with Malati creepers surrounded by 
swarms of whirling and hovering bees. Hence, it seems as 
though Kr,9a has come himself in the guise of the bees in 
order to have dalliance with the numerous cowherdesses. 

54. It is full of different kinds of animals. Many kinds of 
birds make it noisy. All round there are many rivers, lakes, 
springs and puddles. 

35. It seems occupied by different gods with a desire for 
complete and all-round enjoyment. They have to come here 
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IV.i.1.56-48 5 

after forsaking heavenly regions of insignificant lustre. 
56. With leaves and flowen scattered all round, it ap

pears to offer A,rh,a (to the venerable visitor). It seems to 
welcome (him) from a distance through the cries of peacocks. 

57. Then the Mountain too, from a distance, saw Nirada 
in the firmament. He had the refulgence of hundreds of suns. 
His garments sparkled. The Mountain advanced forth to greet 
him. 

58. On seeing him arriving, his mental darkness ( of ig
norance) as well as the darkness of the caves got removed by 
the brilliance of the body of the son of Brahma. 

39. Though the Mountain was hard, he eschewed the 
hardness ( due to being rocky in nature); he assumed softness 
because the sense of awe arose in him and due to the spiritual 
splendour (of Nirada) and because his activities were like 
those of good people. 

40. On seeing the softness (of the mountain) in its two 
forms (that of the mobile as well as of the immobile) Nirada 
rejoiced much. The minds of good people can be captivated 
through humility. 

41. On seeing a person coming towards his house, whether 
he be important or unimportant, if an unimportant person 
assumes modesty, he must be considered important. (All) important 
persons are not (necessarily) important. 

42. Though standing tall with lofty peaks, he (the Moun
tain) bent down his head very low touching the ground. The 
Mountain bowed down to the great sage. 

43. (The sage) lifted him up with the tips of his hands 
and offered his blessings to him. He took the seat offered by 
him which was on a higher level than even that of his mind. 

44. He (the Mountain) adored h\m (the sage) with Arghyas 
(materials of adoration) having eight constituents, viz. curds, 
honey. ghee, raw rice grains wet with water. Ditrva grass, gingelly 
seeds, Kusa grass and flowers. 

45. The sage received the Arghya. The tired sage was ren
dered free from fatigue (by the Mountain) by means of rub
bing and pressing his feet and other services. On seeing the 
sage relieved of fatigue, the hutnble Mountain spoke: 

46-48. "The R.ajas quality in me has been quicldy removed 
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6 Sl,antlaP,, -ratui 

today by the dust particles from your feet. The internal dark
ness too ( of ignorance) in me has been eradicated quickly by 
the splendour of your physical body. 

0 sage, my prosperity has become fruitful today. This day 
has been really a good day. The meritorious actions performed 
before and the merits earned since long have borne fruit today. 

My status of being a Dharatlhara (mountain, the sustainer 
of the earth) will be respected by mountains today." 

On hearing this, the sage heaved a sigh and sat back. 
49. With his mind overwhelmed by perturbation, the best 

among Mountains said: 
"O holy Brihmal).a well-versed in everything, tell me the 

cause of your sigh. 
50. Whatever is desired in the three worlds has not been 

unobserved by you. If you have any sympathy for me, let it be 
mentioned. I bow down to you. 

51. My voice has been choked up with excessive delight 
caused by your arrival. I cannot express myself eloquently. I 
however would like to say one thing. 

52. The ability to sustain the earth is described by earlier 
persons in regard to Meru and other (mountains) due to their 
being in a group. As for me, I sustain the earth singly. 

53. Himavan is solely honoured by good people because 
he happens to be the father of Gauri, the first Lord of mountains 
and a kinsman of Pasupati (Lord Siva). 

54. Meru is not considered to be worthy of the highest 
honour anywhere (in any respect) by me, (although) he is full 
of gold or because his ridges contain precious stones or be
cause he is the abode of Suras. 

55. Aren't there hundreds of mountains capable of sportively 
supporting the earth? They are honoured by good people but 
they are honoured only in their own regions. 

56. The (honour) of the Udaya Mountain (Eastern Moun
tain) is solely dependent on his sympathy for Mandeha de
mons who have doubts about their bodies•. The Ni~ha Mount.ain 
does not have medicinal herbs. The Asta (Western) Mountain 
has his lustre bedimmed. · 

1. They die at night but are revived in che Udaya Mouncain the next 
morning (Vi,-,u Puril)a). 
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IV.i.1.57-68 7 

57. The Nila Mountain is the abode of blueness (dark
ness); Mandira has feeble light and brilliance; the Malaya 
Mountain is the abode of serpents and Raivata is not aware 
of wealth. 

58. Hemakiipi, Trikiila and others have the word KuJa 
(fraud, deception) in the second half ( of their names). Kifkindha, 
Krauiica, Sahya and others cannot bear the burden of the 
earth (because they are insignificant)." 

59-61 a. On hearing these words ofVindhya, Nirada thought 
within himself: 'Being puffed up with too much of pride is not 
conducive to (real) greatness. Are not there mountains here, 
the chief of whom is Srisaila? Are not they spotlessly glorious? 
The very sight of their peaks leads to the liberation of good 
people. His intrinsic strength must be seen.' 

61 b-63. After thinking thus the sage spoke: "While point
ing out the capacities of (various) mountains you have spoken 
the truth. 

The leading mountain Meru disparages you much among 
the mountains. Why I heaved a sigh has been now mentioned 
to you. Or why should we Mahitmans (those whose souls dwell 
on the great Absolute) worry about these things? Hail unto 
you." After saying this, he went along the aerial path. 

64. After the departure of the sage, Vindhya became much 
depressed in mind and censured himself. His desire having 
become futile, his anxiety increased. 

Vintlhya said: 

65. Fie upon the life of one devoid of the knowledge of 
scriptures and arts! Fie upon the life of one not exerting himself 
adequately! Fie upon the life of one defeated by kinsmen! Fie 
upon the life of one whose desire has become futile! 

66. How can he who is surpassed by an enemy eat food 
in the day-time? How does he get sleep at night? How can he 
have (sexual) pleasure in privacy? 

67. The distress of forest fire does not affect me as much 
as the continuity of worried thoughts and painful experiences. 

68. It has been aptly mentioned by those conversant with 
the past (or Purir}as) that the nature of anxiety (anxious thoughts) 
is extremely terrible. It does not subside through.medicines, 
observance of fasts or other means. 
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69. The fever of anxiety deprives one of hun1er I sleep, 
stren1th, beauteous form, enthusiasm, intellect and glory as 
well as the entire life of men. 

70. An ordinary fever is called fever due to inqestion, 
if six days go by; but this fever of anxiety 1oes on recurring 
every day. 

71. In regard to this fever of anxiety, the blessed Dhanvantari 
is verily powerless. Caralta (an ancient physician) does not 
step in here. Nor are Aivini deities competent in any way. 

72. What shall I do? Where shall I go? How shall I con
quer Meru? Shall I leap on to his head? No, I shan't. 

7!. I have been rendered wingless by someone belong
ing to our family, who made lndra furious. Fie upon my 
endeavour for victory, as I am wingless! 

74. Or why does Meru compete with me so much? Usu-
ally those who lift the burden of the earth are prone to be 
erroneous (and ignorant). 

75. How can the utterance of falsehood be imputed to 
Nirada who practises for the realisation of Brahman, who is 
conversant with the Vedas and is a resident of the Satyaloka 
(God Brahma's region)? 

76. The consideration of relevance or irrelevance ( of the 
utterance of falsehood) is not proper for persons like me. The 
mind of only those who are incapable of heroic action takes 
to (such) thinking. 

77. Or, of what avail are futile thoughts like these? I shall 
seek refuge in the Lord of the universe, the creator of the 
universe. He will grant me the proper power of judgement. 

78. Indeed the Lord of the universe is extolled as the 
Lord of the helpless, the Lotd of all. Meditating on him 
(even) for a short while, I shall come to a decision. 

79. I shall do this only. Procrastination is not desirable. 
Enemies and ailments getting increasingly powerful, should 
not be neglected by (really) efficient people. 

80. Certainly, the Sun may be circumambulating Meru 
everyday along with the planets and die groups of stars con
sidering him to be superior in strength. 

81. After deciding thus, the Vindhya Mountain began to 
increase in height with the determination of a tough fighter 
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by means of his peaks, which would reach and bring about an 
end to the limitless firmament. 

82. No one should, on any account, have hostilities with 
others at any time. If at all it should be had, then effort should 
be made to such an extent that people should not laugh at 
him. 

85. After obstructing the path of the Sun, the king of the 
mountains became calm as though he had achieved his object. 
The future of all living beings depends upon luck or the will 
of the Lord. 

84-85. 'That person whom the father of Yama (i.e. the 
Sun) circumambulates is noble, glorious, great and honourable. 
As long as a powerful man does not display his power, he can 
be disregarded by everyone like the fire (latent) in the wood.' 

86. Thinking thus (the Mountain) shed off the burden 
of anxious thoughts and remained firmly committed to a steady 
effort. He eagerly awaited the rise of the Sun like (a true) 
Brihma:Qa (for the purpose of the daily adoration). 

CHAPTER TWO 

Sa,,alolca 

V1asa said: 

1-2. The Sun who is the soul of mobile as well as immo
bile beings and who is the enemy of darkness, rose up on the 
Udaya Mountain. With his widespread pure rays, he encour
aged the religious rites of the good (Vedic rituals etc.) and 
dispelled the Tomasa characteristics (orthe bad ones). He also 
made the clusters of lotuses that are dear to him, but that were 
closed up during the night, full-blown once again. 

S. He inspired people to maintain the regularity in offer
ing Hav,as (oblations to gods), Kavyas (oblations to manes) 
and BhidabaU (oblati<'ns to the spirits, elements etc.) to gods 
etc. He demarcated the timings of religious rites to be performed 
at forenoon, midday and after-noon. 

4. He allocated the retention of darkness (evil qualities) 
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10 Slcanda Pumtaa 

to the hearts and faces of the wicked. He resuscitated the 
universe that was engulfed by (darkness) during night. 

5-6a. When the Sun rose PuQyajanas (righteous persons) 
rose in prosperity. Thereby the fact that he helped others had 
its immediate good effect. Had that not been the case, how 
could the Sun that vanished in the evening come back to 
life once again in the morning? 

6b-13. Prici (the eastern direction which is likened to be 
the wife or beloved of the Sun), on the arrival (rise) of the 
Sun in the morning, is comparable to a woman whose hus
band spends his night outside with another woman and arrives 
in the morning (and hence she is naturally smarting from the 
infidelity of her husband). With a loving touch of his hands 
(rays) the Sun consoled Prici and enjoyed her for a short 
while (i.e. dispelled the darkness and accorded her protec
tion). Similarly he enjoyed Agneyi (the south-eastern direc
tion) that had been blazing as if with the painful fire of sepa
ration. 

Thereafter, the Sun proceeded towards the Dak~il').a Asa 1, 

( the southern direction assumed here to be a heroine or beloved) 
which was scented with cloves, cardamoms, musk and cam
phor and smeared with sanda)paste (these bring the products 
of the southern region). Her lips were rendered red with betel 
leaves. She possessed splendid breast-nipples in the form of 
the bunches of grapes. Her arms were like the Lavali ( a very 
tender creeper) creeper. She had tender, sprout-like fingers 
like those of the Kankoli (Asoka) sprouts. Malaya wind rep
resented her breath and sighs. The Milk Ocean served the 
purpose of her excellent garment. The gold and gems that 
abound in Trikuia were the ornaments on her limbs The Suvela 
Mountain appeared like her buttocks. The rivers Kive-ri and 

1. The Pu~a-writer seems to be a Southerner. His affectionate refer
ences to importut features of South India here (and to flora and fauna of 
the South) and elaewhere leads one to believe this. The mountains mentioned 
here: • TrikuJa' is in Ceylo,n and 'Dardura' is the Nilgiri Hills (De 208, 55). 
DAci means 'a girdle' and the city of the same name is in Tamil Nadu. 'Klftti' 
in the text is probably a misreading by the scribe. The flattering,reference, 
"'Charmingly eloquent•, to MihirqJrl is the unanimous tribute of Alanklra
writers and Gammarians to that Prikrit speech "MihirifJri'. It probably shows 
that Prikrits were spoken at the time of this Purii,a. 
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IV J.2.14-20 11 

Gautami (Godavari) represented her calves. The land of Cola 
served as her silken blouse. The mountains Sahya and Dardura 
appeared like her fully developed breasts. The city of Kinti 
(Kiiici) adorned her like a girdle. She was charmingly elo
quent in the language of Mahara,t,ra. Even today the deity 
Mahilaktmi (ofKolhapur) has not left her. Thus the southern 
direction is an expert in religious rituals like Sriddha. 

The horses of the Sun who playfully traverse the sky, could 
not proceed ahead. Then Aniiru (Arul}a, the charioteer of the 
Sun-god) submitted to the Sun-god. 

Anu"'1 said: 

14. 0 Sun-god, the Vindhya mountain rising up in his 
arrogance stands obstructing the pathway of the sky. (Evidently) 
he competes with Meru and is desirous of getting your 
circumambulation. 

15. On hearing the words of Aniiru, the Sun thought 
within himself with great surprise: 'Oh, even the pathway of 
the sky is being blocked!' 

Vyasa said: 

16. What could even the heroic Sun do, being held up 
in the desolate pathway? A man may be in great haste, but (if) 
single-handed, how can he traverse the obstructed path? 

17. He does not remain inactive even for a moment, 
though distressingly held within the arms of Rihu (during an 
eclipse). But on being obstructed in the path of the void what 
can he do? Fate is all-powerful. 

18. He who traverses in half the time of the twinkling of 
the eye two thousand two hundred and two Yojanas according 
to human calculation, is also held up •for a long time! 

19. When much time passed, the people in the East and 
North were extremely distressed, because the fierce rays of the 
Sun oppressed them with heat. 

20. The people in the West and South kept their eyes 

1. Aru(}a. the charioteer of the Sun-god. He is 'thigh-less' (an-ilru) as his 
mother Vinati. out of jealousy to her co-wife Kadrii, broke the egg before the 
complete development of the foetus and he was born a permanently disabled 
thighless bird (Mbh, Adi, 16.16-25). 
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closed in heavy sleep. They continued to see the star-and
planet-spangled sky, while they continued to lie do~n. 

21. "This is not day because there is no Sun. This is not 
night because there is no Moon." In the sky with the stars set, 
it was not possible to decide the time of the day. 

22. Will the entire cosmos get dissolved all of a sudden? 
But how can it happen? The clouds of the time of Prala,a 
(deluge) do not flood the earth with their downpour. 

23. The whole space of the earth became bereft of the 
utterance of Svihi, Svadhi and Vqat (i.e., rituals came to a 
standstill). Since the five Yajiias (those of the gods, the manes, 
the spirits, Brahma and human beings) became defunct, all 
the three worlds began to tremble. 

24. Indeed, only when the Sun rises do the performance 
of Yajiias and all other holy rites commence. By means of 
those Yajiias gods become pleased. The Sun is the cause thereof. 

25. All, beginning with Citragupta, recognize (calculate) 
the time ( of the day) from the Sun. The Sun alone is the cause 
of creation, sustenance and annihilation (of the world). 

26. Since the movement of the Sun was obstructed, all 
the three worlds became stunned and stuck up. Everything 
became as though painted in a picture, because it remained 
where it was originally. 

27. On one side it was due to the nocturnal darkness; 
on the other side it was due to the oppressive heat of the day. 
Many things got dissolved. The entire universe became terri
bly frightened (unable to know which way to run). 

28. Thus, the entire world consisting of human beings, 
serpents, Suras and Asuras became agitated. "Alas! What has 
happened unaccountably and at a wrong time." All the sub
jects shouted thus and fled here and there. 

29. Then all of them saw Brahma and sought refuge in 
him. They eulogized him with different hymns and prayers. 
"Save usl Save us!" They shouted. 

Th, Devas said: 
(Eulogy called Abhi1lada) 

30. Obeisance to Hirai:iyagarbha (One having the golden 
Cosmic Egg in the womb). Obeisance to Brahmi in the form 
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of Virit Brahman. Obeisance to the Absolute, to the incom
prehensible Being, of the form of Kaival,a (Salvation) and 
Amrta (Nectar). 

SI. Obeisance to that Atman in the form of Conscious
ness which the Devas do not comprehend, where the mind is 
impeded and dulled, where speech does not spread (i.e., who 
is beyond the ken of mind and speech). 

52. Obeisance to that glorious Brahman which the steady
minded Yogins perceive in the form of refulgence in the fir
mament of the heart through meditation. 

SS. Obeisance to the Being beyond time, who is the ul
timate destroyer, who assumes the form of the individual soul 
by his own will. Obeisance to one whose form constituted the 
three Gu:Qas. Obeisance to the being in the form of Prakrti 
(Miyi). 

84. Obeisance to the Lord, the cause of creation, suste
nance and annihilation, who is Vif:QU in the form of Sattva, 
Vedhas (Brahma) in the form of Rajas and Tamas in the form 
of Rudra (i.e., Rudra, in the form of Tamas). 

55. Obeisance to the Being in the form of Buddhi (the 
principle Mahat, Cosmic Intelligence) who is the egoistic prin
ciple of Ahamkira in three ways ( Gutaa-wise viz. Vaikarika. Taijasa 
and Tamasa). Obeisance to the Being in the form of Pancatanrnatras 
(the material essences of the five elements). Obeisance to the 
Being in the form of the five organs of action. 

56. Obeisance to the Being in the form of mind, in the 
five forms of the five senses. Obeisance to the Being identified 
with the sense-objects. 

57. Obeisance to the Being in the form of the Cosmic 
Egg; to the one immanent therein. Obeisance to thee in the 
form of the present-day world and tl\at of the past. 

58. Obeisance to the Being of the impermanent form; to 
the Being of permanent form. Obeisance to the Lord of Sat 
and Asat ( the gross and the subtle). Obeisance to the Being 
who has revealed his form of his own will, out of compassion 
for all the devotees ( of four types, viz., the distressed, the one 
eager to know, the one desirous of wealth and the one who 
has understood everything). 

59. The Vedas have come out of your breath; your sweat 
is the entire universe; all the living beings are your feet; the 
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firmament orisinated from your head. 1 

40. The ether came out from your navel; the vegetable 
kingdom constitutes your hairs; the Moon was born of your 
mind; 0 Lord, the Sun was born of your eyes. 

41. You are all. 0 Lord, everything is in you. You alone 
constituTe the eulogizer, eulogy and the one eulogized here. 
0 Lord, all this visible universe is pervaded by you. Obeisance 
to you again and again; obeisance is made to you. 

42. Mter eulogizing Brahmi thus, the Devas prostrated 
themselves on the ground like a long straight wood. Brahma 
who was pleased then replied to the heaven-dwellers. 

Brahma said: 

4!. I am delighted at this eulogy conforming to reality. 
0 Suras who bowed to me, get up. I am pleased. Choose an 
excellent boon. 

44. If anyone praises daily by means of this prayer with 
faith and purity, either me or Hara or Vi,9u, we all shall 
always be delighted with him. 

45. We shall grant him all his desires, sons, grandsons, 
cattle and ready cash, all luck, longevity, health, fearlessness 
and victory in war. 

46. (We shall grant him) all pleasures and enjoyments 
here and hereafter as well as everlasting salvation. Whatever 
is thought or desired by him shall become fulfilled. 

47. This eulogy will be known as Abhillatla ('that which 
gives the desired things'). It will bestow all super-natural pow
ers. This excellent prayer should be read (recited) with all 
efforts. 

48. Again Vedhas spoke to the Suras who prostrated be-
fore him and then got up: 

"'Ohl Ye all be happy and steady. Why are you bewildered 
even here (in Satyaloka)?" 

49. These are all the personified forms of the Vedas, 
Vidyis (fourteen lores), Yajnas inclusive of the monetary gifts, 
truth, piety, austerity and self-control. 

1. 59b I: 40 are echoes of the Puftll.Silcta ( RV X.90) 
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50. This is the disciplined life of celibacy; this is the benign 
Bhirati (Goddess of Speech); these are the persons of well
accomplished objectives according to the Srutis, Smrtis and 
Itihisas. 

51. None of the following are present here: Anger, ri-
valry, covetousness, lust, w~t of fortitude, fear, violence, crook
edness, pride, censure and the impure one. 

52-5!. 0 Suras1, see. These are the BrihmaJ}.as engrossed 
in the (study of) the Vedas and austerities; these are ascetics 
whose sole wealth is their penance; these are the persons who 
regularly observed various vows such as the monthly fasts, the 
half-yearly fasts, and the vows of Caturmas,a ('four months'); 
these are the women wedded to chastity; these others are celi
bate religious students; and these are the honest fellows be
having like eunuchs towards other men's wives (i.e., who have 
con trolled their passions). 

54-55. These are the persons who devoutly served their 
mothers and fathers. These are the ones who were killed in 
trying to protect cows. These arc the persons who never yearned 
for the benefits accruing from vows, gifts, Japas, Yajiias, study 
of the Vedas, propitiating BrihmaQas, libations to be offered 
by Brihmal)as, holy spots, austerities, helping others and the 
regular habits and practices of the dignified and exalted persons. 

56. These are the persons who regularly performed the 
Japa of Giyatri-mantra; here are those who regularly performed 
Agnihotras; these are the persons who gifted away Dvimulchi 
Gaus ( cow with two faces, cow at the time of calving before 
the calf touched the ground); these are the persons fond of 
gifting Kapila (brown in colour or according to others com
pletely white) cows. 

57. These are the persons who cherish no desires; these 
are those who regularly drink Soma juice; these are the per
sons who imbibe the water washing the feet of BrihmaQas; 
these are those who died in the holy river Sarasvati; and these 
are those who served and attended upon BrihmaJ}.as. 

58. These are my favourite BrihmaJ}.as who could have 
accepted monetary gifts but did not, who abstained scrupulously 

1. W 52-'73 enumerate the acts, vows and observances which lead to Satya
loka (God Brahma'• Region). 
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from accepting monetary gifts at holy spots and shrines. 

59. These are the perfect ones with solar brilliance and 
pure souls, who took early morning baths for the whole month 
of Migha (Jan-Feb) at Prayiga when the Sun is in Capricorn. 

60. These are those meritorious persons of pure bodies 
free from impurities, who have taken their holy dips in Vifu.lasi 
and Paiicanada (at Paiicagaligi Ghil?) for three days in the 
month of Kirttika. 

61. These are those persons who took their holy baths 
in M~ikarl}iki and who pleaed Brihmal}as with monetary 
gifts. They are sure to enjoy all pleasures and they will stay 
in my city for the period of a Kalpa. 

62. Impelled by that merit, they will reach Kiii and, un
doubtedly, attain salvation, by the grace of Viiveivara (Lord 
of the Universe, Siva). 

63. Holy rites performed in Avimukta by men, though 
they may be very slight, will yield welfare. Its fruit is liberation 
in the course of other births. 

64. Oh, there is no fear of death in the holy spot of 
Visvesvara where all await death as a favourite guest! 

65. These persons of limbs free from impurities, who 
stand near me are those by whom unsullied (got by pure means) 
wealth was distributed among Brihmal}as at Kuruqetra. 

66. These are the grandfathers of those persons by whom 
the grandfathers are propitiated through a Brihmal}.a whom 
they approached as a grandfather. 

67. 0 Devas, my region is not attained through holy dip, 
or monetary gift, by Japa, or by adoration. It is attained through 
the propitiation of a Brihmal)a by means of libations of water. 

68. These are the palaces of those persons by whom houses 
furnished with mortar, pestle and other things along with 
beds were given as gifts. 

69-70. Those persons who make halls for the study of the 
Vedas, who teach the Vedas, who make a gift of learning, who 
narrate and expound the Puril}.as, who give away_ the Puril}.a 
and other texts, who gift away Dharmaiistra (scriptural texts) 
do have their residence here in my city. 

71. Those who give unlimited wealth to a Brihmas,.a for 
the sake of Yajiia, marriage or holy vows shall remain here as 
brilliant as fire. 
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72. He who builds a hospital and is interested in patron
ising a physician, stays here till the end of the Kalpa, enjoying 
all type• of pleasures. 

7!. Those who make holy spots free from the harass
ments of the wicked are honoured persons in my inner apart
ments like my own bosom-born children. 

74. Brihm~as are indeed great favourites of Vi,r,u or 
Sam.bhu or me. We freely roam about on the earth in their 
form. 

75. Brihm~aa and cows constitute one unit divided into 
two sections, the Mantras remaining on one side (viz. that of 
Brihmar,as) and the Havis (ghee-offering) on the other. 

76. The Brihm~as are mobile holy spots and sacred 
rivers created for the sake of the entire earth. Merely by the 
waters of their wise speech impure persons become pure. 

77. Cows are sacred and unparalleled excellent auspi-
ciousness.• The dust particles rising from their hoofs are on 
a par with the waters of Gangi. 

78. All the holy spots are at the tip of their horns; all &.he 
mountains are at the tip of their hoofs. In between the two 
horns is Gauri, the great goddess. 

79-80. Great-grandfathers dance on seeing a cow being 
gifted away. All the sages are delighted. Along with the deities, 
we become pleased (when a cow is being gifted). The sins 
continuously cry. So also does poverty along with ailments. 
Cows are mothers who nurse the entire world in every respect 
like the real mother. 

81. Ifa man eulogizes, bows to and circumambulatcs cows, 
it amounts to the circumambulation of the entire earth con
sisting of the seven continents. 

82. Goddess Laqmi in the form of cows, who lives in all 
living beings and who is stationed in all gods, may be pleased 
to dispel all my sins. 

SS. It is she who is Laktmi on the chest of Vitl}U, Svihi 
of the Fire-god and Svadhi of the chiefs of the Piq-s. That cow 
is always the bestower of boons. 

84. Cow-dung is verily Yamuni itself; cow's urine is the 

1. W 77-94 glorify cows and the fruit of sening them and gifting them 
to Brlhmaou. 
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splendid Narmadi; cow's milk is Gangi. What else can be 
more sacred than this! 

85. 'All the fourteen worlds reside in the limbs of the 
cows. Hence, may it be auspicious unto me here in this world 
or hereafter . .' 

86. Uttering this mantra, a person should gift away one 
or more cows to an excellent Brihmal)a. That person shall 
become more distinguished than all. 

87. The good qualities of a cow have been considered by 
me and the great sages along with Vi,Q.u and Siva and then 
this prayer is composed. 

88. 'Let there be cows in front of me. Let there be cows 
behind me. Let the cows be in my heart. I shall stay in the 
midst of cows.• 

89. If any person lustrates his limbs with the touch of the 
tail of a cow, he shall become rightly fortunate. Ill-luck, quarrel 
and ailments go away from his limbs. 

90. The earth is held aloft and sustained by seven-by 
cows, Brihmal)as, Vedas, chaste women, men of truthful speech, 
persons with no greed and liberal-minded donors. 

91-92. The region above my region is known as Vaikul)tha. 
Above that is the region of Kumira (i.e. Karttikeya). Beyond 
that is the region ofUmi. Siva's region is above it and Goloka 
('Region of Cows') is nearby. The cow-mothers Susili and 
others are there. They are the favourites of Siva. 

9!. Those who tend and attend upon cows, and those 
men who gift away cows, shall stay in one of these worlds with 
all flourishing prosperity. 

94. Those who gift away cows go to that place where 
rivers flow with milk, where milk pudding forms the sediments 
and where no old age torments them. 

95. Those who are well-vened in Srutis, Smrtis and Puril)as 
are glorified as (real) Brihmal)as. The others simply bear the 
name ( of Brihmal)as). They act according to the directions 
of the former. 

96-98. Sruti and Smrti are the two eyes. Puril)a is spoken 
as the heart. One who is devoid of Sruti and Smrti is blind. 
If he is devoid of one of t))cm, he is blind of one eye. The 
blind ones of single eye or both the eyes arc better than the 
heartless one devoid of Puril)as. The sacred rites and pious 
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practices mentioned in Sruti and Smrti are elaborated in Puril,la. 
A cow should be given as a gift to that real BrihmaQa by 

anyone desirous of happiness everywhere. It should not be 
given to a mere bearer of the name BrihmaJ)a. He may lead 
the donor to downfall. · 

99-100. If one has an eager desire for knowledge of pious 
practices and sacred rites, it one is afraid of sins, one should 
listen to the Puri9as, which are the roots of pious and scared 
rites. PuriQa is the excellent illuminating lamp among the 
fourteen lores. Due to its brilliance, even the blind shall not 
fall into the sea of mundane affairs anywhere. 

101. By those who desire to attain my region, the Puri1_1as 
should be always listened to. They must live on the banks of 
Gangi and they must propitiate Brihma1_1as always. 

102. 0 Suras, thus in general the conventions and arrange
ments in the Satyaloka have been narrated by me. It accords 
freedom from fear to those who are distressed with fear. You 
need not be afraid. 

I 03. Creating obstacles in the path of. the Sun, Vindhya 
competes with Meru. You all have come here in that connec
tion. I shall point out to you the means thereof. 

104. There is a great sage of excessive austerities named 
Agastya. He is the son of Mitra and Varul).a and he has di
rected his mind towards Lord Visvesvara. 

105-106. He is now in the great holy shrine of Avimukta 
that can bring about liberation of everyone and that is pre
sided over by Visvesa himself, who is about to impart instruc
tion in Tiraka (Pra9ava). You go there and request him. He 
will carry out your task. Once by swallowing Vitipi, brother 
of Ilvala, ( or by killing both Vita.pi .and Ilvala) he saved the 
entire world. 

107. The refulgence of the sage born of Mitra and Varu1_1a 
surpasses the brilliance of the Sun. Ever since that day, there 
is none in the world who does not fear sage Agastya." 

108-109. After saying this Vedhas (God Brahma) vanished. 
The delighted Devas with beaming faces spoke to one an
other: .. Oh, we are indeed highly blessed. Incidentally, we 
shall visit Kiit and the preidding deitiea Siva and Gauri. How 
wonderful it is that after many days our desire is about to 
fructify!" 
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110-112. After coming to a decision like this, the Suras seeking 
merit spoke thus: "Only those feet are blessed which walk in 
the direction of Kifi. We shall reach Klft today due to the 
merit accruing from our listening to the story narrated by 
Brahmi. It is only due to the weight of merit that one is able 
to accomplish a single task serving two purposes." 

Speaking thus to one another, the deli1hted Suras came to 
Kiii. 

v,asa saitl: 

115-114. Those men who listen to this meritorious nar-
ration shall be able to shake off all their sins. They will enjoy 
all pleasures along with their sons and wives. After establish
ing the lineage here, they will go to Satyaloka and stay there 
for a long time. Thereafter, they will attain eternity (Mok.ta). 

CHAPTER THREE 

Th6 Htnnitagt of Agastya 

Sita said: 

1. 0 holy Sir, 0 Acyuta (Vifl}U in the form of Vyisa), the 
Lord of the past and the future, 0 great receptacle of all 
knowledge and lores, what was done by the Devas after reach
ing Kisi. Kindly tell me. 

2-4. Mter learning this divine story, I did not feel fully satisfied. 
Agastya is the storehouse of austerities. How was he requested 
by the Devas? How did Vindhya who rose to such a height 
attain his original form? My mind is eager to take its ablution 
in the nectarine ocean of your speech. 

After hearing this fully, Sage Vyasa, the son of Parasara, 
began to narrate everything to his faithful disciple. 

The Son of ParaJara said: 

5. 0 highly intelligent Suta endowed with devotion and 
faith. listen. Let these young boys like Suk.a, Vaiiampiyana 
and others too listen. 
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6-8. *After reaching Viril)asi, the Devas accompanied by 

great sages, at the outset, took without delay their holy bath 
in M~ikari,.ili duly along with their garments. Then they 
performed Santlla,avantlana and other holy rites. They then 
performed the offering of water libation ·to the primordial 
Piq-1 with Kusa grass, sweet scents, gingelly seeds and water. 
They then delighted and propitiated all the permanent resi
dents- of the holy spot severally offering them various things 
such as jewels, gold, clothes, horses, ornaments and cows. 

9. (They gave them) different kinds of vessels made of 
gold, silver etc., cooked foods tasting like ambrosia, milk puddings· 
with sugar. 

10. Food was given with curds and other milk-products. 
Different kinds of grains were given as gift; sweet scents, sandalpaste, 
camphor, betel leaves and beautiful Ctimaras (chowries) (were 
given). 

11. Soft beds with cotton and bedspreads, lamps, mirrors 
and seats, palanquins, male se"ants, female se"8Dts, aerial 
chariots, cattle and houses (were provided). 

12. Flags and bannen of diverse coloun, canopies as charm-
ing as the moon were given and arrangements for a regular 
distribution of food for a year along with all domestic appur
tenances (were made). 

I S-14. The ascetics and saints were given leather and wooden 
sandals, new befitting silken cloths, different kinds of shawls 
and blankets of variegated colour, staffs, waterpots, hides of 
deer, loin cloths, cots sufficiently high and golden pieces in
tended for the attendants. 

15-16. Students' hostels were provided with supply of 
food, collections of great books. Livelihood was arranged for 
scribes and clerks and ample funds for -guesthouses. Arrange
ments for providing different kinds of medicines and liberal 
bequests of all sorts were made. Funds were provided for 
constructing water-sheds for travellers during summer as well 
as iron ovens with adequate fuel during winter. 

• VV 6-27 describe the various ways in which the Devai propitiated those 
who were present in the holy shrine. It was a part of their performance of the 
pilgrima1e to Kin. 
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17. Umbrellas and protective cloths against rain in rainy 

season were made abundant. At night facilities for lamps enabling 
people to read, were provided. There were unguents etc. for 
massaging feet and many other similar articles. 

18. Money provisions were made in every temple to retain 
expounders of the Purit}.as. Adequate provisions for dance 
and music in temples were made in different ways. 

19. Provisions were made for whitewashing, plastering 
etc. (of the walls) of the temples and for repairing ruined and 
dilapidated temples. Costs of painting with pictures and deco
rating pavilions were met. 

20. Waving of lights with many wicks, aromatic fragrant 
gum-resins, Dasiilga incense (ten constituents including lac, 
treacle etc.), camphor, wicks for the adoration of deities were 
arranged. 

21. Bathing of the idols was done with Paficamrta etc. as 
well as wi.th sweet scents; perfumes were used for sweetening 
the breath of the deities and provisions for temple gardens 
were made. 

22. (Provision for) big wreaths and garlands for the promi-
nent adorations on the three occasions and conchs, drums, 
kettle-drums and other musical instruments to be played in 
the temple of Siva was made. 

23. Vessels facilitating the holy ablution such as water
jars, Bhri\giras (big pitchers) etc., white cloths for wiping and 
dry_ing, sweet scents such as Yalqalr.ardama etc. (camphor, 
agallochum, musk etc., mixed together in specific proportions) 
were provided. 

24. Adequate provision for Japa, Homa, recitation of h)mns 
and prayers, loud utterances of Siva's names, Risakri<Jis (dance
games) and drcumambulations was made. 

25. The Suras spent five nights in all these various pre
scribed sacred mes and rituals and had their holy ablution in 
the sacred rivers mid tanks. 

26-27. They made the wretched and helpless destitutes 
satisfied (by their donations etc.) and then bowed to Lord 
Visvesvara. They strictly observed the regulations regarding 
vow of celibacy etc., and duly concluded all the requisite for
malities of visiting holy spots. They frequently visited (the 
Liilga of) Viivanitha, prayed and bowed to him and proceeded 
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to that place where Agastya was present in his eagerness and 
readiness for helping others. 

28. He had installed a Linga after his own name and 
made a Kui,cja (a sacred pit) in front of it. Reciting Satanuln,a1 

hymn, he sat there with a steady mind. 
29. From afar, the Devas saw him blazing like a second 

Sun. He was brilliant all round with his limbs resembling a 
blazing fire. 

30. Is this the submarine fire itself who performs a pen
ance in personified form? He was quite immovable like a 
post. He was pure like the mind of a saintly person. 

SI. Or perhaps, all the fiery refulgences have resorted to 
this Brahmai,ical body and practice for the attainment of the 
greatest abode that is quiescent. 

32. Due to the severe penance of this sage, the Sun is 
able to blaze brilliantly and fire also to burn brightly. Capala 
(Lightning) has (as if) become Acapala (not fickle, steady). 

33. In his hermitage here, these beasts of prey are seen 
around in perfect Sattva (goocl) form after eschewing their 
natural enmity.2 · 

34. The elephant having become fearless scratches the 
lion with his trunk. With his manes lifted up, the lion sleeps 
on the lap of the A,tapada ( Sarabha, a fabulous animal of eight 
legs). 

35. The powerful hog with its hairs rigid and stiff has 
abandoned its herd and roams about in the midst of wild dogs 
(or jackals or tigers) having its eyes fixed on the Mustti grass. 

S6-38a. Bhudara ('the hog that digs up the earth') docs 
not dig up the earth here unlike in other places. Because the 
entire Kasi is full of Lingas, it is afraid of it and so has re
strained itself. The hyena has taken uJI the young one of the 
hog and is playing with it. The fawn of the deer has pushed 
out the cubs of the tiger and it is sucking the udder of the 
tigress with foams coming out of its mouth while the tail continues 
its wagging. 

1. A hymn in Yajurveda in praiae of Rudra. 
2. W 55-57 1how how even birds and bcaltl forpt their natural animOlity 

and played together, due to the ■piritual inftuence of Aga■tya. The ■ame 
influence curbing the in■dnct or madng ii noted in w 67-71. 
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58b-41. While the hairy bear goes on sleeping, the monkey 
carefully examining them with its eyes picks up the lice with 
its moving fingers and bites them with the tips of its teeth. 

The leaden of the herds of various kinds of monkeys, Golmigulas 
('Cow-tailed'), RaltaauAluu ('Red-faced') and Nilingaa ('Blue
limbed') have abandoned their natural rivalry and are sport
ing about together in one place. 

Rabbits play along with the wolves rolling on their backs 
frequently. 

The mouse scratches the ear of the cat with its mouth moving 
(all over its body). 

The cat nestles itself close to the peacock's tail and takes 
a pleasant nap. 

42-45. The serpent rubs its neck against the neck of the 
peacock. 

The mongoose abandons its hereditary enmity and rolls on 
the top of the hood of the serpent after sportively jumping 
and leaping about. 

Though distressed and blinded with hunger, the serpent 
sees the mouse running about in front of its mouth. It does 
not catch it, nor the other one is afraid of this. · 

On seeing the hind calving, the tiger is moved with pity 
reflected in its eyes. He avoids looking at it further and moves 
away. 

The tigress and the hind behave like joyous companions 
and they communicate to each other the conduct of life of the 
tiger and the deer (their respective mates). 

46. Even after seeing the hunter wielding the powerful 
bow, the Sambara deer stubbornly sticks to its path (without 
moving) while he (the hunter) begins to scratch it (lovingly). 

47. The Rohita deer fondly touches the wild buffalo 
unperturbed. The Camari hind measures its tail against the 
tresses of hairs of the Sahara woman. 

48. Abandoning their acute rivalry and enmity because 
they have been restrained by the brilliance of the sage, the 
Gavaya (a species of ox) and the porcupine continue to stay 
together at one place. 

49. The pair of rams, though desirous of victory, do not 
get ready for a straight head-on fight. The jackal touches the 
fawn gendy with its paw. 
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50. The beasts of prey here cat only grasses and hedges. 
Indeed eating meat is the cause of disaster in both the worlds 
(here and hereafter). Fie upon itl 

51. If a person deluded by sins cooks meat for his own 
sake, he shall remain in hell for as many years as there arc 
hairs on his body. 

52. Those evil-minded persons who nourish their own 
lives through the lives of other living beings suffer the tor
tures of hells till the end of the Kalpa. Thereafter, they will 
be preyed upon by them. 

5!. Even if the vital breaths come upto the throat (i.e. 
on the point of death) no one should eat flesh. If it becomes 
essential, then one should eat one's own flesh and not that 
of others. 

54. These beasts of prey that have no inclination towards 
injuring others because of their service unto Maitrivaru~i (i.e. 
Agastya) are far superior to men prone to violence. 

55. In the small puddle here, the crane does not eat the 
fish though they swim about in front of it. Even the big fishes 
do not swallow the smaller fry. 

56. On one side are all the types of meat, on the other 
side the meat of fish: Was this Smrti text remembered by these 
(cranes) and therefore they avoid fish? 

57. Even after seeing the quail, this falcon (a bird of 
prey) turns away its face. 

It is surprising that even here (i.e. in Kasi) Madhupas (bees, 
those who drink liquor) hover around with dark hearts. 

58. Those who are much addicted to imbibing liquor 
experience the pains of hell for a long time and become Madhupas 
(bees) once again humming away in their ignorance (hoverings) 
(Bhranti- ignorance, hovering around7. 

59. That is why after completely comprehending the 
truth about the Pinika-bearing Lord those who are conversant 
with the Puri~as, thus sing a song pregnant with meaning. 

60. Where is flesh and where is the devotion to Sival 
Where is liquor and where is the worship of Sival (What a 
great difference between these!) Sankara stands aloof from 
those who are addicted to liquor and meat. 

" 61. Without the favour of Siva, Bhninti (ignorance, wan-
dering) cannot stop. That is why these bees devoid of Siva (i.e. 
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comprehension of the truth. of Siva) hover and wander around. 
62-65. Seeing thus the lower creatures moving about in 

the penance-grove like sages, it was understood by the gods 
that such a miracle had arisen from the holy shrine itself, 
since, even the lower creatures living here should be liberated 
by Viiveivara at the time of their death by imparting the Tiraka 
Mantra. 

64. If after realising the greatness of the holy place any-
one resolves to stay here, Visvesa redeems him, whether he be 
alive or dead. 

65. Men of wisdom who are conversant with the secret 
of Avimukta (i.e., Kiii) are liberated. Even the lower creatures 
without knowledge are liberated because their sins have vanished. 

66. This realisation made the Devas wonder when they 
went within the hermitage. On seeing the flocks of birds, they 
rejoiced again. 

67. The crane (swan) has rested his neck on the neck of 
the goose. We think, it is not sleeping but meditating on Visvesvara. 

68. The female swan scratches the male swan with the tip 
of its beak; but when he expresses his desire for mating, she 
wards him off by means of the fluttering wings. 

69. On being held by the male ruddy goose, the female 
of the species appears to say in its Knnlcita (goose like) utter
ance: "O foremost one among the lascivious! Why do you 
exhibit your sexual desire here?" 

70. The pigeon from the clusters of hedges chirps sweetly 
but, it appears, as if it is being warded by the female pigeon 
saying, "The sage in meditation will hear." 

71. The peacock does not utter its Ka.a sound. It keeps 
silent perhaps out of fear for him. The Cakora (a kind of 
Partridge) bird that imbibP.s moonlight appears silent as if to 
observe the Nalctavrata vow ( taking food only at night). 

72. The Siriki (female parrot) reciting the truth seems ... 
to address the parrot, "Siva takes one across the sea ( of worldly 
existence) that extends without any limit." 

75. By means of its sweet cooing sound the cuckoo seems 
to utter, "Kali a1e and Kila (Death) do not adversely affect 
the persons staying in Kiii ... 

74. After observing these activities of the animals and the 
birds, the Devas disparaged their heaven that was subject to 
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unexpected calamities and the sufferings thereof. 
75. These birds and animals, the residents of Kasi, are far 

superior, because they have no return (to the worldly exist• 
ence); not so in the case of the Devas who are liable to re
births. 

76. -We the heaven-dwellers are not at all on a par with 
even the fallen ones residing in Kasi. There is no fear of 
downfall in Kasi but there is a great danger of downfall in 
heaven. 

77. Residence in Kasi with such observances as monthly 
fasts etc. is far better. Nowhere else can there be a kingdom 
free from enemies, with the extensive shade of various kinds 
of (royal) umbrellas. 

78. The position (the final region) that is easily and 
sportively acquired by rabbits and mosquitoes in Kisi cannot 
be acquired even by the Yogins elsewhere even through regu
lar practice of yogic postures etc. 

79. Even the beggarly wretch in Varal)asi is better since 
he is free from the fear of Yama. Not so in our case. We the 
Tridasas ('gods having only the three states of infancy, teen
age and youth') are not so, because our dasa (plight) is so 
miserable on account of a mountain. 

80. When the eighth part of a day of Brahma is over, the 
region of Indra perishes along with the Guardians of the world, 
Sun, Moon, Planets and Stars. 

81. Even when two Parardhas (i.e., the entire life of Brahma) 
come to an end, no one staying in Kasi perishes. Hence, one 
should strive for perfection and welfare in Kisi. 

82. The happiness one derives by residing in Kasi here 
cannot be had in the pavilion of the whole Cosmic Egg. If that 
can be had, how do you account for the fact that all are 
desirous of residing in Kasi? 

8S. The chance to reside in Kisi here can be obtained 
by an exchange of all those merits that one has earned in the 
course of thousands of previous births. 

84. Even if the chance can be had, the resident will not 
acquire Siddhi (fulfilment), if the Three-eye Lord were to get 
angry. Hence, one should always seek refuge in Visvesvara 
worthy of being resorted to. 

85. The four aims of life named piety, love, wealth and 
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salvation can be had in Kiii in their entirety. Not so anywhere 
else. 

86. Even if one proceeds to the temple of Visveivara from 
one's house lazily, one shall acquire more than the benefit of 
a horse-sacrifice at every step. 

87. There is no limit to the welfare and prosperity of one 
who takes the holy dip in the current of the river flowing 
towards the north and proceeds to visit Viiveivara with great 
faith. 

88-9!. The devotee shall attain more and more merit by 
the following pious activities: by visiting, touching, bathing in 
and drinking the waters of the celestial river (i.e., Gangi); by 
offering Santlhya prayers, Japas, water libations, worship of the 
Lord; by visiting the Pancatirthas (the five holy spots i.e., (i) 
Kapilmocana, (ii) Pipamocana, (iii) J.b,amocana, (iv) Kulastarilbha 
and (v) Vaitaraoi; by visiting Visvesvara, faithful touch and 
adoration, arranging for incense, lights etc., circumambulation, 
repetition of prayers, prostrations, dances, uttering the names 
of the Lord such as Devadeva, Mahideva, Sarilbhu, Siva, Dhiirjap., 
NilakaQi}ta, isa, Pinikin, Sasisekhara, TrisulapiQi, Visvesa and 
imploring "Save mel Save mef"; by sitting for even half a moment 
in the Muktimaogapiki (Pavilion of salvation); by narrating 
the sacred stories, listening to the Purioas, practising the daily 
routine ritualistic activities, receiving and honouring guests 
and helping others and such other activities. 

94. Just as the moon increases digit by digit in the bright 
half of the month, so also the accumulation of piety of the 
inhabitants of Kasi takes place step by step. 

95. This Dkarmavrkla ('the tree of piety') is praiseworthy. 
Faith is its seed. It is watered by the water (used for) washing 
the feet of BrahmaQas. The fourteen lores are the branches. 
Riches constitute its flowers. The two fruits arc the subtle one 
of salvation and the gross one of love. 

96. Here Bhavini is the bestower of all riches. Qhu1,;1dhi 
(Gaoesa) shall get all the desires fulfilled. Here Viiveia shall 
liberate all creatures at the time of death, by imparting the 
Mantra into the ears. 

97. Dhanna (Righteousness) stands on all its four feet 
(viz., Truth, Penance, Mercy and Religious gifts) here in Kasi; 
An.ha (wealth) in Kasi is of various kinds; Kama (Love) in Kasi 
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is the sole base of all happiness. What is the Snyas (salvation, 
welfare) elsewhere which is not in Kiii here? 

98. All these are not surprising, because where there is 
Viivesvara there is nothing strange. He is the personification 
of piety, wealth, love and salvation for bestowal. He. is of the 
Cosmic Form. Hence in all the three worlds, there is nothing 
on a par with Kasi." 

99-101. While saying all these things, the Devas (went ahead 
and) saw the hut of the sage. It was full of the fragrance of 
the smoke arising from the Homas. There were many religious 
students moving around. 

It was rendered beautiful by the fawns with piles of Darbha 
grass in their mouths, following the maidens of the penance
grove seeking handful of Syamika rice. 

Many wet bark-garments and loin cloths were seen hanging 
from the branches of the trees, thereby creating the impres
sion that nets were kept spread all over in order to capture 
the deer of Vighnas (obstacles, hindrances). 

102. On seeing the frontyard of the hut marked by the 
imprints of the feet of Lopimudri, the cre&t:iewel of chaste 
women, the Suras devoutly bowed down. 

103-104. Agastya, the sage, had concluded his medita-
tion and had worn the rosary around his ears. Then he oc
cupied his Brsi (i.e., special seat of a sage). On seeing Agastya 
thus seated in front of them, appearing grand like Brahma 
himself, all the Devas including Indra (bowed to him) with 
delighted beaming faces and uttered loudly "Be victorious! Be 
victorious!" 

105. The sage stood up and made them occupy their 
seats befittingly. He greeted them with blessings. He then asked 
them the purpose of their visit. 

V1asa said: 

106-107. One who devoutly listens to this meritorious nar
rative, or reads or teaches this to those who have faith in these 
vows, can shake off all sins committed knowingly or unknow
ingly and certainly proceeds to the city of Siva by means of 
a vehicle having the colour of a swan. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

The Charaelnistics of a Chast, Woman• 

Suta saitl: 

1. 0 great sage, 0 holy Sir, on being asked by the sage, 
what did the Devas say? Kindly narrate it for the good of all 
the worlds. 

Sri v,aa said: 

2. On hearing the words of Agastya, the Devas respectfully 
glanced at the face of Brhaspati (the preceptor of gods). 

ViiJcpali said: 

S. Listen, 0 illustrious Agastya, to the purpose of the visit 
of the Devas. You are blessed. You have achieved whatever 
should be achieved. You are honoured even by great men. 

4. Are not there ascetics in every hermitage, on every 
mountain, in every forest? 0 excellent sage, but your status 
is entirely different. 

5. You possess the glory of austerities. The Brahmar;iical 
refulgence is established in you. The glory of merit of the 
highest type is in you. There is liberal-mindedness in you. You 
have a (steady) mind. 

6-9. This auspicious and chaste lady Lopimudri is your 
partner in the holy rites. She is more or less like a shadow 
of your body and a (mere) mention of hers is a giver of merit. 
It is certain that no one else is considered as excellent as this 
lady among the chaste ones by Arundhati, Sivitri, Anasiiyi, 
Sai,cjilyi, Sati, Laktmi, Satariipi, Mena, Suniti, Sariljiia and 
Svihi. These chaste ladies are respectively the wives ofVasittha, 
God Brahma, Atri, Kausika, (Sati, the first consort of) Siva, 
Vi,r.iu, Sviyarilbhuva Manu, Himalaya, Uttinapida (Dhruva's 
father), Vivasvin (the Sun-god), Agni (Fire-god). 0 sage, she 
takes her food after you have had it; when you stand, she also 

' 
• The chapter is important from sociological point of view. It ponrays the 

status of women (wives) 'llis-tHJis men (husbands). It ia a di1est of Smrti-laws 
about the duties of married women. especially with relation to the husband. 
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stands; when you have gone to sleep completely, she goes to 
bed and she gets up before you. 

10. She never comes before you unadorned; when you 
go elsewhere for some work, she eschews all ornaments. 

11. She never utters your name, so that your l_ongevity 
becomes best assured; she never mentions the names of other 
men. 

12. Though assailed by angry words (by you), she never 
expresses her displeasure; though beaten (by you), she con
tinues to be pleased with you. If you say "Do this", she replies, 
"O lord, know that it has been done." 

13. When she is called (by you), she leaves off all her 
other domestic duties and comes near you quickly (and says), 
"Wherefore, 0 Lord, have you addressed me; let that pleasure 
be given to me as favour." 

14. She does not stand at the doorway for a long time; 
nor does she lie near the doorway and block it. She does not 
give anything to anyone unless asked by you to give. 

15. Without being specifically told so, she gets ready all 
the requisite things for the worship of the deity such as holy 
water for the ob~ervances, Darbha grass, leaves, flowers, raw 
rice grains etc. 

16. She waits for the correct time, fetching the requisite 
thing at the proper time without being perturbed, nay, taking 
delight in the same. 

17. She takes in the leavings of her husband whether 
cooked food or fruits and other things. If anything is given 
to her, she says, "It is your great favour" and then accepts it. 

18. She never eats anything without sharing it with gods, 
manes, guests, servants, cows and mendicants. 

19. She soberly dresses and adort11s herself; she is effi
cient (in her job); she is cheerful, she is averse to wastage and 
over-spending. Without being permitted by you she never takes 
up holy observances, fasts and vows.1 

20. She avoids from a distance visiting community festivi
ties; she never goes on pilgrimage or for witnessing marriage 
celebrations (without you). 

1. For the prohibition of non-permitted ob1ervance of vows see Manu 
V.155. 
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21. If the husband is comfortably seated, sound asleep or 
in a sportive mood, she never disturbs him by waking him up 
casually or even for her personal intimate reasons. 

22. In the event of the monthly course, she never shows 
her face (to her husband etc.) for three days. Till she gets 
purified by her bath thereafter, she never makes her utterance 
heard by others. 

23. After her cleansing bath ( on her fourth day), she first 
looks at the face of her husband and not of anyone else, or 
after meditating on her husband in her mind, she looks at the 
Sun. 

24-25. A chaste woman sincerely wishing for the long life 
of her husband shall never be without these: turmeric, saffron, 
sindura (red lead), collyrium, blouse, betel leaves, splendidly 
auspicious ornaments, combing of the hairs and ornaments 
on the braid of hair, hands, ears etc. 

26. A chaste woman never has close companionship with 
a washerwoman (or a woman in the monthly course), a ratio
nalist, sceptic or heretic, a Buddhist recluse (woman) or a 
woman of Kapilika sect or an unfortunate wretched woman. 

27. This chaste lady never speaks to a woman who hates 
her husband. She never remains alone anywhere. She never 
takes her bath anywhere in the nude. 

28. A chaste woman never sits on the mortar or pestle 
or broom or (grinding) stone or any mechanical contrivance, 
nor on a raised platform on either side of the front door ( or 
threshold). 

29. She never exhibits shameless boldness except at the 
time of sexual dalliance. She loves whatever her husband is 
interested in. 

30. This is the holy vow for a woman; this alone is the 
greatest piety; this is the only divine adoration that she never 
transgresses the words of her husband. 

31. She will never disregard her husband whether he be 
a eunuch, ou.e in a miserable plight, sick, old and senile, 
affluent or poor. 

32. When the husband is delighted: she should be delighted; 
when he is gloomy and morose, she also should be gloomy 
and morose. She shall be of meritorious deed if she identifies 
(herself with her husband) during affluence and in adversity. 
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55. When ghee, salt, oil etc., are wanting, she should not 
openly say, "We don't have this and that". A chaste woman 
never subjects her husband to overstrain. 

54. A woman desirous of having holy bath in sacred waters 
near holy shrines should drink the water with which the feet 
of her husband are washed. To a woman her husband alone 
is far superior to even Sankara or Vifl)U. 

55. If a woman disregards the wish of her husband and 
observes holy vows, fasts etc., she shall reduce the life span of 
her husband. After death she goes to hell. 

36. If a woman resents and retorts, when she is told any-
thing, she is reborn as a bitch in a village or a vixen in a 
desolate forest. 

37. This is cited as the most important and decisive of 
all rules to be followed by women that they should enjoy ev
erything after worshipping the feet of the husband. 

38. A woman should never occupy a high seat. She should 
never go to other men's houses. She should never utter words 
that could cause (her or others) to be ashamed. 

!9. She should never utter slanderous words. She should 
avoid quarrels. She should never speak aloud or laugh in the 
presence of elders. 

40. An evil-minded woman who forsakes her husband and 
commits sexual offences (with a paramour) is reborn as a 
cruel owl residing in the hollow of a tree. 

41. If on being beaten, a woman wishes to beat in retali-
ation, she is born as a tigress or a female cat. A woman leering 
at another man becomes squint-eyed. 

42. If a woman keeps her husband away and herself enjoys 
sweet dishes, she is born as a sow in a village or a flying fox 
feeding on its own faeces. • 

43. If a woman addresses (her husband) disrespectfully 
and unpleasantly by using 'thou' (instead of respectful 'you'), 
she becomes dumb. She who is always jealous of her co-wives, 
becomes wretched again and again. 

44. She who glances at others avoiding the sight of her 
husband is reborn one-eyed, deformed in face or ugly in features. 

45-46. On seeing her husband returning from outdoor 
work, the wife should hasten to give him light meal and water, 
and betel-leaves; she should fan him, massage his feet, speak 
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pleasing word& dispelling his fatigue and worry. Thus, if a 
woman delights her husband, all the three worlds will be delighted 
with her. 

47. Limited is what a father could give; a brother gives 
but limited gifts; a son too gives only limited. Hence a woman 
should always worship her husband who gives unlimited (gifts) .1 

48. Husband is the god; husband is the preceptor; hus
band alone constitutes piety, holy place and pious vows and 
observances. Hence a woman should forsake everything and 
worship her husband alone. 

49. Just as a lifeless body becomes impure in a moment, 
so also a woman bereft of her husband is always impure even 
though she may bathe scrupulously. 

50. A widow devoid of conjugal bliss and weal is the worst 
of all inauspicious things. There would be no success in a 
venture, if one sees a widow (at the outset). 

51. A sensible man should avoid such a woman bereft of 
all conjugal bliss and even her blessings, except in the case 
of his (widowed) mother. 2 

52. At the time of the marriage of a girl, the Brihm~as 
should pronounce, "Be a constant companion to your hus
band alive or dead." 

5!. The husband should always be followed by a woman 
like a body by its shadow, like the moon by its light or like 
a cloud by lightning. 

54. If a woman joyously follows her (dead) husband from 
the house to the cremation ground ( to immolate herself along 
with him), she certainly derives the benefit of a horse-sacrifice 
at every step. 

55. Just as a snake-catcher pulls out a serpent from its 
hollow, so also a chaste woman snatches her husband from the 
messengers (of god of Death) and takes him to heaven. 

56. On seeing a chaste woman from a distance, the mes
sengers of Yama flee after discarding her husband, though he 
might have been a man of misdeeds. 

57. "We, the messengers (of Death), do not fear fire or 

J. Quoted from Mbh, Santi, 148.6; also echoed in MtP 210.17-18. For 
Godhood of the husband to wife see Mbh, Anuia.sana 146.58. 
· t. ·aepetition from SkP lll.ii.7.50-51 . . 
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lightning as much as seeing a chaste woman coming towards us." 
58. On seeing the refulgence of a chaste woman, the Sun 

blazes more and tire bums brighter and all fiery beings tremble. 
59. A chaste woman sportingly enjoys heavenly pleasures 

along with her husband as many ten thousand crores ·( of years) 
as there are hairs on her body. 

60. Blessed is that mother in the world, blessed is that 
father and blessed is that glorious husband in whose house 
there is a chaste woman. 

61. Due to the merit of a chaste woman, all the three, 
viz. the members of her father's family, those of her mother's 
family, and those of her husband's family, enjoy the pleasures 
of heaven. 

62. By violation of the chaste and decent behaviour, women 
of evil conduct cause the downfall of the three familieJ, viz., 
that of the father, that of the mother and that of the husband. 
They are miserable too here and hereafter. 

63. Wherever a chaste woman sets her foot on the ground, 
the earth thinks thus: 'I have no burden here. I have become 
pure.' 

64. It is with the apprehension ( of committing a sin) that 
the Sun, the Moon and the Wind touch a chaste woman only 
for their own purification and not for anything else. 

65. Waters always desire the touch of a chaste woman 
(and say), •our dampness (ignorance) has perished today. We 
have become capable of purifying others." 

66. Are there no women proud of their charm and beauty 
in every house? But, only due to devotion to Visvesa does one 
get a chaste woman as wife. 

67. Wife is the root cause ( of everything good) to every 
householder; wife is the cause of happiness; wife is conducive 
to the attainment of righteousness; wife is for the increase of 
progeny. 

68. Two worlds, viz., the visible world and the other world, 
are won over through wife. A min without a wife is not entitled 
to perform the rites of Yajna perta\ning to gods, manes and 
guests etc. 1 

1. Cf.Jaimini, Puna Mlmidlli Vl.1.17ff: also Apuwhba Dh. S, 11.6.15. 16-
17. 
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69. Only he should be considered a genuine householder, 
in whose house there is a chaste wife. The other one-the 
unchaste-is (as if) devoured at every step by old age assum ... 
in1 the form of an ogress ( or is as if devoured by a Riqasi 
called Jari). 

70. Just as the body becomes pure through a plunge in 
Gangi, so also everything becomes pure through the splendid 
(and benign) glance of a chaste woman. 

71. If somehow by chance, a wife does not follow the 
husband (after death), even then, the chastity should be preserved 
unviolated. There is downfall through the violation of chas-
tity. 

72. A husband falls from heaven due to the misdemeanour 
of the wife and not for any other reason. Similarly her mother, 
father and all her brothers (fall). 

75. After the death of the husband, if a woman preserves 
her widowed state (in purity), she goes back to the husband 
and enjoys heavenly pleasures. 1 

74. The braided tresses of hair of a widow cause disaster 
to the husband. Hence a woman shall always get her hair 
shaved off. 

75-77. As a rule (a widow) should take only a single meal 
(per day) and not a second meal. She must observe (fast) for 
three days, consecutively, or for five days together or for a 
fortnight. She may observe fast for a whole month. She may 
perform the expiatory rites of Cindriya9a, Kfcchra, Parika or 
Taptalqcchra. Till the life becomes extinct, she must somehow 
sustain herself with cooked barley, fruit diet, vegetable dishes 
or mere milk. 

78. A widowed woman lying on a couch causes the down-
fall of her husband. Hence with a desire for the happiness of 
her husband she must sleep on bare ground. 

79. Anointing and smearing of the body should never be 

1. W 75-105 describe the duties of widows (Vid/a1111i-tl/a11F110). The verses 
are elaboration of Manu V. 157-160. But late-: writers on Dharmailstra quoted 
many of these verses from this Cl\apter of the Skanda as 'authoritative duties 
of widows', vide NiffJ,11,._siftdJr.U (p.626), M•u•a-Parijatt, (pp. 202-6). Kane, 
however disapproves ofWinternitz'1 criticism of the inhuman attitude or Hindu 
Dhannaiiatra towards widows (HD 11.i.58!). 
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done by a widowed woman. She must not make use of any type 
of scents or perfumes. 

80. Water-libations with gingelly seeds and Kusa grass should 
be offered daily to the husband, his father and 1randfather 
mentioning the Gotra and the respective names. 

81. Adoration of Vi,i,u should be performed identifyin1 
the husband with the ·Lord and not otherwise. She should 
always meditate on her husband as the Lord in the form of 
Vit)}U. 

82. With a desire for propitiating the husband, all those 
articles which were very dear to him in the world and every
thing that he had desired should be given as gift to someone 
of good qualities. 

8!. She must do special observances in the months of 
Vaiiikha, Kirttika and Migha such as holy ablution, gifting of 
things, pilgrimage and utterances of VitJ)u's names rcspcc• 
tively. 

84. Waterpots in Vaisikha, ghee-lamps in K.irttika and 
distributing of grains and gingelly seeds in Migha are of special 
significance in the heavenly world. 

85-87. Sheds where water is offered to travellers should 
be arranged during Vaisikha; Galantilcti ( a pot with a hole in 
the bottom which is filled with water and kept above the image 
so that there is a continuous flow of water on the top of the 
idol) should be offered to the deities. Gift of articles like the 
following should be made to prominent Brihmar;ias: sandals, 
fans, umbrella, thin clothes and garments, sandalpaste, cam
phor, betel-leaves, flowers, many kinds of waterpots and floral 
houses, various kinds of beverages, grapes, plantains etc. While 
gifting she should utter, "May my husband be pleased." 

88. In the month of Orja (Kirttika) ahe should eat cooked 
barley or take a meal one time only. Brinjal, Sura~a and Suka-
simbi (Mucuna p,uritus) _should be avoided. 

89. In the month of Kirttika, one shall avoid oil, honey, 
brass vessel and preserved pickles. 

90. If one observes the vow of silence in Kirttika, she 
should 1ift a beautiful bell. If she observes the vow of eating 
in leafy cups and plates, she should give a bell-metal vessel 
filled with ghee. 

91. If lying on bare ground is the vow observed, she 
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should gift a soft. smooth bed filled with cotton. If the vow 
is avoidance of fruits, fruits should be given as gifts. In the 
case of the vow of avoidance of juice. that juice should be 
offered as a gift. 

92. In the case of the vow of avoidance of grains that 
particular grain should be given as gift or paddy too can be 
given. With great effort cows should be given well-adorned 
and accompanied by gifts of gold. 

93. (If') all other gifts on one side and the gift of lights 
on the other (are weighed to compare the merits derived), all 
other gifts do not deserve even a sixteenth of (the merit accrued 
from) tile gift of lights in Karttika. 

94. The holy ablution in the month of Migha should be 
performed when the sun has slightly risen up. A devotee observing 
the vow of holy ablution in Migha shall follow the rules and 
regulations in accordance with his capacity. 

95. Brihmai:ias, ascetics and sages should be fed with sweet 
cooked foods, sweetmeats, PheQikas, Vaiakas, Ii:i4arika etc. (these 
are the sweetmeats and snacks specially to be made). 

96. They shall be fried or cooked in ghee. Pepper should 
be added where necessary. They should be flavoured with white 
camphor. There must be sugar within. The items prepared 
should be charming to see and of sweet fragrance. 

97. Dry fuel should be given in bulk for the purpose of 
warding off cold. Shirts and blouses filled with cotton should 
be given along with mattress filled with cotton and with ex
cellent covers. 

98-101. Garments red in colour like madder, cotton cloths, 
nutmegs, cloves, betel-leaves of all sorts, blankets, shawls of 
various colours, houses affording protection from blowing winds, 
10ft sandals and slippers, sweet-smelling unguents should be 
offered. She should offer worship as in famous temples with 
ghee-spread Kambalas (as at Badarikisrama Temple) after great 
ablution. Agallochum should be used in the incense in the 
sanctum sanctorum. Lamps should have thick wicks. There 
shall be different kinds of food offerings. She should then 
utter, "May the Lord in the form of my husband be pleased." 

102. A widowed lady should spend the months ofVaiiikha, 
Kirttika and Migha with such holy vows and observances as 
these. 
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10!. She should not mount a bullock even when there is 
danger to life. She should not wear blouses or gaudy gar
ments. 

104. A widow who is fond of her husband, should not do 
anything without asking her sons. A widow who is accustomed 
to observe all these vows and practices, is considered auspi
cious. 

105. A widow who is chaste and who observes all these 
pious practices, shall attain the regions of her husband. She 
shall not be miserable anywhere. 

106. If a woman considers her husband as a deity, there 
is no difference between her and Gangi. She is directly equal , 
to Umi, the consort of Siva. Hence a sensible man should 
worship her. 

Brhaspati said: 

107. 0 Lopimudri, 0 great mother who always fixes her 
eyes to the lotus-like feet of her husband, it is as good as we 
have attained the benefit of bathing in Gangi, since we are 
fortunate enough to see you. 

108. After eulogizing the illustrious chaste lady, the prin
cess (Lopimudri), Guru (Brhaspati) clever in every art and 
subject, bowed down to the sage and said: 

109. "You are Pra1.1ava. She is Sruti. You are Austerity your
self. She is f4amii. (Forgiveness or the Earth). You are the fruit 
(of a holy rite while), she is the holy rite. Thus, 0 great sage, 
you are blessed. 

110. This is the refulgence of a Pativrati (chaste wife). 
You are the great Brihma9ical splendour. Still this is the re
fulgence of penance. What is there impossible to be achieved 
by you? 

111. There is nothing not known to you. I shall, however, 
tell you why the Devas have come here. 0 sage, listen to that: 

112-114a. This is the glorious Slayer of Vrtra, who has 
performed one hundred sacrifices, who wields the thunder
bolt, at whose doorway the eight Siddhis eagerly stand await
ing his favourable glance; at the outskirts of his city the herd 
of Kimadhenu cows graze; his citizens always lie down in the 
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cool shades of the wish-yielding Kalpa trees; and in his streets 
the precious and miraculous CintimaQi jewels abound like 
gravel and pebbles. 

l l 4b-l l 6. This is Fire-god, the source of origin of the 
universe. This one is Dhannarija. These are Nirrti, Varui,a, 
Viyu, Srida (i.e., Kubera), Rudra and others. 

Powerful persons are propitiated by persons of good con
duct for (the fulfilment of) all desires. These persons are those 
who request. You are the one to be begged for the sake of 
the world. That can be achieved through a mere word from 
you. It can help the whole world. 

117. A certain mountain named Vindhya has blocked the 
path of the Sun. He has increased in size due to his rivalry 
with Meru. You will kindly stop his growth in size (height). 

118. Those who are hard by nature, those who cause ob
struction to the path, those who prosper or increase (in size 
etc.) out of rivalry, the prosperity of such people, going beyond 
limits, is inauspicious." 

119-120. On hearing these words of Guru, the great sage 
did not think for a long time. Reflecting for a moment the 
sage replied, "Let it be so. I shall accomplish your task." After 
saying thus he dismissed the heaven-dwellers. Agastya then 
began to think. He engaged himself in meditation. 

Vetlavya.sa said: 

121. After listening to this chapter on chaste women the 
devotee, whether it is a woman or a man, casts off the bodice 
in the form of sins and goes to the world of Sakra (lndra). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Agas"a 's D,panun 

Paf'iliam* saitl: 

41 

1. Then, 0 Silla, after meditating on Visvesa, the leading 
sage spoke to that meritorious lady Lopimudri these words: 

2. "O fair lady, see what has befallen us. Where is that task 
and where are we, the followers of the path of ascetics (that 
is, we are not concerned with it.) I 

5. Indra has sportingly chopped off the wings of many 
mountains. How can his power be ineffective in regard to a 
single mountain? 

4. It is he in whose courtyard there is the wish-yielding 
Kalpa tree. Thunderbolt is his weapon. The eight Siddhis keep 
waiting at his doorway. And now he requests a Brihma9-a for 
the fulfilment of his desire! 

5. 0 beloved one, mountains are bewildered and perturbed 
by forest-conflagration. Where has that power of the Fire-god 
to arrest his growth in size, gone? 

6. This Staff-bearing Lord (Yama) is the_ controller of all 
living beings. Is he not competent to chastise him (Vindhya), 
a mere rocky thing? 

7-8. Adttyas, Vasus, Rudras, Tutitas, the group of Maruts, 
Visvedevas, Dasras (Asvins) and the other heaven-dwellers there 
are, at a mere glance of whom all the worlds fall. 0 my beloved, 
are they not competent enough to prevent the growth of a 
mountain? 

9. Ohl The reason has been comprehended. The wise ut
terance about Kasi, sung as a song by •sages who know the 
truth, is remembered. 

10. 1Avimukta should not be abandoned at all by those who 
yearn for liberation. But there shall be obstacles for the good 
people who dwell in Kasi' .1 

-This ahould have been Pil'Uarya, u it is Vyila. the son of ParUara who 
ia speaking. 

1. Here 'Avimukta' and •Kui' are u1ed u synon)'Dl•• But Trutuliulu limill 
it (Avimukta) to a circle with VRVdvara as centre and 200 Dhanus (800 Hutas) 
as radius (HD IV.628). It i1 called •Avimukta" u it i1 never left by God giva. 
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11. 0 blissful lady, that obstacle is imminent; it is very 
great; lt cannot be made otherwise because Viiveia is averse. 

12. Indeed Kiii has been attained through the blessings 
of Brihmal}as. Who will be inclined to leave it? If at all he 
is inclined to leave it, he is a man of confounded mind who 
gives awa·fthe tasty morsel held in the hand and licks his own 
elbow.1 

IS. Alasl How do people leave, out of foolishness, this 
Kifi which is a solid mass of good merits? (It is difficult to 
return to Kasi again.) Is (even an insignificant thing like) the 
bulbous root of water-lily obtained at every immersion in wa
ter? Is (return to Kiii) so easy? (Hence one should not leave 
Kasi and go elsewhere.) 

14. People learn from great men that Kisi is the fruit of 
a mass of merits acquired in the course of many previous 
births. They come to it after undergoing various difficulties, 
still if they are foolish enough to wish to go elsewhere, they 
are willing to court disaster (or hell) voluntarily. 

15. Where is Kasi, the revealer of the Absolute Being? 
Where is the activity opposed to staying therein, which cannot 
but bring about misery all round? Hence a sensible man does 
not go elsewhere. Can a pumpkin gourd pass through the 
mouth ( throat) of a goat? (Similarly abandoning of Kasi by 
a wise man is impossible.) 

16. Alas! How can a man who is likely to perish quickly 
(die at any moment) leave Kasi, the merit whereof has been 
revealed (by Scriptures as well as by Lord Siva)? My mind says 
that his (such a man's) merit has dwindled certainly (if he 
were to leave it). 

17. If a man is not so sick ( as to die), he may leave off 
Kis1 that helps all types of living beings (in the attainment of 
all the four aims of life) and which constitutes the mass of 
merit of a person devoid of lust and try to go elsewhere, and 
not anyone else (i.e., the sickly one). 

18. Those who are liberated souls do not leave Kasi. Kasi 
eradicates all types of sins; it is inaccessible even to gods; it 
has the excellent perennial supply of water through Gangi; it 

1. The lament11tion of Agastya at the prospect of leaving Kiii (w 12 ft'.) 
1how1 the importance of stay in Kifi. 
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snaps the noose of worldly existence; it is never left by giva 
and Pirvati; it acts like an oyster shell for the development of 
the pearl of salvation and it is the very personification of 
blissful redemption. 

19. 0 ye men, have you been overwhelmed by e;x.cess of 
sins and deceived (by fate or your own ill-luck) that you are 
endeavouring to go elsewhere after leaving Kasi that you reached 
after a great deal of exertion and suffering, the holy city that 
could be attained only through exchange of profuse wealth of 
merit. 

20. Alas! It is the ignorance of the people that they think 
(of going) elsewhere, after leaving off Kasi that is pleasingly 
brilliant with the sparkling waters of Gangi and that is held 
aloft1-on the tip of the trident of the Foe of the God of Love 
(Siva) even during the period of annihilation (besides during 
that of sustenance of the world). 

21. 0 ye people capable of thinking! How wonderful! 
Why do you fall into the middle of the ocean of worldly ex
istence filled solely with the waters of grief-causing sins, (after 
leaving Kasi) that is capable of routing all the sins that ob
struct salvation, that will serve as the raft (of redemption)? 

22. Kasi is not of easy access (solely) through the adop-
tion of the conduct of the good and performance of Vedic 
rites, yogic practices, making of gifts and severe penances and 
austerities. It can be easily acquired through the blessings of 
Brihma~as or through the grace of the Lord of the universe 
(Siva). 

2S. Elsewhere it is possible to acquire righteousness through 
profuse wealth; so also wealth and love through plenty of gifts 
and enjoyments. But as far as salvation is concerned, it cannot 
be had elsewhere in the same manner a& it could be had here. 

24. No other region is as pure and holy as Avimukta (i.e., 
Kifi). Neither by the Vedas nor by scriptures nor by the Purir,ias 
have the other regions been dealt with so much as Avimukta. 
So Avimukta has been always the holy spot of refuge. 

1. The belief that KUi is not submerged during Pralaya (annihilation or 
the world) is probably due to the fact that the site of original ancient KUi i.e. 
Rija1hip plateau was seldom submerged in flood -water. The ancient city or 
Divodlla was on this plateau but it wu completely destroyed by Qutb-ud-din 
Aibalt, the general of Mohammad Ghorl. 
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25. That (Sage) Jibili has said: 'O Arur.ii, the river Asi 
is considered as lcji (left tubular vessel of this name); Varar.ii 
is the tubular vessel ( on the right) Piiagali. In between these 
two is Avimukta.1 

26-28. (Between lcji and Piligali) There is the great tu-
bular vessel su,umr.ii. All the three constitute this Varir.iasi. 

At the time of death, Hara expounds the Tirak.a Brahman 
(Pra,ava) into the right ears of all creatures. Thereby they 
become Brahman themselves. In this context there is a verse, 
as the expounders of the Vedas say: 

At the time of death here, the Lord, through the instruc
tion in Tiraka Mantra undoubtedly liberates the creatures 
that reside in Avimukta. 

29. There is no other holy spot on a par with Avimukta. 
There is no other goal than Avimukta. There is no other 
Liilga on a par with Avimukta. Again and again it is repeatedly 
stated that this is the truth. 

30. If anyone leaves off Avimukta and takes interest else
where, he casts off salvation from his palm and searches for 
other spiritual powers.' " 
· 31-32. After decidedly concluding through Srutis and PuraJ)as 
the extraordinary power of the holy place, (since) there is no 
other Liilga equal to that of Visvanitha and there is no city 
equal to Kasi in all the three worlds, the noble-souled sage, 
the leading chief of all the saints, bowed down to Sri Kilabhairava2 

and submitted: "I have come here to take leave of you, be
cause you are the presiding deity of the city of Srikisi. 

33. Alas! 0 Kilabhairava, did I not propitiate you with fruits, 
roots and flowers on all Sundays and Tuesdays, on all Anamis 
(eighth day) and Caturdasis (fourteenth day) every fortnight? 
Will you be finding fault with me despite the fact that I am 
free from sins? (Why are you expelling me from Kasi?) 

34. Ahl O Kilabhairava, you assume a very terrible form 
that is destructive of heinous sins. Don't you then lift up your 

1. A Yo1ic interpretation of the geographical position of Avimukta, vidc 
Jiblla Upa. p. 145 of l'J,ani1at Sangralaa (MLBD). 

2.. He is a Yalqa re1arded as the Police Chief of Kifi. His stone ulol 11 

shown to wield a bi1 cudgel. His temple is about a mile to the noah nf 
Vlhehara temple. (For details vide infra eh. 50.) 
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hand and protect the people residing in Virii,asi who gather 
around extremely terrified by proclaiming to them, 'Do not 
be afraid?' 

!15. 0 Yaqarija armed with a staff, 0 son of Puroabhadra 
having a form as fascinating as the moon, 0 excellent one, 
0 protector of the residents of Kasi, indeed you k~ow the 
entire misery arising from penance; why do you banish me out 
(of Kasi)? 

!16. You are the giver of food. You are the giver of life. 
You are the giver of knowledge. You are the bestower of sal
vation. By means of clusters of matted hair and garlands of 
leading serpents, you give the final embellishments to the 
people (after death). 

37. Your attendants (named) Sambhrama and Udbhrama 
are experts in the consideration of the biographical details of 
the people living here. They create great confusion in the 
minds of evil people and drive them away from this holy place 
instantly. 

38. Listen, 0 ])hui:ujhi1 Viniyaka, to my words. I am prat
tling like a helpless man. All the obstacles are under your 
control. Do I linger here like a man of evil deeds? (Hence do 
not drive me away through obstacles.) 

39. May these five Viniyakas, i.e., Cintimaoi, Kapardin, 
the two Asagajas and Siddhiviniyaka, listen. 

40. I have not made any slanderous reference to anyone. 
I have not injured the interest of anyone. I had no covetous 
thought for others' property or wife. Then why this adverse 
culmination? 

41. Gangi was resorted to by me three times (every day). 
Sri Visvanitha is always (regularly) visited by me. Religious 
processions and pilgrimages have been attended to by me on 
every festival occasion. Why is then, this culmination causing 
obstacles?" 

1. Out of 56 Ga,;.eiaa in Virll)asi, the J;)hul)(Jhi Viniyak.a is the chief. His 
temple is just near Viivanitha and as such occupies a central position. His 
name is derived from✓fJhul)(Ji "to search' (Infra Ch. 57.55). For other GBl)esas, 
see infra Ch. 57.59, 113. 
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42. 0 mother Viiiliqi1, 0 Bhavini, 0 Maligali, 0 Jye,f.hi, 
0 Iii, 0 Saubhigya-Vidhina-Sundari (who is a beautiful deity 
bringing about all conjugal bliss), 0 Viive-Vidhe (0 multifari
ous one) and other deities in Kiiil (Obeisance to you, the 
swallower of the universe,) 0 Sri Citragha1.,1li, 0 VikaJ,i, 0 
Durgikil (These are all the deities in Kifi.) 

43. These deities of Kifi are my witnesses. May they lis
ten. I am not going away from this place for my own sake. It 
is because I have been requested by the gods that I am doing 
this. What of all things is not done for helping others? 

44. Formerly did Dadhici not give his bones? Did Bali 
not give the three worlds to the suppliant (Vimana)? Did 
Madhu and Kaitabha not offer their heads (to Vi,1.,1u)? Tirqya 
(Garu9a) became the vehicle of VifQU." 

45. T~e eminent sage took leave of all the sages, all the 
inhabitants of that place including children and old people, 
the gnwes, the creepers and all the trees. He then circumambulated 
the city and then set out. 

46. All the good omens may not be there and he may 
have to traverse a lowly path even; if a man sets out after 
visiting the Moon-crested Lord, he will definitely accomplish 
his intended job. 

4 7. Better is the case of grasses, trees and hedges in Kasi. 
They neither commit sin nor move away elsewhere. We are the 
foremost among the mobile beings, but fie upon us who go 
away today leaving off Kisil 

48. (After bath) he rinsed his mouth (with the waters of) 
Asi again and again. Then the sage said glancing at the rows 
of mansions (i.e. Temples) all around: "O my eyes, look at 
Kasi straight with delight. Where are you and where is this 
city? Alas! (It is difficult to have a sight of Kasi again.) 

49. May the groups of spirits moving about in the out-

1. This is a joint appeal to Goddesses of Virii,asi, though they have 
separate temples as follows: 

a. Visiliqi • to the south-west of Viivanitha at Miri Ghil,a 
b. Bhavini - at Rima Temple near Annapiiri,i 
c. Mar\gali Gauri - at Rima Ghi1,a. 
d. JYetthi - to the west of Jyeftheivara 
e. Saubhigya-Vidhina-Sundari or Saubhigya Gauri - in Adi-Vinesvara 

Temple. 
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skirts, laugh as they please now, clapping their hands and 
grasping one another's hands. I am going away leaving Kiii, 
the sole mass of merits." 

50. Mter lamenting thus very much, though he had his 
wife to assist him, like those Krauiica birds (in front ofVilmiki 
formerly), Sage Agastya fell into a great swoon prattling like 
one in separation: "Alasl Kiii, 0 Kisi, come again and glance 
at me." 

51. He stopped for a short while and said: "O Siva, 0 
Siva, 0 Siva. Dear wife, we shall go. Indeed those heaven
dwellers are very hard. Don't you remember what they did 
after sending Madana, who is competent to bestow happiness 
on the three worlds, to the Three-eyed Lord?" 

52. The sage went ahead a few steps with sweat drops 
appearing on his forehead. By then, it appeared as though the 
ground shrank below with the fear, 'I will be doomed for not 
rising up by way of revering him.• 

53. Seated as though in the vehicle of his penance, within 
half the period required for twinkling (of eyes), the sage saw 
in front of him the lofty Mountain who had blocked the path 
of the sky. 

54-56. On seeing the sage standing before him along with 
his wife, the Mountain trembled. The sage who had destroyed 
Vitipi, the brother of Ilvala, appeared to be blazing like the 
fire at the time of the final annihilation with three fiery flames, 
one arising from the separation from Kisi and the other two 
from the power of penance and the wrath ( of the sage). The 
Mountain became dwarf-like as though he was desirous of going 
deep into the earth. He said: "Let me be granted the favour 
of being commanded. I am your servant." 

Agastya said: • 

57. 0 wise Vindhya, you are good and you know me fac-
tually (i.e. my prowess). Be short in stature till my return. 

58. After saying this, the sage, the storehouse of austerities, 
made the southern quarter duly possessed of a guardian in the 
form of his footprints in the company of that chaste lady (in 
that direction). 
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59-60. When the excellent sage had gone, the trembling 
Mountain anxiously looked in that direction and thought: 'If 
he has gone, well it is. I am reborn today as I have not been 
cursed by Agastya. There is no one blessed like me.' 

61. At that time, Aru9a, conscious of the opportune mo
ment, drove the horses. When the movement of the Sun was 
revived as before, the whole world derived great relief and 
normalcy. 

62. The Mountain remained as though suppressed by the 
great burden of the thought, 'Perhaps the sage may return 
today, tomorrow or the day after.' 

63. The sage has not returned till today. Nor has the 
Mountain increased in size like the tree of wishful thinking 
of wicked people. 

64. There is no doubt about it that if a mean fellow 
possessing much of jealousy desires to rise up, the very news 
of his prosperity recedes and this too affects his previous pros
perity (It may vanish). 

65. The wishes of rogues are not fulfilled. The wishes 
which are fulfilled are certainly lost. Thereby the whole uni
verse protected by Visvesa becomes happy. 

66. Just as the breasts of widows get plump and absorbed 
within the bosom, so also the ambitions of the wicked do after 
soaring up very high. 

67. just as a rivulet becomes over-flooded even when there 
is a slight shower and begins to erode its banks, so also the 
affiuence of a wicked man based on trivial gains, undermines 
his own family. 

68. If a man tries to demonstrate and display his ability, 
unaware of that of others, he gets only a derisive laughter. Set 
also this Mountain here had it. 

Vyasa said: 

69. Even while roaming about on the charming bank..~ 
of Godavari, the sage could not get rid of the distress due to 
the separation from Kasi. 

70. The sage used to stretch out his arms and embrace 
the wind blowing in his dircrction from the north and enquire 
about Kasi and its welfare. 

71. (He used to say:) "O Lopamudra, nowhere on the 
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face of this earth can that inexplicable image of Vi~asi be 
seen, because its maker is not Brahmi. • 

72. The ,age wandered here and there pratdin1 like this 
in some places, standing in certain places, running elsewhere, 
faltering there and sitting here. 

78-75. Proceeding ahead from there, Agastya, the. mass of 
merit, the storehouse of penance, saw in front of him Goddess 
Mahilaqmi (of Kolhapur) like a lucky man, the best of glory. 
She had the lustre of a hundred rising moons. With her own 
lustre, she appeared to surpass even the Sun, even during the 
day time. She was brilliantly dazzling, (yet) she appeared to 
alleviate the distress of his (Agastya's) mind. 

76. Lotuses shrink and close during nights. During New-
Moon days the Moon goes away somewhere. There is the fear 
from the Mandara mountain in the Milk Ocean. Hence, it 
appears as though she has put up her permanent residence 
here (Kolhapur) .1 

77. Ever since Midhava retained her with great honour, 
she had certainly stayed here as though out of spiteful rivalry 
with her co-wife. 

78. A great Asura was frightening the three worlds in the 
form of a boar. The goddess killed that demon and stayed in 
the beautiful city of Kolhapur ever since. 

79. After reaching the place the excellent sage bowed 
down to Mahalaqmi who bestows whatever is desired, through 
very pleasing words. He was highly dt•lighted in his mind. 

Agasi,a said: 

(Prayw to Mahalaklmi) 

80. 0 mother Kamala of large eye, resembling lotus, I 
bow down (to you). 0 mother of the u11iverse, residing in the 
lotus-like heart of Sri Vifl}.UI O Laktmi, fatr in complexion like 
the inner kernel of a lotus, be pleased with me. 0 daughter 
of the Milk Ocean, you are the sole refuge of those who bow 
down always. 

1. This explains why Laqmi stayed at Kolhapur. The Purina-writer is not 
aware that •Kola' was the name of the Asun kill~d by Mahilakfmi. The u-
111mption of the form of a boar (Kola) by the Alura (v 78) is a conjecture of 
the PuriJi,la-wlitea· as Kola means a boar. 
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81. You are the glorious lustre in the abode of Upendra 

(Vifl)U). 0 sole mother of Madana, you are the moonlight in 
the Moon, 0 goddess with a face captivating the mind like the 
Moon. You are the splendour in the Sun. You shine with all 
refulgeJM:e in all the three worlds. 0 Laktmi, the sole refuge 
of those who bow down always, be pleased with me. 

82. You are the Sakti (the burning power) that always abide 
in fire; in collaboration with you, Vedhas (Brahma) creates 
the different types of worlds. Visvarilbhara (Vi,1.1u) sustains 
and supports everything with your (assistance), 0 Laqmi, the 
sole refuge of these who bow down always; be pleased with me. 

85. 0 deity free from impurities, Hara annihilates only 
those things forsaken by you; (actually) you create, sustain and 
annihilate. You are Para (the greatest) and the Avarti (the 
smallest.). 0 pure one, Hari became worthy of being adored 
by securing you (as his consort). 0 Lak,mi, the sole refuge 
of thos, .. who always bow down, be pleased with me. 

84. 0 splendid deity, only he on whom your benign glance 
falls, becomes heroic with good qualities. He alone is a good 
scholar; he alone is blessed; he alone is worthy of honour 
through good ancestry, good conduct and artistic qualities. 
That man is the only clean one in the entire world. 

85. Wherever you happen to stay for even a moment whether 
in .a man, an elephant, a horse, a group of women, grass, lake, 
temple, house, cooked food, jewel, bird, animal, bed or a plot 
of land, that alone becomes splendid and glorious, 0 deity 
identical with all; none else (can do so). 

86. Only the things touched by you get purity. All the 
things forsaken by you are unclean, 0 Lak,mi, 0 consort of 
Sri Vitl)U. 0 Kamala residing in the lotus, wherever your name 
is (uttered), auspiciousness is there. 

87. Where can there be misery unto those who always 
repeat the names of Laqmi, viz., Lakfmi, Sri, Kamala, Kamalilayi, 
Padma, Rama, Nalinayugmakara, Mi, Kfirodaji, Amrt
akumbhakari, lri and Vifl)upriyi. 

88. After eulogizing Goddess Mahilaqmi, the beloved of 
Hari, thµs, the sage accompanied by his wife bowed down and 
lay down like a log of wood with the eight limbs (touching 
the ground). 
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Sri said: 

89. 0 son of Mitra and Varus,a, get up, get up. Welfare 
unto you. 0 chaste lady Lopimudri of auspicious holy vows, 
get up. 

90. I am delighted with this eulogy. Let the clierished 
desire in you heart, whatever it is, be requested for. 0 highly 
fortunate princess free of impurities, sit here. 

91. I desire to get my body that·was scorched by the 
weapons and missiles of the demon (Kola) alleviated a bit, by 
these characteristics of your limbs and your sacred vows. 

92. After saying this, the beloved wife of Hari embraced 
that wife of the sage. Out of love, she adorned her with many 
ornaments indicating conjugal bliss. 

9S. Again she said: "O sage, I know the cause that tor
ments your heart. The fire of grief caused by the separation 
from Kasi indeed scorches all sentient beings. 

94. Formerly when that Lord Viiveaa went to Mandara, 
a condition similar to this befell him too, due to the separa-
tion from Kasi. · 

95. In order to know the full details of that (Kiii) the 
Trident-bearing Lord deputed Brahma, K.eiava, his attendants, 
GaQesvara and the Devas. 

96. Even now all of them are roaming about considering 
the good qualities of Kasi. There is no other city like it any
where. Where is· that city?" 

97. On hearing this, the highly fortunate sage bowed down 
and spoke to Goddess Sri, the following words filled with de
votional fervour. 

98. "If a boon has to be given to me, if I deserve a boon, 
let me have an opportunity to return to Viri1_1asi. This is my 
boon. 

99. Never should those people suffer from distress and 
poverty-the people who always read this prayer composed by 
me with devotion unto you. 

100. Let them not be separated from those whom they 
love. Let there not be destruction of their assets. Let there be 
success everywhere. Let the1:e not be any break in the line of 
their progeny." 
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Sri saitl: 

101. 0 sage, let everything be like the way it has been 
uttered by you. The recitation of this prayer will bring about 
my presence. 

102. May not Alaqmi (ill-luck, misfortune) or Kilakarl)i 
the Ogress, enter their house. For the purpose of quelling 
(the distresses) of cows, horses and other animals, one should 
always repeat this prayer. 

105. This prayer should be written on a leaf of Bhurja tree 
(or the bark) and tied around the neck. It causes the Santi 
(peaceful alleviation) of children attacked by malignant Plan
ets, Bilagraha etc. 

104. This is a greater secret than my own Bija. It should 
be scrupulously preserved. It should not be imparted to one 
lacking in faith. It should not be imparted hurriedly. 

105. 0 eminent Brihmal)a, listen further to another thing. 
In the future Dvipara, the twenty-ninth one, 0 Brihmal)a, you 
will become Vyisa. It is true. 

106. At that time you will classify the Vedas and teach the 
Puril)as and pious practices. Then you will reach Viril)asi and 
attain the fulfilment of all your desires. 

107. Now I shall mention something beneficial to you. Act 
according to it. Mter proceeding a little ahead, visit Lord 
Skanda stationed in front. 

108. The Six-faced Lord will duly narrate to you the secret 
ofVirii:iasi in the same manner as has been recounted by Siva 
to him. It will cause satisfaction to you, 0 Brihmai:ia. 

109. After getting the boon thus, Agastya bowed down to 
Mahilak,mi and went to the place where the peacock-vehicled 
Lord Kumira was present. 
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Parma"a saitl: 

CHAPTER SIX 

1irlhallh,a,a 
(Sat:rltl Plaus) 

55 

1. 0 Siita, 0 illustrious one, listen to the story comparable 
(in sanctity) to Sruti which, if retained in the heart, enables 
a man to attain all his aims in life. 

2. Thereafter, the sage accompanied by his wife took a 
plunge in the holy river with the current of nectarine bliss 
arising from the vision of Sri. He derived the highest joy and 
bliss. 

3. 0 Siita of pure mind, you are born of the sacred pit of 
sacrificial fire;1 listen to a saying uttered by those who know 
the ancient lore. 

4. If a keen sense of helping others is ever wakeful in the 
heart of the good, all their adversities perish and riches accrue 
at every step. 

5. What is obtained by extending help (to others) cannot 
be derived through severe austerities; that purity cannot be 
had through the holy ablution and the sacred waters; that 
benefit cannot be had through plentiful gifts. 

6. The piety resulting from helping others and the piety 
born of gifts etc., were weighed together in one balance by 
Brahma. The former was weightier. 

7. After churning through the network of verbal discus
sions, this is the conclusion arrived at-there is no piety greater 
than helping others and no heinous sin greater than injuring 
others. 

8. The example is set by Agastya who• was keen in helping 
(the gods). Where is such a misery born ( of the separation) 
from Kiii? Where is such a benign sight of the face of Sri? 

9. Life and different types of wealth are as fickle as the tips 
of the ears of an elephant. Hence the only thing to be carried 
out by a learned man is rendering help to others. 

1. Accordin1 to Viyu P~a I.i.2~55, Siita was born on the .sv.,a day in 
the sacrifice of Prthu, from the sacrificial fire, but wu re1arded as of mixed 
caste as the obladon meant for Brhupati was mixed with that of lndra. 
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10. The sage felt to have achieved all his objects by di
rectly seeing that Laqmi by uttering whose name a man be
comes highly boosted so as not to be contained within any
thing (i.e. becomes greater still). 

11. As he went ahead, he casually espied Sri Saila from 
afar, where Lord Siva, the slayer of Tripura, was directly present. 

12-14. The sage spoke to his wife with a delighted mind: 
•o my beloved, standing here alone, you look at the extremely 
brilliant peak of Sri Saila. It is glorious and by perceiving it, 
men will not be reborn here in this world. The extent of this 
mountain is eighty-four Yojanas. Since it is full of Lin.gas all 
over, one should circumambulate it." 

Lopamutlra said: 

15. I wish to submit something if it is permitted by my 
lord and master. A woman who speaks before obtaining the 
permission of her master becomes fallen. 

Agasi,a said: 

16. 0 lady, what is it that you are desirous of saying? Say 
that unhesitatingly. Indeed 110 statement of women like you 
can cause grief to the husbands. 

17. Then the pious lady bowed down to the sage and 
asked for the sake of the welfare of all and for the removal 
of her own doubts: 

Lopa.mudM said: 

18. (You say:) By looking at the pe.:k of Sri Saila one has 
no rebirth. If this is the truth, why is Kasi ~ought (by you and 
others)? 

Agase,a said: 

19. 0 beautiful lady, liste!'}. 0 pure lady, what you ask is 
true. This has been decided on many occasions by sages, the 
seekers of truth. 

20. There are many holy spots bringing about salvation. 
Decision has been arrived at in regard to that also. I shall 
enumerate them to you. Listen with attention for a short while. 
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21. The first and the foremost is the well reputed king 
of Tirthas (Tirtharija) named Prayip. It is conducive to the 
realization of the wishes of all the holy spots. (Other holy 
spots incur the sins of those who resort to them. In order to 
wipe off those sins, they have to reson to Prayip.) It accords 
piety, love, wealth and salvation. 

22-25. The othen are Naimifa, Kuruqetra, Gangidvira, 
Avantiki, Ayodhyi, Mathuri, Dviraki and Amarivati, the place 
where Sarasvati and Sindhu join the sea, the meeting place of 
Gangi and the ocean, Kinti (Kinci), Tryambaka and 
Saptagodivari*, IWanjara, Prabhisa, Badarikiirama, Mahilaya, 
Orilkiraqetra (Amar~t,aka), Japnnithapuri which is the 
most excellent of all the shrines ofVlfl,.lu, Gokaq,ia, Bhrgukaccha 
(Broach-Gujarat), Bhrgutuilga (in Nepal-De), Pu,kara, 
Sripanata and other holy spots and Dhiritirtha. 

26. 0 my beloved, there are mental holy spots such as 
Truth etc. These too are the be1tower1 of salvation. No doubt 
need be entertained in this regard. 

27. The holy spot called Gayitirtha bestows salvation to 
the Pitrs (Manes). Their sons too are liberated from indebt• 
edness to the grandfathen. 

Sallhant&i1)i (The partner in pious practices, wife i.e., Lopimudri) 
said,: 

28. 0 highly intelligent one, what are those holy spots 
called mental holy spots? It behoves you to narrate them. 

Ap.s'Jtl soul: 
29-52. 0 sinless lady, listen even as I enumerate the men

tal holy spots. By scrupulously taking the holy dips in them 
a man attains the greatest goal. • 

Truth is a Tirtha (holy place); forbearance is a Tirtha; con
trol of the organs of sense and action is a Tirtha; compassion 
for all living beings is a Tirtha; straightforwardneu is a Tirtha. 

Religious gifting is a Tirtha; self-restraint is a Tirtha; con
tentedness is mentioned as a nrtha; celibacy is the greatest 
Tirtha; speaking pleasing word■ is a Tirtha. 

• A holy place in Andhra Pndah, near Solanppur, 16 miles from Pithapur, 
Welt Godaari Dl1tricL 
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Knowledge is a Tirtha; courage (fortitude) is a Tirtha; pen
ance is cited as a Tirtha; the absolute purity of the mind is 
the holiest of all holy Tirthas. 

55-55. Holy ablution is not the mere drenching of the body 
in water. He who has the purificatory bath of mental control, 
is really the one who has had his holy ablution; he is (really) 
clean; he has removed all the impurities of the mind. 

One who is covetous, slanderous, cruel, a hypocrite and 
sensualist is sinful and dirty, even if he takes a plunge in all 
the sacred waters. 

A man does not become free from impurities only by doing 
away with the bodily dirt. If the mental dirt is wiped away, one 
becomes internally pure. 

56. Aquatic beings are born and die in water. But they 
do not go to heaven because their mental impurities have not 
been cleansed. 

57. Too much of attachment to sensual objects is called 
mental impurity. Non-attachment to them is cited as freedom 
from impurities. 

58. If the mind within is defiled, lt does not become 
purified by taking a holy dip in sacred waters. It is impure like 
a pot of toddy washed hundreds of times in water. 

S9. If the mental predilection is not pure, all these, viz. 
liberal gifts, sacrifice, penance, cleanliness, pilgrimage and 
learning, become non-Tirthas. 

40. Wherever a man who has curbed all his organs of 
sense and action lives, there he has his (holy places like) 
Kuruqetra, Naimifa, Pu,kara etc. 

41. He who takes his holy bath in the mental holy spot 
that is cleansed with perfect knowledge, that has meditation 
for its waters and that removes the dirt of attachment and 
hatred, attains the greatest goal. 

42. These characteristics of the mental holy places have 
been recounted to you, 0 noble lady. Listen to the cause that 
brings about sanctity to worldly holy spots. 

45. Just aa there are certain excellent parts of the body 
considered very holy and pure, so also some regions of the 
earth are considered most meritorious. 

44. The meritoriousn'ess of holy spots is considered to be 
a result of the mysterious influence of the ground, of the 
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water and of the fire thereof as well as of the backing and 
acceptance (as holy) by sages. 

45. Hence he who takes his holy bath in both the holy 
spots, i.e., the worldly holy spots and the mental holy spots, 
attains the greatest goal. 

46. A man becomes poor by not observing fast for three 
whole nights, by not resorting to the holy spots and by not 
giving gold and cows. 

47. The benefit that one obtains by undertaking pilgrimages 
to holy spots is not obtained by performing holy sacrifices 
including Agnitioma etc., along with liberal monetary gifts. 

48. He whose hands, feet and mind are well-controlled, 
he who possesses learning, penance and reputation enjoys the 
benefit of a holy spot. 

49. One who desists from accepting monetary gifts, one 
who is contented with whatever accrues to him and one who 
is devoid of egotistic tendencies enjoys the benefit of pilgrim
age to holy spots. 

50. One who is free from religious hypocrisy, one who 
never undertakes (unholy activities), one who eats but very 
limited quantities, one who has conquered the organs of sense 
and action and one who is completely free from affectionate 
attachments enjoys the benefit of the pilgrimage to holy spots. 

51. One who is free from anger, one whose intellect is 
free from impurities, one who is invariably truthful in utter
ance, one who strictly adheres to holy vows and observances, 
one who considers all living beings on an equal footing with 
one's self, enjoys the benefit of pilgrimage to holy spots. 

52. If one visits holy spots with an understanding of what 
is righteous and what is not, if one has sincerity, full faith, 
mental courage and concentration, he becomes pure even if 
he perpetrates sins, and still more pure becomes one who 
regularly performs holy rites. 

5!. He is not reborn as a brute; he docs not take birth 
in dismal godforsaken places; he never becomes miserable; he 
attain, heaven and gets the means of salvation. 

54. A per10n who has no ·faith, a sinful soul, an atheist, 
one who is constantly in doubt and OQe who is too much a 
rationalist-these five never attain the benefit of pilgrimage 
to holy spots. 
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55. Those men who undertake pilgrimage to holy spots 

in accordance with the injunctions; those who patiently en
dure all mutually opposed pairs ( of pain, pleasure etc.), attain 
heaven. 

56-57. One who is desirous of undertaking a pilgrimage 
should lrt the outset observe fast at home. He should then 
adore and honour Gai,.esa, the manes, Brihma1_1as, holy men 
in accordance with his ability. After taking food by way of 
concluding the observance of fast, he should joyously follow 
the regulations. After returning, he should worship the manes. 
He will then derive the benefits as mentioned. 

58-59. In holy spots, Brihma1_1as should not be subjected 
to scrutiny; whoever comes seeking food should be fed. The 
offering of the balls to the manes shall be in die form of Saltu 
(a preparation from barley flour), Ca"' (rice, barley and pulse 
boiled) or milk pudding; Sriddha should be performed, as 
observed by the sages, through oil-cake and jaggery. A,p1a 
and Avtihana (invocation and reception) can be omitted . .. 

60. Whether at the proper time or not, Sriddha and Tarpa.,.a 
should be performed without delay. There should not be hin
drance in the middle. 

61. If anyone reaches a holy spot casually (when on some 
other duty or work) and takes the holy bath, he may very well 
derive the benefit of the bath but not that of pilgrimage. 

62. There will be suppression of the sin of persons com
mitting sins in a holy place. In the case of men having faith, 
the holy spot shall bestow the benefit as mentioned. 

65. He who goes to a holy spot on behalf of others de
rives one-sixteenth of the merit. He who goes there casually 
gets half of the merit. 

64. A pilgrim should make an effigy ( of the persons whom 
he represents) and take the holy dip in the sacred waters. That 
penon on whose behalf this holy bath is undertaken, obtains 
one-eighth of the merit. 

65. Holy fast should be undertaken in a holy spot. The 
hairs on the head should be shaved off because thereby the 
sins of the head vanish. 

66. The fast i• to be observed on the day prior to the 
arrival at the holy spot. On the day of arrival he should perform 
the rite of Sriddha. 
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67. While enumerating the holy spots the subsidiary ac
tivities too were recounted to you by me. This shall be con
ducive to the attainment of heaven and a means of salvation 
too. 

68. These seven cities are the bestowers of salvation here 
itself: Kasi, Kinti (Kiilci), Miyi, Ayodhyi, Dvirivati, Mathuri 
and Avantiki. 

69. The entire Sri Saila (the area extending over 84 Yojanas) 
bestows salvation. Kedira is superior to ·it. Prayiga is a greater 
bestower of salvation than Sri Saila and Kedira. 

70. Avimukta excels Prayiga, the foremost among holy 
spots. Undoubtedly nowhere else can salvation be acquired as 
in Avimukta. 

71. The other holy spots of salvation make Kasi acces
sible. If one does not get released (from Samsira) even after 
reaching Kisi, he cannot get salvation even if he visits millions 
of other holy spots. 

72. In this context, I shall mention an ancient mythologi
cal legend as recounted to a Brihm;aoa Sivaiarman by the 
attendants of Vi,i,.u. 

75-74. By listening to this Tirthidhyiya with a well-con
trolled mind and by narrating it to Brihmai,.as endowed with 
faith and devotion, to Ktatriyas engrossed in pious practices, 
to Vaisyas following the path of the good and to Sudras devoted 
to Brihma.J)as, a Brihmai,.a becomes rid of sins. 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

Thi Sevm Hot, Cities 

Agastya said: 

1. There was a certain Brihmai,.a, the most excellent of all 
Brihm;ioaa, in Mathuri. His son of great refulgence is well
known by the name Sivaiarman. 

2-7. The BrihmaJ}a Sivaiarman duly studied the Vedas 
and comprehended the meanings of the texts fully. He read 
Dharmaiistra texts and understood the Purii,.as. He learnt the 
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Aligas (ancillary subjects), through discussion and pondered 
over the texts in logic, went through the two (Piirva and Uttara) 
Mimimsi systems and mastered Dhanu"eda ('science of ar
chery'). He worked hard in the art of dance; he acquired 
(mastery) in many texts on political economy; he compre
hended the· behaviour of horses and elephants; he practised 
the various types of arts; he became an expert in the Science 
of Mantras (magical and mystical spells); he learnt the lan
guages of the different countries and the scripts of alien lands. 
Through pious and legitimate means, he earned wealth. He 
enjoyed pleasures as much as he liked. He begot sons of good 
qualities and divided his assets among them. He then realised 
that youth is of fleeting nature. He found that old age reached 
his ears (in the form of greying hairs). Then the excellent 
Brihma:r:.ia felt great anxiety. 

8. He thought: 'My time was spent in reading and learn
ing; then in earning wealth. Lord Mahesina who is capable 
of eradicating all karmas was not adored and propitiated. 

9. Vi,:r:.iu, Hari, the destroyer of all sins, was not pleased 
by me; Ga:r:.iesa, the bestower of all the desires of men, was not 
adored by me. 

10. The Sun-god, the destroyer of masses of darkness, 
was not worshipped by me anywhere. Mahimiyi, the creator 
and sustainer of the universe and the destroyer of worldly 
bondage, was not meditated upon. 

11. The Devas, the bestowers of all prosperity, were not 
propitiated by all types of Yajdas. Service was not rendered to 
groves of Tulasi plants for the sake of quelling sins. 

12. Brihmai,.as who are the saviours from adversities here 
and hereafter, have not been rendered satisfied by me through 
savoury cooked rice and sweet juices. 

IS. Trees with plenty of blossoms and fruits, smooth glossy 
sprouts and ample shade have not been planted by me, an act 
which could have yielded fruit (viz., happiness) here and here
after. 

14. Noble married women enjoying conjugal bliss, who 
are :capable of providing excellent places of residence here 
and hereafter have not been adorned (by me) with ornaments 
for every limb, silk clothes and bodices befitting them. 
· 15. A fertile land (the grant of which) could have warded 
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off (the necessity to go to) Yama's region has not been gifted 
to Brihmaoas. Gold that utterly removes sins, has not been 
given to a man of high caste (i.e. Brihmal)a) 

16. A cow with her calf that removes sins here quickly 
and accords happiness in the next seven births, has not .been 
bedecked and gifted to a deserving person. 

17. No pond, well or lake has been dug in order to wipe 
off the indebtedness to our mother. No guest, who could have 
shown the pathway to heaven, has been pleased (by me). 

18. No umbrella, pair of sandals, and water pot have 
been given as gift to a pedestrian, which could have afforded 
(me) pleasure along the pathway to heaven or while proceed
ing to Sarilyamini (i.e. the region of Yama). 

19. I have never given monetary help to anyone for cel
ebrating the marriage of (his) daughter, which gift could have 
increased the happiness here and could have provided one 
with a celestial virgin (hereafter). 

20. Out of covetousness, I did not perform the Vijapeya 
sacrifice which could have accorded plenty of savoury food 
and sweet beverages in the course of this birth as well as in 
the next. Nor did I take the holy valedictory ablution therein. 

21. I did not build any splendid temple and install a 
Liliga (therein). Had that Liliga been installed the entire uni
verse would have been stabilized. 

22. A holy shrine of Vi,r.iu that bestows all prosperities 
has not been built by me; nor have the idols of the Sun and 
Ga1,1esa been installed by me. 

23. Neither Gauri nor Mahilaqmi has been painted even 
in a picture. If the idols of these are made (the man) never 
becomes ugly or destitute. 

24. For the purpose of obtaining plenty of divine gar
ments, I have not given as gifts fine and glamorous clothes of 
various colours to Brihmal}as. 

25. For the cleansing of all sins, gingelly seeds soaked in 
ghee have not been consigned to the well-kindled holy fire 
after sanctifying them with Mantras. 

26. I have not performed thejapa of (Vedic hymns like) 
Srisiikta, Pivamani \tb, Brihmal)as, Mal}.cjalas, Puru,asiikta 
and Satarudriya, the remover of sins. 

27. Leaving off Sundays and thirteenth lunar days I have 
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not served (attended upon) the holy fig tree. Indeed it promptly 
removes sins but not during the night or Fridays. 

28. Soft beds with costly cotton have not been gifted along 
with mirron and lamps. which are capable of according all 
prosperities and pleasures. 

29-50. None of these things· has been given as gifts by me: 
goat, horse, buffalo, sheep. slave girl, deer's skin. gingelly 
seeds. water pots along with curd-soaked wheat flour, seat, soft 
sandals, massage of the feet, lamp as gift, special arrangement 
for drinking, water-sheds for pedestrians, fans, garments, be
tel-leaves etc. together with other things rendering the mouth 
and breath fragrant. 

~ 

51-52. The daily Sriddha offering, oblations to the spirits 
or living beings, worship of guests were not performed and 
other praiseworthy things were not given. If one gives all these, 
one does not enter the region of Yama, nor does one see 
Yama, his messengers or the torturers in the region of Yama. 
They (such persons) are meritorious. But I have not done any 
of these things. 

55. Krcchra, Cindri~a and other expiatory rites, the 
observance of fast by day and a meal at night etc., cause purity 
of the body. But these were not at all performed by me. 

54. The daily mouthfuls of fodder to the cows were not 
given; I have not scratched the cows for removing the itching 
sensation; no cow stuck in the mud has been lifted up by me 
-an act that would have bestowed happiness on me in the 
Goloka (Region of Cows). 

55. Suppliants have not been rendered satisfied by me 
through the objects requested for by them. Surely, in the next 
birth, I shall have to roam about saying. 'Give! Give!' 

56. Neither the Vedas nor the scriptural texts, neither 
riches nor the wife nor the son, neither the field nor the 
mansion can take one to the end of Miyi.' 

57-58. Sivaiarman thought thus after racking his brains 
fully. Ultimately he decided thus in his mind: 'If this is done, 
it shall be conducive to my welfare. A. long as the body is hale 
and hearty, as long as there is no deficiency in the organs of 
sense and action, it behoves me to undertake a pilgrimage that 
can · bring about my eternal welfare.' 

59-41. The Brihm~a spent five or six days in the house 
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thus. On an ampicio111 lunar day, when the week daywaa good 
and when the Lapa was propitious, the Brihmal)a observed 
faat for the night and performed Sriddha in the morning. He 
bowed down to the leaders of the attendants ( of Siva) and the 
Brihm&J}as. He came to the decision that pilgrimage is the 
highest ladder leading to the state of liberation an_d that it 
retains all the creatures there. Thereafter the wise Brihm&J}a 
took his food and started. 

42-45. The Brihmal)a went some distance along the way. 
He then rested on the road for a short while and thought: 
'Where shall I go tint? There are many holy places on the 
earth. The span of life is unsteady. The mind is fickle. So I 
shall go to the seven (holy) cities because all the holy spots 
and shrines are present there.' 1 

44-45. He went to the city of Ayodhyi and took h,s holy 
bath in Sarayii. He propitiated the manes by offering balls of 
rice in the different holy spots. There he stayed for five nights 
and fed Brihm&J)as. Thereafter the delighted Brihm&J.la went 
to Prayiga, the king of holy places. 

46. That is the place where the two excellent rivers of 
black and white colours, viz., Yamuni and Gangi are present. 
They are inaccessible even to Suras. By taking his holy ablu
tion there, (even) a sinner realizes the highest Brahman. 

4 7. That is the holy place of Prajipati inaccessible to all. 
Only through merits accumulated, is it obtained and not oth
erwise or through heaps of wealth. 

48. It is the place where the sacred celestial river (Gangi) 
comes and meets the splendid river (Yamuni) having its source 
in the Kalinda Mountain, which suppresses ( the evils of) the 
Kali age and the god of Death. 

49. The word Prajip means that which is superior to all 
Yagas (sacrifices). Those who perform.sacrifices there and get 
their bodies made wet by the river are not reborn. 

!SO. The trident and axe wielding Mahesvara is directly 

1. The seven citie1 traditionally regarded u holy and lri•n of uhation 
(Moqada) are Ayodbyi, Mathuri, MiJI (Haridwar), KUJ, IWlcl (Tamil Naclu), 
Avandki., Dvlrlvati (Dvinkl). The Bribml(la SiYaiarman, therefore, decide• 
to Yilit daem u a pilpim. Here Praylp (Allahabad) i• added u it i1 the •&1n1 
of nrthu (nrtha-rija). The popular etymolOIJ of Praylp ls given in v 49 
below. W 46-69 describe the peatnea of Pra,ip. 
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present there himself. It is he who points out the path of 
salvation to the living beings who take their holy dip there. 

51. There is an Aqayya ('Never-fading') eternal holy banyan 
tree1 there, with its roots going deep into the seven nether 
worlds. At the time of the ultimate annihilation, the son of 
Mrka:Q.(ju (i.e., Mirka:Q.(jcya, the sage) climbed it and stayed 
(free from annihilation). 

52. That should be known as Hira:Q.yagarbha himself as-
suming the form of the banyan tree. The devotee, who feeds 
Brihma:Q.as with faith and devotion near it, attains eternal 
merit. 

53. The Consort of Laqmi directly comes there and takes .. 
men to the great region of Vi,Qu in the form of Srimadhava. 

54. The excellent black and white rivers (Yamuna-Gailgi) 
are mentioned in the Vedas. It is certain that those who get 
their limbs submerged therein attain immortality. 

55-57. Residents from all these worlds, viz., those of Siva, 
Brahma, Umi, Kumira and Lokas like Vaiku:Q.~a. Satyaloka, 
Tapoloka, Jana, Mahar, Bhuvab, Bhii, all the Nagalokas, all 
the heaven-dwellers and the mountains the chief of whom is 
Himvan as well as the wish-yielding Kalpa and other trees 
come to Prayaga at dawn in the month of Migha, in order to 
take the holy bath. 

58. The female deities of the quarters request the winds 
blowing from Prayiga saying, •Even they (the winds) will sanc
tify us. What shall we do? We are lame .... 

59. Formerly horse-sacrifice and other sacrifices were 
weighed against the dust particles at Prayaga by Brahma. They 
(sacrifices) were not equal to the dust particles. 

60. The sins embedded in the marrow accumulated over 
many births become agitated on just hearing the name of 
Prayaga and get destroyed. 

61. This is a perfect Dharmatirtha. This is a great 
Arthatirtha; it is a Kimikatirtha; it is certainly a Moqatirtha. 
(That is, it is conducive to the accomplishment of all the four 
great human aims.) 

62. Brihma:Q.a-slaughter and other sins of embodied be
ings roar and boast of their powen only so long as they do 

1. This is now located in the fort of Allahabad. 
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not take their bath in the month of Migha at Prayiga, the 
annihilator of sins. 

65. -Wise men always see the greatest region of VqJ)u •: 
This is frequently referred to in the Vedas. That is Prayiga 
itself since it is the giver of salvation. 

64. The river Sarasvati is of the nature of Rajas; the river 
Yamuni is of the nature of Tamas and the river Gangi here 
is of the nature of Sattva. All the three together lead ( the 
devotees) to Brahman (the Absolute) which is free from at
tributes (Rajas etc.) 

65. This confluence (of the three rivers) acts as the lad
der to the path of Brahman unto a living being whose body 
is sanctified, whether he takes the holy dip with faith or oth
erwise or even when he is forcibly dipped into it, and hence 
proceeds along the path of Brahman. 

66. There is a certain noble lady renowned in the worlds 
as Kasi. 1 Eager and enthusiastic Arka (Sun-god) and Keiava 
constitute her tremulous eyes. Varal)i and Asi are her two 
arms. This confluence is her Vel)i (unornamented single braid 
of hair). This Kisi is proclaimed as the source of everlasting 
bliss. 

Agastya said: 

67. 0 pious lady, who is competent to describe the good 
qualities of Prayaga, the king of holy places, served and re
sorted to by the other holy spots? 

68. It is resorted to by the other holy Tirthas in order 
to get rid of the accumulated sins of the sinners completely 
washed of (and left behind in it) by them. Hence Prayiga is 
superior ( to them). 

69. Having come to know the good qualities of Prayiga, 
the wise Brahma9a, Sivasarman, stayed there for the whole of 
the month of Migha and then went to the city of Viri9asi. 

70-71. At the entrance itself he saw Dehali Viniyaka1 (Lord 

1. Kisi is regarded as a lady with the Sun-god Lolirka and Adikeiava (two 
famous temples at Kiii) as her eyes. The two rivers Varas;ii and Ali (which 
form the boundaries of Kifi) are regarded as her arms. Gangi (which is 
braided with Yamuni) at Prayiga is her braid of hair. 

2. Dehall Viniyaka (Viniyab at the threshold) is the guardian of the 
'Western Door• of Kifi. It is on the Paftca-Krosi route. 
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G~eia at the threshold) who protects his people (devotees) 
from great obstacles. With great devotion, he smeared (the 
idol) with saffron paste mixed with ghee and offered five ModaJr.as 
(sweetmeats) as Naivedya. Then he entered the inner shrine. 

7!. Mter entering, he saw the celestial river that flows 
towards tlle north at Marpkarr.iiki, the river that was surrounded 
by groups of men whose merits as well as sins were washed off 
and who resembled the attendants of Siva. 

75. That Sivaiarman who knew the details of Kannakiocja 
(rituals) plunged into the pure waters along with the clothes 
he wore, 0 blameless lady, without delay. With his intellect 
purified he offered libations to gods, sages, human beings, 
celestial manes and his own manes. 

74. He quickly performed the rite of Paiicatirthiki (five 
holy waters at Vara9i, Asi, Pancanada, Maoikaroiki and 
Daiiivamedha), propitiated Viiveivara in accordance with his 
financial resources and went round the city. On seeing time 
and again the city of the Enemy of the Three Puras, he wondered, 
'Is this seen by me or not?' 

75. If scrupulously examined, even that celestial city 
(Amarivati) cannot be on a par with this city, because of the 
difference in the creation (of the two cities). The said differ
ence is like the difference of a worthless text and the sacred 
literature written in excellent characters. 

76. Even the water here has such divine properties as are 
incomprehensible. Though the ambrosia in the heavenly city 
is good, it is worthless in comparison with this. If this is drunk 
at any time, there shall not be any opportunity to drink the 
milk from the breasts of one's mother. (One gets Molqa but 
Nectar-drinkers have to take birth in Sarhsira.) 

77. By pondering over the Lord of the Vedas, the people 
here are free from ailments. People performing sacred rites 
do not do so without referring to Pinikin (i.e. dedicating the 
fruit thereof to the Lord). They, therefore, imitate the atten
dants of Siva in all resP-ects. They attain a status equal to that 

"" of the attendants ( of Siva). 
78. By whom is this Kiii not eulogized? At the time of 

the death, through the fruition of the many merits performed 
and earned before, the Moon-crested Lord imparts the in
struction in Omkira to the embodied beings staying here. 
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79. The auspicious Lord Siva, the wish-yielding Cintimai,i 
jewel unto the men of worldly pursuits, whispen the Tiraka 
Mantra into the (right) car of good people at the time of 
death. Hence this holy spot is spoken of as Mar>ikan)iki.1 

80. This holy spot is a jewel in the great pedestal of God
dess Laqmi of salvation, as well as a pericarp of her lotus-like 
feet. Hence people call this Maoikuvilti. 

81. The four types of living beings staying here, viz., the 
womb-born, the egg-born, the germinating ones and the sweat
born ones, are not on the same footing as the gods to whom 
salvation is unobtainable. They arc superior. 

82. "My birth was futile till today, because ill-behaved 
and ignorant (as I was), I did not perceive Kiiiki, the illumi
nator of liberation.• 

85. Sivasarman was not fully satisfied even though he fre
quently made that holy spot the guest of his eyes, the holy 
spot that is sacred and wonderful. 

84-85. •1 know that Kasi is the chief of all the seven (holy) 
cities, (since) it is efficient in according excellent salvation. 
Yet, since the other four cities have not been visited by me, 
I shall go there and learn their greatness and come back once 
again.• 

86. Although he undertook the pilgrimage everyday for 
a year, he coulc,I not visit all the Tirthas. Indeed, there is a 
holy spot at every place as small as even a gingelly seed. 

Agas"a said: 

87. 0 noble lady, though conscious of all the great quali
ties of this holy spot, the Brihmal)a, well-versed in all the 
means of valid knowledge, did set out (from Kin), alul 

88. 0 fair lady, what can scripture• do though they are 
authoritative? Who ii competent to ward off the inevitable 
advent of Mahimiya? 

89. Who can cause restraint in the mind which wavers 
though stationed in an exalted place, or the water though 
stationed in an elevated place but flows down? The ~ature of 
both of them is unsteady. 

90. Proceeding from one land to another duly, that 

1. Popular etymOIOff of MaoikaroiU in w 79, 80. 
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Sivaiarman reached the city of Mahikila (i.e. Ujjayini) free 
from the bad effects of Kali and Kila. 

91. He who devours the entire universe in every Kalpa 
sportingly is Kila. He who swallows Kila becomes Mahikila. 

92. The city that saves the universe from sin is called 
Avanti. In every Yuga, it has a different name. In the Kali age 
it is called Ujjayini. 

95. A creature in advenity there, even after becoming a 
corpse, does not emit putrefying smell nor does it become 
swollen. 

94. The messengers of Yama never enter it. There are 
many millions and millions of Lingas there at every step. 

95. The self-same fiery Linga of refulgence becomes three, 
viz. Hiiakeia, Mahikila and Tirakesa and remains pervading 
the three worlds. 

96. The fiery refulgence at Siddhavat,a is seen by Dvijas 
(men of the first three castes) or those are the meritorious 
persons who visit Mahikila. 

97. If that Liliga of Mahikila is seen by those who 
suffer from worldly sorrows, they will never be sullied by great 
sins; they will never be seen by the arrogant soldiers of Yama. 

98. When their backs are stroked by the tips of the ban
ners (fluttering on the tops of the mansions) in Mahik.ila, the 
horses of the Sun in the sky get rid of the pain resulting from 
the lashes of the whip of Aruoa. 

99. The Father of Smara (Vi,ou) and the Slayer of Smara 
(Siva) always remember those who remember and repeat the 
name Mahikila constantly. 

100. After propitiating thus Mahikila, the lord of spirits, 
the Brihmaoa went to the city of Kinti (Kanci, Tamil Nadu) 
that is more brilliant than the three worlds. 

101. It is definite that Laqmikinta (Lord Vi,ou) himself 
directly makes all the creatures staying here Srikintas ( pos
sessors of wealth, identical with Vi,ou) here and hereafter. 

102. By visiting Kinti (Kitici) which is refulge,;it and which 
is resorted to by those who are brilliant, that Brihmaoa also 
became resplendent. There is no fading of splendour of any
one there. 

105. The Brihmaoa conversant with all duties, performed 
everything that should be done there and stayed there for 
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seven nights. Then he went to the city of Dvirivati. 
104. There are places and opportunities of entries for all 

the four aims of life in this city. Hence, it is called Dvirivati 
by learned men who know reality. 

105. If the bones of the creatures (dyin1 here) are marked 
with discus, what wonder is there that they will become. Vitous 
in form, with their hands marked with conch and discus? 

106. The god of Death frequently teaches his messengen 
thus: 'They who merely utter the name of Dvirivati should 
be abandoned (by you). 

107. . Where is that fragrance in sandalwood, where is such 
a colour in gold, where is that sanctity in (the other) Tirthas, 
as is found in the Gopicandana of Dvirivati? 

108. 0 messengers, may all of you hear: He also whose 
forehead is marked with Gopicandana, should be kept at a 
distance like blazing fire. 

109. 0 soldiers, they also should be kept far off and aban
doned, those who are adorned with Tulasi, those who repeat 
the name of Tulasi and those who grow Tulasi plants." 

110. For ages together the ocean has been stealing away 
the jewels of Dvirivati all round and so it is being sung about 
as Ratnikara ('storehouse of jewels'). 

111. Urged by the god of Death when creatures die at 
Dvirivati, they become VbJQU in Vaikul)tha endowed with four 
arms and wearing yellow cloths. 

112. There also he (Sivaiarman) offered libations to the 
manes along with the gods, sages and men. Without lethargy, 
he took the holy bath in all those Tirthu. 

11!. Then he reached Miyipuri which is inaccessible to 
sinners and where the Miyi pertaining to Vifl)U does not fetter 
the living beings with the nooses of Miyi (those of •r and 
'mine'). ' 

114. Some call this holy spot Haridvira; others call it 
Moqadvira. Some call it Gangidvira and some call it Miyipura. 

115. It is from here that Gangi originated and became 
well-known all over the world as Bhigirathi. By the utterance 
of its name, the sin of men gets shattered into thousand 
pieces. 

116. People have called Haridvira as a single flight of 
steps to Vaikui,iha. Those men who take their holy plunge 
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here go to the greatest region of Vi1,;.iu. 

117-118. He obsened the fast customary in a Tirtha and 
kept awake at night. In the morning he took his bath in Gangi 
and offered libations to those who should be offered. When 
that excellent Brihmu,.ia desired to take food for breaking the 
fast, he was attacked by cold and fever. Ailing much, he shiv
ered awfully. 

119. Alone and a stranger to the place, afflicted with high 
fever, he was overwhelmed by great anxiety: 1What is this that 
has befallen me?' 

120. He sank. in the ocean of anxious thoughts. He aban
doned all hopes of life and wealth like a sea-faring merchant 
whose ship is wrecked in the deep ocean. 

121. Where is this holy spot? Where is my wife? Where are 
my sons? Where are those assets? Where is that wonderful 
mansion? Where is that collection of boob ( of mine)? 

122. My age is not so ripe now. Hain have not turned 
grey. This sickness is awful. God of Death who knows when 
to strike is also terrible. 

125. Death has settled on my head. My residence is far off. 
When the house is on fire shall one begin to dig a well? 

124. Of what avail are these futile thoughts? They but in
crease my distress. I shall think. about Hnikeia or Siva, the 
bestower of auspicious welfare. 

125. Or one good means of salvation has been performed 
by me. These seven cities of salvation have been directly vis
ited by me. 

126. Either heavenly bliss or salvation, one of these two 
should be invariably achieved by a learned man. If that has 
not been acquired, one will surely regret with distress. 

127. Or, of what avail is this endless series of thoughts? 
Death is conducive to welfare either in a battle or in a holy 
spot like mine here. 

128. Am I to die somewhere in the street now like an 
unlucky fellow? I shall die in the river B-higirathi. Why should 
I worry like a foolish fellow? 

129. I shall certainly achieve salvation by dying with this 
body, a conglomeration of .bones and skin.' 

150. While he was thinking thus, he experienced a ter
rible pain. He fell into that condition which one stung by ten 
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million scorpions falls into. 
131. Everything that should have been remembered was 

forgotten. He did not even know who he was and where he 
was. Mter remaining in this condition for fourteen days, he 
died. 

132. By that time, an aerial chariot came there from the 
region of Vaiku~iha. There was a lofty flagstaff therein marked 
with (the images of) Tirkfycl (Garu(ja). 

133. It was very spacious and occupied by a thousand ex
cellent girls with chowries in their hands, wearing golden
coloured silken cloths. 

1!4. It was rendered brilliant by the two attendants Pu~yasila 
('of meritorious habits') and Susila ('of excellent behaviour') 
endowed with four arms and excellent countenances. The aerial 
chariot had garlands of tinkling ornaments. 

135. Endowed with four arms and clad in yellow garments, 
he got into that aerial chariot and adorned the path of the 
firmament. 

CHAPTER EIGHT 

The World of Yama 

Lopiimudrii said: 

1. 0 lord of my life, I have not been fully contented by 
listening to the meritorious story of the holy cities as narrated 
by your glorious tongue. 

2. Si\rasarman, the excellent Brihmaoa, died in Miyipuri, 
the city of salvation. Still he did not get salvation. 0 lord, 
kindly tell the reason thereof. • 

Agastya said: . 
3-4. 0 pleasant-voiced lady, in these cities c•ne does not 

attain liberation directly. Formerly an old legend pertaining 
to this matter was heard by me. 0 my beloved wife, listen to 
this story of wonderful implication, destructive of sins, which 
was narrated by Pui;iyasila and Susila to Sivasarman. 
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Sivaiannan said: 

5. 0 meritorious attendants of Vi,r.iu, with eyes like the 
petals of lotus! With palms joined together (in reverence) I 
wish to submit something. 

6. I do not know your names. I have understood some
thing from your features. You are sure to be Pur.iyaiila and 
Susila. 

Tiu two attendants said: 

7. What is unknown to people like you endowed with devotion 
to the Lord? These alone are our names as spoken by you, the 
glorious one. 

8. If there is anything else in your mind to be asked, out 
with it unhesitatingly, 0 highly intelligent one. With great 
delight, we shall reply. 

9. On hearing these sincere and highly pleasing words 
uttered by the attendants of the Lord, he replied thereafter: 

The divine Brahma1,&a said: 

10. What is this world of very little glory and splendour? 
It contains the figures of people with very little merit. Who 
are these persons of ugly features? Speak it to me. 

The attendants told: 

11-12. This is the world of the Pisacas (ghosts). Flesh
eaters live here. Those who give some gifts and then repent, 
those who say "nay, nay" and then ultimately give something, 
those who worship Siva once incidentally and then become 
impure in mind, those persons of very little merit and much 
less of prosperity, 0 friend, they have become these ghosts. 

lS-14. Proceeding ahead from that place, he saw a world 
occupied by dt"lighted and well-nourished people. The people 
residing there had huge bellies, thic~ mouths (lips) and dark 
hairy limbs. Their voic-e is stentorian like that of a thundering 
cloud. "O attendants, say .who are these? What is this world? 
Is it (acquired) through merit?" 
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Thi atlmtlants saitl: 

15-19. This is the world of Guhyakas (Hoarders). These 
people are remembered as Guhyakas. In the earth (they dig 
big cavities) and hoard their wealth (of course) earned legiti
mately. They go their own way. They are rich householders 
behaving mostly like Sudras. They share with others what they 
eat. They are devoid of anger and jealousy. They are easy
going, always fond of happiness and pleasure. They don't observe 
the different lunar days, the days of the week, the festival days, 
days of the transit of the Sun, etc. They understand neither 
impiety nor righteousness. One thing they know perfectly well. 
They give cows as gifts to that BrihmaJ)a who is regarded 
worthy of the veneration of the whole family. They clearly 
abide by his words. Due to these meritorious activities, Guhyakas 
are prosperous here too. Like Devas, these Guhyakas enjoy 
heavenly pleasures. They have nothing to fear from anywhere. 

20. Thereafter, he espied a world that bestowed happi-
ness unto the eyes. (He asked:) "Who are these people? What 
is the name of this world? 0 attendants, please tell (me)." 

The attmdants said: 

21. This world is that of Gandharvas. These persons are 
the Gandharvas of splendid holy observances, because they 
sing the praise of the Devas. Those who were CiraJJ,as and 
singers of praises (have now become Gandharvas). 

22. Conversant with the science of music, they give much 
delight to kings and praise wealthy people, because they are 
fascinated by greed for money. 

2!-24. They hand over to Brihmai:ias the excellent gar
ments, wealth, fragrant things like camp~or and many other 
things obtained by them with the favour of the kings. They 
sing songs day and night. Their mind always dwells on the 
(Gindharva) Veda. They persevere in their practice and study 
of the art of dance. 

25. Since Brihmal}as were propitiated through the wealth 
earned by them by means of music, they have become meri
torious. Hence their world, the Gandharva world, has special 
significance. 
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26. It is due to the power of the science of music, that 
the great celestial sage Nirada has become worthy of honour 
in the region of Vitl)U. He is a great favourite of Sriiarilbhu 
too. 

27. Turilburu and Nirada both of them are rare (vener
able mudcians) inaccessible even to the Devas. Siva is Nada 
(sound, melody) personified and both of them are conversant 
with the principles of melody. 

28. If a song is sung near the glorious Harl or Hara, the 
benefit thereof is salvation or a direct visit by them or their 
presence. 

29. If an expert musician does not attain the greatest 
region (salvation) through his music, he (at least) becomes an 
attendant of Rudra and rejoices with him. 

SO. In this world the following Smrti is always sung about: 
"Lord Hari and Hara should always be worshipped through 
the series of their own songs." 

31. Even as he heard this, Sivasarman reached another 
charming city instantly. He asked, "What is the name of this 
city?" 

Th6 attendants said: 

S2-S5. This is the world of Vidyadharas. They are all ex
perts in various lores. They teach the students different kinds 
of arts. They are devoid of undue pride and arrogance in their 
learning. They give the pupil food, sandals, clothes, blankets 
and medicines for quelling their ailments. They consider the 
disciples as their own sons. Following pious practices, they 
give good girls in marriage to them along with clothes, betel 
leaves and food. They worship the deities of their choice with 
a keen desire for benefit. These Vidyadharas stay here due to 
those merits. 

S6-S7. While they were talking thus, Dharmaraja, the lord 
of Sarilyamini, ..:ame there amidst the sounds of Dundubhis 
(drums). He had assumed a gentle form. He was seated in 
~ aerial chariot and was surrounded by persons knowing Dharma 
(plous practices) as well as three or four servants clever in the 
performance of their services. 

I 
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Dhannaraja said: 

S8-40. :Well done! Well done, 0 highly intelligent excel
lent BrihmaQa Sivaiarmanl Everything befitting the families 
of Brihmal).as has been adopted by you. The Vedas were stud
ied at the outset; the preceptors were delighted. Piou11 prac
tices laid down and found in Dharmasistras were duly honoured 
by you. The fleeting body was washed and purified with the 
waters of the Mulr.tipuris ('Cities of salvation'). You are an 
expert in matters concerning life and death. 

41. The body with putrid odour that is always unclean 
has been exchanged for the merit accruing from excellent 
holy spots. 

42. It is for this reason that learned people honour and 
respect learning combined with a sense of discrimination be
tween good and evil. Those scholars do not waste even a single 
moment of the day. 

4S. Living beings live for a brief span of five or six mo
ments in their mortal life. There, they should not indulge in 
vicious and sinful activities. 

44. The body is always sure to be destroyed. Monetary 
assets do not protect at the time of death. Therefore why does 
a foolish man not exert himself in noble activities like you? 

45. Life is fleeting; people of the world are agitated by 
grief. Hence mind should be directed towards pious practices 
by righteous men like you. 

46. It is due to fruition of your virtuous actions that these 
two devotees of the Lord, who are worthy of my respect too, 
have become your friends. 

4 7. Hence let me be commanded. What help can I ren
der? What should have been done by people like me has al-
ready been done by you. , 

48. Today I have become extremely blessed, for the at
tendants of the Lord have been seen. My readiness to serve 
alwayi1 should be conveyed to the divine presence of the Lord. 

49. Sent off by those two, Yama entered his city. After 
Yama had returned, the BrihmaQa asked those two attendants: 

Sivasannan said: 

50. Directly viewed, this Dharmarija is indeed of very 
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gentle features. His words are conducive to righteousness and 
pleasant to the mind. 

51. This city of Sarhyamini is really extremely splendid 
in its characteristic features. (But) the mere name thereof, 
when hear.d, terrifies the sinners too much. 

52. In the mortal world, the people describe the form of 
Yama otherwise. But what has been seen by me is contrary,just 
the opposite. 0 attendants, kindly tell the reason why. 

53. Wherefore do people see this world? Who stays here? 
Is this alone his form, or something else? Let it be narrated. 

The attendants said: 

54. Listen, 0 gentle Sir, he is seen very gentle by people 
like you who are not apprehensive and are meritorious. Natu
rally, he is the personification of piety. 

55-56. This (gentle) Yama is described otherwise in the 
following manner. He is tawny-eyed. The extremities of his 
eyes are red due to anger. His mouth is terrible with curved 
teeth. He looks awful with the tongue lolling like lightning. 
The hairs on his head stand erect. His limbs are excessively 
dark in complexion. His voice is loud like that of the thun
dering cloud at the time of ultimate annihilation. His Kalatla'l}t/,a 
(fierce staf0 is lifted up by his hand. His brows are crooked 
making the face terrible. 

57. (What he is supposed to be ordering is described in 
the following verses:) 1 "O Durdama, bring him (here); cause 
him to fall; bind him; beat him soundly. Strike this man of 
excessive misdeeds with hammers on his head. 

58. Hold this wicked man by his feet and dash him against 
the rocky ground. Place your foot on his neck and pluck out 
his eyes. 

59. Slit open this man's swollen cheeks with the razor 
quickly. Tie this man's neck with a rope and hang him on a 
tree. 

60. Sever this man's head with a saw as if it were a piece 
of wood. Kick his face mercilessly and crush it into powder. 

61. Chop off this sinner's hand that used to assault and 

1. W 57-89 describe the various kinds of puni1hmenu meted out to sin
ners in different hells. 
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rape other men's wives. Cut off the feet of this man who used 
to go to the houses of other men's wives. 

62. With needles pierce through the pores of the hairs 
of the body of this wicked man who used to make nail-marks 
on the limbs of other men's wives. 

6!. Spit phlegm into the mouth of this sinner who-used 
to sniff up the scent of the mouths of other men's wives. 
Thrust a stiff peg into the mouth of this sinner, who used to 
speak slanderously of other people. 

64. 0 Vikapvaktra, roast this man like Bengal gram in 
a frying pan, along with sand and gravel. He used to harass others. 

65. 0 Kriiralocana, immerse the face of this man in the 
slushy putrid pool of blood. He always used to find fault with 
blameless persons. 

66. 0 U tkata, this man used to take away other men's 
articles, not given to him. Catch hold of his palms, sprinkle 
them with oil and roast them on hot charcoal fire. 

67. 0 Bhisai:ia, introduce hot iron rods and bars into the 
mouths of those who had made scandalous remarks about 
their preceptors and censured Devas. 

68. Fix red-hot iron pegs into all the joints of this sinner 
who used to pierce the vital parts of other people and to 
reveal their secrets and frailties. 

69. 0 Durmukha, cut off the tongue of this sinner who 
denies having received the money given by others and who 
robs others of their means of sustenance. 

70. 0 Kro<jasya, quickly cut open the belly of this sinner 
and fill it with faecal worms. He used illegitimately to enjoy 
temple properties and assets of Brahmai:ias. 

71. 0 Andhaka, cook this sinner in the vessels of the hell 
Kumbhipalca. He was utterly selfish cooking for himself and not 
(sharing them with) the deities, Brahmal}as and guests. 

72. 0 Ugrasya, hurry up and take this sinner to the hell 
of Maharaurava or Raurava. He was ungrateful. He used to kill 
infants. He was guilty of breach of trust. 

73-75. 0 Durdamnra, take this Brahmai:ia-slayer to 
Andhatamisra, this alcohol-addict to Pf.tyasotiita, this gold stealer to 
Kalasii.tra, this defiler of the preceptor's bed to Avici. This sinner 
is in intimate contact with them. Take him to the hell Asipatra
Vana till the year is over. Put all these great sinners into the 
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cauldrons filled with hot oil. Let them be constantly afflicted by 
ferocious ravens with steel-like beaks. Make these sinners stay 
there permanently till the end of the Kalpa. 

76. Hang up for a long time on the Kii13silmali tree the 
sinners who had killed women, cows and friends, with their 
feet above and the head down. 

77. 0 Mahibhuja, with a pair of tongs tear off the skin 
of this sinner who had embraced the wife of his friend. Very 
soon cut off his hands too. 

78. Cause this sinner to fall into the great hell Jvalalt.ila. 
He had set fire to and burned other men's fields and houses. 

79. Cast the sinner who had administered poison tooth
ers and who is guilty of perjury into the hell Kalakfl.la. Throw 
the sinner who used to cheat others through false measures 
and weights into the hell Kar,a1hamo1a (or push him down after 
wringing his neck) . 

80. 0 Dutprekfya, take the sinner who spits into the sa
cred waters to the hell Lalapiba, the sinner who destroys foetus 
to the hell Amapalr.a and that man who distresses others to 
Sulapaka hell. 

81. Torture in the sugarcane-crushing machine that 
Brihmar;ia who used to sell juices and beverages (/Jc,uyantra 
may be the name of a hell also). Throw the king harassing his 
subjects into the hell Andhalr.upa. 

82-84. 0 Halayudha, with.mortar and pestle thrash con
stantly the Vaisya who sells hemp and alcohol, as well as the 
base Brihmar;ia who sells cows, gingelly seeds and horses. 

0 Dirghagriva, torture in the hell Atlhomulcha the Siidra 
who insults BrihmaQas and occupies a cot in the presence of 
a Brihmai;ia. 

85-87. 0 Pisapi9i, 0 Kasipi9i, bind the feet of .these 
sinners: the Sudra who competes with a BrihmaQa, the Vaisya 
professing to be a Brihma9a, the K.tatriya who performs Yajiias 
on behalf of others, the BrihmaQa who is bereft of the Vedas, 
and the base BrahmaQa who regularly sells red lac, salt, meat, 
oil, poison, ghee, weapons and sugarcane products. Hit them 
hard with whips and take them to Taptalcanlama. 

88. Make this woman• who had been an unchaste harlot, 
a stigma on the family, embrace the red hot iron image of her 
paramour. 
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89. 0 Duridharfa, take into the hell named Bahu
bhramaf'llllamlaka ('where there are many black bees and wasps') 
the sinner who having talc.en up vows and observances forsakes 
them, because he could not restrain his sense-organs.• 

90. Yama is heard uttering these words from far off by 
men of evil deeds. He is seen as extremely terrible by the 
sinners who are suspicious of their own activities. 

91. Those kings who protect the subjects like their own 
bosom-born children and punish them as demanded by justice 
are the members of his assembly. 

92. Those kings in whose kingdom the persons belong
ing to different castes and stages of life invariably perform 
their respective duties and those who die at the proper time 
are the members of his assembly. 

93. Those kings in whose kingdom neither the impover
ished nor the evil-behaved, neither the persons overwhelmed 
with calamities nor those who are grief-stricken are to be found, 
are the members of his assembly. 

94. The Brihmar.ias, the Kfatriyas and the Vaisyas who 
are steadfast in their own duties and others who have perfect 
self-control live in the city Sarh.yamini. 

95-97. Usinara, Sudhanvan, Vnaparvan, Jayadratha, Riji, 
Sahasrajit, Kukfi, Drcjhadhanvan, Ripuiijaya, Yuvanisva, 
Dantavaktra, Nibhaga, RipumaJ\gala, Karandhama, Dharmasena, 
Paramardaka, Parantaka - these and many other kings abid
ing by good policies and conversant with the discussion on 
what is pious and what is not, stay in Sudharma.1 

98. We shall mention another thing also to you as to who 
do not see the son of the Sun (i.e., Yama) or his messengers 
of fierce faces, wielding staffs and nooses in their raised hands. 

99. 0 Bhaias (Yama's officers), thqse who always repeat 
the following names are to be let off. (Yama instructs his sol
diers thus*:) 0 Govinda, Midhava, Mukunda, Hari, Muriri, 
Dimodara, Acyuta, Janirdana, Visudeva (Vitl)u's names), 0 

1. The pious acts of these ancient kings are described in Mbh and Puril)as, 
for example Uiinara's (givi's) offer of his own body to a falcon to protect his 
protEgE, a pigeon. Thereby they became the member• of lndra's auembly, 
Sudhanna. 

• These verses 99-110 contain 108 names of Vitou and Siva. 
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Sambhu, Siva, iia, Saiiiekhara, Siilapil)i (Siva's names) I 
100. 0 GaJ\gidhara, Andhalwipu, Hara, Nilakaolha, Bhuteia, 

# 

Khaodaparasu, Mrda, Cao(jikeia (Siva's name)! 0 Vaikuoihal 
0 Kaitabharipul O KamaJha (Divine tortoise) I O Abjapii,i 
(lotus-hand~d) (Vi,Qu's names) I 

101. 0 Vifl)u, Npimha, Madhusiidana, CakrapiQi, Niri~a, 
Asuranibarhaoa, SinigapiQi (V!fQU 's names) I O Gauripati, Giriia, 
Sankara, Candraciu;la (Siva's names) I 

102. 0 Mrtyuiijaya, Ugra, Vitameqai,a, Kamasatru, isina, 
Krttivasana, Tridasaikanitha (Siva'• names)! 0 Srikinta, Pitavasana, 
Arilbudanila, Sauri (Vi,Qu's names) I 

103. 0 Lak,mipati, Madhuripu, Puru,ottama, A.dya, 
Anandakanda, Dharu,iidh,ra, Padmanibha (Viti:iu's names) I 
0 Sriku,iiha, Digvasana. Sinta, Pinikapii:ii (Siva's names) I 

104. 0 Sarvesvara, Tripurasiidana, Devadeva, Tryakta, 
Uragibharu,ia, Bilamrginkamauli (Siva's names) I Brahma1,1ya 
Deva, Garuc:jadhvaja, SankhapiQi (Vi,i:iu • s names) I 

105. 0 Sririma, Righava, Rimesvara, Rivar,iri, 
Ca1,1uramardana, Hnikapati, Muriri (Vif1,1u's names)! 0 Bhiiteia, 
Manmatharipu, Pramathidhinitha (Siva's names)! 

I 06. 0 Sulin, Girisa, Rajanisakalivatamsa, Bharga, Trinctra, 
Bhava, Bhutapati, Puriri (Siva's names)! 0 Karilsapril}.isana, 
Sanitana, Kesinisa (Vi,r:iu's names) I 

107. 0 Gopipati, Yadupati, Vasudevas unu! 0 
Govardhanoddhara1,1a, Dharmadhuri1,1a, Gopa (Vit1,1u's names) I 
0 Karpuragaura, Vnabhadhvaja, Bhilanetra (Siva's names)! 

I 08. 0 Sthir,u, Trilocana, Pinikadhara, Smariri, Visvesvara, 
# 

Tripathagirdrajaia,-kalipa (Siva's names)! 0 Kr,Qa, Aniruddha, 
Kamalikara, Kalma,ari (Vi,Qu's names)! 

109. 0 Brihma1,1as, this series of one hundred and eight 
excellent names has been wreathed into a garland as though 
with clusters of excellent jewels. The heroes of these names 
are exquisite ones (Gods VitlJ.U and Siva). The string is strong. 
(It is full of good qualities.) He who wears (commits to memory} 
this garland wil1 not sec Yama. 

110. Thus, 0 excellent Brihmal'}.as, that Dharmarclja al• 
wayt instructs the groups of his serv.ants going to the earth. 
Others too on the earth, who may be having the marks and 
characteristics of Hari or Hara, are to be avoided from afar. 
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Aga.s'.7a said: 

111-112. A bold and intelligent man who always repeats 
this series of names of the Kaustubha-wearing Vi,1.1u and the 
Moon-adorned Siva wreathed into a lucid composition by 
Dharmarija will never drink the secretion from the breasts of 
any mother. It destroys the seeds of all sins. Even as he heard 
this fascinating story that is faultless, 0 beloved one, Sivasarman 
became delighted~ with a beaming face. He saw in front of him 
the city of the celestial damsels. 

CHAPTER NINE 

Th, R.egions of Celestial Damsels and of the Sun 

Sivasannan said: 

I. Who are these ladies, the storehouse of beauty, radi
ance and conjugal bliss, wearing divine ornaments and enjoy
ing divine pleasures? 

Th, attendants said: 

2. These are the glamorous courtesans, the beloved ones 
of the Devas. They are conversant with music, experts in dance 
and very efficient in the art of playing musical instruments. 

S. They are adepts in the art of love making; very clever 
at the game of dice. They appreciate the beauty of things. 
They understand the innermost feelings of others. They are 
very clever in suitable repartees. 

4. They are experts in knowing the specialities of different 
countries and have mastery over the languages spoken in dif
ferent lands. They are skilful in probing secret news. They 
move about delightfully at their sweet will in groups, and not 
alone. 

5. They are experts in coquettish gestures exciting amorous 
feelings and expressions of love and amorous sports. They are adept 
in continuous light talk. They always delight the minds of the 
youths through their coquettish gestures and seductive charms. 
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6. Formerly these celestial ladies emerged from the Milk-
Ocean while it was being churned. They are the fascinating 
weapons of the mind-born god of Love, the conqueror of the 
three worlds. 

7-12 ... :rhey are: Urvasi, Menaki, Rarilbhi, Candralekhi, 
Tilottami, Vapu,mati, Kintimati, Lilivati, Utpalavati, Alarilbuti, 
GuQavati, SthiilakeSi, Kalivati, Kalinidhi, GuQanidhi, Karpuratilaki, 
Urvari, Anangalatiki, Madana-mohini, Cakoriqi, Candrakali, 
Munimanohari, Grivadrivi, Tapodvett,ri, Cirunisi, Sukal'l)ili, 
Dirusaiijivini, Suiri, Kratusulki of splendid countenance, 
Tapa\liulki, Tirthamedhiki, Rijasuyirthini, Att:agnihomiki, 
Vijapeya-iatodbhavi. 

These celestial damsels number sixty thousand. 
IS. In this world of celestial damsels other women too 

live. Their radiance never fades and dims. Their youth never 
diminishes. 

14. Their garments are divine; their garlands are celes
tial; their scents and unguents are divine; they are richly en
dowed with heavenly means of enjoyments; they can assume 
any form they like. 

15-16. (Some women1 in the world) observe the monthly 
fasts but violate the vow of celibacy once, twice or thrice as 
ill-luck would have it. It is such women who come to Apsariloka 
and stay there enjoying divine pleasures and possessing the 
rich beauty and refulgence. They realize all their desires. 

17. After following the holy vows and observances in ac
cordance with the injunctions along with their ancillaries with 
a view to obtain their desires, some ladies become adulter
esses. Such women come to this world as the objects of en
joyment of the Devas. 

18. There are some women of great fidelity but some 
powerful man might have raped them and they might have 
enjoyed sexual dalliance with him, wrongly taking him to be 
their husband. Such women are these, 0 BrihmaQa. 

19. When the husbands were away from the homes, some 
women who had always been observing celibacy, may by chance 
or due to cruel fate err and fall. These are such ladies of 
beautiful eyes. 

l. W 15-27 state what acts of women result in birth in the world of Apsaris. 
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20-25. There are various things to be given as gifts such 
as sweet-smelling flowen; fragrant sandalpaste; exquisitely white 
camphor; garments of very fine texture; betel leaves that are 
symmetrical and long, that are ripe and firm, that have 1olden 
hue at the tips, that have thick and blue nerve-like lines run
ning through and that are accompanied by sweet-smelling nuts 
and other ingredients; beds with various kinds of ornaments; 
all fanciful objects befitting the chamber of love-play and other 
things too. A lady of excellent complexion should honour a 
Brihmal)a couple and give them the gifts mentioned above. 
This gift of objects of pleasure is something to be desired. At 
the time of the monthly transit of the Sun or on the days of 
V1atipa.ta (New Moon in combination with Sunday), these gifts 
should be made and continued for a year. The lady should 
repeat the Mantra ("io' da.t, kasma adat, kama.1atlat kamo data, 
/cama~ pratigrahitti, kama etatt,'') (of the Vedas1) (or any other 
similar Mantra) and say "May the Lord in the form of god of 
Love be pleased" and give the things to the Brihma1.1a couple. 
She will become the most excellent one among the celestial 
damsels and stay there for a Kalpa. 

26-27. A beautiful virgin was carnally enjoyed somewhere 
by someone in the form of a Deva. Ever since then that girl 
continued to be celibate meditating upon the same incident 
(and not marrying anyone else). That girl attains a divine 
form and is born here sharing divine pleasures. 

28-S2. Hearing the origin of the Apsariloka (the region 
of Apsaris) in this manner the eminent Brihma1.1a reached 
the Solar World in a moment, travelling in an aerial chariot. 

Due to the rays of the Sun, the world was shining brilliantly 
all round like a Kadathba flower surrounded by its filaments. 

From a distance he saw the Sun sporting two lotuses. He 
could know that it was the Sun through the wonderful fast 
chariot of a single wheel drawn by seven horses. It was nine 
thousand Yojanas in size. It was driven by Anuru who held the 
reins in front. The celestial damsels, sages, Gandharvas, ser
pents, Yalqas and Rik,asas were there. Then he joined his 
palms in reverence and bowed down. 

1. This Mantra is untraced in Lanman'• standard Vltlie Coneortlane,. Prob-. 
ably, it is a Purir;iic Mantra. 
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SS. Lord Sun acknowledged his obeisance with a slight 
knitting of the eyebrows and traversed a great distance along 
the path of the sky in a moment. 

S4-S5. When the Sun had gone afar, Sivaiannanjoyously 
spoke to the devotees of the Lord: .. How is the region of the 
Sun to be attained? I wish to hear this. Kindly recount it to 
me. Friendship among good people is created by a mere ex
change of seven words. Urged by friendship for me, you should 
narrate the same to me." 

Tiu atlmtlants .said: 

S6. Listen, 0 Brihmal)a of great intellect. There is noth-
ing that should not be spoken to you. It is through the contact 
of the good people that a good discourse takes place. 

S7-S9. The Absolute Being is the controller of all living 
beings. It is the ultimate cause. It is nameless and devoid of 
a family. It has no form or anything like that. The manifes
tation and the disappearance ( of the universe) takes place 
when his brows move. That absolute source or originator of 
the Vedas, the immanent soul of all says thus: •It is clear that 
I am identical with the Puru.1a (Person, Being) who is in the 
Aditya (Sun). Those who worship another being (deity) enter 
blinding darkness." 

40-41. 0 excellent Brihmal)a, Brihmal)as comprehend 
the meaning of this irrefutable Vedic passage and worship that 
single Being. He who, having acquired the great deity in the 
form of the Sun, does not worship it thrice a day, undoubt
edly falls in seven days. 

42. The devotee should continue (to stand) repeating 
the Japa while facing the Sun in the morning as long as the 
disk of the Sun rises up half. In the evening he should per
form the Japa silently sitting down till the stars appear (in the 
sky). 

4S. The devotee should continue the Japa even as the 
setting Sun is present in the sky. During midday he should 
repeat the Japa facing the Sun. The time should not be missed. 
It should rather be waited for. 

44. Plants bear fruit ~t the proper time. Trees bloom at 
the proper time. Clouds shower at the proper time. Hence 
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one should not transgress the proper time ( of performing 
Santlh,a prayer). 

45. At the time of his rise and setting, the Sun wishes for 
three handfuls of water inspired by the Mantra and offered by 
the Brihmai,as, for the purpose of the destruction of the de
mons named Mandehas. 

46. Is it not equivalent to the gift of three worlds if three 
handfuls of water sanctified by the Giyatri Mantra are offered 
to the Sun at the stipulated time? 

47-48. Worshipped duly at the proper time, what is it that 
the Sun does not yield? He bestows long life, good health, 
prosperity, wealth with cattle, friends, sons, wives, different 
kinds of fields, the eight types of pleasurable things (viz. 
sweet scents, women, garments, music, betel-chewing, food
stuff, vehicles and mansions, heavenly pleasures and salvation). 

49-50. Among the eighteen esteemed lores, Mimimsi is 
the greatest; the system of logic is still greater; Puril}a is greater 
than it; Dharmasistras are still greater, 0 Brihmai,a. The Sruti 
is greater than they; the U panitad is still greater and Giyatri 
is superior to it.1 

51. Among all the Mantras, Giyatri with Pral).ava is the 
most rare and hence worthy of respect. No Mantra greater 
than Giyatri is sung in the Vedas. 

52. It is true. It is true again and again that there is no 
Mantra on a par with Giyatri. There is no city equal to Kasi. 
There is no Liriga on a par with Visvesa. 

53. Giyatri is the mother of the Vedas. Giyatri gives births 
to Brihma9as. Since it saves him who sings (performs Japa of) 
it, it is described as Giyatri. 

54. The relationship between the two, the Sun and Giyatri 
is that of the word and the object signified by it. Giyatri is 
the great expression and the Sun is the• expressed object. 

55. It is through the power of Giyatri that Kausika 
(Visvimitra), the ~atriya of good control over his sense-or
gans, discarded his status as a royal sage and attained the 
status of a Brihmal}a sage. 

56. He attained another miraculous power of high order, 
i.e. that of creating a new world. What is it that Giyatri served 

1. VV 49-58 extol the importance of the Giyatri Mantra. 
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and resorted to very well in this manner, does not bestow? 
57. A man becomes a BrihmaJ}a neither by reciting the 

Vedas nor by learning philosophical texts. One becomes a 
Brihmai:ia by repeated utterance of the goddess (i.e., Giyatri). 
Indeed not otherwise. 

58. Giyatri alone is the great Vitou; Giyatri alone is the 
great Siva; Giyatri alone is the great Brahma. Therefore, Giyatri 
alone is the triad of Vedas (which are identical with Brahma, 
Vi,l).u and Siva). 

59. That Lord, the crcater of the day (i.e. Sun) with rays 
as a garland, is identical with the triad of the Devas. He is the 
mass of all lustres. He is Time, the prime mover of time. 

60. Residents of our world (i.e., Vaikul).tha) who can dis-
criminate between what is essential and what is non-essential, 
always cite this Sruti with the Sun in view. 

61. This refulgent one penetrates all quarters and inte
rior of quarters (sideways, above and below). He is without 
beginning or end. He is within the womb of the mother. He 
is the born. He will be the born. 0 people, he stands pervad
ing every object with faces everywhere (like the Puru,a of the 
Pum1a Sukta -Com.) 

62. Those who are active and alert and worship the Sun 
with the hymns pertaining to the Sun (Saura 1i,mns) constantly 
and those who bow down, are the real Brihmaoas and those 
Brihmal).as are on a par with the Sun. 

6!!1. Whatever task is undertaken on a Sunday in conjunc
tion with the constellation of Pu,ya, Hasta, Mula or Uttari 
does become fruitful and not otherwise. 

64-65. The devotee observing holy vows should take his 
holy bath at sunrise on a Sunday in the month of Pau,a, and 
perform the rites of Dina (gift), Homa and Japa. He should 
adore the Sun with faith and devotion. He should be free from 
lust and anger. He shall thereby become brilliant and live 
here along with the celestial damsels enjoying all pleasures. 

66-69. Liberal gifts should be made at the time of the 
A,ana (i.e. durang the transit of the Sun to the Tropics of 
Cancer and Capricorn). Vifuva days (equinoxes of Meta and 
Tula), $a4asiti etc. (during the transit of the Sun in Dhanus, 
Mithuna, Kanyi and Mina Zodiacs) and Vitl).upadi (i.e. during 
the transit to Vrscika, Vna, Sirilha and Kurhbha Zodiacs). 
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Gingelly seeds soaked in ghee should be used for Homa. 
Brihma~as should be fed. Sriddha should be performed with 
the manes in view. 

Great Piijis should be performed and great Mantras should 
be repeated. Those scholars who do like this attain the world 
of the Sun and get a lustre on a par with that of the Sun. 

Those who perform devotional rites during the transit of 
the Sun to the various Zodiacs, never become poor, distressed, 
afflicted with ailments, ugly or unfortunate. 

70. 71. If gifts are not made, holy bath is not taken in the 
sacred waters, special Homa is not performed with gingelly 
seeds soaked in ghee from the milk of a tawny-coloured cow, 
the men guilty thereof, shall become blind and very poor and 
will be uttering piteously beseeching "Give, give" at every door 
wearing rags. 

72. A blessed man who makes a gift of a gold piece even 
as small as a Gw\ji berry at the time of solar eclipse in Kuruqetta 
shall become meritorious and stay here. 

73. When the Sun is swallowed by Rahu (i.e., during solar 
eclipse) all waters are on a par with Gangi, all Brihmaoas are 
on a par with Brahma and everything gifted equal with gold. 

74. Whatever holy thing is performed by way of gifts, 
Japas, Homas, holy baths, Sriddha etc., at the time of solar 
eclipse shall be the cause of the presence of the Sun-god. 

75. If the transit of the Sun falls on a Sunday or if there 
is a solar eclipse then, the merit acquired at that time becomes 
never.ending. 

76. If the Sunday coincides with sixth or seventh lunar 
day and a meritorious holy rite is performed, then that will 
be enjoyed here itself. 

Seveni, na,u,r of 1M Sun ptl 
To be &p,t,1114 anti Argh,a offer,tl-

17. (1) Hamsa (the pure Sattva), (2) Bhinu (the reful-
gent), (S) Sahasrilhiu (thousand-rayed), (4) Tapana (blaz
ing), (5) Tipana (scorching), (6) Ravi (protector of the worlds), 
(7) Vikartana (whetted for more brilliance), (8) Vmuvin (having 

1. W 77-84 rive aeventy name, of the Sun-rod. The Com. give, interprc
tadon1 of each name. 
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special refulgence), (9) Viivabrman (of universal activity), 
(10) VibhiYUU (of fiery nature), 

78. (11) Vlivarupa (of universal form), (12) Viivakarti 
(the procreator of the univene), (15) Mirta~uJa (present in 
the insentient Cosmic Ea in the form ofVairija), (14) Mihira 
(destroyer of mist), (15) Amiumin (having rays), (16) Aditya 
(Aditi's son), (19) Aryamin (Triad ofVedas personified), (20) 
Bradhna (making the universe flourish), (21) Divilara (maker 
of the day), 

79. (22) Dvidaiitmi (having twelve forms). (25) Saptahaya 
(seven-honed). (24) Bhiskara (creator of brilliance). (25) Ahasbra 
(usherer of the day), (26) Khaga (going forth in the firma
ment), (27) Sura (one that gives birth to the universe), (28) 
Prabhikara (illuminator), (29) Srimin Lokacaqul_l (the glo
rious one brightening the worlds, the eye of the worlds), (SO) 
Graheivara (Lord of the Planets), 

80. (SI) Trilokeia (the controller of the three worlds), 
(52) Lokasiqi (the immanent soul of the world). (55) Tamori 
(enemy of darkness), (54) Siivata (the eternal one), (55) Suci 
(sacred), (56) Gabhastihasta (having rays for hands), (57) Tivrililiu 
(hot-rayed), (58) Taral}i (redeemer of devotees like a raft 
across the ocean), (59) Sumahal) ( of splendid brilliance), ( 40) 
Aral)i (the place of maifestation of everything), 

81. ( 41) Dyumal}i (jewel of the firmament), ( 42) Haridasva 
(green-horsed), (45) Arka (of swift movement, worthy of re
spect), (44) Bhinumin (possessor of rays), (45) Bhayaniiana 
( destroyer of fear), ( 46) Chandoiva (having the Metres of the 
Vedas for horses), (47) Vedavedya (to be realized through the 
Vedas), (48) Bhisvin (luminous), (49) Piifall (one who nour
ishes), (50) Vnikapi (showering merit and shaking off sin), 

82. (51) Ekacakraratha (having a single-wheeled chariot), 
(52) Mitra (friendly), (55) Mandehiri (enemy of the demons 
Mandehas), (54) Tamisrahi (destroyer of pitch darkness), (55) 
Daityahi (slayer of demons), (56) Pipaharti (remover of sins), 
(57) Dharma (sustainer, righteousness personified), (58) 
Dharmaprakiiaka (illuminator of piety). 

85. (59) Helika (moving about in the firmament). (60) 
Citrabhinu (having variegated rays), (61) Kalighna (destroyer 
ofkali, strife), (6!) Tirlqyarihana (having Trqa's i.e., Kasyapa's 
son i.e .• Aniiru as charioteer), (65) Dikpati (lord of the quart.en), 
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(M) Padmininitha (lord of the lotus pond), (65) Kuieayakara 
(haviq a lotus in the hand), (66) Harl (remover of darkneu 
and sin), 

84-89. (67) Gharmaraimi (hot-rayed), (68) Dumirilqya 
(very painful to look at), (69) Cal)(Jilbiu (hot-rayed), (70) 
Kaiyapitmaja (son of Wyapa). 

These seventy names of the Sun-god are meritorious. They 
are to be used in the dative case with 0,,. in the beginning 
and na~ (obeisance) added afterwards. (For example •na 
mira,a na~'). Looking every time at the Sun direcdy, these 
names should be uttered holding a copper veuel (free from 
impurities with both the hands). (The vessel is to be filled with 
water.) The devotee kneels on the ground and fills the waterpot 
with Karavira and other flowers mixed with red sandalpaste. 
Diirvi grass and raw rice grains should be put into the waterpoL 
Meditating on him, the devotee offers Arghya to the most 
esteemed Savitr (Sun) god taking the pot up to the head. The 
eyes and the mind should not be directed elsewhere. 

These seventy names arc on a par with great esoteric Man
tras. At the end of each name, Mantra, the devotee should bow 
to the Sun-god. This has to be done both at sunrise and at 
sunset. 

90.. Performing the holy rite thus, no man shall ever be 
poor or miserable. He will be rid of all terrible ailments and 
(even sins) though acquired in the course of many births. 

91. Without medicines, without doctors, without follow-
ing sttict regimen (he will be cured). When he dies in due 
course, he is honoured in the world of the Sun-god. 

92. Thus, 0 excellent one, an aspect of the Solar world 
has been recounted. Who can comprehend the special char
acteristics of this (god), the storehouse of great refulgence . 

• 
95. Having attentively listened to this meritorious story, 

( the Brihm~a) espied the great city of Mahendra soon. 

Agasi,a saitl: 

94. · By listening to this story pertaining to the Sun along 
with that of the world of Apsaris, the devotee will never be 
afflicted with poverty. He will never engage himself in unrigh
teous activities. 
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95-96. This excellent narrative should always be listened 
to by Brihm~as. It accords the merit that accrues from Vedic 
study and recitation. 

Brihma9as, ~atriyas and Vaiiyas listening to this excellent 
chapter abandon all their sins here, and attain the excellent 
goal. · 

CHAPTER TEN 

Th, Worlds of Indra and Agni 

Sivalannan said: 

1. What is this excellent city that accords much delight to 
the eyes and a great deal of pleasure to the mind? Who is the 
Lord thereof? 

Th8 attmdants said: 

2. 0 glorious Sivaiarman whose pilgrimage to sacred places 
(v.l., people whose pilgrimage to holy places) has become a 
fruitful tree sport about in this world. 0 Brahmal)a, this is the 
city of the thousand-eyed Indra. 

3. It has been built by Visvakarman through the great power 
of penance. The places hereof have the splendour of the moonlight 
even during the day. 

4. Whenever during the New-Moon day (and other occa• 
sions) the moon becomes invisible, he sends (secretly) his wife 
Jyotani (Moonlight) to move about among these mansions. 

5. It is surprising indeed that an immature lady among the 
celestial women sees her own reflection in the excellent walls 
of (her house) and begins to suspect that another lady has 
already come in, and therefore (feeling jealous) she does not 
enter her own apartment. 

6. Even during the day time, darkness stays in this city 
wl~out fear, after transfer.ring its own blackness on the man
sions built of sapphire. 

7. People here in this city, collect in their pots the pure 
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water oozing out of the Candrakinta Crystals (moonstones) 
and never desire any other type of water. 

8. There are neither weavers nor goldsmiths here, because 
the wish-yielding Kalpa-tree supplies clothes and ornaments. 

9. Astrologers clever in the art of calculation are not present 
here, because the fabulous philosopher's stone (CintimaQi) 
calculates and understands quickly the innermost thoughts 
and desires of evecyone. 

10. There are no cooks here efficient in the art of prepa-
ration of beverages and juices, because the cow Kimadhenu 
alone yields all types of juices by way of milk. 

11. Uccaissravas, the jewel among horses, possessing su-
perior power (or which is the Vibhuti of ViflJ.U), whose repu
tation is sung about loudly everywhere in the midst of groups 
of horses (stays here). 

12. Airavata, the four-tusked excellent elephant, shines 
here as the second mobile Kailisa mountain. It is as brilliant 
as crystal. 

13. Pirijita, the most excellent tree, Urvasi the jewel among 
women, Nandana, the most excellent park and Mandikini (Gangi), 
the most excellent river (waterway), are here. 

14. Thirty-three crores ofSuras as mentioned in the Vedas 
await their turn everyday here for service (unto their Lord). 

15. Nothing is more excellent than the status of Indra in 
the heavenly worlds. Whatever glory and prosperity is in the 
three worlds, cannot be on a par with his (lndra's) prosperity. 

16. What else can be as holy and as great as that which 
is acquired in exchange for a thousand horse sacrifices? 

17. None ( of the seven cities of F°J.re■god and other Guardians 
of Quarters) viz. Arci,mati, Sarilyamini, Pul}.yavati, Amalavati, 
Gandhavati, Alaki or Aisi is equal to this in glory and pros-
perity. • 

18. He alone is called Sahasriqa ('Thousand-eyed'); he 
alone is Divaspati ('Lord of Heaven'); this lord alone is Satamanyu 
('one with hundred sacrifices'); these are his very famous names. 

19. The seven ( other) Guardians of the world serve and 
adore him. He is honoured '!ith blessings by the excellent 
sages, Nirada and others. 

20. The stability of all the worlds is wished for through 
the stability of this (lord). All the three worlds will be defeated 
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at the defeat of Mahendra. 
21. Dinavu, human beings, Daityu, Gandhaffu, Yaqaa. 

Riqasas etc. desirous of Amariwd, the city of Mahendra, 
perform penances with strict self-control. 

22. Desirous of seizing the glory and prosperity of Sakra, 
kings like Sagara, and others, made great effort such as the 
performance of hone-sacrifices. 

25. Whoever keeps all his senses under control and per
forms a hundred sacrifices without any hindrance on the earth, 

# 

gets Pulomaji (Saci) in the city of Amarivati. 
24. Kings who could not complete a hundred sacrifices 

reside here; so also do the Brihm~as who perform Jyoti,ioma 
and other sacrifices. 

25. Those who offer the sixteen great gifts1 such as Tuli
Puru,adina ('offering things equal in weight to the donor') 
become purified souls and they attain Amarivati. 

26. Bold men never uttering timid -words, those who never 
turn back in battles and those who lie down in the battlefield 
(lit. hero's bed)- those kings stay here. 

27. Thus, in general, the situation of the city of Mahendra 
has been recounted. Those who invariably perform sacrifices, 
are experts in the science and technique of sacrifices reside 
here. 

28. See this splendid Arci,mati, the city of the Fire-god. 
Those who are devotees of Fire-god and observe excellent 
vows, reside here. 

29. Persons with steadfast Sattva quality and with control 
over the organs of sense and action entering the blazing fire 
(for self-immolation), women richly endowed with Sattva 
quality-all these possess fiery splendour. 

SO. Brihmal}as engaged in Agnihotra, men observing the 
vow of celibacy, keeping the sacred fire blazing, those who 
observe the holy vow of Paiicigni-all these attain the regien 
of Fire and possess fiery splendour. 

1. The followin1 are the ai,neen great pftl (Mahldinu): Tulipunqa, 
Hlra1.1ya,arbha, Brahmil.lda, Kalpavrqa, Cotahura, Klmadhenu, Hin(lylm, 
Mvarathu, Hutintha, PaAca-lmpla. Dharidlna, Vdvaakra, Kalpalad, Saptadpr, 
Ratnadhenu, MahibhiitaahaJa. (MtP 274-189; Agni 210) 
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51. He who makes a gift of bundles of fuel in winter 
season for the purpose of warding off cold as well as of ovens 
of fire, shall reside near Fire-god, 

52. He who, with great faith, performs cremation and 
consecration with fire of a helpleu penon or, if he is inca
pable himself, urges others to do so, is honoured in the world 
of Fire-god. 

55. A man of meritorious soul who gives a penon of 
chronic indigestion, medicines kindling the gastric fire, shall 
live in the world of Agni for a long time. 

54. He who offen in accordance with his capacity, ar
ticles essential for a sacrifice or money for the sake of sacri
fice, shall reside in Arci,mati. 

55. Agni alone is the greatest god bringing about salva
tion to Brihmal)as; he is the preceptor, God, religious vow, 
holy spot. Nay, Agni is decisively everything. 

56. All unholy and unclean things become purified in a 
moment due to contact with fire. Hence Agni is spoken as 
Pivaka ('purifier'). 

57. Even after studying the Vedas, if one abandons sac
rificial fire and cultivates interest elsewhere, he is not a genu-
ine Brihma1.1a knowing the Vedas. . 

58. Certainly Fire-god is the immanent soul. It may very 
well burn (reduce) the external flesh in the belly of women 
but not the foetus in the womb. 

59. The fiery form of Sarilbhu is of scorching feature. It 
is the creative, destructive and sustaining force. What is there 
to be seen without it? 

40. This Citrabhinu (Fire) is the eye of the Lord of the 
three worlds himself. In the world of blinding darkness who 
else is the illuminator excepting him (Fire)? 

41. Incense, lamp, Naivedya (food ofterings), milk, curd, 
ghee and sugarcane juice taken in by this Fire is resorted to 
by all the heaven-dwellers in the heaven. 

Sivasannan asutl; 

42. Who is this Krsanu (Fire)? Whose son is he? How is 
this fiery region obtained by him? Recount this to me. 
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The atlrndanll r,plW: 

4!1. Listen, 0 highly intelligent one. We shall describe 
duly who he is, whose son he is and how the city of Jyotitmati 
was obtained by him. 

44. On the beautiful banks of Nannadi, in the city of 
Narmapura, formerly there was a sage named Viivinara, a 
devotee of Siva and a meritorious soul. 

45. He was in the BraltRGcm,a (celibate) stage of life 
firmly established therein. He was always engaged in Brahmayajiia 
[the holy Yajiia (adoration) of the study of Vedas]. He be
longed to Si\ujilya Gotra. He was pure, a storehouse of 
Brihma9ical splendour, a man of great self-control. 

46. He had understood the meanings of all scriptural 
texts. He was an expert in social conventions and pious prac
tices. Once he meditated on Maheivara and thought in his 
heart thus: 

4 7. 'Which among the four stages of life, is more con-
ducive to the welfare of good people, by properly practising 
which a man attains happiness here and hereafter?' 

48. He pondered over everything carefully and from sev
eral points of view: 'This is beneficial', 'This also is benefi
cial', 'This may be easy to do', and ultimately praised the stage 
of a householder. 

49. To the religious student, the householder, the forest
dweller or the recluse, it is the householder who acts as the 
supporter and no one else.1 

50. Devas, human beings, manes and lower animals-all 
depend upon the householder everyday. Hence the house
holder is the most excellent one. 

51. The householder who partakes of food without bath
ing, without performing Homa or without making any gift becomes 
indebted to Devas and others and falls into hell. 

52. One who eats without bathing, eats dirt; one who 
takes in without performing ]apa, drinks putrid blood; one 
who eats without performing Homa, eats worms; and one who 
eats without making a gift eats special diet of faeces. 

1. a. Manu Ill. 77-78, Gauwna Dh. s: m. S for the imponance of householder's 
stage as the support of other Airamas. 
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55. Celibacy in the coune of a householder's life is free 
from self-deception. How can such a celibacy be found in a 
bachelor whose mind is naturally fickle? 

54. A bachelor adopts celibacy out of circumstantial com
pulsion or fear of the public or for some selfish ends. If he 
indulges in thinking (about wedded bliss), the celibacy adopted 
by him is no better than non-existent. 

55. A householder is considered to be a celibate if he 
avoids (contact with) other men's wives, is fully satisfied with 
his wife, carnally enjoying her only on stipulated days after the 
menstrual bath. 

56. A householder who is without undue attachment and 
hatred, who is devoid of lust and anger, who has a wife and 
who maintains sacrificial fire, is far better than a forest-dweller. 

57. Mter leaving the house with a feeling of sudden dis-
' gust and strong aversion (to householder's life), if a forest-

dweller ruminates over the pleasant features of a domestic life, 
he becomes fallen from both; he is neither a true forest-dweller 
nor a householder. 

58. A householder who maintains (himself and his fam
ily) through a means of livelihood that has come to his lot and 
which does not involve begging, is contented with whatever 
is received, is far better than a religious mendicant. 

59. A recluse who happens to request (beg) at any time 
for anything even if it be difficult to obtain, if he be discon
tented with his victuals, he becomes fallen.' 

60. After considering the various merits and demerits thus, 
the Brihma1,1a Visvinara married a girl from a good family 
befitting him, in accordance with the injunctions (in the Sistras). 

61. He was regular in attending to the worship of the 
sacred fire. He regularly performed the five Yajiias; he en
gaged himself in all the six duties laid do\vn in the scriptures; 
he was devoted to gods, manes and guests. 

62. The couple had perfect mutual adjustment, free from 
any apprehension. He thus earned piety, wealth and love in 
their respective stages of life. He was always in a proper com
munion with the Supreme Soul. 

6!. Well-vened in Karmakir.uJa (Section of Rituals in scrip
tures), he perforn1ed all the rites pertaining to the Devas in 
forenoon, those connected with human beings in midday and 
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those with Pitp in afternoon. 
64-65. Thus a long time pasted by. The BrihlllaJ.la's wife 

• named Suci,mati continued to observe holy vowa like the wife 
ofKima (Rad). She could not see (i.e. beget) a son that could 
have been a means of attaining heaven. She realized that her 
husband was her sole benefactor. (Once) 1he bowed down to 
him and submitted: 

Sudpnali st/Ml: 

66. 0 son of a noble family, of noble intelligence, 0 
Lord of my vital breath, 0 my beloved one, fond of holy 
observances! Due to the worship of your feet, there is nothing 
inaccessible to me. 

67. All the enjoyment which women usually take plea
sure in, have been enjoyed by me, with your favour. I had the 
fullest enjoyment of these and I shall recount them. 

68. The enjoyments are of eight varieties: good garments, 
good houses, good bedsteads, good female attendants, gar
lands, betel leaves, food and beverages usually enjoyed by persons 
who perform their duties. 

69. But, 0 lord, one unfulfilled ~sh has always been 
within my heart for a long time. It is something in which 
householders revel. It l>ehoves you to give it to me. 

Ya.ivanara saitl: 

70. 0 lady of fair hips, 0 lady desirous of my pleasure 
and welfare, what is there that cannot be given to you? Hence 
do request me. 0 auspicious lady, I shall give it without delay. 

71. 0 auspicious lady, with the favour of Lord Siva, there 
is nothing that I cannot get here or hereafter, since I work 
for the welfare of all. 

72-75. On hearing these words of her husband, she who 
considered her husband as a divine being, became glad. With 
a beaming face she said: •o lord, if a boon is to be given to 
me, if I am considered worthy of a- boon, I don't wish to 
choose any other boon. 0 ainless devotee of Maheivara, give 
me a son like Mahe,a himself.• 

74. On hearing these words spoken by Sucitmati that 
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virtuous one meditated for a moment and thou1ht thus in his 
heart: 

75-76. • Alas, what is this? A rare thin1 hu been requested 
for by this lady; it is far away from the path of (i.e., beyond 
the ken of) even mental wish. Or let it be. He is the creator 
of everything. · 

It is by gambhu himself that these words were uttered by 
staying in her tongue in the form of Goddess of Speech. Who 
can make his utterance otherwise. It is bound to happen'. 

77. Then that glorious sage Viivinara who strictly ad
hered to the vow of having a single wife, told his wife: "O 
beloved, this will happen.• 

78. After consoling his wife thus, the sage went (to Kasi) 
for performing the penance where Viiveivara was present as 
the Lord of Kisi. 

79. Reaching Viril}asi quickly and visiting Mal}ikan.iiki, 
he got rid of all the three types of distresses acquired in the 
course of hundreds of births. 

80-85. After taking his holy bath in all the holy sacred 
pits, tanks, wells and lakes, he visited all the Liligas with Visvesa 
as the chief among them. 

He bowed down to all the Viniyakas and all the Gauris; he 
worshipped Kilarija and Bhairava, the destroyer of sins. 

He earnestly eulogized the Ga9as (attendants of Siva) with 
Da9cJaniyaka as their chief; he propitiated all the (idols of) 
Kesavas, the chief of whom is A.dikesava. 

He repeatedly bowed down to all the Suns-the chief of 
whom was Lolirka; without any lethargy, he offered balls of 
rice in all the holy spots. 

He pleased ascetics and Brihmar.,as through Saham.&-bhojaf&a 
etc. (feeding a thousand persons, simultaneously) and devoutly 
he worshipped all the Lingas with all the• requisite services due 
to great Pujis. 

Thereafter, he continuously pondered over the question: 
'Which Linga will accord the accomplishment of desires im
mediately? Where will the austerities performed with the desire 
for a son be steady throughout? 

[The enumeration of the various Liligas1:] 

l. Por their locadon■ w• l•fra Ch. 75. 
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86-96. Is it the glorious Omkiranitha or is it Krttiviseivara? 
Kileia, Vrddhakileia, Kalaieivara, K.edireia, Kimeia, the three
eyed Lord Candreia,Jye,ibeia,Jambukeia,Jaigifavyeivara, liina 
of Dasiivamedha, Drumicm.uJ.eia, Drkkesa, Garucjeia, Gokaroeia, 
GBQeS\!B.,!a, \)hur.icJ,hyisigajasiddheia, Dharmeia, Tirakeivara, 
Nandikesa, Niviseia, Patrisa, Pritikeivara, Paiupati in the form 
of Parvateia, Brahmeia, Madhyameivara, Brhaspatiivara or 
Vibhii,cjesvara i.e., Tilabh~cJ,esvara? Is it Bhirabhiitesvara or 
Mahilalqmisvara? Maruttesa, Moqesa, Gangeia, Narmadesvara, 
Mirkal)(Ja, Ma9ikarr.iiia, Ratn~svara or Yoginipilba that be
stows good results on the aspirant, Yimuneia, Liligaliia, the 
glorious lord, Visveivara, Avimuktesvara, ViSiliqiia, Vyighresv-Ma, 
Variheia, the bull-emblemed lord, Vyiseia, Varui,e.ia, Vidhisa, ,. 
Vasifthesa, Sanisvara, Someivara, Indreia, Svarlina, Sangamesvara, 
Hariscandresvara, Harikesesvara, Trisandhyesa, Mahideva, 
Upasintiiiva, Bhavinisa, Kapardisa, Kandukeia, Makhesvara, 
or is it Mitrivarur.iesa? 

97. 'Which among these bestows a son soon?' Thus the 
wise sage Visvinara pondered for a moment. 

98. 'Ohl I have recollected what was forgotten. My desire 
is fulfilled. The Liriga resorted to by Siddhas is the greatest 
and it causes the fulfilment of all (desires). 

99. By visiting it and touching it, the mind becomes ex-
hilarated. Here the portals of heaven are always kept open. 

100-105. Goddess Vikata, the manifest personification 
of all Siddhis, is present in the great pedestal Paiicamudri 
which bestows Siddhis on all living beings. She urges the Lord 
of Devas (lndra) day and night, for the requisite worship. 

Siddhiviniy-ili himself removes all the obstacles of the devotees 
staying here, and accords all Siddhis. That Siddhiqetra is the 
greatest holy spot in Avimukta. It is there that Viresvara Linga1 

is present, which is considered to be possessing great secrets. 
There is no ground to the extent of even a gingelly seed in 
Kiii, that is without a Linga. But there is no other Linga on 
a par with Vireia bestowing Siddhi soon. It bestows piety, wealth, 
love and salvation perfectly. Certainly, there is no other Linga 

1. Thi• i1 to the aouth of SankaJi Devi. It is now known as Atma-Viresvara 
and 11 still worshipped for boon of sons. 
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like Vireivara in Kail. Formerly. a Gandharva Pancasvara at
tained great Siddhi here. 

106-112. A Vidyidhara became one with excellent learn
ing. The king of Yaqas became fully enriched. Formerly. the 
most excellent one among Apsaris of a sweet voice like a 
cuckoo, began to dance with great feeling and fervour and got 
merged in. the middle of the Linga along with her body. 

Formerly a sage named Vedaiiras went on repeating Satarudriya 
and (ultimately) merged in the Linga of the fiery form of 
Mantra in his own embodied form. 

Candramauli and Bharadvija, the most excellent ones among 
the devotees of Pasupati (Siva), adored Vireivara and singing 
(song of eulogy) became merged (in him). 

Sankhaciiqa, a great serpent, offered Nirijana (waving of 
lights) through the gems in his own hood at night and at
tained Siddhi within six months. 

A Kinnara lady Hamsapadi, in the company of her husband 
Ver;iupriya, sang sweetly and attained the highest state of salvation. 

Numerous Siddhas, thousands of them, have attained Siddhi 
here. Hence Viresvara is stated as the greatest Siddhalinga. 

113. Jayadratha, born of Videha, had lost his kingdom, 
but after propitiating Viresvara he could kill his enemies. He 
then got back his kingdom which he maintained uninterrupt
edly. 

114. King Viduratha, the lord of Magadha, endowed with 
self-control, had no son. Due to the favour of Vireivara, he 
obtained a son. 

115. After adoring Viresa here, Vasudatta, a Vaiiya, ob
tained a daughter comparable to the girls of Vasus (semi
divine beings); so did Ratnadatta as well. 

116. I too shall propitiate Vireia thrice (a day) and shall 
soon beget a son as desired by my wife.' 

117. After mentally resolving thus, the intelligent Brihmaoa 
Viivinara became contented. He took his holy bath with the 
water of Candrakupa-well and decided to observe a holy vow. 

118. For one month, he took only a single meal a day; for 
(the next) one month he took food only at night; for (the 
next) one month he never begged anyone for food and for 
(the next) one month, he completely eachewed intake of food. 

119. For one month he observed the milk-vow (took in 
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only milk); for (the next) one month he had p-eem and &uita 
for food; for (the next) one month he took a handful of 
gingelly aeeda everyday as food; and for (the next) one month 
water alone was his intake. 

120. For one month he took in Pail.cap-.,.; for (the iaezt) 
month he obaerved the rite of Cindriyaoa; for (the next) one 
month he drank water through the tipa of Kua grass; and for 
(the next) one month he had air alone as his diet. 

121-122. Then in the thirteenth month. the BrihmaJ.ia 
took his bath in the waten of Ganp early in the mornin1. By 
the time this devotee with austerities as his wealth came to the 
shrine of Vireia. he saw in the middle of the Lb\p an eight 
year old splendid boy beautified by the application of Bhuma. 

125. His eyes were large, extending to the ears. His lips 
were perfecdy red in colour. He had beautiful. tawny, matted 
hairs on his head. He had a smiling face. He was naked. 

124. With some ornaments befitting childhood, he capti
vated the minds of the onlookers. He was repeating Vedic 
hymns, even as he sportingly displayed broad smile. 

125. On seeing him (the Brihma~a) experienced 
horripilation ( of joy,). He gladly eulogized and exclaimed 
•obeisance to you" again and again with a choking feeling. 

PFt1jn1 (vv 126-133). 

VdVtintmJ saitl: 

126. The entire universe is Brahman itself, the one having 
no second. It is true, true; there is no diversity of objects here. 
Rudra is alone and single. There is no one second to him. 
Hence, I seek refuge in you, Maheia, alone. 

127. There is only one creator. 0 Sambhu, you are the 
sole creator of all. You are devoid of form (really) and you 
appear to be of one form among the different forms like the 
same Sun appearing as many in different waters. Hence, I do 
not resort to any other Isa except you 

1. The prayer repnb h as Brahman and i1 full of Vedlntic coaceptl like 
Bbbba-pratibidlba■¥1da (v117), Adh)'ila (v 118) etc. 
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128. I reaon to that Maheia, on the realization of whom, 
this apparent univene vani1he1 even as the (appearance of a) 
serpent when the rope is known, u silver when oyster shell 
ia known, as watery pool when mirage is known. 

129. 0 ~bhu, I resort to you who are coldness in water, 
power to burn in fire, warmth in the Sun, delightfulne11 i.n 
the Moon, fragrance in f1owen and ghee in milt. 

ISO. Who can perfectly comprehend you? You are without 
ean yet you perceive sound; you are without a nose yet you 
smell; you are without foot yet you come from afar1; you are 
without eyes yet you see (everything); you are without tongue 
yet you (can) taste. Hence I resort to you. 

151. The Vedas do not comprehend you directly, 0 lia; 
nor Vi,9u, nor the Creator of all, nor the leading Yogins, nor 
Devas, the chief of whom is lndra; but a devotee compre
hends. Hence I resort to you. 

152. 0 iia, you have neither a family nor nativity, no name, 
no form, no habit, no native land. Even though you are of this 
nature, you are the lord of the three worlds. You will fulfil all 
my desires. Hence I worship you. 

155. Everything originates from you, 0 enemy of Smara; 
you are everything. You are the Lord of Gauri; you are naked 
and highly quiescent. You are aged, and you are the youth and 
child. What is it that you are not? Hence I bow down to you. 

154. Mter eulogizing thus the BrihmaJ}a fell down on the 
ground like a log of wood with great delight. By then the boy, 
more aged than all the aged ones, spoke to the excellent 
Bribma9a: •choose a boon." 

155-156. Thereupon the contented sage Visvinara got 
up with a delighted mind and replied: "O lord, what is it that 
is not known to you, the omniscient one? You are the inner
most soul, the Lord; you are everything and the bestower of 
everything. Why does the Lord urge me for a humiliating 
importunity that causes mental anguish?" 

157. On hearing the words ofVisvinara of pure vows and 
purity, the Lord, the child, smiled pleasantly and said: 

1. er. §vetiivatara Up. !.19. 
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Th. "'1:, saul: 

158. 0 pure one, the desire created by you in the heart 
of Suci,mati will be fulfilled ere long. There is no doubt about 
it. 

159. 0 highly intelligent one, I shall be your son born of 
Sucifmati, pure and fond of all immortal ones and well-known 
as Grhapati by name. 

140. The prayer uttered by you, called 'Abhilififtaka' ('a 
prayer in eight verses for the fulfilment of one's desire') ~ 
meritorious. By reciting it in the presence of Siva three times 
everyday for a year, all desires will be obtai~ed. 

141. The recitation of this prayer bestows sons, grandsons 
and wealth. It causes all peace and quells all calamitie1. 

142-147. There is no doubt about this that it is conducive 
to the attainment of heaven, liberation and wealth. The dev
otee should get up early in the morning and take his holy 
bath. Then he should worship the Linga of Sambhu. He should 
recite this prayer for a year. A man without sons will become 
a father. In the months of Vaisikha, Kirttika and Migha, he 
should observe special vows and rites and recite this prayer at 
the time of bath. He shall get all benefits. As a result of 
propitiation in the month of Kirttika, I, the immutable one, 
shall become your son. So also, in the case of anyone else who 
reads this. This Abhila,a,taka should not be given to anyone 
and everyone. It should be strenuously kept a secret. It can 
cause even a chronic barren woman deliver. Whether a wom
an or a man, the devotee should recite this for a year invari
ably in the presence of the Linga. Undoubtedly it bestows a 
son. 

After saying this the boy vanished. The Brihma1;,1a too went 
home. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

Tiu World of Vahni (Fin-God,) 

Agas"a said: 

10!1 

1. 0 lady of good fortune and excellent lips, listen to the 
origin of Vaisvinara (Fire-go<t,) as narrated to Sivaiarman by 
PuQyaiila and Susila. 

2. When the sacred rite of Garbhidhina (impregnation) 
was duly performed by him, his wife became pregnant in due 
course. 

5. Thereafter, for the development (of the power) of the 
foetus, the rite of Pwhsavana was duly performed by that scholarly 
BrihmaQa before the period of the movement of the foetus, 
in accordance with the injunctions of the Grhya secti9n of the 
Vedas. 

4. In the eighth month, the Silnanta rite that is condu-
cive to the beauty and full development of embryo was per
formed by him and also the rite to facilitate easy delivery as 
he was the knower of all rites. 

5-6. Then at an auspicious moment a moon-faced son was 
"" born to Suci,mati. With his brilliance, he illuminated the ly-

ing-in-chamber destroying all evils. The stars at the time were 
in excellent positions. Jupiter was in Kendra (i.e., 4th, 7th or 
10th house in the horoscope). The Lagna ( time of the rising 
of Zodiac) was auspicious. All the good Planets were in their 
proper houses ( of strong positions). 

7. The boy born immediately became the cause of hap
piness to everyone among the inhabitants of Bhuvar and Svar
loka. The winds wafted fragrance according aroma to all the 
quarters. 

8. Great clouds showered heaps of flowers of pleasing 
smell. The divine Dundubhi drums were sounded. All the quarters 
became bright. 

9. The rivers all around became very clear (of translucent 
water) along with the minds of all living beings. Darkness 
became reduced very much. All the dust particles settled down 
(became free from Rajas quality). 

10. All animals became endowed with Saltva quality. The 
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earth became splendid. The words everywhere became benefi
cial and pleasing to all living beings. 

11-16. Tilottami, Urvaii, Ralhbhi, the splendid Vidyutprabhi, 
Sumangali, Subhilipi, Suiili and other excellent celestial ladies 
came there holding vessels joyously in their hands of which 
the bangles jingled. The vessels contained pearls, Yalqakardamas 
(paste of camphor agallochum etc.), blazing diamond and 
Lapis Lazuli lamps, turmeric and other unguents, emeralds, 
conchs, oyster shells, curds, eaffron, coral and ruby gems, good 
garlands of Gomeda, Pu, pariga and Indranila stones. Thou
sands of Vidyidhara, Kinnara and immortal celestial women 
came there with auspicious materials in their hands or waving 
Qimanu (Chowries). A number of beautiful ladies of Gandharvas, 
serpents and Yaqas of sweet voice came there singing light 
musical pieces. 

17-2!. Many sages came there such as Marici, Atri, Pulaha, 
Pulastya, Kratu, Ailgiras, Vasi,tha, Kasyapa, I (i.e. Agastya), 
Vibhi:~uJa, Mio(Javi's son, Lomasa, LomacaraQa, Bharadvija, 
Gautama, Bhrgu, Gilava, Garga,Jitukarl)ya, Parisara, Apastarilba, 
Yiji\avalkya, Daqa, Vilmiki, Mudgala, Sititapa, Likhita, Silida, 
Salikha, Uiicchabhuk,Jamadagni, SariJ.varta, Matailga, Bharata, 
Amiumin, Vyisa, Kityiyana, Kutsa, Saunaka, Susruta, Suka, 
:\qyaipiga, Durvisas, Rud, Nirada, Turilburu, Uttanka, Vimadeva, 
Cyavana, Asita, Devala, Silankiyana, Hirita, Viivimitra, Bhirgava, 
Mrkao(Ju along with his son (Mirka~(Jcya), Dilbhya, Uddilaka, 
Dhaumya, Upamanyu, Vatsa and other sages and their daugh-, 
ters came there for the rite of Sinti (peace and auspicious-
ness) to the hermitage of Viivinara. 

24-26. Brahma accompanied by Brhaspati, the Garuda-
vehicled Lord, the Bull-emblemed Lord (Siva) accompained 
by Nandi, Bhrngi and Gauri, Devas, chief of whom was Mahendra, 
Serpents residing in Pitila, many great Oceans along with 
Rivers taking jewels with them, and many immobile ones as
suming mobile forms came there in thousands. In that great 
festival, there was a (continuous) moonlight irrespective of 
the Moon's presence in the sky. 

27-28. Lord Pitimaha (Brahma)- himself performed the 
poat•natal rites for the child. After pondering over the rel
~t Vedic passages, he gave the child the name Grhapati. 
'This boy is Grhapati by name." Thr name which should be 
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1iven on the eleventh day was duly assigned in accordance 
with the injunctions laid down. He repeated the Vedic pas
sages meant for that purpose. 

29-51. The passages are 'a,a• ap~,. etc. 1 agtN grhapat.' 
etc. The meaning of the Vedic passagea-'This fire named 
Girhapatya is the lord of the house. He knows fully well (the 
means of) wealth of the child (subject). 0 Agni, 0 lord of the 
house, stabilise before us food, fame and strength.• Brahma 
cited other Vedic passages also. He blessed the child with 
blessings mentioned in the Mantras of all the four Vedas. 
After according him the protection special to infants, the 
Grandfather of all (i.e. Brahma) set off riding his swan along 
with Hara and Hari. 

52-!4. All those who had come there talked to one an
other in praise of the child: •oh, what a beauty! Oh, what a 
brilliance! Oh, all the limbs have exquisite characteristics! Oh, 
the good luck of Sucitmati, Hara himself has manifested in 
front. There should be no surprise in the case of the devotees 
of Siva. Rudra himself comes among the devotees of Siva, 
because the worshippers of Rudra are identical with Rudra." 
Then all of them went away to different places where they 
came from, after taking leave of Viivinara with great delight. 

55. Hence persons in householder's stage yearn for a son. 
The eternal Sruti says, 'Through the son (the father) wins all 
the worlds." 

36. The house of a son-less man is void; the acquisition 
of a sonless man is futile; the family of a son-less man is extinct. 
A man becomes unholy due to the want of a son. 

!7. There is no greater gain than a son; there is no greater 
happiness than (having) a son; there is no greater friend than 
a son either here or hereafter. 

58-39. There are seven kinds of sons: (1) bosom-born, (2) 
wife's son (through another), (3) a purchased son, (4) son 
given by others i.e., adopted son, (5) acquired by other means, 
(6) daughter's son and (7) another one saved from a calamity. 

One of these must be kept as a son by a sensible house
holder. The earlier ones are better than the later ones. The 
later ones are worse than the earlier ones. 

1. Vijuancyl Salb. S.SOa. 
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TIN atlffltlanll said: 

40. The rite of his coming out of the lying-in-chamber was 
performed by the father in the fourth month. (Formal) Anna
pralana (i.e. feeding with cooked rice) was done when half a 
year ela1ped. Cutting of the forelock was performed duly at 
the end of a year. ' 

41. On the day of Sraval)a constellation, the ear-piercing 
ceremony was performed by him who knew the various rituals. 
In the fifth year (the father) gave him the Vrata (i.e., inves
titure with sacred thread) for increasing Brihm&l)ical splendour. 

42. The intelligent Brihm&l)a then performed the ceremony 
of Upalcanna and taught him the Vedas. He (the son) duly 
learned the Vedas with Padapaiha and .Kramapit}ta along with 
the Atigas (ancillaries) for three years. 

4S. Exhibiting his qualities of modesty etc., the powerful 
son grasped all the lores from the mouth of the preceptor who 
remained only as a witness. 

44-45. In this ninth year, Grhapati, the son of Visvinara, 
began serving his parents. Having come to know of this, the 
celestial sage Nirada, the intelligent sage who roams about 
wherever he pleases, reached the hut of Visvinara. He was 
offered Arghya and a seat, which he accepted duly and en
quired of their welfare. 

Ni.rad.a saitl: 

46. 0 illustrious Viivinara, 0 virtuous Suci,mati, I hope, 
this child Grhapati acts according to your directions. 

4 7. Indeed, to a son there is no other holy spot ( or sacred 
water), Deva, preceptor, holy rite or pious observance except
ing the words of his parents. 

48. To a son there is no religious duty other than the 
directions of the parents in all the worlds. Because of the fact 
that the mother carried him in the womb and (later) nursed 
him, the mother is more worthy of respect than the father .1 

49. After bathing himself with the waters dropping down 
from the feet of his mother, a son shall attain more purity 
than from the holy waters of even the celestial river (Gangi). 

1. Cf. Manu II. 145. 
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50. A recluse who has renounced all activities is to be re
spected more than the father, but his mother should be scru
pulously venerated even by an ascetic, who himself is to be 
venerated by all. 

51. This alone is the most intense (fiercest) austerity; this 
alone is the greatest Vrata (vow, observance). This alone is the 
greatest pious practice, namely the propitiation of the parents. 

52. I consider that the parents of other children of lower 
status are not as much worthy of respect as you two are worthy 
of the respect of this child Grhapati who has been well edu
cated and hence is very polite as is evident from the features 
of his face. 

55. •o Vaisvinara, come here and sit on my lap. I shall 
examine the characteristic features (on your palm). Show me 
your right hand." 

54. On being told thus by the sage, the glorious boy took 
the permission of his parents and sat there humbly after bowing 
down to Nirada with devotion. 

55-56. The sage then examined all the limbs of the boy1, 

(particularly) the palate, the tongue and the teeth. He brought 
a long twine reddened with saffron and twisted it into three 

~ 

threads. He remembered Siva, Pirvati and Ga9-idhyaqa and 
measured the boy from head to foot as he stood straight facing 
the north. 

57. "A person who is equal in length horizontally and vertically 
extending to 108 Angulas (1 Angula = 1.75cm) (Horizontal 
measure is the extent with both the hands stretched out) will 
become a king, 0 BrihmaQa, like your son. 

58. Your son has all the thirty-two (auspicious) character
istics. He has five parts exquisite and delicate, five long, seven 

• red, six lifted up, three broad, three short and three deep and 
majestic. 

59. This boy is long-lived, five of his parts are long and 
praiseworthy, viz., the arms, the eyes, the chin, the knee and 
the nose of this son of yours. 

60. This boy is respectable with three parts short, viz., 
neck, calf and penis. This child is splendid with three aspects 
deep and majestic, viz., voice, mind and navel. 

1. W 55ft' deal with P11rll)ic Chlromancy. 
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61. So also five parts of his are delicate and exquisitely 
fine, viz., skin, hair, fmger1, teeth and finger,:joints. He will 
gain the status of the Guardian of a Quarter. 

62. He has six parts lifted up and raised, viz., chest, belly, 
curly locb of hair, shoulders, hands and face. It is seen here 
in this boy. So he will have great fortune and prosperity. 

65. Seven parts are red, viz., the palms, the extremities of 
the eyes, the palate, the tongue, the lower lip, the upper lip 
and the nails. This bestows the happiness of a kingdom. 

64. He has three parts broad, viz., forehead, hips and chest. 
With all refulgence, he will attain every type of glory and 
prosperity and not otherwise. 

65. His hands as firm as the back of a female turtle are 
not intended for any hard labour. They indicate that he will 
get a kingdom. This child's feet are very tender so far as 
walking along the road is concerned. 

66. A line is seen in his (palm) starting from the back of 
the small finger extending without any break as far as the 
index finger. This indicates long life. 

67. His feet are very strong, red and symmetrical. They are 
beautiful and exquisitely delicate. The heels are of the same 
size. The feet are smooth and free from perspiration. Hence 
they indicate prosperity. 

68. The lines on the palm are very few and red. They 
indicate that he will be happy always. He will become the king 
of kings, as indicated by the thin and short penis. 

69. He has large and conspicuous seat of the body, heels 
and thighs. His navel is spiral-shaped, moving clockwise. It is 
reddish in colour. This is the indicator of great prosperity. 

70. If when he urinates, a single current flows spiralling 
clockwise, and if there is the smell of fish and honey in the 
semen, he will become a king. 

71. Broad, strong and smooth, his thighs are indicative of 
his being habitually happy. The two arms hanging down with 
beautiful curves are capable of protecting the quarters . 

72. The line on his palm is such that he is sure to be the 
lord of heaven. It has the designs of the scar Srivatsa, thun
derbolt, discus, lotus, fish, bow and staff. 

75. He has thirty-two teeth. His neck is curly like the trunk 
of an elephant having three folds like a conchshell. His voice 
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is like the note of a Krauiica bird, Dundubhi drum, swan and 
thundering cloud. Hence he will surpass even emperors. 

74-75. His eyes are tawny-coloured like honey. Royal glory 
will never desert him. There are five lines on his forehead. 
He is splendid with leonine belly. The soles of his feet have 
lines going up. While breathing he gives off the fragrance of 
a lotus. When the fingers are stretched out, there is no gap 
between them. His nails arc good. Thus he possesses all great 
characteristics. 

76. But fate can pull down a person endowed with all 
good qualities, one marked by all characteristics and one with 
all Kalas (arts, digits) complete and pure as in the case of a 
full moon (being eclipsed). 

77. Hence this child should be well guarded in every re
spect with all endeavour. When the fate is crooked, even good 
qualities tum into defects. 

78. I am afraid, some calamity through celestial fire of 
lightning in this twelfth year (may befall him)" 

After saying thus, that intelligent Nirada went away in the 
manner he had arrived. 

79. On hearing the words of Nirada, Visvinara along with 
his wife thought of the terrible fall of the thunderbolt then 
itself. 

80. "Alas! I am doomed", uttering these words he beat his 
chest. Agitated with the grief of his son, he fell into a great 
swoon. 

81. The grief-stricken Suci,mati too cried a lot unbearably 
with cries of distress and shouts of "Hal" "Hal" All her sense
organs became upset. 

82. "Alas, my child, a storehouse of great good qualities I 
Alasl O my child carrying out the words of your father! Wherefore 
did you come into the womb of me, an unlucky woman? 

83. 0 my son, you are my only child. I have fallen into 
a great ocean of grief, with all your good qualities for its 
waves. Excepting you who can save me? 

84. Alas, my boy, free from impurities, having long eyes 
like a lotusl Alas, if the eyes of the general public are Cakora 
birds, you are the moon (having the sign of a deer) I Alas, my 
dear one, to the lotus-like eyes of your father, you are like the 
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Sunl Alu, my child, you are the sole cause for the happiness 
of a thousand festivals of your mother! 

85. 0 child with a face resembling the full moon! 0 child, 
your nails and fingen are exquisite. Your words are sweet like 
nectar. You are the ocean filled with the waves of nectar. Alas, 
you have been acquired by me through many sufferings! 0 
Grhapati, what all things have not been done by me for obtaining 
youl 

86. Alas, what oblation has not been offered by me to the 
different deities! 0 dear child, what holy spots have not been 
visited by mel What observances have not been practised! What 
medicines have not been taken inl What Mantras have not 
been repeatedl What Yantras have not been resorted to! Ev
erything for your sake, but you could be obtained only by 
good merits. 

87. 0 my child, you who are the boat whereby I can cross 
the ocean of worldly existence, remove the weight of misery. 
You are the ocean of happiness. Show me your moon-like face, 
the essence ( of everything). The hell named Put is extensive 
like an ocean. From the submarine fire thereof enliven your 
father through the showers of your nectar-like utterances. 

88. The Devas are perfectly delighted on carefully scruti
nizing all qualities, habits, full complement of arts, beauty and 
characteristic signs existing in one place. Perhaps that was 
why, Alas! they have all assembled simultaneously after com
ing to know that this would happen at the time of the great 
festival of his birthday. 

89. 0 Sarilbhu, 0 Maheia, the merciful, 0 trident-bear
ing Lord, those who are conversant with the Vedas say that you 
are Mrtyuiijaya ('Conquerer of death'). If the god of Death 
brings about the death of this infant son bestowed by you, say, 
whose fall will not take place here thus! 

90. Alas! 0 Vidhi (Brahma), you had created an extensive 
ocean of good qualities, the depth of which cannot be gauged 
in the middle and which contains all essential gems. You created 
everything in the proper manner. If this boy is to be taken 
away by you, why was he created by you with great endeavour? 

91. Alas! 0 Qla, is not your queen one with a boy? The 
moon-like face of your son has not taken away your ability to 
kill. Therefore, you have (displayed) your ability to kill. Therefore, 
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you have ( displayed) your curved fangs resembling a dagger 
as sharp and hard as the thunderbolt towards this boy whose 
sportive play is like that of the excessively tender lotus fibre 1 • 

92. After lamenting thus in various ways, she gave out hot, 
deep, long breaths, because she was scorched by the heat of 
the fire originating from the grief for her son. Thereby she 
dried up the hundreds of rivers with waves lifted up originat
ing from the incessant flow of tears from her eyes. 

95. On hearing her piteous lamentations, trees and creep
ers appeared to shed tears when the flowers dropped down, 
to cry through the chirping sounds of birds resembling cries 
of distress, and as though shook their heads moving by the 
gusts of wind. 

94. With cries of distress, she wept bitterly. As though out 
of sorrow for her, all the quarters too cried along with her 
under the form of the echoes, with the caves of the niountains 
for their mouths. The birds, animals and trees were stunned. 

95. On hearing the sound of the cries of distress thus, 
Visvinara overcame the swoon and got up, loudly uttering 
"What is this? What? What is this? Where is Grhapati, my external 
vital breath, the lord of all sense-organs, the immanent soul?• 

Agastya said: 

96. On seeing the parents overwhelmed with grief, he 
(Grhapati) smiled and said: •near mother, why such a fear in 
you both? 

97. I have been provided with a good protection for my 
body through the dust-particles of your feet. Even the god of 
Death cannot kill me. How can the feeble and insignificant 
lightning-fire? 

98. Listen to my vow, dear parents. If I am your son, I shall 
do such a thing as would make the lightning afraid of me. 

99. (I shall do so) after propitiating the omniscientMrtyuiijaya. 
the giver of everything unto the good, Mahikila, the slayer 
of the god of Death, the lord who swallowed the poison 
Kilakuia." 

100. On hearing his words, the aged Brihmal)a couple had 
their distress calmed down, as though through an untimely 
shower of divine nectar. They said then: 

101. -whence does this shower of rain without a cloud, 
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this outcome of divine nectar without the Milk Ocean, this 
brilliant moonshine without the Moon, delight us excessively? 

102. Say again. Say again. What? What? Again and again 
'God of Death cannot kill me. How then can the feeble and 
insignificant lightning fire?' 

105. A great means of remedy has been mentioned by you 
for removing our distress, namely the propitiation of Lord 
Mrtyuiijaya. 

104. Hence, 0 dear one, seek refuge in him. There is no 
one more beneficial than the Slayer of the god of Death, who 
can do more than what we wish for. 

105. 0 dear one, is this not heard by you? Formerly the ,,,. 

Slayer of Tripura protected Svetaketu bound by Kili 's noose. ,,,. 
106. Siva made Nandin, the eight-year old boy, the son of 

Silida, who was grasped by Mrtyu (Death), his own attendant 
(after saving him), the delighter of the universe. 

107. He saved the three worlds after drinking the terrible 
Halihala poison that issued at the time of the churning of the 
Milk Ocean and which resembled the fire at the time of the 
ultimate annihilation. 

108. With the discus lifted up by the toe of his foot, he 
killedjilandhara, the great Daitya of excessive arrogance, when 
he took away the wealth of the three worlds. 

109. After making Vi,~u his arrow, Dhurjaii burned the 
three Puras formerly through the fire originating from the 
stroke of a single arrow. 

110. Formerly, he kept Andhaka transfixed to the tip 
of his trident for ten thousand years, when he became deluded 
on account of the prosperity and glory of the three worlds and 
made him dried up through the Sun. 

111. Even as Brahma and others were watching, he reduced 
Kima to the state of Ananga (devoid of limbs, body-less) by 
a mere glance of his eye, though he was powerful enough to 
conquer all the three worlds. 

112. (Defective tat) Dear son, seek refuge in Siva the pro
tective jewel of the universe, who is the sole creator of Brahma, 
Indra, Acyuta and others." 

118. Thus, after getting the permission of his parents and 
bowing down to their feet, he circumambulated them, con
soled them earnestly and set off. 
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114-118. He reached Kasi which is inaccessible even to 
Brahmi, Niriyal)a and others: Kiii which was protected by 
VJ.S\leivara from the distress happening at the time of Mahisamvarta 
(Prikrtalaya, annihilation); which shone with the celestial river 
acting like a necklace around its grounds as though around 
its neck, the river (Gangi) being white like a garland ot snow; 
which warded off through Varai,i and chopped off through 
the current of river Asi ('edge of a sword'), the rebirth of the 
common people distressed on account of many worldly tor
tures. With his eyes distressed due to worldly affairs and ca
lamities, extending as far as the ears, he, at the outset went 
to Mai,ikari,iki, which the wise men sang about as Kisiki, 
because it made it possible for the devotees to attain Kaivalya 
(Moqa) by merely abandoning their body therein, while that 
Kaivalya is usually attained by means of steady practice of Yoga 
with its eight constituents (stages). 

119. There he took his holy bath in accordance with in
junctions, visited Lord Visvesvara and bowed down to him, the 
saviour of all the living beiugs in the three worlds. 

120. He was very glad within his heart, by repeatedly look
ing at the Liliga. There is no doubt in this that this is clearly 
what is called the very bulbous root of the highest bliss. 

121. "Ohl There is no one more blessed than I in all the 
three worlds consisting of mobile and immobile beings, be
cause I have seen today the glorious Lord Visvesvara. 

122-12!. The entire essence of the three worlds has become 
solidified in this (Linga) indeed, or is this the divine Ambrosia 
in a solid lump after coming out of the Milk Ocean? Or is this 
the first germinating shoot of the brilliant splendour of the 
realization of the Atman or is it the excellent bulbous root of 
the bliss of Brahman (the ultimate goal), the Absolute (elixir-, 
like) bliss of Brahman? 

124. What is mentioned as formless and is stationed in the 
lotus-like heart of Yogins, has that assumed a form in the 
shape of this Liilga? 

125. Perhaps the entire Cosmic Egg (Brahmii,cja) i.:; filled 
with (a flood of) different kinds of jewels. Or there is no 
doubt about this that this is the fruit of the tree of salvation. 

126. Is this the braid of hair of Nirvi9alaqmi ('Glorious 
Goddess of Salvation') decorated with an excellent flower? Is 
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this the bunch of flowers of Kaivalya Mallivalli ( 'the jasmine 
creeper of the bliss of liberation') that bestows all the four 
Puru,irthas on the eulogizer? 

127. Or is it the joyous ball of play of Nilµ,-,,asa Sri ('the 
glorious .. deity of ultimate liberation')? Has the nectar-rayed 
Moon risen up from the eastern mountain of Apavarga (Sal
vation)? 

128. Is this the Sun dispelling the darkness of worldly delusion? 
Or is it the glamorously beautiful romantic mirror of the beautiful 
maiden of eternal welfare? 

129. Lo! It is knownt It cannot be anything else. This is 
the wonderful citron fruit of many Karma-seeds of all embod
ied beings. 

150. This is Visvalinga, because in this Linga that bestows 
salvation, there is the final absorption of all the seeds of the 
universe ( or all beings)-the seeds called Karma. 

UH. It is due to the rising of my good fortune that the 
great sage Nirada came then and said so. I am contented and 
blessed thereat." 

152-155a. Thu:, \\ith the nectarine juices of the highest 
bliss, he performer.. P,ira,_,,a ( concluding rite of holy obser
vances). 

Then on an auspicicus c!ay, he installed the Liilga that bestows 
welfare on all and then took up terrible holy observances very 
difficult to be performed by persons of no control over them
selves. Everyday that devotee of pure soul brought Gangi water 
strained with a cloth and filled it into one hundred and eight 
pitchers. With this he bathed Siva everyday. Everyday he used 
to offer a garland of blue lotuses wreathed with one thousand 
and eight flowers. 

155b-159a. He used to have a diet of bulbous roots, and 
fruits once in seven and a half days and continued this for six 
months. 

Then taking in withered leaves once in a fortnight, he spent 
another six months. Then he spent six months taking in only 
air and spent another six months drinking only drops of water. 
Thus he spent altogether two years. 

On.the twelfth year from his birth (Siva in the guise of) the 
thunderbolt-armed Indra came near him, as though he would 
make what is uttered by Nirada a fact. Then he said: "Tell me 
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what boon you want. I shall give you whatever is cherished in 
your mind. I am Indra, 0 Brihma9a. I am pleased with your 
splendid hol1 vows." 

159b-141. On hearing these words of Mahendra, the son 
of the sage spoke sensibly and sweetly with the sweet voice of 
a parrot: 110 Maghavan, 0 enemy of Vrtra, I know you are 
armed with the thunderbolt. I won't choose a boon from you. 
Sankara is the giver of boons unto m~." 

lndra said: 
.-

142. Sankara is not someone different from me, 0 child. 
I am the lord of Devas. Cast off all your foolishness and request 
for an excellent boon from me. 

The Brahmati,a said: 

143. 0 Ahalya's paramour, go away. 0 unholy enemy of 
Gotras (families, mountains), 0 chastiser of Pakal It is definite 
that I will not request any other Deva than Pasupati. 

144. On hearing his words, Indra became furious with red
dened eyes. He lifted up his terrible thunderbolt and terrified 
the boy. 

145. On seeing the Vajra (thunderbolt) having hundreds 
of lightning sparks, the boy remembered Narada's words and 
swooned with great fright. 

146. Then Sambhu, the consort of Gauri, appeared in front 
dispelling the darkness (and said): "Get up, get up; welfare 
unto you." He appeared to enliven him by gentle touches. 

147-152. He opened the lotus-like eyes sleeping as though 
at the close of the day and got up. He then saw before him 
Sarilbhu who had the lustre of more tha■ a hundred Suns. On 
seeing the eye in the forehead, the Bull-emblemed Lord with 
a dark throat, he knew the Lord with moon for his crest:jewel, 
accompanied by the Daughter of the Mountain seated on his 
left side. He was shining with his matted hair. The trident and 
Ajagava bow formed his weapons. His limbs were shining like 
camphor, spodesslywhite in colour. He was clad in the elephant's 
hide. Recognizing him through his preceptor's words and passages 
from Agamas, he became excited with tears of joy. His throat 
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became choked. Hairs standing on their ends covered him 
like a bodice. He stood as if stunned for a moment like the 
picture of a boy. He somehow steadied himself. Forgetting 
himself he found it impossible to eulogize or bow down to or 
submit anything ( to Siva). When the boy was in that predica
ment, Sankara smiled and said: 

livara, said: 

155. 0 child Grhapati, you are known to be afraid of Sak.ra 
with the thunderbolt lifted up in his hand. Do not be afraid. 
I wanted to know you fully. 

154. Neither Sak.ra, nor his thunderbolt, nor even the god 
of Death can harm my devotee. It was I who spoke to you in 
the form of lndra. 

155. 0 gentle boy, I am giving you a boon. You will be the 
holder of the post of Agni (designated as Agni). You will be 
the mouth of all the Devas. 

156. 0 Agni, you will be moving among all the living beings. 
You will get your realm as the Lord of a Quarter in between 
Dharmarija and Indra (i.e. between South and East). 

157. The Liliga installed by you will be known after your 
name. It will be famous as Agnisvara. It will increase the brilliance 
of everyone. 

158. The devotees of Agnisvara need not be afraid of the 
fire arising from lightning. They will never suffer from indi
gestion. They will never have premature death. 

159. One who worships Agnisvara, the bestower of all 
prosperities, at Kasi is honoured in the world of Agni, though 
he may die by chance elsewhere. 

160-162. Then he will come to Kasi again. At the end of a 
Kalpa, he shall attain salvation. 

A man who propitiates Agnisvara on the western bank of 
Gangi to the east of Vireivara, shall stay in the world of Agni 
along with his parents, his own kinsmen, friends and relatives. 
0 Lord of a Quarter, get into this aerial chariot and go. 

Mter saying this he brought his kinsmen, even as the par
ents were watching: he crowned Agni as the Lord of a Quarter. 
Siva then merged· into the Linga there. 
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Thi attmtlants said: 

165. 0 Sivaiarman, this, the form of Agni-has been ex
plained to you. What else do you wish to hear? We shall narrate. 
Tell us. 

CHAPTER TWELVE 

Tiu Worlds of Ni,rti and Va"'~" 

Siva.fannan said: 

1. 0 excellent men with the forelocks rendered grey with 
the dust particles from the lotus-like feet of Puru,ottama (Lord 
Vi,l)u), describe in due order the worlds of Nirrti and others. 

Th, attendants said: 

2. Listen, 0 illustrious one, about this city beyond (to 
the west of) Samyamini. This is the city of Nirrta, the Lord 
of the (South-West) Quarter. It is meritorious and is occupied 
by Pul)yajanas. 

3. In this city, Rikfasas who never hurt others, live. They 
are Rik,asas only by birth, but by conduct they are Pur;iyajanas 
(religious-minded). 

4-10. Those who live here now were (good people on the 
earth with the following excellence in behaviour): They follow 
the path of Vedas approved in the Smrtis. Even in regard to 
those born in lower castes, they never encourage the conduct 
of life not approved in the Smrtis as regards food and bever
ages. They are averse to other men's W!ves and possessions. 
They never trouble others. Even those born in inferior castes 
followed meritorious conduct of life. They nourish themselves 
by means of the wealth and objects acquired through devotion 
to the twice-born. They shrink their limbs themselves while 
talking to Brihmar:ias. When summoned, they approach 
(Brihmal)as) with die ends of their clothes covering their 
mouths and talk thus in the presence of Brihmal)as. They 
constantly address: 'Be victorious', 'Be long-lived.' 'Bhoganitha' 
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(0 Lord), 'Svimin' (Master) etc. They are devoted to holy 
ablutions in sacred spots; they are humble towards Brihma1_1as, 
announcing their own names (before talking). All these good 
qualities contribute to the piety of everyone: self-control, lib
eral-mindedness, kindness, forbearance, cleanliness, restraint 
of the organs of sense and actions, non-stealing, truthfulness 
and non-violence. Wherever these people are born, they are 
always engaged in essential activities. Here in this world, they 
enjoy all the luxuries and pleasures in plenty. 

11. Those who die in excellent holy spots without commit
ting suicide, enjoy the pleasures here, even if they are Mlecchas 
(barbarians and uncivilised people). This excludes Kasi which 
accords salvation itself. 

12. Those people who kill themselves will enter (the world 
of) blinding darkness. After experiencing the tortures in a 
thousand hells, they are born as village pigs. 

15. Therefore, suicide should never be committed any
where by a wise one. Nothing auspicious will befall those who 
kill themselves, here in this world or in the other worlds. 

14. Some persons who know the truth lay down permitting 
death as one pleases at Prayiga that is the king of all holy 
spots, and that fulfills all desires. 

15. Even Siidras who follow pious and merciful practices 
and who invariably help others are excellent persons and they 
live here. 

16-17. We shall describe the features of this Lord of the 
Quarter. Listen for a moment. 

Formerly there was a king of hunters' tribe living in the 
middle of the Vindhya forest. He was the most excellent one 
among those inhabitants of Pakkar,as (villages of the hill tribe). 
This ruler of the Sahara village was very powerful and was well
known as Piilgiqa. He lived on the banks of the river Nirvindhyi*. 
Though strong and heroic, he was averse to cruel practices. 

18. Though he might be far away, he used to kitl those 
who were the obstructors (looters) of travellers. With special 
efforts, he used to hunt down tigers and other wicked (car
nivorous) animals. 

'19-20. He maintained himself as a fowler by profession. 

• Modern Newuj, a tributary of Chambal. 
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Even in that (profession). he was merciful. He never used to 
kill birds and animals resting confidently, sleeping, engaged 
in mating, eager to drink water, very young in age or having 
visible signs of pregnancy. He was very pious and averse to the 
evil practices of the people of his caste. 

21. He gave shelter to the travellers who became weary. 
He removed the hunger of those who were distressed with 
hunger. He gave footwears to those who did not have them. 

22. He used to distribute among those who had no clothes, 
very soft deer-hides. He used to accompany and follow trav
ellers along desolate, impassable .-roads in the forest. 

2!. He never desired to take any remuneration from them. 
He used to grant them freedom from fear by saying, .. Upto 
( the boundary of) the Vindhya forest, my name should be 
taken (uttered) as one who removes the fear from wicked 
people." 

24. Everyday he used to visit pilgrims along with his son. 
They too blessed him at every holy spot. 

25. While Pingikfa remained like this, that forest became 
a city as it were. No powerful wayfarer attacked weak travellers 
out of fear of Piligikfa. 

26. Once, a long caravan of pilgrims equipped with many 
articles and making a lot of noise was heard by Piligikfa's 
uncle who was staying in a nearby village. 

27. The fowler was covetous of the wealth of that caravan. 
The petty fellow attempted to kill them. He went ahead and 
very secretly blocked the path. 

28. Because he was destined to live longer, Pirigiqa who 
had gone ahunting spent that night very near the path in that 
forest. 

29. Let not the evil intentions of those persons who act 
in hatred of others become fulfilled. It is; therefore, that the 
universe protected by Viiveia is happy. 

!0-!l. Hence no wise person should have evil intention 
at any time. Only what is destined to happen will happen. But 
by having evil intentions, only sin will·result. Hence, one who 
wants to get the happiness of the soul should not think of 
good or bad. If he is to think about anything, he should think 
about the means of salvation and nothing else. 

!2. When the day dawned, there was a-great hue and cry 
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with chaotic sounds like •Kill; throw him down; make him 
naked; 0 soldiers, be quick..• 

!15-!15. •o soldiers, do not kill. Save us; we are pilgrims. 
You can easily rob us. Take away whatever we have. We arc 
travellers without leaders. We depend upon Viivanitha. We 
have our saviour in him. But he is far off. Who else can be 
our protector even ifwc pray for it? We had faith in Pingiqa. 
Therefore, we always travel to and fro on this path without any 
fear from anywhere. But he is far away from this forest." 

!16. On hearing this utterance of the pilgrims, Pingiqa, 
the hero, came there from a distance saying: "Do not be afraid. 
Do not be afraid." 

!17. The Bhilla (tribal man, here Pingiqa), fond of the 
pilgrims, hastened to that place in a trice like their own long 
life. 

!18. (He said:) -what is this atrocious act? What is this, 
while I Pingiqa, am alive? Who is desirous of robbing and 
killing the travellers, who are like the Lingas, my vital breath?" 

!19. On hearing these words, Tiriqa, his sinful uncle, thought 
evil of Pingak,a out of avarice for wealth. 

40. (He thought thus:) 'This defiler of the family is behav
ing like this, discarding the traditional practice of the family. 
I have been thinking about it for a long time. Today, I shall 
certainly get him killed.' 

41. After thinking thus that wicked one angrily commanded 
his servants, "You should kill this man at the outset, then the 
pilgrims." 

42-44. Thereupon, all those evil-doers fought with him 
who was alone. (Piiigikta) somehow took those pilgrims near 
his abode. (By that time) his bows and arrows were broken 
and his body was wounded with arrows. Then he wished thus 
in his mind, 'If only I had been powerful, I would have killed 
these.' Thinking thus he discarded his life for the sake of 
others. Those pilgrims too (somehow) reached the colony of 
hunters aud became free from fear. 

45. The fate (after death) conforms with the thought that 
is foremost at the time of death. Hence, the lord of the hunters 
attained the lordship of the quarter in the South-West and 
became the lord of Nairrtas (Pu1_1yajanas). 

46. Thus the form and features of this (Nirrti) have been 
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narrated to you by us. The world beyond this is the wonderful 
world of Varuoa. 

4 7. Those who dig wells, tanks and lakes in this world are 
honoured in Varuoa-Loka. They have the same refulgence as 
that of Varul)a. 

48-56. (The following meritorious persons can attain the 
region ofVaruoa:) Those who give water during drought (or 
in a waterless region); those who remove other persons' dis
tress; those who give various kinds of umbrellas and waterpots 
to the persons who request for them; those who construct free 
waterstalls (where wayfarers are given water for drinking) with 
the equipment of all essential utensils and articles (that im
prove the quality and taste of the water supplied); those who 
offer free of charge, pots filled with sweet-smelling water; those 
who regularly water the holy fig tree; those who grow trees 
along the pathways; those who build rest-houses and waiting 
hc\lls; those who remove the distress of the weary travellers; 
those who distribute in the beginning of summer hand-fans 
of various kinds and colours, embellished with peacock feath
ers and capable of dispelling the heat of summer; those who, 
in the summer season, scrupulously give beverages, sweet-smelling, 
juicy and icy cool, to complete satiety of the travellers; those 
who perform the Sarilkalpa rite and place at the disposal of 
Brihmat;1as, fields of sugarcane as well as many different va
rieties of sugarcane products; those who give milk products, 
cows and buffaloes; those who make Dharamafl,r/,apas (water 
stalls mechanically showering water); those who erect 
Chayamafl,r/,apas (cool shady groves); those who make arrange
ments in the temple for many Dharagalantil&as (water-pitchers 
with holes in the bottom through which water-drops fall down 
on the image or Linga kept below); those who remove dust 
and sweep holy spots; those who water and, clean the pathways 
in holy spots; those who lift their hands and offer freedom 
from fear to those who are frightened. All these people stay 
fearlessly and shine remarkably in Varuoa Loka. 

57. They who remove the ropes around the necks of (in
nocent people) tied by evil-doers, live in this world of Pisapii;ii 
(Varui;ia) as me1·itoriou1 persons without fear from anywhere. 

58. Those who take travellers across the rivers etc., by means 
of boats and other means of transport, 0 Brihmal)a, became 
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citizens here, redeeming (people) from the ocean of misery. 
59. Those men who make landing places and steps on the 

banks of holy rivers by means of slabs of stones and bricks to 
provide convenience to those who want to take water, enjoy 
here. 

60. Those meritorious persons who dispel the thirst of the 
thirsty (travellers) by means of cool waters, enjoy series of 
pleasures in Varu1,1a Loka. 

61. This Praceti (Varu1,1a) is the sole and chief lord of all 
waterways and receptacles; he is the lord of aquatic beings and 
the witness of all (our) activities. 

62-6!1. Listen to the origin of the noble-souled Varu1,1a, 
the lord of this world. There was a sage of immeasurable (very 
large-hearted) soul, well-known as Sucitmin. He was the son 
of Kardama, the Prajipati. He was very humble and polite by 
habit. He was enriched by good qualities such as steadfastness, 
sweetness, courage etc. He was beneficent to all. 

64. He went to a lake of pure waters in order to take his 
bath along with other boys. While he was engaged in aquatic 
sports an alligator carried him away. 

65. When the son of the sage was taken away, the other 
children came there and recounted to his father the great 
calamity. 

66. His mind did not stray away from Lord Siva, although 
he heard about the calamity that befell the son, as he was 
seated ready for the worship of Hara and kept his mind un
moved in concentration. 

67-69. He pondered over the three-eyed, omniscient lord 
all the more. Near Sarilbhu, he saw the fourteen worlds, vari
ous kinds of living beings within the Cosmic Egg, the Moon, 
the Sun, the stars, mountains, rivers, trees, promontories, seas, 
groups of forests, lakes, many kinds of godly beings, many 
cities of heaven-dwellers. 

70-75. (He saw) tanks, wells, lakes, rivulets and many lotus 
ponds. In a certain lake somewhere there were many sons of 
sages engaged in playing about in water, sometimes submerg
ing and sometimes emerging, showering one anothrr with 
water columns splashed by their own hands, as though through 
mechanical contrivances, the sound of their beating the water 
reverberating through the quarters and indulging in various 
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other sorts of sports. In their midst, Kardama who was in the 
state of Sarnatlhi (contemplation) saw his child being taken 
away by an alligator in a greatly excited state. He then saw that 
the child was forcibly seized from that cruel aquatic being by 
a certain water nymph and handed over to the Ocean. The 
Lord of the rivers was rebuked by a certain Trident-bearing 
Spirit in the form of Rudra, whose face was copper-coloured 
due to anger in the following words: 

76-80. "O lord of Jala (water, stupid persons), without 
knowing the power of Siva, how is it that the boy of a devotee 
of Siva, Kardama, the illustrious, intelligent Prajipati, was kept 
by you for a long time?" 

On hearing these words, the Ocean was frightened; he found 
that alligator, adorned that child with jewels, brought him 
near the lotus-like feet of Sarilbhu and handed him over. After 
bowing down to him he submitted: 110 Lord, I am not guilty. 
0 Visvesa, 0 lord of orphans, 0 destroyer of the calamities 
of the devotees, 0 Sarilbhu, 0 wish-yielding Kalpa tree unto 
the devotees, this child of a devotee of yours was brought by 
this wicked aquatic being and not by me." 

81. Understanding the desire of Sambhu, that Gal}.a (at
tendant) tied that aquatic being with a rope and handed it 
over to the child. 

82-85. While the Pirtada (the attendant) was saying at 
the behest of Sankara, 110 dear one, take this son of yours. Go 
to your house," Kardama, the liberal-minded (sage), heard all 
this at the time of his contemplation. He gave up his contem
plation and opened his eyes. As he looked on, he saw the child 
in front of him holding the alligator at his side. His ears were 
adorned. His forelocks were wet with water. The extremities 
of his eyes were reddish brown in colour-. He was a bit less 
smooth (in his body). The skin was throbbing and the whole 
mind was perturbed. 

86. When the child bowed down, he embraced him and 
sniffed the lotus-like face. Looking over the child repeatedly, 
he considered him born again as it were. 

87. While Kardama was engaged in contemplation and 
worship of Sarhbhu, five hundred years elapsed. 

88. Kardama felt that period to be momentary, because 
Kala (Time) does not operate· in the presence of Mahikila. 
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89. Then the son took leave of him and bowed down to his 
father. Then he hastened to the glorious city of Vira9asi for 
performing penance. 

90. There he installed the Linga of Salhbhu and performed 
a terrible penance. For five thousand years, he remained mo
tionless like a stone. 

91. Mahadeva who was delighted with his penance, ap
peared before him and said: "O scion of the family of Kardama, 
say what excellent boon shall I grant to you?" 

Kartlama said: 

92. 0 Lord compassionate to devotees, if you are pleased, 
grant me the overlordship of all waters and aquatic beings. 

93. On hearing this, the great Lord, the bestower of all 
wishes, crowned him there in the great position of Varur;ia. * 

94-95. "Be the overlord of all jewels issuing from the ocean, 
of the rivers, of the lakes, of the puddles, of all water-sources, 
nay of all those places where water collects and also of the 
Western quarter. Be the favourite of all gods. You shall be 
called Pisapir;ii ('having noose in the hand'). 

96. I shall grant you another boon beneficial to all. This 
Linga, installed by you, will be known after your name. 

97. It will become famous as Varur;iesa. It will be the bestower 
of excellent powers in the city of Varar;iasi. It shall be stationed 
in the south-west direction of Mar;iikarr;iesa Linga. 

98. When propitiated it shall always be the destroyer of 
sluggishness of all persons. Those who are devotees ofVarur;iesa, 
will never have any fear from waters. 

99. Never will they have fear from distress and heat, nor 
premature or accidental death. They need not be afraid of 
dropsy or acute thirst. 

100. Foods and beverages devoid of good taste will become 
juicy and tasty by remembering Varul)esvara. No doubt need 
be entertained in this regard." 

101-102. After saying this Salhbhu vanished. Varu9a adorning 
this world ever since then, has stayed here, 0 Brihn1ar;ia. Thus 

• Mbh, Atli 65. 15 differs. There Varu1.1a is the son of Kaiyapa and Aditi. 
He is one of the twelve Adityas. 
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the nature of VaruQaloka has been explained to you, on hearing 
which no man anywhere is afflicted by evil dangers. 

CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

Ga,idhavati and Alakt.i 

The attendants said: 

1. Look at this meritorious city, Gandhavati of Viyu, 0 
BrahmaQa, the storehouse of great fortune. It is stationed to 
the north of Virui:ii (Varui:ia's capital). 

2. In this world lives Prabhanjana, the vital breath of the 
universe, the Lord of the (North-Western) quarter. It was by 
propitiating Srimahadeva that he achieved the guardianship 
of the quarter. 

3-4. Formerly, the 80n ofKasyapa, well known as PO.ti.tmi,1 

performed a profound and elaborate penance in Viral)asi, the 
capital city of Dhiirjaii. The illustrious one had installed the 
great and holy Linga named Pavanesvara and performed pen
ance for ten thousand centuries. 

5. Merely by viewing this (Liilga), a man shall become a 
purified soul. Eschewing the garment of sins, he shall stay in 
the city of Pavana. 

6. Thereafter, due to his fierce penance, Siva, the bestower 
of the benefit of austerities, the great lord in the form of Jyotis 
(Refulgence), manifested himself from the Linga. 

7-8. The ocean of the nectarine juice of Karui:ia (mercy) 
(Siva), said with delighted mind: "Rise. Get up, 0 virtuous 
Piitatman, choose your boon. As a reward of this severe pen
ance and the propitiation of the Lhiga, 0 Piitatman, there is 
nothing that cannot be granted to you in all the three worlds 
consisting of mobile and immobile beings." 

Pittatmt.i said: 

9. 0 Great lord, 0 Lord of the Devas, 0 bestower of free-

I. Viyu was born out of the breath of the Viivapuru,a (RV X.90). The 
Putitman legend is the contribution of this Puri1,,1a. 
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dom from fear unto the Devas, 0 bestower of the positions 
to all the Devas including Brahma, Niri~a, Indra and others! 

10. 0 Lord, the Vedas do not know of which nature you 
are. Though they have attained a hundred pathways ( Satapatha 
Brahma'f)a of the Vajasaneyins of the Yajuro,da school), they 
repeatedly say 'n,ti n,ti' (not this, not this). 

11. You are not an object of the words of (i.e. cannot be 
described by) Brahma and Vi,1_1u or even Vikpati (Brhaspati). 
0 Lord, how can a man like me be capable of eulogizing 
Pramathesa ('the lord of the Pramathas-spirits'). 

12. 0 Lord, my devotion to you compels to eulogize you. 
What can I do, 0 Lord of the universe? The sense-organs are 
not under my control. 

13. There is no difference between you and the universe, 
because you are one and omnipresent. You alone are the one 
to be eulogized, the eulogizer and the piece of eulogy. You 
are both possessed of attributes and attributeless as well. 

14. Before creation you were one and single, devoid of 
form and name. Even Yogins do not comprehend your real 
nature (which is beyond the ken of words and mind). 

15. 0 Lord moving independently, since you could not by 
remaining single sport about, therefore your lcchii, (Divine 
Will) took its origin, that became your Sakti that is dependent 
on you. 

16. (Though) you are single you became twin-natured as 
Siva and Sakti. You are the Lord in the form of knowledge; 
and your Jccha is in the form of Sakti. 

17. By both of you, Siva and Sakti was created Kri,a.sakti 
through your own sport; therefrom (arose) this entire uni
verse. 

18. 0 lord, you are the Jnanasalcti ('the power of knowl
edge'); Umi is regarded as Jcchasalcti ('the power of will'); this 
universe is Kn,asakti ('the power of activity'); therefore you 
are the cause thereof. 

19. Your right part of the body is Vidhi (Brahma) and 
your left part is Acyuta (Vit9u); the Moon, the Sun and fire 
constitute your eyes; the three Vedas are your exhaled breath. 

20-21. The storehouses of water (i.e. oceans) originate 
from your perspiration; the wind is your ear; your arms are 
the ten quarters; Brahma9as are remembered as your face; the 
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excellent kings are your arms; Vaiiyas are born out of your 
thighs; 0 isina, Siidras are born of your feet; 0 lord, the 
clouds are your hairs. 

22. You in the form of the Puru,a and Prakrti, formerly 
created the Cosmic Egg. This entire universe consisting of 
mobile and immobile beings is within the Cosmic Egg. 

25. Hence, 0 Lord in the form of the universe, I don't 
consider anything different from you. All the living beings are 
in you. You are in the form of all living beings. 

24. Obeisance to you, obeisance to you, obeisance to you, 
again and again, obeisance, obeisance. 0 Lord, this alone is 
the boon. Let my mind be stabilised in you. 

25. When Piititman said thus, the Lord of Devas, assigned 
to him the state of being his own form and allotted to him 
the post of the Guardian of the Quarter. 

26. "As a form of mine you will be all-pervader and knower 
of all principles. You alone will he the main form (or feature) 
of the life of all. 

27. Those men who see this divine Liliga of yours will 
become richly endowed with all pleasures; they will enjoy happiness 
in your world. 

28-30. If a man, at least once in the course of his life 
adores the Pavaminesvara Liliga, in accordance with the in
junctions, by bathing it with sweet scents etc., and with flowers 
and sweet-smelling sandalpaste, he is honoured in my world. 

The Linga is stationed to the west of Jyenhesa and north 
of Viyuku~uja. One who propitiates the Pavamina Linga be
comes purified instantaneously." 

After granting the boons thus, the Lord merged himself 
in to that Linga. 

The attendants said: 

81-82. Thus the characteristic form of the city ofGandhavati 
has been explained to you. To the east thereof is this glorious 
and prosperous city of Alaki of Kubera. The lord of this city 
has acquired the friendship of Sarilbhu through loyal devo
tion. Through the worship of Hara (Siva) he became the donor 
and enjoyer of the treasures, the chief of whom is Padma. 
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Sivasansan saitl: 

SkantlaPu -~ 

!J!-!4. Who is he? Whose (son) is he? Of what nature is 
his devotion to Sadisiva? Whereby did he attain the friendship 
of Dhurjati, the Lord of Devas? Thus my mind wishes to hear 
about the fact that has reached my ears. My mind is steady, 
because it is satisfied due to the appreciation of your nectar
like words. 

Thi attendants said: 

35-36. 0 very wise Sivasarman, the master of excessively 
pure sense-organs, who have washed off all the great sins of 
all the births in the excellent holy spots and rivers! There is 
nothing that cannot be said to you, a friend full of love. Con
versation with good people is conducive to the increase of all 
excellences and benefits. 

37. In the city of Kirilpilya*, there was a Dik,ita named 
Yajnadatta who was an expert in the technique of the perfor
mance of Yajiias and he was born in the family of those who 
had performed Somayagas. 

38. He knew the Vedas, Vedaligas and meanings of the 
Vedic texts. He was an expert in the pious practices men
tioned (in the Scriptures). He was honoured even by the kings. 
He was wealthy and munificent. 

39. He was engaged in maintaining sacrificial fire. He was 
devoted to the study of the Vedas. His son Gur;ianidhi1 had 
features similar to those of the disc of the moon. 

40. After he was invested with the sacred thread, he ac
quired knowledge of many branches of learning but, unknown 
to his father he became fond of the game of dice. 

41. He regularly took much money from his mother and 
gave it to gamesters with whom he cultivated friendship. 

42. He eschewed all Brihmal}.ical pious practices. He became 
averse to holy ablutions during the Sandhyis ( dawn, noon and 
dusk). He censured the Vedas and scriptures, Devas and Bril11naQas. 

43. Devoid of the regular practice of the rites enjoined in 

• Modem Kampil in farukkhabad District, U.P. The legend of the precious 
birth of Kubera recorded here is a contribution of this Punoa. 

1. The legend of Gul}anidhi is another contribution of the Skanda-writer, 
who grafts it on the Purii,it Kubera. 
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the Smrtis, he adopted singing and playing musical instru
ments as a pastime; he had intimate friends among dancers, 
heretics and cheats. 

44-47. Though urged by the mother, he never went near 
his father. Whenever Diqita who had been busy with tpe other 
domestic activities asked his wife, "Odear, Gur,anidhi is never 
seen by me in the house. Where does he go? What does he 
do?" she used to reply: "Just now he has gone out after taking 
his bath and worshipping the Devas so long. After memorising 
the lessons, he has gone out along with two or three of his 
friends for further study." Thus the mother who had only one 
son, used to deceive the Diqita. 

48-50. The Diqita was not aware of any of his activities, 
or his behaviour. He performed the rite of tonsure (of his 
son) during the sixteenth year and then the marriage cer
emony in accordance with the injunctions of the Grhya texts. 
Everyday the mother of great affectionate heart used to ad
monish the son Gur,anidhi gently. "It is enough if I say that 
your father is one of bad temper. If he knows your behaviour, 
he will thrash you and me. 

51. I am concealing your vicious activities from your fa
ther. Your father commands the respect of all people, not 
because of wealth, but because of his pious practices. 

52. 0 my son, good learning and association with good 
people constitute the wealth of Brahma1.1as. The Dikfitas are 
good Brihma1.1as well-versed in the Vedas and all lores. They 
regularly perform Somayagas. 

55. Your grandfather and ancestors have attained celebrity 
due to this. (Hence) abandon evil practices and association 
with the vicious. Be engaged in having close contact with the 
good , 

54-55. Divert your mind towards good learning. Practise 
the rites of Bri.hmal).as. This (girl) is worthy of you in all 
respects, in beauty, age, family and behaviour. You are not yet 
twenty and she is sixteen years old. Dear Gu1.1anidhi, your wife 
is chaste and sweet-voiced. 

56. Protect this well-behaved girl. Be affectionate and devot
ed to your father. Your father-in-law too is worthy of honour 
and esteem evei,where on account of his good qualities and habits.· 

57. Therefore, why don't you feel ashamed? 0 my child, 
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abandon viciousness. Your maternal uncles, 0 my son, are 
unrivalled in learning, habits, descent and such other things. 

58. You are thus pure on account of the two families. You 
are not afraid of them also. Look at the Brihm~a boys of the 
neighbo1,J .. rhood. 

59-61. Even in our house look at these disciples of your 
father. How humble and polite they are! Dear son, if the king 
hears about your vicious habits, he will lose confidence in 
your father and deprive him of his livelihood. Till today the 
people were saying: 'Ohl Its only childishness.' Later they will 
laugh at us. Let the status of Diktita be maintained. All of 
them will disdain and ridicule your Brihmm.a father and me. 

62-67a. They will rebuke me saying, 'The son adopts the 
habits of his mother.' Your father is not at all a sinner. Is he 
not following the paths of Srutis and Smrtis? Lord Siva is 
witness unto me whose mind is intimately devoted to his feet. 
No face of a vicious man has been seen by me after the menstrual 
bath. Indeed the fate that caused your birth is powerful." 

Every now and then he used to be admonished by his mother 
thus. Still that infatuated fellow did not give up his evil habit, 
because an indulgent fellow cannot be taught sense. Who is 
not undone and ruined here by vices such as hunting, drink
ing wine, slander-mongering, whoring, thieving, playing games 
of dice and chasing other men's wives? 

Whatever the wicked fellow saw in the house, even base 
metals and clothes, he took it away and handed over to the 
gamesters. 

671>-70. Once, while his mother was sleeping, he took away 
his father's ring set with nine jewels and handed it over to 
a gamester. Later, once, when the father was returning from 
the royal palace, the ring was found in the hand of the game
ster and recognised by the Diqita who asked him, "From where 
did your get this ring?" On being repeatedly asked by him he 
said, "Why do you insult me openly, 0 Brihmm.a? Has this 
ring been obtained by me stealthily? This has been given to 
me by your son. 

71-75. On the previous day he had won my(?) mother's 
(embroidered) Saree and taken it away. It is not to me alone 
that he has given the ring. Much money has been given by him 
to the other gamesters too. Jewels, base metals, silk cloths, 
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golden vases etc. too have been given away by him. So also 
vessels of various kinds made of brass and copper. When stripped, 
the gamesters pledge many things daily. 

74-76. In the entire world, 0 Brihmaoa, there has never 
been such a gamester as he till today. How is it that the fact 
that your son is a crest:iewel among gamesters, has not been 
known by you till today? He is proficient in discourteous and 
immodest behaviour." 

On hearing this, the Brihmaoa hung down his head due 
to the weight of shame. He covered his head with a cloth and 
entered his abode. He made his chaste wife sit down and said 
to her: 

77-78. MO Diqita's wifel Where are you and where is your 
son Guoanidhi? Or let him go. Of what use is he? Where is 
that excellent ring of mine? 

At the time of massaging my body with oil, that ring was 
removed by you from my finger. Fetch me that ring of nine 
jewels quickly." 

79-81. On hearing these words of his, the wife of the 
Diqita became frightened, but she said: "Kindly conclude your 
midday rites. I am busily engaged in getting things ready for 
the adoration of the Lord. You are fond of guests; it is possible 
that there may be delay in getting things ready for the guests. 

just now I had placed it in some pot somewhere, as I was 
busy in preparing the sweet-pudding. I don't know where I 
have forgotten it." 

Dili#ita said: 

82-85. 0 mother of an excellent son, ever speaking the 
truth, whenever I ask where your son has gone, you invariably 
reply, MO Lord, he has been memorisipg lessons; now he has 
gone out for further study along with two or three friends." 

84. 0 my wife, where is that red petticoat given by me 
which used to be suspended from the rope holding clothes? 
Tell me the truth. Do not be afraid. 

85. That gold-vase embellished with jewels is not to be seen 
now. Where is that Tripali (special silk robe of distinction with 
three-folds) presented by the king? 

86. Where is that southern brass vessel? Where is that copper 
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pot from Gau(Ja country? Where is that fancy bedstead of jvory? 
87. Where is that big statue made of lunar crystals brought 

from the mountainous region, with a girl holding a lamp? 
88 .. Of what use is too much of talk? 0 lady born of a noble 

family, it is futile to be angry with you. I shaH take food when 
I marry again (I won't accept food from yoc). 

89. I have no son in him, that wicked wretch who has 
defiled the family. Get up, bring water and Darbha grass. I 
shall offer him libation with gingelly seeds and water. 

90. It is better for a man to be issueless rather than have 
a vicious son defiling the family. This is the eternal good 
policy: A person shall abandon one for the sake of the family. 

91. The Di)qita took his bath, concluded his daily rite and 
on that very day took the hand (in marriage) of the daughter 
of a Brihma.J)a well-versed in the Vedas. 

92. The son of- the Dik,ita heard what had happened. He 
cursed his earlier activity and set out (from the house) gohig 
towards some direction. 

93. He went into deep reflection and became worried: 
'Where shall I go? What shall I do? I am not a learned man. 
Nor do I have ready cash. 

94. In an alien land, a man with ready cash and a learned 
man enjoy happiness. But the man with ready cash has to fear 
a thief, though the learned man has nothing to fear from any
where. 

95. How incongruous: This is my birth in the family of 
those who regularly perform Yajiias on one side and this is my 
indulgence in vices on the other. Alas, the fate is all-powerful! 
It is what decides one's future. 

96. I do not know how to beg. I have no acquaintance 
here anywhere. Nor do I possess any wealth. What shall be 
my refuge? 

97. My mother used to give me ample good food always 
even before sunrise. Whom shall I request? That mother of 
mine is not here.' 

98-99. Even as he was reflecting thus, the sun set. In the 
meantime a certain man, a devotee of Mahesvara came out of 
the city with a great deal of'foodstuffs as presents in order to - ~ 

wonhip lsina after his fast during Sivaritri. 
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100. Inhaling the sweet scent of puddings and sweetmeat 
that hungry fellow followed him hopefully thinking, 'This 
foodstuff should be taken by me after it has been offered to 
Siva at night.' 

101. With this wishful thought, he sat near the entrance 
to the temple of Siva. He witnessed the great adoration per
formed by that devotee. 

102. After concluding the dances and songs, all the devo
tees went to sleep. Then he entered the sanctum sanctorum 
in order to take the Naiv,tl1a (i.e., the foodstuff). 

1 OS. When he found the lamp dim, he tore a piece of his 
cloth, turned it into a wick and lit it brightly in order to see 
the sweetmeats. 

104. He took the sweets and was hurriedly coming out, 
when hit by the sole of his foot, one of those sleeping persons 
woke up. 

105-106. "Who is this? Who is this man in a hurry? Let this 
thief be caught.• By the time he could say this, the city guards 
came there and struck him as he was fleeing. In a moment he 
fell down dead. Because of the power of the future merit, he 
did not eat the Naiv,tl1a offering. 

107. With nooses and hammers in their hands, the formi
dable soldiers ofYama bound him and went about to take him 
to Sarilyamini. 

108. By that time the trident-bearing attendants of Siva 
~ame there with a divine chariot embellished with strings of 
tinkling bells in order to take him away. 

109. On seeing the attendants of Sarhbhu, the servants of 
Yama became frightened. After bowing down they said: "Oh 
GaQas, this BrahmaQa is vicious in his habits. 

110. He violated the noble practices of the family. He was 
averse to the words of advice of his parents. He swerved from 
the path of truth and purity. He remained without holy ab
lution during the Sandhyas. 

111. Let his activities be kept apart., He took away the 
Ninnal,a (remnants of adoration) of Siva which you have seen 
directly. He is not worthy of being touched by people like you. 

112. The very touc:h of these persons causes loss of merit: 
those who enjoy Siva's Nirmilyas, those who transgress Siva's 
Nirmilya and those who give away Siva's Nirmilya. 
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115. One can stir and drink poison; observing fast is more 
conducive to welfare, but Siva's possession should not be re
sorted to even when the very vital breaths are near the throat 
(i.e. about to die). 

114. You are the ultimate authority regarding piety. We 
are not so. 0 Gaoas, if there is a vestige of piety in this man 
let us hear about it." 

115-116. On hearing these words, the attendants of Siva 
said: •o servants (of Yama), the pious practices of (a devotee 
of) Siva are very subtle. How can they be viewed by you of 
gross vision? They can be viewed (and realised) by only men 
of subtle vision. Listen to what has been done by this sinless 
one. 

117. The shadow of the lamp falling on the top of the 
Liliga was prevented by him, for he added a wick to the lamp 
at night from the corner piece of his own cloth. 

118. 0 servants (of Yama), another great act of piety has 
been added to his credit by him, as he listened to the names 
of Siva repeated casually by someone. 

119. The worship that was being performed duly by a devotee 
was witnessed by this man with steady mind, who had observed 
fast on the fourteenth lunar day. 

120. This excellent Brihmaoa whose sins have been dis
pelled shall now become the king of Kaliliga. 0 messengers 
(of Yama), you all may go in the manner you have come." 

121-125. Thus that Brihmana was released from the mes-
sengers ofYama by the attendants. (of Siva). He became Dama, 
the son of Arindama, the lord of Kaliliga. 

In due succession, when the father passed away, the young 
prince acquired the kingdom. King Dama who could not be 
suppressed, does not know any other pious practice than the 
lighting of lamps in all the temples of Siva, 0 Brihmaoa. 

He called together all the leaders of the villages within his 
kingdom. He gave an order thus: "He who does not carry out 
my behest, will be duly punished by me. In all the temples 
around in the village concerned, lamps should be lighted al
ways unhesitatingly. If anyone is guilty of disobeying my order, 
I shall undoubtedly cut off his head." 

126-128. Thus for fear· of his punishment the lamps were 
lighted in every Siva temple. By means of this pious practice 
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throughout his life, King Dama obtained great legitimate prosperity 
and ultimately died. This practice of lighting lamps having 
been steadily continued by him, he became the lord of Alaki 
possessing many lamps of jewelled flames. Thus even very little 
that is done for the sake of Siva bears fruit at the proper time. 

129-151. After knowing this, the worship of Siva should 
be performed by those who seek their own happiness. Where 
is that son of a Dikfita who was averse to all pious practices? 
Where is this status of the Guardian of a Quarter? Look 0 
Sivasarman. 

He illuminated the wick of the lamp for his own selfish 
purpose, but thereby he dispelled the darkness on the top of 
the Linga. He acquired the kingdom in the Kalinga country 
and was always interested in pious practices. As a result of his 
earlier (of the previous birth) practice, he caused lamps to be 
lighted in Siva temples. Now he, who had been a mere human 
being, enjoys great status as the Guardian of a Quarter. 

The Gatias said: 

152. Please listen to the story how he attained the con
stant companionship of Siva with concentration of mind. We 
shall narrate. 

1 SS. In the Padma Kalpa formerly, 0 Brihmaoa, Visravas 
was born of Pulastya, a mental son of Brahmi. His son was 
Vaisraval).a. 

1S4. This city of Alaki created by Viivakrt was enjoyed by 
him by propitiating Lord Tryambaka (three-eyed) formerly, 
by means of severe austerities. 

1S5. When that Kalpa had passed by and Meghavihana 
Kalpa began, this son of Yajiiadatta (i.e., GuJ>anidhi), the donor 
of wealth, performed a severe penance .• 

156-140. After understanding perfectly the power of the 
devotion to Sambhu through the lighting of the lamps alone, 
he went to Kasiki, the city of Puriri that illuminates cit (full 
consciousness). There he brightened the lamp of Cittaratna 
('the jewel of the mind') having Siva for its sole wick. It has 
devotion that never turns elsewhere for its oil supply. It was 
motionless due to the meditation on his splendour. The great 
vessel was the union with Siva. It was enhanced through the 
fire of penance. It was free from the attack of fire-flies in the 
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form of lust, anger and other obstacles. It was windless, be
cause the vital breath has been stopped and it was free from 
impurities, because of pure vision. Then he installed Sambhu 's 
Linga adored with the flowers of the feelings of devotional 
fervour. 

He thus performed the penance for ten thousand centuries 
until his body was reduced to mere skin and bones. 

141-142. Thereupon, Lord Vaiveivara himself accompained 
by Goddess Visiliqi manifested with a delighted mind. He 
glanced in the direction of the lord of Alaki, who was stand
ing motionless like a post directing the mind towards the Linga. 
The Lord said, "I am the bcstower of boons. Enough of your 
penance, 0 lord of Alaki.• 

14S-145a. The ascetic opened his eyes and when he looked 
ahead, he saw in front of him the Moon-crested Consort of 
Umi, SrikaJ)t,ha whose lustre was more than that of a thousand 
Suns. This bright splendour dazzled his eyes and he closed 
them. Then he spoke to the Lord of the chiefs of Devas, who 
was beyond the comprehension of the mind: 

145b-147. "O Lord, give unto me the capacity of the eyes 
to see your feet. 0 Lord, this alone is the boon that you are 
being seen directly. 0 Lord, of what use is any other boon? 
Obeisance to you, 0 Moon-crested One." 

On hearing his words, Umipati, the Lord of Devas, granted 
him the ability to see by touching him with his palm. 

148-152. After opening his eyes, he looked at Umi at 
the outset. "Who is this woman near Sarilbhu, beautiful in 
every limb? Has any penance been performed by her even 
greater than my penance? Hal What a beauty! Hal What love 
and conjugal bliss! Everything is at its height1• 

While he espied with a ruthless eye, saying this repeatedly, 
his left eye burst asunder, because he was looking at a woman. 

Then the Goddess spoke to the Lord, "Why does this wicked 
sage look at me frequently disrespecting the lustre of my penance? 
He looks at me repeatedly with his right eye. He seems to me 
jealous of my beauty, love and assets of conjugal bliss." 

15!•154. On hearing the words-of the Goddess, the Lord 
l~u1hed and said to her: "Ohl Umi, this is your son. He does 
not see with cruel eyes. But he over-describes your glorious 
penance." 
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Mter telling this to the Goddess, the Lord spoke to him 
again: 

155-158. 110 dear one, I shall grant you boons, because 
I have been propitiated by this penance. Be the lord of the 
Nitlhis (Treasures) and the overload of Guhyakas. 0 vir~uous 
one, you shall be the king of Yak,as, Kinnaras and kings too. 
You shall be the lord of the Pu:r;,iyajanas, and the bestower of 
wealth on all. Your friendship with me shall be constant. I 
shall stay near you, 0 friend, and very near Alaki for the 
purpose of increasing your pleasures. Come, fall at the feet 
of this lady. She is your mother." 

Mter granting the boons thus, Lord Siva spoke to Umi 
once again, "O goddess of the Devas, grant your favour to this 
sage, your son here." 

Th, Godtllss said: 

159. 0 dear one, let your devotion to Siva be steady al
ways. Be one with a brownish eye with your left eye lost. 

160. Let those boons granted by the Lord to you be so. 
Be Kubera ('one with ugly body') by name, 0 son, because 
you were jealous of my beauty. 

161. The Liriga installed by you, shall be (known) after 
your own name. It will bestow Siddhis on all aspirants and it 
will be destructive of all sins. 

162. A man who visits Kubera Liilga (Kuberesvara Liilga) 
shall never be without wealth, friends or kinsmen. 

16S. The devotee should worship Kuberesa in the south
ern side of Visvesa. That man shall never be touched by sins, 
poverty or unhappiness. 

164. After granting boons thus to Dhanada, Lord Mahesvara 
entered the great abode of brilliance of Viivesvara along with 
the Goddess. 

The attmdants said: 

165-166. Thus Dhanada attained the close friendship of 
Sriiarilbhu. Kailisa, the abode of Sankara, is very near Alaki. 
Thus the features of the city of the lord of Yak.fas have been 
explained to you, on hearing which a man shall become re
leased from all sins. 
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

Somalolr,a 

The attendants said : 

Siu.Inda Puffitaa 

1. In front of Alaki is the prosperous city of isina. Sages 
who are devotees of Rudra always dwell there. 

2. They are deeply engrossed in remembering Siva; they 
are interested in the holy vows and observances pertaining to 
Siva; they are always engaged in the worship of Siva. 

3. Those who perform penances with a desire for the 
enjoyment of heavenly pleasures, assume the form of Rudra 
here, in the beautiful city of Rudra. 

4 Eleven Rudras, the chiefs of whom are Ajaikapit and 
Ahirbudhnya, are the leaders here; they have tridents in their 
raised hands. 

5. They protect the eight cities from the wicked en-
emies of Devas. They are the excellent ones who always grant 
boons to the devotees of Siva. 

6. After reaching the city of Vari1_1asi and installing the 
great Linga named isanesa that accords splendid things and 
auspiciousness, they too have performed penance. 

7. With the favour of Isinesa, they became the Lords of 
the Quarter in the North-East. All these eleven move about 
together. They are adorned with crown-like mass of hair (on 
the head). 

8. They have an eye in the forehead. Their throat is 
blue in colour. Their limbs are fair and pure. They are bull
emblemed. The Rudras on the surface of the earth are thou
sands in number, (nay) they are innumerable. 

9-14. They stay in this city of fsa endowed with all sorts of 
pleasures. 

After worshipping Isinesa in Kasi as well as in other places, 
those who die are born as priests here due to that merit. 

Those who worship isinesa on the eighth or the fourteenth 
lunar day, should be known as Rudras undoubtedly here and 
hereafter. , 

A man who keeps awake at night in the presence of isanesvara, 
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after obsening fast on any fourteenth day never enters any 
womb again (i.e., gets liberated from Sarilsira). 

Hearing the story narrated by the attendants of Vitl}.U on 
the path to heaven, Sivasarman saw moonlight even during 
the day. It delighted the mind much along with all the sense
organs causing great surprise. 

Sivasarman asked them: "O attendants of Hari, what is this 
world? It gives delight and inspires admiration". 

They replied to the Brihma1:,1a.: 

The attmtlants said: 

15. 0 blessed Sivasarman, this is the world of the Moon 
whose nectar-showering rays enliven the world. 

16. 0 Brahma1_1a, Atri, the father of Soma (Moon), a pious 
and magnanimous sage, was born of Brahma as his mental 
son, when he (Brahma) was desirous of creating the subjects. 

17. We have heard that he formerly performed a penance 
named Anuttara ('than which there is nothing greater') for 
three thousand divine years. 

18. His semen virile flowed upwards and became the Moon 
( or SomaTasa). It oozed out through the eyes in ten directions 
brightening the quarters. 

19. On being commanded by Brahma, the ten deities ( of 
the ten directions) tried to hold that in their womb. They 
wished to conceive collectively but could not. 

20. When those directions were incapable of conceiving 
the foetus, Soma fell on the earth along with them. 

21. On seeing Soma fallen, Brahma, the grandfather of 
the world, placed him on a chariot with a desire for the welfare 
of all the worlds. • 

22. Druhii,a (Brahma) made him circumambulate the ocean
girt e~rth twenty-one times, along with that excellent chariot. 

23. His overflowing refulgence reached the earth when 
herbs took their origin, through which the universe is sus
tained. 

24. 0 blessed one, that venerably glorious (Moon) caused 
to flourish by Brahma himself, obtain~d brilliance and per
formed penance for a hundred Padma years (Padma is one 
thousand billion). 
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25-26. He went to Avimukta, the highly sacred holy spot, 

and installed an Amrta Liliga called Candresa, 1 after his own 
name. With the favour of the Pinika-wielding Viivesa, the.Lord 
of Devas, he became the king of seeds, herbs, waters and the 
Agrajanmans (Brihmal}as). 

27. He made a well there, remembered as Amrtoda, by 
drinking the waters of which or bathing wherein a man is 
released from ignorance. 

28-30. He was held by the delighted Lord of Devas on his 
own head. Later even when he was cursed by Dak,a and he 
became reduced in size at the end of the month, he took up 
the single Kali (the digit) that is highly enlivening in power. 
The Moon becomes bigger through that digit alone. 

After acquiring the great kingdom, Soma, the most excel
lent one among the possessors of nectar, performed a Rijasiiya 
sacrifice in which a hundred thousand was given as Daqil}i. 

31. We have heard that Soma gave the three worlds as 
DaktiQi to those members of the assembly, the chiefs of whom 
were many Brihmal}.a-sages, 0 Brihmai,a. 

32. Hiral}yagarbha, Brahma, Atri and Bhrgu were ~tviks 
there and Hari along with many sages became the member of 
the assembly. 

33. Nine goddesses, viz., Sini, Kuhii, Dyuti, Pu,ii, Prabhi, 
Vasu, Kirti, Dhrti and Laktmi, served him. 

34. He propitiated Rudra accompanied by Umi through 
the sacrificial rite and became well-known as 'Soma' ,1 the title 
given by Sarhbhu accompanied by Umi. 

35. It was there alone, in front of Candresvara, that Soma 
performed the excessively difficult penance and Rijasiiya sac
rifice as well. 

36. There alone he was told thus by the Brihmal}.as pleased 
with him: "This Kalanidki ('storehouse of refulgent digits') 
Som-i, who gave the three worlds as Daqii,i, is the king for 
all of us, the Brihmal}as. 

37. There alone he attained the status of the eye of the 

I. Candreivara is now better known for iu shrine of Siddheivari Devi. It 
contains Candrakupa called Amrtoda here. 

2. Soma derived u Sauma ('along with Umi'). The Moon-sod propitiated 
Rudra along with Umi. Hence the designation. 
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Lord of Devas. The Lord who was pleased in his mind, thus 
gave delight to all the three worlds. 

!8-!9. He was told thus, due to the power of his penance: 
"You are my Aparo, (lesser) Mini (form). On your rise the 
world will find its happiness rising. The world including mobile 
and immobile beings, pervaded by the heat of the Sun, will 
suffer distress, which it will get rid of when touched by your 
rays full of nectar." 

40-44. After saying this, Mahesinajoyously granted other 
boons too: "O Dvijarija, since a severe penance has been performed 
by you here, since the ultimate offer of (the benefits of) the 
sacrifice has been made in favour of me and since this Linga 
of mine named Candresvara has been installed by you, 0 Soma, 
I shall assume the form of having Umi in half of the body and 
reside in this Linga named after you. Though I am omnipres
ent, I shall reside here on the fifteenth day in the bright half 
of every month for the whole of the day and night with all 
the prosperity of the three worlds." 

Hence even the least of the holy rites performed here on 
a full-moon day, viz. Japa, Homa, Arcana, Dhyina, Dana and 
the feeding of the Brihma9as shall be in fact, a great adora
tion and it will be for my pleasure. 

45-46. Repairing of the ruins etc., offering of dance, 
instrumental music etc., the rites like hoisting the holy flag 
etc., the propitiation of ascetics and sages, performed at 
Candresvara at that time shall be capable of yielding never
ending benefit. 

I shall tell you, 0 storehouse of digits, another great secret. 
Listen. 

47-51. This should not be mentioned to one who is not 
a devotee, one who is an atheist, one who hates the Vedas. 

0 Soma, when a new-moon (day) o'ccurs on a Monday, 
good men should observe fast on the fourteenth day with 
great respect. 

If the Pradota happens on a Saturday, 0 Soma, listen, the 
devotee should finish his daily rite on the thirteenth day, worship 
the Candresvara LiJiga, observe all the regulations on the thirteenth 
day at night, observe a fast on th~ fourteenth day and keep 
vigilance at night and in the morning, when there is the 
combination of Soma and Kuh ii, he should take his holy bath 
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in the waters of Candroda lake. 

He should then duly perform Sandhyi rites and offer all 
libations and perform similar rites. He should then perform 
Sriddha duly near the holy spot Candroda. 

52-56a. He should scrupulously offer balls of rice without 
Avtihana (invoking) and Argh,a to the three generations in the 
form of Vasu (father), Rudra (grandfather), Aditisuta (great
grandfather), maternal grandfather and others of the Gotra 
in view. He should utter the names of his preceptor, father
in-law and other kinsmen and offer balls of rice. 

One who performs Sriddha at this holy spot with faith re
deems all (ancestors). 

Through the Sriddhas in the holy pit Candroda here, the 
ancestors are as much pleased as they arc by means of the 
offer of balls of rice at Gayi. 

Just as a man is released from all indebtedness to the Piq-s 
at Gayi, so also he is released from that indebtedness by offering 
balls of rice at Candroda. 

56b-60. When an excellent man sets out to visit Candresvara, 
all his previous ancestors become joyous and they dance: "This 
scion (of our family) will perform Tarpal)a unto us in the holy 
waters of Candroda. If due to our deficiency in fortune, he 
does not do so, at least he will touch the holy waters a~d we 
shall be satisfied thereby. If the stupid fellow does not even 
touch, he will surely see and that is conducive to our satisfac
tion." 

Thus the devotee having the holy vow shall perform Sraddha, 
touch Candresvara, propitiate the Brahmar:ias and ascetics and 
then perform the Paral)a (breaking the fast) rite. 

Thus, 0 deer-stained one, with my favour one shall become 
released from the three types of indebtedness by performing 
this holy rite in Kasi on a new-moon day falling on a Monday. 

61. Here on the Mahticaitri (full-moon day in the month 
of Caitra) residents of this holy spot should perform the rite 
of Ytitrti (procession) for the purpose of acquiring knowledge 
of Tiraka Mantra. It ,;hall prevent all obstacles in the holy 
spot. · 

62. ··One who worships Candresvara, but dies elsewhere shall 
pierce clusters of sins and attain Somaloka. 

65. In the age of Kali, the greatness of Candreia is not 
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undentood by unlucky ones. 0 lord of the night, I shall mention 
to you another great secret. 

64-67. This Pit.ha called Siddhayogisvara bestows Siddhi 
on Satlhalcas (aspirants). 

Here, in front of me, are seven crores of Siddhas belonging 
to Suras, Asuras, Gandharvas, Nigas, Vidyidharas, Rikfasas, 
Guhyakas, Yak,as, Kinnaras and human beings. 

One who meditates on Visvesvari here after being strictly 
regular in diet for six months, sees the Siddhas who come for 
worshipping Candresvara. Siddhayogisvari shall be the granter 
of boons to him directly. You too will have great Siddhi by 
visiting Siddhayogisvari. 

68. There are many Pit,has on the earth for the achieve
ment of Siddhi by an aspirant. But there is nothing else that 
bestows Siddhi quickly all over the earth except Yogisvari Pit,ha. , 

69. 0 Sasin, this alone is that Pith a, where• the Liliga 
Candresvara has been installed by you. It is invisible to per
sons of no self-control. 

70. Persons who have won over lust, anger, covetousness, 
desire, egotism and arrogance, see Yogisvari, my Sakti, who is 
excessively beneficent. 

71-72. Those people who are endowed with devotion and 
worship the goddess whose form is invisible, but who is glo
rious and tawny-coloured and who bestows all Siddhis, with 
incense, food offerings, lamps etc., in the Siddhayogisvari Pitha 
every eighth and fourteenth lunar day (shall be blessed). The 
goddess shall appear in front of them." 

73. Thus, 0 Brihmai;ias, Sarilbhu, the great isina granted 
boons to the Moon-god and thereafter vanished behind 
Visvesvarapura. 

74. Ever since then, Dvijarija became the lord of this world, 
making the directions devoid of darkness by means of his rays 
spreading everywhere. 

75. Indeed, men who observe Somavira (Monday) vow, 
who invariably imbibe Somarasa, go to Somaloka by means of 
a vehicle having the lustre of the Moon. 

76. A man who listens devoudy to the origin of Candreivara 
as well as to the penance of Candramas (Moon-god) is honoured 
in the world of Candra. 
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Agas"a said: 

sitintlaPu -"""' 
77. Narrating this story which bestows welfare on Sivaiannan 

and dispels fatigue in the divine journey, the attendants there
after went to the excellent Ut/,ulola (Stellar world). 

CHAPTER FIFl'EEN 

D,scription of thl St,llar World 

Aga.s"a said: 

1. Listen, 0 my wife Lopimudri of great excellence, 0 
my partner in religious rites, to the story narrated by the two 
attendants of Viti,u to Sivaiarman. 

Siva.sannan said: 

2. 0 dear Gai,as, skilful in narrating everything, this won
derful story of Candra (Region of Candra) has been heard. 
Now, tell me the story of the world of stars. 

Th, attmdants said: 

3. Formerly, Dakta the patriarch, an expert in the cre
ation of subjects, was born of the back of the thumb of the 
Creator (Brahma) who was desirous of carrying on the activity 
of creation. 

4. He had sixty daughters, the chief of whom was RohiJ}.i. 
They were expert in performing austerities and had increasing 
skill and excellence in everything. 

5. After reaching the city of Visvesvara, a severe penance 
was performed by them. The moon-embellished great Lord 
accompanied by U mi was propitiated by them. 

6. When isina was pleased, he came there in order to 
grant the boon. With a satisfied mind he said, "Request for 
an excellent boon." 

7-8. On hearing the words of Sarilbhu, those girls replied: 
"O Sankara, if we deserve a boon and if a boon can be given 
to us, let him be our husband-he who is equal to you in 
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beauty, 0 great lord, and who can dispel the distress due to 
worldly existence, even better than you." 

9-10. A great Liliga named Naqatreivara was installed 
by them on the beautiful banks of Varar>i near Sangameivara. 
A great penance named Purufiyita, 1 which cannot be performed 
even by men, was performed by them for a thousand· divine 
years. 

11. Then Viiveivara who was pleased, granted an excellent 
boon to all those (girls) of being wives of a single person and 
mental steadiness. 

Sri Vi.fvdvara said: 

12. Such an excessively severe penance as this has never 
been endured formerly by women. Hence your name will be 
Naqatra here. 

1!. Since the penance named Pur°'iyita has been performed 
by you now, you will have the state of males if and when you 
please. 

14. You will become foremost in- the entire system of lu
minaries. You will be the excellent source of origin of all the 
Zodi;acs beginning with Me,a (Aries). 

15. 0 splendid-countenanced ones, all of you will have 
(the Moon) as husband, who is the lord of herbs, nectar and 
BrihmaQas. 

16. By worshipping your Linga named Nakfatreivara, a 
man will go to your excellent world. 

17. Your world shall be above the Moon. You will be the 
most esteemed among all the Tirakas (Constellations). 

18. Those who worship Stars, those who regularly observe 
the vows of Stars, will stay in your world with a lustre similar 
to that of the Stars. • 

19. Those who visit and have a vision of Nak,atreivara at 
Ka.ii will never be adversely affected by Stars, Planets and Zodiacs. 

Agastya said: 

20. Even as the two attendants, of minds engrossed in Vit9u, 
were narrating the excellent story of the Stars, the world of 

1. •Asia practised by men• (Com). 
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Budha (Mercury) became the guest ( object) of the eyes of 
Sivaiarman. 

Sivasannan said: 

21. 0 attendants of the glorious Lord, whose unparalleled 
world is""this? Tell me. It delights me much like that of the 
Moon. 

The attmdants said: 

22. For (your) diversion during the travel through the 
heavenly path, 0 Sivasarman, listen to this story that dispels 
sins and destroys the three types of distress. 

25. He has been described to you by us as possessing ex
cessive lustre; he is the king of Brihma:r;ias, and has acceded 
to the position of an emperor. 

24. By him the three worlds were given as Daqil}i (gift) 
in the course of a Rijasiiya sacrifice. He performed a very 
severe penance for one thousand billion centuries. 

25. He was born of the eyes of Atri; is the grandson of 
Brahma; is the lord of herbs and the luminaries. 

26. He is praised as the storehouse of pure Kalis (digits); 
he while rising, destroys others• distresses. 

27. He increases the delight of the night-blooming lilies 
along with that of all the worlds; his disc acts as a mirror when 
the maidens in the form of different quarters have their makeups. 

28. Of what avail are other qualities of the Moon? The 
following alone indicate that there is nothing equal to the 
Moon whose digit the omniscient Lord Siva uses as his crest 
jewel. 

29-50. He became deluded due to the arrogance born of 
glorious possessions. He hurriedly abducted the beautiful wife 
Tiri of Brhaspati, 1 the preceptor and Guru, the son of his 
paternal uncle Angiras. He was proud of his handsome fea
tures, though he was prevented by the Devas and many celes
tial sages (he did so). 

51. This is not the fault of the king of Brihma:r;ias, the 
stroehouse of digits. Excepting the three-eyed Lord Siva, who 
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has not had his mind afflicted by Kama (the lord of lust)? 
52. There is this darkness spreading everywhere and the 

means to suppress it has been created by Brahma· such as 
lamps, sun's rays etc.; but no great remedy for the darkness 
due to the delusion born of lordship (is available). 

SS. Words of advice regardingVi,9u's devotion etc., though 
expressed clearly, do not touch one deluded by the haughti
ness of lordship, like a man of pure mind, sanctified by holy 
ablutions performed by him, who does not touch a wicked 
man of adverse mentality. 

34. Fiel Fie upon the (sinful) activities of a man of surplus 
wealth by whom everything is seen as though twirling round! 
He always sees through the eye of indiscretion that has in
stantly become destructive and a source of calamity. 

35. In all the three worlds, who is he who has not been 
overpowered by Kama who has only the flowers for his arrows? 
Who has not been overcome by anger? Who has not been 
deluded by covetousness? Who has not suffered disaster with 
his heart pierced by the dartlike eyes of young maidens? Which 
man, though endowed with excellent vision, has not been led 
along blind paths after acquiring the glory of a kingdom? 

36. The glory of lordship is very fickle. By acquiring it, if 
anything is earned, it can certainly be good or bad. Men of 
noble conduct should always do what is highly beneficial. 

37. When he became aggressive and did not give up Tira 
to Brhaspati, Rudra took up his A.jagava ('made of goat's and 
cow's horn') bow and came to his succour. 

38. The noble-souled Moon discharged the great missile 
named Brahmasiras towards the Lord of Devas. That was de
stroyed by him (Rudra). 

59. The battle between them caused by Tira became very 
• terrific. Thereupon Brahma became afraid of an untimely an-

nihilation of the cosmos. 
40. Preventing Rudra whose brilliance was like that of the 

fire at the time of ultimate annihilation, from continuing the 
battle, Brahma himself gave Tara to the son of Aligiras (i.e., 
Brhaspati). 

41. On seeing Tiri pregnant, Brhaspati said, "No foetus 
at al\ can be carried by you in your womb that belongs to me". 

42. She tnen went near a c\ustet of 1,ika gtass and dis-
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charged the foetus. A. soon as that divine being was bom, he 
eclipsed the body of the Devas (surpassed them in excellence 
and brilliance). 

43. The excellent Suraa whose suspicion was aroused said, 
MIJ'ell us the truth, whose son is this, Brhaspati's or the Moon's?• 

44. Even after being asked by the Devas, the excessively 
bashful Tiri did not say anything. Then the highly brilliant 
son was about to curse her. 

45. Brahma prevented him and asked Tara regarding his 
doubt. With palms joined together to Brahma, she said to him, 
"It is of Soma•. 

46. Then that king (of herbs), the lord of the subjects, 
sniffed the head of the child. He named that intelligent boy 
"Budha•. 

47-49. Budha who was superior to all the Devas in 
refulgence, 6eauty and strength, decided to perform a pen
ance. He took leave of Soma and went to Ka.ii, the mass of 
salvation, guarded by Visvesa. There he installed a Liriga named 
Budhesvara after him. Meditating upon the extremely terrific 
Ugra (Siva) in his mind, in the form of the moon-crested Lord 
Siva, the boy performed the penance for ten thousand years. 

50. Then the glorious Visvesa, the creator of the universe, 
the lord of the universe of great productivity, manifested himself 
from the Linga Budhesvara. 

51-52. The delighted great lord in the from of great brilliance 
said: "O highly intelligent Budha, the foremost among other 
suras and scholars, seek a boon (you would like to have). I 
am pleased with your excellent penance and the meditation 
through the Linga. 0 great son of Soma (0 excessively polite 
one), there is nothing that cannot be given to you." 

53-54. On hearing these words like the deep sound of 
thunder, appearing as though enlivening the vegetation faded 
due to drought, the boy opened his eyes and saw in front of 
him the Three-eyed, Moon-crested Lord in the Linga. 

Butlha 's Prayer 

Budha said: 

55. Obeisance to you of sanctified soul. Obeisance to you, 
0 lord in the form of brilliant refulgence! Hail to you of 
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cosmic form. Obeisance to you who have transcended all forms. 
56. Obeisance to the auspicious-souled one, the destroyer 

of all the distress of those who bow down. Obeisance to you. 
the omniscient one. Obeisance to you, the creator of all. 

57. Obeisance to you, the merciful one. Bow to you who 
can be realised (only) through devotion. Obeisance io the 
bestower t>f the beneficial fruits of penance. Obeisance to you, 
the lord in the form of penance. 

58. 0 Sarilbhu, 0 Siva, 0 consort of Sivi, 0 quiescent 
lordl O Srika9iha, 0 trident-bearing one, 0 moon-crested 
lord, 0 Sarva, 0 isa, 0 Lord Sankara, 0 Dhurjatil 

59. 0 Giriia with Pinika in the hand, 0 Sitika9iha, 0 
Sadiiival Obeisance to you, 0 great Lord; obeisance to you, 
the Lord of Devas. 

60. 0 Mahesvara fond of prayer, I do not know how to 
eulogize. Let there be my unparalleled devotion to the pair 
of your lotus-like feet. 

61. 0 lord, this alone is the boon (I wish to have ) , if you 
are pleased. 0 f svara, the ocean of the nectar of mercy, 1 do 
not choose any other boon. 

62-64 Then Mahesina who was propitiated by his eulogy 
said: "O (adopted) son of Rohi:r;ii, 0 highly fortunate son of 
the Moon-god, 0 Storehouse of polite words, your world will 
be above the world of the Stars. You will have great honour 
amongst all the Planets. This Linga installed by you will be
stow wisdom on all. It will remove evil intentions. 0 gentle 
one, it will accord a residence in your world." 

" 65. After saying this, Lord Sarhbhu vanished from there 
itself. Budha went to the heavenly world, with the favour of 
the Lord of Devas. 

The attendants said: 

66. A man who has gained wisdom by worshipping 
Budhesvara at Kasi will not get submerged in the deep ocean 
of worldly existence even after falling into it. He will be like 
moonshine unto the eyes of good people. With beaming 
countenance, he will reside there in the world of Budha. 

67. Even at the time of death, no living being will be 
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deficient in intellect, if he has visited Budheivara Linga to the 
east of Candresvara. 

68. By the time, the attendants concluded the narrative of 
Budha's world, the aerial chariot reached the excellent world ,. 
of Sukra. 

CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

• 
Tiu World of Sukra (Vmus) 

Th, attmdants said: 

I. 0 Sivasarman of great intellect, this is the wonderful 
world of Sukra. Kavi, the preceptor of Dinavas and Daityas 
stays here. 

2-3. He inhaled the smoke of burning rice-husks for a thousand 
years though it was unbearable {and performed a great pen
ance). Thereby he acquired the great Vidya called Mrtyusanjivini 
(i.e. that which enables one to resuscitate dead ones to life) 
from Lord Siva. 1 Even the preceptor of Devas does not know 
this difficult Vidya. (None) except Mrtyuiijaya {Siva), Skanda, 
Gal).esa and Pirvati knows this. 

Sivasannan said: 

4-6. Who is this one well known as Sukra and whose ex
cellent world is this? How did he acquire Mrtyusaiijivini Vidyi 
from Lord Siva? Narrate this to me, 0 Lords and Devas, if you 
have any love for me. 

Then those two Devas recounted to him the great story of ,. 
Sukra on hearing which, those who have faith, will not have 
premature death. Nor will they have any fear from spirits, 
ghosts and vampires. 

7-8 When there was a great battle between Andhaka and 
Andhakavairin (i.e., Lord Siva) the lords of impregnable Girivyiiha 
('Array of the army in the form of mountain') and Vajravyiiha 

1. Mentioned below in vv 21, 22. and 95-96, 116-119. For such penance 
by Sukra see VaP. 11.55. 116-118: also PE p. 761 where Vimana Puri1_1a. Ch. 62 
i• mentioned. 
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('Array in the fonn of a thunderbolt'), Andhaka left the battlefield 
and approached Sukra. Getting down from the chariot, he 
spoke thus: 

9. "O holy lord, depending upon you, we consider the 
Devas beginning with Rudra and Upendra (Vi,1.1u) along with 
their followers on a par with (insignificant things like) tilades 
of grass. 

10. 0 Preceptor, with your favour the Suras are afraid of 
us like elephants arc of lions and serpents of Garudas. 

11. The Daityas and Dinavas entered the unbreakable (i.e., 
impregnable) Vajravyiiha after scattering the Pramatha forces 
like those who, distressed with heat, would enter a whirlpool. 

12. 0 Brihmai,a, after resorting to you for refuge we are 
steady like mountains and move about fearlessly in this great 
battle against Indra. 

IS. Along with our wives and sons, we serve day and night 
your pleasing feet with great trust and close intimacy. 

14-16. 0 Brihma1,1a, be pleased to protect all of us who 
have resorted to you. See these warriors attacked by the Pramathas 
of terrific exploits, who pound like the god of Death ( our 
warriors like) Hui,da, Tuhui.ida, Jambha, Kujambha, Pika, 
Kirtasvana, Vipika, Pikabirin and the heroic Candradamana, 
who tore up the brave Devas. They are all killed and felled 
down like sandal trees by Drivi<Jas. 

17. The time of the utility test has come now for the excellent 
Vidya that was acquired by you formerly after inhaling the 
smoke of rice husks for a thousand years. 

18. The benefit of your Vidya is when you can revive the 
Daityas. Let all the Pramathas see these resuscitated to life by 
you." 

19. On hearing these words of Andhakil the descendant of 
Bhrgu, the sage of steady mind, smiled a little and spoke to 
the leader of Dinavas: 

20-23. -0 lord of Danava.s, everything that has been spo
ken by you is true. Indeed it is for the sake of the Dinavas 
that I have acquired this Vidyi. After inhaling for a thousand 
yean the offensive smoke of rice husks, this Vidyi that is conducive 
to the pleasure of all kinsmen, has been acquired from iivara. 
By means of this Vidyi, I shall revive those who have been 
shattered (killed) by the Pramathas in the batde, like the cloud 
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that enlivens dried-up crops. In this Muhiirta itself, 0 king, 
you will see the Dinavas rising up free from ailments and free 
from wounds, getting up as though after sleeping." 

24. After saying this to the Lord of the Dinavas, Kavi (i.e. 
Sukra) recited the Vidyi (Mantra) with respect to everyone ( of 
the Dinavas) and they rose up lifting up their weapons. 

25. They rose up like the Vedas practised by good people, 
or like the timely clouds or like the monetary gifts made over 
to the Brihmai:ias with great faith, at the time of great danger. 

26. On seeing those great Asuras, Tuhui:i4a and others 
revived again, the demons shouted (gladly) like clouds full of 
water. 

27. On seeing the Dinavas resuscitated to life by Sukra, the 
leaders of the Gal)as spoke to one another that the matter 
should be conveyed to the Lord of the Devas. 

28. While that Yuddhayajiia ('sacrifice in the form of battle') 
was going on causing a great deal of surprise to the leaders 
of Pramathas, the son of Silida (i.e., Nandin) who became , 
furious on seeing the work of Sukra, approached Maheia. 

29-32. After hailing "Be victorious" to Ugra (Siva), the 
cause of all success and bright like gold, Nandin said: "O 
Lord, the manner of fighting of the leading Ga1_1as is very 
difficult even for the Devas including lndra. That has been 
rendered ineffective by Bhirgava (Sukra) after easily enliven
ing these enemies who had died in the battle, by reciting the 
Vidyi that accords life unto the dead. 0 isa, Tuhui:icja, Kujarilbha, 
Jambha, Vipika, Pika and other great leading Asuras have 
returned from the abode of Yama. They are moving about 
routing the Pramathas. 0 Maheia, if he were to enliven all 
those excellent Daityas again and again after being killed, 
when can we have victory? Whence can there be peace for the 
leading Gai,as?" 

33. On being reported thus by Nandin, the Lord of the 
Pramathas, Lord Siva, the lord of the chiefs of the Pramathas 
laughingly told Nandin, the king of the chiefs of all Gal)as: 

34. -0 Nandin, go quickly and lift up the excellent Brihmu,a 
from ~e midst of the demons like a vulture seizing a quail 
and · bring him here." 

95. On being told thus by the Bull-emblemed Lord, Nandin 
shouted loudly in a stentorian and leonine voice. He penetrated 
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the (enemy's) army quickly and reached the place where the 
brilliant lamp of the family of Bhrgu was present. 

56. The powerful Nandin caused great agitation among the 
Daityas and like a Sarabha (fabulous animal with eight feet) 
that seizes an elephant, he carried away Kivya (Sukra) who 
was being protected by all the Daityas with nooses, swords, 
trees, boulders and rocks in their hands. 

S7. The Asuras shouting with leonine roar followed him 
as though they would secure his release, even as he was caught 
by that powerful (Nandin) with the hairs dishevelled, orna
ments dropped down and clothes slipping off. 

58. Like clouds showering water, the leading Dinavas sent 
forth volleys of missiles like thunderbolt, tridents, swords, axes, 
fierce discus, stones etc. on Nandiivara. 

59. After seizing Bhirgava, the lord of the Gal)as burned 
through the fire from his mouth, the hundreds of missiles. 
When the battle between the Asuras and the Devas became 
excessively fierce, he tormented the army of the enemies and 
came near Bhava. 

40. "Here is that Sukra, 0 Lord". Saying this he handed 
him immediately over to Bhava. The Lord of the Devas ac
cepted Sukra like an oblation offered by a pure devotee. 

41. The protector of the spirits did not say anything. He 
put Kavindra (Sukra) into his mouth as though he was a mere 
fruit. Loud sounds "Hi! Hil • ( expressing grief) were made by 
all the Asuras. 

42-45. When Sukra was swallowed by the Lord of Giriji, 
the Daityas lost all hopes of victory, like lordly elephants with 
severed trunks or cows and bulls shorn of their horns, like 
groups of living beings without bodies, like Brihma1_1as with
out (the Vedic) study, like the Sattvagu1_1u devoid of efforts, 
like efforts lacking luck, like women bereft of their husbands, 
like volleys of arrows devoid of their feathers, like lives devoid 
of merits, like learning unattended with good character, all 
the (religious) activities become devoid of their benefits with• 
out the Sakti of Bhava. So without that excellent Brihma1_1a, 
the Daityas became devoid of hopes of victory. 

46. When Sukra who was carried away by Nandin was 
swallowed by Siva, the Daityas became distressed, with their 
enthusiasm for battle getting diminished. 
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47. On seeing them losing their morale, Andhaka said to 

them: -We have been deceived by Nandin who carried away 
Sukra by force." 

48-49. Without (affecting) the bodies, he has taken away 
the lives.of all of us. All our fortitude, heroism, wisdom, fame, 
zeal, manliness and exploit have been simultaneously taken 

# 

away when Sukra alone was abducted. Fie upon us by whom 
this sole excellent representative of our family, the most ven
erable one of our race, the preceptor, the protector and one 
who is capable of everything, has not been protected by us at 
the time of danger! 

50. Hence be bold and fight with the enemies. I will kill 
all of the Pramathas along with Nandin. 

51. Today I shall kill these helpless ones along with the 
Devas including Indra and release Bhirgava like a Yogin who 
releases the individual soul from the bondage of karmas. 

52. If that Yogin (i.e. Bhirgava), our lord, comes out of 
his (i.e. Siva's) body by means of his Yogic power, he shall 
protect the others left among us." 

SS. On hearing these words of Andhaka, the Dinavas shout
ed like thunder and harassed the Pramathas, resolving to fight 
unto death. 

54. "If we have the life-span (destined), the Pramathas will 
not be able to overpower us. If we have no life-span, of what 
avail is our departure from the battle after leaving our master? 

55. If the people who consider honour as wealth, forsake 
the master in the battle, they are sure to go to the hell 
Andhatimisra. 

56. Those who forsake battlefield tarnish their reputation 
through the darkness of ignominy. They can never be happy 
here or hereafter. 

57. If one has taken the holy ablution in the Tirtha of the 
battlefield which dispels the dirt of rebirth, of what avail are 
monetary gifts, austerities and taking plunges in the sacred 
Tirthas?" 

58. After thinking and deciding thus by talking to one 
another, those Danujas sounded the war drums and pounded 
the Pramathas in the battlefield. 

59-60. There they created a great deal of havoc by strik
ing one another with various weapons and missiles like arrows, 
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swords, thunderbolts, machine-hurled stones, Bhuiur,(Jis. 
Bhindipilas, tridents, javelins, axes, Khaf:Vil\gas, PaJpsas, ba
tons and mallets. 

61. There was the din and noise of arrows flying about, 
bows drawn with twangs, the hissing noise of Bhindipilas and 
Bhuiu~uJis and the battle cries ( of the soldiers). 

62. There was a great tumult of beating of war-drums and 
the blare of horns, the trumpeting sounds of elephants and 
the neighing of horses. 

65. The entire space between heaven and earth was filled 
as it were with echoes and reverberations. Hairs stood on ends 
in the case of both the cowards as well as the courageous ones. 

64-65. The armies on both the sides fell into a swoon 
utterly thirsty, their ears becoming rent and split due to the 
loud trumpets and neighing of elephants and horses, the flags 
and flagstaffs torn and broken, the missiles and weapons be
coming powerless. They appeared variegated with the vomitted 
blood and they were deprived of their horses and elephants. 

66. On seeing his army hit and shattered here and there 
by the Pramathas, Andhaka himself came to the battlefield 
and routed the Gai;ias. 

67. The Pramathas perished when hit and struck with thun
derbolt-like arrows like mountains struck with Indra's thun
derbolt or as waterless clouds scattered by the wind. 

68. On seeing the soldiers going nearby or the soldiers 
approaching from far off, Andhaka hit every one of them with 
numerous arrows like the hairs (over the body). 

69-70. Andhaka was blinded through the incessant volleys 
of arrows, tridents and javelins thrown by the ferocious Gai,as 
like Viniyaka, Skanda, Nandin, Somanandin, Naigameya, Sikha 
and the powerful Visakha. • 

71-74. A great tumultuous din was produced by the armies 
of the Pramathas and the Asuras. By that great sound, Sukra 
who was within the belly of Sambhu searched for an exit like 
the wind trying to escape, through some hole. He wandered 
about in the body of Rudra. He saw the seven worlds and their 
guardians. He saw the mysterious worlds of Brahma, Niriyana, 
Indra, A.dityas and celestial damsels. He saw the battle between 
the Pramathas and the Asuras. He thus wandered around in 
the belly of Bhava for a hundred years. He could not see any 
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hole to escape through, like a rogue who cannot see any weak 
spot in a pure man. 

75. By the power of Yoga acquired from Sarilbhu, Bhirgava 
dropped out (from the body of Siva) in the form of semen 
virile. When he bowed down to the Lord, he (Siva) spoke to 
him thus: 

76. "Since you dropped out like the Sukra (Semen), 0 
scion of the family of Bhrgu, you are Sukra on account of this 
act; you are my son. You can go." 

77. When Sukra came out of his body, the Lord rejoiced 
much. It is good for me that while moving about in my belly, 
the Brihmana did not die. 

78. On being addressed by the Lord thus, Sukra with bril
liance like the Sun entered the army of the Dinavas, like the 
Moon that enters the cluster of clouds. 

79. Just as the great ocean surges with waves gleefully at 
the rise of the Moon, so also the vast ocean of the Dinava , 
army became delighted at the appearance of Sukra. 

80. It was thus that the delighter of the family of Bhrgu 
became Sukra by name, while the great battle between Andhaka 
and the slayer of Andhaka was going on. 

81. How Kivya (Sukra) got the Vidya, the great Mrtasaiijivani 
with the favour of Sarhbhu, listen to that, 0 BrihmaQa of good 
holy rites. 

Thi Ga~as said: 

82-83. Formerly this scion of the family of Bhrgu went to 
the city of ViriQasi that accords salvation to the four types of 
living beings viz., oviparous, sweat-born, germinating from seeds 
and viviparous. He installed the Liriga of Sri Sarilbhu and dug 
a well before it. Meditating upon Lord Visvesvara, he per
formed penance for a long time. 

84-93. He showered the Lord with different kinds of flow
ers such as Rajacarilpaka, Dhattiira, Karavira, Kuieiaya, Milati, 
KaJvikira, Kadarbba, Bakula, Utpala, I~alliki, Satapatri, Sinduvira, 
Kimiuka, Asoka, KaruQa flowers, Punniga, Nigakesaras, the 
smaR Midhavi flowers, Pit,alas, Carilpakas, Bilva, Navamalli, 
Vicikila, Kunda Mucukundaka, Mandira, leaves of Bilva, Dro9a, 
Marubaka, Baka, GranthipU'\la, Damanaka, Surabhii, Ciitasprouts, 
Tulasi, Devagindhiri, Brhatpatri, Kusa shoots, Nandyivarta, 
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Agastya, Sila, Devadiru, Kiiicanira, K.urabaka, Diirvirhkura, 
Kuraoiaka flowers. He adored with each of these flowers sepa
rately and with other foliages, also with hundred thousands of 
leaves he worshipped Sankara. 

Strenuously he bathed the Lord a hundred thousand times 
with Paiicimrta measuring a Dro~a and with many kinds of 
sweet-smelling bathing materials. With sandalpaste and 
Yaktakardama, he smeared the Lord a thousand times. He 
applied the Lord of the Devas with sweet-smelling unguents. 
He offered songs and dances to the Lord. He eulogized Lord 
Sankara with many prayers from the Sruti, the Thousand Names 
and other prayers and hymns. Thus Sukra performed the aus
terities for five thousand years. 

94. When he did not see the Lord even a bit inclined to 
bestow boons, he adopted other terrible and unbearable vows. 

95-96. Kavi (Sukra) washed the great dirt of the mind in 
the form of fickleness by means of the waters of deep medi
tation and absorption. He cleansed the mind along with the 
sense-organs many times. After making that gem of mind free 
from dirt, he offered it to the Pinika-wielding Lord. Then he 
inhaled the smoke of rice husk for a thousand years. 

97. Then the Lord became pleased with the noble-souled 
Bhirgava. With a lustre brighter than that of a thousand Suns, 
he came out of the Liliga. 

98. Viriipak,a, the consort of Dikfiya~i, directly spoke to 
him, "O Bhirgava, the storehouse of austerities, I am pleased; 
choose a boon." , 

99-100. On hearing these words of Sarhbhu the lotus-eyed 
Brihma~a became excessively delighted. Hairs stood on their 
ends all over his body. With eyes beaming with pleasure, he 
eulogized the Eight-formed Lord. K.eepjng his joined palms 
over his head, he uttered: "Be victorious; be victorious." 

Bkargava said: 

(W 101-109: Prayer by Sukra*) 

101. (Siva as the Sun-god praised) With these brilliant lustres, 

• God giva is eight-formed (AfJamiirti). Each form of Siva is here eulogized 
by Sukra or Bhirgava. 
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you assail the entire darkness and make the desires of the 
night-stalkers set and disappear. 0 jewel of the day, for the 
welfare of the three worlds you shine in the firmament. 0 
Lord of the universe, obeisance to you. 

102. (Siva-as tM Moon,.pl prais«l) In this world, every moment, 
with your great lustre extending beyond the billowy shore, you 
increase the pleasure of the night-blooming lilies and the seas. 
You have routed the entire host of darkness and are exces
sively splendid. 0 Moon with cool rays, filled with the flood 
of nectar, obeisance to you. 

105. ( Siva-as the Wind-god) 0 breaker of the stubborn ones, 
0 wind that makes all creatures flourish, who makes the clan 
of serpents delighted, 0 omnipresent one, obeisance to you. 
On the sacred path you always move about ( or you are ador
able in the Vedic path). You are worthy of being attended 
upon. 0 enlivener of the universe, who is able to live without 
you? 

104. (Siva as the Fire-god) 0 immortal one, 0 Pavaka (Fire), 
0 immanent soul of the universe, 0 sole sanctifier of the 
universe, without your sanctifying sole power, the universe, 
consisting of the divine, corporeal and animal activities, does 
not live and function. Hence obeisance to you who bestow 
peace at every step. 

105. (Siva as Water) 0 great Lord in the form of water, 0 
sanctifier of the universe, 0 Lord of diverse excellent con
duct, since you make this diverse-featured world pure and free 
from impurities through imbibing and plunging, 0 Lord of 
the universe, I bow down to you. 

106. ( Siva as Alcasa-the Ether) 0 lord in the form of the 
firmament, this universe becomes full-fledged and developed 
because you give it the space externally and internally. 0 merciful 
one, it breathes by your grace. It becomes shrunk through its 
own nature and merges in you. Hence I bow down to you. 

107. (Siva as the Eartl,) 0 Lord in the form of the Earth, 
0 Lord of the universe, 0 dispeller of darkness, who else than 
you sustains the universe? 0 Lord, greater than the greatest, 
0 Lord embellished by the Daughter of Himalaya and by the 
serpents! Among those who maintain control of mind there 
is no person worthy of being eulogized other than you. Hence 
I bow down to you. 
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108. (Siva as t/N Su,,.,.. Soul) 0 Hara in the form of the 
Atman, this universe, consisting of the mobile and immobile 
beings, is pervaded by this series of your forms. 0 Lord in the 
form of the Supreme Absolute, 0 Lord with eight divine forms, 
0 immanent being having the inner soul as abode, 0 Lord 
existing in every form, I bow down to you always. 

109. 0 Lord adorable to Umi. 0 Bhava, the most venerable 
among all venerable ones, 0 Lord with forms spread over the 
universe, 0 Lord accessible to those who bow down, 0 Lord, 
the true one among all objects, hence, I bow down to you. 

110. After eulogizing his dear Lord Bharga with the oc
tave of the eight forms, Bhirgava bowed down again and again, 
placing his head on the ground. 

111-114. On being eulogized thus by the excessively bril
liant Bhirgava, the great Lord lifted him up from the ground 
with his hands. Holding the Brahmai,a who had tiowed down, 
the Lord said, illuminating the quarters through the moon
shine-like lustre of his teeth: .. I consider you on a par with my 
two sons because of this excessively fierce penance hitherto 
not performed by anyone else, the meritorious activity of in
stalling the Liilga, its propitiation, the offering of the gem of 
the mind which is pure and steady and the holy activity in the 
great holy spot of Avimukta. 

115. You get into the cavity of my belly with this body 
itself. Coming out through my organ of generation, you have 
the status of being my son. 

116-118. I shall grant you another boon difficult to be 
acquired even by my attendants. I have a pure Vidyi named 
Mrtasaiijivani which I have kept concealed from Vif9u and 
Brahma. It has been evolved by me by \he power of my pen
ance. 0 extremely pure one, it is in the form of a Mantra 
which I shall pass on to you today. 0 storehouse of pure 
penance, you deserve that Vidyi. 

119. 0 most excellent one among the masters of Vidyi, 
if you recite this Vidyi (i.e., Mantra) in respect of any particu
lar person, he will certainly come back to life. 

120. Your brilliance shall be one surpassing the sun, fire 
and stars in the sky. It shall be dazzling. Be the foremost one 
among the Planets. 
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121. If men or women were to undertake any journey fac
ing you, all their undertakings will perish by your glance. 

122. 0 noble one of excellent holy rites, marriage and 
other rites, all pious activities, taking place after your rise shall 
become fruitful unto men. 

123. All inauspicious lunar days shall become auspicious 
due to your association. Your devotees will have plenty of 
semen and hence of prolific progeny. 

124. If _people worship the Liliga installed by you under 
the name Sukresa, they will achieve success. 

125-127. Listen to the benefit acquired by those men, who 
observe NaJctawata (taking food only at night ) every Friday 
for a whole year, those who perform libation rites in the Sukrakiipa 
on your day (i.e., Friday) and worship Sukresa. Those men will 
have never failing semen. They will have sons and plenty of 
semen. There is no doubt about this that they will be endowed 
with manliness and conjugal bliss. They will have no hindrance 
of any sort. All those people shall be happy." 

After granting these boons, the Lord vanished in the Liliga. 

The Ga~as said: 

128. 0 scorcher of foes, Sukresa is to the south ofVisveivara. 
Those who are devotees of Sukresvara live in the world of 
Sukra. 

129. Merely by visiting it, one is honoured in the world 
of Sukra. Thus, 0 highly intelligent one, the situation of the 
world of Sukra has been recounted. 

Agasi,a said: 

ISO. 0 dear wife of excellent holy rites, listening to this 
story of Sukraloka thus that Brihmal)a saw the world of Ailgiraka 
(Mars). 
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

TA, Worlds of Man, Jupitn' anti Satum 

Sivaiannan said: 

161 

1-S. 0 divine ones, the splendid story relating to Sukra has 
been heard by me. My ears are extremely pleased merely by 
hearing it. Who is that storehouse of merit, who has this pure 
and grief-dispelling world? Kindly endeavour to recount this 
to me. I am not satisfied by imbibing the nectar-like speech 
issuing out of your mouth, by taking it in the vessel in the 
form of my ears. 

Th, Gatias said: 
.. 

4. 0 Sivasarman, know that this is the world of Lohitiliga 
(Mars). We shall tell you his origin, how he became the son 
of the Earth. 

5. Formerly, Sarilbhu was performing a penance due to 
the separation from Diqiyai:ii. At that time, a drop of sweat 
fell on the ground from his forehead. 

6. A boy, reddish in limbs, was born from the surface of 
the Earth. He was lovingly nourished and brought up by the 
Earth in the capacity of a nurse. 

7. He has acquired a great celebrity as Miheya (=son of 
the Earth). 0 sinless one, he performed a very severe penance 
in the city of Sarilbhu. 

8. It is the place where there are the two splendid rivers 
Asi and Varal)i. For the sake of the welfare of all the worlds 
they join with the celestial river (Gangi) flowing northwards. 

9. Although he is omnipresent, V.isvesa shines there al
ways for the sake of (granting) salvation to all the creatures 
who cast off their bodies here at the proper time. 

10. The embodied beings, who die here, attain immortal
ity i.e., salvation (Moqa) by obtaining the blessings of Visveivara. 

11. Those who cast off their bodies in Avimukta do not 
adopt bodie, again. (They get salvation) without Sinkhya 
(knowledge discriminating the soul from the non-soul) and 
Yoga (the eight-limbed practice of restraint) and without the 
obsenance of various kinds of vows and pious practices. 
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12-15. In the great holy spot named Piiicamudra to the 
north of Karilbala and Asvatara (two prominent serpents in 
the form of deities). he duly installed the Linga Angirakesvara 
named after him. A severe penance was performed by that 
noble soul until a brilliance issued out of his body like a 
blazing eoal. 

14. Hence he is praised in all the '!orlds by the name Aligiraka. 
The delighted Mahideva granted him the great status of a 
Planet. 

15-21. Those excellent men who worship Angirakesina 
after taking the holy ablution in Gangi with its current flow
ing northwards on an AJ\girakacaturthi day (i.e. Tuesday in 
combination with the fourth lunar day) will never experience 
the oppression caused by malignant Planets. 

The fourth lunar day in combination with Tuesday is con
sidered to be a holy day on a par with eclipse by those who 
know (auspicious) times. Whatever holy rite is performed on 
that day, such as monetary gift, Homa, Japa etc. will have 
never-ending benefit. The ancestors of those who perform ,, 
Sriddha rite with full faith on the day when the Caturthi coincides 
with Tuesday will have satisfaction lasting twelve years. 

Formerly Gaoesvara was born on an Aligiraka Caturthi day. 
Hence that is mentioned as a festival day for the purpose of 
increasing merit. 

A devotee who observes the holy vow of taking a single meal 
a day on that occasion, worships Gaoaniyaka and makes some 
gift dedicating it to that Lord is never afflicted by obstacles. 

Those excellent men who were devotees of Angiresvara in 
ViriQasi stay in this world of Aligiraka with the utmost pros
perity. 

Aga.st,a said: 

22. Even as the attendants of the Lord were recounting 
the sweet and meritorious story, the city of Guru (Jupiter) 
appeared before their eyes. 

2S. On seeing that city of the excellent one among Aciryas 
(i.e., Guru), delighting the eyes, Sivasarman asked: --whose is 
this excellent city?" · 
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TAI Gataas saitl: 

24. 0 friend, there is nothing which cannot be described 
to you. We shall narrate with pleasure the story of this city for 
dispelling the fatigue of the journey. 

25. Even as Brahmi was joyously desirous of creating the 
three worlds formerly, his seven mental sons appeared before 
him, all of them being on a par with him. 

26-27. Marici, Atri and Aligiras were the chief ones among 
them. All of them were engaged in creation. A son named 
A.J\girasa was born of Angiras, a patriarch among them. He was 
the most excellent among the brilliant ones. He was the fore
most among scholars with high intelligence; He was calm with 
perfect control over the sense-organs. He had conquered an
ger. He was gentle in speech and pure in mind. 

28-50. He was conversant with the Vedas and fully understood 
their meanings. He was free from impurities and was an expert 
in all arts. He had mastered all sacred lores. He was the most 
excellent one among those who knew excellent policies. He 
was an advisor of what is wholesome. He did everything beneficial 
(to others). He was always against those who acted prejudiciously 
to others welfare. He was handsome and endowed with good 
habits and conduct. He had good qualities. He knew the correct 
time and place (of action). He was a darling of his elders. He 
had all the good characteristics. Adopting th'e practice of great 
ascetics, he performed penance at Ka.ii. 

31. He installed a great Liriga of Sarilbhu and meditating 
a lot, performed great austerities for ten thousand divine years. 
With great penance he acquired divine brilliance. 

52. Thereupon, Lord Visve.ia, the creator of the universe, 
became pleased. Manifesting himself from the Liriga, the Lord, 

• a mass of brilliance, spoke: 
33. "I am pleased; speak out the boon you have mentally 

thought of." On being told thus he was highly delighted and 
" looking at Sarilbhu he eulogized: 

Prayer of Brhas.pati: W 34-41 

A ngirasa saitl: 

34. Be victorious, 0 Sankara, 0 quiescent one, 0 Lord 
having the lustre of the moon, the bestower of beautiful objects 
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(the four Puru,arthas), destroyer of all, the purest of all. 0 
Lord accepting the great adoration offered by the pure ones, 
0 Lord dispelling the great distress of all the devotees. 

!5. 0 Lord pervading the firmament of the heart of ev
eryone, 0 bestower of boons, 0 Lord humble to the humble 
ones, 0 Lord who act to bum the great forest of sinsl O Lord, 
one with the body having diverse activities, 0 Lord with a 
handsome body, 0 storehouse of courage in the act of drying 
up (i.e., destroying) the Lord of Love having tender flowers 
for arrows! 

!6. 0 Lord, bowed down to by those devoid of death etc., 0 
Lord fulfilling the desire of those who do their dutyl O Lord, 
the wearer of serpents, 0 Lord with the Daughter of the Lord 
of Mountains stationed on the left side of the body, 0 Lord 
pervading the entire universe by means of your own bodyl 

!7. 0 Lord identical with the three worlds, 0 Lord with
out form, 0 perfect-visioned Lord, 0 Lord creating fire by 
means of opening and closing of the eyes, 0 Bhava, 0 Lord 
of Bh utas, 0 sole Lord of Pramathas, 0 Lord lending a hand 
even unto the fallen ones! 

!8. 0 pervader of the entire extensive world, 0 abode of 
the sound of Pra1,.1ava, 0 holder of the Moon, 0 Lord glad
dened all around by the great goddess, the Daughter of the 
Lord of the Mountains, 0 Siva, I bow down. 

59. 0 Lord Siva, 0 great Lord Giriia, 0 bestower of riches, 
0 Isa, Girisa, 0 Siva, 0 MrcJa, 0 supporter of the Lord of 
Constellations, protect the three worlds. 0 restrainer of those 
who cause obstruction to devotion! 

40. 0 Hara, here I do not fear even the god of Death. 0 
Lord with unfailing intelligence, strike (destroy) the great sin 
quickly. I do not know any other thing than bowing down to 
Siva's feet to bring about welfare. Hence I bow down. 

41. In this entire extensive world, the propitiation of Hara 
alone is highly meritorious and destructive of sin1. Hence, 0 
Isa, I bow down to the Lord of annihilation, devoid of at
tributes, having the lord of serpents for his great bracelat. 

42. After eulogizing the. great Lord, the son of Aligiras 
ceased. Delighted with the eulogy, the great isina granted 
many boons. 
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Sri Mah.adna saitl: 

45. 0 Brihm~a, become the preceptor of Devas, as a 
result of this elaborate penance. With the name of Brhaspati 
be an adorable one amon1 the Planets. 

44. By the adoration of this Linga you have become my 
very vital life. So you will be known by the designation 'Jiva' 
in all the three worlds. 

45. Since the Lord who is beyond phenomenal world had 
been eulogized by means of clever display of words, become 
Vicaspati, the lord of the world of words. 

46. By recitation of this eulogy, the Goddess of Speech 
becomes manifest to the eulogizer. If he recites thrice (daily) 
for three years, his speech will be polished and cultured ( even 
by listening to the recitation of the eulogy). 

47. He who reads this prayer called Viyavya1 everyday (does 
not) lose his presence of mind when a great task appears 
before him. 

48. By reciting this eulogy regularly in my presence, even 
men of no discrimination will not become engaged in evil 
action. 

49. Any living being reciting this hymn can ward off the 
affliction arising from (evil) Planets. Hence this eulogy must 
be recited in front of me. 

50. If a man gets up early in the morning everyday and 
reads this prayer, I shall remove all his terrible obstacles. 

51. One who recites this eulogy after scrupulously per
forming the adoration of the Liliga installed by you, shall 
acquire whatever he mentally desires. 

52. After granting the boons thus, Sarhbhu summoned Brahmi 
again along with all the groups of Devas including Indra, Yaqas, 
serpents and Kinnaras. • 

55-54. On seeing them arrived, Siva told Brahmi: "O Brahma, 
at my instance make this sage Brhaspati, weighty with his good 
qualities, the preceptor of all leading Suras for the pleasure 
(of all). Crown him in the office of the preceptor of Devas 
in accordance with the injunctions. 

1. The commentary gives variou, far-fetched interpretations of the word. 
Two are accepted here: (1) which is able to beltoW the posidon of Hiraoyaprbba 
and (ii) which gives immediate benefit. 
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55-59. This lord of intellect will become a great favourite 
of mine.• 

•11 is your great favour•, saying thus and receiving the behest 
by (bent) head, instantly Brahma made Angirasa, the precep
tor of Suras. The divine drums were struck. The groups of 
celestial damsels danced. All the Devas with their faces beam
ing with delight performed the adoration of Guru. He was 
sprinkled with water sanctified with Mantras by Vasi,tha and 
others. 

Then Girisa granted another boon to the Lord of Speech 
(i.e., Brhaspati): •Listen, 0 pious-souled son of AJ\giras, the 
teacher of Devas, the delighter of (all the members of) the 
family. This Linga installed by you will cause the increase of 
excellent intellect. It will become well-known as Brhaspatiivara 
at Kiii. 

60. Whatever men do after wonhipping this Liliga when 
Guru and ·Put ya are in conjunction, will attain great fulfilment. 

61. The Liliga Brhaspatiivara should be guarded very well 
by me in Kali age. Merely by the sight of this, great intellect 
is obtained. 

62. By worshipping Dhi,ao.esa situated to the south of 
Candresvara and to the south-west of Viresa, one is honoured 
in the world of Guru. 

6S. The sin incurred by the carnal intimacy with the wife 
of the preceptor shall certainly be dispelled by resorting ( to 
the Liliga) for six months, like the darkness at sunrise. 

64. For the same reason, the Brhaspatisvara Liriga that 
destroys great sins should be well guarded. It should not be 
mentioned to anyone and everyone." 

65-66. After saying this and granting boons thus, the Lord 
vanished there itself. Accompanied by the elders and Indra 
and Upendra too, Brahma crowned Brhaspati in this city. Then 
he sent off Indra and other Suras. After that, on being per
mitted by Vi,o.u, 0 Brihmai,a, he adorned his own world. 

Ap.s"a said: 

67. 0 Lopimudri, after passing beyond the world of Guru, 
Sivasarman saw the city of Sani (Saturn) embellished with a 
circle of brilliant splendour. 

68. On being asked by that BrihmaQa, 0 lady of pure smiles, 
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those two excellent GaJ.ias pointed out that city to the excel
lent Brihm9.9a. 

Tiu Ga.,u said: 

69. 0 Brihmal)a, the hot-rayed Sun was born as the son of 
Kaiyapa (son of Marici) and Diql~i (daughter of Daqa 
i.e., Aditi). Sariljiii, the daughter of 'Ivatir, the patriarch, became 
his wife.1 

70. Hence she was a great favourite of her husband. She was 
endowed with beauty and youth. Due to a very brilliant pen
ance, Sariljiii became endowed with brilliance. 

71. The form of the disc of the Sun along with the splendour, 
(Samjiii) retained in her limbs, but her complexion was not 
as refulgent as it was. [v.l. Though her body was scorched by 
his refulgence, her mind remained attached to .him.] 

72. Out of love C:Kaiyapa)~.spolc.e: "Stationed in the egg, he 
did not die." Ever since then he is called MirtaJ>4a in the 
world. 

7S. She was unable to bear that super-abundance of reful
gence of Vivasvin (Sun), whereby he blazed the three worlds 
with hot rays. 

74. The storehouse of refulgence, Aditya, begot of her 
three children, 0 Brihmai:ia: a daughter and two partriarchs 
(i.e., sons). 

75-77a. They were Manu Vaivasvata, who was the eldest 
and then Yama and Yamuni. She was not capable of enduring 
the highly refulgent form of Vivasvin. Therefore, she created 
her own shadow with the same colour by means of her magical 
power. Then the shadow (Chiyi) bowed down to Sariljiii with 
joined palms and said: •o goddess, command me who will 
carry out your behest. What shall I do?',. 

77b-8 l. Then Sarhjiii spoke to Chiyi: 110 beautiful lady of 
the same complexion (as mine), listen. I will go to the abode 
of Tva,ir. 0 fair lady, at my behest, you stay here in my abode 
without any hesitation. Thia Manu and the twins named Yamuni 
and Yama--these three children should be viewed by you as 

1. The story of the Sun-god and Samjfti and the binh of AMn1 aad '-i 
i1 siven in Mbh. Mi 66.55, At1tdiru 150. 17-18. VIP. 11.12.90-85 confirm■ tile 
dewJ■ of this llOIJ. 
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though they were your own children. This fact should not be 
mentioned to your (i.e., my) husband, 0 lady of pure smiles.• 

On hearing this, Chiyi said to the noble lady, the daughter 
of Tvanr: 11Until aqd unless my ttesses of hairs are pulled, or 
I am threatened with a curse, I will not mention this conduct 
of yours. 0 fair lady, go away happily.• 

82. Thus, after commanding Savari,i (i.e., Chiyi) and after 
being told, 11Let it be so" by Savar1_1i, she approached her 
father. After bowing down to him, she spoke to Tvqtr: 

8!. 110 father, I am unable to endure the refulgence of the 
storehouse of refulgence, the bright splendour of the son of 
the noble-souled Kasyapa, 0 noble Sir.• 

84. After hearing what was spoken by her, she was re
buked by the father very much. She was again and again urged, 
•Go to your husband." 

85. She was worried very much. •Fie upon the activity (life) 
of women!" She thus cursed and censured herself. She very 
much blamed her womanhood too. 

86. 'There is no freedom to women at any time anywhere. 
Fie upon a freedom-less life! She has to fear her father, husband 
and 10n in childhood, youth and ultimately in old age. 

87-90. Alas! Out of foolishness the house of the husband 
has been abandoned by me, doing everything without proper 
reflection. If without being found out I were to go back to my 
husband's abode, that Savaq,:ai whose desire has been fulfilled 
is present there. If after being rebuked by my father, I were 
to stay here itself, the hot-rayed Sun will become more fierce 
than my parents. He will become terrible. Alas! This is the 
same story as is mentioned by the common people, that is 
handling a burning coal with one's own hands. This has been 
dearly seen by me today. Husband's abode is lost due to foolishness. 
There i1 no welfare in the abode of father ( the abode of father 
is no better). 

91-92. My stage of life is youth; the beauty is splendid, 
worthy of being desired by the three worlds. My womanhood 
an~ the pure family surpasses all. My )lusband is such (a splen
did person). He is omniscient. He is the eye of the world. He 
dlapell darkness. He is th~ witness of all activities. He is iden
dcal with all (because he is a form of Lord Afpmiirti). He is 
capable of movin1 about everywhere. 
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95-94. 'What shall be conducive to my welfare?' Thinking 
thus she, not censured anywhere around, aisumed the form 
of a mare and went to the Northern Kurus for performin1 
penance. She grazed dry grass. 'By the power of penance, I 
will be sufficiently able to bear that excessive brilliance of my 
husband.' Deciding thus she performed a severe penance keeping 
her husband in the mind. 

95-99. The Sun-god considered Saval'l)i to be the real 
Sarhjiii. He begot of her the eighth excellent Manu i.e., Sivar~li, 
the second, a son Sanaiscara (Saturn) and the third child, a 
girl named Bhadri (i.e., Tapati). Due to co-wifely feeling and 
natural feelings of women (for their own children) Savaroi 
loved her own children more than the earlier ones. Manu, the 
eldest, endured, though he saw the feeding, embellishing and 
fondling more directed towards Sivarr,.i and others; but Yama 
did not (brook it). 

Once due to anger, born out of childishness or the gravity 
of the inevitable future, Yama threatened with his (raised) 
foot the lady in the guise of Samjiii. Then the mother of 
Sivarr,.i angrily cursed him: 

100. 110 sinful one, you were desirous of killing me. Since 
the foot was raised by you, let it fall ere long." Mter cursing, 
she became excessively grief-stricken. 

101. Afraid of his mother's curse, Yama narrated the whole 
incident to his father and said, "Save me, save me." 

102. "Equal treatment should be meted out to all the chil
dren by a mother. Though the foot was raised by me it was 
not caused to fall on (did not iouch) ·her body. 

105. Whether this is due to my childishness or delusion, 
you will please forgive me, 0 lord of rays. Save me from the 
curse of my mother. Let not my foot fall down." 

Vivasvcin said: 

104-105. Though a thousand crimes might have been com
mitted, a mother shall not curse her son. Hence, 0 my boy, 
there will be ,ome (real) reason wherefor she cursed you 
agrily, though you are convenant with piety and truthful in 
speech. A mother's curse cannot be altered (or nullified) by 
anyone anywhere. 
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106. Worms will take away some flesh from this foot and 
pass on to the ground. Thus the curse can be fulfilled. You 
will also be saved. 

107. After consoling his son thus, the Sun-god went to the 
inner apartment. After staring at her for a long time, Savitr 
spoke these words to his wife: 

108. "O wrathful lady, when all the children are equal to 
you why is more affection shown towards Sivar9i and others 
who are not the elders?" 

109. When she did not say anything to the Sun-god though 
he insisted on the question, he concentrated his mind and 
came to know everything. 

110. Then she confessed everything to the lord who was 
about to curse. She told him the truth as it had happened. The 
lord became pleased. 

111. From the utterance of the truth, Ravi knew her to be 
sinless. Though he was angry, he did not curse her. He went 
to Tvatir. 

112. Tva,ir at the outset worshipped the hot-splendoured 
Sun who was about to curse. He consoled him befittingly and 
joyously. After knowing his intention Tvatir spoke to Ravi: 

Tv1111r .said: 

113. 0 Ravi, she was afraid of your excessive brilliance. 
Assuming the form of a mare, she has gone to Northern Kurus. 
She is roaming about in the grassy tract. 

114. You will see her today. Your wife is of noble conduct. 
She is unassailable to all living beings due to the restraint of 
the refulgence. 

115. With the permission of the Sun, Tvattr pared him 
car~fully after placing him on the lathe. Then he became 
more pleasingly brilliant. 

116--117. .After getting the permission, Saviq- went to the 
Northern Kurus hurriedly. He saw her performing great pen
ance. She was as if the personified glory of penance. She had 
the splendour of the submarine fire. In the form of a mare, 
she was grazing only the dry grass by means of her Yogic Miyi. 
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118-120. Coming to know that she was the daughter of 
Tvatir and free from sins, moving about in the form of a mare, 
the Sun-god assumed the form of a horse and cohabited with 
her in the mouth. Suspecting him to be another male, she 
hurriedly whirled round and hurled out the semen of Vivasvin 
'through her nostrils. The divine beings, Asvins, the foremost 
among physicians were born of that. The jewel of the firma
ment (the Sun-god) revealed his befitti~g form to her. 

121-122. On seeing the Sun giving delight to her eyes, 
she became pleased. The chaste lady saw her husband widi 
gentle brilliance, dispelling the distress in her mind. She attained 
great delight. What is it that is difficult to obtain through 
penance? Penance is the greatest welfare. Penance is the greatest 
wealth. 

125-124. Penance alone is considered the great cause of 
divini9'. 

0 Sivasarman what is seen here as highly dazzling in the 
form of a circular refulgence above and below in the sky, 
know it to be the great refulgence of penance. 

125-126. It was thus that Sanaiicara was born of Savarl)i 
and Vivasvin. Sani went to Viril)asi, respected by all the Devas, 
performed an extensive penance after installing the Liliga of 
Sankara, and obtained this world and the lofty status of a 
Planet by worshipping Hara. 

127. By visiting the highly splendid Sanaiicareivara in 
Viril)asi and worshipping him on a Saturday, one can ward 
off the oppression caused by Saturn. 

128. By worshipping Sanaiscaresvara lying to the south of 
Visveia and north of Sukresa, one rejoices in this world. 

129. On listening to this chapter of great merit, one can 
ward off the affliction caused by (malignant) Planets. To him 
who lives in Kasi, there is no fear from evil portentous phe
nomena. 
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Agast,a saitl: 

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

Thi Worltl of Sewn Saps 

1-2. Listening thus to the beautiful story, Sivasarman be
longing to Mathuri, who had his holy ablution in Muktipuri, 
who died in Miyipuri and who was going ultimately to Vaif9ava 
world because he had visited Vi,9upuri, saw the region of the 
Seven Sages. 

S-5. He was eulogized by the Cira9as and the Migadhas 
and requ~sted by the celestial girls: 11Stop. Please stop for a 
while." Then they stood by heaving sighs, "We are deficient 
in fortune. Since he is extremely meritorious, he has gone to 
the meritorious worlds." While going on in the aerial chariot, 
he heard these words uttered by them. He was delighted and 
spoke (to the Ga9as): •o divine ones, whose is this unrivalled, 
brilliant and splendid world?" 

6-8. On hearing these words of the Brihma1,1a the excel
lent Ga9as said: "O Sivasarman of auspicious intellect, the 
Seven Sages devoid of impurities, who were directed by Brahma 
to create subjects, live here. They are Marici, Atri, Pulaha, 
Pulastya, Kratu, Ailgiras and the illustrious Vasittha. They are 
the mental sons of Brahma. They have been termed Seven 
Brahmis in the Pur~as. 

9. Sambhiiti, Anasiiyi, Kfami, Priti, Sannati, Smrti and Orji 
(i.e. Arundhati) are their wives respectively. They are the mothen 
of the world. 

10. The entire region of the three worlds is held aloft by 
the power of penance of these. After creating them formerly, 
Brahma said to these great sages: 

11-IS. "O my sons, create subjects of different forms with 
due effort." 

They resolved to perform penance. After performing obei
sance to Brahma, they went to Avimukta, the holy spot pre
sided over by Kfetrajiia (Siva in the form of the individual 
soul) and never forsaken by Siva for the purpose of securing 
the liberation of all living beings. They then installed Liligas 
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named after them. With sreat devotion to Siva, they performed 
severe austerities. 

14-16. Pleased with their penance, Sarilbhu bestowed on 
them the region Prajapal'ja. 

Those who visit the Linga Atriivara etc., in Kiii scrupu
lously, stay in this Prijipatya world with dazzling brillJance. 

By visiting Atriivara Linga that has been installed on the 
western banks of the lake of Gokaroesa, one can get one's 
Brihm~ical brilliance enhanced. 

The excellent Kuocja (deep pit) of Marici is in the north
east of Karkot,avipi (well or tank called Karkota). 

17. By taking his bath there devoutly, a man shines like 
the Sun. 

The Liliga named Maricisvara has been installed there. 
18. By visiting that LiJ\ga, 0 Brihmai,a, one shall attain 

the world of Marici. He becomes the foremost among all men 
and shines like the Sun of brilliant rays. 

19. (The Liliga) Pulaheia and Pulastyesa are on the west 
ofSvargadvira1 ('Doorway to Heaven'). By visiting them a man 
is honoured in the Prijipatya world. 

20. By visiting Angiraseivara in the beautiful Harikeiavana 
the man shall stay here in this world, 0 Brihma9a, with fully 
developed brilliance. 

21. By visiting Vasinhesvara on the beautiful banks of 
Vara9i, and Kratvisvara too there itself one attains residence 
here. 

22. These Liligas resorted to by those who wish for splendour 
and auspiciousness at Kasi, bestow everything desired in this 
world and in the other world. 

Tiu Gatia.s said: 

25. 0 Sivasarman of great fortune', that beautiful lady 
Arundhati of great merit engaged in conjugal fidelity, stays 
here. 

24-25. Merely by remembering her, one shall get the benefit 
of the holy ablution in Gangi. 

Lord Niri)'al}a, accompanied by two or three holy persons 

1. SYarpdma la now a temple set into the city several hundred ,ard• 
uphill fn>m the river GaAp alon1 the laae called Brahma NIii, which itself 
wu a former rivulet. 
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of the Antabpura, joyously descri~s her and clilcuuea her 
story in front of Laqmi. He is highly pleased with her chudty. 

26-50. NO beautiful Kamala, no other woman anywhere in 
the world has such a pure mind as that of Arundhad. Neither 
the beauty nor the blameless conduct, neither the nobility nor 
the skill in arts, nor the eagerness to sen,e her lord, nor the 
sweetness, nor the majesty, nor the ability to delight noble 
persons, any other lady anywhere possesses, 0 beloved one, 
as in the case of Arundhati. Blessed are those women who 
mention the name of Arundhati in any cont.ext. They are fortunate. 
They have the purest of intellects. 

Whenever there is any discussion on chaste women in our 
houses, it is she who adorns the first row." 

51. While those G~as of Vitl)U were recounting the de
li1htful story, the world of Dhruva (Pole Star) that is devoid 
of anniJ}ilation, came into their view. 

CHAPTER NINETEEN 

TM Story of Dh,uva1 

.fivuannan said: 

1. 0 excellent ones, who is this whirling about with the 
tips of fingers holding many strings, standing on a single foot 
and keenly obsemng everything? 

2. He resembles the pillar of the pavilion of the three 
worlds. He is surrounded by radiant rays. He appears to weigh 
and measure the limitless expanse of luminaries. 

3. He holding strings appears to measure the expanse of 
the firmament It seems that the beam-like great foot ofTrivikrama 
has been lifted up in the courtyard of the sky. 

4. Or he has assumed the form of a powerful sacrificial 
post in the vast lake of the firmament. Who is this? 0 divine 
ones, recount this to me with great mercy. 

* * * 
, 

1. The story or Dhruva, his innalt in hi• father's Durbar, hll penance and 
••ment of a permanent post u the pivot of the universe i1 pven in detalll 
ia BhP IV. Chi. 8 • 9; V. 2S.1-9 and Viyu P.D.1.75-79. 
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5. On hearing the words of their friend, thus the G~as 
proceeding ahead in the aerial chariot narrated to him lov
ingly the eternal story of Dhruva. 

TIN GatuJ,S said: 

6. Uttinapida was the son of Sviyambhuva Manu. 0 
Brihamal)a, that king had two sons. 

7-10. The eldest was Uttama born of Suruci and the younger 
one Dhruva born of Suniti. That boy was once adorned by 
Suniti and directed to serve the king as he was seated in the 
middle of the royal court. Dhruva, a polite and humble boy, 
accompanied by the sons of other co-wives went near King 
Uttinapida and bowed down. On seeing Uttama sitting in the 
lap of his father, the king seated on a lofty throne, Dhruva, 
the son of Suniti, became desirous of climbing on to bis lap 
due to childish fickleness. 

11-16. On seeing him desirous of climbing on to the lap, 
Suruci said to Dhruva, "O son of an unlucky woman, why do 
you wish to climb on to the lap of a king? 

0 boy, born of the womb of an unfortunate woman, why 
do you aspire to this out of childish desire? No merit has been 
practised by you to sit on this throne. 

If there had been any merit, how did it happen that you 
got into the womb of an unlucky woman? By imlication le.now 
the meagreness of your merit. 

Though born as a prince, you had not adorned my womb. 
See this Uttama who has no one to excell him because he was 
born of an excellent womb. 

He is fondled proudly by the, king upon his knees. If you 
have any desire to get on to this lofty throne, why did you 
remain elsewhere leaving off the brilllant womb of Suruci?" 

The boy was thus rebuked by her in the middle of the royal 
court. 

17-25. While going out, the boy courageously drank the 
tears (i.e., controlled the tears). He did not say anything. The 

.. king also did not say anything approving or disapproving, 
because he was restrained by excessive conjugal bliss of the 
crowned queen. 

The boy left the assembly-hall after dispelling his grief 
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(again)with childish activites. He bowed down to the king and 
went to his own abode. 

On seeing the boy, the abode of good discipline and prac
tices, Suniti came to know through the (peculiar) glow of his 
face that Dhruva had been extremely insulted. 

She approached the boy who appeared to be languishing 
slightly, and sniffed at his head many times. She embraced 
him by way of consoling him. 

On seeing Suniti who always stayed hidden in the inner 
apartment, he sighed deeply many times before his mother 
and cried. 

With tears in her eyes, she consoled him and wiped oft' his 
face with the border of her silken garment, with a gentle 
touch of her hand. The mother asked him to speak out the 
reason for his cry. "By whom were you insulted in the very 
presence of the king?" 

24. After drinking water and chewing the betel, when his 
mother pressed her question further Dhruva spoke to her: 

25-28. -Oh mother, I am asking you. Tell me clearly. Though 
the status of being the wife of the king is common (to you 
both), how is it that Suruci is a greater favourite? How is it 
that you, dear mother, are not a favourite of the king? In what 
way did Uttama, the son of Suruci, become superior? Though 
the status of being a prince is common, how am I not better? 
How is it that you are unlucky? How docs Suruci have a better 
womb? How is it that the royal throne is proper for Uttama 
and not for me? How is my merit insignificant and that of 
Uttama excellent?" 

2U-!J0. On hearing these well-reasoned words of her child 
who was conversant with the royal usage, Suniti sighed a little. 
Suniti who was well-versed in politics set aside her co-wifely 
enmity. In order to pacify the anger of the child, she began 
to speak in her naturally sweet voice: 

Sunili saitl: 

SI. 0 dear boy of great intellect, I shall narrate everything 
to you with a clear conscience. Do not take to heart the insult 
(you have suffered now). 

52. Whatever has been spoken by her is true and not otherwise. 
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She is the crowned queen of the king, her husband. She is the 
greatest favourite among all queens. 

SS. 0 dear boy, she had acquired great merit in her previous 
birth. It is due to that store of ample merit that the king loves 
Suruci very much. 

S4. There is only nominal queenhood vested in those .young 
women who are unlucky like me. The king has no interest in 
them. 

SS. With the abundance of great merits, Uttama lay in the 
most excellent womb of that highly meritorious lady and hence 
deserves the throne. 

86-48. (Fruits of good merits) 

Royal umbrella resembling the moon, excellent chowries, 
high throne, elephants in their rut, horses of swift gaits, life 
without worry and sickness, splendid kingdom without enemies, 
excellent worship of Hari and Hara, wide knowledge of arts, 
never failing success in studies, conquest of the six inherent 
enemies (anger, etc.), naturally Sittvic mentality, merciful vision, 
sweet voice, absence of lethargy in one's work, obeisance (hu
mility) to the elders, cleanliness everywhere, readiness to help 
others always, liberal-mindedness, perpetual ability to speak 
courageously, scholarship in the assembly, masterliness in the 
battlefield, straightforwardness with kinsmen, firmness in buy
ing and selling, softness in dealing with women, fondness towards 
progeny (or subjects), fear of Brihmar,as, livelihood accord
ing to the excellent conduct of mature people, residence on 
the banks of Gangi or in a holy spot, death in a holy spot or 
in battle, aversion to turning the face away from suppliants 
and especially from enemies, enjoyment in particular with all 
followers, donating liberal gifts everyday, uninterrupted pur
suit of learning, service to the parents everyday, daily accumu
lation of fame and piety, acquisition of lieavenly benefits and 
salvation, embellishment of permanent good conduct, per
petual contact with good people, friendship with the friends 
of parents, eagerness to always listen to Itihisas and Purioas, 
fortitude even in danger, steadfasbless during affluence, majesty 
in the use of words, liberal attitudes toward those who come 
with bowls in their hands, leanness only in the body due to 
austerities, holy observances and vows: It is through these fruits 
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that the trees of austerities fructify. 
49. Hence, due to the paucity of austerities you and I, 0 

highly intelligent one, have been denied royal glory though 
we are very near the king. 

50. Hence what has been done by oneself is the greatest 
cause of ht>nour and dishonour. Even the Creator is not powerful 
enough to eradicate what has been committed by one. So do 
not feel sorry for anything, dear son. Good fortune will usher 
in what is desired. 

51. On hearing these great words of excellent purport of 
Suniti, Dhruva, the son of Suniti, uttered these words in reply: 

Dhruva said: 

52. 0 mother Suniti, listen to my words without any ex
citement. Do not slight me thinking that I am only a boy, 0 
lady of great penance. 

55-54. If I am born in the highly sacred race of Manu as 
the son of U ttinapida out of your womb, and if, 0 mother, 
austerity alone is the cause of all riches, then know that what 
is inaccessible to others has been achieved by me. 

55. Render only one help to me without hesitation, 0 
dear mother: I only want your permission (to perform pen
ance) and bless me duly. 

56. Realising that the boy born of her womb possesses 
great vigour and shines with great wealth of energetic enthu
siasm, she spoke to him: 

57. "O son of Uttinapida, you have just completed your 
eight years. Hence I am not able ot give (free) permission to 
you. Still I say this: 

58. My heart is deeply pierced by the arrow-like words of 
my co-wife. The waters of the tears of yours are not controlled. 
What shall I do? 

59. 0 child, those tears flow through my eyes and cause 
rivers to flow through waters of sorrow. 

60-64. My eyes are eagerly attached to your face. You are 
a •d~~ to support me (my. person). You have been obtained 
by mf after a great deal of suffering and after praying to 
deaired deities (liked by me). 0 my dear one, when the moon-
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like face of yours beams, the milky ocean of my mind, be
comes swollen with tides rising after filling my breasts with the 
milk of delight. When I touch your body, a cool wave of happiness 
passes through me and coven my body with rising hairs. I lie 
in the cozy bed of happiness. 

0 dear son of moon-like face, after drinking water and 
chewing betel leaves, and imbibing the nectar caused to be 
flooded by the milky ocean of the lips in your face, I am not 
fully satiated. 

65. Whenever the sweet, cool words of yours reach my 
ears, the agitation due to the wounding words of the co-wife 
becomes nullified. 

66. When, 0 son, you sleep for a long time, I continue to 
meditate like, 'when will this sleep come to an end and your 
face will beam like a lotus at sunrise?' 

67. When you return home, 0 dear child, after your child
like sports and pastimes, my breasts appear to be eager to 
shower the most esteemed A,rkyas. 

68. Whenever you go out of the palace, the imprints of 
your feet with the lotus-like lines constitute the sole support 
to my vital airs wishing to depart. 

69. Whenever, 0 dear son, you go out even three or four 
steps, my vital air becomes the guest of the throat (out of 
eagerness). 

70. 0 wonderful (child), whenever you delay outside, my 
mind like a (Cakora) bird hastens to go out towards you who 
resemble a massive store of nectar. 

71. When you go out for the purpose of penance, let the 
vital airs of hard calibre stay in the fridge of the forest of the 
throat, performing austerities." 

72. After getting the permission, Dhruva bowed down to 
the lotus-like feet of his mother covering them with his hairs 
and went out. 

7!. A garland consisting of the blue lotuses of her eyes was 
given by Suniti as present to Dhruva after wreathing it and 
tying it with the string of fortitude. 

74. Then hundreds of blessings that could not be obstructed 
by others, were sent as his followers by the mother, for the 
sake of his protection on the way. 

75. Coming out of his mansion that boy of great provers 
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uncommon to children entered the forest as his way was pointed 
out by a favourable mind. 

76. Dhuva entered the forest as though he was c.tled by 
the forest under the pretext of moving the tips of the branches 
of the trees by the wind. 

77. CA>nsidering his mother as his deity and accustomed 
only to the royal roads, the prince could not comprehend the 
forest pathways. He ( closed his eyes and) meditated for a short 
while. 

78. When Dhruva opened his eyes and looked before him, 
he saw the Seven Sages of unexpected movememt in the forest. 

79. When people of childlike helplessness do not get any 
o~her assistance, fortune alone comes in handy in great for• 
ests, or battles or in the house itself. Therefore fortune alone 
is the cause ( of happiness). 

80. Where is the son of the king, a mere boy? Where is 
that dense forest? Obeisance to you, 0 inevitable fate, who 
bring forcibly everyone under your control. 

81. If anything is to happen to anyone, good or evil, the 
rope of the inevitable docs drag it from somewhere and hand 
it over to him. 

82. Out of the power of his intellect a man does some-
thing in some manner but fate disposes of it through the 
power of the inevitable. 

85. Neither the age nor the varieties of activities, neither 
the wonderful strength nor the exertion of men cause benefit. 
What has been done before is the real cause. 

84. On seeing the Seven Sages whose splendour exceeded 
that of the Sun and who were, as it were, dragged by mca~s 
of the strings of luck and brought there, he rejoiced. 

85.S7. Their foreheads were marked with Tilalea (ritual
istic mark on the forehead). They held Kusa grass with their 
fingers. They were seated on deer hides. They were embel• 
lished with sacred threads. They had rosaries in their hands. 
They had kept their eyes closed a little. They had covered 
themselves with well-washed silken garments dyed. red. They 
appeared to be like the seven oceans of great fortune assembled 
to1ether unexpectedly in order to raise up the subjects sunk 
in adversity. 

88. With palms joined in reverence, Dhruva approached 
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them humbly. After bowing down to them he spoke these 
sende words: 

Dl&,v,va said,: 

89. 0 excellent sages, know me as the son of Uttin•pida, 
born of the womb of Suniti. I am Dhruva, whose mind has 
become dejected. · 

90. I have reached this forest traversed by my feet. I am 
almost ignorant in respect to everything but my mind dwells 
upon great achievements. 

91-94. On seeing the brilliant boy of naturally sweet form 
and features, possessing excellent dress and speaking gently 
but majestically, they made the boy sit near them. They were 
highly surprised and said: "O boy of large eyes, 0 son of a 
great king! Even after pondering over it, we cannot under
stand what might have caused you dejection; tell us. Today you 
have no worries over wealth. How can there be insult in your 
mother's house? You are free from ailmenL•. You are endowed 
with good physique? What is then the cause of your dejected 
state of mind? Usually disgust over worldly affairs happens in 
the case of men of unfulfilled desires. 

95-100. You are the prince of the king, the overlord of the 
seven continents. So how is this? In this world, people are of 
different tastes naturally. It is not possible to know the mental 
predilection of a young man, old man or even a child." 

On hearing these words of them, full of natural affection 
that boy of lofty ambition spoke thus: 

Dhruva said: 

0 great Sages, I was sent by my mother to be of service to 
the king. When I was desirous of getting on to the lap of the 
king, I was rebuked by Suruci. She contemptuously reproached 
me and my·mother and praised Uttama making him seem to. 
be the superior. This is the cause of my dejection. 

On hearing these words of the boy, they looked at one 
another. Incapable of understanding even a boy, they said that 
it was due to his Kfatriya nature. · 
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Tu Saga said: 

101. What should be done by us? What is your wish? Let 
it be known. Let us hear it. 

Dh111va saitl: 

102. 0 Sages, Uttama who is my (step) brother is the best 
among all good people. Let him occupy that excellent throne 
bequeathed by his father. 

103. 0 Sages of excellent vows, I wish that this help be 
rendered by you, venerable ones. Being a child, I almost do 
not know. May your instruction be in that respect. 

104. How that inaccessible thing is to be acquired? That 
which no other king has enjoyed, that which is loftier than 
everything else, that which Indra and others cannot achieve. 

105. I do not desire what is passed on to me by my father. 
I wish that which is earned and acquired by my own arms, 
which, wonderfully enough, will be beyond the ken of the 
wishful thinking of even my father. 

106. Those who enjoy the legacy of their fathers are gen
erally not those who consider fame as their sole possession. 
They are to be known as excellent men, those who demon
strate their excellence over their fathers. 

107. Let there be death unto those people of evil inten
tions and activities who destroy and defile what is acquired by 
their father's fame, learning and wealth. 

I 08. On hearing his words powerfully depicting his pru
dence, Marici and other Sages said to Dhruva what was rel-
evant to his request: · 

Morici saitl: 

109. How can one who has not worshipped the feet of 
Acyuta secure that position which you speak of? 0 dear one, 
I am not speaking what is not true. 

Am .rqitl: 

110. One who has not tasted the juice of the dust-particles 
of the lotus-like feet of Govinda cannot gair, that prosperous 
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position beyond the reach of wishful thinking. 

Angif'as said: 

111. That position of the acquisition of all riches is not 
far from a person who regularly meditates on the lotus-like 
shining feet of the lover of Kamala. 

Pulastya said: 

112. 0 Dhruva, bestower of everthing is that Vi,~u, merely 
by remembering whom the mass of great sins becomes ulti
mately destroyed. 

Pulaha said: 

113. That Acyuta will bestow everything, Acyuta whom they 
call the greatest Brahm~a, who is beyond Pradhana and Puru,a, 
and by whose Maya everything in this visible world is per
vaded. 

Kratu said: 

114. Vi,:r:iu is the Puru,a of Yajfias; he is to be known only 
through the Vedas; he is Janirdana; he is the immanent soul 
of this universe. Once satisfied what is it that he does not 
bestow? 

Vasi1#ha said: 

115. Even salvation cannot be far, if one propitiates Hnikesa 
to the bidding of whose dancing eyebrows the eight Siddhis 
are subject, 0 prince. 

Dhruva said: 

116. 0 eminent Sages, what is said tegarding the propi
tiation of Vi~:r:iu is true. How should that Lord be propitiated? 
Let that procedure be imparted. 

Tht Sages ~aid: 

117. The Japa of Niriya:r:ia should be performed regularly 
whether one stands or walb, sleeps or keeps awake, lies down 
or sits. 
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118. Who has not achieved Siddhi by meditating on the 
four-armed Vitl)U and performing the JG/Ja of the twelve-syl
labled Mantra consisting of the name Visudeva (i.e., o• natna 
bhapvate vasuarua,a). 

119. Who does not get everything fulfilled in this world by 
seeing even for a moment Lord Acyuta identical with all, re
sembling an Atasi flower, wearing yellow garment? 

120. A man performing the Japa of Visudeva undoubtedly 
attains everything, namely sons, wives, friends, kingdom, heaven 
and salvation. 

121. Neither the terrible messengers ofYama nor obstacles 
touch those who arc engrossed in the Japa of Visudeva even 
if they are sinners. 

122. This great Mantra was resorted to by Manu, your grand
father, who was a devotee of VitQU, who had great prosperity 
and who was desirous of the kingdom. 

123. 0 excellent one, you too be devoted to Vasudeva through 
this Mantra. Successfully achieve quickly the prosperity as has 
been desired. 

124. After saying this all, those noble-souled great Sages 
vanished. Dhruva too turned his mind towards Visudeva and 
went away for the performance of the penance. 

CHAPTER TWENTY 

Th, Story of Dhmva: The Vision of the Lord 

T'IN Ga1.1as saitl: 

1-2. Coming out of that forest, 0 Brihma9a, the son of 
Uttinapida reached the beautiful forest Madhuvana on the 
banks ofYamuni. It is the first great holy spot of Lord Harimedhaa. 
Even a sinful creature shall certainly become sinless after reaching 
that spot. 

5. Performing thejapa of the holy name ofVisudeva, the 
great Brahman, free from all ailments, he with his eyes fixed 
in meditation, saw the entire universe full of that Lord. 

4. (He saw) Harl in all the quarters-Bari in the rays of 
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the Sun, Harl going about in the forests in the form of jackals, 
deer and lion and other animals. 

5. (He visualised) Lord Bari in the form of frogs, tor-
toises etc. in the water, Bari in the form of horse etc. in the 
stables of kings. 

6. He was in the form of Ananta (Seta) in the nether 
worlds. Jn the firmament, he is termedAnanta (Infinite). Though 
he is single and undifferentiated, he has infinite number of 
forms. 

7. He who resides always in the Devas, he who is the 
abode of Devas is Visudeva. Due to his Visani (Avidyi) he 
shines eveywhere. 

8. The root ✓Vii means to pervade. It becomes meaning
ful in the name of Vitl}U alone who pervades everything. 

9. The supreme lord has all-powerful control over all the 
sense-organs. Hence he is well known as Hrtikesa. He is present 
everywhere. 

10. Even in the great Pralaya (ultimate annihilation) his 
devotees never perish. Hence he is Acyuta. He alone is all-. 
pervasive in the entire world. He is immutable. 

11. He bears and sustains sportingly the en tire universe 
including the mobile and immobile beings, by direct admin
istration as well as by richly endowing the devotee with his 
own identity (salvation). Hence, he is Viivarilbhara. 

12. His (Dhruva's) eyes never saw anything other than 
the feet of Vifl)U, because invariably Pul)\farikikta and no one 
else is worthy of being seen. 

lS. His ears never heard any other words except Mukunda, 
Govinda, Dimodara, Caturbhuja (and other names of Vit1.1u). 

14. His hands marked by the lines of conch and discus did 
, no other work, except the adoration seeking the feet of Govinda 
and such work as is loved and approved. by him. 

15. His mind dwelt upon the pair of feet of Hari free from 
the pairs of opposites afflicting the world. Eschewing the thought 
of everything else, it became perfectly steady. 

16. As he performed the elaborate penance, his feet tak
ing refuge only in Vifl)U, never stirred out anywhere leaving 
the precincts of Niriya9a's abode. 

17. The organ of speech was authorised solely in the ex
tolling of the good qualities of Govinda by him, taking delight 
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therein and performing the penance with a lofty purpose. 
18. Tasting solely the nectarine juice of the names of the 

Consort of Kamala, his tongue was not desirous of any other 
juice. 

19. Delighted and rendered fragrant by the sweet scent of 
the lotus-like feet of Srimukunda, his organ of smell stead
fastly avoided other scents. 

20. After touching the pair of feet of the Enemy of Madhu, 
the organ of touch of that prince attained the pleasure of all 
types of tactile pleasures. 

21. After having attained the greatest Lord Damodara, the 
essential basis of all sorts of objects of sense, the sense-organs 
of Dhruva became perfectly contented. 

22. At the rise of the Sun of his penance that illuminated 
(scorched) the three worlds all the splendour of the Moon, 
Sun, fire and the stars became extinguished. 

2!. (Due to Dhruva's penance) Indra, Candra, Agni, Varul}a, 
Vayu, Kubera, Yama, Nairrta and other important (heavenly 
beings) became doubtful of their positions. 

24. The other heaven-dwellers too, who move about in 
aerial chariots and the chief of whom were the Vasus, became 
afraid of Dhruva, feeling increasing anxiety about their offi
cial rights. 

25. Wherever Dhruva set his feet on the ground, the earth 
bent down overwhelmed by his weight. 

26. It is wonderful that the waters that come into contact 
with his limbs eschew their sluggishness (liquidity) due to 
their fear for him and retain their position even elsewhere 
and remain tasty. 

27. Due to the splendour of his penance, all the radiant 
refulgences present everywhere with the forms and qualities 
of Siddhas displayed, came within his vision. 

28. His own quality of touch though stationed elsewhere 
in a far-off place was brought as the object of his (Dhruva's) 
organ of touch by the wind for ever. 

29. The entire range of sounds (words) was placed under 
the disposal of his (Dhruva's) ears by the firmament too, the 
quality whereof is sound, because he was bent upon propiti
ating Dhruva. 

SO. Propitiated day by day by the five elements too, he 
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considered penance alone greater than everything else with 
his mind dedicated unto Govinda. 

31. Due to the meditation on (Lord VitJ)u) having the 
chest embellished with the jewel Kaustubha and clad in yellow 
silk garments, the universe was seen by the prince fully radiant 
and resplendent. 

52-56. Afraid of his penance, Indra became excessively 
worried. 'If Dhruva were to desire my position, he would have 
certainly seized it. The group of the celestial damsels is ca
pable of nullifying the practice of restraint by (grown up) 
recluses. They are not powerful in regard to a boy, though 
they are so in regard to youth. What shall I do? There are two 
assistants of mine in destroying the austerities of saints, viz., 
lust and anger. They are not powerful in regard to the child 
Dhruva. Only one means of mine will be effective on this 
child. I shall send terrible hosts of evil spirits to frighten him. 
In his childish weakness, he will be frightened by the evil 
spirits and will abandon austerities surely.' 

Deciding thus, Visava sent the host of evil spirits. 
37. A certain evil spirit of awful teeth resembling a bear 

in every limb, with a long neck like that of a camel rushed 
at that child. 

38. A certain evil spirit with the face of a tiger perched 
itself on the lofty body of an elephant. It opened its gruesome 
mouth widely and rushed at him roaring frequently. 

39. Hurriedly chewing a piece of flesh, a certain spirit of 
hideous fangs, angrily rushed at him as though looking at him 
and threatening him. 

40. Tearing up the high banks with the sharp tips of his 
horns and rending the ground with his hoofs, a great bull 
bellowed at him. 

41. Assuming the form of a serpent: a certain spirit of 
terrible hood spreading out, and dangling and rolling a pair 
of tongues hissed very near him. 

42. A certain spirit in the form of a buffalo hurled boul
ders with the tips of his horns and lashed the ground with his 
tail. Breathing furiously, he approached Dhruva. 

43, Having a pair of thighs resembling palm trees partially 
burned by forest fire, a certain spirit tried to frighten him 
opening his mouth widely. 
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44. With his hairs strunling against the clouds, a spirit 
with a long, lean belly and sunken tawny eyes theatened him. 

45. Holding a dagger in his (right hand) and a skull in 
his left, a certain spirit with his face cut, rushed at the child, 
roaring and whistling fiercely. 

46. Holding- a huge Sala tree and making hideous din, a 
certain spirit rushed at him like the god of Death holding a 
stout staff. 

4 7. Possessing the huge mouth of a tiger, a place of meet
ing of pitch darkness, resembling the cave of the god of Death, 
a certain spirit rushed at him. 

48. Assuming the form of an owl, a spirit tried to frighten 
Dhruva with awful hissing noises making the heart quiver. 

49. A female ogress brought someone's crying child and 
drank the blood from its bowels and chewed the bone, as 
though it was a lotus stalk. 

50. She continued the chewing saying "O Dhruva, I am 
thirsty. I will drink your blood too after chewing your bones 
like those of this boy." 

51. A certain female evil spirit brought grass and wood 
and scattered them all around; she then kindled a forest fire 
rendered more fierce by a violent gust of wind. · 

52. Assuming the form of a vampire, a certain ogress split 
trees and rocks and blocked the path of the firmament caus
ing it to quake very much. 

55. Another one took the form of Suniti. Glancing in the 
direction of the boy from far off, she lamented a lot in great 
misery beating her breasts frequently. 

54. Deceitfully she expressed cajoling words of sympathy 
and affection. 

55. ..0 dear one, you are my sole refuge. But the god of 
Death wants to kill me. Oh, you are indeed endearing to those 
who seek refuge in you! My life is almost gone. Save me. Save 
me. 

56. I am tired wandering over every village, every city, 
every pathway in every forest and mountain, in every hermit• 
age eager to see you. 

57. 0 boy, ever since you set out for the sake of the 
penance, from that very day I too have come out in your quest. 

58. 0 my child, I am also distressed in the same way as 
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you were at the mischievous words of my co-wife. Her words 
scorch me like a fire. 

59. I never sleep nor keep alert and awake. I never eat or 
drink. I simply meditate upon you like a Yogini in my grief 
of separation from you. . 

60. With my eyes bereft of sleep, I, the most unfortunate 
one, do not see even in dream your face that is delightful to 
me in every respect. 

61. I am too eager to dispel the distress in my separation, 
yet I do not even see the rising moon, the representative of 
your face. 

62. The unarranged forelocks of my hairs have spread over 
my ears. Hence the cuckoo chirping sweetly like your lisping 
words has not been heard by me. 

6!l. Nor has the wind, exquisitely sweet, due to the contact 
with your body, been embraced by me with adequate rest, 0 
Dhruva, as I am excessively agitated ( due to motherly affec
tion). 

64. What countries, what rivers, what mountains; 0 Dhruva, 
have not been traversed by me walking all the way, despite the 
fact that I am the wife of a king? 

65. Seeing all these without Dhruva I have been rendered 
blind. Dear son, assume the status of the supporting staff of 
a blind one and save me, your nursing mother. 

66. 0 dear one, foremost among human beings, where are 
those tender limbs of yours? Where is this austere penance 
that can be achieved only by hardy men? 

67. 0 dear one, you are free from sins. What else, more 
than the status of the prince of an emperor, is sought to be 
achieved through this penance? 

68. 0 boy, at this age of yours, you ought to play with toys 
befitting young children along with the other children of your 
own age. 

69. Having reached youth thereafter you ought to be con
templative and become the master of all lores. 

70. Thereafter, attaining the maturity of youth, you will 
enjoy many pleasures through women, garlands, sandalpaste 
etc. fulfilling the obligations of the senses and sensual objects. 

71. Beget many virtuous sons of very excellent conduct, 
transfer your royal glory and assets to them and then you do 
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carry on your austerities and penance. 

SAandaPu. -t"atl4 

72. Why this extraordinary effort in respect of penance 
now itself in your boyhood? When can the fire on the dry 
cowdung sticking to the toe reach the top of the head? 

73. Distress of austerity should be undergone by one as
sailed by an enemy, or by one whose honour has been slighted 
by someone or by one who has lost all prosperity. Are you one 
of these? If so, which?" 

74. On hearing the words "Distress of austerity should be 
undergone by one whose honour has been slighted," Dhruva 
heaved a deep sigh breathing hot air out and then meditated 
on Hari in his heart. 

75. He did not speak to his mother. He did not have any 
fear from the evil spirits. Once again Dhruva engaged himself 
in meditating on Acyuta. 

76. The host of other evil spirits with many hideous things 
worn as ornaments showed many gestures to terrify him but 
saw the discus Sudarsana all round. 

77. (Evidently) it had been sent there for protecting him 
from the demons and ogresses. It had the refulgence of a halo 
all round. Its lustre was exalted like that of the Sun. 

78-80. The host of evil spirits saw the dazzling discus 
Sudarsana, excessively brilliant, according protection to Dhruva 
from all sides even as he sat there with a steady heart with his 
mind dedicated to Govinda. He appeared to be like the seed
ling of austerities that burst open the ground and grew up. 
The host of evil spirits themselves became frightened. They 
were disappointed in their evil intentions. They bowed down 
to Dhruva of fixed resolution and went away along the path 
they had come. 

81. Just as a thundering cloud becomes scattered and in
effective after being shaken by wind (so also the host of evil 
spirits dispersed). 

82. Then, 0 BrihmaJ)a, all the terrified heaven-dwellers 
held discussion with Indra and hurriedly sought refuge in 
Brahma. 

SS. They bowed down to and eulogized him, the Grand
father (of the worlds). Ori being asked for the reason of their 
visit and finding a suitable opportunity for their submission 
they did so. 
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Thi Devos said: 

84. 0 Dhitr (Creator), all the residents of the three worlds 
have been distressed by the extremely brilliant son of Uttanipida, 
who is performing a penance. 

85. 0 dear one, we do not perfectly comprehend the intention 
and desire of Dhruva. From among us whose office he is eager 
to capture by performing the great penance. (We have not 
understood.) 

86. On being informed thus by the Devas, the Four-faced 
Lord laughed and replied to them who were gripped with fear 
in their minds from Dhruva. 

Brahma said: 

87. 0 Suras, there is no need to fear Dhruva who is de
sirous of a firm and fixed position. All of you may go without 
needless excitement and mental anguish. He is not desirous 
of your offices. 

88. No one need be afraid of that devotee of the Su
preme Lord. Those who are the devotees of the Supreme Lord 
will not certainly be the tormentors of others. 

89. After propitiating Vifl)U, the Lord of Devas, and ob
taining his cherished desire he will make your own positions 
still more secure. 

90. On hearing these words uttered by Brahma, the Devas 
bowed down to him and departed in gr.eat delight. 

91. Seeing him to be fully resolved in his mind and real
izing that the boy had no other refuge, Lord Niriyal)a ap
proached him seated on his vehicle T.irlqya (Garucja) and 
said: 

Sri Vi1~u said: 

92. 0 boy of great dignity and fortune, I am delighted. 0 
child of good holy vows, choose your boons. Desist from 
proceeding ahead in this penance. You are already distressed 
with a long drawn (austerity). 

93. On hearing the nectarlike words, he opened his eyes 
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and saw a massive column of the brilliant splendour of sap
phire gems. 

94. It appeared like a lake expanding over heaven and 
earth with full-blown clusters of blue lotuses. 

95. Dhruva then saw the entire space between heaven and 
earth blessed with the benign glances of Goddess Laqmi. 

96. There in front of him, Lord Kr,l}a clad in yellow gar
ments was visualized by him; he had the splendour of the 
lightning streak in the midst of rising clouds. 

97. The Garu(Ja-vehicled Lord was seen by Dhruva like the 
sky resembling a whet-stone having the golden Meru for the 
testing. 

98. He saw Hari clad in yellow garments like the dark blue 
sky embellished with the moon. 

99. He prostrated before the Lord stretching himself like 
a long staff. He rolled and cried like a sad child seeing its 
father after a long time. 

100-102. The Lord who had been continuously eulogized 
by Nirada, Sananda, Sanaka, Sanatkumira and other Yogins, 
who is the most excellent one among Yogins and whose eyes 
resembled a wet lotus, being full of tears of kindness, raised 
Dhruva with his hand. The discus-bearing Hari touched his 
soiled limbs with his hands rendered firm by wielding the 
arms incessantly. 

1 OS. At the touch of the Lord of Devas, splendid flow of 
words issued from his mouth. Dhruva eulogized Bari thus: 

CHAPTER TWENTYONE 

TM Story of Dhruva: Dhruva's Eulot:J of Vi,tiu 

Dhn1va said: 

1. Hail to you, 0 Hiral}yagarbha ('the support of the 
Gol~n Egg'-Comm.), the performer of the function of all 
(SOIU, e.g. idhyitmika, idhibhautika) creation, one who has 
pld u his semen virile, the bestower of goldl 

!. Obeisance to you, the Lord in the · form of Hara, the 
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cause of the annihilation of all living beings. Obeisance to the 
controller of all living beings, the soul of all great living beings. 

S. Obeisance to you, the cause of sustenance, Vitou (the 
all-pervader), the powerful one. Obeisance to Kr,oa, the de
stroyer of thirst (for worldly affairs), the endurer of th~ great 
burden (of the earth as the Divine Boar), 

4. Obeisance to you in the form of the forest conflagra
tion for the great forest of Daityas, the axe that fells down the 
trees in the form of Daityas. Obeisance to you holding the 
Sirliga bow in your hand. 

5. 0 holder of the mace, obeisance to you whose fingers 
are firmly engrossed in holding the Kaumodaki mace; obei
sance to the holder of (the sword) Nandaka, for the destruc
tion of the great Danujas. 

6. Obeisance toyou, the ConsortofSri (GoddessofFortune); 
obeisance to the wielder of the discus. Obeisance to the great 
soul in the form of the Divine Boar supporting the Earth. 

7. Obeisance to you, to the holder of the lotus in the 
hand, the lover of Goddess Lak,mi; obeisance to the Lord in 
the form of Fish etc. Hail to you wearing the gem Kaustubha 
on the chest! 

8. Obeisance to the Lord who can be comprehended only 
through the Vedanta; obeisance to the Lord having Srivatsa; 
obeisance to the Lord in the form of the Guoas; to one who 
is with and without attributes. 

9. Obeisance to you having the lotus in the navel; obei
sance to the holder of Piiicajanya conch. 0 Visudeva, obei
sance to you, the delighter of Devaki. 

10. Obeisance to Pradyumna, to you Aniruddha; obeisance 
to the killer of Cio iira. 

11. 0 Dimodara, 0 Hrtikesa , 0 Govinda, Acyuta, Midhava, 
Upendra, 0 enemy of Kaitabha, 0 slayer of Madhu, 0 Adholqajal 

12. Obeisance to you, Niriya,;,.a, the destroyer of (the demon) 
Naraka, the destroyer of sins; obeisance to you, Vimana; bow ,_ 
to Hari, Sauri. 

15. Obeisance to you, the infinite one; obeisance to the 
Lord with Ananta (Serpent Seta) for your couch; obeisance 
to you the Consort of Rukmioi, to the suppressor of Rukmi. 

14. Obeisance to you, the slayer of Qddya (Siiupila); obeisance 
to the enemy of Asuras, the enemy of the enemies of Suras, 
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0 Mukunda of great bliss; obeisance to the favourite darling 
of the cowherd Nanda. 

15. Obeisance to you the lotus-eyed one, the destroyer of 
leading Danujas. Bow to the Lord in the form of the cowherd, 
to the player on the flute. 

16. Repeated obeisance to the lover of the cowherdesses. 
Obeisance to Rima Righava, the leading member of the fam
ily of Raghu, to the slayer of Kesin. 

17. Bow to you, the enemy of Rival)a, to the bestower of 
refuge to Bibhi,ai,a, to the unborn one, to the victory incar
nate, the expert in fighting. 

18. Obeisance to the form of Kala (Time) such as Kfal)a 
(moment) etc., the assumer of various forms, the wielder of 

"' the Sirnga bow, the mace and the discus, the suppressor of 
multitudes of Daityas. 

19. Obeisance to the powerful one, to Balabhadra, to the 
Lord dear to the enemy of the demon Bala. 0 destroyer of 
the sacrifice of Bali, obeisance to you, the bestower of boons 
on your devotees. 

20. 0 Lord who tore the chest of Hiral)yakasipu; 0 Lord 
fond of battles; 0 Lord benevolent to Brihmar;ias; 0 Lord 
causing the welfare of cows and Brihmal)as! 

21. Obeisance to you, righteousness personified. Bow to 
one possessing the Sattva quality. Obeisance to the thousand
headed one, to the Supreme Puru,a. 

22. 0 thousand (i.e., innumerable)-eyed one; 0 thousand
footed one, obeisance to the thousand rayed one. 0 thousand
formed one, 0 Consort of Sri, 0 deity of sacrifice, obeisance 
to you. 

23. 0 Lord whose form can be comprehended only through 
the Vedas, 0 lord to whom Vedas arc dear, 0 lord of the form 
of knowledge (and consciousness), obeisance to you, the pro
pounder of the Vedas, to the Lord treading the path of those 
of good conduct. 

24. Obeisauce to you, the son of Vikur;itha; obeisance to 
the Lord residing in Vaikul)tha; obeisance to the Lord moving 
about on Garuejla; obeisance to the Lord heard (and sung 
about) in the Vedas. 

25. Obeisance to you, 0 Vifvaksena, 0 Janirdana, identi
fied with the universe; obeisance to Trivikrama, to the truthful 
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one, to the Lord fond of truth. 
26. Obeisance to Kesava; obeisance to you, to the controller 

of Miya, to the singer of the Vedas. Obeisance to you, austerity 
personified, to the bestower of the benefit of austerity. 

27. Obeisance to the Lord worthy of eulogy, eulogy 
personified; to the Lord interested in the eulogy of devotees. 
Obeisance to you in the form of the Vedas, to the Lord pleased 
with the conduct of life in accordance with the Vedas. 

28. Obeisance to you, identified with the egg-born beings 
(birds); obeisance to you born of the sweat (lice etc.); obei
sance to you in the form of the uterus-born; obeisance to you 
in the form of the Udbhijja (germinating plants). 

29. Among the Devas you are in the form oflndra*; among 
the Planets you are the Sun; among the worlds you are Satyaloka; 
among the oceans you are the Milky Ocean. 

SO. Among rivers you are the heavenly Ganga; among lakes 
you are the Minasa lake; among mountains you are Himavin; 
among cows you are the wish-yielding divine cow. 

SI. Among metals you are gold; among precious stones 
you are crystal; among flowers you are blue lotus; among trees 
and plants you are Tulasi (Basil) Plant. 

S2. Among the stones worthy of the worship of everyone, 
you are the Silagrima stone; among the holy salvation-giving 
places you are Kasi and among the sacred regions you are 
Prayiga. 

SS. Among colours you are the white; among bipeds you 
are the Brihmal).a; 0 Lord, you are Garu(Ja among birds; of 
all activities you are speech. 

S4. Among the Vedas you are of the form of the Upanitads; 
among Mantras you are Pral).ava (Orn); among the letters you 
are the letter A and among sacrificial beings you are one of 
the form of Soma. • 

S5. Among the blazing ones you are fire; you are forgive
ness (of Earth) among those who have forbearance; among 
donors you are the presiding deity of Parjanya (rain-bearing 
cloud); among the sacred ones you are the greatest. 

56. Among all weapons you are the bow; you are wind 

• er. BhaaavAd Giti, Ch. X, for the VibhOtis described here in w 29-45. 
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among those moving with velocity; among sense-organs you 
are the mind; among the fearless ones you are hand (since at 
the time of physical danger, all raise their hands in resis
tance). 

!7. Among those who pervade you are the firmament; among 
the souls, you are the Supreme Soul. 0 Lord, among all daily 
rites you are the Sandhyi Prayer (performed at dawn and 
dusk.). 

!8. Among holy sacrifices you are the horse sacrifice; among 
gifts you are the gift of freedom from fear; among acquisitions 
you are the birth of a son; 0 Lord, among seasons you arc 
the spring. 

!9. Amog the Ages you are the first one (Kfta); among the 
lunar days you are the New Moon (Kuhii); among constella• 
tions you are Pu,ya and among all holy days you are the transit 
of the Planets (from one zodiac to another). 

40. Among Yogas (combinations of Planets, stars etc.) you 
arc Vyatipita; among the grasses you are the Kusa grass; among 
all the efforts or human interests (Purufirthas) you are sal
vation, 0 Lord. 

41. 0 unborn Lord, among all purposeful activities you 
are the intention to be righteous; among all trees you are 
Aivattha and among the creepers you are the Soma creeper. 

42. Among all purifying expedients you are Prir;,.iyima; 
among all Lingas you are the glorious Viivesvara Liliga, the 
bestower of everything. 

45. Among all friendly ones you are the spouse; among all 
kinsmen you are Dharma (pious activity). 0 Niriyai:ia, there 
is nothing other than you in the whole world including the 
mobile and immobile beings. 

44. You alone are the mother; you are the father; you are 
the son; you are a great asset; you alone are the achievement 
of all happiness; you are the life span; you are the lord of life. 

45. That is the holy discourse where your name (is sung); 
that is the genuine mind which is dedicated to you; that is the 
real activity which is offered unto you; that is the penance 
wherein you are remembered. 

46. That wealth of the rich which is spent for your sake 
is the pure one; that alone is the time fruitfully spent when 
you are adored, 0 jifl).U. 
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47. Life is beneficial as long u you are present in the 
heart; illne11es perish by taking in the holy water (of the wor
ship) of your feet. 

48. 0 Govinda, all great sins (such u Brihm~a killin1) 
incurred in the course of many births become annihilated 
immediately by uttering (your name) Visudeva. 

49. Alas, the great delusion ofmenl Ahl Pity! The blunder 
of men whereby they slight· Visudeva and put in effort elae
wherel 

50. This alone is conducive to happiness and auspicious-~ 
ness; this alone is acquisition of wealth; this is the fruit of life 
viz. the glorification of Dimodara. 

51. There is no greater pious activity apart from Adholqaja; 
there is no wealth greater than Niriyaoa; there is no (true) 
desire apart from Kcsava; there is no salvation without Hari. 

52. This is the greatest loss, this alone is the greatest ha
rassment, this is the height of bad luck, whereby one does not 
remember Visudeva. 

5!. What is it that the propitiation of Harl docs not achieve? 
It accords sons, friends, spouses, riches, kingdom, heavenly 
pleasures and ultimate salvation. 

54. It dispels sin, destroys ailments, and controls mental 
anguishes. It quickly increases piety and accords what is de
sired. 

55. The unwavering meditation on the pair of feet of the 
Lord is the most excellent thing. Even if it is performed by 
a sinner and that too casually, it accords the greatest benefit 
to oneself. 

56. The utterance of the name of Hari during very deep 
meditation will remove even the sins designated as the great
est ones of sinners. 

57. Just as a particle of fire when touched even by mistake, 
• causes a burn, so also the name of Hari that slightly touches 

the lips, dispels sin. 
58. If anyone makes his mind quiescent and directs it steadily 

towards the Consort of Kamala and practises (meditation) even 
for a moment, indeed the Goddess of Wealth is steady and 
firm there (with him). 

59. This is the greatest pious practice; this is the greatest 
austerity; this is the most excellent of all holy spots whereby 
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one imbibes the water that washes Vi,r,u's feet. 
60. 0 Yajiiapuru,a, he who devoutly takes in the Naivedya 

offered to you, has become a man of great intellect. It is as 
good as Puroq.isa has been regularly taken in by him. 

61. If a man takes the water with which the feet of Vifr,u 
have been washed in a conchshell and performs the holy ablution 
with that (it is as good as) he has actually performed the 
Avabhrthasnina (valedictory bath after a holy sacrifice) and 
he has taken the holy bath in the waters of Gangi. 

62. He, by whom a Silagrima stone has been worshipped 
with Tulasi leaves, will be worshipped in the heavenly world 
with the garlands of divine Pirijita flowers. 

65. Whether he is a Brihmar;ia, a ~atriya, a Vaisya, a Siidra 
or anyone else, one endowed with devotion to Vitr;iu, should 
be known as the most excellent one among all. 

64. If a man sees a devotee with sandalpaste marks1 of 
conchshell and discus, wearing a bunch of Tulasi flowers on 
the head and having marks of Gopicandana paste over the 
body, he will be free from all sins. No other sin shall defile 
him. 

65. He who worships everyday twelve stones of Silagrima 
and Dvirivaticakra2 stones(?) is honoured in Vaikui;it}.la. 

66. The servants of Yama never approach that house where 
Tulasi is worshipped everyday. 

67. The followers of Yama will never touch one in whose 
mouth the letters constituting the name of Hari (dwell for 
ever), whose forehead is marked with Gopicandana and whose 
chest is garlanded with Tulasi leaves. 

68. If these five things: Gopicandana clay, Tulasi leaf (plant), 
conchshell, Silagrima and Cakra (discus) are present in any 
one's house, whence need he be afraid of sins? 

69. A person is plundered by Yama in all those Muhiirtas, 
~ai;ias, Kanhis and Nime,as that have been spent without 
remembering Vitr;iu. 

l. The commentator, on the authority of Brhannaradi,a Puritaa, strongly 
condemns the branding with red-hot metal pieces the mark of Vi,r;iu's arms 
(conc;h, discus etc.) on one's body (as is the practice among the followers of 
M:idhva). He emphatically statt"s that marks with sandal or Goptcandana are 
preacribed in this Puril)a. . 

2. Special types of pebbles from Dvirak.i (Comm.) 
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70. What a great disparity there is between the name of 
Hari consisting of two syllables and blazing like sparks of fire 
and the great mass of sins comparable to a heap of cotton! 

71. I neither know, nor resort to, nor even remember 
anyone else leaving Govinda, the highest bliss, Muk.unda, the 
slayer of Madhu. 

72. I never bow down to, neither eulogize nor even see 
with my eyes, neither touch nor approach nor sing about anyone 
except Hari. 

75-74. I see everywhere the dark-complexioned Lord with 
Srivatsa mark on the chest, in waters, on the earth, in nether 
regions, in wind, in fire and on mountains, among Vidyidharas, 
Asuras, Suras, Kinnaras, monkeys, human beings, in grass, groups 
of women, stones, trees, and creepers. 

75. You have your residence in the heart of everyone. You 
alone are the direct witness. Whether without or within, I do 
not know any other omnipresent being except you. 

76. After saying this, 0 Sivasarman. Dhruva stopped. With 
delight evident in his eyes, Lord Vif~u spoke to him: 

The Lord said: 

77. 0 child Dhruva of wide large eyes, free from sins and 
having fixed resolve, the desire cherished in your heart has 
been clearly understood by me. 

78. The living beings originate from food; food grows through 
rain; the Sun is the cause of that rain. 0 Dhruva, you be the 
support of the Sun. 

79. You will become the pivot of the entire group of Planet.s, 
Stars etc., of the system of luminaries that moves about in the 
firmament for ever. • 

80. Like a pivotal pillar unto them, controlling them by 
holding them together with aerial strings, you stay there till 
the end of the Kalpa and make the luminaries revolve. 

81. By propitiating Lord Mahideva formerly this position 
was acquired by me. Due to your penance it (the position of 
Dhruva) has now been given over to you. 

82. Some of them remain for a period of four Yugas, 0 
Dhruva, and some for a period of a Manvantara. You will be 
holding this position for a Kalpa. 
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85. 0 Dhruva, can what was not obtained by even Manu, be 
obtained by other men? That position which is inacceuible to 
Sakra and others, has been entrusted to you. 

84. I have been rendered delighted by this prayer. I shall 
grant you other boons too; your mother Suniti too will be 
near you. 

85. If a man recites this excellent prayer with concentta
tion and mental purity during the three Sandhyis, his sin will 
perish. 

86. Undoubtedly Laqmi will never leave his house. He 
will never be separated from his mother, nor will he have any 
quarrel with any of his kinsmen. 

87. This prayer of Dhruva is meritorious and destructive 
of great sins. Even a Brihmal)a-slayer will be freed therefrom. 
What to speak of other sinners? 

88. It will produce great merit. It will accord great riches. 
It suppresses all harassments and tortures. It destroys great 
ailments. 

89. He who is pure in mind and has great devotion to me, 
should perform the Japa of this Dhruva prayer which delights 
me much. 

90. He who joyously repeats this prayer attains that benefit 
which a man usually gets by taking the holy dip in all holy 
rivers. 

91. There are many other eulogies and they do delight 
me. But they do not merit even a fraction of a sixteenth part 
of Dhruva's prayer. 

92. By listening to this prayer with great faith and joy, a 
man gets liberated from sins immediately and he shall attain 
great merit. 

95. By reciting Dhruva's prayer a sonless man acquires 
(begets) a son, a poor man gets wtalth and a man without 
devotion shall become devout. 

94. Through this prayer, a man get those benefits which 
one 1ets by making many religious gifts and by observing 
different holy vows. 

95. Abandoning all actmtes, aetting aside many of the other 
Japu, this Dhruva-prayer which ~c.ords all desires should be 
repeated regularly. 
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Sriblaapvan saitl: 

96. 0 Dhruva, be attentive. 0 highly intelligent one, I 
shall mention what is beneficial to you and whereby this position 
of yours will become unchangeable. 

97. Formerly, I was desirous of going to the splendid Virq.asi 
where Visvesvara himself, the cause of salvation, is ever present. 

98. It is there that Visvesvara whispers into the ean of 
dying beings that Mantra which is capable of uprooting all 
(binding) Karmas. 

99. There is only one means of remedy for the misery of 
the mundane world that accords all sorts of troubles and that 
is Kiiiki, the A.nandabhiimiki ('the blissful holy spot'). 

100. The (discriminatory) feeling •this is beautiful, this is 
not", is the seed of the great tree of misery. When that is bumt 
down by means of the fire of Kill, where is the occasion for 
misery? 

101. That Anandakinana (Kis'1) is the spot of the greatest 
bliss; it is through it that everything worth attaining is attained 
and there remains no cause of regret thereafter. 

102. If a man resides elseswhere after forsaking the 
Anandakinana of Sarilbhu, the site of divine nectar, whence 
can he hope to have the rise (outcome) of happiness? 

103. It is better to go a-begging in Kiii in the streets abound
ing in Cil}(jila houses with a bowl in the hands, rather than 
reign over a kingdom elsewhere without any enemy. 

104. From the city of Vaiku91ha, I regularly go to K.iii 
worshipped by the entire universe, in order to adore Viiveia 
worthy of being worshipped by the universe. 

105. That supreme Maheiina who gave (me) Dilcus Sudariana 
is the cause of the great power in me, caeable of protecting 
the three worlds. 

106. Foi;merly, Hara created a Cakra arising out of the 
lines at the tip of the big toe and slew the Daitya Jilandbara 
who made even me tremble. 

107. That Cakra has been obtained by me by adoring the 
Lord with the lotus-like eye. This Cakra named Suclariana 
suppresses hosts of Daityas. 

108. In order to protect you by driving away the evil spirits, 
that Cakra wu sent by me ahead and then only have I come 
here. 
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109. Just now, I will go to Kifi for visiting Viivesvara. Today 
there is a great pilgrimage held in the month of Kirttika. It 
accords great merit. 

110. If a man takes his holy bath in the north-flowing 
(Gangi) .and visits Viiveia on the fourteenth day in the month 
of Kirttika, he never comes back (to the human world of 
misery). 

111. After saying this and making the extremely delighted 
Dhruva ride on Garuda, Hari reached immediately ViriQasi 
where Smarahara (Lord Siva) is present. 

112-113. After reaching the outskirts of Paiicakrosi (limit 
often miles perimeter), Lordjanardana got down from Garu4,a. 
Holding Dhruva by the hand, he had the ablution at MaQikarQi 
and worshipped Visvesa. Then desirous of doing something 
beneficial to Dhruva, the Lord said to him: 

114. "Scrupulously instal a Liliga here itself in the holy 
spot of Avimukta, so that you will have the never-ending merit 
establishing you in the three worlds. 

115. The benefit that is acquired by installing a million 
Liligas elsewhere, is obtained by installing a single Liriga here. 

116. If anyone repairs the ruins here due to lapse of time, 
that benefit does not come to an end even at the time of 
Pralaya. 

117. He who does not grudge in spending money here 
and building a palace (to Siva), has actually made a gift of the 
entire Meru extending to a million Yojanas. 

118. If anyone digs wells, tanks or lakes in accordance 
with his capacity in this holy spot, his merit becomes a hun
dred million times more than what is obtained by doing it 
elsewhere. 

119. If a man grows a beautiful flower-garden here for the 
purpose of worship, the benefit acquired by him for each 
flower is more than that of a golden flower. 

120. If anyone makes a Brahmapuri ( a colonyofBr.a.hmaQas) 
here and hands it over to BrihmaQas along with the arrange
me,at for fooding for a year, listen to the benefit he will get. 

121. The waters of the ocean may be dried up. The TrastJntatu 
(dust particles) of the earth may perish, but there is no de
struction of the merit of that devotee staying in Sivaloka. 
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122. If anyone builds monasteries and hands diem over to 
saints along with sustenance of life, he too will have the benefit 
said before. 

125. After performing great and meritorious rites, a man 
must dedicate the fruit thereof to Visveivara. He never returns 
to the terrible ocean of worldly existence. 

124. It is sung about here in this world that I am Ananta, 
but the end of the good qualities of Kiii is not obtained even 
by me. 

125. Hence, 0 Dhruva, one should scrupulously resort to 
permanent weal at Kasi. The benefit of weal acquired by man 
from Kasi is everlasting. 

Th, Gatias said: 

126-127. After advising Dhruva thus, the Garu(ja-emblemed 
Lord went away. Dhruva then installed a Liilga near Vaidyanitha. 
He built a great palace and made a holy pit in front of it. After 
worshipping Visvesvara, he became contented and went home. 

128. By worshipping Dhruvesvara and offering water liba
tions in Dhruvakua:uja, a man attains Dhruva's world endowed 
with all pleasures and enjoyments. 

129. He who reads, narrates and makes others read the 
great narrative of Dhruva, reaches Vi,9u's world and becomes 
a favourite of Vi,9u. 

150. Remembering even casually the story of Dhruva, a 
man shall attain great merit. He will never be assailed by sins. 

CHAPTER 1WENTYIWO 

Brahma Prais,s Kasi. 

Sivaianna said: 

1. 0 Ga9as, I have become contented and pleased on 
listening to this story of Dhruva. It is very charming and destructive 
of great sins. It causes one to wonder and produces merit. 

Agasi,a said: 

2. Even as the Brihmal}a said this, the aerial chariot of 
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a speed rivalling that of the wind, reached Maharloka, more 
miraculous than the heavenly world. 

5. Then on seeing that region enveloped in refulgence 
all round, the Brahm~a said to the G~as again, -what a 
charming world is this!• 

4-6. Then they said to the Brihm~a: •o highly intelligent 
one, listen. This is that Maharloka which is more wonderful 
and mysterious than the heavenly world. People who have 
dispelled their sins by their austerities live here for one Kalpa. 
By meditating on Vi,~u. all their miseries have subsided. Ex
cell~nt Suras practising the great Yoga (of the identity of the 
Supreme Soul with the individual soul) see this region full of 
refulgence by means of genuine meditation and they stay here.• 

Agast.,a said: 

7. 0 dear one, even as the attendants of the Lord said 
this, the aerial chariot took them to Janaloka within half a 
moment. 

8. It is there that the sinless mental sons of Brahma, lead
ing Yogins (like) Sanandana and others, who have sublimated 
their sex-instinct ( fl.rdhvantasalJ,) dwell. 

9. There are other Yogins too residing here. They are 
extremely pure. They never waver from celibacy. They arc free 
from all Dvandvas ( opposing pairs) like heat and cold. 

10. Tapoloka which is beyond Janaloka was brought within 
their view by that aerial chariot that was proceeding at a speed 
equalling that of the mind. 

11. Vairajas (created by Hira~yagarbha) (a class of Devas) 
free from thirst ( or fire ending the world), reside ~re. They 
have their minds directed and their actions dedicated to Visudeva. 

12. Those who have conquered their sense-organs and have 
propitiated Govinda through their penance, attain this Tapoloka 
and stay there free from all ambitions and desires. 

l!-21. Those who have pursued the following kinds of 
austerities in the world, live in Tapoloka and have the same 
span of life as Brahma: those who sustain themselves by means 
of pieces of grains lying scattered on the ground; those who 
use their teeth alone as ~he mortar for cleansing husks; sages 
and devotees using stone for breaking the grains; those who 
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eat only decaying leaves scattered on the ground; those who 
perfom penance in the midst of five fires during summer; 
those who lie on bare rough ground during rainy season; 
those ·who spend half of Hemanta and §isira (i.e., winter) 
staying in water during the nights; those ascetics who drink 
only the drops of water from the tips of Kuia grass ·when 
thirsty; those who when very hungry take in only wind; those 
who touch the ground with the tips of their toes while per
forming penance; those who keep their hands lifted up; those 
who keep looking at the Sun; those who stand motionlessly 
on a single foot; those who never breathe during the day (i.e., 
practice Kumbhaka type of breath control-Comm.); who ex
hale (breath) throughout the month (Comm.); those who have 
taken the vow of fasting for a whole month; those who have 
similar vows for four months altogether; those who drink water 
at the end of every season (i.e., two months); those who observe 
fast for a period of six months; those who wink their eyes once 
in a year; those who quench their thirst with rain water; those 
who resemble posts and give the deer the pleasure of scratch
ing when their bodies itch; those who have nests of birds 
within the forest-like growth of matted hairs; those round whose 
limbs anthill has grown; those who are mere skeletons with 
sinews tying the bones together; those whose bodies are en
twined all round by spreading creepers; those round whose 
limbs even plants grow and remain there for a long period. 
Those ascetics who have subjected their bodies to various sorts 
of torture stay here without any fear from anywhere. 

22. Even as that meritorious soul (i.e., Sivasarmi) was lis
tening to these words issuing from the mouths of those two 
attendants, the excessively refulgent Satyaloka came within his 
view. • 2!. Those two attendants then hurriedly got down from 
the aerial chariot and, along with Sivaiarmi, bowed down to 
the Creator of all the worlds. 

Brahtnci said: 

24. 0 attendants, this Brihm~a is intelligent and a mas
ter of Vedas and Vediligas. He is proficient in the practice of 
the code of conduct laid down in Smrtis. He is averse to sinful 
activities. 
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25. 0 Brihmm.a of great intellect, I know you, 0 Sivaiarman, 

0 dear one, you have done well in abandoning your life in 
a holy spot. 

26. Whatever is seen by you will quickly pass off. I am 
creating them again and again after Prala,a (annihilation). 

27. I am creating everything upto Vairija and Hara anni
hilates them at every step. Nothing need be said about men 
who are insignificant like mosquitos and mortal by nature. 

28. Out of the four categories of living beings (e.g. the 
egg-born, the sweat-born etc.) for men there is one good advantage 
in Bhiratavar,a, a great land of religious rituals (the advan
tage is mentioned in v 35). 

29-35. After conquering the fickle sense-organs along with 
the mind, after eschewing greed which pervades all inherent 
qualities; after dispelling thoughtfully lust that destroys the 
whole of righteousness, that removes collection of wealth and 
that brings about greying of hairs and old age; after courageously 
overcoming the enemy in the form of anger that removes 
power of penance, reputation, glory and even the body and 
that leads one along the path of darkness; after abandoning 
forever arrogance that accords the sole basis for erring, that 
is the sole refuge of all faults and that turns back all riches; 
after eschewing egotism that causes dishonour everywhere and 
that makes one endeavour to defame and blame even good 
persons; after giving up delusion that causes the growth of 
excessive hatred, that benumbs intellect and renders it powerless, 
that utterly blinds the people and that guides one to 'eternal 
darkness' (a hell of that name viz., Andhatimisra) people can 
climb the steps of Dharma (righteousness) that is laid down 
by Srutis, Smrtis and Puril)is and that is followed by great 
men and then they come here with care. (This is the advantage 
mentioned in v 28 above, that human beings can get.) 

36. 0 Brihmal)a, all the heaven-dwellers desire and seek 
the land of pious rites (Kannabliiimi), because therein all these 
people enjoy what is earned by them at different lower and 
higher levels. 

S7. Nowhere in the entire 'Cosmic Egg' is there a land on 
a par with Aryivarta, a city similar to Kasi and a Linga equal 
to Viiveivara. 

SS. There are many types of Svargas free from non-hap-
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pine11 (i.e., are full of happiness). All of them are the sole 
outcome of merits (achieved). They are endowed with all kinds 
of riches and prosperities. 

59. (It is th~ belief) that there is nothing in the entire 
'Cosmic Egg' more charming than the heavenly world. All 
people endeavour to attain Svarga through penance, gifts, holy 
vows and other things. 

40. wrhe nether regions are better and more charming 
than even Svarloka." So said Nirada in the open assembly of 
heaven-dwellers, when he returned from Pitilas. 

41. With which can Pitila be compared, where the jewels 
set in the ornaments on the limbs of Nigas are highly reful
gent, splendid and very pleasing? 

42. Pitila that is resplendent with the damsels of Daityas 
and Dinavas, delights everyone. Who is not delighted with it, 
even if he be a man devoid of attachment? 

4S. During day-time rays of the Sun merely spread lustre 
there and not fierce heat. During night rays of the moon 
spread only light and do not increase chillness. 

44. (Hence) the time that passess off is not known by Danujas 
and others (i.e., they are not aware of it). 

The forests and rivers are very charming. The lakes contain 
excellent waters. 

45-47. The following things are enjoyed by the denizens 
of the nether regions: sweet chirping sounds of the male cuckoo, 
good garments, clean clothes, very charming ornaments, sweet 
scents and unguents, the sounds of flute, lute etc. that capti
vate the ears. These and other excellent things worthy of being 
enjoyed are duly enjoyed by the Dinavas, Daityas and Serpents 
residing in the interior of Pitila. The great Lir\ga called Hitakesa 
bestows all cherished desires. 

48. 0 Brihmar,a, the continent called llivrta that is sta
tioned nestling within the ridges of Meru (surrounded by its 
peaks) is more charming than Pitila. 

49. 0 Brihma9a, there meritorious persons are always en
joying all pleasures. Fawn-eyed damsels are ever youthful there. 

50. This is called Bhogabhiimi ('Place of enjoyment') ac
quired and enjoyed by people like you by exchanging their 
merits in view of their having abandoned their bodies in the 
holy spots on the earth. 
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51. They are no speaken of falsehood. They are not devoid 
of 1on1, wives etc. They used to spend their happine11, span 
of life and hoarded wealth for the sake of helping others. 

52. There are many islands and continents stationed within 
oceans. But nowhere on the whole surface of the earth is there 
a continent like Jalbbiidvipa. 

55. There are the nine Var,as and among them Bhirata 
is the most excellent. This is called Kannabl&inai ('Land of 
righteous acts'). It is inaccessible even to Devas. 

54. The eight ( Va71as) including Kubpuru,a and others 
are the places worthy of being enjoyed by Devas. The heaven
dwellers arrive there from Svargaloka and sport about. 

55. The chief of them, Bhirataftll8, is nine thousand Yojanas 
(Yojan = 12 Kms.) in extent. It is situated to the south of Meru. 

56. There too the region between Himilaya and Vindhya 
is the greatest bestower of merit. The region called Antarvedi 
between the Gangi and the Yamuni is the most excellent of all. 

57. Kuruqetra is superior to all the other holy spots. There 
too the Naimita forest is the most excellent means of achiev
ing heaven. 

58. On the entire earth Tirtharija Priyiga is the most 
excellent one among all the holy places, even greater than 
Naimitiraoya. 

59. It is the bestower of heaven. It is the bestower of sal
vation. It is the bestower of all the cherished desires. That 
great holy place Prayiga is called Tirtharija. 

60-61. 0 Brihmaoa, all the Vagas were held in the bal
ance by me for weighing. That holy place is the most excellent 
one among all holy places. It is the most charming and de
sirable because it fulfils all desires. That holy place too is held 
in the balance. On finding the holy place better and more 
excellent than all the Yi.gas well endowed with Daqi9is etc., 
it was named Prayiga by Hari, Hara and othen. 

62. By remembering merely the name of Prayiga thrice (a 
day), no sin can stay anywhere in the body of the person 
remembering. 

6!1. There are many Tirthas saving people from sins. They 
are not capable of giving anything more than redemption 
from• the sins committed. 

64. The heap of sins committed in the course of the numerous 
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previous births cannot be removed adequately by holy vows, 
Danas, Japas and penances. 

65. Like a tree assailed by wind that mass of sins begins 
to tremble in the limbs of that man of auspicious nativity, who 
has intended to go to Tirtharija. 

66. Then it begins to set out and go to another place from 
the body of the man who has traversed half the distance and 
who has resolved firmly in the mind to go to Prayiga. 

67. If fortunately the Tirtharija comes within the vision of 
that noble soul, that collection of sins begins to flee like darkness 
at sunrise. 

68. In the body consisting of the seven Dhatus ( constituent 
elements) the sins collect together in the hairs. On being 
shaved they clear out. 

69. After becoming free of sins thus, the devotee should 
take his holy bath in the Sitasita (i.e. the confluence of the 
white Gangi and the black Yamuni.) Thus he achieves what
ever he desires and not otherwise. 

70. He attains enor.tnous quantity of merits and meritori
ous enjoyment of pleasures as desired. Due to that merit he 
attains heaven. If he is devoid of desires, be attains salvation. 

71. If anyone takes the holy dip eschewing other desires 
but desiring salvation, he too attains salvation from the Tirtharija, 
the bestower of all desires. 

72. It is certain that in the great Var,a named Bhirata, if 
anyone leaves off the Tirtharija and desires anything from 
elsewhere, he shall not attain his desire. 

7S. 0 Brihmaoa, I do not know of any distinction between 
Satyaloka and Prayiga. Those who perform excellent rites there 
become the residents of my world. 

74-75. No other holy place should be resorted to by men 
desirous of (visiting) holy places. • 

0 excellent Brihmaoa, the difference between Prayiga, the 
Tirtharija, and other places in the world is like the difference 
between a king and a servant of another man. Only an example 
(of comparison) is cited between Prayiga and other holy spots. 

76. If anyone casts off his life here in this holy spot some
how, he does not incur the sin of sui~de. He shall achieve 
everything desired. 

77. If, 0 Brihmal).a, the bones of any fortunate man re-
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main here, he will never have even an iota of sorrow in any 
of his births. 

78. Prayiga should be duly resorted to, certainly in accor
dance with the injunctions of a Brihmai,a, by a person desir
ous of performing expiatory rites for the sins of Brihmaoa
slaughtet etc. 

79. 0 eminent Brihmai:ia, why say more? The holy spot 
Sildsita (Prayiga), the most excellent one in the entire world, 
should be resorted to by one desirous of acquiring great rise 
in prosperity. 

80. By terminating the mortal bod:y at Kasi, one gets sal
vation without effort more than from even Prayiga, the lord 
of all Tirthas, in all the world. 

81. Undoubtedly Avimukta is more charming than even Prayaga, 
because Visvesvara is directly presiding over it. 

82. Nothing anywhere in the entire Cosmic Sphere is more 
charming L'1an Avimukta, the great holy spot presided over by 
Viivesa. 

8!. This holy spot Avimukta is away from the middle of 
the Cosmic Egg to the extent of five Krosas (1 Krosa = g Kms.), 
though it is in the centre of the Cosmic Egg. 

84. As and when the water of the vast ocean rises up (at 
the time of Pralaya), the Lord lifts up the holy spot from the 
Pralaya water-level. 

85. 0 Brahmai,a, this holy spot rests on the tip of the 
trident of Lord Siva in the intermediate region without touch
ing the ground. Men of deluded intellect do not perceive it. 

86. There is perpetual Krtayuga here. There is great fes
tivity here forever. There is no defect or adverse condition in 
the hermitage of Visvesvara, caused by the rise or setting of 
the Planets. 

87. There is perpetual Saumyiyana (the gentle transit i.e. 
the northern transit of the Sun) there; there is auspiciousness 
forever, where Visvesvara is stationed. 

88. 0 Brahmaoa, Kasi should not be considered on a par 
with the thousands of cities that exist on the surface of the 
earth. It is superior to (higher than) the fourteen worlds. 

89. 0 eminent Brihmal)a, fourteen worlds have been created 
by me. But the creator of this city is Lord Visveivara himself. 

90. Formerly Yama performed a very severe penance for 
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a long time. He acquired authority over all the three worlds, 
excepting the city of Viril)asi. 

91. All the activities of the entire world consisting of mobile 
and immobile beings are within the ambit of the knowledge 
(i.e., record) of Citragupta and not so in the case of ~he resi
dents of Kiii. 

92. 0 excellent Brihmal)a, the messengers of Yama have 
no right of entry anywhere within the city of Kasi. The Gar,.as 
of Rudra stand guard there. 

98. Visvesa himself is the controller of those who give up 
their bodies at Kisi. Kalabhairava is the chastiser of those who 
commit sins there. 

94. No sin should be committed there. Torture from Rudras 
is highly terrible. Oh, the state of being a Rudrapisaca is ex
tremely unbearable, more than the sufferings in hell. 

95. If the mind is bent upon committing a sin, may it be 
comfortably perpetrated elsewhere. The earth is very vast. 

96. Even a lustful creature avoids its mother. Kasi alone 
is to be avoided by a committer of sin if he seeks salvation. 

97. Kisi should not be resorted to by a person habituated 
to scandalise others, and by one who desires adultery with 
another man's wife. Where is Kasi and where is that hell? 
(What a great difference between the twol) 

98. Those who always seek wealth here through Pratigraka 
(accepting monetary gifts), or others' wealth through fraudu
lent means, should keep away from Kasi. Kiii should not be 
resorted to by those men. 

99. All activities causing affliction to others should always 
be avoided at Kasi. If that is persisted in, of what avail is the 
residence at Kasi of the evil-minded one? 

100. If the people adore other deities abandoning devo
tion to Visvesvara, they should not at all reside here. It is thf" 
capital city of the Lord wielding Pinika. 

101. Avimukta should not be resorted to, 0 Brihmar,.a, by 
those men who seek wealth and those who seek sexual enjoy
ment, because this is the holy spot of salvation. 

102. Viral)asi should not be resorted to by those who are ,,. 
engaged in censuring Siva, those who ridicule the Vedas and 
those who are against the conduct of life laid down in the Vedas. 

108. Kiii is not conducive to the spiritual achievement of 
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those who think of harassing othen, those who are jealous of 
others and those who torment othen. 

104. Even the talk of salvation ia irrelevant in the case 01 
thoae of evil action and mentality who do not praise Kiii 
(even) in their minds. 

105. Without knowledge there is no salvation anywhere in 
the world, and that knowledge cannot be got through vows 
and rites including Cindriyar.ia. 

106-109. Knowledge is not properly gained by any of these 
means: through gifts, of which Tulapuru,a (that is making gifts 
of things equal in weight to the donor) is the chief one even 
if they arc done with faith, even if they are made in accor
dance with the injunctions, even if they are made over to the 
deserving persons at the proper place and time. (Knowledge 
is not obtained) through activities of restraint such as vow of 
celibacy etc., through worships etc., through severe austerities 
causing emaciation of the body, 0 excellent Brihma1;1a. 

(It cannot be gained) through the Japas of great Mantras 
imparted by preceptors, through study of the Vedas as laid 
down, nor through scrupulous maintenance of the holy fire. 

Knowledge is not obtained through service done to precep
tors, through Sriddhas or through the adoration of the dei
ties, nor through different kinds of pilgrimages. 

110. Without Yoga there is no knowledge and Yoga is 
meditation on Tattvarlha i.e., the nature of reality, in accordance 
with the teachings of the preceptor and repeated practice. 

111. There arc many obstacles such as Siddhis like 
Sudiirasrava1;1a etc. (ability to hear what is far off - Yogic 
Siddhis obstruct the ultimate knowledge). Hence knowledge 
is not acquired in a single birth through Yoga. 

112. (But) 0 righteous one, without penance, Japa and 
other things, without Yoga, salvation is obtained at Kasi here 
itself in a single birth. 

115. Merit has been acquired by you of pure mind and 
intellect at Kasi. 0 excellent Brihm&1;1a, the ultimate benefit 
of that merit is indeed very great. 

114. Mter saying this Brahmi stopped even as the atten
dants were listening. That Sivasanllan of a noble mind also 
became very 11ad. 
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CHAPTER 1WENTY111REE 

Catunl&uji/J/ai,ela 

.Sivaiannan saitl: 

215 

1. 0 Vidhi, 0 Lord of Satyaloka, 0 grandfather of all, I 
am desirous of submitting something but I do not dare to 
speak oQt due to fear. 

Bra/afJ&ti saitl: 

f. What you are about to ask, what is lurking in your 
Dlind is known to me. You are desirous of asking me about 
salvation. These two Gaoas will describe it to you. 

3. There is nothing that is not known to these twp atten
dants. They know eveeything whatever there is in the Cosmic 
Sphere. 

4. Mter saying this, Brahma honoured the attendants (and 
the Brihmaoa). After bowing down to the creator of the world, 
they too started joyfully. 

5. Again they got into their vehicle and went towards 
Vaikuoiha. The Gaoas were asked by that Brihmaoa while 
going ahead: 

Siva.iannan saitl: 

6. How far have we come? How much are we yet to go? 
0 fair ones, I am asking another thing too. Be pleased to 
answer that too. 

7. There are seven cities granting salvation, viz., Kinci, 
Avanti, Dvirivati, Kiii, Ayodhyi-the fifth one, Miyipuri and 
Mathuri. 

8. Leaving off tht other six cities, salvation hu been sta
bilized only in Kasi by 'the Creator. Then how is it that I have 
no salvation aa yet? 

9. I shall be grateful if you please clarify it to me. 

On hearing these words of his, the Gaou spoke with due 
respect: 
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Th, Gatias said: 

10. 0 sinless one, we shall tell you truthfully what you 
have asked. By Vitl)U 's grace, we two know the past, the present 
and the future. 

11. 0 BrihmaJJ,a, that extent of space which is illuminated 
by the rays of the Sun and the Moon is called the earth having 
oceans, mountains and forests. 

12. Above those is the sky, extensive and circular. The Sun 
is two hundred thousand Yojanas above the earth. 

IS. The Moon is seen a hundred thousand (Yojanas) above 
the Sun. The region of the stars is a hundred thousand Yojanas 
above the Moon. 

14. Budha (Mercury) is two hundred thousand (Yojanas) 
above the stellar region. Sukra (Venus) is two hundred thou
sand Yojanas away from Budha and Bhauma (Mars) is two 
hundred thousand (Yojanas) away from Venus. 

15. Brhaspati (Jupiter) is two hundred thousand Yojanas above 
Bhauma (Mars). Sauri (Saturn) is two hundred thousand Yojanas 
above Brahaspati, the priest of gods. 

16. The region of the Seven Sages (Great Bear) is a hun
dred thousand Yojanas away from Sani. Dhruva (the Pole Star) 
is stationed a hundred thousand Yojanas away from the Seven 
Sages. 

17. Whatever object there may be which could be reached 
by walking on foot is known as (included in) Bhiirloka con
taining oceans, continents, mountains and forests. 

18. The space extending from Bhiirloka to the Sun is known 
as Bhuvarloka. The space from the Sun extending up to Dhruva 
is known as Svarloka, 0 Brihmal)a. 

19. Maharloka is ten million Yojanas above the earth. Janaloka 
is calculated to be twenty million Yojanas above Bhiirloka by 
the people. 

20. Tapoloka is forty million Yojanas from the earth. Satyalolca 
is spoken as eighty million Yojanas above the earth. 

21. Vaikul)Jha is above Satya. It is calculated as one hun
dred and sixty million- Yojanas above the earth. 

22. It is there that Sripati dwells in person. He is the beat.ower 
of freedom from fear on all. Kailisa is sixteen times more than 
that. It is the abode of Siva. 

2S. It is there that Sambhu, the Lord of the universe, dwells 
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with Pinati, Gajisya (Ganesa), Skanda and others. He is re
garded as Saka.la (accompanied with Kali i.e., Pirvati or in his 
entire form) and the supreme one. 

24. He assumes forms sportingly. The entire universe is a 
sport of that Lord. He is well-known as Visveia (Lord of the 
universe). This universe obeys his command. 

25. He is the controller and chastiser of all. There is no 
one else to control him. He himself creates living beings. He 
himself protects them and eats them up (i.e., annihilates them). 

26. He is spoken as Saroajna (omniscient) and single. His 
activities depend upon his will. There is no one to make him 
act or desist from any activity. 

27. He is Amina (having no visible form) and the su
preme Brahman. He is described by Srutis as Mina (having 
visible forms). He is omnipresent. He is eternal. He is the 
truth. He is devoid of Dvaita (duality). 

28. He is far beyond Pradhina which is beyond Mahat and 
other (causal) categories. As stated by the Srutis, he is the 
blissful form of Brahman. 

29. Even the Vedas do not comprehend him; neither Vifl}U 
nor Vidhi know him fully. Words recede from him along with 
the mind after failing to reach him. 

SO. He is self-known. He is the great brilliant splendour 
stationed in the heart of everyone, comprehended by Yogins. 
He cannot be narrated and described. Means of valid knowl
edge do not comprehend him. Vedas alone know him. 

SI. Though he appean in many forms, he is formless. 
Though present everywhere, he is imperceptible. Though he 
is infinite, he has the form of the annihilator. Knower of all, 
he is devoid of activities. 

S2. This is the divine form of that Lord having the crescent • moon for embellishment, a throat dark like Tamala and a 
sparkling eye in the forehead. 

SS. The left haif dazzles with the form of a woman, Ser
pent Se,a constitutes his splendi~ armlet and the matted hairs 
are perpetually washed by the excellent contact with the waves 
of Gangi. 

54. He is refulge11t with the limbs smeared with the ashes 
of the body of Smara (god of Love) and great serpents for 
ornaments worn round the wonderful body. 
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SS. He moves about in a vehicle in the form of the 
great Bull; he has the humming and twanging bow A.jagava; 
he has the upper garment made of elephant hide and five 
faces. 

S6. He is surrounded by extremely powerful Gal}.as who 
can frighten Mahamrtyu (the great god of Death); he accords 
protection to those who seek refuge; he is the cause of salva
tion unto those who bow down; he is beyond the ken of even 
mental powers; he is eager to bestow boons. 

37. 0 Brahmal}.a, his greater and lesser Rudra Forms per
vade everything. Actually he is of the form of the Truth and 
is beyond all forms. 

38. Though without shape and form, he has forms. Siva 
alone is the cause of enjoyment of pleasures, and attainment 
of salvation. There is no one other than Siva who bestows 
salvation. 

39-40. Just as this visible and invisible world consisting of 
mobile and immobile beings has been handed over to the 
Consort of Parvati by that formless Being, so also the entire 
universe has been handed over to Vifl}.U by the Consort of 
Mrcjani, 0 BrihmaQa, and he sports about in his unfettered 
playful activities. 

41. What is Siva, so is VifQu; what as VitJ.lU, so is Siva; there 
is no difference at all between Siva and VitJ.lU. 
[Preparation for the Coronation of Vi1~u (VV 42-52)} 

42. At the outset, he summoned all the gods including Brahma, 
Vidyadharas, serpents and others, Siddhas, Gandharvas and 
CiraQas. 

43. He made a splendid throne on a par with his own 
throne and made Hari sit thereon. Then he made a charming 
umbrella. 

44. It was beautiful with ten million ribs and designed by 
Visvakarman. It was white in colour. The handle was embel
lished with jewels. Big pearls were suspended from it. 

45. A wonderful pot shone above it. It extended to a thousand 
Yojanas. It was very splendid with all kinds of gems embedded 
therein. 

46. It was embellished with chowries consisting of silken 
cords. There were all articles essential for the coronation of 
a king. There were all medicinal herbs. 
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4 7. There were five beautiful pots filled with holy waters 
from all visible holy spots and white mustard, raw rice grains 
and Diirvi grass. They had come there themselves with the 
Mantras which inspired them. 

48. Sixteen virgins were brought from each of the families 
of the Devas, Sages, Siddhas and Serpents. These virgins had 
auspicious articles in their hands. 

49. There were musical instruments like Lute, Mrdangas, 
C.Onches, Wardrums (Bheri), Marus, J;>b~ujimas,Jharjharas, Anaka 
drums, brass cymbals etc. and also light music. 

50. With these sounds and chanting of the Vedic Mantras, 
the entire sky was filled. The lunar day was auspicious, the 
Lagna was splendid possessing the power of the Moon and the 
Stars. 

51-53. A beautiful crown was placed on the head ofVi,9u. 
He shone beautifully with the requisite auspicious threads etc. 
essential for the solemn ceremony. Mrcjani herself did the 
make-up and embellishment. The glorious goddess Sri accom
panied him. Mahesa himself crowned him pouring the auspi
cious sacred waters. There in the Brahmi9cja Pavilion, all his 
riches and prosperity were passed on to Vitl}U, everything that 
was Siva's and hitherto not gone to anyone else. 

Then the Lord of Devas accompanied by his Pramathas 
eulogized Sirngin. Then he spoke the following words to Brahma, 
the creator of the worlds. 

54. "This Vi,l}u is worthy of my adoration. You too bow 
down to this Hari." After saying this, Rudra himself bowed 
down to the Garucja-emblemed Lord. 

55-58. Thereafter, Lord Vi,l}u, the excessively refulgent 
one was adored by all the Gal}esvaras, Brahma accompanied 
by Devas, Sanaka and other Yogins, Siddhas, divine sages, 
Vidyidharas, Gandharvas, Yak,as, RikfaSas, groups of celestial 
damsels, Guhyakas, Caral}as, Bhiitas, Se,a, Vasuki and Taqaka, 
birds, all the Kinnaras, and all mobile and immobile beings. 
They uttered, "Be victorious, be victorious" and "Obeisance to 
you, obeisance to you." 

Then in the assembly of the heaven-dwellers Hari was adored 
by Maheia of great splendour, and all these who made loud 
sounds. 
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59. "You are the creator of all living beings; you are the 
protector. You alone are the annihilator; you alone are worthy 
of being worshipped by all the worlds. You alone are the Lord 
of the uni.verse. 

60. You will be the giver of Dharma (Virtue), Wealth ancl 
Love. You will be the chastiser of persons of evil deeds. You 
will be invincible in battle even unto me. 

61. 0 Vitl)U, accept these three Saktis handed over by me, 
i.e. lcchasalcti (power of will), Kriyasakti (power of action) and 
the excellent Jniinasalcti (power of knowledge). 

62. Indeed, 0 Hari, those who hate you should be scru
pulously admonished by me. 0 Vitl}u, excellent salvation should 
be granted by me to your devotees. 

65. Accept this Miya too. It cannot be dispelled by Suras 
and Asuras. Deluded by it, the entire universe will become 
bereft of knowledge. They will not have the least vestige of 
knowledge. 

64. You are my left arm. This Pitamaha shall be the right 
arm. You will be the progenitor and protector of this Vidhi 
too." 

65. Granting thus Vaiku9tha and entire Ai.fvarya to Hari, 
Hara, the Consort of Umi, freely sports about in Kailisa along 
with Pramathas. 

66. Ever since then, Hari, the destroyer of the Danavas, 
administers the three worlds wielding his mace and the bow 
Sirilga. 

67. Thus, 0 Brihmal}a, the situation of all the worlds has 
been recounted to you. Now we shall tell you the cause of 
salvation. 

68. He who listens attentively to this great narrative, will 
go to heaven and shall attain salvation in K.isi. 

69-70. This narrative should be read scrupulously on the 
following occasions for the success of those activities: festivals, 
Yajnas, marriage celebration, all auspicious occasions, at the 
time of coronation, while installing deities, while relinquish
ing authority and while entering a new house. 

71. One without sons shall get a son; one without wealth 
shall become rich; the sick becomes rid of the ailments and 
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a man in bondage gets release. 
72. This is to be used for Japa by those who seek welfare 

strenuously. It subdues all inauspiciousness. It is liked by Hara 
and· NiriyaJ>a. 

CHAPTER TWENTYFOUR 

Sivasannan Attains Salvation 

Thi Ga~as said: 

1-4. 0 Sivasarman, we shall speak what you are destined to 
have in future. Listen. Here in the world of Vifl}.U you will 
enjoy all pleasures in plenty. For the period of a year of Brahma 
you will be sporting about with groups of celestial damsels. 
Due to the residue of the merit acquired by dying in an excellent 
holy place, you will become a king in the city ofNandivardhana. 
You will acquire a kingdom without any rivals'or enemies. You 
will have plenty of vehicles and divisions of the army. In the 
kingdom, all the learned men will be hale and hearty. They 
will be having charming golden ornaments. The people there 
will perform regularly virtuous rites of 1116 and Puna. 

5. There will be perpetual growth of vegetation. The fields 
will be very fertile. All the region will be excellent, the sub
jects noble and healthy. There will be plenty of cattle and 
pasture-lands. 

6. It will have many rows of shining temples for the deities. 
Excellent sacrificial posts will be found in a_ll the villages, pros
perous and remarkable in every way. 

7. There will be excellent man-made parks with plenty of 
flowers and perpetually fruit-bearing trees. All the plots of 
lands will have lakes and lotus-ponds in plenty. 

8. * There the rivers are Sadimbhil} (Sad-ambhalJ,: having 
excellent, translucent water) but seldom are the people Sat:lambha 

• The play on word• (pun1) in w 8-21 i1 very interesting. 
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(Sa-dambha - having hypocrisy). The families (thereof) are of 
noble descent (Killinani) and not possessors of ill-gotten wealth 
concealed in the earth ( Ku.-linani). 

9. There is Vibhrama (coquettishness) in women. There 
is no Vibhrama (ignorance, delusion) in learned men. Only 
rivers are Ku.1ilagaminya~ (going along zigzag paths) and not 
the subjects in that land. 

10. In that land the nights in the dark half of the month 
are full of darkness. The men are not Tamoyu.lr.ta (possessed 
of Tamas quality). Only the women are Rajoyu,j~ (having menstrual 
flow of blood) and not men full of righteousness (i.e. they do 
not have the quality of Rajas.) 

11. The people are Anandha (not blind) due to wealth 
and not food (not having rice). The chariot is Anaya~ (an
ayas) (having no iron but gold-plated) but the king's office is 
not Anaya~ (a-naya~: devoid of good policies). 

12. There is Da1J,t/,a (staff, wooden handle) in axes, spades, 
chowries, umbrellas etc. but there is seldom Da1J,t/,a (punish
ment) due to anger or guilt. 

13. Except in the case of gamesters nowhere else there is 
Paridevanam (playing with dice; lamenting). Only gamesters 
are seen Pasalcapa1J,is (having dice in the hands/hands bound 
with ropes). 

14. The talk of Jat/,ya (chillness, sluggishness) is only in 
regard to water; only the middle part of women is Durbala 
(slender) and not men (weak). There, only the ladies are 
having hard breasts (Kalhorahrdaya~) and not men (cruel in 
the heart). 

15. There is Ku.11hayoga (medicinal preparation from the 
drug KuMha) in medicines alone but (attack of leprosy) not 
in men. There is Vedha (one hole) in excellent jewels and 
(Vedha-beating) not elsewhere. There is Silla (trident) in the 
hands of idols but no Silla (pain) in men. 

16. There is Kampa (trembling) due to Sittvika Bhiva 
(affection and fidelity) and not due to fear in regard to anyone 
at any place. Samjvara (fever) in that city is due to love but 
Samjoara (distress for want of money) is not there. There is 
poverty but that of sinfulness. 

17. There is scarcity of sin and not in regard to merit or 
commodities. Only elephants are Pramalttu (in rut, mad) but 
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not others. There is war only in lakes between wave, 
18. There is cessation of the flow of ichor (Dana) among 

elephants and not stopping of the flow in religious gifts (Dana) 
among the people. There are Kat1laluu (thorns) on the trees 
and no Kat11alcas (troublesome persons) among the public. 
There are Vikaras (sports) among the people but nobody's 
chest was without a necklace ( Vi-hara: necklessness). 

19. There is Guf),avi.ik1a (separation from the string) only 
in regard to the arrows. There is a firm mention of binding 
(Bandhokti~) only in regard to books (which require strong 
binding). Sn,hatyaga (eschewing oily and fatty substance, aban
doning affection) is only in regard to Pisupatas (and not in 
regard to others). 

20. The usual talk about DfJ7.Ul,a (sacred staff) is among Sann,asins 
(and not of Daf.14a-punishment). Marga1_1,as (arrows) are only 
on the bows but there was no MargaJa (begging) anywhere 
else. And only religious students beg as a ritual and hence are 
beggars (Sannyasins arc cordially invited for meals and need 
not beg). 

21. There, only ]4apaf),akas Uaina recluses) have the im
purities of the body ( due to non-bath) and are seen so; gen
erally the bees alone are fickle in their activities (wandering 
from flower to flower). 

22-27. You will be ruling a kingdom consisting of all the 
virtues mentioned before. You will be righteous and conver
sant with the duties of a king. You will be heroic too. 

You will possess all good fortunes and handsome features. 
You will be endowed with such virtues as heroism, liberal
mindedness etc. You will have ten thousand queens, all beau
tiful women, who will have earned good reputation through 
their beauty. You will beget three hundred sons. 

You will be famous by the name Vrddhakila. You will be 
awe-inspiring and capable of conquering the cities of foes. 
You will be victorious in many battles. You will propitiate suppliants 
with your wealth. You will be full of many good qualities. Your 
lustre will be like that of the full Moon. You will be a leading 
king with your tresses of hairs kept wet due to the incessant 
performance of Avahhrtka Snana (holy ablution as a valedic
tory rite after concluding sacrifices). You will be richly en
dowed with the quality of ably protecting the subjects. You will 
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be making Brihma1,1as delighted through your treasury. You 
will be meditating on the lotus-like feet of Govinda in your 
heart with care. You will be spending days and nights in dis
coursing on the exploits of Visudeva. 

28. Once you are seated in the assembly of the kings, 0 
Brihmal)a, you are seen from a distance by Karpapkas (saints 
in red garments) who arrive from Viril)asi. 

29. Then you are congratulated and blessed in a manner 
befitting your merits by all of them, through their words of 
benediction addressing you "O tiger among kings." 

30. "May the glorious Lord Visvesvara, the preceptor of all 
the worlds, Lord of Kasi, wipe off all your evil intentions and 
ignorance. 

31. The Lord of Kasi is the bestower of riches in the form 
of salvation even when you only remember him. May he grant 
you knowledge free from all impurities. 

32. The excellent kingdom free from foes has been ac
quired by you through merit. May the balance of the same 
merit bring about your inclination towards Visvanatha. 

33. May that Visvesa be pleased with you-Visvesa with whose 
favour long life, sons, garments and women, all prosperities, 
heavenly pleasures and salvation are easily available. 

34. May that Visvesa be present in your heart-Visvesa, merely 
by listening to whose name all great sins will be split and 
dispelled." 

35. On hearing this continuous series of benediction you, 
king Vrddhakala, will remember this present incident with 
hairs standing on their ends. 

36-37. Concealing your reactions and features, you will 
be giving them much wealth. At an auspicious hour, you will 
be entrusting the kingdom to your son. Accompanied by 
Anangalekha, the ( chief) queen, you will go to Kasi. You will 
be making many gifts and propitiating many people seeking 
various things. 

38. You wilJ instal a Linga named after you. It will be the 
cause of salvation. You will erect a big palace-like mansion 
there and dig an C":x.cellent well there. 

39-40. You will duly perform the rites of establishing the 
sacred pot (Kalasa) etc. and will make gifts of jewels, rubies, 
yellow silk garments, elephants, horses, cows, money, great 
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banners and flags, umbrellas, chowries, mirrors and many other 
things essential for the Lord. You will then relax. 

41. With the entire body emaciated and fatigued through 
holy vows, fasts and other restraints and observances, you will 
see a sage at midday in an isolated place. . 

42-43. His body will be extremely feeble. He may be having 
tawny matted hairs. He will appear as though the personified 
form of excellent piety. He will be captivating the minds of 
the people with the burden of his slender body placed on a 
firm staff. He will be seen coming out of the sanctum sanctorum 
and proceeding towards the main pavilion. 

44-45. He will sit near you and will ask thus ( questions) 
one after another: "Who are you ? Why are you here? (Refer
ring to Anarigalekhi) Who is this like a second person unto 
you? By whom was this palace (mansion) built? If you know, 
tell me. What is the name of this Linga? I almost do not know 
anything due to old age. 11 

46-48. On being asked thus by that old sage, then, you 
will say: "I am the well-known king Vrddhakila. I am a South
erner who have come with this my wife. I meditate on this 
Liilga. But I do not pray for anything. 0 sage with matted 
hairs, Siva has caused the erection of this palace. I do not 
certainly know the special name of this Liliga. 11 

49-51. On hearing these words of the king, the old man 
with matted hairs said (will say): "Indeed one truthful state
ment has been made by you that you do not know the name 
of the Linga. I see you everyday sitting motionless. Certainly 
it must have been heard by you by whom the palace was con
structed. Speak that to me, if you do know it for certain. 11 

On hearing these words you said (will say) thus: , 
52. "It is Sambhu who does things ~d makes others do. 

Do I utter a lie? Or. 0 sage, what do I gain with thinking like 
this (as to who built etc.)?" 

53. After uttering this when you kept (will keep) quiet, that 
aged sage said (will say): "I am thirsty. Fetch some water quickly 
and give it to me." 

54-55. On being urged by him, you will bring water from 
the well and make him drink. Instantly, that aged sage be
comes one shining with the lustre of the Full Moon, due to 
the fact that he drank that water. He turned (will turn) into 
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a young man endowed with comely features like a serpent that 
has cast off its slough. 

56-57. He was (will be) asked then by you who become 
surprised: 110 honoured Sir, what is that power whereby you 
cast off your old age and shine now (as a youth)? 0 sage, if 
you have time, please tell me." 

Tiu sage said (wiU sa1): 

58. 0 king Vrddhakila, 0 highly intelligent one, I know 
you. I know this chaste wife of yours too. 

59. 0 king, being born of this Turvasu who was the embodied 
form of the Vedas, she was a Brahmar.ia's daughter of excellent 
countenance and splendid conduct. 

60. She was given in marriage by him to the noble-souled 
Naidhruva. That Naidhruva passed away even before reaching 
the age of youth. 

61. Suffering widowhood courageously and observing holy 
vows, she ultimately died at Avanti. Due to that merit, she was 
born as the daughter of the Pir.i<Jya king. 

62. She was married to you, 0 king. She is always devoted 
to her husband. She came here along with you. She will attain 
the excellent salvation. 

6S-64. Even if sinners die in due course at Ayodhya, Avanti, 
Mathuri, Dvirivati, Kaiici or Miyipuri, 0 king, they will come 
here at Kisi and attain salvation. 

65. I know you too, 0 king. You were a Brihma1_1a in your 
previous birth. A citizen of Mathuri, named Sivasarman, you 
died at Miyipuri. 

66. Due to that merit, you attained Vaikur.iiha and enjoyed 
all charming pleasures. Due to the residue of that merit, you 
became a king at Nandivardhana. 

67. 0 King Vrddhakila, due to that very merit, you reached 
this holy spot of salvation. You will attain excellent salvation. 

68. Listen to another point, 0 eminent king. Your state-,,,. 

ment that "It is Sambhu who does things and causes others 
do• is clear (and rele~ant). _ 

69. ~ meritorious act (performed by oneself) should never 
be.frequently boasted of. By saying "It has been done by me", 
merit' diminishes instantly. 
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70. Hence with all effort, a meritorious act should be concealed 
and guarded like a treasure. By boasting about it, it becomes 
futile like the Homa preformed on Bl&astna (ash). 

71. Certainly, 0 sinless one, you have been directed by 
Visvanitha and the palace etc. has been built by you. I know it. 

72. Know that this Linga, named Vrddhakilesvara, b king, 
already existed since time immemorial. But you were the in
strumental cause. 

7S. By seeing, touching, worshipping, hearing about and 
bowing down to the Liilga Vrddhakileivara one gets whatever 
is desired. 

74. This well named Kilodaka dispels old age and sick
ness. By drinking its waters one ceases to drink the breast-milk 
of a mother (i.e. becomes liberated from Sarh.sira). 

75. A man who takes his bath with the water of this well 
and who worships this Liilga acquires fulfilment of whatever 
is desired by him in one year. 

76. If Kalatamodaka water is drunk or touched, leprosy, 
swelling, itch, scab and phlegmatic attack are dispelled. 

77. By resorting to it and drinking it many diseases are cured, 
such as indigestion, colic pain, diabetes, diarrhoea, difficulty 
in urinating, itches etc. 

78. Fever due to the attack of evil spirits, recurring fever 
etc. quickly get subdued by resorting to the water of this well. 

79. Before you, my old age and grey hairs became dis
pelled in a moment by drinking the water of this well duly. 
I have become a new man. 

80. If Vrddhakilesvara Liilga is served, one does not incur 
poverty; neither calamities nor ailments, no sin and no evil 
consequences of the sins occur. 

81. At Viri9asi, the Liilga Vrddhaktlesvara to the north of 
Krttivisa should be visited carefully by those who desire eman
cipation and fulfilment. 

82. After saying this, the sage took that king by the hand 
along with the queen Anailgalekhi and became merged into 
the Liilga. 

SS. By repeating 'Mahi.kila', 'Mahikila' a hundred times, 
one gets relrased from sins. No doubt need be entertained in 
this connection. 
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84. After enjoying many kinds of pleuures in the splendid 
city of Vailtu1,iha, your ultimate liberation shall take place 
thus by seeing the enemy of Kai~bha (i.e. Vi,1.1u). 

85. Thus after hearing his own future from those atten
dants of the Lord, the Brihma1.,1a experienced horripilation 
due to exhilaration and saw Harilolta, beautiful and resplen
dent with ten million Suns. 

Maitmvanitii (Agasi,a) said: 

86-88. 0 dear Lopimudri, that eminent Brihmai:ia en
joyed charming pleasures. Casting off his life at Miyipuri, and 
due to the power of that merit, he returned from VaikuQt,ha 
and was born in the city of Nandivardhana. He enjoyed all 
worldly pleasures, begot handsome sons and entrusted the 
kingdom to them. He reached the city of Vari9asi and pro
pitiated Visvesvara. He then attained salvation. 

89. By listening to this meritorious narrative of the Brihma1.,1a 
Sivasarman one gets rid of one's sins and attains the highest 
wisdom. 

CHAPTER TWENTYFIVE 

Agastya Visits Skanda 

v,asa said: 

1. Listen, 0 Suta, I shall recount the story of the Pitcher
born Sage (Agastya), on hearing which a man becomes free 
from Rajogul)a and possessor of knowledge. 

2. After circumambulating the Srigiri mountain, Agastya, 
accompanied by his wife, saw the great beautiful forest of 
Skanda. 

S. It was rich in the flowers of all the seasons. The trees 
were laden with juicy fruits. It abounded in roots (Mula), 
bulbous roots ( Kanda) that could be easily had. The trees had 
excellent barks. 
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4. The hosts of beasts of prey there were tamed. There 
were many rivers and puddles all round. There was a deep 
lake of clear water. It appeared to be the great essence of the 
entire earth. 

5. It was teeming with different kinds of birds. Maµy sages 
stayed there. It appeared to be the secret meeting place of all 
types of austerities. It was the chief place of riches. 

6. There is a mountain named Lohita there. It has the 
lustre of Meru with excellent caverns and rivulets: it shone 
well shedding lustre from its peaks and ridges. 

7. It was as though a bit of Kailisa had come to the land 
of holy rites (Bhirata) for performing lofty penance. It was 
full of mysteries and miracles. 

8-9. There the excellent sage Agastya saw the Six-faced God 
directly. Accompanied by his wife, the sage of great penance 
prostrated before him like a log of wood. Joining the palms 
together in reverence, he eulogized the Son of the Daughter 
of the Mountain with the Suktas of the Vedas and prayers 
composed by himself. 

Agastya said: 

(Agastya 's Pra1er) 

I 0. Obeisance to the Six-faced Lord whose lotus-like feet 
are worthy of being revered by groups of Devas. You are the 
sea of nectar (Supreme Bliss), whose exploits are endless and 
who are the cause of mental delight to Gauri. 

11. Salutations to you, the destroyer of the distresses of 
those who bow down (to you), the bestower of the cherished 
desires of all, the destoyer of the designs of cheaters of others, 
the slayer of the fierce Asura (called) Tiraka. 

12. Obeisance to you, the peacock-vehicled one, to you 
who are both unembodied and embodied, thousand-formed, 
attributeless, greater than the greatest; you who are endowecj 
with good qualities and are virtue (incarnate), one whose ex
panse cannot he comprehended and the supreme one. 

IS. Obeisance to you, the most excellent one among those 
who have realized Brahman, the supreme Being, one with the 
directions for the garments (Digambara). one who is stationed 
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in the firmament, one with golden complexion, one with golden 
arms (or firmament-bodied one). Obeisance to the golden 
one (Sattvilca in form) and one with gold as semen virile (i.e., 
Rudra). 

14. Obeisance to the Lord who is austerity incarnate, one 
who has austerity as asset, to the Lord bestowing the fruits of 
penance, one who is perpetually child-like in form, to the 
Lord who has conquered Mara (god of Love), one who has 
considered all prosperity and riches as (worthless as) grass. 
Obeisance to the detached one. 

15. Hail to you, the reed-born Lord, to the Lord with a 
row of teeth having the colour (brightness) of the morning 
Sun, to you, a child of great heroism uncommon to children, 
to the Lord nurtured by six mothers, to the Lord completely 
unafflicted and unperturbed. 

16. Obeisance to Mu/,hu,lama ('the most excellent one among 
those who bestow desired fruits'), to Uttaramit/,hus ('bountiful 
bestower of future benefits'); obeisance to the Lord of the 
Gal)as. Obeisance to the Lord who himself is a Gal}a ( of Rudra); 
obeisance to you who have transcended birth and old age; ,. 
obeisance to Visakha with an excellent Sakti in the hand. 

17. Permanent obeisance to you, to the son of the Lord 
of everything, to the enemy of Krauiica mountain, to the slayer 
of Tiraka. Obeisance to you, 0 son of Sviha, Ganga, Krttikis 
and Siva. 

18. After eulogizing Kirttikeya thus saying "Obeisance, obei
sance to you", he circumambulated him twice and thrice (Le.five 
times) and stood in front of him. Then he was told, "O eminent 
sage, be seated." 

Karttilt.eya said: 

19. 0 Pitcher-born Sage, the support and assistance to 
gods, I know that you have come here and also about the 
increase in the size of the Vindhya mountain. 

20. Everything is ~ell in the great holy spot Avimukta protected 
by the Three-eyed Lord. Virupikta is there bestowing salva
tion directly to those wh'o die there. 

21. 0 sage, such a sanctifying holy spot has nowhere been 
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seen by me on the earth, Bhuvarloka. Svarloka, Pitila region 
or in the higher worlds. 

22. Though I move about alone, 0 Sage, I perform penace 
here to attain that holy spot. Till today, my ambitions have not 
become fruitful. 

25. It cannot be attained by merits alone, by making gifts, 
by performing penance or by means of Japas. It cannot be 
attained through different kinds of Yajiias. It can be obtained 
only through the blessings of isa. 

24. Residence in inaccessible Kasi can become easily achiev
able, 0 Sage, only through the blessings of isvara, certainly 
not by millions of merits. 

25. It is a separate creation excelling that of the creator 
(Brahma), because even isvara is not capable of enumerating 
the merits of that holy place. 

26. It is the height of the weakness of intellect, Alas! it is 
the outrageous adverseness of fortune, Alas! it is the grand 
power of delusion, if Kasi is not resorted to. 

27. The body grows old and emaciated incessantly, the 
sense-organs continuously become weak. Alas! the god of Death 
has made life, his target like a deer by a hunter. 

28. One should resort to Kili after realizing that riches 
are fraught with dangers, that the body is excessively subject 
to adversity and that life is as fickle as lightning. 

29. As long as the end of the life does not approach, Kasi 
is not abandoned. Kala (Time, god of Death) shall not forget 
to count even the least bit of a second. 

30. Ailments thrown in very near to old age do harass very 
much. Still the body vexed with different kinds of ambitions 
and aspirations does not yearn for Kasi. 

31. Without (spending) money, Dh.arma (piety) can be 
achieved through ablutions in holy places, performance of 
japas, helping others and utterances (of good words, prayers 
etc.). From Dharma wealth issues spontaneously. 

32. Even without a specific means of earning money, wealth 
certainly comes out of Dharma. Hence, giving up the worry 
for wealth, 011e should resort to Dharma alone. 

!J!J. Wealth is obtained through Dharma; from wealth Kama 
can be obtained; all happiness comes from Kama. Even heav
enly pleasure is easily obtained through Dharma; but Kasi 
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alone is very difficult to attain. 
S4. After clearly scrutinizing everything, Sthil}.u spoke to 

Sarvil}.i only about three means of salvation. 
SS. First comes Piiupatayoga ( consisting of use of Bhasma 

etc.), then Sitasita (i.e., Prayiga), then the effrodess means of 
salvation namely Avimukta (i.e., Kiii). 

86-41. There are many reputed means of salvation as 
mentioned in scriptures. These are: Srisaila, 1 Himilaya and 
other mountains; many Ayatanas (holy spots and shrines); holding 
of the three Dt11J,t/,as (Staffs) (i.e. entrance into Sannyisa); 
renunciation of all rites; different kinds of austerities, holy 
vows, observances and (self-) restraints; confluences of many 
rivers; many holy forests;2 mental activities (fortitude etc.); 
physical Dharatirtha etc.; 01aras' (saline lands such as Re1.1uki, 
etc., nine in number); Pithas (seats of knowledge established 
by Aciryas); unbroken teaching (and reciting) of the Vedas; 
Japa of Mantras; Havanas (oblatinos) performed in fire; vari
ous kinds of gifts; sacrifices; Upasanas (adoratinos) of the deities; 
Triritra, Pancaritra; Sinkhya, Yoga etc., and the propitiation 
of Vitl)U. All these have been mentioned as good means of 
attaining salvation. Cities• too have been mentioned as the 
bestowers of salvation on those who die there. It is certain that 
all these are the means unto salvation. 

42. It is true that all the means mentioned before are real 
but so only through their ability to bring a devotee to Kasi. 
A living being becomes liberated ultimately after reaching 
Kasi and not elsewhere. 

4S. That is why that holy spot is very sacred and extremely 
wonderful. It is a favourite of Visvesvara in the entire Cosmic 
Sphere. 

1. Sriiaila: In Kamool district of Andhra Pradesh, famous for its Jyotirlin1a 
Mallikirjuna. But here as the Comm. notes, the word Ui includes Mandara 
and other holy mountains. 

2. The Comm. states the following 81 'holy forests' : Saindhava, Dao4akira\lya, 
Jambiimlrp, Pufkara, Utpall~ya. Naimita and Kuru-Jirigala, Hemada and 
Arbuda. 

5. 01ara thou1h tranllated as 'saline' or salty land 81 per MW Dictionary, 
the O,arm listed by the Comm~ntator, viz., Reoukl, Badariki, Sukara, Kill, 
Kilal\jara are not "aaline' or "aalty' 81 there ii no seashore near them. 

4. The seven dtie1 like Ayodhyi, Mathuri etc., believed to be Moqa
gmng. 
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44. It is the same holy spot that made me enquire about 
your welfare. Come on. Come on. Give unto me the contact 
with your body, 0 noble sage of holy vows. 

45. Even the contact with the wind blowing from Kiii is 
desired (and welcomed) by me who stay here. But you yourself 
have come from there. 

46. The dust particles from the feet of those who stay at 
Kasi even for three nights with the senses under control, can 
purify invariably when touched. 

47. But you have stayed there for a very long period; you 
have performed many meritorious rites there and your hain 
have become tawny-coloured through (continuous) ablutions 
in the current flowing northwards. 

48-49. In the vicinity of Agastiivara there is your Ku~uJa 
(holy pit). One who takes holy ablution there, drinks the water 
and performs all the libation rites _and propitiates the Piq-s 
through balls of rice in the course of the performance of 
Sriddha with faith, shall become blessed. The devotee shall 
obtain the benefit of (pilgrimage to) Virii,asi. 

50. After saying this and touching all the limbs of (i.e., 
embracing) the Pitcher-born Sage, Skanda obtained the plea
sure of taking a plunge in the waters of a nectarine lake. 

51. Closing his eyes, saying •Be victorious, 0 Visvesa ". Guba 
remained motionless like a post and meditated for a short 
while on something (i.e., the Supreme Being that cannot be 
perceived through the sense-organs). 

52. When Skanda stopped his meditation with excessive 
delight in his mind and countenance, the sage who was wait
ing for an opportunity to speak some words, asked Guba: 

Agastya said: 

55-54. 0 Lord, the greatness of Virii,asi was spoken to 
the goddess born of Himilaya Mountain by the holy Lord 
formerly. Seated on her lap, you had heard everything as spoken 
by the Lord. 0 Six-faced Lord, be pleased to narrate it in the 
same manner as you have heard. That holy spot extremely 
appeals to me. 
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S/cantla said: 

55-56. Listen, 0 sinless sage Maitrivarul)i (Agastya), to 
the greatness of that holy spot Avimukta, being narrated by 
me in the same manner as it was narrated by the Lord to my 
mother formerly and heard by me with steady mind, as I lay 
on her lap. 

57. Avimukta has been mentioned as the most esoteric of 
all esoteric things here. There achievement ( of objects or Moqa) 
is always spontaneous as the Lord is stationed forever there. 

58. That holy place has no contact with the earth but (is 
situated in the intermediate region (Antariqa). Non-yogins 
do not see it; Yogins do see it. 

59. 0 BrahmaQa, he who stays there with mental purity 
and self under control, shall be on a par with one who subsists 
on air only, though he may be taking food thrice a day. 

60. Though one may remain in Avimukta only for a moment, 
yet if he has excessive devotion, it shall be as though a great 
penance has been performed by him with strict adherence to 
celibacy. 

61. If a wise one were to stay there for a month, taking 
only light food and keeping the sense-organs under control, 
it is as good as the divine Pasupata Vr:ata (vow) performed by 
him. 

62-65. If someone stays there for a year after conquering 
anger and the sense-organs, if he does not depend on another 
man's money for his nourishment (food), if he avoids cooked 
food doled out by others, if he does not scandalise others and 
engages himself in making souae gifts, it is as good as a great 
penance preformed by him over a thousand years. 

64. If a man conversant with the greatness of the holy spot 
stays there for the whole life, he attains the greatest goal casting 
off the fear of birth and death. 

65. The goal that cannot be obtained elsewhere in the 
course of hundreds of births through Yogic practices, can be 
sportingly obtained here with the favour of isa. 

66. If any BrahmaQa-slayer were to go to the city of ViriQasi 
by chance, his sin of Brahmar;ia-slaughter recedes, due to the 
greatness of the holy spot. 

67. If anyone does not leave Avimukta till his death, not 
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only the sin of Brihm~a-slaughter but even the Prakrti (Avidyi 
or Nescience) recedes. 

68. With his mind not turned elsewhere, if a man sticks 
to that holy spot and docs not leave it off, he becomes free 
from birth and death and the unbearable sufferings of staying 
in the womb. 

69. If an intelligent man does not wish rebirth on the 
earth, he should resort to Avimukta resorted to by divine sages. 

70. One should not leave off Avimukta that releases one 
from the fear of worldly existence. After coming to Lord Visvesvara, 
one is not born again. 

71. Better to become a Pisica (vampire) after commit-
ting thousands of sins here, rather than attain Svarga that can 
be achieved through a hundred sacrifices without Kasi. 

72. At the time of death, when the sensitive weak spots 
get pierced and they are afflicted with rheumatism, men will 
lose the power of memory. 

7!. There, at the time when the soul comes out, Lord 
Visvesvara himself imparts the Tiraka Brahman (Rima Mantra 
of six syllables) Mantra, whereby the individual identifies himself 
with it (Supreme Being). 

74. Realizing that human life is not permanent and it 
involves much of sin, one should resort to Avimukta that is 
destructive of the fear of worldly existence. 

75. He who does not leave off Avimukta though shaken 
by obstacles, attains the glory of salvation and meets the ter
mination of misery. 

76. Which sensible man does not resort to Kasi in the 
end, that suppresses multitudes of great sins, that causes the 
increase of merits and bestows worldly pleasures and salva-
tion? • 

77. After comprehending this, a wise man should not 
leave off Avimukta, because he becomes Mukta (liberated), 
due to the grace of Avimukta. 

78. How can the greatness of Avimukta be described by 
me through the six months which even (Se,a) of a thousand 
mouths cannot, 
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CHAPTER 1WENTYSIX 

Description of Matiilcaf't'ilca1 

Apse,a said: 

1. 0 Skanda, if you are pleased and if your affection for 
me is excellent, 0 holy Sir, narrate to me what has been long 
cherished in my heart. 

2. Since when has this holy place Avimukta attained the 
greatest reputation? How has it become the bestower of sal
vation? 

S-5. Wherefore is this Mal}.ikarl}.iki reputed as worthy of 
being eulogized by the three worlds? 0 master, what was there 
formerly when there was no celestial river here? 0 Lord, how 
did this city get the names Viril].asi, Kisi, Rudravisa ('Abode 
of Rudra')? 0 Peacock-emblemed One, how did this beautiful 
Avimukta, Anandakinana ('forest of pleasure') later come to 
be reputed as Mahismasina ('Great Cremation Ground')? I 
wish to hear about this. Dispel my doubt. 

Slcantla said: 

6. What has been asked by you is a great unprecedented 
burden of questions. 0 Pot-born Sage, Arilbiki asked Hara 
this very thing. 

7. I shall narrate to you in the manner in which it has 
been recoqnted to the Mother of the universe, by the omni
scient Lord of the Devas. 

8. At the time of the ultimate annihilation, when all mobile 
and immobile beings had perished, everything was in great 
darkness without the sun, stars and planets. 

9. It was without the moon, without day or night, without 
fire, wind and earth, without Pradhina, devoid of firmament, 
devoid of all other luminaries. 

10. There was no seer etc. It was without sound and touch, 
devoid of amell and colour, without taste and having no quarters. 

11-17. While the situation was like this with thick dark
neu that could (as if) be pierced with a needle, the Supreme 
Absolute alone existed. It is what the Sruti always refers to as 
Sal, Braltun and Eleam (Single). It is beyond the reach of the 
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mind; it is not an object of expression in any manner what
soever. It has neither name nor form nor colour. It is neither 
stout nor lean. It is neither short nor long. It is neither light 
nor heavy. There is neither increase in size or decrease in size 
therein. The Sruti says hesitatingly about it that it exists. It is 
truth, infinite and consciousness. It is the great splendour of 
bliss. It cannot be gauged. It has no other basis or support. 
It has no modification. It can be perceived by Yogins alone. 
It is omnipresent and the sole cause of all. It is Nin,Ucalpa 
('having no difference of any sort'); Nif'irambha ('having no 
beginning'), Ninna1a ('free of Mayi') and Ni111patlrava ('free 
from troubles'). This being whose names are being consid
er~d variously and who was moving about alone had a desire 
for a second one (entity). Hence a form was evolved sportingly 
by that formless Being. 

18-20. That form was endowed with all qualities and Ai.fvaf.,a.s 
(glories); it was splendid and full of all consciousness and 
knowledge; it was omnipresent and omniformed, omnieyed 
and omnipotent. It was the sole object of veneration for all; 
it was the first of all things; it was the being potentially capabl~ 
of perfectly creating everything always. 

After evolving that pure divine form, the supreme being 
called Brahman that is immutable and all-reaching vanished. 

21. 0 my beloved, I am the form of that formless one 
which is called the Supreme Absolute. Both moderns, and 
ancients among scholars call me isvara. 

22. Thereafter from my own body, a being that does not 
swerve away from my person, was created by myself, moving 
about as I pleased, though alone. 

2S. It is you that I created. They call you Prakrti and Pradhina; 
the greatest Miyi, possessor of all attributes; the mother of 
the Buddhitattva (the great Hir~yagarbha); one without Vikrti 
or modification (the basis of Vivarta, transformation). 

24. Simultaneously, this holy spot too was created by me, 
the primordial Puru,a, one in the form of eternal Time; in 
the company of you, the Sakti. 

Slcantla said: 

25-27. That Sakti is called Prakrti. That Purup is the great 
isvara. 0 Pitcher-born Sage, that holy spot is never left by Siva 
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and Sivi who has the form of Supreme Bliss and who sports 
about in that holy place. It extends to five Krosas ( 1 Krosa = 
5 Kms). It was created from the soles of their own feet and 
that is blissful in form. They ne¥er leave that holy place, even 
at the time of the great annihilation. Hence, they know that 
it is 'Avimukta.' 

28. This holy spot was created by Isa for the purpose of 
his holy sport, when there was neither the sphere of the earth 
nor the creation of water. 

29. This is the secret of the holy spot. 0 Pot-born Sage, 
no one knows. It should never be mentioned to an atheist 
endowed with only a mortal eye. 

30. It should be revealed to one having faith, to the humble 
one; to one with an eye to know the three aspects of time; to 
a devotee of Siva; to a quiescent one who has a keen desire 
to get liberated. 

31. Ever since then this holy place is called Avimukta; this 
has served as couch for Siva and Siva, a place for incessant 
bliss. 

32. The non-existence of this holy place that brings about 
salvation can be imagined by foolish ones by whom the non
existence of Siva and Siva is accepted. 

33. Even a person well-conversant with Yoga and other 
means will not attain salvation without propitiating Maheia 
and visiting Kasi. 

34-35. This holy place was at first named Anandavana by 
the Pinika-bearing Lord, because it was the cause of bliss. 
Later on it was named Avimukta. All the Liilgas in that 
Anandakinana should be known as the shoots of the bulbous 
root in the form of bliss. 

36. It was thus, 0 Pot-born One, that this became famous 
as Avimukta. Similarly I shall tell you how Mal)ikarl)ika came 
into being. 

37-38. Formerly while Siva and Siva were sporting about 
in this Anandavana, 0 Pot-born Sage, they had this desire that 
another (being) should be created. 'When the great burden 
is vested in that being, we shall :be moving about as we please. 
We shall grant salvation only to the regular residents of Kifi. 

39. He creates everything, he alone protecu and he alone 
withdraws it in the end. And he is the storehouse of all glory 
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and prosperity. 
40-41. With his grace, we shall stay happily behind in the 

Anandakinana after stabilizing the vast ocean-like mind which 
becomes stirred up due to the billows of worried thoughts. It 
has Sattva quality for its jewels, the Tamas quality for its al
ligators and the Rajas quality for its coral reefs. Where is 
happiness in one who is worried with thoughts and whose 
mental activity is scattered and diffused?' 

42-4!. After resolving thus in the company of that Mother 
of the universe, the nature of consciousness, Dhiirjali, the 
creator of the universe, let his nectar-exuding eye pass over 
his left limb. Therefrom a person of the most handsome fea
tures in all the three worlds manifested himself. 

44. 0 sage, he was calm and endowed with Sattva quality. 
In majestic depth, he excelled the mighty ocean. Unrivalled 
as he was, he was endowed with forbearance too. 

45. He had the splendour of sapphire. He was gloriously 
resplendent with excellent eyes resembling lotus. He was clad 
in good-coloured brilliant silk garments. 

46. His powerfully ferocious pair of arms made him bril
liant. An excellent lotus of exquisite scent beautifully issued 
from his deep navel. 

4 7. He was the sole abode of all good qualities; he was the 
chief storehouse of all arts; he was the most excellent of all. 
Hence he is known as Puru,ottama. 

48-49. On seeing that great Being embellished with su
preme greatness, Mahideva said, "O Acyuta, be Mahivi!Jl.).U. 
The Vedas shall be your exhalation; you will understand ev
erything through them. Do everything in a befitting manner 
in the way laid down in the Vedas." 

50. After saying this to Vifl}.U of the •nature of Cosmic In
telligence, Rudra, the great Isina, entered Anandakanana ac
companied by Siva. 

51. Thereafter, Lord Vi,l}.u received that behest with (bow
ing) his head, meditated for a short while and resolved on 
performing penance. 

52. Digging by means of his discus, a beautiful lotus-pond, 
Hari filled it with sweat drops issuing from his limbs. 

53. There, on the banks of Cakraputkaril}.i (i.e., the lotus
pond dug by means of the dicus), he remained motionless like 
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a post and performed a severe penance for fifty thousand 
years. 

54-56. On seeing him motionleu with eyes closed and 
blazing through the penance, Lord isa, Mr4a accompanied by 
Mr(lini spoke to Hrtikeia, shaking his head frequently (in 
approval): "Oh, the wonderful greatness of the penance! Oh, 
how wonderful is the patience of the mindl Oh, this wonderful 
fire is blazing continuously without fuel! 0 Mahivit1.1u, enough 
of your penance. 0 most excellent one among the great, choose 
your boon." 

57. After recognizing this repeated utterance of Mrc:Ja the 
Four-armed Lord opened his lotus-like eyes and stood up. 

SritJilt,u said: 

58. 0 Lord of Devas, 0 great Lord and chief among the 
divine beings, if you are pleased, I wish to see you always in 
the company of Bhavini. 

59. The boon to be granted to me, 0 Moon-crested Lord, 
is such as should enable me to see you going ahead every
where at the time of all my activities. 

60. Let my mind that resembles a black-bee cease to wander 
(aimlessly) and be enthusiastic for the honey issuing from the 
lotus-like feet of yours. Let it be extremely steady. 

Sri.fiva said: 

61. 0 Hnikesa, 0 Janirdana, let everything turn out as 
said by you. I shall grant you another boon. Listen to it, 0 
excellent one of noble vows. 

62-6S. On seeing the steady increase of this penance of 
yours, I shook my head having serpents. As a result of that 
movement, my gemset earring fell down. It was set with jewels 
and was beautiful in appearance. Let this (sacred expanse of 
water) be named Ma1.,1ikar1.1iki. 

64-65. This splendid sacred place had become well known 
as Cakrapu,kari1.1i Tittha formerly, because it was dug out by 
mearis of your discus, 0 .Lord holding the conch, discus and 
mace. Let it become famous by the name Ma1.1ikar1.1iki here 
in this world, ever since the time when the gemsct earring fell 
into it from my ear. 
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Srivi,tiu said: 

66. 0 Lord, 0 beloved of the Daughter of the Mountain, 
by virtue of the dropping of your pearl earring here, let this 
holy spot become the greatest of all holy spots that are sal-
vation- granting holy places. · 

67. 0 mighty Lord, since that brilliance which cannot be 
adequately described, shines here, let another name 1Kisi' be 
well-known for it. 

68. 0 Lord, I choose another boon as well. It should be 
" granted unhesitatingly. 0 Siva, 0 jewel protecting the uni-

verse, it is intended to further your benefaction to others. 
69. Beginning with Brahma and ending with a blade of 

grass, there are numerous living creatures in the four species 
of living organismJ. Let all those attain salvation in Kasi. 

70-75. 0 Sambhu, in this sacred Tirtha of the gemset 
earring, those who perform the following religious rites are 
to be benefited by the same performance. The rites are: SantlA1a 
prayers, holy ablution, Japa, Homa, the excellent study of the 
Vedas, Ta,Pa'IJ,a (rite of libation), offerings of b•lls of rice, the 
worship of the deities, many Saptatantu sacrifices, the gifts of 
cows, plots of land, gingelly seeds, gold, horse, light, cooked 
rice, garments and ornaments, giving a virgin in marriage, 
Vratotsarga rite, ~11otsarga (leting off a bull-calf) rite, installa
tion of Liligas etc. The devotee realizes that life is transient. 
(Being) highly intelligent, he is conscious that dangers are 
extensive and riches are momentary. Let those who perform 
all these rites attain everlasting liberation as the fruit of those 
holy rites. 

74-76. Let those other rites too, performed excellently 
and with faith, be the bestower of salvatiqn. Barring Prayopavda 
(fasting unto death), no one shall indulge in self-killing. 0 
lsina, let those rites be the cause of ultimate salvation. After 
performing a noble rite even on some other occasions, the 
devotee should neither boast about nor regret it. 0 Isa, with 
your blessings let all those holy rites bear everlasting fruits 
here. 0 Isa, with your grace let everything concerning him be 
of never-ending benefit. 

77. 0 Saduiva, let this holy place be more splendid in its 
outcome than whatever exists, had existed and will exist later. 

78. Just as, 0 Sadisiva, there is nothing superior to you, 
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so also let there not be anything greater and better than this 
Anandavana. 

79. Let there be salvation to all living beings without Sinkhya 
(knowledge), Yoga, without dwelling on the identity of Jiva 
and Brahman, without Vratas, Dinas etc. 

80. Let those who die at Kiii be initiated into Nirvu,a (sal
vation); let even rabbits, mosquitoes, worms, locusts, horses or 
serpents dying within the five Krosa · nmits of Kisi attain sal
vation. 

81-82. Let there be the destruction of the sins of those 
excellent men who reside in Kasi; let them always enjoy Krtayuga, 
Uttariyal}.a and Mahodaya (auspicious Muhurta). 

83. 0 Three-eyed Lord, 0 Sadisiva, let this holy place be 
far superior to all those holy and sacred things mentioned in 
the Srutis. 

84. By repeating the Giyatri Mantra a hundred thousand 
times at Kisi, let everyone have that merit which accrues to 
one through the study of all the four Vedas. 

85. By resorting to Kasi faithfully, let that merit and more 
accrue to one, the merit that usually one attains by practising 
A11anga Yoga. 

86. Through the observance of fast for one day in Ananda
kinana, let that merit be acquired, which one usually acquires 
through Krcchracindriyai:ia and other rites. 

87. By means of the rite of lying on the bare ground for a 
year in Kasi, let there be that benefit and salvation which one 
gets by performing penance elsewhere for a hundred years. 

88. By speaking the truth alone for a fortnight or a day 
in Kasi, let there be that benefit known as accruing elsewhere 
through the rite of silence ever since nativity. 

89. By feeding a thousand persons at Kisi, let one get 
more than ten thousand times that merit which is spoken as 
obtained by making a gift of all that one possesses elsewhere. 

90. By resorting to Mai,ikarl}iki here for only five nights, 
let there be that benefit which is said to be the result of 
resorting to all the ( other) holy places granting liberation. 

91. , Merely by visiting Kasi with faith, let there be that 
welfare-giving merit one · gets through the holy ablution at 
Prayila. 

92. Let one who has full self-control, get by sleeping for 
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three nights in Kiii, that merit which one gets through· per
forming Aivamedha and Rijaaiiya. 

95. Merely-by visiting Kifi with faith, let that merit accrue, 
the merit that is duly derived by Tulti-Pun&1a-Dana (making a 
gift of some object equal in weight to the donor). 

94. On hearing these words ofV1tou requesting for a boon, 
the Lord of Devas, the Lord of the universe said with a de
lighted mind: 

Sri Mahadeva said: 

Let it be so, 0 Madhusiidana. 
95. Listen, 0 Vi,ou of powerful arms, 0 origin and goal 

after death. Create different kinds of beings duly as has been 
mentioned in the Sruti. 

96. Like a father, be the virtuous protector of all living 
beings. Different kinds of persons who cause destruction of 
righteousness should be exterminated. 

97. Since they have already been killed by means of their 
own Karmas, 0 Hari, you shall be the mere instrumental cause 
in regard to the annihilation of those who stick to paths other 
than the virtuous. 

98. Just as a fully ripe fruit falls itself from the stalk, so 
also they shall fall with their sins fully matured into fruition. 

99. 0 Hari, I shall become ready for the annihilation of 
those persons who become arrogant on account of their power 
of penance and begin to insult you. 

100. All the Upapatahins (perpetrators of minor sins) and 
all the Mahapatakins (perpetrators of major sins) shall become 
free from sins after reaching Kasi. 

I O 1. This holy place extending over an area of five Krosas 
is dear to me. My command alone is effective here; not the 
command of anyone else. 

102. 0 MrcJani of splendid eyes, again Vitr:iu was addressed 
by me, VitQU who was moving about here and there like a 
mass of brilliance of great and fierce splendour, causing great 
surprise to all the three worlds. 

1 OS. '7here is none else chastising the creatures residing 
in Avimukta and committing sins, 0 Vitou; I alone chastise 
them. 
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104. One may be full of many sins, but if he rememben 
Avimukta in his heart, even when he is a hundred Yojanas 
away, he shall not be affected by sins. 

105-107. If anyone rememben Avimukta, the holy place 
that is very dear to me, at the time of his death, though he 
may be far off and he may be a sinner, he shall drive away 
all the sins and enjoy heavenly pleasures. After falling from 
heaven, he shall become a dominant king on the earth, due 
to the merit of having remembered Kasi. He will then enjoy 
various kinds of pleasures. He will then reach Avimukta and 
due to that meritorious act, attain salvation. 

108-109. 0 lady of pure smiles, if someone stays here for 
a long time with well-controlled mind and sense-organs, but 
meets with his death elsewhere as fate would have it, he, too, 
will enjoy heavenly pleasures and then will be born as a great 
ruler of the earth. Thereafter, he will come to Kasi and obtain 
liberation. 

110. 0 Vifl)U, continuous residence in Avimukta is capable 
of uprooting all Karmas, but only in the case of two or three 
holiest of the holy persons will it be conducive to ultimate 
salvation. 

Vi1'"' saitl: 

111. 0 Lord of Devas, if a person does not know the great• 
ness of the holy place really, nor docs he give credence to it 
but dies here, what is his goal after death? 

Siva said: 

112·11!. Take the case ofa person who commits elsewhere 
many great sins. He has no faith nor docs he know the real 
situation. If such a person dies here, 0 Janirdana of excellent 
vows, listen to his ultimate goal-the goal of a person ignorant 
of the greatness of the holy place. 

114--116. As he enters Paiicakrosi (the precincts of Kiii 
extendin1 to five Kroias). all the multitude of his sins goes 
out. Nothing penetrates into Kifi. Due to fear of the Gal)as 
wh~ continuously move _about at the outskirts with tridents 
and nooses in their hands the entire multitude ( of sins) stays 
outside. So the man, 0 sinlcu one, becomes free froin all sins 
at the time of his very entty. Mt.er taking his bath in Maoikarl)iki 
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he attains excellent merit. 
117. By taking a good ablution in M~ikarJJ.iki alone, 

one gets that merit which is usually obtained through elabo
rate bathing in all the aacred waters. 

118-119. The devotee shall take his bath there in accor
dance with the injunctions, using clay, cowdung, Kuia grass 
etc. (for the various rituals). uttering the VaruQa Mantras in 
accordance with the branch of the Veda that one owes alle
giance to and making use of Diini grass, Apimirga (Ach,,.,.tlaa 
as/)ml). Darbha grass etc. (for the requisite rituals). One who 
takes the holy ablution with perfect faith in Ma~ikarQikl shall 
obtain the benefit that accrues from all the other holy places 
and all the merits through all types of gifts. 

120. Even if one undertakes the holy ablution in accor
dance with the injunctions but without faith, he too shall get 
the merit that enables him to attain heaven. 

121. By taking the holy bath with due faith and in accor
dance with the injunctions and by performing the TM'Jla,,,a 
rites for the Devas and others by means of gingelly seeds, 
Darbha grass and barley grains perfectly, one shall obtain the 
benefit of all the Yajiias. 

122. A man with faith, who takes the holy bath in accor
dance with the injunctions and performs all rites of libation 
shall obtain the benefit of all the Mantras through the Japa 
and adoration of the deities. 

12!. 0 Sivi, by taking the holy bath with due observance 
of the vow of silence, and through the visit of Viivesa, a man 
who controls all his sense-organs and restrains his speech, 
shall obtain the welfare brought about by all the holy vows. 

124. One should scrupulously observe silence at the time 
of bathing, worshipping the deities, performing Japa, cleaning 
the teeth, performing Havana rites and at the time of passing 
urine and evacuating the bowels. 

125. By adoring Viiveivara (only) once in accordance with 
the injunctions, and performing all the Upaciras (ritualistic 
services), one obtains the benefit of Siva-worship performed 
throughout one's life. 

126. 0 Goddess of Devas, one who makes a gift of the 
wealth le1itimately earned, even if it be very little, in my holy 
place ~vimukta, will never become poverty-stricken. 
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127. A fool who collects together different kinds of riches 
but does not give it away in Avimukta, dies elsewhere and 
always grieves over it. 

128. All the beautiful things, gems, cows, elephants, hors
es, 1arments etc. have been· created for the welfare of the 
residents of Avimukta. 

129. One who legitimatley earns wealth or courts death at 
Kili for the purpose of popitiating Viivesa is really blessed. 
He is really conversant with righteousness (Dhanna). 

1!10. 0 Umi, Lord Viivesvara who is stationed in the city 
of Kasi assuming the form of a Lbiga is directly the basis of 
my greatness. 

151. Avimukta extending to five Krosas is a great holy 
place. That alone named Visvesvara should be known as a 
Jyotirliriga ('the Liliga of refulgence'). 

1!12. Just as the disc of the Sun, though stationed in a 
single place (in a limited space) is seen as present everywhere 
by everyone, so also is Visvesvara in Kaai. 

1 SS. The benefit that is obtained elsewhere by means of 
unimpeded Yogic practice acquired in the course of many 
births, can be obtained by one casting off his body in Kisi. 

1!14. The benefit that is obtained elsewhere by persons 
who have conquered their organs of sense by performing all 
sorts of penances for a long time, can be obtained at Kisi in 
a single night. 

1!15. Even a person who does not know the greatness of the 
holy place, even one who has no faith, becomes free from sin 
on entering Kasi. On death he obtains immortality (salvation). 

1 !16. If, after committing heinous sins, one comes to Kiii 
in due course and casts off his body, he attains me alone with 
my favour. 

1!17. Without my favour who attains Ka.ii except Bratlhna 
( the Sun), 0 large-eyed lady, who is called here the maker of 
the day? 

1!18. 0 Goddess, who can obtain permanent, continuous 
happineu without coming to Kiii? For even Brahma and othen 
arc continuously fettered by the nooses of Prakrti (Miyi). 

ISI. Had it not been for Xiii, how could the people bound 
by the neck by means of the twenty-four nooses (i.e., Tattvas) 
and three Guoas [ (1) Strings (2) Attributes] rendered more 
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firm by means of acts ( conducive to Dl&at"llltl, Arllaa and Kama) 
be set free? 

140-141. Yogic practices are attended with many hindrances. 
What is known as Tapas (penance) has to be acquired (per
formed successfully) with great difficulties. One who has fallen 
off from Yoga (i.e., failed in the practice of Yoga), one who 
has fallen off from penance has to undergo the sufferings of 
being in the wombs. (But) one who commits sins in Kifi and 
dies at Kifi may become Rudrapiiica but shall attain salvation. 

142. There is no question of fall into hell in the case of 
those creatures that die in Kiii by chance, though they might 
have been perpetrators of sins, because I am their chastiser 
and controller. 

145. After realizing that this physical body is bound to perish, 
after remembering the painful sufferings undergone within 
the womb, one should abandon even a flourishing kingdom 
and permanently resort to Kasi. 

144. Unexpectedly the terrible messengers of Yama may 
come upon one and strike one after fettering with nooses. So 
one should resort to Kasi quickly. . 

145. Who will not resort to Kasi where there is no fear from 
sins, nothing to fear from Yama and where one need not be 
afraid of staying within the womb again? 

146. Death is bound to overtake one today, tomorrow or 
even the day after. As long as there is some delay or respite 
from death, one should resort to Kiii. 

14 7. If death overtakes men, there is a further birth and 
consequent death. Hence a sensible man should resort to Kiii, 
the place of no further rebirth. 

148. Setting aside the Vaifl}.avi Miyi in the form of (attach
ment to) sons, abode and wives that tak~s up many forms in 
the next birth, one should resort to Kill that destroys Bhava 
(birth/Sarilsira). 

SAantla said: 

149. One should not think in one's mind like, 'I am now 
a young man. Death is far off from me.' The sound of the bell 
round the neck of the buffalo of the god of Death should be 
definitely heard. Without subjecting oneself to exertion of 
great magnitude due to the nearness (of the time of death), 
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a man of sensible mind should quickly abandon his decaying 
hut (i.e .• his house) and go to the city of Dhiirjap. 

v, •• .saitl: 

150. 0 Sina. after narrating to Agastya this story that sup
preae1 all sins, Skanda said once again: 

CHAPTER TWENTISEVEN 

Tu Gmatuss of Gatiga 

Suntla saitl: 

I. I ■hall describe how Anandakinana became well-known 
as Viril)asi as it was narrated by the Lord of Devas. 

lsvara saitl: 

2. Listen, 0 VifQU of mighty arms, 0 most handsome one 
in all the three worlds, how Avimukta got the name Virir.iasi. 

S.5. A highly virtuous and resplendent king of the Solar 
dynasty,1 Bhagiratha, had heard about the calamity that befell 
his ancestors. the sons of Sagara, who were ordered (by Sagara) 
to protect the horse of the horse-sacrifice and who were burnt 
down by the fire of Kapila's wrath. He desired to propitiate 
Gangi and therefore resolved to perform a penance. The king, 
a storehouse of activities conducive to fame, went to Himavin, 
the best among mountains, with a desire to redeem his ances
tors. He duly vested the burden of the kingdom on his min
isters. 

6. ' 0 Vifr.iu, who can carry to heaven except Gangi flow
ing in three paths, the living beings who were completely 
consumed by the fire of a Brihmar.ia's curse and were conse-

1. The lesend bow kin1 Bhapndaa broupt the heavenly Gangi to the 
earth for die redempdon of his anceaton-the sons of kin1 Sapra-is de
scribed in detaila ill VR 1.41 •·•sand Mbh, Vau, 109-119. Thi• Purll)a 111e1 

it• a bacqround for dacribin1 the areat sanctity of Gup in the mbaequent 
vene1. 
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quently reduced to a wretched state? 
7. She (the River-Goddess) is another form of mine in 

a watery form. She is the very soul of welfare. She is the 
greatest Prakrti, the mainstay of many Cosmic Eggs. 

8. She is the personified form of pure learning and. com
passion. She possesses three Salttis, viz. those of will, knowl
edge and action. She is of the nature of Nectar and bliss. She 
is the pure form of Dharma. 

9. I am sportingly sustaining this support of all the worlds, 
perfect in form, like the Absolute Brahman for the sake of 
protecting the universe. 

10-12. All the followin1, 0 Vqr.iu, are present in subtle 
form in Gangi: all the sacred rivers and holy places in all the 
three worlds; all the Dharmas; Yajiias along with the monetary 
gifts thereofi all the types of penance; the fourfold Vedas along 
with their An.gas; you and I and Brahma, the creator, and all 
the groups of Devas; all the Puru,arthas (aims of life, viz. , 
Dharma, Artha etc.). and the different forms of Saktis. 

l!. He who resorts to Gangi is on a par with one who has 
taken his holy ablutions in all the Tirthas, who has performed 
all types of Kratus and who has observed all types of vows. 

14. He who resorts to Gangi has practised all types of 
penances, attained all the fruits of Yogic practices and obser
vances and is on a par with a person who makes a liberal gift 
of everything. 

15. A person who bathes in Gangi regularly is superior to 
everyone in every Varr.ia and stage of life, to everyone among 
Vedic scholars and to everyone who has mastered the sacred 
scriptures and the topics discussed therein. 

16. Even a person defiled by many kinds of evils originat
ing from mind, speech and body, becomes.sanctified by seeing 
Gangi. There is no doubt in this. 

17. In Krtayuga there are holy Tarthas everywhere; in Tretiyuga 
Pu,kara is the greatest of all Tirthas; in Dviparayuga, 
Kuruk,etra (is the best) anJi in Kaliyuga only Gangi (is the 
holiest). 

18. 0 Hari, one shall have (the opportunity to) live on the 
banks of Gangi if there is the Va.rand (impression left after 
repeated practicr) of the previous births, with my great favour. 

19. Meditation is the cause of salvation in Krtayuga; in 
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Tretayuga meditation and penance are the causes of salvation; 
in Dviparayuga, meditation, penance and Yajil.u are the causes 
of salvation but in Kaliyuga it is Gangi alone. 

20. He who does not leave off the banks of Gangi till his 
body falls (i.e., death), is always on a par with one conversant 
with Vedanta, a Yogin and one regularly observing the vow of 
celibacy. 

21. In Kaliyuga there is no other means of salvation than 
Gangi for penons of defiled minds, enamoured of other people's 
wealth and performing the rites without due regard for the 
injunctions ( of the scriptural texts). 

22. Alak,mi (lack of wealth), Kilakar1.1i (a female ogress), 
evil dreams and ill thoughts do not have any influence, if the 
devotee performs Japa like 'Gangi, Gangi.' 

25. 0 Vi,1.1u, Gangi contributes to the welfare of all the 
worlds. She alone bestows benefits here as well as hereafter 
on all living beings in accordance with their devotional fervour. 

24. 0 Hari, Yajiia, Dina, penance, Yoga,Japa, restraint and 
observance of holy vows do not merit even a thousandth part 
of the service rendered to Gangi. 

25. Of what avail is Yoga with its eight ancillaries? Of what 
avail arc penances and sacrifices? Mere residence on the banks 
of Gangi is the cause of the realization of Brahman. 

26. 0 Govinda, Gangi becomes pleased with the devotion 
of one who understands the greatness of Gangi even if he 
were to be an undeserving person, even if he stays far off. 

27. Faith is the greatest and subtlest Dhanna (virtue). Faith 
is the greatest penance and knowledge; faith is heaven and salvation. 
She becomes pleased with (one who has) faith (in her). 

28. In the case of persons whose minds have been deluded 
by ignorance, attachment, greed etc. they do not have any 
faith in Dharma and particularly in Gangi. 

29. Just as the external water becomes (sweet) water within 
a coconu_t, so also the water of the great Absolute stationed 
outside the Cosmic Egg becomes Jihnavi. 

50. There is no other acquisition greater than the acqui
sition of Gangi anywhere. Hence one should resort to Gangi. 
Gai\p itself ia the greatest being. 

51. 0 Harl, aimless and purposeless is the birth of one 
devoid of holy ablution in Gangi even if he happens to be 
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powerful, learned, virtuous or munificent. 
St. If one does not resort to Gangi in Kali Age, (utterly) 

futile are his family (noble descent), learning, (performance 
of) sacrifices, penances and all the liberal gifts he has made. 

SS. In the worship of a deserving virtuous person, one 
does not attain such a benefit, as one gets from bathini in the 
waters of Gangi or worshipping it in accordance with the 
injunctions. 

54. This Gangi, the womb whereof consists of the fire of 
my refulgence, who is well protected by my vigour (and is like 
me, Comm.) burns down all defects and sins. 

55. The cage of the multitude of sins becomes split into 
a hundred pieces merely by remembering Gangi, like a mountain 
struck by thunderbolt. 

56. One who goes to Gangi and one who rejoices in de
votion, both of them, they say, derive the same benefit. De
votion alone is the cause thereof. 

57. While walking, standing, repeating the names, medi
tating, taking food, speaking, walking, awake or sleeping, he 
who remembers Gangi always, shall become released from 
bondage. 

58-59. If, with the ancestors in view, anyone were to deposit 
devoutly in the waters of Gangi, milk pudding with honey, 
along with jaggery, ghee and gingelly seeds, 0 Hari, his an
cestors become gratified for a hundred years. The delighted 
grandfathers grant him all kinds of cherished desires. 

40. just as the whole universe becomes adored when the 
Linga is propitiated, so also one derives the benefit of all the 
Tirthas through ablution in Gangi. 

41. A man who takes his holy dip in Gangi everyday and 
worships the Linga, shall certainly get the greatest salvation 
in a single birth. 

42. Agnihotra, Yajnas, Vra~s. Danas and penances are not 
equal to a ten-millionth part of the adoration of the Liliga in 
Ganga. 

45. If anyone decides to go to Gangi and (as a preliminary 
to the pilgrimage) performs Sriddha etc., at home and re
mains thus, the an.:estor1 become delighted by his perfect 
resolve. 

44-45. All the sins immediately cry, •Alas, where shall we 
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go?" Then they have consultation with Loliha (Greed), Moha 
(Delusion) etc. again and again and decide: 11\Ye shall create 
obstacles so that he shall not go to Gangi, because once he 
goes to Gangi, he will eradicate all of us." 

46. Being disappointed, sins go away at every step from 
the body of the person who starts from bis house for an ablution 
in Gangi. 

47. 0 Hari, a meritorious person casts off Loblaa etc. due 
to merits performed in previous births, and reaches Gangi 
after driving away all the obstacles. 

48. A man who takes the holy dip in Gangi shall go to 
heaven even if he does so incidentally, or for a price, or in 
the course of trading activity or service, even if he is lustful. 

49. Just as fire burns even if touched unwillingly, so also 
Gangi, even if it is bathed in unwillingly, burns sins. 

50. A living being wanders in the course of its worldly 
existence as long as it does not resort to Gangi. After resort
ing to Gangi, no creature sees the sufferings of worldly ex
istence. 

51. He who eschews all doubts and devoutly takes his holy 
dips in the waters of Gangi, is certainly a Deva covered with 
human skin. 

52. One who undertakes a journey for the sake of taking 
a holy bath in Gangi, but dies on the way, derives undoubt
edly the benefit of a holy ablution in Gangi. 

53. Even those who listen to the greatness 9f Gangi and 
read about it, become rid of great sins undoubtedly. 

54. The evil-minded, wicked, sceptics and rationalists who 
take Gangi as another ordinary river, 0 VitQU, are fools. 

55. In this birth, men become devoted to Gangi due to 
the Danas, penances, holy observances and vows performed in 
the course of the previous birth. 

56. For the sake of those who are devoted to Gangi, mansions 
equipped with charming pleasures have been created by the 
Self-born Lord (Brahma) in the cities of Mahendra and others. 

57-58. Supernatural powers (Al)imi etc.), Lingas bestow
ins divine powers, many kinds of SJJarialingas ( those that turn 
baae-'metal into iold), gem-built palaces, multitude ofOntim~is 
(philosopher's stones) etc. lie embedded in the waters of Gangi, 
because they are afraid of pollution from Kali. Hence in Kali 
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\uga, Gangi, the bestower of the achievement of the desired 
goal, should be resorted to. 

59-60. Like patches of darkness at sunrise, like mountains 
afraid of being smitten with thunderbolt, like serpents on seeing 
Tirqya (Garu(Ja), like clouds tossed about by winds, ·Jike ig
norance and delusion on the realization of Truth, like deer 
on seeing a lion, all the sins become exterminated at the sight 
of Gangi. 

61-62. Just as ailments perish due to the divine herbal 
remedies, just as good qualities perish due to greediness, just 
as the severity of summer heat is dispelled through plunging 
into a deep whirlpool and just as a heap of cotton perishes 
instantly by a spark of fire, so also all defects certainly perish 
by coming into contact with the waters of Gangi. 

63-64. Just as the power of penance perishes due to anger, 
just as good sense is spoiled by lust, just as fortune gets de
stroyed through defective morals, just as learning gets defiled 
by conceit, just as Dharma perishes through hypocrisy, crook
edness and fraudulence, so also sins perish at the sight of 
Gangi. 

65. After obtaining the rare opponunity of getting human 
birth which is as inconstant as the fall of lightnil)g, he who 
resorts to Gangi has reached the height of intellect. 

66. Those men who have shaken off all the sins, see Gangi 
on the earth in the form of the greatest refulgence resembling 
a thousand suns. 

67. Atheists with eyes spoiled by sins see Gangi like an 
ordinary river filled with ordinary water. 

68. Due to compassion for people I, the redeemer from 
worldly existence, have created a flight of steps unto heaven 
in the form of the waves of Gangi. • 

69. On the banks of the glorious Gangi all times are 
auspicious, all the spots are auspicious and holy, all persons 
are fit for the receipt of religious gifts. 

70-73. Just as a horse-sacrifice is the best among all Yajiias, 
just as Himavan is the greatest among mountains, just as 
truthfulness is the greatest among holy vows, just as offering 
freedom from fear is the best among gifts, just as Pril)iyima 
(restraint of vital breath) is the best among austerities, just as 
Prai,ava (Om) is the best among Mantras, just as abstention 
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from violence is the best among all pious activities, just as Sri 
(prosperity and fortune) is the most excellent of all desirable 
things, just as spiritual learning is the best among all learnings, 
just as Gauri is the most excellent one among all women, just 
as you, 0 Puru,ottama, are the best among all the Devas, just 
as a devotee of Siva is the most excellent one among all deserving 
persons, so also Gangi Tirtha is the most excellent one among 
all the Tirthas. 

74. 0 Hari, a highly intelligent person who does not make 
any difference between us both, should be known as a devotee 
of Siva. He is a great Pisupata ('devotee of Pasupati i.e., Siva'). 

75. This Gangi of meritorious current is like the great 
whirlwind unto the dust particles of sin, is like axe unto the 
tree of sins, and is like forest fire unto the fuel of sim. 

76. The Pitrs (manes) of different forms always sing these 
songs: "Would that someone in our family takes the holy bath 
in Gangi." 

77. After propitiating Devas and Sages as well as indigent 
ones, helpless ones and miserable ones, he would take his holy 
dip faithfully in accordance with the injunctions and offer 
handfuls of water libation. 

78. 11Would that he is born in our family, who will impar
tially look at Siva and VifJ.lU, who will build temples for both 
of them and will devoutly clean them and carry out other 
activities as well." 

79. He who dies in Gangi will not see hell whether he cherishes 
desire or not, even if it is the lower strata of living beings that 
he belongs to. 

80. If those who are staying on the banks of Gangi were to 
praise another Tirtha and do not honour Gangi, they are sure 
to pass on to a hell. 

81. A base man who hates me as well as you and Gangi 
shall go to hell along with members of his family. 

82. Sixtv:four thousands of Ga1_1as always protect Gangi 
and they ere-ate obstacles in the stay of sinners who are no 
devotees. 

83. With the sharp. arrows of lust, anger, excessive delu
sion, convetousness etc., they overwhelm their minds and oust 
them from there (Gangi). 

84. He who resorts to Gangi is a sage. He is a learned 
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man. He should be known as one blessed with achievement 
in regard to the four aims of life. 

85. One who, just for once, takes his holy dip in Gangi, 
shall obtain the benefit of a horse-sacrifice. By offering liba
tions of water to the Pitrs there, he shall redeem them from 
the ocean of hell. 

86. A meritorious man who continuously bathes in Gangi 
for one month, lives in the world of Indra along with his 
ancestors, as long as Indra (continues to live). 

87. A meritorious man who continuously bathes in Gangi 
for one year, shall reach the world of VitQU and stay there 
happily. 

88. A man who takes his holy bath in Gangi everyday 
throughout his life, should be known as Jivanmulta (a living
liberated soul), who with the destruction of the body (after 
death) becomes completely liberated. 

89. Any particular lunar day, asterism or day of special 
significance need not be taken into consideration in regard 
to (the holy bath) in the waters of Gangi. Merely through holy 
dip in Gangi all the hoarded sins perish. 

90. He who does not resort to the banks of Gangi worthy 
of being resorted to very easily, is a fool though learned, is 
powerless though endowed with Sakti (power). 

91. If one does not resort to Gangi, of what use is his 
longevity free from sickness, of what avail is his ever growing 
prosperity, of what avail is his blemishless intellect? 

92. A man who gets a temple built for an idol of Gangi, 
enjoys all pleasures. After death he attains the world of Gangi. 

9!. Those who listen everyday to the greatness of Gangi 
with respect shall obtain the benefit of a holy dip in Gangi 
by propitiating with adequate monetar)' gifts the scholar who 
reads the text. 

94. With Pitrs in view, if anyone bathes the Linga with the 
waters of Gangi, his ancestors become pleased although they 
may be in a great hell. 

95. Learned men say that far superior to bathing with ghec 
is bathing with the waters of Gangi, filtered with a cloth, 
charged eight times with Mantras (pertaining to Siva or 
Galigi-Comn1.) and rendered fragrant with scents. 

96-97. If anyone offers Argha at least once to the Sun with 
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the waters of Gangi mixed with the eight Dravyas measured 
to a Magatlhaprastha (i.e .. 12~ Palas) in a copper vessel. he 
goes to the Solar world in a highly brilliant aerial chariot 
along with his ancestors and is honoured there. 

98-99. The eight Drauja.r (ingredients) are: water, Kusa 
grass, honey, cow's milk, cow's ghee, cow's curd, red sandalpaste 
and red Karavira flowcn. This Argha with eight ingredients is 
considered extremely propitiatory to the Sun-god. 0 Vifl)U, 
this Argha with the waters of Gangi should be known to be 
ten million times more meritorious than Argha with other 
waters. 

100. If a sensible man erects a temple on the banks of 
Gangi according to his capacity, it has a benefit ten million 
times more than that of the installation at another Tirtha. 

101-103. Merely by visiting Gangi, one gets that merit which 
one gets elsewhere by planting Asvattha, Va~, mango and 
other trees or by digging wells, tanks and lakes or through 
watersheds and sacrifices. The very touch of Ganga is superior 
to the act of making flower gardens etc. By drinking a mouth
ful of the waters of Gangi, one gets the benefit hundred times 
more than that of the gift of a virgin in marriage, that of the 
gift of cows and cooked rice. 

104. By drinking the nectar-like waters of Gangi, 0 Janirdana, 
one gets more benefit than the benefit derived from a thou
sand Cindriyar>a observances. 

105. What other benefit shall be said as resulting from 
devout plunge in Gangi, 0 Hari, than everlasting residence 
in heaven or ultimate salvation? 

106. A man who always worships the pair of sandals of 
Gangi obtains longevity, merit, wealth, sons, heaven, and salvation. 

107. 0 Hari, for the destruction of the sins and blemishes 
of Kali, there is no other Tirtha on a par with Gangi. There 
is no holy spot on a par with Avimukta in bestowing salvation. 

108. On seeing a man regularly engaged in the holy bath 
in Gangi, the servants of Yama flee in ten directions like deer 
on seeing a lion. 

lq&. One shall obtain the benefit of a horse-sacrifice by 
duly worshipping a person staying on the banks of Gangi and 
regularly worshipping Gangi. 

110. By devoutly gifting cows, plots of land and gold on 
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the splendid banks of Gangi, a man has no rebirth in the 
miserable world. 

111. (On the bank of Gangi) by making gifts of garments, 
one attains longevity; by gifting books one gets knowledge; by 
gifting cooked rice one gets wealth; and by gifting a virgin one 
gets fame. 

112. Whatever rite is performed on the banks of Gangi, 
such as holy vows, Dana, Japa or penance, 0 Hari, has ten 
million times more benefit than the ones performed elsewhere. 

115-118. One who makes the gifts of a cow along with her 
calf in accordance with the injunctions on the banks of Gangi, 
0 Vi:,i;iu, shall have all types of prosperity. By gifting away a 
Kimadhenu he will enjoy all desires and pleasures, either in 
Goloka or in my world for as many Yugas as there are hairs 
on the body of the cow. Along wit~ his kinsmen, he will enjoy 
divine pleasure of may kinds, (some of them) not available to 
even Devas. He will enjoy them along with his ancestors and 
friends. He will be embellished with all kinds of jewels. There
after, he is born in an excellent family possessing good con
duct and learning. After enjoying infinite pleasures in the 
company of sons and grandsons he will come again to Gangi 
flowing towards the north at Kisi. After propitiating Visveivara, 
due to the impressions and experiences of the previous births, 
in due course he may die after which he attains Brahman (i.e., 
salvation). 

119. Listen to the meritorious benefit of the man who 
devoutly gives away a plot of land on the banks of Gangi 
extending to two Nivartanas (1 Nivartana=50 Dai;ujas). 

120-122. After enjoying all delightful pleasures in the worlds 
of Mahendra and Candra for as many Yugas as there are 
Tra,ar1t1us (particles of dust) in that plbt of land, he becomes 
lord of the seven continents. 0 Hari, he will be very righteous 
and he will be able to redeem his Pitrs from hells and take 
them to heaven. He will liberate the Pitrs staying in heaven. 
He will be highly resplendent. In the end he will chop off 
Avidyi by means of the sword of knowledge-the Avidyi that 
has converted itself into the five elements. 

125. He may have the greatest Vairigya (non-attachment) 
and will practise the excellent Yoga. Or after reaching Avimukta, 
he will realize the great Absolute Brahman. 
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124-127. One who, on the banks of Gangi, makes a gift of 
excellent gold weighing a Suvan.aa (i.e., 80 Rattis) to a man 
of excellent Vari,a, 0 Hari, will be endowed with all Aiiva,yas 
(supernatural powers) and he will move about in a gold and 
gemset aerial chariot that can go everywhere. He will be honoured 
in all the worlds stationed in other Cosmic Eggs and experi
ence all pleasures delighting the mind. 0 Vqi,u, he will be 
adored by all until all the living beings are annihilated. Thereafter, 
he shall be the sole king injarilbiidvipa and very powerful and 
valorous. Then he will come to Avimukta and attain salvation. 

128. If anyone takes his holy bath devoutly in Gangi on 
the day on which the star of his nativity falls, he shall instantly 
be released from the multitude of sins accumulated in the 
course of various births. 

129. A holy bath in Gangi is very rare (i.e., is of special 
value) in the months of Vaisikha, Kirttika and Migha. The 
bath is hundred times more beneficial if performed on the 
new-moon day and a thousand times, on the Sankrinti day 
(transit of the Sun). 

150. If th~ bath . is taken on the days of lunar or solar 
eclipses, it is a hundred thousand times; on the Vyatipita day 
(i.e., if the new-moon day is a Sunday) it is innumerable times; 
if it is on Vituva days ( equinox days), it is ten thousand times 
more beneficial; if it is on the Ayana days, a hundred thousand 
times. 

151. If the lunar eclipie falls on a Monday or the solar 
eclipse on a Sunday, it is called Cu,Janaati,i Pan,a. The bath on 
that day has unlimited benefit. 

152. Bathing, Dana,Japaand Homa, whatever is performed 
on the Cii(jimal)i day on the banks of Gangi, 0 Viti,u, is of 
everlasting benefit. 

155. If one takes the holy dip in Gangi in accordance with 
the injunctions with devotion and faith, one shall become 
purified even if one is a Brihmal)a-slayer. What to say of other 
sinners! 

154. Worms, insects, locusts etc. that die on the banks of 
Gangi, the trees that fall into Galig4 from the bank-all these 
attain salvation. 

155-157. In the bright half of the month of Jye,t\la, on 
the tenth day with asterism Hasta, a man or woman should 
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keep awake at night on the banks of Gangi with great devo
tional fervour. He (or she) should perform the adoration of 
Gangi ten times, 0 GarucJa-emblemed Hari. There shall be 
ten kinds of flowers of great fragrance: The Naivedyas shall 
be of ten fruits on every occasion. There shall be Daiiitiga 
Dhupas [constituenta: Kustha,jaggery, lac, Nakha (?), Haritaki, 
Sarjarasa, Milhsi, Sailaja, Ghana ( camphor) and bdellium]. A 
wise devotee shall perform the worship ten times in accor
dance with the injunctions. 

188. He should drop gingelly seeds smeared with ghee 
into the waters of Gangi. He should then offer ten handfuls 
of water. Uttering the Mantra he should offer ten balls of fried 
wheat-flour mixed with jaggery. 

189-140. The twenty-syllabled Mantra is to be "Om namaJ 
.fivtiJai ntirii1a1.11ai daiahara,ai gatiga1ai svtiha" ( Om, obeisance 
to Sivi, Niriyal)i, Dasahari, Gangi). The worship, Dana, Japa 
and Homa are to be performed with the same Mantra. 

141-145. According to his capacity the devotee should pre
pare an idol of Gangi with gold or silver. It shall be installed 
above a Piirl)akumbha (pot filled with water), the face of which 
is covered with a cloth. He should then bathe the idol with 
Pancimrta and adore it. 

Thereafter he shall meditate upon Gangi as follows: She is 
very gentle in form with four arms and three eyes. She is 
served by Nadis and Nadas (rivers great and small). She has 
the frequent application of the nectarine exudation of love
liness all over her physical form. She holds in her four hands 
a Piirl)akulhbha, a white lotus, the gestures of granting boon 
and freedom from fear. Her lustre is like that of ten thousand 
moons. She is being fanned with chowries. She shines well 
with a white umbrella. She has flooded the ground with nectar. 
She is besmeared with divine scenta and unguents. Her feet 
are adored by all the three worlds. She is eulogized by Devas 
and the divine sages. 

146-147. After meditating and worshipping with the Man
tra, he shoutd offer Dhupa and Dipa. In front of the idol of 
Gangi, he should make small idols of myself, yourself and that 
of Brahma, the Sun-god, Himilaya and Bhagiratha with 
sandalpaste and raw rice-grains and worship them. He should 
respectfully give ten Prasihas of gingelly seeds to ten Brihmal)as. 
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148. These measures of grain are each four times the 
previous: Pala, Kut/,ava, Prastha, At/,ha/ca and Drof}a (Pala: a 
handful of grain). 

149-150. The devotee observing the holy vow should make 
figures of fish, tortoise, frog, shark and other aquatic beings 
such as swans, Kara1:ujavas, Bakas (cranes), Cakra (ruddy geese), 
TiUibha or Sirasa with pasted flour, copper, silver or gold in 
accordance with his capacity, worship them with scents and 
flowers and then cast them into Gangi. 

151. By performing this rite thus in accordance with the 
injunctions, without showing stinginess in spending money, 
the devotee will be rid of the ten types of sins as mentioned 
below: 

152-155. There are three types of physical sins such as tak
ing away what is not duly offered, indulging in violence with
out scriptural justification and resorting to other men's wives. 
There are four types of verbal sins, viz. harsh utterances, un
truthful speech, backbiting, indulging in irrelevant and ab
surd talks. There are three types of mental sins, viz. reflecting 
constantly on other people's assets, evil thoughts in regard to 
others and earnest desire for insignificant and unreal things. 

That devotee should be rid of all these ten types of sins 
originating in the course of ten births. There is no doubt 
about it, 0 Gadidhara. It is true, it is (definitely) true. 

156. He shall redeem from terrible hell ten ancestors and 
ten successors. He should perform the ]apa of the prayer presently 
being recounted with great faith in front of Gangi: 

[Prayn to Ganga: (Jj7-174)} 

157. •om, Obeisance to Gangi, identical with Siva and the 
bestower of happiness. Obeisance, obeisance, obeisance to you 
in the form of Vitl)U. Obeisance to you in the form of Brahma. 

158. Bow to you in the form of Rudra, Siii.kari (benefac
tress); obeisance to you in the form of all gods; obeisance to 
medicine personified. 

159. Obeisance to you, the most excellent physician of all 
ail~ts of all people. Obeisance to you, the destroyer of the 
poisons arising from mo'bile and immobile beings. 

160. Hail to you, the destroyer of the poison of worldly 
existence; obeisance to the enlivener. Repeated obeisance to 
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you, the destroyer of the three types of distresses, the goddess 
of the vital breath. 

161. Obeisance to the goddess, the cause of continuous 
peace; obeisance to you, of pure form; obeisance to the purifier 
of everything; obeisance to you in the form of the enemy of 
sins. 

162. Repeated salutes to the bestower of worldly pleasures 
and salvation; obeisance to the bestower of welfare; obeisance 
to the bestower of pleasures here and hereafter; obeisance to 
you, the river in the nether worlds. 

16!. Obeisance to Mandikini; obeisance, obeisance to the 
bestower of heavenly pleasures; obeisance to the ornament of 
the three worlds; obeisance, obei,ance to the triple-streamed 
one. 

164. Obeisance to the holy river abiding in the three white 
ones (pure ones, viz. its source, Prayiga and confluence with 
the sea); obeisance, obeisance to the one with forbearance; 
obeisance to the one abiding in the three types of fire; obei
sance to the brilliant one. 

165. Obeisance to Nandi (Alakanandi); o~eisance to one 
holding the Linga; obeisance to the one having nectarine current; 
obeisance to you, the foremost one in the universe; obeisance, 
obeisance to Revati. 

166. Obeisance to you, the large one; obeisance to the 
mother of the worlds; obeisance to the one, the benefactor 
of the universe; obeisance to the delighter, obeisance. 

16.,. Obeisance to one in the form of the earth; to one 
with auspicious waters; to the one in the form of the excellent 
piety; repeated obeisance to you, possessed of hundreds of 
greater and lesser beings; obeisance, obeisance to you, the 
redeemer. • 

168. Obeisance to you, the breaker of the nooses and nets; 
obeisance to the one devoid of difference (partiality), obei
sance to the quiescent one, to the most excellent one; obei
sance to the bestower of boons. 

169. Obeisance to the fierce one; to the enjoyer of plea
sures. Obeisance to you, the enlivener; obeisance to one sta
tioned in Brahman; to the one bestowing Brahman (Vedas); 
obeisance, obeisance to the destroyer of sins. 

170. Obeisance to you, the destroyer of the distress of 
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those who bow down; obeisance to you, the mother of the 
universe; obeisance to the one that dispels all adversities; obeisance, 
obeisance to the auspicious one. 

171. 0 Goddess, well disposed to save the poor and the 
distressed who seek refuge! 0 Goddess, 0 remover of the 
distress of everyone! Obeisance to the Goddess Niriya~i (the 
abode of waters). 

172. Obeisance, obeisance to the one free from all adhe
sions and smearings ( one without the effects of Avidyi and its 
products); to the destroyer of the demon Durga; obeisance to 
you, the efficient one; obeisance to the bne beyond the great
est and the least, 0 Gangi. the bestower of liberation! 

175. 0 Gangi, be in front of me; 0 Gangi, stand behind 
me; 0 Gangi, be at my sides; 0 Gangi, let me be stationed 
in you. 

174. 0 auspicious Gangi, you are at the beginning, ln the 
middle and at the end; 0 auspicious one present in the earth, 
you arc everything; you alone are the original Pralq-ti; you are 
the highest Absolute; 0 Gangi, you are supreme soul. Siva; 
0 auspicious one, obeisance to you." 

·175. He who reads (recites) this prayer, he who listens to 
it with faith becomes rid of the ten types of sins originating 
from body, s,peech and mind. 

176. One who is sick becomes rid of ailments; one who 
is in adversity becomes rid of that adversity; one who is fet
tered becomes free from bondage; one who is terrified be
comes free from that fear. 

177. He will obtain all the desires; after his death, he will 
go to heaven riding a divine aerial chariot and fanned by 
celestial women. 

178. If this prayer is written and kept in the house always 
or if it is worn always, he will have no cause to fear, fire or 
thief nor serpents etc. 

179. If the tenth lunar day in the bright half of the month 
of Jycnha coincides with the asterism Hasta and Wednesday, 
it destroys all the three types of sins. 

180.181. On that tenth day, he who stands in the waters of 
Gangi and recites this prayer ten times, even if he is poor or 
(physically) incapable, obtains that benefit which h~ been 
mentioned before u accruing from wonhipping assiduously 
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Gangi in accordance with the injunctions. 
182. Gangi is on a par with Gauri. Hence the injunctions 

laid down for the adoration of Gauri are also applicable to the 
worship of Gangi. 

185. Just as I am the same as you, 0 Vi,~u, so ~lso you 
are the same as Umi; Gangi is the same as Umi; the forms 
of the four are not different. 

184. He who mentions that there is difference between 
Vi,i.1u and Rudra, between Sri and Gauri and between Gangi 
and Gauri is silly-minded. 

CHAPTER TWENTYEIGHT 

The Greatness of Ganga ( continued) 

Uma said: 

1. 0 Lord, I am thinking of asking something to get rid 
of my doubts. 0 Lord, 0 knower of the three divisions of time, 
please tell me if you have no difficulty. 

2. Where was King Bhagiratha and where was Gangi 
(Bhigirathi) then, when Vi,i:iu performed austerity on the banks 
of Cakrapu,karii:ii? 

Siva said: 

3-4. 0 possessor of large eyes, 0 ever pure one, no doubt 
need be entertained in this respect. Three divisions of time 
are mentioned in the Vedas, Smrtis and Pur~as, viz. past, 
future and present. Do not have any doubt needlessly. 

After saying this, isa again narrated the excellent greatness 
of Gangi. 

Agastya requeited: 

5. 0 son and delighter of Pirvati, narrate again in tun 
the greatness of the celestial river as was recounted to Hari 
by the Lord of Devas then. 
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Shntla said: 

6. 0 son of Mitra and Varul)a, listen to the sin-eradicat
ing greatness of the triple-streamed river as recounted by the 
Lord. 

7. It on approaching the three-currented river, anyone 
offers balls of rice, at least once, along with the water libations 
with gingelly seeds, the Pitrs are redeemed by him from the 
ocean of worldly existence. 

8. The Pitrs will stay in heaven as many thousands of 
years as there are gingelly seeds taken by the men in the 
course of the pious rite of the Pitrs. 

9. Since the Devai are always stationed in Ganga along 
with the Pitrs, neither the ritualistic invocation nor the dis
missal-rite need be performed unto them there. 

The following types of men go to heaven after being of
fered libations with the waters of Gangi: 

10. those who are dead in the family of father, as well as 
those in the family of mother; the other kinsmen of the pre
ceptor, father-in-law or other relatives who are dead; 

11. those who died before cutting the teeth; those who 
had become afflicted even while in the womb; those who had 
been killed by fire, lightning or by thieves or by tigers or 
other fanged amimals; 

12. those who had committed suicide by hanging them
selves; those fallen ones; those of self-inflicted death; those 
who sell themselves; thieves; those who perform the sacrificial 
rites unto those who are not eligible for them; 

13. those who sell Rasas 0uices); those who suffer from 
diseases arising from sins (such as leprosy); those who are 
auilty of arson and administration of poison; those who kill 
cows; those belonging to one's own family; 
· 14. those who have gone to the following five hells: 
Asipatravana, Kurilbhipaka, Raurava, Andhatamisra and Kalasutra; 

15-16. those who wander through thousands of other births 
as a result of their own karmas; those who have been born as 
birds, animals, worms, trees and creepers of innumerable types; 
those who are not of very good and auspicious features even 
among those who can be CQunted; those who had been taken 
to the world of Yama by the terrible servants of Yama; 
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17. those who are not kinsmen; those who are so; those 
who were kinsmen in the course of other births; those whose 
names are not known; those of one's own family but without 
issues; 

18. those who died due to poison; those who were struck 
by horned animals; ungrateful persons; slayers of preceptors 
and elders; those who had harassed and betrayed friends; 

19. those who killed women and children; those who are 
guilty of treachery; those who were violent and untruthful; 
those who have always been sinful; 

20. those who sell horses; those who take away other 
people's wealth; helpless ones; the wretched and miserable; 
those incapable of being born as human beings. 

21. If these are offered libations even once with the waters 
of Gangi in accordance with the injunctions, they go to heaven. 
After being the dwellers of heaven, they shall attain liberation. 

22. He who utters the Mantras and offers the libations 
of the Pitrs unto these people and offers Sriddha and balls 
of rice, is called as one who is conversant with the procedure. 

23. Whatever holy places are there in the three worlds 
bestowing cherished desires, they resort to Gangi that flows 
towards the north at Kasi. 

24. 0 Vitl).U, the celestial river is sacred everywhere, 
capable of dispelling the sin of even Brihmar:ia-slaughter. It 
is particularly so where its current flows towards the north at 
Kasi. 

25-26. Devas, sages and groups of Pitrs sing (i.e., wish): 
"Will Gangi flowing towards the north at Kasi be ever seen 
by us? We can be satiated through the Amrta (nectarine 
water) there and be free from the three types of distresses. 
Presently, with the grace ofVisvanitha we shall attain salvation 
too." • 

27. 0 Hari, Gangi alone is surely conducive to libera-
tion, particularly so in Avimukta, due to the added weight of 
my presence. 

28. After realising that Kali age is excessively terrible, the 
devotion to Gangi is well-guarded. Ordinary men do not get 
(the benefit of that holy river) Gangi, the sole bestower of the 
path of salvation. 

29. Without the worship of Jihnavi who can expect lib-
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_eration after wandering through various wombs in the course 
of many thousands of births? 

30. 0 Vi,l)u, Gangi alone is the greatest antidote to men 
of meagre intelligence, ailing with the ailment of worldly existence, 
bewildered and distracted on account of sins. 

31. If anyone repairs and rebuilds temples on the banks 
of Gangi, 0 Hari, he will have never-reducing (everlasting) 
happiness for a long time in my world. 

32. If anyone intends to go to Gangi for his own sake or 
for other's sake but does not go due to delusion, he will fall 
(in hell) along with his ancestors. 

33. Those embodied human beings who carry out all their 
(holy) rites by means of the waters of Gangi are immortal 
ones, 0 Hari, even though they stay on the earth. 

34. He who resorts to Gangi, the celestial river, at least 
during the last days of his life, shall attain excellent goal even 
after committing many sins. 

35. Men are honoured in the heavenly world for as many 
thousands of years as their bones rest in the waters of Gangi. 

Vi1~u said: 

36-37. 0 Lord of Devas, 0 Lord of the universe, 0 Lord 
and benefactor of the worlds, if the bone of a wicked, evil
intentioned person were to fall casually in the sinless (sanc
tifying) waters of the heavenly river, how will he attain the 
great goal, after his premature accidental death? 0 isa, let this 
be clearly enunciated. 

Malusvara said: 

38. In this regard I shall recount an old anecdote, 0 Adhoqaja 
(Vifl)U). 0 Vitl)U, listen with concentration of mind to the 
story of the Brihma9a (Vahika) 1• 

39. Formerly in the land of Kalinga, there was a Brahmal}.a 
who used to sell salt. He was devoid of even a syllable from 
the Vedas. He avoided regular ablutions during dusks. 

40. His name was Vihika. He had only the Yajfiasutra, the 
sacred thread (to indicate that he was a Brihmal)a). The wife 

1. The legend of Vlhika i1· an illustration of the sanctifying nature of 
Gangi. 
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of a weaver who became a widow immediately became his wife. 
41. Without a means of sustenance of life, the §udra woman 

accompanied by her husband tormented by famine, left the 
country and went to another country. 

42. In the middle of the Dao4aJr.a forest that Valuu, emaciatm 
with hunger and devoid of associates, was killed by a tiger 
fond of human flesh. 

4!. A certain vulture seized his left leg and flew up. In the 
sky it had a fight with another flesh-eating vulture. 

44. While the two vultures desirous of the meat were fight
ing together with a desire to vanquish each other, the ankle 
of the leg fell down from the beak of the vulture. 

45. While the vultures were engaged in their duel, the 
ankle of the Bfahmaoa Vihika who had been killed by a tiger, 
casually fell into Gangi. 

46. Aa soon as the tiger killed that Vihika travelling through 
the foFest, the cruel servants (ofYama) bound him with nooses. 

47. He was lashed much with whips; prodded all round 
with iron rods. He began to shed blood from his mouth. He 
was thus taken to the presence of Yama. 

48. Then, 0 Consort of Laqmi, Citragupta was asked by 
Dharmarija: wi'ell me after due consideration the merits and 
demerits of this Brihmaoa quickly.• 

49-50. On being asked by the son of Vivasvin (i.e., Yama) 
Citragupta of wonderful intellect, who knew all the activities 
of all the creatures always, told Yamuna's brother (i.e., Yama) 
all the inauspicious activities of the Brihmaoa Vihika of foul 
deeds, ever since the day of his birth. 

Cim,pt,ta .said: 

51. The sacred rites1 of Ganhatll&ana etc. have not been 
• performed on his behalf before. 0 Hari (Yama), Jatalcarm,a 

(post-natal rite) was not performed by his ignorant father. 
52. On the eleventh day, the naming ceremony was not 

duly performed for him: It is that rite which is the cause for 
subduing the sins since conception and which bestows happi
ness throughout the life. 

1. W 51-58 record various Sadllkiru to be performed on every individual 
since birth. 
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55-58. On the fourth month, the slow-witted father did 
not perform the Ni,p'INI (going out from the lying-in cham
ber) rite, the most sacred of all rites whereby he (the son) 
would have become famous. The father did not perform the 
Ni,p'INI rite on an auspicious lunar day with other auspicious 
features also. It would have prevented the departure to for
eign lands. 

On the sixth month, the rite of Annaprtiiana (feeding with 
cooked rice) was not performed duly, 0 son of Bhiskara (i.e., 
Yama), whereby he (the son) would have always eaten plenty 
of wholesome food. 

On the completion of a year, the rite of Cu4aliaf'at,a ('mak
ing tuft of hair') was not performed befitting the family, through 
which rite his hairs would have become smooth and glossy and 
showering flowers. 

The rite of Kaf'f',awtlha (boring the ear) was not performed 
on an auspicious day by his father, by which rite the ears could 
have borne gold (earrings) and grasped excellent learning. 

0 Hari (Yama), it was ( only) after the eighth year had passed 
that the rite of MauiJibantlha (binding with the Muiija grass 
or thread-ceremony) was performed, which rite is intended 
for learning the Vedas and is conducive to the enhancement 
of celibacy. 

The very mentioning of the rite of MaunJi-Mo/c,af)a (Re
lease from the Maui\ji i.e., Satntlvanana ceremony) was not 
performed by his father, after which rite the excellent perfor
mance of the duties of a householder would have taken place. 

59. Some wife who had discarded the ttadition of the family 
and had become a harlot, was married by this consort of a 
Siidra woman, who abducted another man's wife. 

60. This fellow had become a pilferer of other men's wealth 
ever since his fifth year. He was addicted to the game of gambling 
and he always practised misdeeds. 

61. While he was staying in a Ruma (salt-producing marsh) 
a year-old cow was hit by him with a stout stick when it licked 
salt. And the cow died. 

62. He used to kick his mother many times. His father's 
words were never heed,ed to by him. 

69. He was fond of quarrels. Many times he even ate poison. 
He habitually haraued people, tearing up their stomach. 
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64. This evil-minded fellow used to swallow on many oc .. 
casions small poisons such as Dhattiira, Karavira etc., even at 
the time of a playful quarrel. 

65. 0 son of Siirya (i.e., Yama), he was burnt with fire; he 
was bitten by dogs; hit by homed animals with the tips of their 
horns. 

66. This wicked fellow, despised by all good people, the 
committer of sins, has been bitten by venomous reptiles. With 
wooden pieces and lumps of clay, he inflicted injury on him
self frequently. 

67. His head was struck by himself many times. This evil .. 
minded fellow (violently) shook off his head, the best of all 
limbs of men which is always revered by good people. 

68. Though he was a Brihma1_1a, this silly fellow did not 
know even the Giyatri. This evil-minded fellow ate fish and 
flesh as he pleased. 

69-70. Many times he got milk pudding cooked for his 
own sake. This silly fellow used to sell lac, salt, flesh along with 
milk, ghee and curds, poison, iron (hardware) and weapons, 
girl-slaves, cows and horses, hair and hides too. 

71. His limbs became nourished with the cooked food from 
Sudras. He used to indulge in sexual intercourse on festival 
days and even during the day-time. This wicked-souled fellow 
was averse to the holy rites pertaining to Devas and Piq-s. 

72. Birds were killed by him and hundreds of animals too. 
This cruel-minded fellow always cut off trees without any purpose. 

75. Untruthful in speech and always engrossed in violence, 
he caused disgust incessantly even to his kinsmen. 

74. 0 Ravija (son of the Sun i.e., Yama), of what avail is 
talking too much? He was a slander-monger deeply indulging 
in the activities pertaining to the stomach and the organ of 
generation. He never made any monetaiy gift. He was a living 
personified form of sins. 

75-77. May he be cast into each of the following hells for 
the period of a Kalpa: Raurava, Andhatimisra, Kurilbhipika, 
Atiraurava, Kilasiitra, Kpnibhuj, Piiyaiol_litakardama, Asipatravana, 
the terrible Yantrapi(Ja, Sudam,iraka, Adhoinukha, Putigandha, 
Vitihigarta, Svabhojana, Siicibhedya, Sandamia, Lilipa and 
Kfuradhiraka. 

• • • 
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78-79. On hearing those words from the mouth of Otragupta, 
Dhannarija rebuked the misbehaving Brahm~ and commanded 
his servants. With a gesture of Yama's eyebrows he was bound 
and led to the hell by them. The loud screaming and wailing 
of the sinners caused horripilation. 

lsvara said: 

80-81. In the coune of the very severe tortures Vihika 
expired. Since (the ankle) had fallen from the mouth of the 
vulture into the pure waters of Gangi that yielded benefit at 
once, there came an aerial chariot from heaven at the same 
time, 0 Hari, for the Brihmaoa Vihika. 

82·8S. There were many bells hanging down from the 
aerial chariot. It was divine and full of hundreds of celestial 
damsels. The Brihmaoa who had assumed a divine form and 
dress climbed on to the divine vehicle. Divine scents and 
unguents he had applied (to his body) and he was fanned by 
groups of Apsaris, 0 Harl, due to the fact that a bone of his 
had fallen into Gangi. 

Sl&antla saitl: 

84. 0 Pot•born Sage, the power of certain things is (inex• 
plicably) wonderful. This is a mighty power of Sadiiiva in 
liquid form. 

85. Indeed, it is for the sake of uplifting the worlds that 
Gangi is made to flow by Sarhbhu, the Lord of Devas, full of 
the nectar of kindness. 

86. This tripleaateamed ( Tripathagamini) Gangi should not 
be considered by good people on a par with thousands of 
other rivers in the world (though) filled with water. 

87. The syllables of Sruti were squeezed out of mercy, 0 
sage, by Sambhu. This Gangi was created by Galigidhara through 
the liquids arising therefrom (i.e., the water of Gangi is the 
Brahma•rasa squeezed out of Upanitads-Com.) 

88. Due to his compassion for all creatures Sankara ex
tracted the essence ofYogic and Upanitadic texts and created 
the most excellent one. among rivers. 

89. The regions where the celestial river is not present are 
like nights without the moon and trees bereft of flowen. 
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90. The regions and quarters devoid of the waten of Gangi 
are like riches devoid of fairness and sacrifices without mon
etary gifts. 

91. The directions devoid of Gangi are like the courtyard 
of the sky without the Sun, like a house at night without a 
lamp and like Brihmai,as without Vedic study. 

92. Of the two, one of them doing the observance of a 
thousand Cantlni,atias purifying the body and the other drink
ing the water from Gangi, the one that drinb Gangi water 
is superior. 

"95. Of the two, one of them standing on a single foot for 
a hundred of thousand years and the other drinking the water 
of Gangi for a year, the one who drinks the water of Gangi 
is superior. 

94. 0 Hari, a man who lies down on the sandy banks of 
Bhifmasii (Gangi, the mother of Bhl,ma) as on a bed is su
perior to a man who hangs down with the head downwards 
for a period of a hundred years. 

95. Since Jihnavi Gangi is the destroyer of the distress 
resulting from sins of all the living beings suffering from the 
distress of sins, so there is nothing else like it in Kali age. 

96. Just as serpents become rid of their venom by the 
mere sight of Garucja, so also sins become devoid of lustre 
(power) at the sight of Gangi. 

97. A man who keeps on his head the clay from the banks 
of Gangi certainly bears on his head the solar disc for the 
purpose of destroying darkness. 

98. Gangi alone is spoken as the refuge of that sinner who 
is devoid of wealth and assailed by many vices. It cannot be 
otherwise. 

99. There is no doubt about this that Gangi shall redeem 
both the families (father's as well as mother's) of men, if 
Gangi is heard about, desired, seen, touched, drunk or plunged 
into. 

100. The acts of glorification, seeing, touching, drinking 
and plunging into with respect to Gangi are successively ten 
times more effective in increasing merit and destroying de
merit. 

101. Neither by sons, nor by riches nor by any other excel
lent activity is obtained that benefit which is derived by men 
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after resorting to Gangi. 
102. Those who never take the holy bath in Gangi that 

accords liberation even though they are hale and hearty ( ca
pable) are cogenitally blind, lame and dead even if they (breathe 
and) are alive. 

10!. 0 Hari, listen to the Sruti that glorifies Gangi. After 
listening to that Sruti of decisive meaning, an excellent man 
should resort to Gangi. 

104. Those who resort to the heaven-born Gangi go to 
heaven. She is identical with these five rivers: lrivati, Madhumati, 
Payasvini, Amrtarupi and Orjasvati. 

105. Those who have resorted with all their heart to Jihnavi 
rising from the foot of Vitou and reaching the world, having 
meritorious current, being very ancient and resorted to by 
sages, go to the abode of Brahmi. 

106. Gangi should always be devoutly approached by spiri
tually inclined if they yearn for the covetable position of Brahma. 
Like a mother leading her sons, Gangi always takes the worlds 
(people) to heaven. She is endowed with all good qualities. 

107. One who is desirous of the purity of himself should 
resort to Gangi that is worthy of being served by good people. 
She is immortal, and is identical with Sivitri Mantra. She is 
the mother of Guba and is fully equipped with splendid rays. 
She is desirous ( of granting boons), and is Cosmic-formed and 
possessed of lri (Earth and Speech). 

108. A man who takes his holy dip in Gangi, practises 
celibacy and remains pure with mental concentration, becomes 
rid of all sins and he obtains (the benefit of) Vijapeya sacri
fice. 

109. If they (sinners) resort to her, Gangi shall always 
redeem those persons who are overwhelmed by inauspicious 
activities, who sink in the great ocean (of worldly existence) 
and who are about to fall into hell. 

110. Just as the world of Brahmi is the most excellent one 
among all the worlds, so also Jihnavi is the most excellent one 
among .-ivers and lakes. 

111. Within hal(a Ghapki (i.e., 12 minutes) one gets the 
benefit that is obtained elsewhere after performing penances 
for three years with a firm resolve, if one does the same in 
Gangi. 
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112. A man .staying in heaven and enjoying everlasting 
pleasure cannot have as much satisfaction as what people get 
on the banks of Gangi at night when the moon rises. 

115. One can assuredly cast like a piece of grass into the 
waters of Gangi, the dead body of an old person afflicted with 
sickness. It will enter Amarivati (heavenly city). 

114. The lunar disc is always washed by the flood of waters 
of Gangi. Hence at the end of the day it has added lustre. 

115. The sin of a person who plunges into the waters of 
Gangi perishes immediately. At the same moment, he attains 
the greatest welfare. 

116. 0 Acyuta, the waters of Gangi if faithfully offered to 
the Pitrs by their descendants, accord them great satisfaction 
for three years. 

117. She redeems people of the earth, reptiles residing 
beneath and dwellers of heaven. Hence, 0 VitlJ.U, she is called 
Tripathagi ('going along the three paths-in three worlds•). 

118. Gangi is the most excellent Tirtha of all Tirthas: she 
is the most excellent of all rivers. She bestows heavenly goal 
to all creatures, even to the greatest sinners. 

119. 0 VitlJ.U, in the heaven, on the earth and in the 
atmosphere there are millions and millions of Tirthas resort
ed to by the people everywhere. All of them are present in 
Jihnavi entirely. 

120. One who regularly takes the holy bath in Gangi and 
meets with death without committing suicide (i.e., is not a 
committer of suicide), shall become a heaven-dweller. He never 
sees hells. 

121. Gangi herself is all the Tirthas. Gangi herself is a 
penance-grove. Gangi alone is the holy spot of supernatural 
powers. No doubt need be entertained in this respect. 

122. 0 Pot-bom Sage, people taking the holy baths in 
Jihnavi dwell where trees bear all desired fruits, where the 
ground is golden (i.e., in heaven). 

125-124. He who adorns with clothes and ornaments a milch 
cow of excellent behaviour and gives it to a Brihmal}.a on the 
banks of Gangi, enjoys heavenly pleasures for as many thou
sand years as there are hairs on the body of that cow and her 
calf. 
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Agastya saitl: 

CHAPTER. TWENTYNINE 

A Tlousarul Narna of Ganga• 
(Ganga.&,hawanatna) 

.,..~ 

1. The birth of men is futile without a· holy bath in Gangi. 
Is there any other means whereby one may get the benefit of 
holy dip? 

2. How can the feeble, the lame, those who are overpow
ered by indolence and those who are in far-off foreign lands, 
get the benefit of holy bath in Gangi? 

S-4. 0 Six-faced Lord, to me who have bowed down to 
you, kindly say if there is anything that can yield the benefit 
of holy ablution in Gangi merely by its performance, be it in 
the form of monetary gift, Vrata (holy vow), Mantra, Stotra 
(hymn), Japa, worshipping a deity or holy plunge into another 
holy river. 

5. 0 Skanda born of the womb of Gangi, 0 highly intel
ligent one, none excepting you knows the mighty power of the 
heavenly river. 

Suntla said: 

6. 0 sage, here in different places there are Tirthas with 
sacred waters, lakes and rivers occupied by people who have 
subdued their self. 

7. They have mighty power and they give apparent results 
too. But even a ten-millionth part of the heavenly river is not 
present there. 

8. Gangi is being held on his head by Salilbhu, the Lord 
ofDevas. Know (the greatness of Gangi) solely as an inference 
therefrom, 0 Pot-born Sage. 

• It is since the Vedic times that a Hst of epithets is used u a hymn of 
prayer, e.a. Rutlritlh"9" in TS iv.5. The number of epithets in such lilts went 
on incre .. in1 to include one thousand "'Namei• called SaA&mlt1i111& "Iba)' are 
in honour of 'Various de.hies, p-eat or small, such u Siva, Vlf\lu, Plrvad, Siluubbharl 
and even a godlet Malhiri. These epithets are overlapping as these deities 
came to be regarded as indentical with Supreme Bnhman. Hence this Sahasranlma, 
thou1h only of a river, contains epithe11 applicable to Brahman. 
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9. At the time of taking the holy bath in the other nrthas, 
the ]apa of Jihnavi is performed by people. Excepting Vi1r.iupadi 
(Gangi) what else is capable of ridding one of sins? 

10. 0 holy Brihm~a, the benefit of the holy bath in Gangi 
is derived only from Gangi, just as the taste of grapes is only 
in the grapes, not in anything else. · 

11. But, 0 sage, there is one means whereby the entire 
benefit of the holy bath in the divine river can be obtained. 
It is a great secret. 

12-lS. It should be disclosed to one who is a devotee of 
Siva, who is quiescent, who has devotion to Vit1;,tu also, who 
has faith, who is an A.ttiia (believer in the existence of God) 
and who desires release from rebirth. It should not be dis
closed to anyone else on any occasion. This is a great secret, 
destructive of great sins. 

14. It is conducive to great welfare and is meritorious. It 
causes pleasure to the celestial river and continuity of Siva's 
pleasure. 

15. A Thousand Narn,s of Ganga is the most brilliant of all 
excellent prayers. It is the greatestJa;,a (word worthy of being 
repeated for holy purposes) of all Ja;,ar, it is on a par with 
the Vedas and Upanitads. 

16. The japa should be performed carefully by a man who 
maintains silence. The words are not loudly uttered but the 
letters should be clearly pronounced. The devojee should be 
personally pure and sit in a clean place. 

17-168. [A Thousand Narna of Ganga alphabmcall, amJnpl] 

0. na,nogangi-uujai: (Om, obeisance to Goddess Gangi)• 
1. Omkira-riipb,-i (Possessor of the form Om). 
2. }4ari (Immune from old age) • 
S. Atuli (Incomparable) 
4. Ananti (Infinite) 
5. Amrtasravi (Having the current of nectar) 

• Thi• ~ actually conlain1 997 name, or epitheu. In enumer
atin1, the epithet■ in the vena are counted u 1, I. 

The namea are alphabetically arranpcl by the Puril)a-writer. Some epithets 
are in muculine and ■ome in neuter sender. The interpretation of these 
epitheu of Gaa\p followa the commentator Rlminanda. 
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6. Atyudiri (Extremely liberal) 
7. Abhayi (Fearless) 
8. Aioki (Devoid of sorrow) 
9. Alakanandi (A tributary of Gangi) 

10. Amrti (Nectarine) 
11. Amali (Free from impurities) 
12. Anitha-vatsali (Sympathetic or kind to the helpless) 
l!S. Amoghi (Never futile) 
14. Apimyonil) (Source of waters) 
15. Amrtapradi (Bestower of immortality or Mokfa)] 
16. Avyak~i (Having the characteristics of the unmanifest 

or Brahman) 
17. Aqobhyi (Unagitated) 
18. Anavacchinni (Unlimited) 
19. Apari (Having none greater than herself) 
20. Ajiti (Unconquered) 
21. Anithanithi (Protectress of the helpless) 
22. Abhiffirthasiddhidi (Bestower of success in what one desires) 
2!. Anangavardhini (Increasing love) 
24. A.J,.imidigul)i (Having A9imi and other gul)as or Siddhis) 
25. Adhiri (Having Vifl)U as the basis or flowing from Vifl)u) 
26. Agragar,yi (Worthy of being considered before others) 
27. Alikahiril)i (Dispeller of the false i.e., ignorance) 
28. Acintyaiakti (Of unimaginable power) 
29. Anaghi (Sinless) 
!O. Adbhutariipi (Of miraculous form or appearance) 
!1. Aghahiril)i (Dispeller of sins) 
!2. Adririjasuti (Daughter of the king of Mountains) 
!!. _Att,ingayogasiddipradi (Bestower of success in the 

practice of Yoga of eight ancillaries) 
!4. Acyuti (Never falling from her original form) 
55. Aqu99aiakti (Of unobstructed power) 
56. Asudl (Bestower of the vital breaths) 
57. Anantatirthi (Poaessor ofan infinite number ofTirthas) 
!8. A.nrtodaki (Of nectarine waters) 

' 19. Anantamahimi (Of infinite sreatneu) 
40. Aparl (Limidea) 
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41. Anantaaaukhyapradi (Bestower of infinite happiness) 
42. Annadi (Bestower of food) 
45. Aie,adevatim.iird (Having the forms of the entire host of 

Devas) 
44. Aghori (Mild in form) 
45. Amrtariipii,i (Having a nectarine form) 
46. Avidyijilasamanl (Destroyer of the snare of Avidyi or 

Dispeller of multitude of illusions) 
47. Apratarkyagatipradi (Bestower of a goal beyond imagi

nation) 
48. Ase,avighnasadlhartri (Destroyer of the entire collection 

of hindrances). 
49 •. Asepgui,agumphiti (Pervaded by all good qualities) 
50. Ajnlnatimirajyotib (Luminary dispelling the darkness of 

ignorance) 
51. Anugrahapari~i (Eager to bless) 
52. Abhirimi (One in whom Yogins take delight) 
55. Anavadyiligi (Of blemishless limbs) 
54. Anantasiri (Of infinite power) 
55. Akalalikini (Free from stigma) 
56. Arogyadi (Bestower of health) 
57. Anandavalli (A creeper of bliss) 
58. Apannirtiviniiini (Destroyer of the distress of her devo-

tees) 
59. Ascarya-miirti (Miraculous in form) 
60. Ayu,yi (Conducive to longevity) 
61. A.(Jhyi (Perfect) 
62. A.dyi (Primordial one) 
65. Apri (One that fills the surroundings) 
64. Aryaseviti (Sened by noble ones) . 
65. A.pyiyini (Causing fullness) 
66. Aptavidyi (One who has attained all lores) 
67. A.khyi (Renowned) 
68. Anandi (Blissful) 
69. Aiviaadiyini (Consoler) 
70. Alasyaghni (Destroyer of indolence) 
71. Apadimhantri (Dispeller of adversities) 
72. Anandimrta-varth>i (Showerer of nectarine bliss) 
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75. lrivad (Identical with the river lrivad or poue110r of 
food, or giver of enjoyments) · 

74. lttaditti (Bestower of what is desired) 
75. ltti (The adored one) 
76. lttipurtaphalapradi (Bestower of the benefits of sacri

fices-ana and social serrices-Piit'la) 
77. Itihisairud.Jyirthi (One ~hose purpose is praised by 

ltihisu and Srutis) 
78. lhimutra-subha-pradi (Be1tower of auspicioumeu here 

and hereafter) 
79. ljyiiila-samljyenhi (Honoured by those who regularly 

perform Yaj:iias and those who realize Brahman) 
80. Indridi-parivanditi (Respectfully bowed to by lndra and 

others) 
81. Ililankira-mili (A necklace adorning the earth) 
8!. lddhi (Self-luminous) 
85. lndiri-ramya-mandirl (Having Laqmi as her abode and 

resting place) 
84. It (One in the form of knowledge) 
85. Indiridi-sarilsevyi (Worthy of being served by Laqmi 

and othen) 
86. livari (One who controls and rules) 
87. livara-vallabhi (Endearing to the Lord) 
88. itibhitihari (One who removes the fear due to excess of 

rain, drought etc.) 
89. i4yi (Worthy of eulogy) 
90. icJaniya-caritra-bhrt (Having adorable conduct) 
91. Utknta-iakti (Of excellent power or Vifl.lu's Utknta power 
92. Utkrtl:i (The excellent one) 
95. U4upa-mao4ala-cirioi (Moving about in the Lunar Zone, 
94. Uditimbara-mirgi (One by whom the ethereal path is 

made to rise) 
95. Usri (Brilliant goddess) 
96. Uraga-loka-vihirioi (One sporting about in the world of 

serpents) 
97. Ukti (One who sprinkles fruition) 
-98. Urvari (Fertile one) 
99. Utpali (ldendcal with the lotus) 
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100. 
101. 

102. 
105. 
104. 
105. 
106. 
107. 

108. 

109. 
110. 

111. 
112. 
115. 
114. 

115. 
116. 
117. 

118. 

119. 

120. 
121. 
122. 
125. 
124. 
125. 
126. 

127. 

UtkuJbbhl (One who makes pota purified) 
Upendra-can19a-draYI (The water flowing &om the feet 

of Vitou) 
U~vat-piird-hetu (Cause of filling the ocean) 
Udiri (Libenl) 
Utliha-pravardhini (One who enhances enthusiasm) 
Udve1aghni (Destroyer of anpish) 
Ut9a-iamani (Suppreuor of heat and distreu) 
Utoa-rumi-auti-priyi (Beloved of Yamuni, the daughter 

of the Sun-god) 
Utpatti-sthiti-samhira-kirioi (The cause of oripn, suste

nance and annihilation of the universe) 
Upari-cirioi (Moving above in the sky) 
Orjam-vahanti (Identical with the mantra bepnning with 

•i,jatit vahantira•rta•" etc.-VS 2.54: Or Sustainer of 
ener11 and power) 

Orja-clhari (Upholder of strensth) 
Orjivati (Possessor of energy) 
Ormi-milini (Having garland of waves) 
Ordhva-retal)-priyi (Beloved of (/rtl.AvtH'das i.e., Sages 

# 

or god Siva) 
Ordhvidhvi (Whose path is above in the sky) 
Ormili (Having waves) . 
Ordhva-gati-pradi (Bestower of the goal above viz. Svar1a 

or Moqa) 
~i-vrnda- stutardhi (One whose prosperity is eulogized 

by groups of sages) 
lb)atraya-viniiini (Destroyer of the three types of indebt

edness to Devas, Sages and the Pitrs) 
Jtambhari (Upholder of Truth) 

• J.lddhi-clitri (Bestower of prosperity) 
Jk-svarupi (Of the form of \Uts) 
~u-priyi (Beloved of the straightforward) 
Jkprni.rgavahi (Flowing through the path of the Stars) 
'Jqarcil}. (Havin1 the stellar brilliance) 
J.iumirga-pradariini (Guide to the morally straight path 

i.e., the path to .Moqa) 
Edhitikhila-clharmirthi (One who has enhanced the piety 
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118. 
129. 

150. 

151. 
151. 
155. 
154. 
155. 

156. 
157. 
158. 
159. 
140. 
141. 
142. 
145. 

144. 
145. 
146. 
147. 
148. 
149. 
150. 
151. 
152. 
155. 
154. 
155. 
156 . 
. 157. 
158.' 

.... .Anu . 
and riches of every one) 

Eki (The aole or the important one) 
Ekimrtadiyinl (The beatower of single immortal Brah

man) 
Edhanlya-nabhivi (One whose nature is to develop 

continuously) 
Ejyi (Worthy of being venerated) 
Ejitueppitaki (One who has made all sins tremble) 
Aiivuyadi (Bestower of prosperity and mastery) 
Aiivarya-fupi (One in the form of prosperity) 
Aitihyam (Tradition, Mythological truth-regarded as one 

of the Pramaoaa) 
Aindavidyuti (Of Lunar lustre) 
Ojasvinl (Having energetic power) 
O'8(ihiqetram (Identical with the field of medicinal plants) 
Ojodi (The bestower of energy) 
Odana-diyini (Bestower of cooked rice) 
o,iiiamrti (Of nectarine lips-sweet in speech) 
Aunnatya-ditri (Bestower of a high position) 
Au,adham bhavarogioim (Medicine unto the sufferer 

from the ailment of worldly existence or Samsira) 
Audirya-caiicuri (Adept in munificent distribution)] 
Aupendri (Identical with Lak,mi) 
Augri (Having the ferocious power of annihilation) 
Aumeya-rupi1.1i (One in the form of Umi) 
Ambaridhvivahi (Flowing through the celestial path) 
Ambatihi (Stationed among the devotees of Vi,1.1u) 
Ambaramili (A garland unto the sky) 
Ambujeqa9i (Having lotuses for the eyes) 
Ambiki (One in the forms of Durgi; Mother Divine) 
Ambumahiyoni (The primary cause of waters) 
Andhodi(Bestower of food) 
Andhaka-hiri1.1i (Remover of ignorance) 
Arhiumili (A garland of rays) 
Amsumati (Endowed with brilliance) 
Angilq-ta .. pcJinani (One who baa adopted the Six-faced 

Lord as her son) 
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159. Andhatimisrahantri (One that wards off from the hell 
Andhatimisra) 

160. Andhub (Identical with die DhafflUl,-Kupa well) 
161. Aiijani (Identical with Avidyi or Hanumin's mother) 
162. Ailjanivati (Possessing Avidyi) 
169. ~akiri91 (The cause of welfare) 
164. Kimyi (Worthy of being desired) 
165. Kamalotpalagandhini (Having the fragrance of l~tuses 

and lilies) 
166. Kumudvati (Having lilies) 
167. Kamalini (Having lotuses) 
168. Kinti (Possessing lunar splendour) 
169. Kalpitadiyini (The bestower of cherished desire) 
170. IWicaniqi (Golden-eyed) 
171. Kimadhenu (Identical with the divine cow) 
172. Kirtikrt (One who causes renown) 
173. Kleiani.iini (Destroyer of the five types of Kida-pain) 
174. Kratmretihi (Superior to sacrifices) 
175. Kratuphali (Yielding the same benefit as that of a sacri

fice) 
176. Karmabandha-vibhedini "(Destroyer of the bondage of 

Karmas) 
177. Kamaliqi (Lotus-eyed) 
178. Klama-hiri (One who dispels fatigue) 
179. Kriinu-tapana-dyuti (Having the lustre of fire and the 

sun) 
180. ~irdri (Melting i.e., full of compassion) 
181. Kalyioi (One who is endowed with welfare) 
182. Kalikalma,a--ntiini (Destroyer of the sins of the Kali Age) 
189. Kimariipi (Having the ability to assyme any desired form) 
184. Kriyiiakti (Having the power of action) 
185. Kamalotpalamilini (Having the garlands of lotuses and 

lilies) 
186. Kuiaathi (Stationed in Avidyi) 
187. ~ (Mercy penoni&ed) 
188. Kinti (Dipified and dazzling) 
189. Kurmayini (Ha'ti&1 the tortoise as her vehicle) 
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-191. 
192. 
19!. 
194. 
195. 
196. 
197. 

198. 

199. 
200. 
201. 
202. 

20!. 

204. 
205. 

206. 
207. 

208. 
209. 
210. 

211. 
212. 

21!. 
214. 

215. 
216. 
217. 

Kalivati (Endowed with Kalis) 
Kamali (Of the form of Lalqmi) 
Kalpalatiki (Wuh--yielding creeper like the divine tree) 
Kili (Having the form of Kili) 
Kalu,avairil}i (Destroyer of sins) 
Kamaniyajali (Having desirable or beautiful waters) 
Kamri (A lover of Santanu, the beautiful) 
Kapardisukapardap (Stationed in the matted hairs of 

Kapardin (i.e., Siva) 
Kilak:uta-praiamani (One who subdues even the Kilakiita 

poison) 
Kadamba-kusuma-priyi (Fond of the Kadarbba flowers) 
Kilindi (Of the form of Kilindi) 
K.elilaliti (Beautiful in her sports) 
Kala-kallola-miliki (Having garlands of waves producing 

pleasing sounds) 
Krinta-loka-trayi (One who has transcended the three 

worlds) 
Kal)(jiil) (One who destroys Avidyi) 
Kal}(ju-tanaya-vatsali (Fond of the son of Ka9(ju i.e., 

Mirlw~uJeya) 
Kha4gini (Wielding a sword) 
Khadga-dhiribhi (Having the lustre of the edge of a 

sword) 
Khagi (Flowing through the firmament) 
KhQ4endu-dhiril)i (Adorned by the crescent moon) 
Khe-khela-gimini (One who moves playfully through the 

sky) 
Khasthi (One stationed in the firmament or Brahman) 
Kh~4endu-tilaka-priyi (Beloved of the Lord having the 

crescent moon as Tilaka mark on the forehead) 
Khecari (Moving in the firmament) 
Khecari-vandyi (Worthy of the salutation of the celestial 

women) 
Khyiti}.l (One in the form of renown) 
Khyiti-pradiyini (One who bestows renown) 
Kh~4ita-praoatighaughi (One who splits asunder the 

multitude of sins of those who bow down to her) 
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218. Khala-buddhi-vinifini (One who destroys the evil inten
tion of rogues) 

219. Khitainal)-kandasandohi, (One who has uprooted the 
multitude of the bulbuous roots of sins) 

220. KhacJga-khatvilip-kheJini (One who plays with swords, 
Khatviligas and Khetaa as weapons) 

221. Khara-santipaiamani (One who suppresses fierce heat) 
222. Khanil)-piyiita-pithasim (One source of nectar like water) 
225. Gangi (One flowing in the sky) 
224. Gandhavati (Sweet-smelling or of the form of the earth) 
225. Gauri (Gauri i.e., Pirvati or the wife of the Lord of 

waten) 
226. Gandharva-nagara-priyi (Fond of the cities of Gandharvas) 
227. Gadlbhiringi (Having majestic limbs) 
228. Gu1.1amayi (Equipped with high qualities) 
229. Gatitaliki (One who is devoid of extreme fright) 
250. Gati-priyi (Fond of the highest goal) 
251. Gal)anithimbiki (Mother of Gal)cia) 
252. Giti (One who is sung about) 
255. Gadya-padya-parittuti (One who is eulogized in prose 

and poetry) 
254. Gindhiri (One who supports the earth) 
255. Garbha-iamani (One who suppresses future rebirth) 
256. Gati-bhrqp-gati-pradi (One who bestows salvation to 

those who are fallen from the path of salvation) 
257. Gomati (Identical with the river Gomati) 
2!18. Guhyavidyi (Identical with the knowledge of Brahman) 
259. Gaub (Identical with the cow, the earth, the Veda, speech 

or the heaven) 
240. Goptri (One who protects) 
241. Gagana-gimini (Going through the sky) 
242. Gotra-pravardhini (One who makes the Gotra flourish) 
24!1. Gu1.1yi (One beneficial to the Guoas) 
244. Gui.tititi (One who transcends the Guoas) 
245. Gui.tigra1.1i\l (One who controls the Gui.tas) 
246. Guhimbiki (Mother of Guba or Skanda) 
247. Girisuti (The daughter of the Mountain) 
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248. Govindilighri-mnudbhavi (Originating from the feet of 
Govinda) 

249. Gu1.1aniya-caritri (One whose conduct is to be meditated 
upon) 

250. Giyatti (Identical with the Mantra, Giyatri ,,,. one who 
protects those who sing her glory) 

251. Giriia-priyi (Beloved of Lord Siva) 
252. GiicJha-riipi (One whose real form is concealed) 
255. Gu1.1avati (One possessing Gul)as) 
254. Gum (The great or mighty one) 
255. Gauravavardhini (One of enhancing majesty) 
256. Grahapicjihari (One who removes the adverse afflictions 

from Planets) 
257. Gundri (Identical with the Musti plant or destroyer of 

Avidyi) 
258. Garaghni (Destroyer of poisons) 
259. Ginavatsali (One fond of music) 
260. Gharma-hantri (Destroyer of heat) 
261. Ghrtavati (One having ghee-lilte waters) 
262. Ghrta-tufp-pradiyini (One who bestows the satisfaction 

through ghee) 
265. Ghaoti-rava-priyi (One fond of the jingling sound of 

bells) 
264. Ghorighaugha-vidhvamsa-kiril)i (One who destroys the 

terrible mass of sins) 
265. Ghri9atufpkari (One who gives satisfaction to the sense 

of smell) 
266. Ghofi (Identical with the majestic sound of the streams 

ar one producing the jingling sound of various orna
ments) 

267. Ghaninandi (One who bas excessive bliss) 
268. Ghanapriyi (One fond of clouds) 
269. Ghitukl (One destroying sins) 
270. Ghiiroita:jali (One whose waters are whirled up) 
2'11. Ghma,,pltaka-ean~ti (One who has crushed series of sins) 
272. Ghatakop-prapilipi (One whose waten are drunk through 

millions of pots) 
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275. Ghatittieta-mangali (One who baa made all the auspi-
cious things happen) 

274. Ghniivati (One endowed with compassion) 
275. Ghrl)anidhi (Storehouse of mercy) 
276. Ghasmari (Devourer of everything) 
277. Ghiikanidini (Having the sounds produced by owls) 
278. Ghusp}i-piiijaratanu (One whose form is slighdy yellow

ish in hue due to the unguents) 
279. Gharghari (Identical with the eddy named Gharghara) 
280. Gharghara-svani (Making the sound 'Gharghara' or the 

sound of the eddy of the name-Gharghara) 
281. Candriki (Identical with the moon-light) 
282. Candrakintimbu (Having the waters like lunar stones) 
285. Caiicadipi (Having flowing waters) 
284. Caladyuti (Having glittering and sparkling lustre) 
285. Cinmayi (Identical with the Supreme Knowledge) 
286. Citirupi (Having the form of blissful consciousness) 
287. Candriyutasatinani (Having the face resembling mil

lions of moons) 
288. Cirilpcyalocani (Having the eyes resembling the Cimpeya 

flowers) 
289. Ciru (Beautiful) 
290. Cirvangi (Having beautiful limbs) 
291. Cirugimini (Flowing beautifully) 
292. Ciryi (Worthy of being realized through Upanipds) 
293. Ciritranilayi (Receptacle of good behaviour) 
294. Citraltrt (Creating the diverse kinds of worlds) 
295. Citrariipi9i (Having wonderfully variegated form) 
296. Campul) (In the form of Carilp(I form of literary com

position or Campaka flowers) 
297. Candana-sucya.dJ.bu (Having water as sweet-smelling as 

sandal) 
298. Carcaniyi (Worthy of being pondered over) 
299. Cirasthiri (Long-standing and firm) 
SOO. Giru-carilpaka-mili4hyi (Rich with garlands of excel

lent Carhpalta flowers) 
501. Camitiscta-dUfkrP (One who has swallowed sins entirely) 
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502. CidiWavahi (She who takes to the firmament of con-
sciousness) 

505. Cintyi (Worthy of being pondered over) 
504. Caiicat (That which is sparkling, self-luminous) 
!05. Coritiie,a-vrjini (One by whom the entire mass of sins 

has been stolen away) 
506. Caritiieta-mao<Jali (One by whom the entire range of 

worlds has been traversed) 
507. Cheditikhila-pipaughi (One by whom all the mass of 

sins have been chopped oft) 
508. Chadmaghni (One who destroys all fraudulent practices 

or ignorance) 
509. Chala-hirioi (One who removes the fraudulent ignorance) 
510. Channa-trivifta-pat,ali (One by whom the surface of heaven 

has been pervaded) 
511. Choptisep-bandhani (One by whom the entire range 

of bondage has been removed) 
512. Churitimrta-dhiraughi (One by whom the current of 

ambrosia has been caused to flow) 
515. Chinnainib (One by whom sins have been eradicated) 
514. Chandagimini (One who flows at will independently) 
515. Chatrikfta-marilaughi (One who has made flocks of swans 

into a big umbrella) 
516. Chapkfta-nijimrti (One by whom her own Amrta-like 

water has been displayed together) 
517. Jihnavi Oahnu's daughter) 
518. Jyi (One who resembles bowstring) 
519. Jagan-miti (Mother of the universe) 
520. Japyi (Worthy of being eulogized by Japas) 
521. Janghila-viciki (Having rapid waves) 
522. Jayi (Ever victorious) 
525. Janirdanapriti (Propitiated by Janirdana) 
524. Jutaoiyi (Worthy of being resorted to) 
525. Jagad-hiti (One benevolent to the worlds) 
526. Jiyanam (Cauae of livelihood) 
527. jlvana-pri(li (One who is essentially vital to the living 

beings through water) 
528. Jagat (Identical with the universe) 
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529. Jyetlhi (The primordial one) 
550. Jaganmayi (Of the form of the universe) 
551. jiva,:jivitulatiki (The life-giving medicinal creeper unto 

all living beings) 
552. Janmi:janma-nibarhi,i (One who eradicates rebirth of 

all living beings destined to be reborn) · 
553. Ji(Jya-vidhvamsana-kari (One who destroys sluggishness) 
554. Jagadyoni (The cause of origin of the universe) 
535. Jalivili (Turbid with water) 
!136. Jagadinanda:janani (Causing delight to the univene) 
557. Jalaji (Born of Vif9u) 
538. Jalajeqa9i (Lotus-eyed one) 
339. Janalocanapiyfifi (Ambrosia unto the eyes of the peo

ple) 
!140. Jaii,tata-vihiril)i (Sporting about in the matted hairs of 

Siva) 
!141. Jayanti (Victorious) 
!142. Jaiijapukaghni (Destroyer of sins) 
!14!1. Janita:inina-vigrahi (One who creates the figure of knowl

edge) 
!144. Jhallari-vidya-kuiali (One clever in playing on the musical 

instrument Jhallari) 
!145. Jhalajjhila:jalivrti (Full of waters producing the sound 

1Jhalaj-jhili ') 
!146. Jhi1.1psavandyi (Worthy of being adored by jhi9psa-a 

form of Siva) 
347. Jhankirakiri1.1i (Producing the sound of jhalikira) 
348. Jharjharivati (Producing the sound jharjhara) 
349. Tikitiieta-pitili (One who has traversed through the 

entire region of Pitila) • 
!150. Tankikiinodri-pitane (Functioning like a chisel in an

nihilating the mountain of sins) 
551. Tankira-nrtyat-kalloli (Having waves dancing with the 

sound of Tankira) 
552. 'Jikaniya-mahitali (Having great banks worthy of being 

seaved) 
35!1. J}ambara-pravihi (Flowing rapidly} 
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554. J;>ina-rijahamsa-kulikuli (Occupied by flights of royal 
swans) 

!55. J;>amad,4amaru-hasti (Having the J)amaru producing -i;>am• 
sound, in the hands) 

556. Oimarokta-mah~cJaki (Having the great Mantra-body 
MahaocJaka as mendoned in the Oimara scripture) 

557. J;>haukitiiep-ninil)i (One who has brought all types of 
salvadon within the reach of devotees) 

558. J;>haW-nidacalajjali (Having wave of water moving and 
producing the sound of the drum Ohakki) 

559. l)hu1;uJhi-vighneia:janani (Mother of God Dhu1.1cJhi-
Vighneivara) 

560. l)hQacJ-cJhu9ita-pitaki (One who removes sins produc-
ing the sound •J;>hQat•) 

561. TarpQi (Causing delight and sadsfacdon unto all) 
562. Tirtha-tirthi (Tirtha of all Tirthas) 
565. Tripathi (Having three worlds as pathways) 
564. Tridaieivari (Goddess of Devas) 
565. Trilokagoptri (One who protects the three worlds) 
566. Toyeii (Goddess of waters) 
567. Trailokya-parivanditi (Honoured and adored by all the 

three worlds) 
568. Tipa-tritaya-samhartri (One who eradicates the three types 

of distress) 
569. Tejobala-vivardhini (One who enhances brilliance and 

strength) 
570. Trilaqyi (Manifest in three worlds) 
571. TirQi (One who redeems all) 
572. Tiri (ldendcal with Omkira orwith Tiri, one of the five 

eternal Kanyia) 
575. Tiripati-karirciti (Wonhipped with the rays of the moon) 
574. Trailok.ya-pivani-puoyi (Holiest of the riven sanctifying 

the three worlds) 
575. T\lflidi (One who bestows satisfacdon) 
576. Tutlirupil}i (One who destroys avidity) 
577. Trtl}icchetri (One who destroys desires) 
578. Tirthamiti (Mother of all the nrthas) 
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!79. 

!80. 
381. 
582. 

!85. 
584. 
585. 
586. 
587. 
588. 

!89. 

S90. 
S91. 
S92. 

S9S. 

S94. 
S95. 
S96. 

S97. 
S98. 
S99. 

400. 
401. 
402. 

405. 
404. 

405. 

Trlvikrama-padodbhavi (Arising from the foot of Lord 
Vifl)U) 

Tapomayi (Identical with austerities) 
Taporiipi (Having the form of austerities) 
Tapal)stoma-phalapradi (One who bestows~ fruit of 

penance) 
Trailokya-vyapini (One who pervades the three worlds) 
Trpti (Identical with satisfaction) 
Trptikrt (One who causes satisfaction) 
Tattva-riipb,.ti (Identical with reality) 
Trailokya-sundari (Charming in the three worlds) 
Turyi (The fourth state beyond wakefulness, dream and 

sleep) 
Turyitita-padapradi (One who bestows the state beyond 

the four states) 
Trailokya-lakfmi (The glory of the three worlds) 
Tripadi (Having three different abodes) 
Tathyi (One who is not affected by the three units of 

time) 
Timiracandriki (Moonlight unto the darkness of igno-

rance) 
Tejogarbhi (Having the divine Tejas in the womb) 
Tapal)siri (The essence of penance) 
Tripuriri-iirogrhi (Having the head of Lord Siva as her 

abode) 
Trayisvariipil)i (Identical with the three Vedas) 
Tanvi (Beautiful in form) 
Tapaningaja-bhiti-hrt (One who removes the fear from 

• Yama, the son of Sun) 
Tari (One who takes devotees across the ocean of Samsira) 
Taraviji-mitram (Friendly towards Yamuni) 

I 

Tarpitisep-piirvaji (One who consoled and propitiated 
all the anceston) 

Tulivirahiti (One without an equal) 
nvrapipatiila-taniinapit (One who functions like fire in 

the case of sins that resemble cotton) 
Diridrya-damanl (One who suppresses poverty) 
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406. Daqi (Very efficient in giving Blulli and MUii") 
407. Dutpreqyi (Very difficult to be seen) 
408. Divyam&\lcJani (Having divine ornaments) 
409. Diqivati (Having initiation) 
410. Durivipyi (Very difficult to obtain) 
411. Driqi-madhura-viribhrt (Having water as sweet as grape

juice) 
412. Darsitineka-kutuki (One who displays various wonder

ful miracles) 
415. Du,iadurjaya-dul,khahrt (One who removes evil and 

unsurmountable miseries) 
414. Dainyahrt (One who removes wretchedness) 
415. Duritaghni (One who destroys sins) 
416. Dinaviri-padibji (Born of the lotus-like feet of the enemy 

of demons i.e., Vifl.lu) 
417. Dandaiiikavitaghni (One who removes the venom of 

serpents) 
418. Diritighaughasantati (One who removes the series of 

floods of sins) 
419. Druti (Rapid) 
420. Devadrumacchanni (Covered with celestial trees) 
421. Durvirigha-viniiini (One who destroys even those sins 

that cannot be warded off) 
422. Damagrihyi (One who can be attained through mental 

control) 
425. Devamiti (Identical with Aditi, mother of Devas) 
424. Devaloka-pradariini (Guide unto the world of the Devas) 
425. Dcvadevapriyi (Beloved of the Lord of Devas) 
426. Devi (Self-refulgent) 
427. Dikpila-padadiyini (One who bestows guardianship of 

the quarten) 
428. Dirghiyul,liril.ti (One who bestows longevity) 
429. Dirghi (Uninterruptably long) 
450. Dogdhri (One from whom the Purutirthas or aims of 

life can be derived) · 
451. Diqaoavaajiti (Devoid of blemishes) 
452. Dugdhimbuvihini (One in whom milk flows like water) 
455. Dobyi (Worthy of being milked) 
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434. Divyi (Divine) 
435. Divyagatipradi (One who bestows divine status) 
436. Dyunadi (Celestial river) 
457. Din~am (Refuge unto the wretched) 
438. Dehi-deha-nivirioi (One who prevents the taking up of 

a body by the soul i.e., ribirth) 
439. Drighiyasi (Very great) 
440. Dighahantri (Destroyer of heat of distress) 
441. Ditapitaka-santati (One by whom the series of sins has 

been cut oft) 
442. Diiradesintaracari (One who traverses far-off countries) 
445. Durgami (Very difficult to be attained) 
444. Devavallabhi (Beloved of gods) 
445. Durvrttaghni (Destroyer of those whose conduct is bad) 
446. Durvigihyi (Very difficult to be entered) 
447. Dayidhiri (Receptable of compassion) 
448. Dayivati (Merciful) 
449. Durisadi (Difficult of access) 
450. Dinasili (Habitual bestower) 
451. Drivi9i (Regularly dissolving sins) 
452. Druhil)a-stuti (Eulogized by Brahma) 
455. Daityadinavasamsuddhikartri (Habitually purifying Daityas 

and Dinavas too) 
454. Durbuddhi-hirioi (One who removes evil intentions) 
455. Dinasiri (One who can be known through the distribu

tion of gifts) 
456. Dayisiri (One who can be known through merciful deeds) 
457. Dyivi-bhumi-vigihini (One who passes through heaven 

and earth) 
• 458. Dnf.idnia-phala-pripti (One from whom visible and invisible 

fruits are obtained) 
459. Devati-Vflldavanditi (Revered by groups of Devas) 
460. Dirghavrati (One having rites of long duration) 
461. DirghadrUi (One with perception of a long range) 
462. Diptatoyi (One with bright waters) 
465. Durilabhi (One who is very difficult to obtain) 
464. Dao4ayitri (One who metes out punishment) 
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465. Da~ujaniti (One who is engrossed ip statesmanship) 
466. Dutia-da9(Ja-dharirciti (One who is adored by those who 

punish evil-doers) 
467. Durodaraghni (One who eradicates the evil of gambling 

etc.) 
468. Divarcib (Having the splendour like that of forest fire) 
469. Dravat (One absorbed in her work. and hence perfect) 
470. Dravyaika-ievadhi (The principal resort of all objects) 
471. Dinasantipasamani (One who subdues the distress of 

the wretched) 
472. Datri (Bestower of boons) 
475. Davathuvairi9i (Destroyer of the trembling due to the 

fear of worldly sufferings) 
474. Darividira.,apari (One engaged in splitting i.e., cutting 

her way through valley) 
475. Dinti (One with perfect control over the senses) 
476. Dinta:jana-priyi (Loved by people with self-control) 
477. Diritidritaii (One who erodes the ridges of mountains) 
478. Durgi (Identical with Goddess Durgi) 
479. DurgirQya-praciri9i (One that regularly flows through 

impassable forests) 
480. Dharmadravi (Having righteousness as the flowing cur

rent) 
481. Dhannadhuri (Possessing the weightage or responsibil-

ity of piety or Of the form of excellent Dharma) 
482. Dhenu (ldendical with wish-yielding divine cow) 
485. Dhiri (Intelligent, learned; Giver of Advaitic intelligence) 
484. Dhrti (Prop or support) 
485. Dhruva (Permanently stable) 
486. Dhenu-dina-phala-sparsi (One whose contact is the fruit 

of the gift of cows) 
487. Dharma-kimarthi-mo)qadi (One who bestows righteousness, 

pleasure, wealth and salvation) 
48~. Dharmormivihini (Having the flowing waves of piety) 
489. Dhuryi (The most excellent one) 
490. Dhitri (Nursing mother) 
491. Dhitri-vibhi'qa.,am (Adornment of the earth) 
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492. Dhannioi (Meritorious) 
495. Dharmafili (Habitually practising holy rites) 
494. Dhanviltop-krtivani (One who accords protection through 

millions of bows) 
495. Dhyitr-pipahari (One who eradicates the sins of those 

who meditate) 
496. Dhyeyi (Worthy of being meditated upon) 
497. Dhivan! (One who cleanses) 
498. Dhiita-kalmafi (One who eradicates sins) 
499. Dharmadhiri (Flowing current of piety) 
500. Dharmasiri (Essence of piety) 
50i. Dhanadi (Bestower of wealth) 
502. Dhanavardhini (One who increases wealth) 
503. Dharmidharma-guoa-cchetri (One who snaps the strings 

of piety and impiety) 
504. Dhattiira-kusuma-priyi (One who is fond of the Dhattiira 

flowers) 
505. Dhannesi ( Goddess of piety) 
506. Dharmasistrajiii (One conversant with scriptures) 
507. Dhanadhinya-samrddhi-kft (One who causes the abun-

dance of wealth and food-grains) 
508. Dharmalabhyi (One obtained through piety) 
509. Dharmajali (Having piety for waters) 
510. Dharma-prasava-dharmioi (One having the function of 

producing piety) 
511. Dhyinagamya-svariipi (One whose form is understood 

by means of meditation) 
512. Dharaoi (Identical with earth) 
515. DhitrJ>iijiti (Adored by Brahnti) 
514. Dhiib (One who shakes off sins) 
515. Dhiirjapj•tisamsthi (One stationed in the matted hain 

of Dhiirjap i.e., Siva) 
516. Dhanyi (Conducive to aftluence) 
517. Dhib (Intellect) 
518. Dhirq.ivati (One having the power of retention) 
519. Nandi 
520. Nirvaoajanani (Producing liberation) 
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521. Nandini (One that ca111es delight) 
521. Nunna-pitaki (One by whom sins have been eradicated) 
525. Nqiddha-Yighnanicayi (One who has warded off multi-

tudes of obstacles) 
524. Nijananda-prakiiini (One who makes the bli11 of the 

absolute manifest) 
525. Nabhol\poacari (Flowing through the celestial yard) 
526. Nuti (In the form of euloay) 
527. Namyi (Worthy of being bowed to) 
528. Niri~i (Identical with the power of Niriyaoa) 
529. Nnti (Eulogized) 
550. Nirmali (Free from impurities) 
551. Nirmalikhyini (One whose narration is conducive to 

purification &om sins) 
552. Niiini-tipasampadim (One who eradicates the series of 

sins) 
555. Niyati (One at perfect ease) 
554. Nitya-sukhadi (One who bestows permanent bliss) 
555. Niniscarya-mahinidhi (The great storehouse of many 

wonders) 
556. Nadi (River) 
557. Nadasaromiti (Mother of rivers and lakes) 
558. Niyiki (Controller of evelJ'One) 
559. Nikadirghiki (Heavenly pond) 
540. Nqic,ddhar~adhiri (Adept in redeeming those who are 

lost) 
541". Nandani (One who makes devotees flourish) 
542. Nandadiyini (Habitually bestowing affluence) 
545. Nir9iktiiep.-bhuvani (One who has sanctified the entire 

universe) 
544. Niasangi (Free from contaminating associations) 
545. Nirupadravi (Harmless) 
546. Niriladlbi (Devoid of external support) 
547. NifprapaAci (One transcending the Samsira) 
548. . NlrQui-.-mahlmali (One who hu utterly eradicated great 

· impurities of sini) 
549. Nirmala:iiina:ianani (One that generates knowledge free 

from blemishes) 
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550. Niiiep-pril).itipahft (One who remove, the di1treue1 of 
living being utterly) 

551. Nityotsavi (Having permanent festivities) 
552. Nityaqpti (Eternally satisfied) 
555. Namaskiryi (One worthy of being bowed to). 
554. Nirailjani (Free from iporance) 
555. Nitibivati (One stticdy observing restraints) 
556. Niritanki (Free from apprehension) 
557. Nirlepi (Free from contamination of sins) 
558. Niicalitmiki (One of quiescent soul) 
559. Niravadyi (Free from blemishes) 
560. Nirihi (Desirelessly inactive) 
561. Nilalohita-miirdhagi (Going up i.e., staying on the head 

of §iva) 
562. Nandibhrngiga1,.1astutyi (Worthy of being eulogized by 

the G~as, Nandin and Bhfl11i) 
565. Nigi (Identical with Nigas) 
564. Nandi (One who delights or conttibutes to prosperity) 
565. Nagitmaji (Born of the mountain) 
566. Nitpratyiihi (Free from impediments) 
567. Nikanadi (Celestial river) 
568. Nirayir1,.1ava-dirghanaub (The long boat of redemption 

from the ocean of hell) 
569. Pu1.1yapradi (One who bestows merit) 
570. Pul)yagarbhi (Meritorious in the womb) 
571. Pu1_1yi (Identical with merit) 
572. Pu1.1yatarangi1,.1i (A meritorious river) 
575. Prthu ·(Perfect and large) 
574. Prthuphali ('Yielding great benepts) 
575. Piirl)i (All-pervading or Of unobstructed current) 
5 76. Pl'al)atirti-prabhaiijini (Habitually eradicating the distress 

of those who bow down) 
577. Pril,.ladi (One who instils vital airs) 
578. Pril)ijanani (Mother of all living beings) 
579. PriJ).eii (Controller of the vital airs) 
580. P~pil)i (One identical with the Cosmic Hil'al)yagarbha) 
581. Padmilayi (Identical with Laqmi) 
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58!. 
583. 

584. 
585. 

586. 
587. 
588. 
589. 
590. 
591. 
59!. 
595. 
594. 
595. 
596. 
597. 
598. 

599. 
600. 

601. 

60!. 
605. 

604. 

605. 

606. 
607. 

&QI. 

609. 

Pariiaktil_l (The greatest power) 
Purajitparamapriyi (Highly beloved of the Destroyer of 

the three Puras i.e., iiva) 
Pari (The highest) 
Par•phala-pripti (One bestowing the acquisition of the 

greatest fruit) 
Pivani (One who sanctifies) 
Payasvini (Having excellent water) 
Parinandi (Yielding the highest bliss) 
Prakntirthi (Having excellent objectives) 
Pratift}li (Established base of all) 
Pilanl (One who protects) 
Pari (One who fills) 
Puraoapat,hiti (Dealt with in the Puraoas) 
Priti (Delighter of all) 
Prm.arikfara-riipi1,,1i (Identical with the letten of Pru.iava) 
Pirvad (Identical with Pirvad) 
Prema-satbpanni (Endowed with great love) 
Paiupisavimocani (One who releases the Paiu or indi-

vidual souls from Piias or nooses, fetters) 
Paramitma-svariipi (Identical with the Supreme- Soul) 
Parabrahma-praWini (The illuminator of the Supreme 

Brahman) 
Paraminanda-nitpandi (Having the excessive vibratious 

of the highest bliss) 
Priyaicitta-svarupi1,,1i (Identical with expiations) 
Piniyarupa-ni~i (With salvation stationed in the form 

of its waters) 
Paritti.9a-pariyu.ii (Ultimate resort in the matter of sav

ing the devotee) 
Pipendhana-davajvili (Functioning like the forest fire 

amongst the fuels in the form of sins) 
Piplri (Enemy of sins) 
Pipanimanut (Dispeller of sins through the utterance of 

her names) 
Paramaisvarya,:jan~i (Producer of the greatest powers 

like aoiml) 
Prijfti (Knower of her own refulgence) 
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610. 
611. 
612. 
61!. 
614. 

615. 
616. 
617. 
618. 
619. 

620. 

621. 

622. 
625. 
624. 
625. 

626. 
627. 
628. 
629. 

650. 
651. 
652. 
655. 

654. 

655. 

656. 

Prijiii (Extremely intelligent) 
Paripari (Identical with the greatest and the smallest) 
Pratyaqa-laqmib (Lakfmi incarnate) 
Padmiqi (Lotus-eyed) 
Paravyomimrtasravi (Exuding the nectar of the greatest 

firmament) 
Prasannariipi (Having pleasant form) 
PraQidhi (Wherein all the objects are deposited in Pralaya) 
Piiti (Extremely sacred) 
Pratyaqadevati (Perceptible deity) 
Pinikiparamapriti (Great beloved of the Pinika-wield

ing Siva) 
Parame,ihi-kama1.1cjalu (Having the water pot of Brahma 

as its receptacle) 
Padmanibha-padirghyeoa-prasiiti (Originating from the 

A,zi,a water used for washing the feet of Padma
nibha) 

Padmamilini (Having garlands of lotuses) 
Pararddhidi (Bestower of the greatest prosperity) 
Putiikari (Nourisher) 
Pathyi (Having wholesome effect in the case of worldly 

sufferings) 
Purti (Perfect in form) 
Prabhivad (Having bright splendour) 
Punini (Sanctifier) 
Pitagarbhaghni (Destroyer of rebirth of those who drink 

her water) 
Pipaparvata-niiini (Destroyer of the mountains of sins) 
Phalini (Having benefits to be ac~orded) 
Phalahasti (Having benefits ready in the hands) 
Phullirhbuja-vilocani (Having lotuses in full bloom as 

eyes) 
Philitaino-mahiqetri (One who has dug up the great 

field of sins) 
Phaoiloka-vibhflfaoam (An ornament unto the world of 

serpents) 
Phenacchala-pral)unnainil) (One who has eradicated sins 

and displayed it in the form of foams) 
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657. Phulla-kairavagandhini (Having the fragrance of full-blown 
lilies) 

658. Phenilicchirhbudhiribhi (Having the splendour of dear 
waters with foams) 

659. PhucJuccititapitaki (One who has eradicated sins by uttering 
the letters Phucj) 

640. Ph~ita-svidusalili (Having the waters as sweet as Phq.ita. 
a sweetmeat) 

641. Phi1.1ta-pathya:jalivili (Turbid with water as wholesome 
as buttermilk.) 

642. *Viivamiti (Mother of the universe) 
64!. Viivesi (Goddess of the universe) 
644. Visvi (Identical with all) 
645. Visveivarapriyi (Beloved of the Lord of the universe) 
646. Brahmal_lyi (Beneficent unto Brihmal}as) 
647. Brahmalq-t (One who creates HiraQyagarbha etc.) 
648. Brihmi (The Sak.ti of Brahma) 
649. Brahmi,ihi (Stationed in Brahman, Asbolute) 
650. Vimalodaki (Having waters free from impurities) 
651. Vibhivari (Identical with night or the consort of King 

Bhiiridyumna) 
652. Virajib (Free from Rajas) 
655. Vikrintinek.a-vi,iapi (By whom many worlds have been 

pervaded) 
6!· 1. V1m1mitra (Friendly to the entire universe) 
6!',:,. Vq1.1upadi (Flowing from Vi,i,.u's feet) 
656. Vai,oavi (Pertaining to Vifi,.u) 
657. Vaifl>ava-priyi (Beloved of the devotees of Vifl.1¥) 
658. Viriipiqa-priyak.ari (One that does what is pleasing to 

Siva) 
659. Vibhiiti (Identical with the supernatural powers) 
660. V11vatomukhi (Facing all direction) 

.I 

661. Y-apiii (D~oid of fetters; Identical with the river Vipili) 
662. Vaibudhi (Pertaining to Vibu~ha-Vitl}.u or Devas) 
663. Vedyi (Worthy of being known) 
664. Vedilqara-rasasravi (Exuding the sweet nectar of the 

•va and 'Ba are considered &o be the 11U11e in the followin1 names. 
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665. 
666. 
667. 
668. 
669. 
670. 
671. 
672. 
675. 
674. 
675. 
676. 
677. 
678. 
679. 
680. 
681. 
682. 

685. 
684. 

685. 

686. 

687. 
688. 
689. 
690. 

691. 
692. 
695. 
694. 

bliss of Brahman) 
Vidyi (Identical with Supreme Lore) 
Vegavati (Of rapid current) 
Vandyi (Worthy of being venerated) 
Bpilh~i (One that evolves the body, sense- or.ans etc.) 
Brahmavidini (Habitually repeating the Brahman) 
Varadi (Bestower of boons) 
Vipraltr,ia (The most excellent of all) 
Vari,ibi (The most exquisite) 
Viiodhani (One that specially sanctifies) 
Vidyidhari (Possessing great lores) 
Viioki (Devoid of grief) 
Vayovrndanifeviti (Served by flocks of birds) . 
Bah udaki (Having abundance of waters) 
Balavati (P!)ssessing power) 
Vyomasthi (Stationed in the firmament) 
Vibudhapriyi (Beloved of Devas) 
Vil)i (Identical with the Goddess of Speech) 
Vedavati (Expounder of the Vedas or Identical with the 

daughter of Kuiadhvaja) 
Vitti (Knowledge personified) 
Brahmavidyi-taraligiQi (The river in the form of the 

knowledge of Absolute Brahman) 
Brahmil)f.ja-kotivyiptimbu (One whose waters have per

vaded crores of Cosmic Eggs) 
Brahmahatyipahiril)i (One who eradicates the sin of 

Brihm~a-slaughter) 
Brahmeia-vitQuriipi (ldentical·with Brahmi, iia and V1tQu) 
Buddhi (Intellect) 

• Vibhava-vardhini (One who makes prosperity flourish) 
Vilisisukhadi (One who accords happiness to those who 

shine exquisitively) 
Vaiiyi (Identical with the dau of merchants) 
Vyipini (Extensive) 
Vrtiraoi (Cause of the outcome of piety or Dharma) 
V-(Having the head of the Bull-emblemed 

Lord as her abode) 
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695. Vipannirti-prabhaiijini (One who eradicates the distress 
of the persons in difficulties) 

696. Viniti (Polite) 
697. Vinati (Excessively humble) 
698. Bradhna-tanayi (Identical with Yamuni, the daughter of 

the Sun) 
699. Vinayinviti (Endowed with humility) 
700. Vipaiici (Identical with Vi9i) 
701. Vidyakuiali (Efficient in instrumental music) 
702. Ve9usruti-vicak,a9i (Efficient in the Sn.di or a quarter 

tone of Ve9u or Expert in knowing the particular 
Raga while listening to Vii,i -Comm.) 

703. Varcaskari (One who adds to the lustre) 
704. Balakari (One who increases strength) 
705. Balonmiilitakalmqi (One who has uprooted sins through 

her strength) 
706. Vipipmi (Devoid of sins) 
707. Vigatitanki (Devoid of fear) 
708. Vikalpaparivarjiti (One free from Vikalpas) 
709. Vrttikartri (Cause of rains) 
710. Vr,tijali (Having abundance of rain water) 
711. Vidhi (Identical with Brahma) 
712. Vicchinna-bandhani (One who has cut off the bondage 

of devotees) 
713. Vratariipi (Identical with the holy observances) 
714. Vittariipi (Identical with wealth) 
715. Bahuvighna-viniialqt (One who causes destruction of many 

obstacles) 
716. Vasudhiri (Having the current of wealth) 
717. Vasumati (Endowed with wealth or identical with the earth) 
718. Vicitringi (Having diverse limbs or parts) 
719. Vibhivaau (Identical with the sun or fire) 
720. Vijayi (Especially victorious) 
721. Vimbija (Seed of the universe) 
722. Vimadcvi (Identical with Vimadcva's wife) 
725. Varapradi (Bestower of boons) 
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724. Vna,sriti (Having piety as the buia or the basis of Dharma) 
725. Vi,aghni (Destroyer of poisons) 
726. Vtjftinormyaliu\lmilipi (Having garlands of rays and waves 

of perfect knowledge) 
727. Bhavyi (Conducive to welfare) 
728. Bhogavati (Poueued of enjoyment) 
729. Bhadri (Auapicious) 
730. Bhavini (Bhava'• consort) 
731. Bhutabhivani (Pro1enitor of living bein1s) 
732. Bhutadhitri (One who protect.a the livin1 bein11) 
735. Bhayahari (One who removes fear) 
7M. Bhakta-diridryaghitini (Destroyer of the poverty of devo

tees) 
735. Bhukti-mukti-pradi (One who bestows worldly pleasures 

and salvation) 
756. Bheii (The iak.ti of the lord of the stars, the moon) 
757. Bhakta-svargipavarpdi (One who bestows heavenly plea-

sures and salvation upon the devotees) 
758. Bhigirathi (Brought down by Bhagiratha) 
759. Bhinumati (Endowed with rays) 
740. Bhigya (Fortune) 
741. Bhogavati (Gangi in the nether worlds) 
742. Bhrti (One who holds or sustains) 
745. Bhavapriyi (Beloved of Siva) 
744. Bhavadve,tri (Destroyer of worldly sufferings) 
745. Bhutidi (Bestower of prosperity) 
746. BhutibhQfaoi (One who embellishes prosperity) 
747. Bhilalocana-bhivajdi (One conversant with the views of 

Lord Siva who has an eye in the forehead) 
748. Bhutabhavya-bhavatprabhu (One who powerfully rules 

everything past, present and the future) 
749. Bhrinti:it\ina-praiamani (One who subdues erroneous 

knowledge) 
750. Bhinna-brahmi9c;Ja-m_a~.uJapi (One by whom the struc

ture of the Cosmos has been broken) 
751. Bhuridi (One who beatowa pl,nty) 
752. Bhak.ti-sulabhi (Easy of acceu through devotion) 
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755. Bhigyavaddffp-gocari (One who comes within the vision 
of the fortunate) 

754. Bhaiijitopaplavakuli (One by whom the series of ca
lamities of devotees has been broken) 

755. Bhakfyabhojya-sukhapracli (One who bestows the pleasure 
of food and dainties of all kinds) 

756. Bhiqaoiyi (Worthy of being requested) 
757. Bhiqumiti (Mother unto mendicants) 
758. Bhivi (One who conceives and produces) 
759. Bhiva-svariipioi (Identical with objects) 
760. Mandikini (Heavenly Gangi) 
761. Mahinandi (Highly blissful) 
762. Miti (Mother) 
763. Muktitaranghp (One whose waves are conducive to salvation 

or A river bestowing final liberation) 
764. Mahodayi (Identical with great prosperity or Identical 

with final beatitude) 
765. Madhumati (Identical with the river Madhumati) 
766. Mahipuoyi (Highly meritorious) 
767. Mudikari (Cause of delight) 
768. Munistuti (Eulogized by the sages) 
769. Mohahantri (One who removes delusion) 
770. Mahi Tirthi (Extremely great sacred river) 
771. Madhusravi (Flowing with honey-like water) 
772. Midhavi (Identical with the Sakti of Vi,ou) 
775. Minini (Having honour) 
774. Minyi (Worthy of being venerated) 
775. Manoratha-pathitigi [Going beyond the ken of thought 

or All-pervading (Comm.)] 
776. Moqadi (One who bestows salvation) 
777. Matidi {Bestower of intellect) 
778. Muk,hyi (Most prominent) 
779. Mahibhigya:janiiriti (Resorted to by those who are 

fortunate) 
780. Mahivegavad (Having great rapidity of currents) 
781. Medhyi (Sacred) · 
782. Mahi (Identical with festivities) 
785. Mahimabhiitaoi (Possessing p-andeur as omamenta) 
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784. Mahiprabhivi (Extremely powerful) 
785. Mahati (Unlimited) 
786. Mina-cailcala-locani (Having tremulous eyes in the form 

of fishes) 
787. Mahikiru9ya-sampiil1;.li (Filled with great compassion) 
788. Maharddhi (Having great prosperity) · 
789. Mahotpali (Having big' lotuses) 
790. Miirtimat (Possessing actual form) 
791. Muktiram89i (A beautiful woman in the form of salva

tion) 
792. M&9imi9ikya-bh iif&9i (Possessing jewels and rubies as 

ornament or Who beautifies the ornaments of diamonds 
and rubies) 

795. Mukti-kalipa-nepathyi (Having clusters of pearls as 
ornament) 

794. Mano-nayana-nandini (One who causes delight to the 
mind and the eyes) 

795. Mahipitab-risighni ( One who eradicates heaps of great 
sins) 

796. Mahidevirdha-hiri9i (One who has taken over a half of .. 
the person of Siva i.e., Gaurirupi) 

797. Mahormimilini (Having garland of great waves) 

798. Mukti (Identical with the liberated) 
799. Mahidevi (Great Goddess) 
800. Manonmani (One who sublimates the mind) 
801. Mahipui,.yodayapripyi (Accessible through the outcome 

of great merits) 
802. Miyi-timira-candriki (Functioning like moonlight in respect 

to the darkness of Miyi) 
SOS. Mahividyi (Identical with the knowledge of Brahman) 
804. Mahimiyi (Great Miyi) 
805. Mahimedhi (Having great intellect) 
806. Mahau,adham (Great medicine) 
807. Milidhiri (Wearing garlands) 
808. Mahopiyi (Having the great means of salvation) 
809. Mahoraga-vibhiifal)i (Having great serpents as ornaments) 
810. Mahimoha-praiamani (One who suppresses great delu

sion) 
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811. 

812. 
815. 
814. 
815. 
816. 

817. 
818. 

819. 

820. 
821. 
822. 
825. 
824. 
825. 
826. 

827. 
828. 
829. 

850. 

851. 
852. 

855. 

854. 
855. 

. 
816. 

Mahimangala-mangalam (Auspicious among all great 
auspicious things) 

Martu}4a-m1.94alacari (Moving through the Solar Zone) 
Mahilaktmi (The great Laqmi) 
Madojjhiti (Free from haughtiness) 
Yaiasvini (The renowned) 
Yaiodi (Identical with Yaiodi i.e., Kn1.1a's mother, or 

Bestower of fame) 
Yogyi (Conducive to the pn.ctice of Yoga) 
Yuktitmaseviti (Resorted to by those in communion with 

the Absolute) 
Yopaiddhipradi (One who bestows the supernatural powen 

of Yoga) 
Yijyi (Worthy of being adored) 
Yajiieia-paripiiriti (Presided over by the Lord of Yajiias) 
Yajiieii (Presiding goddess of Yajiias) 
Yajiiaphaladi (Bestower of the benefits of Yajiias) 
Yajaniyi (Venerable) 
Yaiaskari (Causing the renown of devotees) 
Yamisevyi (Worthy of being resorted to by persons of 

self-conttol) 
Yogayoni (Origin of Yogas) 
Yogini (Identical with the attendant Yogini) 
Yuktabuddhidi (One who accords the realization of the 

union of Brahman and Atman) 
Yoga:jiiina-pradi (One who bestows the Yogic power and 

knowledge) 
Yuk.ti (Having perfect conttol) 
Yamid)'BfJinga-yogayuk (One who puts together the ac

tivities of Yoga in the form of the eight ancillaries i.e., 
Yanaa etc.) 

Yantritighaugha-saAciri (One by whom the movements 
of ~ultitudes of sina have been checked) 

Yama-lokarnivirioi (One who wards off the world ofYama) 
Yitiyita-praiamani (One who suppresses i.e. stops the 

arrivals and departures i.e., births and deaths) 
Yitani-nima-k.pitanl (One who exterminates even the 

names of oppressive tortures) 
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857. Ylminiia-himicchodi (Hkving waters cool and clear like 
the moon) 

858. Yuga-dharma-vivarjiti (One who is free from untruth, 
violence and other activities of Kali Age) 

8!9. Revad (Identical with Revad) 
840. Ratikrt (One who creates pleasure) 
841. Ramyi (Beautiful) 
842. Ratnagarbhi (Having jewels within) 
845. Rami (Identical with Laqmi) 
844. Rati (Identical with Kima's wife) 
845. Ratnikara-premapitram (Object of the love of the Ocean) 
846. Rasajfti (Conversant with Rasa, the supreme bliss) 
847. RasariipiQi (Identical with the bliss of the Absolute) 
848. Ratna-prisida-garbhi (Having bejewelled palaces with-

in) 
849. Rama1.1iya-tarangi1.1i (Having charming waves) 
850. Ratnircil} (Having rays like those of jewels) 
851. Rudra-ramal)i (Delighter of Rudra) 
852. Rigadve,aviniiini (One who eradicates attachment and 

disgust) 
855. Rami (One who accords pleasure to the eyes and minds) 
854. Rimi (Identical with an excellent woman) 
855. Ramyariipi (Having beautiful form) 
856. Rogi:jivitu-riipiQi (Panacea unto people suffering from 

Sam.lira) 
857. Rucikrt (Creating interest and brilliance) 
858. Rocani (One who extends appeal) 

(An appealing Goddess) 
859. Ramyi (Conducive to the welfare ur Laqmi) 
860. Ruciri (Bestower of splendour or beautiful) 
861. Rogahirl,;.ii (One who removes ailments) 
862. Rijaharilsi (Wherein swans shine) 
865. Ratnavati (Possessing many jewels) 
864. Rljat-kallola-rijik.l. (Having multitudes of waves shining) 
865. RimaQiyakarekhi (Po11e,sing beautiful currents) 
866. Rujiri (Enemy of ailments) 
867. Rogarotil)i (Furious against ailments) 
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868. Rlli (Identical with moonlight-night) 
869. Ranklrtiiamani (One who subdues the distress of poor 

people) 
870. Ratnyi (Having the support of the beautiful Lord Vql)u

Comm.) 
871. R~iarilbarivil)i (Possessing the humming sound of bees) 
872. Ragil}i (Possessing Rigas) 

"' 875. Ranjita-iivi (One who delights Siva) 
874. Rupalival}ya-ievadhi (Receptacle of beauty and perfec-

tion in the structure of limbs) 
875. Lokaprasii (Mother of the worlJs) 
876. Lokavan~yi (Venerable unto the worlds) 
877. Lolat-kallola-malini (Possessing surging clusters of waves) 
878. Lilivati (Possessing sportive movement) 
879. Lokabhiimi (Basic support of all the worlds) 
880. Loka-locana--candriki (Moonlight-like delighter of the 

eyes of the worlds) 
881. Lekha-sravanti (Divine river or creator of Sistras) 
882. Laiabhi (Attractive and comely) 
885. Laghuvegi (Flowing slowly) 
884. Laghutvahrt (One who removes weakness) 
885. Lisyattaranga-hasti (Having dancing waves resembling 

hands) 
886. Laliti ( Charming) 
887. Layabhangigi (Going ahead in a special mode) 
888. Lokabandhu (A kinsman unto the worlds) 
889. Lokadhitri (One who nourishes the worlds) 
890. Lokottara-gul}orjiti (One who is powerful, possessing most 

excellent qualities) 
891. Lokatrayahiti (Beneficial unto the three worlds) 
892. Loki (One who is pondered over by the world) 
895. Laqmi (Identical with Goddess Lalqmi) 
894. 1.-q&J)alaqiti (Possessing excellent characteristics) 
895 •. Lili (Lord's sporta or identical with Lili, the queen of 

Padma) 
896. Lakeitanirvil)i (One who pointa out the means of salvalion) 
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897. ~yimrta-var,il)i (One who showers jewels of the oceans 
or one who showers nectar of beauty) 

898. Vaiivinari (The Sak.ti of the Fire-god) 
899. VisavefJyi (Worthy of being eulogized by Indra) 
900. Vandhyatva-parihiril)i (One who removes barrenneu in 

women) 
901. Viaudevinghri-re9ughni (One who removes the dust 

particles from the feet of Visudeva) 
902. Vajrivajra-niviril)i (One who thwarts the thunderbolt of 

Indra). 
905. Subhivati (Having auspiciousness all round) 
904. Subhaphali (Yielding auspiciousness and peace). 
905. Sinti (Identical with calmness and pea, «·, 
906. Sintanu-vallabhi (The beloved of Sintanu) 
907. Sulini (Wielding the trident) 
908. Saisavavayil) (Possessing the stage of childhood) 
909. Sitalimrta-vihini (Having cool nectar-like waters flow-

ing) 
910. Sobhivati (Possessing brilliance) 
911. Silavati (Having excellent conduct) 
912. So1itise,a-kilvi,i (One who has dried up all sins) 
913. Sara.r.iyi (Worthy of being sought refuge in) 
914. Siv ..tdi (One who bestows welfare) 
915. Sitti (Of good conduct) 
916. Sarajanma-prasu (Mother of Kirttikcya) 
917. Siva (Identical with Goddess Durgi) 
918. Sakti (Divine power) 
919. Sasilika-vimali (Free from impurities like the moon) 
920. Sam,,na-svasr-sammati (Honoured'by the river Yamuni, 

th<: sister of Yama) 
921. Sama (The suppressor of ignorance) 
922. Samana-mirgaghni (One who prevents the path of 

Yarna) 
925. Sitika9Jha-mahipriyi (Highly beloved of Lord Siva) 
924. Suci (Holy) 
925. Sucb 'lri ( One who makes everyone pure) 
926. Sep (One that form, the limit) 
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927. Seta-iiyi-padodbhavi (Wbo originates from the foot of 
Lord Vi,ou) 

928. Srinivisa-iruti (One who is heard as identical ¥.'ith Srinivisa 
i.e., Vitl)U) 

929. Sraddhi (Faith) 
950. Srimati (Having glory) 
951. Sri (One whom Yogins resort to i.e., Brahmavidyi) 
952. Subhavrati (Having holy vows) 
955. Suddhavidyi (One with pure knowledge) 
954. Subhivarti (Having auspicious eddies) 
955. Srutinandi (One by whom bliss is heard and realized) 
956. Sruti-stuti (One whose eulogy is through Vedic passages) 
957. Sivetaraghni (One who removes everything that is against 

welfare) 
958. Sabari (One who had assumed the form of a tribal woman 

i.e., Durgi) 
959. Simbari-riipa-dhiril)i (One possessing the form of a female 

deer) 
940. Smaiina-iodhani (One who purifies cremation grounds) 
941. Santi (Quiescent) 
942. Stivat (Perennial) 
943. Sata-dhrti-tPJti (Eulogized by Brahma) 
944. Silini (One who shines invariably) 
945. Sili-iobhi4hyi (Having the brilliance of paddy) 
946. Sikhi-vihana-garbha-bhr (One who holds the peacock

vehicled Lord Skanda in her womb) 
947. Samsaniya-caritri (One whose conduct is worthy of praise) 
948. Sititiieta-pitaki (One by whom sins have been entirely 

eradicated) 
949. $acJgu-,aiivarya-sampanni (Endowed with the six Gu9as 

namely, Auv-,a etc.) 
950. $acJanga-iruti-riipioi (Identical with Sruti having the six 

AJ\gas i.e., ancillary topics) 
951. $UJ4hati-hiri-salili (One whose waten removes impo

tence) 
952. $~yannada-nadii~ti (Where hundreds of riven come 

in a confluence) 
959. Saridvari (The most excellent one among riven) 
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954. Surasi (Havin1 excellent taste) 
955. Suprabhi (Having excellent splendour) 
956. Suradir1hiki (Divine pond) 
957. Svabsindhu (Celestial river) 
958. Sarva-dul)khaghni (One who destroys all miseries) 
959. Sarva-vyidhi-mahauta4hi (Great medicine eradicating all 

ailments) 
960. Sevyi (Worthy of being served) 
961. Siddhi (Supernatural power) 
962. Sati (Identical with Diqiyai,i) 
96!. Sukti (Identical with wise saying) 
964. Skandasii (Mother of Skanda) 
965. Sarasvati (Presiding deity of speech) 
966. Sampat-tarangii,i (Having riches for waves) 
967. Stutyi (Worthy of being eulogized) 
968. Sthm.u-mauli-krtilayi (One who has taken up abode on 

the head of Siva) 
969. Sthairyadi (One who bestows steadiness) 
970. Subhagi (Having excellent reputation) 
971. Saukhyi (Conducive to happiness) 
972. Stritu-saubhigya-diyini (One who bestows conjugal bliss 

unto women) 
97!. Svargani:t,irei,iki (The ladder unto heaven) 
974. Suqmi (Subtle) 
975. Svadhi (Identical with the Mantra of Svadhi) 
976. Svihi (Identical with the wife of god of fire or the Mantra 

Svihi) 
977. Sudhijali (Having nectar-like water) 
978. Samudra-rupii,i (Consort of the O,:ean) 
979. Svargyi (Conducive to the attainment of heaven) 
980. Sarva-pitaka-vairi9i (Inimical to all sins) 
981. Smrtigha-hiria,.i (One who removes sins on being re

membered) 
982. Siti (Furrow-like) 
98!. Sadlsiribdhi-tarat)cjik.i (The boat that takes one across 

the ocean of worldly existence) 
984. Saubhigya-sundari ( One having good luck and beauty) 
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985. Sarvuira-aamanYiti (Equipped with all powers) 
986. Harapriyi (Beloved of giva) 
987. Hnikeii (One who controls the sense-organs) 
988. Hamsariipi (Having pure forms or one assuming the 

form of a swan) 
989. Hiraomayi (Golden in hue) 
990. Hrtigha-sanghi (One by whom multitudes of sins are 

eradicated) 
991. Hitalq-t (Well-wisher) 
992. Heli (Graceful in form) 
995. Helighaprvahrt (One who removes the arrogance of 

sins sportively) 
994. Ktemadi (Bestower of happiness) 
995. Kfi}itighaughi (One by whom multitudes of sins have 

been wuhed) 
996. Kfudra-vidravii,i (One who destroys wicked ones) 
997. Ktmni (Having forbearance like the earth) 

0 Pot-born Sage, this is the list of the thousand names of 
Gangi. By reciting this a man will obtain the benefit of a holy 
bath in Gangi. 

169. It subdues all the sins. It destroys all the obstacles. 
It is far better than all other hymns and]apa. It makes every 
sacred thing more sacred. 

170. If one has faith, this (hymn) will yield any desired 
benefit. It gives abundance in all the four great human endeavoun. 
By reciting it once, one obtains the fruit of peforming one 
sacrifice, 0 sqe. 

171. By reciting this three times, one gets the benefit said 
to acc~e to one who takes the holy dip in all sacred riven 
or gets initiated into all the Yajftu. 

172. One who invariably recites this hymn three times, 0 
VicJava (a Brihmal)a conversant with the principles of Philoso
phy) gets that merit which results from all holy vowa well
observed. 

175. If anyone recites this at the time of taking bath, whatever 
may be the place of water, Gangi flowing in three 1tream1 
presents herself there, 0 sage. 
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174. A peraon who aeeb welfare, will ob-.n welfare; one 
who seeb wealth, obtains wealth; one who seeks love, shall 
obtain love; and one who seeb salvation, shall obtain salva
tion. 

175. One should faithfully recite this hJIDn three times a 
day for a year, keeping his mind pure. A sonless man will then 
approach his wife at the prescribed period after menstruation. 
He will thereby become bleued with a son. 

176. If anyone recites the Thou.r•ntl Narna of Ganga with 
faith, 0 sage, he shall not die prematurely. He need not be 
afraid of fire, thief or serpent. 

177. If after reciting the Thou.sand Narna of Gatiga, one 
goes to another village for some work, he will attain success 
therein and will return home without any hindrance. 

178. If the man goes to another village after reciting the 
ThowGnd Naf/lG, the defects of the lunar day, the day of the 
week, the star or the stellar combination with the moon will 
not be effective. 

179. The set of the ThousGntl NG,us of Ganga is conducive 
to longevity and freedom from ailments; it is destructive of all 
harassments and causes the attainment of all powers by the 
men. 

180. By the recitation of the Tl&owantl Nama of Ganga. 
the sins that have been acquired during thousands of previous 
births get destroyed. 

181-185. By faithfully reciting the Thousantl NGma of Ganga, 
all these sinnen become free from sins: a slayer of a Brihmar.ia, 
a drink-addict, a thief of gold, a defilar of the bed of the 
preceptor, a man who associates with these sinners, a destroyer 
of foetus, a siayer of mother, a slayer of father, one who com
mits breach of trust, one who administers poison, the ungrate
ful, a betrayer of friends, an arsonist, a slayer of a cow, a thief 
of the possessions of the preceptor, one guilty of major and 
minor sins. 

184. One who is agitated due to mental anguish or phys
ical ailment, one who is excessively distressed, becomes rid of 
all miseries by repeating this hymn. 

185. With the mind concentrated and controlled, one 
should recite this for a year with gre~t devotion. He shall 
obtain the desired benefit. He becomes relieved of all sins. 
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186. One whose mind is afflicted with doubts, one who 

hates piety, a hypocrite and one violently ferociou&-all these 
shall become righteous. 

187. A man who follows the discipline of the prescribed 
stage of life and statl.ll in the society, one devoid of anger and 
lust, and a man of spiritual knowledge-whatever benefit these 
obtain, one obtains by reciting this hymn. 

188. By reciting this hymn earnestly once, one shall ob
tain that benefit which can be acquired by reciting Giyatri ten 
thousands times. 

189. By reciting once this Stavaraja ('King of hymns'), one 
shall acquire that merit which a blessed man obtains after 
making the gift of a cow to a Vedic scholar. 

190. A person reciting this hymn thrice a day (after holy 
dips) and continuing so for one year, shall acquire that merit 
which an excellent man gets by serving his preceptor through
out his life. 

191. By reciting this hymn thrice a day for six months. one 
obtains that merit laid down here as the result of the study 
of the Vedas. 

192. By practising the recitation of the Stavamja of Gangi 
everyday, one shall acquire devotion to Siva or shall become 
a devotee of Vit~u. 

195. If anyone recites the Thowantl Na,na of Gatip every
day. Goddess Gangi shall always attend to him closely. 

194. By reciting the hymn of Gangi, one becomes venerated 
everywhere, successful on all occasions and happy everywhere. 

195. He who recites this hymn should be known as a penon 
of good conduct; he is always clean and pure; he is one who 
has worshipped all the gods. 

196. If he is satisfied, Gangi shall become pleased un
doubtedly; hence by all means, one should propitiate the devotee 
of Gangi. 

197-198. He who listens to or recites this Stavaraja of Gangi 
and makes other devotees listen to it without hypocrisy and 
greed, shall become freed from the three types of sins origi
nating from the mind, speech and body. He shall be devoid 
of sins in an instant and be the beloved of the Manes. 

199-200. He shall be the beloved of all the Devas; he shall 
be honoured by all the groups of sages; at the end of his life 
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he shall ride in an aerial chariot surrounded by hundreds of 
celestial damsels. He shall be richly adorned with divine or
naments; he shall enjoy celestial pleasures in Nandana and 
other parks; he shall rejoice like a Deva. 

201. While Brihm~as take their food particularly on the 
occasion of a Sriddha, recitation of this hymn causes delight 
to the Manes. 

202. His ancestors rejoice in heaven for as many years as 
there are boiled rice-grains or drops of water there. 

20!. By hearing this hymn recited on the occasion of Sriddha 
the Manes shall become delighted in the same manner as 
through the offerings of balls of rice in Gangi. 

204. If this hymn is written and worshipped in a house, 
that house is pure always. There is no fear from sins there. 

205. 0 Agastya, of what avail is much talk? Listen to my 
firm words. No doubt need be entertained in this respect. No 
benefit comes to a person who doubts. 

206. There are many groups of Mantras and hymns in the 
mortal world. They are not equal to the Ganpja-Stavaraja ('King 
of Stotras of Gangi'). 

207. If a person recites this hymn of a thousand names 
throughout his life, he shall not be reborn even if he were 
to die in Kikalas (i.e., regions around Gayi). 

208. If a man regularly recites this hymn, observing re
straints, he shall become like a man dying on the banks of 
Gangi even if he dies elsewhere. 

209. This excellent and exquisite hymn was formerly pro
claimed by the Pinika-wielding Lord to VitQU, his devotee. It 
is a hymn with the syllables-'seeds' of salvation. 

210. This Stotra stated by me is a substitute for the holy 
bath in Ganga. Hence, a wise man desjrous of getting the 
benefit of a holy dip in Gangi should recite this hymn. 
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CHAPTER THIRTY 

The Greatness of Vtinitiasi 

Slcantla said: 

1-2. 0 blessed Agastya, listen. Desirous of redeeming his 
grandfathers, King Bhagiratha propitiated Sri Mahideva with 
his great penance. That most excellent one among saintly 
kings wanted to redeem his forefathers who had been reduced 
to ashes by the curse of a Brihmal)a-sage (Kapila) and brought 
to the earth Gangi which flows in three worlds. 

3. For the sake of the great welfare of all the three worlds, 
the king brought Gangi from there (the heaven) to the place 
where there was Mal)ikarl)iki. 

,_ -
4. Hari's Cakrapu,karil)i and Sarhbhu's Anandakinana are 

the same. It is the excellent holy spot of the great Brahman, 
which bestows salvation without effort. 

5. The scion of the family of Dilipa walked ahead and 
brought Gangi to the place where the city famous as Kiii was. 
It is well-known as Kasi because is revealed (ia.ianat) Nirvil)a 
(Liberation). 

6-11 a. The great holy spot is called Avimukta because it 
i~ never left off by Sarhbhu. 

0 sage, gold is invaluable by itself and classified as a pre
cious (metal). When it is associated with diamond as sparkling 
as pure water, it becomes all the more valuable. Similarly, the 
nrtha of Cakraputkaril)f was already the place of all welfare. 
It became more excellent due to the jewel-set earring of Sarhbhu. 
In that Anandakinana, the shrine of Siva named Avimukta, 
the attainment of liberation was already possible. By the con
tact of Gangi it has become all the more powerful. Ever since 
the time when Gangi came into contact with Mal)ikar~iki 
that holy spot has become difficult of access even to Devas. 

After performing different types of act auspicious or oth
erwise, if a person dies in Kiii, he shakes them off in an 
instant and becomes Amrta (immortal). 

llb-17a. One who dies in Kasi becomes immortal (liber
ated) without Nididhyiaana (practice of continuous medita
tion) of Brahman known only from the Vedintas, without Silikhya 
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(discrimination between Atman and non-Atman) and without 
Yoga (the practice with ancillaries). 

0 Pot-born Sage, without the knowledge that root.s out Kannas, 
a penon who dies in Kiii becomes immortal, with the favour 
of the Moon-crested Lord. 

With or without effort on one's part, one shall abandon the 
body and die in Kist. Through the imparting of the Tiraka 
Mantra, he shall become immortal. 

Even if one is fettered by the Gu9as of Prakrti acquired in 
the course of many births, one who dies in Kiii becomes 
immortal through contact with the confluence of Asi. 

Casting off of the body here is Dana (religious gift); casting 
off of the body here is Tapas (penance); casting off of the 
body here is Yoga-these in Kifi accord the happiness ofNirvil)a 
(salvation). 

Even though a person had committed many evils, he can 
attain the greatest region of Vi,-,u sportingly, after casting off 
the body in Kisi on reaching (Gangi) flowing towards the 
North. 

l 7b-2!. All the Dews including Yama, Indra and Agni observed 
that all the people were eager to obtain salvation. Hence they 
accorded protection to the city. 

The Devas made Asi river that was like a great sword that 
cut off the evil intentions of sinners. That Dhuni (river) was 
one that warded off the entry of the wicked ones. The Devas 
made Varaoi that prevented all the obstacles and hindrances 
to that holy spot. Suras created Varaoi that separated the 
activities of the wicked and the persons of good deeds. Suras 
made Asi on the South and Varaoi on the North, which pre
se"ed the holy spot in its power to accord salvation. After 
making it they attained mental satisfaction. 

On the Western side of the holy place, the Moon-crested 
Lord himself made Dehaliviniyaka ('Vaghneivara of the threshold') 
for the purpose of guarding.• All these three grant pennia
sions to enter only to these, whose entry is permitted by the 
kind Lord Viivesa and never to anyone else. In this regard I 

1. The shrine of this Vini,ab la on the Pailcakrofl Road to the west of 
Kail. It shows the traditional western limit of the city. 
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shall narrate an old story that causes great wonder and en
hances devotion. 

Sluinda said: 

24-25. On the shore of the southern sea, very near 
Setubandha, there was a certain merchant named Dhanailjaya.1 

He was much devoted to his mother. He earned wealth through 
meritorious acts and with that wealth he propitiated beggars. 
These beggars spread his renown. He regularly worshipped 
the son of Ya.soda i.e., Lord K.rtl)a. 

26. Though he rose very high due to his affluence, he 
bowed down due to this humility. Though he was an Aiara 
(mine) of good qualities, he did not loudly proclaim his own 
good qualities. 

27. Though he was highly endowed with handsome fea
tures, he was averse to other men's wives. Though he was fully 
equipped with all Kali (Arts) he had his rise free from Kalamlca 
(stigma). 

28. Though his profession was commerce, 0 sage, he was 
usually fond of truth. Though he was out of the pale of VarQas, 
he was praised by men of high castes in the world. 

29. Though he was Satlacara1.&aga ('always going on foot', 
'going along the path of the good'), he was happy moving 
about in boats. Though he was .Adaridra ('not poor'), that 
intelligent man had an intellect poor in sins. (i.e., was pious) 

30. Even as he was going about his activities thus once, 
due to the turn of times, his mother who had become very old 
and sick, died. 

31. In her youth that was as transient as the shadow of a 
cloud but which she made resemble the flood of a river in 
rainy season, her own husband had been deceived by her. 

!2. A woman who out of delusion deceives her husband 
after attaining the prime of youth that can last but three or 
four days (i.e., for a brief period), goes to hell of endless 
duration. 

33. Even if he is righteous, the husband shall fall off from 
heaven acquired with great difficulty if the woman (wife) breaks 

1. The 1tory of Dhana6jaya illustrates how even the bones of a sinner are 
inadmissible in Kiii. 
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her chastity. Hence chastity should be preserved by women. 
54. The wicked woman henelf falls into the hell Vitibigarta 

('Abysmal depth of faeces') and stays there till all living beings 
are annihilated. Thereafter, she is born as a sow. 

55. Then she shall become a flying fox eating its own -faeces 
and hanging suspended from a tree or she will be born an owl, 
blind during the day and staying in the hollow of a tree. 

56. With great effort, this body, the receptacle of merito
rious results, should be guarded by a woman from the evil 
touch of another man that may appear to give pleasure. 

57. Did not a chaste woman by her order make the rising 
sun remain motionless by this every body but surrendered to 
her husband? 

58. Did not Atri's wife, Anasuyi, devoted to the vow of 
serving her husband, conceive in her womb the three Lords 
(viz gods Brahma, Vi,i,u and Siva) by the power of her own 
husband? 

59. By the fidelity to her husband a woman can acquire 
extensive renown here (in this world) and perpetual residence 
in heaven. Also she can get the companionship of the Goddess 
of Wealth. 

40. That woman (mother of Dhanaiijaya) fonook her eternal 
duty towards her husband due to her evil propensities. Having 
become a wanton, she went to hell after death. 

41. As for Dhanaiijaya, he became righteous and pious 
because he associated with a Sivayogin whereby his penance 
rose up. 

42. The pious-souled Dhanaiijaya was highly devoted to 
his mother. He carried the ashes and bones of his mother and 
took the path leading to Gangi. 

45-46. He bathed (the bones) with Paiicagavya (five milk 
products) and then with Paiic:amrta (candy, honey etc.). Thereafter 
he applied Yaqakardama (special type of unguent) and adored 
them with flowers. Then he covered them with five different 
kinds of cloth, viz. N,,,.avastf'a, Palldmbaf'a, Su,-asavastf'a, 
Manji,fhavasas and N,palalcawtbala. After that he covered them 
with pure clay. Alas, that merchant put all of them in a copper 
casket. He carried the entire thing and while on his way he 
never touched anyone of low caste. With purity he used to lie 
down on bare ground (durin1 nights). The poor merchant 
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fell down with fever before completing his journey. 
47-49. A burden-bearing porter was engaged by him after 

giving him reasonable wages. 0 Pot-born Sage, of what avail 
is mu~h talk? He reached Kifi. He kept the porter there for 
guarding his luggage. Dhanafijaya went to the bazar to bring 
some articles of food etc. Mter getting an opportunity, the 
porter took away the copper casket from the bundle thinking 
it to be a money-chest and went home. 

50-51. He returned to the place of rest but did not see 
him. Thereupon, Dhanaftjaya looked into his bundle hurriedly 
and saw it devoid of the casket. He cried "Alas! Alasl" Beating 
his chest, he lamented much. Searching for him he went here 
and there. 

52. Without taking his bath in Gangi, without visiting the 
Lord of the universe, Dhanafijaya went to the abode of that 
porter. 

SS. That porter had seen the bones inside the copper casket 
in the forest. He heaved a sigh, abandoned it there and went 
to his house. 

54-60. With his throat, lips and palate parched, the merchant 
reached that house. Within the hut he saw that piece of his 
cloth. He felt a little assured with hope and so asked the 
porter's wife, "Tell me the truth. Do not be afraid. I shall give 
you more money certainly. Where has your husband gone? 
Give me my mother's bones. 0 gentle lady, we are pilgrims; 
we will not harm you. Unknowingly but greedily the casket of 
bones was taken away by him. 0 fair lady, this is not his fault. 
Perhaps my mother's fate is such. Or it is not even my mother's 
fault. I, her son, am an unlucky fellow. 0 Bhilla woman, I am 
not destined to fulfil the duty of a son. I have endeavoured 
but luck being apathetic, I am not successful. Let the forest
wanderer come on the strength of my truthful words. Let him 
not fear. Let him quickly show me the bones. I shall give you 
more money." On being told thus the Bhilla woman told her 
husband (everything). 

61. That h-unter with his head hanging down in shame 
told him everything and took Dhanaiijaya to the forest. 
· · 6!. Unfortunately the forest-wanderer (i.e., the porter) had 
foqotten that spot, 0 sage. He wandered around in the forest 
becoming utterly confused as to directions. 
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65-67. He went from place to place in the forest. Wan• 
dering from forest to forest the man became weary and aacl. 
Leaving off the pilgrim in the middle of the forest, he went 
back. to his hut. After wandering here and there for two or 
three days that excellent pilgrim became lean with .hunger. 
With his throat and lips parched, the merchant lamented "Alas! 
Alas!" With a faded face he reached the city of Kiii. From the 
people he learnt the unfortunate doings (of his mother). 0 
sage, then the pilgrim went to Gayi and Prayiga and there
after went back to his native place. 0 Pot-born Sage, even after 
gaining an entry into Kiii, her bones were immediately sent 
out because the permission of Viivesvara had not been re
ceived. 

68. A sinner may reach Kiss, as a result of some little 
merit; but he does not attain the benefit of that holy place. 
Instatly he goes out. 

69. Hence the behest and permission of Viiveivara is the 
giver of a chance to stay in Kiii where Asi and Varal}i have 
been engaged in the work of the protection of the holy place. 

70. After getting into contact with Asi and Vara1,1i, 0 great 
sage, Kasiki has become well-known as Viri1,1asi ever since•. 

71. Virir.iasi is, in this world, that merciful divine entity 
where all living beings can easily abandon the body, enter 
instantaneously the splendour of the vision of Visvesvara, and 
take up the bodiless state of salvation, and experience the 
identity of Brahman and Atman. 

72. 110 creature, you have immersed yourself in many ex
cellent Tirthas. Though you died there you are reborn and 
never have you enjoyed peace." So says Viril)asi. 11Dying here 
you will attain immortality now; by my power, you shall be-

"' come (identical with) Smarasisana (Siva)." 
7!. A twice-born who falls (and dies) in the sacred waters 

of other places, attains the status of Devas etc. but not so in 
Kasi. It is surprising that even a Pulkasa (a low-caste man) who 
falls here does not rise again(i.e., is not reborn); to say noth
ing of a high-born one. 

74. This is that city where that enemy of Puras (i.e., Siva) 
who is Puralaa ( the destroyer of the body-Pu,-a-at the time 

5. Popular etymolo11 of the name Virioa1i. 
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of salvation), desires to grant the highest aim of life and hence 
makes all the denizens of this city attain the perfection of 
attaining the other shore of the ocean of worldly existence. 

75. After diving into the waters of other holy places, a 
man discards the sinfully defiled body and becomes a deity in 
heaven; but after casting off the body in the precincts of K.tii 
he becomes doubtful of having even a body (i.e., rebirth in 
Samsira). 

76. Without recourse to the practice of Yoga and the fre
quent meditation on the unity of Brahman and Atman, but 
making the Tirakamantra heard, Virii;,iasi, the remover of th~ 
distress of common people, points out the Absolute Brahman 
to non-Yogin laymen whereby they cease to be reborn. 

77. Alasl after desiring for some desirable region, some
one completely forsakes his body, in the precincts ofViril}asi 
that is the abode of Dharma, Artha and Kima and that grants 
everything wished for, and becomes more delighted. Let his 
gain be the cessation of the root (cause of rebirth), since it 
has been reduced to void. 

78. Alasl the laymen inhabiting Kasi are certainly deceived 
by the Lord having a female in half of his body and an eye 
in the forehead, who has seized their desired body, the receptable 
of good deeds and has granted them only salvation without 
rebirth. 

79. Virii;,iasi is the sole ground of unlimited number of 
shining merits, all the embodied persons whereof are (like 
Siva) stained in their neck by poison, have an eye in the forehead, 
have a beautiful body of woman in the left half and are bereft 
of the body in the end (i.e., get salvation). 

80. This Anandakinana is the bestower of happiness even 
before; there (we have) M~ikarl}iki, the lake caused by the 
discus, contact with the celestial river and the most important 
resort of the Lord of the universe. What is there which is not 
conducive to liberation? 

81. Here, in this world, Viril}asi is the most excellent (city) 
with the two rivers Varu,i and Asi. It causes grief by the destruction 
of the sense of separateness. It has shining glory, due to the 
presence of the celestial river. It is immovable ( even at the 
time of Pralaya) and is the place of rest of the Laqmi of 
salvation (which is) bereft of blemishes. Why does a deluded 
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creature languish after forsaking thia (holy city)? 
8!. (0 deluded one,) why do you go away forsaking Kiii 

th.tt can be attained only throu1h the blessinp of Sambhu and 
that holds salvation in her very hands? Alas, have you forgot
ten the misery arising from stay in womb and the fettering and 
the hitting inflicted by the messengers of K.rtinta (god of 
Death)? 

83. The other holy rivers (and spots) remove sins imme
diately, accord much weal and take (the pilgrim) to heaven. 
But Vifioasi causes utter annihilation of the very root of worldly 
existence, if one drinks, dives in (the waten of Gangi), per
forms holy rites and casts off the body (here). 

84. By casting off their bodies in Mq.ikan)iki in the pre
cincts of the city of Kiii, embodied beings obtain without 
hindrance a body that has an eye in the forehead, that has 
blue lustre in the neck and that has a beautiful female in the 
left half (i.e., he attains identity of form with §iva). 

85. Mter comprehending the power of the holy place, if 
anyone casts off his impure, stinking body in M119ikaroiki, he 
at once gets merged into the lustre of self-knowledge and does 
not become separated even in the course of another Kalpa. 

86. Those who have their minds and sense-organs filled 
with too much of passion and other defects and hence con
sider Kasi on a par with the other holy places around, despite 
the fact that the great prowess of Kiii is unrivalled and divine, 
are sinners. No one should even talk to them. 

87. Why do you, 0 deluded one, wander in various direc
tions after abandoning Virii,asi, the favourite capital city of 
the destroyer of the god of Love? Even after obtaining the 
permanent glory and lustre of liberation inaccessible to Brahma 
and othen, do you covet ordinary w9rldly wealth fickle by 
nature? 

88. If any man endeavours, it is not difficult for him to 
acquire learning, wealth, houses, elephants, horses, servants, 
garlands, sandalpastc, women of exquisite beauty and even 
heaven; but Virai,asi that accords liberation even to locusts 
and moths, is not easily available. 

89. In order to find out the comparative weight the worlds, 
chief of which is Vaikui,.itia and Kiiiki, were held in balance. 
On account of their lightneu they (all the worlds) went up. 
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On account of the heaviness of all the four aims of life, this 
city remained low down. 

90. A man or a non-man (animals, immobiles) occupying 
Kifi city after being established here (by the Lord), is to be 
revered. like the sole Lord Rudra. On account of the weight 
of miseries caused by nature and various kinds of diseases he 
shall dispel Karmas and merge into the brilliance of the great 
Lord. 

91. Alas, by casting off the body that is the abode of pains 
and miseries of birth and death and that is subject to steady 
misfortunes in Kisi, how is it that this deluded creature does 
not take up a brilliant body that is the abode of the greatest 
bliss and that is steadier, as though accepting a broken bell
metal (for something new)? 

92. Alas, it is a pity that this world (people) endures pain. 
Its intellect is affected by the weight of adversities of great 
power that destroy all riches but whose end is inevitable. Why 
should the world be afflicted while Kisi is present on this 
earth, where at the time of death Siva whispers something into 
the ear whereby the creature does not enter the cave of womb 
again? 

9!. Of the two sets of people, one staying in the city of 
Kisi taking two or three meals a day and doing everything as 
one pleases and the other taking in only the air and keeping 
all the sense-organs under control and remaining a forest
dwelling recluse, there is a speciality in the people dwelling 
in Kifi. 

94. Of the people meeting with death at Kasi there is no 
difference between those who commit sins and those of meri
torious deeds, because in this barren spot their seeds of (.!iins 
and merits) caused by their Karmas do not germinate, because 
they have been burned up by the eye of Siva. 

95. 0 Daughter of the Mountain, all who die at Kiii be
come immortal whether they are rabbits, mosquitoes, cranes, 
parrots, sparrows, wolves, jackals, horses, serpents, monkeys or 
men. 

96. 0 Daughter of the Lord of Mountain, those who con
tinuously live in Kiii are ·considered to be my attendants stay
ing on the earth. They are not dreadful. They are adorned 
with lludriqas and leading serpents. They hold the Crescent 
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Moon and are marked with Tripui,cjra (three parallel lines 
with holy ash). 

97. Whatever their number, all the creatures that stay here 
in Kasi, those that move about in water and on the ground, 
fish, jackals, etc., have the bodies of Rudra, due to_ my bless
ings. Mtcr the death of the body, they merge into me. 

98-102. 0 goddess, Rudras with rain as their arrows are 
glorified in heaven; those in the atmosphere are the ones with 
wind as their arrows; and, 0 dear lady, those on the earth are 
the ones with foodgrains as arrows. 

Hundred Rudras arc stationed in the east, south, west and 
the north; those who recite the Vedas mention about the Rudras 
stationed above. Innumerable, thousands of Rudras are on the 
earth too. In Kasi there are more creatures in the form of 
Rudra than all these mentioned in the Sruti. Hence, 0 Pot
born Sage, Avimukta is mentioned as Rudravisa ('Abode of 
Rudras'). Therefore, a man who adores all those stationed in 
Kiii belonging to the different castes and the different stages 
of life with great faith and the belief that they are the Lord 
himself, attains the benefit of the direct worship of Rudra. 

105-104. The wordSma means 'dead body'. Sana means 'ly
ing down'. 0 sage, those who are skilful in the use of words 
and their meanings explain the derivation of the word Smasana 
thus. Kisi is called 'Mahismasina' because the great Bhiitas 
(elements) lie down here like corpses. Hence it is a great ,. 
Smasina ( cremation ground). 

105-107. The earth gets dissolved in water at the time of the 
ultimate annihilation. The waters get dissolved in the fierce 
valley of the mouth of fire. The great fire gets dissolved in 
Mitarisvan (wind) which gets dissolved in Vyoman (firmament). 
Vyoman gets dissolved in Aharilkir;t. That Aharilkira along 
with sixteen Vikiras (products) gets dissolved in Mahat oth
erwise called Buddhi (the Cosmic Intellect). Alas, Mahat gets 
dissolved in Prakrti. That Prakrti consisting of the three Gui,as 
remains entangled with and embracing Pumin. The great 
Pumin is the twenty-fifth Principle. He is the lord of the body, 
his abode. He enlivens the . body and the sense-organs. 

108. This is called Prikrtapralaya wherein Brahma, Hari 
and Rudra also get dissolved. The great isvara, with Time as 
his form, absorbs sportively that Puna,a also. 
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109. He is called Mahivi,1.1u by learned men; they cite 
him as Mahideva. He is Siva devoid of end, beginning and 
middle. He is the Consort of Sri. He is the Consort of Pirvati 
too. 

110. In the course of the Dainanadina ~ala1a (day-to-day 
annihilation) Hara with many bones of Sadlvarta as his orna
ment, lifts up his own city at the tip of his trident and holds 
it aloft. Hence Kasi is devoid of Kali and Kala ( the ravages of 
Time and death). 

Slcant.la saitl: 

111. Thus, 0 Brihmal)a, Anandakinana is mentioned as 
Viril)asi, Kasi, Rudravisa and Mahismaiina. 

112. It was narrated thus by Sarilbhu, the Lord of Devas 
to the goddess. It was heard by me in the same manner as 
mentioned to Vi,J)u formerly. This is the great secret of Kasi 
which has been described to you. 

11!. By repeating this meritorious chapter that destroys 
great sins and by narrating this perfectly to Brihmaoas, one 
is honoured in the world of Siva. 

114. Hereafter, 0 Pot-bora Sage, what is it that you wish 
to hear? Tell me. The story of Kiii gives me pleasure on being 
narrated (again and again). 
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CHAPTER THIRTYONE 

Tll6 Manif,station of Bhairava' 

Agasi,a saitl: 

1. 0 Skanda, 0 delight unto the heart of the omniscient 
Siva, 0 destroyer of Demon Tiraka, I am not fully satisfied on 
hearing the story of Vir~asi. 

2. If I am worthy of being blessed, if I deserve to hear it, 
0 Lord, tell me the detailed story of Bhairava in Kasi, 0 Lord. 

3. Who is this ( deity) named Bhairava established in the 
city of Kasi? Of what form is he? What is his activity? What are 
his names? 

4. How is he to be propitiated so that he will bestow suc
cess unto the aspirant devotees? When is he to be worshipped 
so that Bhairava will be quickly propitiated? 

Shanda said: 

5. 0 blessed one, I think no one else has as much love and 
devotion to Viril_lasi as you have. Hence I shall narrate every
thing without omission. 

6. The manifestation of Bhairava is destructive of all great 
sins. One shall obtain the benefit of residence in Kasi without 
any hindrance on hearing this. 

7. May the great Bhairava who performs the dance of T~(java 
in a highly excited manner, protect the three worlds from all 
adversities. With his pair of hands he squeezes the worlds of 
the Cosmos all-round as though they were a ripe juicy mango. 

8. It is called Prikrta Pralaya ('the dissolution of Prakrti') 
wherein God Brahma, Vifl_lU and Rudra cease to exist. The all
destroying Supreme Lord understanAs easily that Supreme 
Person. 

1. This chapter deals with the creation and exploits of Kilabhairava. He 
is known as the Kotwal, the Police Ch_ief, of Kasi. Though our text locates 
Kllabhairava on the bank. of Kapilamocana Tirtha (v 138) in the Orilkiresvara 
area north of Maidagin, that side was destroyed during Muslim invasions. Now 
his temple (•Bhaironath Tempte•) is located in the mue of lanes between 
Chaukhamba Lane and Maidigin Park (BCL 189-19!1). 
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9. 0 Brihma9a, there is nothing mysteriously surprising in 

~ 

this. The Miyi of Lord Siva is very difficult to cross over. All 
are deluded by it and hence do not comprehend that great 
Lord. 

10. If that great iivara of his own accord makes himself 
understood, Brahmi and others come to know him. They do 
not know him by themselves, at their will. 

11. Though he is omnipresent, the great isvara revelling 
in himself, is not seen. He is thought as though he is like an 
ordinary god by deluded persons. He is beyond the pale of 
mind and speech. 

12. Formerly, 0 BrihmaQa, on the peak ofMeru, the great 
sages bowed down to Pitimaha (Brahmi), the lord of the 
worlds, and said, "What is that single Principle which is im
mutable?" 

l!. Deluded by the Miyi of Mahesa, the progenitor of the 
worlds, who did not comprehend the great Being, mentioned 
himself as the most excellent one. 

14-15. He said, "I am the source of origin of the uni-
verse; I am the only self-born isvara (Godhead). I am the 
Absolute Brahman without a beginning. No one gets liberated 
without worshipping me. I cause the worlds to function. I am 
the only one who causes them to recede. It is the truth that 
no one else among the gods is superior to me, 0 excellent 
ones." 

16. Even as the Creator was saying thus, Kratu, the deity 
born of a part of NariyaQa, spoke these words laughingly, his 
eyes being copper-coloured due to anger: 

17-19. "What is this that is propounded without compre-
hending the Supreme Principle. This ignorance on your part 
is not proper as you (are reputed to be) one endowed with 
the practice of Yoga. I am the maker of the worlds. I am Yajiia, 
the great Niriya9a. 0 unborn Vidhi, the very existence of the 
worlds is not possible if I am ignored. I am the supreme brilliant 
lustre. I am the ultimate goal. The activity of creation is carried 
out by you on being urged by me." 

20. In this eagerness to excel each other, these two deluded 
ones acting antagonistically, asked the four Vedu, the knowers 
of means of proof or cognition. 
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21. 0 ye Vedas who have gained credence everywhere as the 

greatest authority undoubtedly, what is it that you accept as 
the truth? 

Snitu saitl: 

22. If we are to be honoured, 0 lords who are the cause 
of creation and sustenance, we shall mention an authority that 
shall dispel your doubts. 

I> 

2!. On hearing what was declared by the Srutis they too 
told them: "What is uttered by you is authority unto us? What 
is the truth? Let this be clearly stated.• 

.{li said: 

24. It is Rudra alone within whom the Bhiitas (elements, 
living beings) abide; it is from him that everything comes out 
and functions; it is he whom they call the highest reality. 

Yajus said: 

25. It is Siva alone who is all-surveying (omniscient). It is 
that isa who is adored by all Yajiias and through Yoga; we gain 
authoritativeness through him. 

Stiman said: 

26. It is the great Tryarhbaka (Three-eyed Lord) by whose 
lustre the entire universe shines; it is he who is meditated 
upon by Yogins and the whole cosmos whirls about due to 
him. 

Atl&aroan said: 

27. They call him Sankara ('Bestower of weal'), the Kaivalya 
('Salvation'), the remover of miseries, the only Lord (ofDevas) 
whom blessed people realize through devotion. 

28. On hearing what was uttered by the Srutis, Kratu and 
Vidhi (NiriYaQa and Brahmi) who had been completely over
whelmed by delusion and blindness, 0 sage, smiled and said: 
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29-50. "How did that Lord of Pramathas (Goblins) attain 
the status of Supreme Brahma, the Lord who in a nude state 

,I' 

regularly sports about with Sivi (Pirvati) in a cremation ground, 
who has become grey with dust, who wears matted hair and 
despicable dress and serpents as embellishments or ornaments, 
who moves about on a bull? What a lot of difference between 
him and Supreme Brahma which is devoid of contacts and 
association I" 

SI. On hearing what was spoken by them, the eternal 
Pra9avatman ('the Soul in the form of Orilkara'), though 
unembodied, took up a form and laughingly said to them: 

Pra1J,ava said: 

32. Never does this Lord Rudra, Hara, assuming a sportive 
form divert himself with the Sakti who is not different and 
distinct from him. 

33. This Isa is the great lord, self-luminous and eternal. 
Siva, bliss personified, is his eternal Sakti (and not adventi
tious). 

34. Although this was ( clearly) stated, the ignorance of 
Makhamurti (Niriyal}a, embodiment of Yajiia) and Aja (Brahma) 
did not perish because of the Miyi of Srikal)tha (Siva). 

35. Thereafter, in between them a great refulgence appeared 
filling the space between heaven and earth through its own 
brilliance. 

36. A being in the form of a man was seen in the middle 
of the luminous orb. Then the fifth head of Brahma blazed 
with fury. 

37-38. Even as Vidhi was reflecting, 'who can be this that 
has assumed the form of a man (and stands) in between us 
both?', the great Puru,a, Nilalohita, was seen by the Creator 
in a moment. The great person had the trident in his hand, 
an eye in ~e forehead and was wearing serpents and the Crescent 
Moon as ornaments. 

39-40. Hira9yagarbha (Brahma) said to him, •1 know you, 
the moon-crested one. Formerly you came out as Rudra from 
the region of my forehead. Since you cried then, you had 
been named Rudra by me formerly. 0 son, seek refuge in me 
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alone. I ahall accord protection unto you." 
41-42. On hearin1 the arr01ant words of the Lotus-born 

Lord, livara, out of anger, created a PUl'Ufa of terrifying ap
pearance. He said to him, •o Kilabhairava, this Lotus-born 
One desenea to be chutiaed by you. You shine like veritable 
Dia. Hence you are Dlarija. 

45. You are capable of bearin1 the universe. You are known 
u (i.e., called) MairmJa throu1h )'OW' capability to bear (~) 
the universe.• Even Klla will be afraid of you. Hence you are 
(called) Ktilabhainltla. 

44. Since you, on being enraged1, will suppreu the wicked
minded ones, you will earn reputation everywhere as A,nanla.la. 

45. Since you will be eatin1 up the sins of your devotees 
within a moment, you will have the name of Pii!Jal,l&a/qafJ,tl 
('Devourer of sins'). 

46. 0 Kilarija, forever you will have the over-lordship of 
Kasi which is mine, the city of liberation, greater than all 
others. 

47. You will be the sole one to admonish and chastise 
those who commit sins here. Citragupta will not be recording 
their auspicious or inauspicious activities." 

48. After receiving these boons, Kilabhairava plucked off 
a head of Vidhi in a moment with the tip of the nail of finger 
of his left hand. 

49. Punishment should be meted out only to that limb 
that has committed the offence. So the fifth head which ut
tered the words of cenaure was cut off. 

50. Then Vi,l)u, in the form of Yajna, eulo1ized Sankara. 
Hiral)yagarbha (Brahmi) who was terrified recited the Mantra 
Satanuln,a. 

51. Mahideva who is pleased with those who bow down to 
him, became delighted and so consoled them both. He then 
told Bhairava having matted hairs, who is another form of his 
own self: 

I. Al stated commonly, 1Bhairava' ii derived from -lbhi, 'ro f'nr' and 'Bhairaft' 
mean, one whote roar (,_) ii 'terrible". This Purla)a writer cleme1 It from 
•a.r, •to bear, co 111pport'. la order to lllit hit (lburaya•1) function w 44-
46 sive the derivation■ of other epitbcu of Ulabhlin•. 

!. The readin1 ,.,,., being more •~ than ,.,,._ i1 adopted here. 
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52-55. -ibis Adhvara (i.e., Niriyal)a) and Satadhrti (Brahmi) 

are worthy of being respected by you. 0 Nilalohita, hold the 
skull of Brahma and go abegging as a part of holy observance 
for the purpose of dispelling the sin of Brihmal)a-slaughter 
and thus you personally demonstrate it to laymen." After saying 
this, Siva of brilliant form vanished. 

54-55. Further (before vanishing) he had created a femi• 
nine form (a girl) well-known as Brahmahatyi. She was clad 
in red and had red garlands, scents and unguents. She also 
was red in complexion. Her face was hideous with curved fang
like teeth. The lolling tongue made her terrible in appear
ance. The extremities of her feet were in the firmament. She 
was drinking up much of blood. 

56. She had a knife and a broken pot in her hand. Her 
tawny-coloured ferocious eyeballs were bright. She was roar
ing with rapidity. She was terrifying even unto Bhairava. 

57-58. "O terrible one, by the time he goes to Viril)asi 
follow Kila, 0 lady of hideous form. Excepting the city of 
Viril)asi, you will have easy access everywhere." Saying thus, 
Siva employed her on a special task and vanished. 

59-60. Due to her close proximity, though he was himself 
Kilakila ('Kala unto Kala' [death]), Bhairava became black in 
colour. At the behest of the Lord of Devas, he observed the 
Kipilikavrata and travelled the three worlds guiding the com
mon people. The highly terrible Brahmahatyi did not leave 
off that deity (Bhairava). 

6i-62. The lord of the three worlds, Ugra, the sole 
administrator of the three worlds, despite his terrible observance, 
was never left alone by Brahmahatyi in the course of his 
wanderings in Satyaloka, Vaiku9iha and the cities of Mahendra 
and others and in every holy spot. 

65. 0 Pot-born Sage, from this alone let. the greatness of 
Kiii as the dispeller of the sin of BrihmaQa-slaughter be known. 

64. There are many holy places and divine shrines all over 
the three worlds. But they do not deserve even a sixteenth pan 
of the greatness of Kasi. 

65. The sins of Brahmahatyi etc. may very well roar but 
only until they hear the name of Kiii which acts like a thunderbolt 
i~ the destruction of the mountains in the form of sins. 

66. · Attended upon by his Pramathas, Hara, Kilabhairava 
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with a skull in his hand, walked all over the three worlds. He 
then stepped into the abode of Niriyaoa. 

67-68. On seeing the Three--eyed Lord, Mahikila with 
serpents for earrings, who is part of Mahideva, but was called 
Bhairava the terrible, coming, the GarucJa-emblemed Lord fell 
down on the ground like a log of wood in prostration. So did 
the Devas, sages and the celestial damsels all round. 

&g.7o. They fell down by way of prostration. With his 
joined palms kept over the head and eulogizing by means of 
different kinds of prayers, the Lord of Kamali (Goddess Laqmi), 
Harl, spoke to Padmi who emerged at the time of the churn
ing of the Ocean of Milk: "O highly blessed, blameless, dear, 
lotus-eyed one, you are lucky. 

71. I too am lucky, 0 lady of excellent buttocks, because 
we see the Lord of the universe directly. He is the creator and 
dispenser of the destiny of all the worlds. He is the lord and 
ruler of all the worlds. 

72. He is beginningless. He is the sole refuge. He is qui
escent. He is supreme Absolute, the twenty-sixth principle. He 
is omniscient. He is the lord of all Yogins. He is the sole lord 
of all Bhiitas (goblins or beings). 

73-78. He is the immanent soul within all living beings. 
He is the perpetual bestower of everything unto all. Let him 
be seen now, whom those engaged in meditation, those who 
are calm and tranquil, those who have cast off their sleep, 
those who have curbed their breaths, see in their heart by 
means of their intellect. He who is formless, whom only Yogins 
of perfectly controlled minds and those who know the prin
ciple of the Vedas realize, who is omnipresent, comes here in 
an embodied form. Oh! Wonderful indeed is the activity of 
Paramenhin ('Dweller in the Absolute'). He has a body while 
those who repeat his names become t:odlless. Here comes the 
Lord, the Three-eyed One with th~ moon as his ornament. On 
seeing him rebirth on the earth is not got by the men of the 
world. My eyes large and wide like tl}e petals of a lotus are 
blessed now. Fie upon the status of Devas, for even after seeing 
the great Sankara here salvation that puts an end to all mis
eries, is not obtained! 

79. There is nothing more inauspicious in the world of 
gods than their own god-hood, because even after seeing the 
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Lord of all the Devaa, we do not 1et aahation. • 
80. After saying tbia with joyous horripiladon all ·over hia 

body Hnikeu bowed down to Mahideva. He thus spoke to the 
Bull-emblemed Lord: 

81. •o Lord, the remover of all aina, 0 immutable. one, 
what ia this that ia bein1 done by you, the omniscient one, the 
Lord of Devas, the creator of all the worlds? 

82. 0 Lord of Dews, 0 three-eyed Lord of sreat intellect, 
is this your sport? 0 odd-eyed (three-eyed) one, 0 destroyer 
of Smara, what is the reason of this act of youn? 

8!1. 0 Lord Salilbhu, why do you go abeging? This is my 
doubt, 0 Lord of §akti, 0 Lord of the worlds, you who bestow 
the kingdom of the three world, to those who bow down to 
you.• 

84-86a. On being addressed thus, Salhbhu spoke thus to 
Vi,J)u: •Brahma's head was cut off by me with the nail at the 
tip of my finger. 0 Vq:r,u, it is to remove that sin that I am 
observing this auspiciou• expiatory holy rite.• 

On being told thus by Maheia, the lotus-eyed Lord smiled 
a litde. With head bent down he then spoke: 

86b-88. •o Lord of all worlds, sport about as you please. 
0 Mahideva, it does not behove you to overwhelm me with 
your Miyi. 0 mighty Lord, at your behest, I create in every 
Kalpa crores of lotuHeated ones (Brahmis) out of the lotus 
from the navel. 0 Lord, eschew this Miya very difficult to 
wade through by those who have not realized their souls. 

89-91. 0 Mahideva, persons including me are deluded by 
your Miya. Hence, 0 Lord of Siva, I understand your act as 
it truly is. 

When the time of annihilation comes, when you destroy all 
the worlds along with the Devas and sages of all castes and in 
all stages of life, then O Mahideva, whence unto you is the 
sin of Brihmaoa-slaughter etc.? 0 Sarilbhu, you have no 
dependence on anyone else. Hence you sport about as you 
please. 

92. The garland of the bones of all previous Brahmis shines 
round your neck. 0 sinless one, where then had the (sins of) 
Brahmahatyi gone? 

95. If anyone remembers you with emotional fervour, de
spite the commission of great sins, his sin becomes destroyed 
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(u) you are the auppon of all the worlds and the mi1hty lord 
thereof. 

94. Just u darkneu does not atay in the proximity of the 
sun, 10 also does the sin of a devotee of Bhava. His sin duly 
becomes reduced. 

95. If anyone of meritorious soul meditates upon the pair 
of your lotus-like feet, even the sin of Brihmaa,.a-slau1hter and 
the like becomes reduced and destroyed. 

96. 0 Lord of the universe, if the speech of any mania 
devoudy attached and en1roued in your names, DO sin ha
rasses him, even if it be OD a par with the peak of great mountain. 

97. Where will stay the sin that causes great distreu on 
being immensely increased by means of Raju and Tamas GUl)u 
as against your auspicious name of giva, the panacea enliven
ing all, the cure for the ailments of all the worlds? 

98. If the names Siva, Sankara, Candraiekhara etc. of ~e 
enemy of Andhaka come out of the lips even cuually, one will 
never have worldly existence again. 

99. 0 supreme soul, 0 greatest refulgence, 0 you who 
have assumed a body out of your own will, this is only a curious 
whim of yours, 0 Lord. How can there be dependence on 
othen in the cue of a great Lord? 

100. Today, I am bleued, 0 Lord of Devas, for I see that 
great immutable Lord, the root-cause of the univene whom 
even the Yogins do not see. 

101. I have secured a great acquisition today. I have at
tained the greatest auspicious achievement To me who have 
been satiated by the nectar of your vision, even heavenly pleasures 
and salvation are like a mere blade of grass.• 

10!. While Govinda was saying thus, certain alms of sacred 
nature called Manoratbavad ('full of keen desire') were of-

• fered unto his bowl by Padmi (Goddeu Laqml). 
105. With great joy, the Lord too set out from there for 

begging. On seeing Brahmahatyi following him, Janirdana 
requested her: •Leave off the Trident-bearin1 One (Siva)." 

Brahtnt1N1'.7i ,aitl: 

104. Under this pretext, I shall attmd upon the Bull-emblemed 
Lord and sanctify myself. Where can I have the vision of Bhava 
(Lord giva or Samlira, the co1mo1) · once a.gain? 

••• 
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105. Though addressed (and requested) by Muriri (Vi,~u), 
she did not leave his side. Then with his face beaming with 
smile, Sambhu spoke these excellent words to Hari: 

I 06. "O sinless Govinda, 0 bestower of honour, I am sat
isfied by drinking your words resembling nectar. Choose your 
boon. I am the bestower of boons on you. 

107. Mendicants do not get so elated with highly conse
crated alms as with nectarine drinks of honour, (because thereby) 
their pain of wandering for alms becomes eradicated.• 

Mahavi,tJ,U said: 

108. This itself is the most esteemed boon that I sec you, 
the Lord of Devas who have gone beyond even the ken of 
wishful thinking. 

109. According to the view of saintly persons, the bliss of 
seeing you, 0 Hara, is on a par with a shower of nectar without 
any cloud, a great festivity without undergoing any strain, the 
acquisition of a treasure-trove without any effort. 

110. 0 Lord, let me not be separated from the pair of your 
feet. 0 Sambhu, this is the boon; I do not choose any other 
boon. 

lsvara said: 

111. 0 Ananta (the infinite one), let what has been wished 
by you be so, 0 highly intelligent one. You will become the 
bestower of boons to all the Devas. 

112. Thus blessing the enemy of the Daityas, he wandered 
through the worlds of Brahma, Indra and others and resorted 
to the city named Viri:r,asi, the mother of liberation. 

115. Even the regions of Brahma and other Devas are not 
equal to a sixteenth part of Viri:r,asi as the creatures staying 
there too are subject to adversities. 

114. A re,ident of Virii,asi is far better, even if he be a 
mendicant with matted hair, tonsured head and completely 
nude, than an emperor of the entire earth with a royal umbrella 
staying elsewhere. 

115. The alms received at Virioasi is far better, (but) not 
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the state of possessing a hundred thousand (Nqkas) elsewhere. 
The lord of a hundred thousand enters the womb (Samaira), 
but not he who consumes the alms thereof ( of Virm,asl). 

116. The alms there at Kasi offered to mendicants, even if 
it be of the size of a fruit of Emblit M:,robalan, shall be weight-
ier, if weighed against Sumeru (mountain). · 

117. A perso11 who givei food for the period of a year to 
one the members of whose family suffer, is honoured in heaven 
for as many Yugas. 

118. The best among men who gives annuity for food to a 
man without means of sustenance, never becomes miserable 
due to thirst and hunger. 

119. A person who gives accommodation to others in Viril}asi 
obtains the full merit of those who live in Viri1.1asi. 

120. Brihma1.1a-slaughter and other sins leave off the sinner 
even when the name of Kiii is uttered. With what can that Kifi 
be compared? 

121. The moment the holy place (Viri-,asi) was entered 
into (by Siva), at the sight ofBhairava of terrible form, Brahmahatyi 
screamed "Alas! Alas!" and entered into the lowest of nether 
worlds. 

122. Even as all the people stood watching, the skull of 
Brahma fell down from Rudra's hand. On seeing it fallen, he 
danced with great joy. 

125. While Hara was wandering, the excessively unbearable 
skull of Brahma did not leave off his hand at any other place, 
but at Kasi it fell instantaneously. 

124. The sin of Brahma-slaughter of the Trident-bearing 
Lord which was never separated anywhere, became destroyed 
in a moment at Kiii. How then is Klii not a rare city to be 
obtained? , 

125-127. Hence this city should be circumambulated and 
adored. A creature that repeats this great Mantra "Vir~asi", 
"Kiii" thrice a day, throughout his life, is never born again. 
He who casts off his life remembering the great holy shrine 
Avimukta even while he is very far off is never reborn. 

128. He whose mind always remembers Anandakinana (Ka.ii) 
is never reborn, thanks to the (merit of) hearing the name 
of that holy spot. 

129. A man should always reside in the abode of Rudra with 
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the mind fully conttolled. Even after committins a mau of 
sins, he gets liberated in due courae. 

ISO. After reachins Mahlimdina (i.e., Kia) if one dies 
accidentally, one never meets with the eventuality of lying in 
a cremation ground again. 6 

191. If men remember the holy spot of Kapilamocana at 
Kiii, their sins committed here or elsewhere perish instanta
neously. 

152. After arriving here and performing ablution in this 
excellent nrtha ( called Kapilamocana) and offering libations 
to the manes and gods, one gets liberated from the sin of 
Brihma,r.ia-slaughter. 

155. If people reside in Viri9asi after fully realizing that 
this (worldly existence) is evanescent, Sankara will bestow the 
supreme knowledge on them at the time of their death. 

154. 0 Brihm;ioa, this city of Kisi is the great physical body 
of Rudra himself. It is Anin,090 ('cannot be adequately ex
pressed in words'). It accords the greatest bliss. It is difficult 
of access for those who are antagonistic to iia. 

155. I know the reality of this (city). Or one who is engrossed 
in devotion to Siva (also may know it). Creatures get liberated 
here itself like Yogins by means of Yop. 

156. This Kiii is the greatest region. This city is the greatest 
bliss. This itself is the supreme knowledge. This should be 
resorted to by those who desire aalvation. 

157. If anyone of crooked intellect stays here and becomes 
antagonistic to the devotees of Sm. or maliciously and deludedly 
hates this city, he has no redemption here or elsewhere. 

158. Honouring the holy spot Kapilam.ocana. Bhairava stood 
there itself eating up the heap of ains of his devotee,. 

159. Though he might have committed hundreds of sins, 
why should a devotee of Kilabbairava be afraid of sins after 
resorting to Pipabhakfaoa ('the devourer of 1in1'). 

140. This Kilabhairava became well-known aa Amardaka, 
beca111e he subdues sins aa well aa the ambitious desires of the 
~ ones. 

l41. He always puts ·an end to the influence of Kali on the 
residents of Kiii. Hence he became highly famoua with the 
name Kilabhairava. 

142. The terrible messenger• of Yama are always afraid of 
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hil devotee■• Hence he ii remembered u Bhalrava. 
145. On the ei1hth lunar day of the dark half of Mirpaqa, 

one 1hould observe fut and keep awake in the pre■ence of 
Kilabhairava. He i1 rid of sreat 1in1 (committed at Klil) as 
1in1 committed out■ide are (already) de■troyed while entering 
IWI. . 

144. What litde inauspicious deed was committed due to 
human weakneu of the mind, becomes diaolved at the sight, 
of Kilabhairava. 

145. The sin committed by creatures in the coune of hundreds 
of thousands of (previous) birth becomes cliuolved quickly on 
seeing Kilabhairava. 

146. By performing different kinds of adoration elaborately 
with plenty of provisions on the eighth lunar day in the dark. 
half of the month of Mlrgaii11a, a man get■ rid of (all the) 
hindrances of a year. 

147. By performing the festival of the procellion of Bhairava 
on the eighth and fourteenth lunar days as well as on Sundays 
and Tuesdays, one get■ rid of all the aim committed. 

148. A fool who puts obstacles before the dnotee1 of 
Kllabhairava, the permanent resident■ of KUI, will meet with 
wretchedneu (i.e., hell). 

149. Those who are devotees of Vihein.ra but not of 
Kllabhairava will encounter obstacles at every step at Kifi. 

150. By taking the holy bath in the sacred wat.en of IWodaka 
and performing the libations without haste, and visiting Kilarija, 
one will redeem one'• Manes from the hell. 

151. By circumambulating Pipabhaqaoa eight time■ every
day, a man prevent■ getting smeared with sins mental, verbal 
and physical. 

152. By performing the Ja~ of ariy of hil desired deities 
seated near the pedestal of Amardaka for six months, the 
aspirant achieves supernatural powen ( or desired object■)
that i1 the command of Bhairava. 

159. If after staying in the city of Kiil, a man does not 
wonhip Bhairava, his sins go on increasing like the moon in 
the bri1ht half. 

154. By l'CIOl'ting to the aervice of Plpabbakp.,a with oblatiom, 
POjl and pre■entl, the devotee obtains whatever he desire■• 

155. If a penon does not wonhip Kllarlja at Kl8 on every 
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eighth and fourteenth lunar days and on Tuesdays, his merit 
declines like the moon in the dark half. 

156-157. By listening to this meritorious chapter which is 
named BAairavoq,a,li ('Birth of Bhairava') and which dispels 
the sin of Brihmm,.a-slaughter, one is freed from all sins. Even 
a person kept in prison, one in great danger becomes rid of 
difficulties by listening to the manifestation of Bhairava. 

CHAPTER THIRTYrWO 

TJa. Manifatalion of Dat&4apjfJi• 

Agas9a said.: 

1. 0 Lord having peacock as your mount, recount to me 
the nativity of Harikeia. Who is he? Whose illustrious son was 
he? How great is his austerity? 

2. How did he happen to be a favourite of the Lord of 
Devas? How did he become the chief of the citizens of Kill? 
How did he become the holder of a staff (i.e., the chief di• 
penser of punishment)? 

5. How did this highly intelligent one gain the status of the 
bestower of food? I wish to hear this. 0 Lord, do me this 
favour. 

4. How did Sambhrama and Vibhrama become his follow
ers? How did they become persons causing confusion to those 
inimical to the holy spot? 

Sbnda npli,d.: 

5. The question has been put relevantly by you, 0 Pot-

• Dm,,Japini ii the Sheriff of U8 who expels undelirable people out of 
Ktii and protectt elipble re1iden11 of Ufi. He hu Sambhrama and Vibllrama 
u hi• ... tan11. Al an Uliltant or Gocldeu AnnapOnJI, he feecla the needy 
at U8. Today, the small shrine of D~4•ploi fs in the Vllvanltha lane to the 
welt of'Jftlnaripl Motque. Hill o..4a (club) is a pi~fraplent from the 
Mah,..ulna pillar at Lal Bhairna in a amall shrine near Qlabla...._ 

Like Ga9eia and Kllabhainwa, J>a9tJapi9i ii a ••or fipre in Banana 
Pantheon (BCL UHi-iOi). 
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bom One, 0 Brihmaoa-aage. The story of D~dapi9i ii con
ductive to the 100d of the citizens of Ka.ii. 

6. 0 wise one, by the grace of Viivabhartr (Siva), a man 
who bean this story, obtains without hindrance the merit of 
residing in Kiii. 

7. On the Gandhamidana mountain formerly there waa a 
Yalqa. He was highly righteous. His prosperity was always directed 
to the performance of good rites. 

8-9. Having obtained a son named Pii1"9abhadra, he con
sidered all his desires fulfilled. Attaining the close of his life 
after the due enjoyment of many pleasures, he renounced his 
earthly body by means of Simbhava Yoga (practice of Yoga 
specially consisting of meditation on Siva) and attained per
manent peace with all the sense-organs and their objects hav
ing been rendered quiescenL 

10-12. After the death of his father Piir9abhadra of great 
renown enjoyed all the worldly pleasures, the extent of which 
was acquired through merit. He got everything he desired 
except a son, the sole cause for the attainment of heaven
a son that embellishes the stage of life of a householder, that 
functions as contributing much to the good of grandfathers, 
that acts like a spray of nectar to the limbs scorched by the 
distress of worldly existence and that is akin to a great boat 
to those who fall into the great ocean of distreu. 

IS-15. Pii11.1abhadra (who had everything good in plenty) 
saw his palace that was beautiful to all others, devoid of aus
piciousness in view of the fact that it was denied the sweetneu 
of the lisping talk of a child. Without a child he was extremely 
distressed and saw (his palace) a void like the heart of an 
indigent person, or a desolate forest. On seeing a lonely path, 
a traveller becomes distressed. Like that he was also distressed. 
0 Pot-born One, this Yaqa called his wife Kanakaku94"ali, an 
excellent Yaqii,i, and said to her, 0 Pot-born Sage: 

16-25. -0 dear wife! I do not consider this palace as pleUUll, 
though it is beautiful with a number of mirror-panels in the 
interior. The windows are beautifully studded with pearls. The 
courtyard ia paved with lunar crystals. There is pleasing sound 
all-round. The upper storey is rendered brilliant with the lustres 
of rubies and sapphires that abound in iL Columns of coral 
add to its splendour. The walls are covered with shining crys-
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tal1. A number of ftutterin1 bannen adom it with garlands of 
jewels and.rubies. The fraarance ofincenae and bladt apllochum 
render it very joyo111. Very costly seats are placed everywhere. 
Qiarming couches embellilh it. The doon are fitted with beaudful 
bolts. The pavilion is covered with silk cloth. There are many 
beautiful dalliance chamben. The palace 1hines with a num
ber of hones: it is filled with hundred, of servants and aervant
maida: it is resonant with the sound of tinkling bells. The cries 
of peacocb rendered wistful on account of the sounds of ankleta, 
fill the palace. Many doves chirp. It is lofty and resounds with 
the cries of Sirikia (Mainil). Pairs of awa.na sport abouL There 
i1 the splendour of Calton birds. The humming sounds of 
bees atttacted by ftower garlands are heard everywhere. Winds 
wafting the sweet scent of camphor and musk blow all-round. 
Dolls of monkeys kept for spon display jewels and rubies on 
the top of their curved teeth as tho111h they were seeds of 
pomegranates. Parrots seize pearls mistaking them to be seeds 
of pomegranates. It ia like another palace of Goddess Laqmi 
and ia richly endowed with wealth and foodgraina. It has the 
sweet scent of lotuses within. But in 1pite of all these things, 
0 my dear, I do not find it pleasing in the absence of a child 
in the womb. How can I, 0 Kanakaku94ali, my dear, aee the 
face of a child? 

26. Tell me if there is any means (of getting a son). Fie 
upon the life of a aonlesa penonl The whole of this house 
appean to be a void without a child born of my bosom. 

27. Fie upon the beauty of this mansion! Fie upon this 
hoarded wealth! Without a son, my dear beloved, our life too 
is worthless. Fie upon itl • 

28. The chute Yaqfoi, Kanakakut;.1(Jall, heaved a deep ligh 
within herself and spoke to her husband who waa lamenting 
loudly: 

Kanalu,luf,1/,ala said: 

19. 0 my dear, why do you feel agrined? You are endowed 
witb knowledge. There is a mean, of getting a child. Liaten 
wi,Jb-faith. 

SO. To penon, who endeavour (for a 1oal) what is there 
di81cult to be achieved in thia world conai1dng of the mobile 
and immobile beinp? (The way to achieYe one's) delirea and 
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ambidon fluh before persona who have dedicated their intel
lipnce (mind) to God. 

51. 0 m7 clear hl&lband, only contemptible fellow ■peak 
of fate u the came of thinp. That fate is nothiq but the 
Karma that one bu done formerly. 

52. Hence one 1hould resort to manlineu and for die aake 
of 1ubduing the Karma one 1hould seek refuse in iivara, the 
cause of all cauae1. · 

55~ Acquisition of child, wealth, wife, necklaces ( ornamenta), 
mansions, hones, elephant■• all pleuures and even heaven 
and salvation ia not far &om devotion to Siva. 

54. There is no doubt in this that all desires and the eight 
SitltlAis resort to the doorway of that penon who performs 
devotional ritea of ~bhu, 0 my dear husband. 

55. Even Niriyaoa, the lord and immanent soul of the 
universe, became the protector of mobile and immobile be
ings due to the service rendered to Sriku.ttha. 

56. The status of bein1 the creator was siven to Brahmi 
by Sadlbhu. lndra and others became the guardians of the 
worlds. 

57. Silida who had no child got a son who could conquer 
death. Svetaketu too re1ained hi• life from the noose of the 
god of Death. 

58. Upamanyu acquired mastery over the Ocean of Milk; 
Andhaka became Bhrngi with the exalted status of the lordship 
of Gar,as. 

59. Dadhici conquered Simpn (Vitr.iu) due to the service 
unto Sambhu. By meditating upon Sankara Daqa obtained 
the status of a Prajipati. 

40. If seen, Mf(Ja (Siva) shall make (the devotee) realize 
that region which is beyond the ken of wishful thinking and 
which cannot be expressed in words. • 

41. It is certain that no one will get anything anywhere 
without propitiating Mahesina, the bestower of everythin1 on 
all embodied being,. 

42. Hence, if you wish for a dear son who is the moat 
excellent of all penona, aeek refuse in Sankara by ~ means, 
0 dear lord. 

• •• 
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45-44. On hearing these words of his wife, Piiroabhadra, 
the king of Yaktas, who was well-versed in music, propitiated 
Sri Mahideva by means of his musical art. Within a few da71 
his desire was fulfilled. He, of steady vows and obsernncea, 
acquired the desired son from that wife. 

45. By whom have all desired things not obtained by wor
shipping Nideivara (Olhkireivara)? Hence Nideivara is to be 
earnestly served by men at Kiii. 

46. In due course, his pregnant wife delivered a son. The 
father named him Harikeia, 0 Brihmar.ia. 

47. 0 Agastya, extremely delighted by seeing the face of 
a son, Piil'J).abhadra and Kanakaku~ujali distributed many pre
sents out of pleasure. 

48. The child whose countenance was beautiful like the 
full moon and was like the god of Love (in appearance), went 
on growing every moment like the moon in the bright half 
of a month. 

49. When the child Harikeia was about eight years old, he 
began to love devoutly Siva alone. 

50. Even when he played about in dust, he made Lidgas 
out of the dust particles. With all enthusiasm he used to wonhip 
(it) with green leaves and tender blades of grass. 

51-54. He used to call all his friends by the names of Siva, 
such as Candrasekhara, Bhiitesa, Mrtyuiijaya, Mrr,a, iivara, Dhurjati, 
Kha\UJaparasu, Mr4iniia, Trilocana, Bharga, Salhbhu, Pasupati, 
Pinikin, Ugra, Sankara, Srika9tha, Nilaka\l~a. isa, Smariri, 
Pirvatipati, Kapilin, Bhilanayana, Siilapil}.i, Maheivara, 
Ajinilhbara, Digvisas, Svardhuniklinnamaulija, Viriipikta, 
Ahinepathya. Thus he repeated these names. 

55. He lovingly called his friends thus. His cars never caught 
hold of anything except the name of Hara. 

56. Except the courtyard of Bhiitcsvara, his feet never went 
anywhere else. His eyes were not capable of seeing any other 
form. 

57. His tongue relished only the nectar of the syllables 
constituting Hara's name. His ·nose never desired to smell 
anything other than the fragrance of the lotu•like feet of Siva. 

58'. His hands did only what pleased him. His mind never 
thought of anything else. All drinks were drunk by him after 
dedicating them to Siva with excellent hearL 
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59. All foodstuffs were eaten by him only after offering 
them to the Three-eyed Lord. In all conditions everywhere he 
never saw anything except giva. 

60. (While) going along, singing, sleeping, standing, lying 
down, eating or drinking, he saw the Three-eyed Lord alone. 
He never noticed any other object. 

61. During the nights,.when asleep, the boy used to wake 
up frequently saying, •o Three-eyed One, wait for a moment. 
Where do you go?" 

62-70. On seeing thus the clear activities of Harikeia, his 
father taught him thus: "Be engaged in domestic activities. 0 
dear child, these horses and colts are yours. These clothes of 
variegated colours, these silk clothes too are yours. The gems 
are pure, direct from their very source. They are of diverse 
kinds. These crystal wares too are yours. (Yours) is the ample 
wealth of cattle. There are very valuable vessels of silver, brass 
etc. There are many articles of trade originating from various 
parts of the land. There are wonderful chowries and many 
sweet-smelling articles. There are heaps of different kinds of 
grains. All these articles are your own. 0 son, learn all the 
lores helpful in the earning of wealth. Eschew these activities 
of the indigent people always soiled with dust. Practise all 
lores and enjoy excellent pleasures. After attaining the closing 
days of your life, you can adopt this Blaalcei,op. • 

Though advised thus many times by his father, he disregarded 
the words of his guardian. Once when he saw his father with 
eyes blazing angrily, Harikesa of liberal views and ideas became 
afraid and went out of his house. 

71-75. He then became confounded as to the direction to 
be taken and began to reflect, 'Alas, puerile in intelligence, 
the house has been left off by mel Where shall I go? 0 Sambhu, 
where shall I stay, so that it will be conducive to my weal? I 
have been banished by my father. I do not know anything. 
Formerly the following ( didactic utterance) was heard by me 
lying on the lap of my father, clearly spoken by someone to 
my father. 

&eolkcutl Atlviu (74-85) 

74-75. -Virir,asi is their ultimate resort. Those who are 
forsaken by mothers and fathers, those who are forsaken by 
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their own kin■men, chose who have nowhere el■e to 10, thoae 
who are allllcted with old ase, tho■e who are crippled or 
di■abled by aickneu, thoae who have nowhere elle to So, Virl\lall 
i1 their ultimate raon. 

76. Thoae who are auailed by advenitiea clay and nisht. 
at every step, those who have nowhere elae to 10, Vlril)ul i1 
their ultimate resort. 

77. Thoae who are overwhelmed by heaps of sina, thoae 
who are beaten down by povetty, those who have nowhere else 
to go, Vir19aai ii their ultimate reaon. 

78. Thoae who are afraid of the danger of worldly exi■t
ence, those who are bound by fetten of Karma, those who 
have nowhere else to go, Virioaal is their ultimate resort. 

79. Those who are bereft of gruti■ and Smrti.1, those who 
have fonak.en rules of cleanlineu and 100d conduct, thoae 
who have nowhere else to go, Virioui i1 their ultimate resort. 

80. Those who have slipped down from the practice of 
Yoga, those who have eschewed austerities and desisted &om 
making monetary gifts, those who have nowhere else to go, 
Virioui is their ultimate goal. 

81. Those who encounter insult at every step in the midst 
of their kinsmen, to them the only thing that gives delight ia 
the Anandakinana of galhbhu. 

82. Those good people who take delight in residing in 
Anandakinana are blessed by Vilveia and they have special 
delight. 

85. That Mahtimasina is the greatest resort to thoae who 
have nowhere to go, because there the aeeda of Karma are 
routed by the fire of Viiveia." 

84-85. After reflecting thus, Harikeia went to the city of 
V~. In this Avimukta the creatures that eschew their earthly 
bodies, do not 'have any further contact with bodies, by the 
grace of TanUtlvqin ('Hater of bodies', Siva). Mter reachin1 
Anandavana he resorted to austerities. .. 

86. After some time, §ambhu entered A.nandakinana and 
pointed out to Pirvati his own pleuure grove of apon. 

De,m,litn& of tle P/6an,,n Grow (87-110) 

87. There were Mandlra flowers of excessive fragrance. It 
wu adorned by Kovidlras. It was filled with beautiful Cadlpabs 
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and Ciitas. Fresh Mallikis (jasmine) were in full-bloom. 
88. Milati was blooming there. It was shining with Karavira. 

The groves of Ketaki flowers were in full-bloom. There were 
plenty of full-blown Kurabaka flowers. 

89. The fragrance of blooming Vicakila (a kind of jas
mine) spread everywhere. The tender sprouts ofKalikeli (Aioka) 
over-hung the trees. The grove was echoing with the humming 
of bees, attracted by the fragrance of Navamalli. 

90. There were many Punnigas putting forth flowers. The 
grove was rendered fragrant by the sweet scent of Bakulas. All 
the quarters were sweetened by the scent of succulent Pitala 
flowers. 

91. The whole ground appeared to be garlanded by the 
swarms of bees hanging down in groups. It was pervaded by 
groups of cuckoos sporting about on the tips of moving Candana 
branches. 

92. There birds of excellent variety were intoxicated as it 
were by the black Aguru. It was fancifully pleasant with dolls 
kept on the branches of Nigakesara. 

95. In the shade of Nameru trees as tall as Meru, Kinnaras 
were sporting about. Pairs of Kinnaris were singing loudly. 
Palisa trees had a number of parrots of sweet voice. 

94. Pairs of bees were humming among the clusters of 
Kadamba trees. The grove shone with Kar9ikira trees whose 
colour surpassed even the colour of gold. 

95. It was covered with Sila, Tila, clusters of Tamala, Hintili 
and Lakuca trees. The fragrance of Saptacchada trees spreacJ 
everywhere. A number of Kharjuri trees made it shine. It was 
covered with coconut trees. The red colour of Nirangis gave 
it a beautiful hue. 

96. There were many fruit-bearingjambira trees. Bees hovered . ... 
round Madhiika flowers and hummed loudly. Silmali trees 
had plenty of cool shade. There were great groves of Picumanda 
(Neem) trees. 

97. It was covered with Damana flowers of very sweet scent. 
It was brilliant with clusters of Marubaka. Gentle wind blew 
there gracefun,, shaking the Lavali creepers. 

98. The grove reverberated with the sound ofjhilli's (crickets) 
that pleasantly accompanied the Hallisaka dance of the Bhilla 
( tribal) women. In certain places broods of pigs were playing 
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about in the lakes. 
99. Male swans were eagerly attracted by the lotus stalks 

round the neck of female swans. The pleasure grove appeared 
beautiful when the grief-free Koka (Cakravika) pairs sported 
about producing Krelikira sounds. 

100. Young ones of Bakas (cranes) moved here and there. 
Sirasa birds were attached to their mates, Lalqm~is (female 
Sirasas). Intoxicated peacocks cried loudly. Kapiiijala made 
the grove agitated. 

101. The living beings there were happy due to thejivaiijiva 
birds; the chirping Kar~cjava birds spread everywhere. The 
cool wind blowing over the waters of the lake fanned the 
entire grove. 

102. It was turned reddish yellow due to the pollen dust 
from the gently moving Kelhira flowers. The blooming lotuses 
were its face. The blue lotuses were its eyes. 

I 03. The Tamila trees constituted its tresses. The shining 
Dicjimis were its teeth. The swarms of bees were its brows. The 
parrots provided it with splendid nose. 

104. The great wells were its ean. It was splendid with Diirvi 
grass resembling moustache. The sweet scent of the lotus flowers 
was its breath. The Bidlbi fruit was its lips. 

105. The excellent lotus leaves were its clothe; Kari,ikiras 
were ornaments. The beautiful Karilbu tree is its graceful neck. 
The Sankara tree constitutes the undulating portions of the 
shoulders. 

106. The great serpent ensconced in the sandalwood tree 
is the staff-like arm, that adorns it. The tender sprouts of 
Asoka function as the thumb; and Ketaki is the brilliant nail. 

I 07. The graceful lion constitutes its chest and the boulder 
the big belly. The whirlpool makes its shining navel and the 
pair of trees, the pair of calves. 

108. The resplendent leaves of the plantain trees function 
like the Chinese silk-cloth that covers it. The ground lotuses 
make its feet and the intoxicated elephant accounts for its 
majestic walk. 

109. Various kinds of flowers make it garlanded as it were. 
It is completely covered wjth buffaloes and beasts of prey concealed 
by trees without thom. 

110. The black antelope that was asleep on the lunar cystals 
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(as if) darkened the moon there. The flowers that were scat
tered by the trees excelled the stars in the heaven. The Lord 
entered the grove pointing out the pleasure-garden to the 
goddess thus. 

Th. Lorrl of D,uas said: 

111. 0 beautiful goddess, (though to a lesser degree than 
you) just as you are the most beloved of mine, this Anandakinana 
is always dear to me. 

112. 0 goddess, the body of those who die here in the 
Anandavana becomes immortal through my grace. They are 
not reborn. 

llS. The seeds of those who are born and who die in Varm.asi 
become burned through my behest by the fire blazing in the 
cremation ground. 

114. 0 daughter of the Lord of Mountains, those who sleep 
the long sleep (i.e. die) in Mahismasina never again lie and 
sleep in the womb. 

115. Creatures become liberated through the knowledge of 
Brahma and not otherwise anywhere. Those who cast off their 
bodies in Prayiga or in the holy spot according realization of 
Brahma (also become liberated). 

116. Towards the end of their life, I give the Tara/ea Mantra, 
which is the knowledge of Brahman, to those who die in Kisi. 
They become liberated at the very same moment. 

117. The people who ridicule those who die at Kasi take up 
their sins. Those who praise takf' up their merit. Those crea
tures become liberated here. 

118. Whence, 0 goddess, is the realization of Brahman to 
those who have been overwhelmed by Kali and whose sense
organs are naturally fickle? Hence I give .them Brahma (knowl
edge) here. 

119. Yogins who become deluded by their Siddhi-powers 
fall off from the Yogic exercise. But those who fall (die) in 
Kasi do not fall again even in the great annihilation (Mahilaya). 

120. Through Yogic practice people do not get the know
ledge of Brahman in the course of a single birth; but those 
people who meet with death in Kisi become liberated in a 
single birth. 

121. 0 Giriji, nowhere else is a creature liberated in the 
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manner as it is liberated in the great holy spot Avimukta with 
my favour. 

122. After practising properly Yoga for many births, a Yogi 
may or may not become liberated. But the person who dies 
in Kis1 becomes immediately liberated in a single birth. 

125. In Kaliyuga Yoga does not fructify. In Kaliyuga pen
ance does not become effective. But a man gifting away the 
wealth obtained by legitimate means becomes successful im
mediately. 

124. Neither holy rite, nor austerity, neither sacrifice nor 
Japa nor the worship of the deitites (becomes fruitful). Dana 
(relgious gift) alone is conducive to liberation and Kasi is 
obtained through Danas. 

125. In Kaliyuga, Lord Visveivara, the city of Viril}.asi, Gangi 
Bhigirathi and Dana (religious gift) are of special significance. 

126. Gangi flowing towards the North at Kasi and my Liliga 
named Visveivara in Kasi, are the two which bestow salvation 
on men and they are to be attained in Kaliyuga through the 
power of Dana. 

127. A man of meritorious deeds and another even other
wise, becomes liberated, 0 goddess of Devas, by resorting to 
my holy spot. No doubt need be entertained in this respect. 

128. 0 goddess, due to the greatness of Avimukta neither 
Pu1J.1a (merit) nor Papa (sin) become effective though acquired 
by persons in the course of a hundred births through Karmas. 

129. Hence, 0 goddess, Avimukta should not be left off by 
a person desirous of salvation, though assailed in diverse ways 
by hundreds of obstacles. 

1 SO. After performing the rite of Kfetrasannyisa (perma
nent residence in a holy place) those men who continue to 
stay here arejivanmuktas ('living-liberated souls'), 0 goddess; 
I remove their obstacles. 

151. I am not as much interested in staying in the firma
ment of the heart of Yogins, on Kailisa or on Mandira, as I 
am attached to staying in Kifi. 

152. 0 goddess. the citizens of Kiii always stay in my belly. 
Hence I release them in the end, because this is my promise. 

15!1. Adopting Tima,i Prakrti and becoming Kila (god of 
Death), I sportingly swallow the mobile and immobile beings, 
(but) 0 goddess, I protect Kasi scrupulously. 
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154. 0 Gauri, there are two recipients of my intense love, 
viz. you having austere penance as your asset and Kis1, the 
place of delight (Ananda-bhumiki) and (none) else. 

155. Excepting Kiii, I have no abode; excepting Kasi I have 
no attachment for anything else. Without Kiii there is no 
salvation (This the truth). I am stating the truth. 

156. In this Cosmic Egg, neither through the adoption of 
~tiliga Yoga nor through any other means has liberation 
been achieved as in a playful way at Kiii. 

1 !17. While saying these things, the Lord of Devas saw Harikesa 
performing penance seated at the root of an Asoka tree. 

D,scription of tk, Sag, (138-144): 

138. The collection of his bones was bound together with 
dried tendons and sinews. He was motionless, while ants, moles 
and other worms had dried up the blood in his veins. 

139. The skeleton of bones that he was, he had no flesh at 
all. He was steady like a crystal column. The lustre that issued 
from him was that of a conch, Kunda flower, the moon, snow 
and a oyster shell. 

140. His very vital breath appeared to be sustained through 
his inner strength and he was kept alive only because he was 
destined to live for some more time. The fact that he was alive 
was indicated by the continuity of his breath. 

141. The winking of his eyes rendered the animals around 
aware of his being alive. He had illuminated the quarters through 
the eyes emitting rays from the tawny eyeballs. 

142. The whole forest became faded as it were on being 
touched by the flames of the forest-fire of penance. All the 
trees became sprinkled with the shower of nectar from his 
gen tie eyes. · 

14!. He appeared to be directly the rite of penance incar
nate in human form, who had adopted an indescribable form 
of devotion without any specific motive in view, and had begun 
to perform penance. 

144. He was surrounded by fawns of deer wandering in 
groups. He appeared to be protected by wide:jawed lions of 
excessively terrible faces. 

145-146 On seeing him in such a plight, the goddess sub-
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mitted to the Lord: "0 Lord, fulfil the desire of this devotee 
of yours by means of the proper boon. He has concentrated 
his mind in you alone. His very life is under your power. His 
activities are for your own sake. He considers you as his sup
port and his body is completely dried through very severe 
austerities. Do bless him through boons granted to this Yaqa." 

14 7. Accompanied by the goddess, the Lord got down holding 
the hand proffered by Sailidi (Nandikesvara). The Lord, with 
his mind melting with pity, touched the sage who had his eyes 
closed in the course of his meditation. 

148. The Yakfa opened his eyes and saw in front of him the 
Three-eyed Lord having the refulgence of a thousand rising 
suns. He then spoke with the words choked in his excitement 
due to delight: 

149. "Victory unto you, 0 Isa, Sarilbhu, Lord of Giriji, 0 
Sankara, 0 trident-handed one, 0 lord with the crescent moon 
as crest:jewel. 0 compassionate one, being touched by your 
lotus-like hand my tender body has become immortal." 

150. On hearing the soft-spoken utterance of that intelli
gent devotee, bearing comparison to a grape fruit, 0 great 
sage (Agastya), the great Lord joyously granted a number of 
boons ( to him): 

151. "With my blessing, 0 Yaqa, be the permanent Dm,.(Jadhara 
('Wielder of the rod of justice') of this holy spot that is dear 
to me. From today onwards you shall be my favourite one, the 
punisher of the wicked and the good protector of the meri
torious. 

152. Now you shall be named Dal}cjapil}i. At my behest 
control the ferocious GaQas. These two attendants shall always 
follow you. Their names are true to their meaning, viz. Sambhrama 
and Udbhrama (because they create great and excessive ex
citement) to men. 

153-154. You are to give the final embellishment to the 
residents of Kisi, consisting of a blue mark in the neck, snakes 
for bracelets, a fine eye in the forehead, wearing the hide of 
an elephant·and the left side characterised by (the presence 
of) a beautiful woman. On the head, the tawny matted hairs 
shall be had; the meritorious body should be smeared with ash 
and lo, the whole body should have a fine splendour with the 
digit of the crescent moon and moving in slow gait like that 
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of a graceful bull. 
155. You are always the bestower of cooked food to the 

residents of Kasi; you alone infuse them with vital breath; you 
grant them knowledge; you grant them salvation through the 
advice from my mouth; you will give them a steady and per
manent abode. 

156. 0 Piilgala ('tawny-complexioned one through penance'), 
you will harass sinners completely and creating confusion among 
them, you will drive them out ( of ViriQasi). In a moment you 
will bring devotees from afar. You will be the bestower of 
salvation ( on them). 

157. Since the excellent holy place has been entrusted to 
you, who can have salvation without worshipping you? My devotee 
must at first propitiate you and only then adore me. 

158. In my city you will bestow residence (to the devotees). 
You be the officer-in-charge of justice. Eradicate the evil-minded 
enemies of Kisi and guard Kisi forever joyously. 

159. 0 son of PurJ}abhadra, 0 DaQcj.aniyaka, 0 Yak,a of 
the tree-eyed lord, 0 Harikesa, 0 Piligala, 0 bestowcr of cooked 
food on all those who stay in Kisi, be the leader of the GaQas, 
the bestower of knowledge and salvation. 

160. Even a person highly devoted to me shall not get an 
opportunity to stay in Kisi without devotion to you. Hence, 
0 Da\u;\apiQi, be the chief recipient of honour among the 
GaQas, Devas and men. 

161. Only he who, after performing the rites of libation in 
the Jiiinoda Tirtha (i.e., Jiiinavipi), propitiates you, the chief 
of the GaQas, shall be fully satisfied as having done his duty. 
With the unparalleled blessings of mine, he shall be merito
rious. 

162. 0 DaQcjapiQi, you be here always in the southern di
rection, just in front of my eyes, punidting living beings of 
wicked activites and granting freedom from fear to your own 
men. Stay here." 

Skanda said: 

163. 0 Brihmai;ia, after granting the boons to DaQ(Japil)i 
thus, Girisa mounted his excellent bull and entered Anandakanana. 

164. 0 Pot-born One, since that time, the king of Yak,as, 
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the Da~uJaniyaka, controls perfectly the city of ViriJ.>,asi at the 
behest ( of Lord Siva). 

165. I too had to stay here, as he found fault even in my 
qualities. Though I was staying at Kisi, he was not (duly) 
respected by me. 

166. 0 sage, you are such a sage of perfect sense-control, 
still you left the holy place. Here I suspect that he has acted 
against you. 

167. If, 0 Brihma9a, Harikesa were to see even the slight
est adverse activity, where is one's stay in Kifi? Where is hap
piness? (You will have neither.) 

168. Without propitiating Da9<JapiQi who can stay happily 
in Kisi? Desirous of entering Kisi, I worship him even from 
a far distance: 

( Prayer of Datit/,apiltii) 

169. "O excellent son of Piin)abhadra born of the limbs of 
Ratnabhadri, 0 Yak,a, make my stay in Kasi free from ob
stacles, for the purpose of acquiring happiness. 

170. Yaqa Piir9abhadra is blessed. Kiiicanaku9cjali (i.e., 
Kanakaku94ali) is blessed whose son you were, 0 wise Dal}cjapil}.i. 

171. Be victorious, 0 lord of Yak,as. Be victorious, 0 tawny
eyed lord. Be victorious, 0 lord with tawny matted hairs. Be 
victorious, 0 lord with the staff as your great weapon. 

172. 0 Ugratipasa, the chief controller of the great holy 
place Avimukta, 0 Da9<Janiyaka of terrible face, be victorious, 
0 beloved one of Visvesvara. 

173. 0 lord, gentle in face to those who are gentle, 0 terrible 
one unto the terrible ones, 0 lord, you are death unto the 
sinful-minded ones in the holy place. You are a great favourite 
of Mahikila. 

174. Be victorious, 0 giver of life, 0 eminent Yak,a, the 
bestower of cooked food, salvation and stay at Kasi, 0 lord 
whose body is adorned with the shining rays of great jewelsl 

175. 0 lord, 0 generator of great confusion, 0 instigator 
of utmost excitement to those who are no devoteesl O eradicator 
of 11eat confusion and utmost excitement of the devoteesl 

176. 0 lord, skilful in the final decoration (at the time of 
death of the devotee) I Be victorious, 0 bes tower of the trea-
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sure-trove of knowledge. Be victorious, 0 lord acting as a bee 
in the lotus-like feet of Gauri. 0 lord clever in finding out and 
discerning the impending salvation I" 

177. 0 Maitcivarui,i, I repeat this meritorious Yak,arijqp.ka 
('octave of verses unto the king of Yak,aa) three times every
day. It is conducive to an access to Virii,asi. 

178. A wise man repeating Dat1t/,apa,,a,1a/ca with faith is 
never assailed by obstacles. He shall get the benefit of stay in 
Kasi. 

179. One who listens to this manifestation of Dai,(JapiJ)i 
and repeats this prayer is reborn in Kifi after dying elsewhere. 

180. By listening to this chapter of the meritorious origin 
of Da.,(Japii,i, by reading and causing this to be read, one 
prevents the attack of obstacles. 

CHAPTER THIRTYfHREE 

Description of Jnanavapi* · 

Agastya said: 

1. 0 Skanda, now narrate to me the greatness of Jdinoda 
Tirtha. Wherefore do even the heaven-dwellers praise Jdinavipi 
very well? 

Skanda said: 

2. 0 Pot-born One of great intellect, listen to the origin 
of Jiiinavipi that removes all sins. It is being narrated now by 
me. • 

• Jiiinavipi ('"The Wisdom Wen•-BCL) is the most famous well in Kiii, 
said to be dug by Siva. It is a deep well, ten feet in diameter and is near the 
mosque built by Aurangzeb after destroying the p-and old temple of Viiveivara. 
Now it is set in a spacious columned arcade with iron bars across its top. 
Pilgrims start their pil1rimqe1 in and about Viril;lui after sipping its water 
(u Sanblpa) at •he beginning and end of their pilgrimage. Siva dug this well 
of 1Liquid Wisdom' with his trident long before Gangi came there. (BCL 125-
129) 
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5. 0 sage, formerly in Satya (Kfta) Yuga in the primordial 
universe Iiina (Rudra, the presiding deity of the North-East
ern direction-Comm.) was wandering here and there. 

4-5. Then, even clouds did not rain and riven ( consequently) 
did not flow (were non-existent). None had any desire for 
water for drinking or bathing; water could be seen in the 
oceans of salty or sweet waters. People roamed about over the 
earth in places here and there. 

6-9. isina reached the glorious Anandakinana ('the forest 
of bliss'), the holy spot of Nirvil)asri (glory of Moqa). It is 
called Mahismasina ('the Great Cremation Ground'), a bar
ren spot for all seeds (of worldly existence). It is the place that 
wakes up creatures lying in deep sleep ( of ignorance). It is the 
boat (that takes out) the people falling into the whirlpool of 
the ocean of worldly existence. It is a pavilion of rest and 
recreation for creatures, distressed very much due to the fre
quent travel (in the course of their transmigration). It func
tions like a knife cutting off the thread (bonds) of Karmas 
accumulated in the course of many births. It is the abode of 
Existence and Bliss; it is the great Elixir of Supreme Brahman; 
it is the cause of the creation of a series of happiness; it bestows 
the fruition of all the means of the attainment of salvation. 

10-11. isina with matted hairs (covering his head) en
tered the holy spot. There was a profuse lustre of pure rays 
from his blazing trident. He espied the Liliga that manifested 
itself earlier when there was an intense rivalry between Vifl)U 
and Brahma as to who was the greater of the two. 

12. It was surrounded on all sides by garlands of radiant 
flowers. It was worshipped by multitudes of gods and sages. 

IS. It was continuously adored by groups of Siddhas and 
Yogins; it was sung about by Gandharvas and eulogized by 
Ciral)as. 

14. It was being served in various ways by celestial damsels 
through their different types of dances. Niga females served 
it with the lamps of their luminous jewels through continuous 
waving with them ceremoniously. 

15. It was embellished thrice a day with proper ornaments 
by Vidyidhara and Kinnara females. Here and there, it was 
fanned with Chowries by the celestial damsels. 

16. On seeing that Liliga, there arose an idea in the mind 
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of this isina, 'Let me bathe this great Linga with potfuls of 
cool water.' 

17. isina who was identical with Rudra in a terrible physi
cal fran.ae, dug up a deep pit with terrific speed by means of 
his trident. The place was to the south of Visveia and very near 
him. 

18. Then, 0 sage, columns of waters covering the earth 
and ten times its size, came out whereby the whole of the 
world was inundated on all sides. 

19. With those waters as cool as snow, but devoid of Ji(Jya 
(i.e. of the nature of knowledge), which removed clusters of 
sins and which were untouched by other embodied beings, he 
bathed ( the Liriga). 

20. The waters were sparkling in colour like the (pure) 
minds of good people. They had bluish tinge like the path of 
the sky. Their lustre was brilliant like moonlight; they were 
holy and pure like the names of Sambhu. 

21. They were excessively sweet like the divine nectar; pleasant 
to the touch like the limbs of a cow; had grandeur like the 
intellect of a sinless person and were sparklingly moving to 
and fro (fickle) like the happiness of the sinners. 

22. Their scent excelled the sweet smell of lotuses; they 
were delightful with the fragrance of the Paiali flowers. They 
attracted the minds and the eyes of the people in an un
precedented way. 

2!1. They w~re, as though, the sole protectors of the vital 
ain of all living beings, distressed through the heat of ignorance. 
They were capable of yielding more benefit than bathing with 
potfuls of Paiicamrta ( curd, milk, ghee, honey and sugar). 

24. They were the producers of three Lingas(?) in the 
hearts of those regularly performing the ceremonious rinsing 
of the mouth with faith ; they functioned like the sun in dispelling 
the darkness of ignorance; they yielded the benign gifts of 
wisdom. 

25. They caused more happiness to Visvabhartr (Lord Siva) 
than even the gentle caress of Umi. They caused more purity 
than even the excellent bath of Mahavabhr,ha (valedictory bath 
after the performance of sacrifices). 

26. Extremely delighted in his mind, 0 Pot-born Sage, 
iiina bathed the Lbiga thousand times through pitchers with 
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thousand streams. 
27. Thereby, the holy Lord, the omni-eyed, the omni-souled ,,,, ,,,, 

Siva, became delighted. He spoke to Hina, Rudra of terrible 
physical frame: 

28. •o isina of excellent holy rites, I am pleased with this 
great rite of yours, never before undertaken by others. It has 
caused me great delight. 

29. Hence, 0 lsina, 0 great ascetic with matted hairs, 
engaged in a noble task involving excessive endeavour, tell me 
what boon (you will have). There is nothing that cannot be 
given to you today.• 

isana saitl: 

SO. 0 Sankara, 0 Lord of Devas, if you are pleased and 
if I deserve to receive a boon, let this unrivalled holy Tirtha 
be named after you. 

Vi.ivavara said: 

SI. This Siva Tirtha is greater than all those Tirthas situ
ated in the three worlds, viz., Bhiib, Bhuva):i and Sval}. 

52-SS. Those who ponder over the meanings of the word, 
say that Siva means knowledge (wisdom). Here, due to my 
greatness, that knowledge is liquified (i.e., has taken a watery 
form). Hence this Tirtha has become reputed in all the three 
worlds by the name Jnanoda. Merely at the sight of this Liliga, 
one is rid of all sins. 

54. One shall obtain the benefit of a horse-sacrifice by 
touching the Jiiinoda Tirtha; and that of a Rijasiiya and a 
horse-sacrifice by touching and rinsing the mouth therewith. 

55. By performing Sriddha rite here, one receives that 
benefit which is obtained by a man after bathing and offering 
libations to the grandfathers in Phalgu Tirtha. 

56. The performance of Sriddha here on a day when there 
is Vyatipita Yo1a or the coincidence of Thursday, PufY8 star 
and the eighth lunar day in the dark half, yields ten million 
times more benefit than that at Gayi. 

57. By offering libations of water with gingelly seeds in 
Jiiina Tirtha, one obtains the benefit ten million times more 
than that obtained by propitiating the Manes at Putkara. 
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58. The benefit that is obtained by offering balls of rice 
in Sannihatyi (Rimahrada) in Kuruqetra, when there is a 
solar eclipse, is obtained by offering the same everyday in 
Jninoda. 

59. Those whose sons perform Pi9cjanirvipa9a ('offering 
balls of rice•) in Jiiina Tirtha rejoice in Sivaloka while all the 
living beings are annihilated (at the end of the Kalpa). 

40. An excellent man who takes his holy ablution in the 
morning and drinks (the holy) water but observes fast other
wise on the eighth and the fourteenth lunar day becomes one 
full of Lingas within. 

41. If the devotee observes fast on the eleventh day and 
drinks three handfuls of water here, undoubtedly three Lingas 
will rise up in his heart. 

42-45. The devotee should take his holy ablution in the 
lsina Tirtha, especially on a Monday, propitiate the gods, the 
sages and the Manes and make gifts in accordance with his 
capacity. Thereafter, he would worship Sri Linga elaborately 
with all the requisites. Here also he should make gifts of vari
ous objects. Thereby he shall have accomplished all his duties 
( or desired objects). 

44. By performing Santlh,a rites in Jninoda a Brihmm.a 
shall instantaneously dispel all the sins due to transgression 
of timely duties. He shall become wise and endowed with knowl
edge. 

45. This has been described as Siva Tirtha; this is the splendid 
Jiiina Tirtha; this Tirtha has been called Tara/ea (that which 
redeems); this is certainly Moqa Tirtha ('salvation-granting 
Tirtha'). 

46. Certainly multitudes of sins shall perish by remember
ingjiiinoda. By visiting it, touching it, ~thing in it and drinking 
its water, piousness is engendered. 

4 7-48. Goblins, ghosts, vampires, ogres, Qikinis, Sikinis, 
evil Planets, evil spirits,Jhop.nga, Kilakar9is etc., spirits attack
ing infants, epileptic fits, tertian fevers, fevers recurring every 
fourth day, swellings-all these subside by seeing the waters 

"'· of Siva Tirtha. 
49. If a highly intelligent man bathes the Liilga with the 

waters of Jninodatirtha, it is certainly on a par with having got 
it bathed with the waters of all the Tirthas. 
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50. I myself, in the form of Jftina, having assumed the 

liquid form, shall destroy JatJ,a (sluggishness, ignorance) and 
impart knowledge. 

51. After granting boons thus, Salbbhu vanished there itself. 
The trident-bearing iiina considered himself one whose de
sires were fulfilled. 

52. Rudra, iiina with matted hairs, drank the excellent 
water and acquired the great knowledge whereby he achieved 
bliss of Brahman. 

Skancla said: 

53. Listen, 0 Pot-born One. I shall recount what took place 
in Jninavipi, the ancient mythological legend of wonderful 
content.1 

54. Formerly, in Kisi, there was a Brihmai:ia well-known 
as Harisvimi. A daughter was born to him. She was unexcelled 
in beauty in the whole earth. 

55. She was clever in all kinds of fine arts. With her (sweet) 
voice, she vanquished even the cuckoo. No other woman on 
the earth was equal to her in the excellence of good conduct. 

56. There was no other woman like her in this world, 
either among celestial women or among Kinnara, Vidyidhara, 
Niga, Gandharva or Asura women. 

57. She was the abode of all beauty; she was an excellent 
mine (i.e., resort) of all good features. Certainly, out of fear 
for the Sun, darkness resorts to her tresses of hairs. 

58. I suppose, out of fear of the new-moon day, the moon 
has sought refuge in her face. Even during the day, it does 
not abandon her because it is afraid of the sun. 

59. Her eyebrows appeared like a swarm of bees moving 
up and down in the spaces between the cheeks, the decorative 
markings thereon that resemble a creeper (thus appearing) 
thereby frequently practising flights. 

60. The Khaftjana birds always pa.1sing through the spheres 
of her eyes, experience the perpetual autumnal pleasure as 

1. The legend of Sufili. the future queen Kalivad, is a contribudon of this 
Purloa to extrol the greatn+eu of JAlnavipl. 
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they pleased. 
61. A golden streak of light has been placed by the Lord 

of Love in the row of teeth of that beautiful girl. Is there such 
a fine digit in the moon? 

62. Her lips that had the lustre far excelling the coral, are 
the splendid jewel-set intenpaces in the mansion of King Madana 
(Lord of Love). 

65. Lord Smara appears to aver this solemnly through the 
three lines in her neck, •Neither in heaven nor in the mortal 
world, nor in the nether region is there a &/chi (line) like 
this in women." 

64. Her two breasts, I believe, constitute the two tent-houses 
of King Kama, abounding in valuable jewel treasures. 

65. Brahma made a propped up staff, as it were, as indi
cated by the line of hairs in the invisible middle of the beau
tiful girl with arched brows, thanks to the instruction of Analiga 
(Lord of Love). 

66. Reaching deep into the cavity of her navel Kandarpa 
became Ananga (bodiless). He performs great penance as if 
to regain (his) body. 

67. By her weighty hips, through the initiation of the Lord 
of Love, many young men on the earth became unable to be 
independent in (moving) their eyes (All of them got their eyes 
riveted to her hips). 

68. Whose mind was not arrested and fixed firmly like a 
pillar by her pillar-like thighs round in shape? Even the minds 
of sages, despite their disciplined good behaviour, got stuck 
(like a pillar). 

69. Whose lustre of discrimination was not destroyed, 0 
sage, by the lustre of the nail of the big toe of the foot of that 
fawn-eyed girl? 

70. She regularly took her bath in Jiiinavipi everyday and 
attended to the tasks of sweeping the premises of the temple 
of Siva with concentrated mind. 

71. The deer-like minds of the youths of Kasi who grazed, 
as it were, the grass in the form of the lines (e.g. a lotus, a 
conch) in the imprints of her soles, did not go to any other 
place. 

72. No other creeper, although it had fragrant flowers was 
resorted to by the swarm of bees in the form of the eyes of 
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young men, excepting her lotus-like face. 
73. That girl though endowed with beautiful eyes, never 

looked at the face of anyone. That maiden, though endowed 
with excellent ears, did not listen to anyone's words. 

74. She, of good conduct, endowed with chaste habits, was 
secretly requested by love-lorn youths of excellent handsome 
features, but she did not love them in return. 

75. Her father too was approached with wealth and requested 
many times by young men. But he was unable to hand over 
(in marriage), because she had powerful glory accompanied 
by good chaste habit. 

76. Due to her close worship of Jfiinoda Tirtha, that girl 
Susila (apparently the name) saw everything within and without 
pervaded with Lin.gas. 

77-79. Once, she was asleep in the courtyard of the house. 
Enamoured of her excellent beauty, a certain Vidyadhara abducted 
her then·. Along the aerial path he was carrying her off to 
Malaya mountain. But by that time the demon Vidyunmali 
also came there. He had a terrible huge body. Skulls made his 
ear-rings. His limbs were smeared with suet and blood. He had 
whiskers and his eyes were tawny. 

Th, Ralc,asa said: 

80. 0 young Vidyadhara, you have come within the range 
of my vision. I shall despatch you to the abode ofYama along 
with this woman. 

81. On hearing these words, she trembled like a hind at
tacked by a tiger and like a leaf of a plantain tree again and 
again in her fright. 

82-83. The demon hit that Vidyidhara with his trident. 
The Vidyadhara youth of sweet form, yet of tremendous power, 
was attacked and pierced in the chest by his terrible Trisiila. 
Yet he hit back the demon with l\is adamantine fist. 

84. The Vidyadhara, in the course of the battle, hit Vidyunmali 
who was intoxicated with human flesh and suet. Shattered by 
that blow of the fast, he fell down on the ground. 

85. The demon fell a prey to death (on being hit) like a 
mountain with thunderbolt. The Vidyidhara became crippled 
by the trident that struck him. 
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86-87. With rolling eyes, he spoke falteringly, uttering 
half of her name as Sur. •o dear one, you have been brought 
here in vain.• Then that heroic youth gave up his life in batde, 
remembering his beloved. 

88. Experiencing an unprecedented thrill, thanks to his 
touch, she considered him alone as her hueband arid con
signed her body to the fire of grief. 

89. By the close proximity to that girl whose body con
tained three Lingas that demon acquired a divine body and 
went to heaven. 

90. The Vidyidhara youth who had staked his very life in 
the battle, remembered his beloved at the last moment ( of his 
life). He was reborn as the son of Malayaketu. 

91. That girl who forsook her life in the fire of separation 
meditating on the Vidyidhara youth, was reborn in Kar1,.1ita. 

92. Milyaketu, the son of Malayaketu, who had the glory 
and 1plendour of Analiga, god of Love, married in due course 
that Kalivati who was given away in marriage by her father. 

95. Due to the impression of her experiences in the pre
vious birth, that chaste lady excessively interested in the wor
ship of Lili.gas, set aside sandal powder and honoured Vibhiiti 
(holy ash). 

94. That lady of natural beauty considered embellishment 
with Rudrikfa beads more esteemable than (ornaments of) 
pearls, lapis lazuli, rubies and topaz. 

95. After marrying Milyaketu, Kalivati, the chaste lady, 
enjoyed divine pleasures and prosperity and gave birth to three 
sons. 

96. Once a certain man from the north, a painter, showed 
king Milyaketu a wonderful picture canvas. 

97-98. The king presented Kalivati ,with that picture. She 
became thrilled on seeing the picture again and again in secret. 
It contained the picture of her revered god and Lord. On 
looking at the picture, she forget even herself like a Yogini 
engrossed in meditation. · 

99. For a moment she opened her eyes and looked at the 
picture canv-c1s. Lifting the tip of her index finger, she spoke 
to herself: 

100. "This is the charming confluence of Asi in front, very 
near Lolirka. This is the excellent river Vara1,.1i near the shrine 
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of K.eiava (i.e., Adi Keiava) .1 

101. This is the north-flowing celestial river whose touch is 
eagerly sought after in heaven and which the heaven-dwellen 
always desire. 

102. This is the glorious Mao,ikaroiki which is conducive to 
the salvation of good men and is spoken of as the inscrutable 
Moqalaqmi (glory of salvation). 

105. This is the glorious Maoikan.tili where death is auspicious 
and life is frutiful and where heaven is as insignificant as grass. 

104. This is MaoikaJ-9iki where the meritorious ones desire 
to die and so giving up their wealth and assets, they stay like 
ascetics with holy rites, eating only roots and bulbous roots 
( mula-A:antla-bl&uA:) 

105. It is the place where Sankara who holds the crescent 
moon and Gangi of triple path ( on his head) shows the path 
of salvation to those who die here. 

106. It is the place where &uikara annihilates Sarilsira (worldly 
existence) though it is difficult to ward off. With H'un as helmsman, 
men, though dead, become immortal (in Mok,a). 

107. It is here where Mahesina, the ocean of sympathy, 
whispers (the redeeming Tiraka Mantra) into the (right) ear 
and hence the steadfast path of salvation in the world does not 
remain far off. 

108. It is through much of the merit accumulated in the 
course of ma11y births, that men obtain Bhava as the whisperer 
(of the Mantra) and the dispeller of worldly existence. 

109. This is Sri Ma1.1ikarl}.iki where men of great intellect 
adopt Ktetrasannyisa ('renunciation in the form of going away 
from a faxed holy spot') and by the strength thereof consider 
god of Death as insignificant as a blade of grass. 

110. This is the place where the excellent saindy king 
Hariicandra, in the company of his wife, considered his body 
like a blade of grass and sold it off. 

111. This is that glorious Maoikal'l)iki, the sandy soft bed 
whereof even the dwellers of Vaikul}iba desire to have. 

112. This is that glorious Mao,ika~iki where (devotees) 
~me liberated after disengaging themselves from the bondage 

1. W 100 ff. describe the various prominent places in V~ul which 
Kalhad had aeen in her previous birth u the Brihm~• 1irl Sufili. 
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of Karmas arising in the course of many births. 
115. This is that glorious MarJ.ikan)iki which is desired for 

ever for the sake of long sleep (i.e., salvation) by those people 
who dwell even in Satyaloka. 

114. This is that Kulastarilbha (steady pillar) where Sri 
Kilabhairava chastises sinnen residing within the holy spot, 
inflicting severe torture. 

115. A sin committed elsewhere may perish on seeing Kiii. 
But for sins committed at Kiii the torture administered is 
extremely terrible. 

116. This is the Tirtha called Kapilamocana. It is also very 
sacred. It is the place where the skull of Brahmi fell down 
from the hand of Bhairava. 

117. This is the Tirtha tb)amocana which produces sanctity 
and purity. Excellent men who take their holy ablution here 
become liberated from the three types of indebtedness to the 
Devas, to the Sages and to the Piq-s. 

118. This is the miraculous Orilkiresa with five abodes 
(A.yatana) wherein the absolute Brahman named PraQava shines 
forever. 

119. The five Ayatanas are A, U, Ma, Nida and Bindu the 
fifth one. This is the place where Brahman consisting of the 
five shines forever. 

120. This is that exquisitely beautiful river Matsyodari.1 If 
any excellent man takes his holy ablution here, he will never 
enter the cavity of a mother's belly-this is the conclusive 
decision. 

121. This Three-eyed Lord endowed with compassion con
verts his devotee, even ifhe is in another count!}', into a three
eyed one (gives Sa,upata Multi i.e. one having the form simi-
lar to that of the Lord). • 

122. This is Lord Kimeivara1 who fulfils the desires of good 
people. Even Duravisas obtained the fulfilment of his desire 
here. 

1. In the 10th cent. CE. Matl)'Odari wu a small tributary ofVaraoi. It then 
flowed by the Omkireivara temple. Today Matl)'Odari i1 a small elliptically 
shaped park and a pond called Macchodari at a 1hon distance to the south 
of Omklra. The great Matsyodari Tirtha wu drained in 18201. (BCL 116) 

2. Kimeivara i■ ju1t to the ea1t of Macchodari. It wu formerly on the bank 
of Mall)'Odari 1irtha. It wu established by Dul'Yllal. When &va appeared, he 
vowed to arrant all deme1 of those who wonhip Kimeivara. (BCL 558) 
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125. For the sake of the fulfilment of the desires of devo
tees, Maheia himself became merged here. Hence the name 
Svarlina of the Trident-bearing Lord of Devas. 

124. This is that wonderful mansion of the Lord who takes 
pride in his holy spot and who is cited as Mahideva in V~asi 
in the Puril)as. 

125. This is Lord Skandesvara. If a man visits this Lord with 
faith, he obtains the benefit of life-long celibacy. 

126. This is Vmiyakesvara who bestows all supernatural powers. 
By serving him all the causes of obstacles of men perish. 

127. This is Goddess Viril)asi herself, the splendid deity in 
personified form. By visiting her men are never born again 
in a womb. 

128. This is the great shrine of Pirvatisvara Liilga where 
Mahesina accompanied by Gauri is present forever as the bcstower 
of salvation. 

129. This is the glorious Lord Bhrngisvara, the destroyer of 
great sins. By serving the Linga, Bhrngi became a liberated 
living soul. 

150. This is Caturvedesvara, the creator of all, who upholds 
the four Vedas. By visiting this Lord, a Brihma1.1a obtains the 
benefit of studying the four Vedas. 

1 S 1. This is the Linga named Yajneivara installed by Yajfias 
(Sacrifices). By worshipping it, a man obtains the great benefit 
of the performance of all Yajfias. 

152. This Linga named Puri1.1esvara is eighteen Aligulas in 
length and breadth. By visiting this a devotee shall become 
receptacle of eighteen Vidyis1 (lores). 

1 SS. This is Dharmasistresvara installed by the Smrtis. By 
visiting it, one derives the benefit and merit of studying the 
Smrtis. 

154. This is Sirasvata Liilga that causes the destruction of 
all sluggishness and ignorance. This is Sarvatirthesvara Liilga 
which bestows purity instantaneously. 

" 1 S5. This is the extremely wonderful pavilion of Saileivara 
Liilga. It has the great splendour of all kinds of jewels. 

I. The ei1hteen Vidyu are as follows: Six Aa\gas of the Vedas (e.g. iiql, 
Kalpa etc.), four Vedas, Mlmimli, Nyiya, Dharmaaistra, Pur~a. Ayurveda, 
Dhanurveda, Gindharva Veda and Arthuastra. (SKD. Ill. p. 589) 
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156. This is the charming Linga named Saptasigara, on 
visiting which a man obtains the benefit of taking the holy 
bath in the seven seas. 

157. This is the glorious Mantremra who bestows the benefit 
of reciting Mantras. Formerly in Krtayuga this was installed by 
seven crores of great Mantras. 

138. This is the great Kur,cja in front of Tripureia Linga 
which was dug by Tripuras formerly. It is a great favourite of 
Lord Siva. 

139. This is Bir,esvara Liliga worshipped by Bir,a who had 
a thousand arms. It had caused the two-armed Bi9a to become 
thousand-armed. 

140. This is Vairocanesvara in front of Prahlidakesava. This 
(Lord) is named Balikesava and this is Niradakesava. 

141. This is .Adityakesava to the east of .Adikesava. This is 
Bhifmakesava and this one is Dattitreyesvara. 

142. To the east of Dattitreyeivara, this is A.digadidhara. 
This is Bhrgukeiava and this is Vimanakesava. 

143. These are Nara and Niriym,a. This is Yajiiavirihakesava. 
This is Vidiranirasirilha and this is the famous Gopigovinda. 

144. This is the palace with a jewel-set flagstaff of 
Lak,minrsirhha by whose grace Prahlida attained the region 
of lndra. 

145. This is Kh~viniyaka who bestows great spiritual .Powen 
on men. This is Se,amidhava, formerly installed by se,a. 

146. This is Sarikhamidhava who stationed himself here after 
killing Sarikha. His devotees do not get themselves burned 
even by the Sarilvarta fire (of world annihilation). 

147. This is the (stream of Sarasvati), the elixir of the great 
Absolute. This is the place where the great river Sarasvati joins 
Gangi. 

148-15 la. Men who immerse themselves therein are not reborn 
on the earth. 

This is Sri Bindumidhava himself, the great Lord of Laqmi. 
A man who bows to him with faith, will not stay in the abode 
of a womb. He never suffers from poverty. He is never assailed 
by ailments. Even Yama bows down to the devotee of 
Bindumidhava. He is the sole Atman of Pra,.,.ava assuming the 
form of Nada and Bindu. The unembodied great Brahman is 
this Bindumidhava. 
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15lb-152a. This is the holy Tirtha named Pancabrahmitman. 
He who takes his holy dip therein, does not take up physical 
body consisting of the five (gross) elements. 

152b-15!. This is that Maligaligauri in Kasi, the producer 
of great auspiciousness here and hereafter by means of her 
grace. 

This Lord is termed Mayiikhiditya, the Sun that has garlands 
of rays and is the dispeller of darkness. 

154. This is the great Liilga Gabhastisa that bestows divine 
lustre. Formerly great penance was performed here by the son 
of Mrka.JJ(ju. 

155-156. (Mirka:r~u;leya) had installed a great Liilga (be
fore performing penance) named after himself. It is the great 
bestower of longevity. 

This Liilga named Kiral}.esvara is well-known in all the three 
worlds. Even if it is bowed to once, it leads one to the region 
of Kiral)amilin (Sun). 

This Liliga Dhautapipesvara is the purifier of all sins. 
157-159a. This is Nirva:r;ianarasirhha, the giver of Nirvar,a 

(liberation) unto the devotees. This is Mar,ipradipanaga with 
greatjewels for ornaments. By worshipping it, a man can prevent 
an attack by serpents. He is never tormented by them. 

This is Kapilesa Liilga installed by Kapila. By visiting this, 
even monkeys are liberated. Nothing need be said about human 
beings. 

159b-162a. This great Liilga Priyavratesvara shines. By wor
shipping this a creature attains the love and favour of all creatures. 

This excellent abode constructed with jewels and rubies 
belongs to the glorious Kilarija, the remover of the distress 
of the Kali Age. He is Papabhaqai:ia ('devourer of sins') who 
protects his devotees from sins by punishing sinners causing 
obstacles in the holy spot. He tortures them in hundreds of 
ways. 

162b-166a. This is the beautiful Mandikini who has come 
here to perform penance. Having experienced the pleasure of 
residence in Kasi, she does not yearn for heaven till today. By 
taking the holy dip here, propitiating the Pitrs and perform
ing STaddha in accordance with the injuctions, even a man 
committing evil deeds can avoid seeing hells. 

This is the Liliga named Ratnesvara that has become the 
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crest-jewel of the thousands of Ratnas present in Kill. Who 
has not obtained salvation which is the great crest-jewel of all 
the aims of human life, after enjoying innumerable Ratnas by 
the grace of Ratneivara? 

166b-167. This is the loftily erected mansion of Krttivisei
vara1, on seeing which from afar a man may attain even the 
status of Krttivisas (Lord Siva). 

TIM Lingatmalca Ph,sical Fram, of Vi.iv1.fvara ( 167-172) 

Of all the Liligas, the status of being the head is that of 
Krttivisas. 

168. Orhkiresa is to be known as the tuft of hair. Trilocana 
constitutes the three eyes. Gokal'l},a and Bhirabhiitesa are glorified 
as the ears. 

169. The two, Viivesvara and Avimuk.ta, are the two right 
hands. The two, Dharmesa and M~ikarr.iesa, are the two left 
hands. 

170. The two spotlessly pure feet are Kilesvara and Kapardisa. 
Jyenhesvara is the waist and Madhyamesvara is the navel. 

171. Mahadeva is the Kaparda (matted hairs). Srutisvara is 
the crest,:jewel. Candresa is the heart thereof. The Atman 
(Aharilkara-ego) is the great Viresvara. 

172. K.edira is its penis (Linga). They know that Sukresvara 
is the semen virile. Millions and billions of the other Liligas 
should be known as the nails, hairs and the ornaments of the 
body. 

173-175. These two, the right hands (i.e., Visvesvara and 
Avimukta), are indeed the perpetual bestowers of salvation on 
the creatures that fall into the ocean of delusion, after grant
ing them freedom from fear. 

This is Goddess D~rgi. This is the great Pitr Liliga. 
This is CitraghaQ~si. This is the Hraaa (eddy) ofGhar.itakaroa. 

This is that famous Lalitigauri. This is miraculous Viiilikfi. 

1. KrtdvlleiYara i• to the nonh-eut of Maiclagin. It i1 one of the most 
andent Lb\1u in Kifi. The temple was demolished by Auranpeb. Now it i1 
a mosque open to Hindus only on the givarltri day. (BCL 558) 
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176. This is A.siviniyaka. This is the wonderful Dharmaldipa. 
If a man offers balls of rice here, he will lead his ancestors 
to the region of Brahma. 

177-180. This is Goddess Visvabhuji ('Omni-armed'), the 
great Goddess Bandi, always revered by the three worlds. On 
being remembered, she frees from bondage even if the per
sons be in fetters. 

This is the Dasisvamedhika Tirtha, honoured by the three 
worlds. Even with three Ahutis here, one shall attain the benefit 
of keeping Agnihotra. 

This is the Tirtha named Prayiga which is the most excel
lent of all Tirthas. 

This is the Tirtha named Asoka. This is Gali.gikesava. This 
is the most excellent gateway to salvation. They know this as 
the gateway to heaven. (Moktadvira and Svargadvira are the 
names of holy shrines.) 

CHAPTER THIRTYFOUR 

In Praise of Ji&anavapi 

Skanda said: 

1-2. 0 Pot-born One, again the slim (slender-limbed) lady 
saw in the painted canvas, in front of Svargadvara, the glorious 
Mal)ikarl)iki where Sankara touches with his right hand the 
ear of the creatures bitten by the serpent of worldly existence 
and instructs Brahma-knowledge to them. 

3. This holy place of salvation shall grant that goal which 
cannot be attained by men either by Simkhya imparted by 
Kapila, or by Yoga or by holy rites and observances. 

4. Even in Vaiku1_1tha, the abode of VitJ.lU, those engrossed 
in devotion to VitJ.lU engage themselves in the Japa of the 
glorious Mai:iikan.)ika for the sake of liberation. 

5. This is that glorious Mal)ikan,)iki which excellent Brihmaoas 
ulti~tely resort to for attaining salvation, even after perform
ing Agnihotra throughout their life. 

6. This is the glorious Ma1_1ikar1_1iki which Brahma1_1as who, 
after duly reciting the Vedas, engaged themselves in Brahmayajiia 
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in this world, resort to for the sake of liberation. 
7. Mter performing many Kratus with profuse monetary 

gifts the blessed kings resort to Mal}ikan;.iiki for the sake of 
excel~ence. 

8. Chaste women too, always devoted to their husbands, 
resort to Mal}ikarl}iki for salvation, by following (in· death) 
their husbands (here). 

9. Vaiiyas too who have accumulated wealth through legitimate 
means, entrust (by Dana) their riches to holy men in the end 
and serve the glorious Mai:iikarl}iki. 

10. Excellent Siidras treading the path of the moral code, 
leave off their sons, wives etc., and resort to this Mal}ikan;,liki 
for the attainment of salvation. 

11. Those who have conquered the sense-organs and practised 
celibacy throughout their life, resort to this glorious Mal)ikarl}iki 
for the sake of salvation. 

12. Even those persons in the householder's stage of life, 
who propitiate guests (by due reception) and who are engrossed 
in the performance of Paiicayajiias do not abandon this 
Mal}ikafl}ika. 

13. Those who have adopted the stage of life of the 
Vanaprastha resort to Mal}ikarQika after controlling all the 
sense-organs and knowing (it to be) the means of salvation. 

14. From the diverse scriptural texts they know that salva
tion cannot be attained by any other means. Hence Ekadai:icJa 
sages who desire salvation resort to Ma1_1ikar1_1ika. 

15. Trida1_1cjin sages suppress their mind (by Pril}iyama), 
speech (by silence) and body always and resort to Mal}ikal'J}.iki 
to attain the glory of salvation. 

16. Persons observing the holy rite ofEkada1_1cja, who have 
forsaken all activites and suppressed the fickle mind, resort to 
Mal}ikar1_1ika for attaining salvation. • 

17. Whether he be Si/chin (having tuft), or Mu.1J,tJin (shaven
headed), Ja#n (having matted hairs), Kaupinin (having a loin 
cloth) or nude, which holy man desirous of salvation does not 
serve (resort to) Mal}ikarr;.iiki? 

18. Those who are unable to perform penance, or to make 
holy monetary gifts, those who do not have the practice of 
Yoga-to all these this Mai:iikarr;.iiki accords salvation. 

19. There are a thousand means of salvation, 0 sage. But 
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none of them bestows salvation as easily as this Mq.iun,.iki. 
20. Mq.ikaroiki bestows equal salvation in the end on 

both-on him who has undertaken the vow of fast and on him 
who takes food thrice a day. 

21-22. A person may practise Paiupata Vn&ta with great 
steadfastness in accordance with injunction as laid down in 
scriptures. Another person may continuously remember 
Maoikarl)iki in his heart. If the body is cast into the river at 
Ma,oikaroiki, the goal attained by both is the same. Hence 
Maoikaroiki should be resorted to quickly after forsaking 
everything else. 

25. Those who dive into Maoikan}.iki and enter Svargadvira 
become rid of all sins. Heaven is not far from them. 

24. This Maoikaroiki is the gateway to heaven. It is the 
ground leading to both heaven and salvation. Heavenly goal 
as well as salvation is accessible here itself, neither above nor 
below. 

25. After making many types of gifts and taking a bath in 
Maoikarl)iki, people shall enter Svargadvira. They shall never 
go to hell. 

26. The meaning of the words Svarga and Apavarga has 
been settled by learned people: Svarga means happiness and 
Apavarga, great happiness (i.e., Mok,a). 

27. Though Indra is seated on a throne, where has he 
that happiness which one sitting in Mal)ikan}.iki attains? 

28. In the glorious Mal)ikarr_iiki, one gets naturally that 
great happiness which has been indicated in the meditation 
of those who forget themselves in contemplation. 

29. To the east of Svargadvira and to the west of the ce
lestial river, there is a great territory, the sole storehouse of 
blessedness and good fortune. 

50. As many sand particles shining due to the touch of the 
Sun (light) (are there, so many) Brahma.a (the creators of the 
universe) passed away, but Mar_iikarr_iiki did not. 

51. Around Maoikar1.1iki there are as many Tirthas as would 
leave no space of the size of a gingelly seed vacant. 

52. If a person in a certain family is liberated by attaining 
to Mar;,iikal1)ili, his descepdants become worthy of being respected 
by even the heaven-dwellers due to his power. 

55. Twenty-seven generations of his ancestors are redeemed 
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by a man who offers libations to the Manes after reaching 
Mal)ikarl)iki. 

54. Mal)ikarl)iki lies between the middle of the celestial 
river and Hariicandramal}c)apa, between Svargadvira and 
Gangikeiava. 

55. Even the three worlds do not attain equality with even 
a particle of this Mat;iik.arl}iki. All the beings stationed in the 
three worlds endeavour to attain this. 

36. Looking the painted canvas thus frequently, Kalivati 
spotted Jiiinavipi to the south of Sri Visvesvara. 

37. Dal}(j.aniyaka, Sarilbhrama and Vibhrama make the evil
minded ones extremely confused and protect the waters of 
Jiiinavipi from them. 

38. Thisjiiinavipi, the bestower of knowledge, is the aquatic 
physical form of the eight-formed Mahideva cited in the Puril}as. 

39. After viewingjdinavipi, Kalivati experienced horripilation 
all over her body like the flowers of a Kadarilba tree. 

40. Her limbs experienced tremor; the region of the fore
head was profusely covered with perspiration and her eyes 
were filled with tears of joy. 

41. Her creeper-like body became rigid; the face lost its 
colour; the voice became choked and the painted canvas fell 
down from her hands. 

42. For a moment she forgot her own self. She did not 
know 11Who am I?" "Where am I?" In that state of deep sleep, 
she was as motionless as the great soul. 

43. Her attendants hurriedly moved about here and there 
and asked one another, 11What, what is the matter? What is 
this?" 

44. On seeing her in that plight, those wise and experi
enced women understood everything through those psycho
somatic emotional expresions, and told one another thus: 

45. 11Some object of her love in a former birth has been 
seen by her. After coming into contact thereof, she has reached 
an ecstatic state." 

46-47. If it is not so, how did she swoon all of a sudden? 
While viewing this picture-canvas in secrecy, they carefully 
pondered over the primary cause of her loss of consciousness 
and administered pacifying remedies calmly to her. 

48. One of them fanned her with plantain leaves. Another 
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one embellished the blessed lady with circular garlands of 
lotus fibres. 

49. Another attendant sprinkled her with profuse flow of 
sandal water. A certain attendant removed her sorrow with 
tender foliage of Asoka. 

50. With the sprays of water from the fountain pavilion, 
a certain attendant sprinkled the creeper-like tender body of 
that lady emaciated through separation, in order to get the 
desired effect. 

51. A certain attendant covered her body with a wet cloth. 
Another smeared it with the paste of camphor powder. 

52-58a. A certain attendant arranged a soft bed of lotus 
petals. Another attendant removed all diamond ornaments 
from her body and embellished her chest with pearls. Another 
moon-faced woman made the slim-bodied lady lie down on 
the ground paved with lunar stone slabs, cool on account of 
flowing cool water. 

A certain attendant named Buddhi-sariril}i ('Intellect-bod
ied') saw the queen being served thus. Distressed very much, 
she told her companions: "I am aware of a great remedy for 
the suppression of her excessive distress. Do not delay. Set 
aside all these modes of remedy. I shall make her immedi
ately rid of all distress. Watch the wonderful feat. It was after 
seeing the painted canvas that she suddenly became excited. 
Certainly some object of her love is here itself. Hence she will 
become rid of her distress at the touch of the painted can
vas." 

58b-59. At the instance of Buddhisariril}i the other atten
dants placed that painted canvas in front of Kalavati and said: 
"See here, Kalavati. There is your favourite deity here, the 
cause of your delight.• 

60. On hearing the name "favourite deity" and on seeing 
the painted canvas, she appeared to have been sprinkled with 
nectar. She regained her consciousness and got up quickly. 

61. It was like the revival of a herbal plant scorched by 
drought by means of heavy downpours of shower. Again she 
began to look at Jiianavapi, the bestower of knowledge. 

62-66. By touching th~ Vipi in the picture, Kalivati obtained 
the knowledge of the previous birth and of everything that 
happened in the previous birth. 
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Again she pondered over the excellent greatneu of the 
Vipi: 1How wonderful! This Jiiinavipi in the picture when 
touched by me has produced in me the knowledge of what 
happened in the previous birth.' Thereupon, the delighted 
beautiful lady spoke these words in front of those attendants, 
regarding the events of her previous life as a result of the 
power of J:iiinavipi: 

Kalavati ~aitl: 

In my previous birth, I was a Brihmai,a girl. I rejoiced and 
sported about in Jninavipi near Visveivara in Kasi. My father 
was Harisvimi and mother Priyarilvadi. 

67-68. My name was Susili. A Vidyidhara abducted me. 
While on his way near Malaya mountain, that heroic person 
was killed by a demon at mid-night. He also killed the demon. 
Freed from his curse, the demon attained a divine body. 

69. This Gandharva was born of Malayaketu. I became the 
daughter Kalivati of the king of Kari:iiia,. 

70-71. This knowledge came to me instantaneously on 
seeing Jiiinavipi. 

On hearing these words of hers , the attendant Buddhisariri9i 
and the other attendants as well, became delighted as was 
evident from their beaming faces. 

They bowed down to that meritorious Kalivati and said: 
72-75. 11How can it be made possible to attain Jfiinavipi 

whose power is like this? Fie upon the life of those persons 
in this mortal world, by whom Jiiinavipi is not seenl 

Obeissance to you, 0 Kalivati. Carry out our wish too. Make 
our birth fruitful by requesting the king to take us there. 
Beginning today, 0 Kalivati, this sball be our main obser
vance. We will experience the delightful pleasures of great 
magnitude after visiting Jiiinavipi. Necessarily it must be a 
Jninavipi true to its name. It is wonderful that it bestowed on 
you the knowledge even when painted on a canvas!" 

76. She assented to their request. She then got over the 
excited feeiings and controlled them adequately. After carry
ing out everything pleasing to the king, she, fully conscious 
of the proposal to make, submitted to the king: 
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Kalavali saitl: 

77. 0 lord of my life! Nowhere do I have anything more 
pleasing than you. By having you as my husband, 0 king, 
everything desirable and desired has been obtained by me. 

78-79. I have a desire to request for, 0 dear lord. On 
being pondered over, it will be conducive to your great good 
too. Since I am dependent on you, it is extremely inaccessible 
to me. Since you are capable of acting independently, this 
desire is as good as realized. 

80. 0 dear lord, of what avail is talking too much? If there 
is any purpose to be served by my being alive, grant me that 
desire. Otherwise my life will cease to be. 

81. On hearing the words of his beloved, dearer to him 
than his own life, that king spoke as follows pleasing to her 
as well as to himself: 

Th8 Icing said: 

82. 0 my beloved beautiful lady, I do not see anything 
that cannot be given to you. Even my very vital breaths have 
been bought over by you through your decent qualities and 
skill in arts. 

85. Do not delay any longer. Tell me, 0 Kalivati, and 
know that it is carried out. I think that nothing is inaccessible 
to chaste ladies like you. 

84. Who is the person to be requested? What is it that is 
sought? Who is the person making the request? My dear Kalivati, 
the relationship between us both is not like that of the commonfolk. 

85. 0 beautiful lady, the whole realm, the entire treasury, 
the vast army, the fort, and whatever else is here is yours and 
not mine. I have only a nominal ownership thereof. 

86. My ownership extends only to those things other than 
you. 0 goddess of my life, 0 honour-loving lady, I shall con
sider the kingdom on a par with a blade of grass and cast it 
off at your instance. 

87. On hearing these words of King Milyaketu, Kalivati 
spoke these sweet words in a voice that was full of gravity: 

Kalavati said: 

88. My lord, formerly different kinds of subjects were created 
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by Brahmi at the outset and for their good the four aims of 
life. 

89. A life bereft of them is futile. Even one among them 
shall therefore be achieved for the sake of welfare here and 
hereafter. 

90. What, those conversant with the ancient traditions say, 
namely that Triva,p, (the three primary aims of life) prospen 
there where is affection between husband and wife, has been 
seen (to be) true. 

91. There are hundreds of slaves like me in your palace 
here. Still my lord's love is prominently seen for me. 

92. Even the lowly slave of yours enjoys full pleasures, 
what then to speak of the lady revelling on your lap! Over and 
above there is an exclusive possession not available to othen, 
viz. having the husband under one's control. 

9S. A sensible man shall amass wealth for the purpose of 
pious rites in the form of 11,a and Puna. He shall keep his life 
free from hindrances for the sake of austerity and maintain 
his wife for the sake of progeny. 

94. 0 my beloved lord, all these you have, due to the 
favour of Visvesa. If my desire is to be fulfilled I shall mention 
it, please listen. 

95. Send me immediately to the city of Visvanitha. My 
vital breaths have already left. I remain behind only in the 
form of the physical frame. 

96. On hearing these specific words of Kalivati, King 
Milyaketu thought for a moment within himself and said to 
his beloved: 

97•100. "My dear Kalivati, if you have to go, of what use 
is the transitory royal glory unto me when it is bereft of you 
too? 

The mere territory is not the kingdom, they say. Certainly 
a beloved queen is the glory of the kingdom. The kingdom 
with all the seven constituents is no better than a blade of 
grass without her. 

The kingdom has been made free from enemies. Mter enjoying 
pleasures continuously, the sense-organs having experienced 
the objects of pleasure have become gratified. An all-round 
contentment has been realized. 
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Children are already born. No further task. awaits me here. 
Both of us shall certainly go to the city of Viri~asi." 

101-102. After consoling his wife thus, King Milyaketu who 
decided his coune of action called astrologers and honour.ed 
representative of the citizens. He entrusted the kingdom to his 
son. Taking the requisite money and jewels from his son, he 
proceeded towards Xiii. 

105. After visiting the city of Viiveivara, the king experi
enced horripilation ( of joy) and considered himself blessed, 
having reached the other shore of the ocean or worldly ex
istence. 

104. Due to the impressions of her previous birth Queen 
Kalivati could recognize the roads of the city like one coming 
from a village nearby. 

105-110. They took their bath in M~ikarr,iki and offered 
much wealth as gifts. They propitiated Visveivara with diverse 
kinds of jewels and made gifts of jewels, elephants, horses, 
herds of cows, silk clothes of various colours, utensils and 
things of adoration. They gave pots of gold and silver, lamp 
sticks, mirrors and chowries, flagstaffs and banners and can
opies of diverse sizes and designs. After circumambulating the 
shrine, the king entered the Muktimar,cjapa. There he listened 
to the discourse on piety and made monetary gifts there also. 
After performing the great Pija in the evening, he kept awake 
the whole of the night with festivities accompanied by instru
mental music. The next day in the morning he got up and 
performed the routine duties of cleansing. The king went to 
Jiianavipi along the path pointed out by the queen. 

111-116. The king joyously took his holy ablution along 
with Kalivati there. He offered balls of rice and faithfully 
propitiated the Pitrs. To deserving persons there, he offered 
gold, silver etc. He made poor people, blind persons and 
miserable and helpless ones, delighted by gifting precious gems. 
The king then performed the Paraf),O, rite. Kalivati renovated 
Jninavipi with steps paved with jewels. She took great delight 
therein in the company of her husband, leading a life of austerity. 
'fllat sinless lady spent the remaining period of her life like 
a mere moment by engaging herself in various vows and rites 
such as fasts on alternate days or some casual fasts. She prac
tised observances by taking meal once in six days or once in 
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a fortnight. She observed fast for a week sometimes. ,Some
times she observed fast for even a month. She performed 
Cantlnijataa and Krcclara rites. All along she continued to serve 
her husband. 

117. Once, both of them had their morning bath in 
Jiiinavipi. While they were resting, someone with matted hairs 
came there and handed them holy ash. · 

l 18-l l 9a. With a delighted face, he blessed them and said, 
"Get up and liave the Mahinepathya ( the great adornment) 
now itself. Within a moment you will have the Tiraka instruc
tion." 

119b-122a. Even as the man with matted hairs spoke 
these words, ~n aerial chariot with jingling bells arrived. While 
people stood watching, the Moon-crested Lord descended from 
the aerial chariot. He whispered the Mantra of the great brilliance 
which transcends words, in to their ears. The aerial chariot 
took off immediately illuminating the path of the firmament. 
The Lord too went to his abode (along with Kalivati and 
Milyavin-Comm.). 

Skantla said: 

122b. Ever since then, Jiiinavipi is (considered) unique 
and superior to all important holy Tirthas. 

128. 0 sage, it is the bestower of direct knowledge. It is 
excellent, full of perfect knowledge, identical with all Liligas. 

124-125. Jiiinavipi is the Cosmic Form of Siva himself. It 
generates Jnana (perfect knowledge). There are many Tirthas 
that sanctify (devotees) immediately. But they are not equal 
to even a sixteenth part of Jftinavipi. If anyone listens to the 
origin of Jiiinavipi with great attention, his knowledge does 
not become extinct even on death anywhere. 

126. This great narrative is meritosious. It is destructive of 
great sins. It increases the delight of Mahideva and Gauri. 

127. By reading or causing to be read or listening to the 
auspicious narration of Jiiinavipi one is honoured in the world 
of Siva. 
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CHAPTER THIRTYFIVE 

Satlat:tira-Conlluel of lh• Good,• 

Th• Pot-bom Sage (Ap,,Jt,) said: 

... ,.,,,.. 

1. Avimukta is a IJ'eat holy spot. It is the best cause of 
liberation. It is the greatest of all Kfetras. It is the most aus
picious of all auspicious spots. 

2. It is the greatest Smasina of all Smasinas (where dead 
bodies are cremated); the greatest Pil}ta (holy seat) of all 
Pithas; the most arid land of all arid lands (where sins do not 
grow). 

!. It is the greatest cause of bestowing heap of piety on 
those whose intellect is inclined towards righteousness. 0 Pea
cock-vehicled One, to those who seek wealth, it reveals the 
greatest wealth. · 

4. It generates love in lovers and bestows salvation on those 
desirous of salvation. Whichever part of your narrative is heard, 
it is like the excellent Nectar. 

5. 0 delighter of the heart of Gauri, after hearing this 
great tale of Jiiinavipi situated in a part of the holy spot, I 
think thus: 

6. The place wherein Jiiinavipi though speck-like in size 
is famous in the middle of Kisi, must be well-known as the 
honoured one. In its conduciveness to Mok.fa (or fulfilment 
of one• s object), it never fails. 

7. How many holy places exist in the whole of the earth? 
(many) But even out of them, which is equal in comparison 
even with a small particle of Kisi? (none) 

8. How many rivers in this world flow into the sea? But 
what river can bear equality (in holiness) with the heavenly 
river (Gangi) at Kasi? 

9. 0 Six-faced One, how many Kfetras capable of (giving) 
Moqa exist on the earth? But there is not even a ten-millionth 
part of Avimutta in them. 

10. What wonder is there in th~t the glory of salvation 

• Sadlcln mean■ uaaae• or pracdce1 of the pod or SitJU• Accorclin1 to 
Manu IV. 178, followin1 the path of one'• anceston is Sadicira. 
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is achieved where the triad-Gu\gi, God Viiveivara and Kaai, 
are awake (and •tchful)I 

11. 0 Skanda, how can these three be obtained without 
fail, by men especially in Kali Age, as they are of fickle sense
organs? 

12. How can such a penance be (performed) in Kali Age? 
How in Kali Age, can such a Yoga be practised? Where is such 
a holy rite or liberal gift? Hence how can men get salvation 
(in the absence of these)? 

15. 0 Skanda, the six-faced one, it has been stated by you 
that salvation is possible in KUi 'without penance, without Yoga, 
without holy rites or without liberal gifts. 

14. Tell me, what should be regularly practised to make 
it possible to attain Kiii. I think, without good conduct these 
cherished desires cannot be realized. 

15. Actira (good conduct) is the greatest piety. Actira is 
the greatest austerity. Life is lengthened through Actin,; sin 
is destroyed through Aeon,. 

16. Hence, 0 Six-faced One, expound ActiN alone at the 
outset in the way in which the Lord of Devas has told you. 

SAantla saitl: 

17. 0 son of Mitra and Varul}a, I shall narrate Satlat:af'a 
('rules of good conduct') conducive to the benefit of good 
men. Practising this always, a man shall attain all his desires 
and ambitions. 

18. Immobile beings (trees etc.), worms, aquatic animals 
like fishes, birds, animals and human beings are more and 
more pious in gradation. Suras are more righteous than these. 

19. In this graded series the latter ones are a thousand 
times better than the former ones. All these are highly fortu
nate ones till the salvation is achieved. • 

20. Of the four types of living beings, Prtir.ains (capable 
of moving about) are very excellent. Of Prtitaim all the intel
ligent ones arc the better, 0 sage. 

21. Of all the intelli1ent ones, human beings are the 
moat excellent, 0 sa1e. Among them ViC,avas (Brihmas,as) 
are the most excellent. Scholars are rreater than ordinary 
Brihm&l}as. Men of decisive intellect are better than scholan. 

22. Those who perform holy rites are better than men 
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of deciaive intellect. Those who are engrossed solely in the 
Absolute (Brahman) are better than the performen of holy 
rites. 0 Pitcher--born One, there is no one to be worshipped 
by them in the three worlds. 

2!-24. They make obeisance to one another, thanks to 
there being no difference in their austerity and acquisition of 
learning (knowledge of Brahman). 

Since he is the lord of all living beings as created by Brahma, 
only the Brihmal)a deserves everything existing in the world 
and none else. Indeed a man of good conduct deserves honour 
by all, not one who has strayed away from good conduct. 
Hence a Brihmal)a shall always be one of good conduct. 

25. Sensible men consider that Sad.ii.cii.ra is the root of all 
piety, 0 sage, which learned men, free from undue attach
ment and hatred, practise. 

26. Though bereft of special (auspicious) characteristics, 
a faithful person, not maliciously jealous of others, if eagerly 
engaged in the practice of good conduct, will live for a hun
dred years. 

27. One should resort, without lethargy, to Sadii.cara, the 
root cause of piety, as laid down by the Sruti and Smrti for 
different persons in the performance of their respective du
ties. 

28. A person of bad conduct shall be despicable in the 
world. He will be assailed by ailments always. He shall be 
excessively miserable and short-lived. 

29. An act dependent ( on the help) of others should be 
avoided. An act manageable by oneself should always be performed. 
A person becomes miserable as he is dependent on others. He 
who is always self-dependent is happy . 

.SO. Only that act in which the conscience is delighted 
while it is being performed, should be performed and never 
its opposite. 

31. Yamasand Ni,amashave been proclaimed as the essence 
of the total of righteousness. So effort should be directed only 
towards them by one who wishes for Dharma. 

52. Yamas are ten: truthfulness, forbearance, straight-
forwardness, meditation, absence of ferocity, desisting from 
violence, conb"ol over the sense-organs, cheerfulness, sweetness, 
and tenderness. 
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53. Ni,-,as are also ten: internal and external purity ( Sauea), 
Wu (holy ablution), Tapas (austerity), Dana (liberal gifts), 
Mauna (silence), /jJa (sacrifice), Atlh,a,ana (study of the Vedas), 
Vrata (holy vows), Upo,ar.ia (fast) and Upasthtulatul,a (avoidance 
of illegitimate sexual acts ) . 

34. One should be victorious everywhere through the 
conquest of these six enemies: Lust, Anger, Arrogance, Delu
sion, Jealousy and Greed. 

35. Like ants slowly building up an anthill, one should 
without causing any injury to others, go on accumulating 
(performing acts of) piety which will be helpful in the other 
world. 

36. In the life hereafter, it is only Dharma that helps one 
and not rich possessions, fathen, mothers, sons, brothers, wives, 
relatives and others. 

37. A being is born alone, by itself; it dies alone, by itself; 
it enjoys merits alone, by itself and it reaps the bitter fruits 
of evil conduct alone, by itself. 

38. (When a person dies his) relatives abandon (his) dead 
body on the ground as if it is a piece of wood or a lump of 
day. They turn their faces away (from him). Only Dharma will 
follow the soul that passes away. 

39. Hence one desirous of accomplishing the requisite 
deed should amass acts of Dharma that helps one in the life 
hereafter. Getting Dharma as one's associate, one can tran
scend the impassable darkness (ignorance or Sarilsira). 

40. A sensible man should be in contact with excellent 
persons, leaving off the lowly and the base. He shall thus make 
his family excellent. 

41. Getting into touch with excellent persons alone and 
avoiding base ones, a Brihmal}a attains .a higher status, but 
the status of a Siidra due to a contrary action. 

42. The god of Death torments a Brihmal}a who does 
not regularly study the Vedas, who transgresses the Sadaciira 
restrictions, who is idle and eats indiscriminately. 

43. Therefore, a Brihmal}a should always practise Sadacara 
assiduously. Even holy Tirthas yearn for the contact of a man 
of Sadacara. 

44. The Yamartlha ( one hour and a halt') at the close of 
the night is called Brahma Sama,a. An intelligent man shall 
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always get up at that hour and mecJitate upon the ( cause of) 
his weal. 

45. At the outset•, he should meditate on the Elephant
faced Lord (Gal;)eia), then iia along with Ambi (Pirvati); then 
Lord Vifl}U accompanied by Sri and then the Lotus-born One 
(Brahma) in the company of Brahmil}.i. 

46. He should think of all the Devas beginning with lndra 
and the sages beginning with Vasi,tha; all the rivers beginning 
with Gangi and all the mountains beginning with Sri Saila. 

47. He should meditate on the oceans beginning with 
the Milk Ocean; the lakes beginning with Minasa; the plea
sure groves beginning with Nandana and the cows beginning 
with Kimadhenu. 

48. He should meditate on the trees beginning with the 
wish-yielding Kalpa tree; the metals the most important of 
which is gold; the celestial damsels the chief of whom is Urvaii; 
the birds beginning with Garucja. 

49. He should think of Serpents the chief of whom is 
se,a; elephants beginning with Airivata; horses the chief of 
whom is Uccaissravas and the splendid jewels beginning with 
Kaustubha. 

50. He should remember women of note for the vow of 
chastity, the chief of whom is Arundhati; sacred forests begin
ning with Naimita; sacred cities beginning with Kasi. 

51. (He should remember) Liligas beginning with Visvesa; 
the Vedas beginning with {lgveda; Mantras, the chief of which 
is Gayatri; and Yogins beginning with Sanaka. 

52. (He should remember) Mahibijas beginning with 
Pral}ava; devotees of Viti:iu beginning with Nirada; devotees 
of Siva beginning with Bil}.a; and persons of steadfast vows 
beginning with Prahlida. 

53-54. He should then remember liberal-minded sages 
like Dadhici etc. and Hariscandra and other kings. Thereafter, 
he should remember the feet of his mother, the most excellent 
of all the Tirthas. With a delighted mind he should meditate 
on his father and preceptors in the heart. Thereafter, for 

1. W 45-54 give the contents or Prltabsmar;aoa ('remembering auspicious 
thlnp and persons') immediately after getting up. 
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attending to the calls of nature, he should go towards the 
southwest direction.1 

55. If it is a village, he should go to a distance of a 
hundred bows, but if it is a town, it should be four times that. 
He should spread grasses on the ground and cover- his head 
with his cloth. 

56. Keeping the sacred thread around the car, he should, 
by day time or at dawn or dusk face the north at the time of 
easing himself in silence. He should do the same, facing the 
south at night. 

57. One should not case oneself standing. He should 
neither cast faeces into water, 0 Brihmaoa, nor in front of 
a cow, fire or wind. He should not drop rubbish in the furrows 
of ploughed ground, nor in the main thoroughfare frequented 
by people. 

58. He should not look at different directions or at lu
minaries, the sky or the faeces dropped down. Holding the 
penis with his left hand, he should get up and stand steady. 

59-60. He should take up mud free from gravel and worms. 
He should not take up the mud dug up by rats or mongooses 
nor the remnants of what has been used by others. He should 
apply one part on the penis and five parts mixed with water 
on the anus, ten parts on the left hand and seven on both the 
hands. 

61. He should apply one part of mud on each of the feet 
and three parts on the palms. Thus the householder should 
perform Sauca (cleansing) till the odour and the stickiness 
vanishes. 

62. In the case of the three stages of a celibate student, 
a forest hermit and a Sannyisin twice these in due order are 
prescribed (i.e., a celibate student shduld use the above twice 
the number of times prescribed for a householder, twice that 
of a celibate student in the case of a Vinaprastha and twice 
that of a Vinaprastha in the case of a Sannyasin). At night one 
should do only half the number of what has been prescribed 
for day. 

1. W 54-87 1ive the details of perfonnin1 moming duties upto taking a 
bath. 
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6.!J. In case of sickness, half the number and during jour
neys with dangers from thieves etc., still half that number (is 
prescribed). In the case of women half that number (is laid 
down). While one is normal in health, one need not reduce 
the number. 

64. One may cleanse with the waters of all the rivers and 
heaps of mud and cowdung from foot to head, but if one is 
mentally defiled, one cannot become pure. 

65. The lumps of mud intended for Sauea are laid down 
to be of the size of Anlf'atlhatri ( the green small Indian goose
berry). All Ahutis and mouthfuls of food in Cindriyai,a rite 
are also so (in size). 

66. Facing the east or the north, he should then sit on 
the pure ground free from husks, ash, bones or smouldering 
fire and rinse the mouth ceremoniously. 

67. The water should not be hot or full of froth. A 
householder BrihmcL9a should perform the Acamana rite through 
the root of the thumb. He should not hurry through the rite. 
He should see to the purity of the water. The water shall reach 
the heart. 

68. A l<4atriya becomes pure when the Acamana water 
reaches the throat and a Vaiiya when it reaches the palate. As 
for women and Siidras, they become pure when the water just 
touches the mouth. 

69. One who covers the head or the neck, or keeps the 
tuft loosened in the water, or does not wash the feet, is 
considered impure even if he performs the Acamana rite. 

70. After sipping water thrice for (internal) purity, he 
should purify the sense-organs. He should touch the lips twice 
with the root of the thumb. 

71. Thereafter, a sensible man should touch the mouth 
with three fingers. He should repeatedly touch the nostrils 
with the tips of the index finger and thumb. 

72. He should repeatedly touch the eyes and ears with 
the tips of the thumb and the ring finger. He should then 
touch the navel aperture with the combined thumb and the 
small finger. 

75. He should then touch the heart with the palm and 
the . head with all the fingers. Similarly he should touch the 
shoulders with the tips of the fingers. Everywhere the rite of 
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touching shall be with water. 
74-75. One should perform the A,a,nana rite twice in the 

following instances: when the roadway has been approached, 
after bathing, taking food, drinking water (milk?), at the 
beginning of auspicious rites, after sleeping, after wearing dothes, 
after see:ng something inauspicious and after touching an unclean 
thing inadvertently. In these cases, one who performs Acaflltltltl 
rite twice becomes pure. 

76. Thereafter, for the sake of the purity of the mouth, 
the householder should take up the cleansing of the teeth. 
Without cleansing the teeth even one who performs Aeat110na 
rite is impure. 

77. On the first lunar day, on the sixth and the ninth, 
on the new-moon day and on Sundays, the use of a twig against 
the teeth shall bum the family up to the seventh generation. 

78. If a twig is not available or on those days when the 
use thereof is forbidden, gurgling twelve times with as many 
mouthfuls of water is enough for the purity of the mouth. 

79. The twig should be as thick as the tip of the little 
finger and twelve .Atiplas or more in length. It should be 
straight with all the bark unmutilated. 

80-82. In the case of the other castes, the length shall 
gradually be reduced by one Ailgula each. The following trees 
are recommended for securing twigs: Amra, Amrataka, Dhitri, 
Kalikola, Khadira, Sami, Apimirga, Kharjuri, Selu, Sri Paroi, 
Pilu, Rijidana and Niranga. Any tree astringent and bitter in 
taste or having milky exudation shall be used. 

The tongue cleaner should be made excellent in the form 
of bow. 

85-84. These two Mantras are to be uttered at the time of 
cleansing the teeth: • 

(a) 0 Teeth, for the sake of eating of food be clean and 
of firm rows, as King Soma in the form of the chewing-twig 
has arrived. He will keep my mouth clean (by washing) and 
make me famous and fortunate. 

(b). 0 Vanaspati (tree), give us longevity, strength, fame, 
brilliance, progeny. cattle, wealth, assets, keen perception into 
Brahman and intellect as well. 

85. If anyone performs the cleansing of the teeth after 
uttering these two Mantras, Soma present in the Vanaspati, 
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becomes always pleased with him. 

86. H the mouth ii stale (unwashed) the man becomes 
impure. Hence one should auiduously perform the rite of 
Dantadhivana (cleansing of the teeth). 

87. On days offutDantadhivana1 (i.e., by means of twelve 
mouthfuls and not with twigs), applying collyrium, scents, or
naments, excellent clothes, unguents and wearing garlands 
are not faulty and sinful. 

88. Beginning with Dantadhavana and after performing 
morning ablution in sacred water or Tirthas particularly a 
householder should perform Pratal),Sandh.,a (Morning Prayers). 

89. This dirty body having nine holes through which dirt 
flows out day and night, can become (temporarily) pure only 
through morning bath.1 

90. Early morning ablution is praised because it gener
ates enthusiasm, intellect, good fortune, handsome features 
etc.; it is the cause of serenity of the mind. 

91. As a man becomes drenched with sweat, saliva etc. 
while in the grip of sleep, it is only through morning bathe 
that he becomes fit and eligible for uttering Mantfm, Stotfm 
(hymns to gods), Japa etc. 

92. They say that daily bath taken in the morning when 
there is A"'"oda'a (i.e. at dawn before the Sunrise) it is on 
a par with the observances of the rite Prijipatya. It is destruc
tive of sins. 

95. The morning bath removes sin, misfortune, fatigue, 
impurity, bad dreams etc., and accords satisfaction and nour
ishment. 

94. Wicked ones do not approach a person who regularly 
take the morning ablution. Hence it has both visible and invisible 
benefits. So one should perform the morning ablution. 

95. As relevant to the context, 0 Pot-born One, I shall 
narrate to you the injunctions regarding morning ablution, 
since they say that morning bath in accordance with injunc
tions is hundred times more beneficial than ordinary bath. 

1. It should be done by (gurglin1) twelve mouthfuls of water and not with 
a twia u tooth-brush. 

t. W 89-109 state the importance of bath in the early morning and the 
procedure of taking the 1111th. 
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96. A householder takes up pure mud, Darbha grass, cow-
dung and gingelly seeds and places them on a clean spot. 
Thereafter, he performs Acamana (ritualistic rinsing of the 
mouth) and takes the holy dip. 

97. He should enter the water with the tuft of hair tied 
up and holding the D~bha grass. Repeating the Mantra be
ginning with: ""'m ki rajiJ va"'tia.i caAiJra (RV I. 24.8), he 
splashes water. 

98. Then he recites the Mantra: ye Ill satam van,tu4 ye saham&m. .• 
(Ka,,a,ana Sr.Su., 25.1.1 la.) for the purpose of invoking the 
waters. He, then offers a handful of water at the outset, recit
ing the Mant1·a: (the Puril}.ic text of the Mantra is incorrect, 
the correct one being .sumitni na apa 01ad.kG'}alJ, santu: Apastamba 
St-.Su. 19.10.5) and thereafter offers water with the enemy in 
view reciting the Mantra: (the correct Text restored) dunnitri1os 
tasmai santu ,o 'smon dv11li, 1am ea va,am dvi1mal) (Vojasan9i 
Sam. 6.22). 

99-100. After reciting the Mantra: idam WJt&UT vicairam,, 
he should smear the limbs with clay. One lump is used to wash 
the head, two lumps above the navel and three lumps beneath 
it. He should then clean the feet with six lumps. Thereafter 
he should take a dip beneath the water, facing the current and 
repeating the Mantt:a: apo asmin ~ mndkayantu (RV X.17 .10). 

101. The Mantra ud id abk1a1J. sucir a pita ,mi (RV X.17.10) 
is to be recited when rising up above water. Thereafter, he 
should recite the Mantra: ma nas tolc, tanay, ma na 01u,i (Voj. 
Sam 16.162) and smear the body with cowdung 

102-105. The Mantra beginning with: it.lam m, va"'taa••· is 
for the sake of the ablution of oneself. The following Mantras 
too are mentioned as AbdaivatolJ, (Pertaining to waters as the 
deity): Those beginning with: , 

tatwiJ yami brokmatii vandamanalJ, (RV 1.24.11) 
tvanna agn, vaNt149a vidvon . .. sa tvam na agn, avamo (RV 

IV.1.5) 
uduttamam va"'~a pasam (RV 1.24.15) 
tlkomno tlkamno rajamstato van,~a no munca ( Voj. Sam. 6.22) 
ma 'po mau,ad.hir himsilJ, ( Vaj. Sam. 6.20) 
,ad ohur agln,a vaNt,eti iapomak, tato va"'tia no munca ( Vaj. 

Sam. 6.22?) 
muneantu me iapa11,ua1ho va"''-''atlula (RV X. 97.16) 
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tltltlbA,UU, niet1•/'Ut1t.1 nimuf'IIS nicutiaputaal.i ( Vtij. Saa !-48) 
He should recite these Mantras called Abtlaivata, while tak

in1 the ablution. 
Then the Brihmaoa with great learning should purify him

self through Pr~ana and Mahivyihrtis. He should sanctify 
himself with Giyatri and be contented. He should also sanctify 
himself with the three passages beginning with: tipo hi 11ha 
at.ijobhuvtJl.i etc. Each one of the three Jks is purifying. 

106-107. The following too are sanctifying Mantras: idam 
a,,aJJ, /wOVahata (RV 1.23.22); Aavi,matilJ ima apo havipni,, a vivasati 
(Vtij.Satia.6.23); dl'IJif' apo apii.m napii.d ,a unnif' haviJ,a indri,avii.n 
tnatlinltltn (Vaj. Sam. 6.27); ii.po d,vii. ,nadhumatif' agrbhtaatn\ Vii.j. 
Saa. 5.12.1); d,v,padii. divasati&jiialuil} (AV VI. 115.3); .fanno 
tlml.i (RV. 1.09.4); ii.po tleuil}; apii.m rasa,n; and punantu ,nii,. The 
nine Mantras beginning with punantu ,nii, pitaral} ( Vaj. Sati&. 
19.57) etc. are glorified as Pava,nan,al} (Sanctifying Mantras). 

108. Thereafter he should repeat the Agha,na,-Jaf)a Mantra 
and then the Mantra beginning with drupadii. etc. Then he 
should duly perform Prii.1),a,atna. Or he should perform Japa 
(standing) in water. 

109. Or he may repeat the Pra1J,ava three times. A wise 
man should also remember Vi,ou. After taking bath thus, he 
should wash the clothes and wear washed (and dried) clothes. 

110-111. Then he should perform Aca,nana and thereaf
ter perform the morning Sandhyi prayer using Kusa grass. He 
who, being a Brihmaoa, does not perform Sandhyi prayers 
becomes a Siidra even as he continues to live. After death he 
is certainly reborn as a dog. One devoid of Sandhyi prayers 
is always unclean and unfit for all holy rites. 

112-114. Whatever other work he may do, he will not derive 
the fruit thereof. 

Facing the East, he should remember Praf)ava and reciting 
the Mantra beginning with cat141} sral&tiT nabhif' rtas,a (Vaj. Sam. 
38.20). Place the Kusisana ('seat made of Kusa grass') without 
looking elsewhere or seeing anything else. He should keep the 
tuft tied and sit facing either the East or the North. Scattering 
water drop• all round him, he should perform Pra1>a1ama. 

115. · Reciting the Giyatri along with its Siras (i.e., ofi& apo 
;,off ,...,,. .. 6n&hma 6hur bhuval} .fvaf'Otn) and seven v,ah,-tis 
(Otia M..,_ Otia bhuval}, om sval}, o• tnahal.i oti& janal}, om tapal}, 
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Ot11 stdJt.l•) and he should then utter o,n ten times. This is 
repeated three times. It is called Pnit1ti1tima. 

116. A BrihmaJ}a with his mind and sense-organs under 
control repeating the Pra,a,ama regularly, shall be rid of all 
the sins committed during that day and night instantaneously. 

1 J 7. If ten or twelve Pt-af}ti,amas are performed after con
trolling the mind, it is. as though a great penance has been 
performed by him then. 

118. Sixteen Pra,,,a,amas duly consisting of the V1ahrtis 
and the Pra1J,ava should be performed everyday. Within a 
month, even the slayer of a foetus becomes purified. 

119. Just as the impurities of metals and metallic ores are 
burned off by the process of furnace combustion, so also all 
the ills brought about by the sense-organs are burned off through 
the Pra1J,tiyama rite. 

120. Through twelve Pratiayamas performed with faith, one 
gets the benefit of feeding a Brihmal)a duly. 

121. The entire Vedic literature is established on Pra1J,ava. 
Hence (the devotee) desirous of reciting Vedic hymns, should 
practise Pra1J,ava, the initial Mantra in the Vedas. 

122. To one who is permanently connected with Pratiava, 
the seven Vyahrtis and the Gayatri Mantra of three feet, there 
is no cause of fear anywhere. 

123. The single-syllabled Pra1J,ava is the Supreme Abso
lute. Pri1J,ayama is the greatest penance. 0 Pot-born One, there 
is nothing more sacred than Gayatri. 

124. After getting up early in the morning, one can, by 
means of Pra1J,ayamas, dispel whatever sin he may have com
mitted the previous night mentally, verbally and physically. 

125. Performing the evening Sandhya rites, one should, by 
mear.l of Prii.1J,ayama, remove the sin committed during the 
day mt-ntally, verbally and physically. 

126. (The devotee) should recite the Savitri Mantra in the 
morning till the Sun becomes visible; during the evening prayers 
(he should recite it) till the stars are clearly visible. 

127. One who recites the Mantra in the morning eradi
cates nocturnal sin and· ·one who recites the Mantra in the 
evening destroys sins ·committed during the day. 

128. One who does not perform the Santlhya Prayer in the 
morning and one who does not pray in the evening should 
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be excluded from all Brihmaoical holy rites as though he is 
a Siidra. 

129. One should perform the daily routine rite after reaching 
the water-front. One should recite the Ga.,atri with mental 
attention and purity even after going to the forest. 

USO. The Santll&1a Prayer performed outside in the open 
air has many times the benefit of the prayer performed at 
home. If a BrihmQa is of controlled sense-organs but prac
tices the]apa of Gijalri (and is not learned in the Vedic lore) 
he is excellent. 

151a. A Brihmar.ia who has mastery over the three Vedas 
ii not to be honoured, if he eats everything (i.e., is indiscrimi
nate in eating) and sells everything (including the Veda). 

1511>-152a. The Ga1atri Mantra whose deity is Saviti (the 
Sun-god) and mouth is the Fire-god, has three (metrical) feet. 
Her seer is Viivimitra and the metre is Giyatri. (Such Gijatri 
Mantra is of a special significance.) 

1521>-154. In the morning, one should meditate upon Gayalri 
as of red complexion with God Brahmi as her Deity and the 
Swan as her mount. She is eight years old. She has decorated 
herself with a red garland and unguents. She is of the nature 
of the {tgveda. She holds a rosary of beads hanging loosely 
and grants freedom from fear. 

She is of Anu,,Ubh metre. She is being eulogized by Vyisa. 
By meditating on the morning deity, sin committed at night 
disappean. 

155. The excellent Acamana is with the Mantra beginning 
with si,,asca mi man,u.f ea (Ta'it. Arati,aia l 0.25.1) etc. Then 
the devotee performs the Mirjana rites with the three Mantras 
beginning with ipo hi,fhi. etc. (RV X.9.1-5). 

156. He should sprinkle water in nine ways-on the ground, 
on the head, in the sky, in the sky, on the ground, on the 
head, on the head, in the sky and on the ground. 

157. The word 'ground' denotes the feet; 'sky' den-.tes 
the heart; 'an the head' has literal meaning. 'rhis (explana
tion) is cited by the people conversant with the rite of Mi,jana. 

158. This Bniltna (Manoso) Snana is the greatest, greater 
than Vhtaa Snana, Ap11a Snina, va,-,a Sntina, Aintlra Snana 
and even Mantra Sana. 

1J9. He who has performed the bath of the .Bril11ta type 
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is pure externally and internally. He becomes qualified and 
deserving in all the rites such as adoration of the deity. 

140. Boatmen and fishermen are immersed in water day 
and night. But are they holy and pure? Those who are emo
tionally defiled and disturbed are not pure though they might 
have had hundreds of baths. 

141. The holy ash can sanctify only those who are pure 
mentally. Are the donkeys arey with ash glorified as sacred? 

142. He whose mind is free from impurities is considered 
to have taken his holy ablution in all the Tirthas; he is devoid 
of all impurities; it is as though he has performed hundreds 
of sacrifices. 

145. 0 sage, listen, how that mind can be free from im
purities. If Visvesa (Lord giva) is pleased, only then can it be 
so, and not otherwise anywhere. 

144. Hence for the sake of the purity of mind, one should 
resort to the Lord of Kasi. By resorting to him, the impurities 
of mind definitely become reduced. 

145. One whose mental impurities have become reduced 
completely due to the great blessings of Viiveia, attains the 
great Absolute after casting off this body. 

146. Good conduct of men has been regarded as the cause 
of the blessings of Viiveia. Hence one should resort to that 
good conduct cited by the Sruti and the Smrti. 

14 7. Thereafter, the devotee recites the Mantra beginning 
with drupada and holds water in the hand. Then the devotee 
convenant with the injunctiom performs the rite of Apa,naqa.
through the Mantra "8• ea etc. 

148. A scholarly devotee who immerses himself in water 
and recites AghatntJf1a,a Mantra three times, certainly attains 
the benefit of one who has performed Avabl&rtlu.l (valedictory 
ablution) of Aivametlha. • 

149. just as darkness perishes at the rising of the Sun, so 
aJso does the flood of sins of that person who performs ~ 
on a bank or in water. 

150. The Brihmaoa then performs the Aea .. na rite recit
ing the Mantra beginnin1 with iaatn ,u van&f.MI etc. (RVl.!5.29). 
Some Aciryas belongin, to other ~his desire that the Mantra 
shall be as follows: · 

151. The Mantta is anlt&leaf'tlSi etc. (Toil. An1,,aia I0.Sl.l), 
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-You move about within living beings in their cave-like heart 
with faces directed all-round. You are Yajiia. You are Vataikin,. 
You are waters and fire. You are bliss. You are the immortal 
one.• 

152. Then the devotee drops three handfuls of water re
citing the Ga,atri Mantra without its Sif'tJS (see verse 115) but 
with the Mahtiv,ohr,i in the beginning and Pra1J,ava at the 
outset. He should recite the Mantra while standing. 

158. Like mountains struck by thunderbolt, the enemies 
of the Sun, the demons named Mandehas, become perished, 
due to that adamantine water-libation. 

154. If a Brihmal}.a does not offer three handfuls of water 
to assist Vivasvin and to destroy Mandehas, he will also become 
a Mandeha himself. 

155. At dawn the person should stand reciting the Mantra 
till the Sun becomes visible. In the evening he should sit and 
recite the Mantra till the stars become visible. 

156. Time should not be wasted by a Br:ihmal}.a desirous 
of his welfare. Hence he should drop the adamantine water 
libation at the time of the semi-setting and semi-rising ( of the 
Sun). 

157. Sandh1a Prayer though duly performed shall be fruit
less if it is delayed. The example cited is the sexual intercourse 
with a barren woman. 

158. If Sandh1a is performed after keeping the water (ves
sel) in the left hand, it should be regarded as a Siidra woman 
causing delight to groups of demons. 

159. The Upasthana Mantras (Mantras for adoration) of 
Bradhna (the Sun) that bestow Siddhis are those beginning 
with udva,am tamasas pan (RV 1.50.10), udutyam jatavedasam 
(RV 1.50.1), dtram devanam ( Vtij. Sam. 17.69?), tacealqur devahitam 
(RV VII.66.16) etc. 

160. The devotee should perform adoration of the Sun by 
means of the D,vi Gti,am repeated a thousand times, a hun
dred tilJles or ten times. 

161. A Brihmaoa who repeats the Ga,atri a maximum of 
a thousand timc:a, a middling number of a hundred times or 
a minin1um number of ten time• is never smeared with sins. 

162. He should al10 redte either the AnuvaAa bepnning 
with vibhr'iit/, brlat.11 Jn'°"' (RV X.170 etc.) or the Pu"'la Sikta 
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or the Sivasanlcalpa Mantra or the Bf'tihffltlf.1,0 Matit/,alo. 
16!1-166. These Mantras of llfla.slhana (adoration) are pleasing 

to the Sun. The devotee should offer A,rh,a with water mixed 
with raw rice grain,, flowers, K.uia grass etc. and also mixed 
with red sandalpaste while reciting Vedic or A.gamic Mantras. 

All the three worlds become worshipped by one who has 
adored Saviq-. Saviq-, propitiated duly, bestows sons, cattle, 
wealth and monetary boons. He removes ailments, bestows 
longevity and fulfils all desires. 

This A.ditya is Rudra. This Divikara is Harl. This Ravi is 
HiraQyagarbha. This Aryaman is in the form of the three Vedas. 

167. Through the propitiation of Ravi (the Sun-god) Brahma, 
VifQU and Mahesvara become delighted. So also all the Devas 
including lndra and the great sages including Marici. 

168. Similarly human beings, the chief of whom is Manu, 
and the grandfathers including Somapas become propitiated. 

After adoring Ravi thus, the devotee should begin Tarpa,.,,a 
(water libation). 

169-170. He should take five, seven or nine blades ofDarbha 
grass having hollow tips and roots and uncut with his right 
hand. Then along with his left hand he should perform Ta,Pa1J,a 
of the six Viniyakas (viz. CaQcja, PracaQcja, Dharma, Viniyaka, 
Vighnaraja and MahigaQapati), the Devas including Brahma 
and the sages including Marici. 

I 71. Uttering "Let them be pleased", he should offer li
bations with pure water mixed with sandal, agallochum, musk 
and fragrant flowers. 

172. While offering libations to human beings beginning 
with Sanaka, the BrahmaQa should keep the straight Darbhas 
between the two thumbs using Yava (barley) and keeping the 
sacred thread like a garland. • 

173. He should offer libations to the Piq-s such as Kavyavit, 
Anala etc. of divine nature with double the number of Darbhas 
mixed with gingelly seeds. He should keep the sacred thread 
as pracinaviti (on the right shoulder proceeding towards the 
left side). 

174. A Br;7&hmar,a. desirous of welfare, should never use 
gingelly seeds for libation on Sundays, Fridays, on the seventh 
and thirteenth lunar days, during nights or twilight hours. 

175-176. If at all he offers libations, he should make use 
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of white gingelly seeds. Thereafter, he should offer libadona 
to the fourteen Yam.as, viz. Yama, Dharmarija, Mrt,u, Antaka, 
Vaivasvata, Kila, Sarvabhutaqaya, Audumbara, Dadhna, Nila, 
Parame,ihin, Vrkodara, Citra and Citragupta uttering u.._.. 
Then he should utter the name of his Gotnl and offer libations 
to his own Pitrs joyously while resting on the left knee and 
dropping the water between the thumb and the index finger. 
He should exert restraint on speech. 

177. Devis desire one handful each; Sanaka and othen 
two each; Pitra three and women one handful each. 

178-179. Daiva nrtha is at the tip of the finger; Arp (be
longing to the sages) is at the root of the finger; Brihma 
Tirtha is at the root of the thumb; that of Prajipati is in the 
middle of the hand; the Tirtha of Pitrs is between the thumb 
and the index finger. The learned devotee should utter the 
nine .flu and perform the libation of the Piq-s. 

180-184. Those Mantras are those beginning with utlirata,n, 
afi&iras~ tiyantu '""'/JiltmllJ,, u,jtJM vahanti, /JitrM,al.i ~ 
,, ceha and the three beginning with ,natlhuvota. 

Mter saying "Obeisance to ye, 0 Piq-s• he should utter the 
Mantta i brtJh,na stambaparyanta,ia and pour water on the ground. 

•May the Devas, Pitrs, Sages, human beings etc. beginning 
with Brahman and ending with a blade of grass be pleased. 
May the maternal grandfather and other Pitrs be pleased. 

May this water libation with gingelly seeds pass on to the 
crores of members of our family residing in the seven conti
nents upto the world of Brahma. 

Thanks to the waters squeezed out from the cloth, may 
those persons of our Gowa born in our family but dead with
out issues be propitiated." 

185-187. After performing the rites in fire he should pro
ceed on to Vetltibh,asa (i.e., practice recitation of Vedas). The 
Vedic (recitation) practice should be olfive types: (a) Sviitira 
(acceptance), (b) Arllulvictin1t111• (pondering over the mean
ing), (c) A.Mjisa (repetition), (d) Japa (muttering) and (e) 
si,j,bh,t4 /mJlillad.ana,,n (imparting to the disciples). 

In order to retain what is acquired and to acquire what has 
not been acqlJired, the ·devotee should approach a donor and 
increase his own stams as preceptor. 0 excellent Brihmal}a, thus 
the daily morning routine of the twice-born has been described. 
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188. Or (in the cue of thoae penons incapable of taking 
early morning bath) after getting up in the momin1 and 
performing Sauca and Aea1111na rites the devotee should cleanse 
the teeth with a brush twig. 

189. After cleansing all the limbs, he should perform the 
morning Santll&,a. He should then understand the meanings 
of the Vedic passages and learn different kinds of lore. 

190. He should teach good disciples possessing intelligence 
and favourably disposed for the purpose of the achievement 
of YogtM1naa (acquiring what is not acquired and retaining 
what has been acquired) etc. 

191. Thereafter for performing the necessaries of midday, 
he should perform Snana as mentioned before. A wise devotee 
should perform the midday s.ntlh,a prayers after the bath. 

192-194. "Sivitri Devi (the description of Sivitri at mid-
day) has Rudra for her deity, the metre is Tn,1up. She is as 
pure as pure crystal and is endowed with the prime of youth 
blooming all over her body. The sage thereof is Kaiyapa and 
she is in the form of Yajurveda. She has three Aqanu (syl
lables A, U, M, and is mounted on a bull. She is the great 
bes tower of freedom from fear." 

The devotee should worship her and then perform the Nailjil,a 
rites (daily). The Pacana fire should be kindled and Vai.fvauva 
rite should be performed. 

195-196. One should eschew all these in Vai.fvadftla: Nqpiva, 
Kodrava, Mqa, Kaliya and Cal)aka (various kinds of grains 
and lentils). Sweets prepared in oil and all eatables saltish in 
nature, Acjhaki, Masiira and circular Varatas should be avoided. 
So also leavings of food and stale foodstuff's should be 
eschewed. 

197. After Acamana, he should ~rform Prataa,atna with 
the Darbha grass in the hand. He should perform Parywi,a'l}O 
(sprinkling water all-round the sacred fire) rite reciting the 
Mantra beginning with /Jrl,Wivi etc. (RV 1.98.2). 

198. After the rite of Pa1JUl,atu1 performed clockwise, he 
. should spread the Darbha grass in three rows. Reciting the 
Mantra beginning with qo u dna etc. ( Vaj. Saa S2.4), he 
should make the fire face-~face with himself. 

199. He should wonhip Vaininara with flowers mixed with 
ghee and raw rice-grains. He should then offer three Ahuns 
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beginning with 6hu~, ending with waha and having the Praf.'Ova 
initially. 

200. Then the Brihma9a should offer another Alt.di ut
tering om bhurbhuva~ w~ waU. Then he makes six Ahutis 
uttering tlevalcf1fJS'J" maso va,ajanarnasi svaha etc. ( Vaj. Sam. 
8.15) (offerings expiatory of sins committed by the Devas etc.). 

201. One Ahuti is offered silently to Yama. Then two Ahutis 
are offered uttering a,:na,, willalcf11 svaha. Then he offers 
oblations on the ground to Viivedevas. 

202. To the north thereof na,na~ (obeisance) is offered to 
all the living beings. To the south thereof he should offer the 
oblations to the Pitrs with the sacred thread turned left. 

205. The water of Niff.UJ.iana (washing) and the cooked 
rice should be offered to Yai,,nan in the north-east. Thereaf
ter to the north thereof nama.(& is offered to the Devas begin
ning with Brahma. 

204. Offerings are made to Sanaka etc. in the Ni'liiti po
sition (i.e., with the sacred thread like a garland) and to the 
Pitrs in ApsaVJa (the sacred thread turned to the left) position. 
Sixteen (handfuls) make one Grasa and four handfuls make 
one 1'1'$/cala. 

205-210. Alms given to the extent of a Grasa bestows merit 
on the householder. 

Adhvaga (traveller), l<,it1avrtti (one who has no means of 
livelihood), Vitl,arthi (student), Gu,upo,alca (one who maintains 
the preceptor), Yati(ascetic) and Brahmacmi (celebate student)
these six are Dharmabhi-,,,,Ulcas ('mendicants of piety'). 

Atithi (guest) is a pedestrian traveller. Ani.tcana is one who 
has mastered the Vedas. These two are to be honoured by 
householders who wish to attain the world of Brahma. 

Neither to a Ca1:uJala nor unto a dog can the cooked rice 
offered be futile. When a person seeking food arrives, one 
should not begin to reflect whether he is one who deserves 
or not. 

Cooked rice should be scattered on the ground outside for 
dogs, fallen ones, Cai,.(Jilas, persons suffering from sinful foul 
diseases, crows and insects. 

The Mantra for oblations to crows: "May the crows of the 
quarters of east, west, northwest, northeast and southwest accept 
this ball of rice offered by me on the ground." 
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The Mantra for oblations to dogs: 'There are· two dogs 
S1ama• (dark in colour) and Sabala (variegated in colour). 
They are born in the family of Yama. I shall offer a ball of 
rice unto them. May they be non-violent.• 

211-215. The Mantras for Bhutabali (oblation unto the liv-
ing beings): · 

"Devas, men, animals, Rilqasas, Yaqas, serpents, birds, Daityu, 
Siddhas, Pisicas, Pretas (ghosts), Bhutas (spirits), Dinavas, the 
grasses, the trees,-all these are desirous of the food offered 
by me. Worms, insects, locusts etc. are hungry and they are 
bound by Karmas. For their satisfaction food has been offered 
by me. May that be for their joy.• 

214. Mter offering the Bhiita-oblation thus the householder 
shall wait for as much time as is required to milk a cow, for 
any guest who may come. Thereafter he should enter the dining 
room. 

215-220. Without offering oblations to crows, one should 
perform Nityairaddh.a. In the Niljairaddha the householder shall 
feed three, two or one (Brihmaoa) according to his capacity. 

A weak man (poor man) should take something from all 
the items of food prepared and offer Pitr,ajna ( one oblation 
for all together). 

This Nityalrtiddka has no deity in particular. It has no guid
ing injunctions. There is no Daqil)i to be offered. It has no 
Vrata binding the donor and the receiver. 

After performing Pitryajna thus, the householder should sit 
on an undefiled seat with his mind calm and normal. He will 
not be overanxious. He should then take food along with the 
children. His mind should be in excellent mood. He should 
apply sweet scent (over his body) and wear a flower garland. 
He should be clad in two clean clothes. He should take food • seated facing the east or the north. The cooked food should 
be made for and enjoyed by his Pitrs (It should not be naked 
i.e., ghee or something should be poured over and beneath 
too). In accordance with the injunctions regarding food and 
drink, a wise Brihma~a should do everything and then take 
food. 

221. The injunctions referred to are as follows: Uttering 
bkuval) pata,, svaka (to the Lord of the Earth), bkuvanapa1a,, 
svoh.iJ (to the Lord of the Universe), bh.utiinam pata,, svaka (to 
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the Lord of the living beings) he should offer three oblations 
on the ground. 

222. Sipping water once (uttering the conventional Man
tra i.e., a•rtoJJastaNtiafllOSi) the householder should offer five 
Ahutis into the ]aflatmJ fire (fire in the stomach). At that time 
he should hold Darbha in his hand and should be of pleasant 
mood mentally. 

225. H anyone holds Darbha in his hand while taking food, 
he meets with no harm arising from hair, worms etc. So one 
should take food holding Darbha. 

224. While one is eating delicious food, one should not 
mention its merits or demerits. The Pitrs shall partake of the 
food only when the merits and demerits are not mentioned. 

225-226 Hence he who takes food silently enjoys the pure 
Amrta. After concluding the meal, the householder should 
drinks as Anupina (liquid to wash down the meal) milk, butter
milk. or water uttering the Mantra amrtiipidhiinamasi. He 
should drink water once. The water that is left after drinking 
should be poured down on the ground uttering the following 
Mantra: 

227-228. •May the water of Ucthi,la (remnant after taking 
food) from the root of the thumb of the right hand not yet 
washed, reach the people who stay in Raurava, the abode of 
demerit, for millions of years (Ptulma and Arbuda are high 
numbers) without any redemption, since they are desirous of 
the Ucchilla water. 

229. The highly intelligent householder then performs 
another Acamana and becomes pure. He should then, with 
effort, take water in the hand and utter this Mantra: 

250. 8The Purup (Being) of the size of the thumb has 
resorted to the thumb. He is the lord and master of the entire 
universe. He becomes pleased as Visvabhul ('the consumer of 
everything')." 

251. After considering (all the aspects) of the food thus, 
he should wash his hands and feet. Thereafter, he.should utter 
these Mantras for the digestion of the food: 

252. •Induced by wind and provided with room by ether, 
may the fire digest all the bodily constituents of earthy 
character. Let there be happiness unto me." 

255. •May the food be nutritious unto Pril)a, Apana, Samina, 
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Udina and Vyina. Let there be unobstructed happiness unto 
me.• 

254. •May these, viz. the sea, the submarine fire, the Sun 
and the son of the Sun (i.e., Yama) completely digest whatever 
has been consumed by me.• 

255. He should then get his mouth purified (by ·chewing 
betel etc.). He should spend the remaining part of the dafby 
listening to the Purii:.ias etc. Then he should begin the per
formance of Sandhyi. 

256. Sandh1a performed in a cowpen has ten times more 
benefit than that performed in the house; that performed on 
the banks of a river has ten times more benefit than that 
performed in a cowpen; that performed at the confluence of 
two rivers shall have hundred times more benefit and that 
performed in the presence of Siva has infinite benefit. 

257. Santlh1a performed outside subdues the sin of sexual 
intercourse indulged in during day-time, the sin of uttering 
a lie, and that of inhaling the odour of liquors. 

258-259. The Ga1atri Mantra is in the form of Sarasvati. 
Vifl}U is the deity thereof. Tirqya (Garuda) is the vehicle. She 
destroys all obstacles. She is in the form of Simaveda and is 
accompanied by Sage Vasitiba. The Atigas (limbs) are dark in 
colour. The cloth is black in colour. Her youth has passed off 
a little. She has Jap,i as the Metre. The householder should 
meditate on her, the great one of single syllable. 

240. The intelligent householder should perform the rite 
of Acamana uttering the Mantra beginning with Apisca etc. 
He should sit facing the west and repeat the Mantra of Gajatri 
till the stars )>ecome visible. 

241-242. The householder should duly honour the guest 
who pays visit in the evening even with verbal utterance, offering 
of ground ( to sit) and water ( to drink). The first Yama of the 
night should thus be spent by the intelligent householder. 
Thus the householder performs the rites of the day time by 
reading and teaching Sn.di. Not satisfied too much, he should 
go to bed on a cot consisting of a single wood (i.e., wood of 
the same kind or full-length wood without joints). 

245. The rules regarding the daily rites have thus been 
narrated in a general way. A Brihmaoa who acts according to 
these, never experiences difficulty at all. 
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CHAPTER THIRTISIX 

Tu mia antl Duti,s of a &ligiow Stutlmt 

Sbntl4 saitl: 

1. 0 Pot-born One, I shall again mention a special type 
of good conduct on hearing which an intelligent man never 
enters the darkness of ignorance. 

2. The three Va""'as, Brihma~as, K,atriyas and Vaisyas, are 
known as twice-born; they are born of their mothen first and 
then for a second time when Upanayana (investing with the 
sacred thread) is performed. 

3. The holy rites beginning with Ni,1/ea (impregnation) 
and ending with Sma.iana (Funeral rites) are prescribed by 
Vedic injunctions. A wise man should perform the rite of 
impregnation at the menstrual period avoiding the stars Maghi 
and Mula. 

4. The rite of Pumsavana is performed before the quickening 
of the child in the womb and thereafter the rite of Simantonna,ana 
(parting of the hair) which is performed in the sixth or the 
eighth month. The rite of Jatalt.arma is performed after birth. 

5. On the eleventh day the rite of naming is to be performed. 
The rite of Ni,/crama ('coming out') from the lying-in-chamber 
is performed in the fourth month. The rite of Annap,mana 
('feeding with food') is in the sixth month. The Cu(Jjj rite is 
performed when a year is completed or as is the practice in 
the family. 

6. In this manner the sin born of the seed or the womb 
is subdued. In regard to women, these rites are silent (i.e., 
without Mantra) ones, but the rite of Pa,.,.igraha (marriage) is 
with Mantras. 

7. A Brihmal}a (child) deserves (imparting of') Sivitri (the 
Giyatri Mantra) in the seventh or eighth year, a royal (i.e., 
K,atriya) child in the eleventh year and a Vaisya child in the 
twelfth year or as is the practice in the family. 

8. In order to get the spiritual lustre (Brahmatejas) increased, 
a Brihm~a deserves (this rite) in the fifth year, a king (Ktatriya) 
desirous of power should get it performed in the sixth year 
and a Vaiiya should wear the Maunji (girdle made of Muiija 
grass) in the sixth year. 
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9. The preceptor should teach Veda along with the 
Mahav:,ah.f'li. Mter performing the rite of U!Jana,ana, he should 
initiate him in the practice of Sauca (purity-external and 
internal) and Actinl (Rules of good conduct). 

10-12. The rites of Sauca and Acamana should be per
formed in accordance with the injunctions mentioned before. 
After defecation, the tongue and the teeth should be cleansed. 
Uttering the Mantras with water as the deity, he should per
form the rite of Snina,; he should then duly perform Pnitui.,iflltJ 
rite and he should perform the Upastl&ina (adoration) of the 
Sun in both the Sat:11&,as ( dawn and dusk). Mter performing 
the rite of Fire-worship, he should make obeisance unto the 
Brihma1_1a saying, •1 belong to such and such a Gatra. I bow 
down (to you). " 

15. Day-by-day longevity, fame, str•.!ngth and intellect of 
one who habitually makes obeisance a,1d who is engaged in 
serving elderly people get increased. 

14. He engages in the study of the Vedas. On being sum
moned by the Guru he should recount to him what has been 
acquired (learnt). He shall always perform mentally, verbally 
and physically what is conducive to his benefit. 

15. They should be taught righteously and not for mone
tary consideration. Those who have acquired knowledge per
fectly should give money if they arc competent. Those should 
be grateful, pure, non-harassing and free from malice. 

16. They should wear girdles, staff, sacred thread and 
Ajina (deerskin). For their sustenance they should take alms 
from non-censurable Brihmal_las. 

17. The mode of begging for alms among the Brihmaq.as, 
:rc.atriyas and the Vaiiyas is by using the word Bhavaei in this 
order: at the beginning, in the middle or in the end. Thus 

• a Brihma1_1a should say: •bhavati, bhilclim ul&i"; a Kfatriya should 
say: •bhilqam, bhavati, tlehi"; a Vaiiya should say: •bhilc,am ,uhi, 
bhavati. • 

18. On being permitted by the Guru, he should take 
food silently without depreciating the food. During Sriddha 
he should not take food at the place of the same man (twice); 
but in exceptional cases, e.g. of emergency, he may take food. 

19. Excessive intake of food is against one's health and 
longevity. It is not meritorious or conducive to heavenly plea-
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sure. It is hated by people. Hence it should be avoided. 
20. An excellent Brihmaoa should not take food twice 

on the same day (during day-time) on any account. A BrihJD8'1a 
conversant with the injunctions of Agnihom, rite should take 
food in the morning and in the evening 

21. (A Brihmaoa) should avoid liquor. meat, injuring 
living beings, looking at the Sun. applying collyrium, women, 
stale food, leavings of other's food and slandering. 

22. The maximum limit of age for the rite of Upana,ana 
in the cases of BrihmaJ)as, Kfatriyas and Vaisyas is respectively 
sixteenth, twenty-second and twenty-fourth. 

25. Beyond these years, they are not worthy of consecra
tion. They are devoid of piety; they are fallen. But their fallen 
state shall be eradicat(-d by means of the Yajnanam~d l,~•m,astmna. 

24. No one should have any social intercourse with people 
fallen from the Sivitri Mantra (i.e., whose thread cc-remony 
is not performed). The skin to be used by the three VaJtUJS 
should be respectively from E9a deer, Ruru deer and goat. 

25. They shall wear respectively garments made of jute, 
silk and wool. The girdle of a Brihma9a is made of Muiija 
grass; Maurvi in the case of a ~atriya and that of a Vaisya is 
made of jute fibres. The girdle shall have three strands equal 
in length and very glossy. 

26. In the absence of Muiija grass, the girdle should be 
made of Kusa grass, Asmantaka and Balva. There shall be one. 
three or five knots as is the practice in the family. 

27. The sacred thread should be made of cotton, jute or 
wool. It should be with three strands and shall be twisted 
rightwards for the purpose of longevity. 

28. The staff of a Brihmaoa should be made of Bilva or 
Palaia; in the case of a Kfatriya, of Nyagrodha or Khadira; anl! 
in that of a Vaisya, of Pilu or Udumbara. 

29. The staffs shall respectively come up to the head, 
forehead and nose of a Brihma9a, Kfatriya and Vaisya. The 
bark shall be- intact and shall not be defiled by fire. 

50. A Batu (i.e., boy whose Upaf&OlJGna, is performed) should 
circumambulate the Fire and adore the Sun and should be 
equipped with a staff, deerskin and the sacred thread. He 
should beg for alms in the manner mentioned before. 

81. The mother, mother's sister, sister and father's sister-
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these are to be approached at the outset for begging for alms. 
Those should not say ~o• to him. 

!12. Aa long as he performs the Vedic rites and studies the 
Vedas, he will be called Brah111actiri11. Afterwards, on taking the 
requisite concludin1 ablution he would become a householder. 

!!. A Brihmal)a in the state of pupilage is called llpalcuffJM)O. 
Another one is called Nai,lhilca who continues to stay in the 
hermitage of his Guru till the end of his life. 

!14. A Brihm119a who enters the stage of a householder 
and takes up the stage of celibacy once again is neither a Yati 
nor a Vanastha. He shall not belong to any of the Asramas 
( stages of life) . 

35. No Brihmai,a shall remain devoid of any Asrama even 
for a day, because, remaining without an Asrama makes him 
subject to expiatory rites. 

36. A person who has fallen off the Asrama but performs 
any of these rites: Japa, Hmna, Vfflla, Dana, Svadh,a,a or Pil'fta'tlJaf.111, 
shall not derive the benefit thereof. 

37-38. The girdle, deerskin and staff shall be the charac
teristic marks of a religious student; the Vedas, Yajnas etc. are 
the characteristic marks of a householder; long hairs and nails 
are those of a Vinaprastha; Tridal)cja etc. are the character
istic marks of an ascetic. One who has none of these marks 
is subject to expiatory rites everyday. 

S9. If the Kama~uJalu (waterpot), staff, sacred thread or 
deerskin becomes spoiled or broken, it has to be cast off into 
water and fresh one taken like a new Mantra. 

40. The lusanta (Samavanana) rite should be duly per-
formed in the sixteenth year so that the stage of a house
holder can be entered into in the twenty-second or twenty
fourth year. 

41. In the case of (twice-born dnes) S,uti alone is the 
means of acquiring the glory of liberation (Mo/qa) rather than 
doing auspicious Karmas (actions) like penance, performance 
of sacrifices or pious observances. 

42. The Pra1J,ava should be uttered when the recitation 
of the Veda begins or is concluded. What is not attended with 
0m is fruitless. What is read so (without O,n) is not conducive 
to fulfilment (of the fruit thereof). 

48. The great Giyatri consisting of three metrical feet is 
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spoken of as the face of the Vedas. {It is recited) with the 
three Mal&av,ah,ps with Pra,ava in the beginning. 

44. A man with restraint repeating these three a thou
sand times or a little more everyday for a month outside { on 
a river bank etc.) becomes rid of great sins. 

45. With the mind not turned towards anything else, a 
man should practice repeating thus everyday for a period of 
a little more than a year. He shall become Vyomamiirti {pure 
in body or perfect in form) and pure in soul. He attains the 
great Brahman. 

46. The set of three, viz. Bhi'IJ,, Bhuva'IJ,, and Sva'JJ,, Orilkifa 
consisting of three syllables and the three feet of Sivitri
these have been milked by the three Vedas. 

4 7. This imperishable Orilkara, the Giyatri should be uttered 
along with the Vyihrtis at the time of dawn and dusk by a 
Brihmal}a conversant with the Vedas. He becomes possessed 
of the Vedic merit 

48. He attains the fruit of Japa which is ten times more 
than Vulhilratu (like Daria and PaurQamisa sacrifices). ]apalcra.tu 
is spoken of as ten times more effective than Vitlhikratu. 

49. Upa,nsu, {a]apa done in low voice) is hundred times 
more effective and Manasa {mental one) is a thousand times 
more effective. 

50. By studying all the Vedas, two Vedas or one, in ac
cordance with one's competence, a BrihmaQa attains the ben
efit of gifting away the earth filled with gold. 

51. In order to perform penance, an excellent Brihmaoa 
should always study the Sruti. The study of Sruti alone is praised 
as the greatest penance of a Brihm&Qa. 

52. One who abandons the study of Sruti and wishes to 
study something else is (no better than) one who sends away 
a milch cow and desires to milk a rural pig. 

5S. A Brihmaoa should perform the Upanayana rite of 
his disciple and teach him the Vedas along with all its esoteric 
secrets and the Kalpa. Scholars consider such a Brihmaoa an 
A,a,,a. 

54. A person who teaches a part of the Sruti or the Angas 
{ancillary subjects) for t~e sake of maintenance of his liveli
hood is considered an Upatlh1a1a by scholars. 

55. A Brihmaoa who duly performs the rites of N;,eka 
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etc. and maintains (disciples) with cooked food is glorified as 
a Gun&. 

56. On being invited (by a householder), if any learned 
Pa~ujita performs the rite of Apjad"9a ( the rite of kindling 
holy fires), Palr.ajajnas (AnaJu, etc.) and the sacrifices of Agni,,o,,aa 
etc., he is called his ~vie. · 

57. From the point of venerability, an Acarya is ten times 
greater than an Upadh1a1a; father is a hundred times vener
able than an Acarya and mother a thousand times more ven
erable than father. 

58. Superiority among Brihmal)as is based on knowledge, 
that among ~atriyas is based on valour, that among Vaisyas 
on wealth and grain storage and that among Siidras on pri
ority of birth. 

59. A Brihmar,a who has not studied the Vedas is like a 
wooden elephant or stuffed deer. These three are merely bearers 
of the names like 'Brihmana' etc. . . . 

60. A religious student of the three Vars:ias who, without 
lust, gets the emission-of sen1en during sleep, shall take bath, 
worship the Sun and repeat the {lit beginning with punar mam 
aitvindriyam (AV 7.67.1). 

61. A religious student should go for alms everyday to 
the house of persons regularly performing the rites of Vedic 
Yajnas, strictly adhering to their own religious obligations. He 
should be pure (in word, mind and deed). 

62. If a religious student (even if) being well, fails to beg 
for alms and to kindle the holy fire, he should perform ex
piatory rites for seven nights. 

63. When he is within the sight of his Guru, a religious 
student should not indulge in wilful movements of the limbs 
as he pleases. He should not mention qis (Guru's) name with
out appellations even in his absence. 

64. Where the Guru is being censured, where there is 
slandering (of his Guru), he will close both his ears if he stays 
there, or shall go elsewhere. 

65. One who reproves the Guru will become a mule ( or 
an ass) and one who censures the Guru will be born as a dog. 
One who is jealous of the Guru shall be born as a worm of 
no worth and one who takes food before the Guru shall become 
an· insect. 
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66. If a religious student is of twenty yean and so is able 
to discriminate between aood and bad, he should not pay 
respects to the youthful wife of the Guru by touching her feet. 

67. The nature of women is fickle-mindedness. Hence (if 
anything goes wrong). the fault is that of men. Learned men 
never err in regard to youthful maidens. 

68. They make learned or illiterate ones agitated or bring 
them under control, like a bird tied with a string. 

69. One should not stay isolated alone with his mother. 
daughter or sister. The sense-organs are powerful and they 
delude even the learned ones. 

70. Just as a person who assiduously digs the ground obtains 
water. so also by the service of the Guru, the disciple obtains 
learning. 

71. If the Sun rises or sets even as a Brahmacirin is asleep, 
he should fast for a day (performing the Japa of Giyatri). 

72-7!. Since parents undergo various pains and distress ever 
since the son's birth, that (indebtedness) cannot be adequately 
repaid even in a hundred years. Hence, a son should always 
do what is pleasing to them and to the Guru. When those 
three are fully pleased, all the (fruit of) penance is obtained. 

74. Service rendered to those three is called the greatest 
penance. If anyone does anything transgressing them, he will 
never be successful in any venture. 

75. By propitiating these three, the sensible one con
quers all the three worlds. By increasing their satisfaction and 
pleasure, he shines in heaven like the Devas. 

76. One who fulfils one's duties, wins over Bhulob through 
devotion to mother, Bhuvarloka through servict- unto father, 
and Svarloka through service to Guru. 

77. If their satisfaction is brought about, it is the accom
plishment of the four great aims of life by men. 

(Anathn Upadhanna is bring ducri/Mtl:) 

78. Mter studying all the Vedas, two Vedas or one Veda 
duly, a Brihma,oa who has not swerved from celibacy, should 
re19rt to Grhiirama (the stage of a householder). 

79. One ahould be'a person of undefiled celibacy through 
the blessing of Viiveia. The blessing of Viiveia is also one that 
brings about the attainment of Kiii. 
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80. Knowledge is derived by reaching Kiii. From know
ledge one obtains salvation. Indeed the effort for practising 
good conduct maintained by sensible ones, leads to aalntion. 

81. Abidance by ( the prescribed c&1nons of) good con
duct in the other stages of life is not as important as it is in 
Grhtirama. After acquiring all the lores, one should· resort to 
Grhasthiirama. 

82. If wife is favourable, there is nothing greater than 
Grhiirama. Harmonious relation between husband and wife 
is conducive to the accomplishment of Triva,p (the three 
Punqartl&as). 

85. If there is concordance of wife, of what valnt. is heaven? 
If there is discord of the wife, of what avail is hdl? 

84. The householder's life is for the achievement of hap
piness. That happiness has its .source in wife. She who is modest, 
is the real wife. Tnvarga is humility and modesty ce1 t:rinly. 

85. Young women are compared to leeches only by those 
who are slow-witted. If we ponder, there is great difference 
between the fawn-eyed ladies and leeches. 

86. The poor, scorched leech takes up only the blood. 
But a young woman always takes away the mind, wealth, strength 
and happiness. 

87. A woman endowed with following qualities is God
dess Laqmi herself who has assumed the form of a woman. 
She is clever and efficient. She has children. She is chaste. She 
speaks pleasing words. She is under one's control. 

88. With the permission of the preceptor, the religious 
student should take the customary bath and conclude the Vrala 
(of celibacy)· and formal Vedic study. Then he should take 
unto him a wife having all excellent characteristics and belonging 
to his own VaflllJ. 

89. A girl who is not of the Gotra of his father and not 
a Sa/Ji'4a/u, of his mother is worthy of being the bride of a 
Brihmaoa. She is conducive to the increase of piety. 

90. In contracting a marital alliance, one should leave 
out a family of epileptics, consumptives and lepers. He should 
also leave off one who is exorcised and one who is likely to 
give birth only to a girl. 

91. A Brihmaoa should take unto him a wife of gende 
facial features, gende in speech, free from illness, having a 
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brother and slightly ;· ,unger to him. 
92. A sensible man does not marry a girl having the name 

of a mountain, star, tree, river, serpent or bird or one whose 
name smacks of slavery. Her name shall be geode. 

9!. There shall not be any extra limb nor should there 
be deficiency in limbs. She should not be too tall or too lean. 
She should neither be hairy nor hairless. The hairs on the 
head should not be rough or thick. 

94. Out of delusion, he should not marry a girl of low 
family. By marrying a low and base girl, one makes the prog
eny too very lowly and base. 

95. After carefully examining the characteristics at the 
outset, a girl should be taken as bride. A girl of excellent 
characteristics and good conduct enhances the longevity of 
her husband. 

96. 0 Pot-born One, the activities and characteristics of 
a religious student pave been mentioned to you. Incidentally, 
I shall now recount the characteristics of women. 

CHAPTER THIRTYSEVEN 

The Characteristics of Women 

Slcanda said: 

1. If wife is endowed with good characteristics, a house
holder always enjoys happiness. Hence, for the sake of hap
piness and prosperity, a man should look for the characteristic 
features. 1 

2. The bases of characteristics have been mentioned by 
scholars as eight: (1) Vapus (limbs), (2) Avarta (curls), (3) 
Gandha (odour), (4) Chaya (splendour), (5) Sattva (mental 
stability), (6) Svara (modulation of voice), (7) Gati (gait) and 
(8) Va~a (complexion). 

3. Beginning with the sole of the foot and ending with the 

1. Ancient Indians believed in prognosis by external bodily characteristics. 
Jainas called it AJ\1a Vidyl. The present chapter 1ives a list of auspicious and 
inauspicious characteristics found on the 66 parts of women's body. 
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hair., 0 sage, I shall state the auspicious and inauspicious 
characteristics. Listen. 

4-9. The following sixty-six are the parts of the body of 
a woman, the base of characteristics: The sole of the foot is 
the first, then the lines thereon, big toe, other toes, nails, the 
instep, two heels, two ankles, c·atves, hairs, knees, thighs, lips, 
buttocks, front of the loint, vagina, portion beneath the navel, 
navel, two sections of the stomach, sides, side of the belly, 
three curls of hair in the middle, row of hain, heart, chest, 
two breasts, nipples, Jatru. (joint of the shoulders), shoulden, 
root of the arms, hand, two wrists, back of the hand, palm, 
lines in the palm, thumb, fingers, nails, back, nape of the 
neck, chin, lower part of lips, two parts of the chin, cheeks, 
mouth, lower lip, upper lip; teeth, tongue, lower part of the 
tongue, palate, laughter, nose, sneeze, eyes, eyelashes, eye
brows, cars, forehead, head, middle part of the head and tresses 
of hair. 

10. The sole of the foot of women should be glossy, fleshy, 
soft and even. It should not perspire but be warm and it should 
be pink in colour. These characteristics are fit to give much 
enjoyment. 

11. If the sole is hard, rough, discoloured, dried up, having 
the imprint broken up (here and there) and is of the form 
of a winnowing basket it indicates misfortune. 

12. If the lines on the sole are in the form of a wheel, 
Svastika (a trianqular figure-Comm.), conchshell, banner, 
fish or umbrella, the girl shall become wife of a king. 

IS. If a line moves up and joins the middle toe, it is 
conducive to unbroken enjoyment. A line resembling a mouse, 
a serpent or a crow indicates misery and poverty. 

14. If the big toe is lifted up, fleshy and round, it accords 
incomparable enjoyment. If it is crooked, short ·and flattened, 
it destroys happiness and good fortune. 

15. One with a wide big toe shall become a widow and 
with a long, big toe full of misfortune. Soft, close-set, round 
and lifted up toes are praiseworthy. 

16. If a girl has long toes, she will become a wanton 
woman; if she has lean toes, she will be utterly penniless; if 
the toes are very short, she will be short-lived; if the toes are 
curved, she will be crooked in her behaviour. 
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17-!!. If the toes are Oattened, she will become a slave 
girl. If the toes leave spaces in between them, she will become 
poor. 

If the toes, as it were, are riding on one another, the woman 
will kill many husbands and then become one dependent on 
others. 

If dust particles are raised up when a woman walks on the 
road, she will become a whore destructive of the three families 
(of father, mother and husband). 

If the small toe does not touch the ground when the woman 
walks, she will kill her husband and take another man as her 
husband. 

If the AnaniiM (i.e., one between middle toe and small toe 
like the ring finger of the hand) and the middle toe do not 
touch the ground, two husbands will be killed by the former 
and three husbands by the latter. 

If these two toes are missing or defective, they cause the 
absence of a husband (i.e., widowhood or spinsterhood). 

If the Pratlesini ( the toe between the big toe and the middle 
toe like the index finger of the hand) is inseparable from the 
big toe, it is certain that she will become wanton and remain 
unmarried. 

25. The nails of the foot are auspicious, if they are glossy, 
lifted up, round and copper-coloured (otherwise inauspicious). 

24. If the instep of a woman is upraised or elevated, does 
not perspire, has no sinews (visible), is fleshy, soft and glossy, 
it indicates qucenship. 

25. If the instep is depressed in the middle the woman 
becomes poor; if it is sinewy, she will be incessant traveller; 
if it is full of hairs she will become a slave; if it is devoid of 
flesh, she will be unfortunate. 

26. Hidden ankles are said to be conducive to welfare if 
they are not sinewy and are perfectly round. If they are visible, 
loose and uneven, they indicate misfortune. 

27. A level-heeled woman is auspicious; a woman with 
broad heels is unfortunate. If the heels are lifted up (raised), 
the woman becomes a whore; one with long heels experiences 
misery. 

28. 'lf the calves are devoid of hair, similar, glossy, gradu
ally circular in shape, devoid of sinews and very pleasing, she 
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will becQme wife of a king. 
29. ()ne with a single hair in the hair cavity becomes wife 

of a king; one with two hairs becomes happy; and one with 
three hairs in the cavities of the hair will experience the misery 
of widowhood. 

50. The pair of knees are praiseworthy, if they ate fleshy 
and round in shape; if they are devoid of flesh, the woman 
will become a wanton; if they are not firm, the woman will 
become a destitute.• 

51. With thighs resembling the trunk of an elephant, 
glossy, dense, perfectly round and devoid of hairs, a woman 
will become beloved of kings. 

52. Widowhood is indicated by thighs full of hairs; if they 
are flattened, it indicates misfortune; if there are depressions 
in the middle, there is great misery; if the skin is rough and 
hard, it indicates poverty. 

55. The hips of a fawn-eyed woman are praiseworthy if 
they are rectangular, lifted up and possessing fleshy back portion. 
A perfect hip measures twenty-four Aiigulas. 

54. If the hip is bent down, flattened, large, devoid of 
flesh, contracted, short and full of hairs, it indicates misery 
and widowhood. 

55. If the Nitamba (back of the hip) of a woman is raised 
up, fleshy and large, it is conducive to great enjoyment of 
pleasures. The reverse thereof is considered to be conducive 
to misery. 

56. If the S,,hw (buttocks) are round like wood-apple, 
soft, fleshy, dense and free from curls, they cause increase in 
the happiness of love-play. 

57. If the vulva is like the back of a tortoise (dense and 
firm) or elevated like the shoulden of an elephant, it is auspicious. 
If its elevation is tilted to the left, it indicates that the woman 
will give birth to daughters; if it is tilted above to the right, 
it indicates that a son will be born to her. 

58. An auspicious vulva has also the following character
istics: It has tawny hairs like those of a mouse. The clitoris is 
hidden. It is ,•cry dense, firm and large. It is lifted up. It is 
like a lotus leaf or like a leaf of the holy fig tree. 

• So far twelve limb• have been deac:ribed--COmm. 
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39. That vulva which is in the form of the hoof of a deer, 
that which resembles the inner part of an oven, that which is 
hairy, that which has open mouth and that the Niuo (central 
portion of the hymen that is intact) of which is visible-the 
vulva of these characteristics indicates miseey and misfortune. 

40. She whose vulva is curled like a conch-shell does not 
wish to conceive (i.e, is barren). The vulva that has the shape 
of a potsherd, and is flattened, accords the position of a servant 
maid. 

41. So also the vulva of these characteristics is inauspi
cious: if it resembles a leaf of bamboo or reed; if it has hairs 
like those of an elephant; if the Nisi is elevated and long; if 
it is hideous and ugly and if it is crooked in shape. If the 
lower part of its opening is long, it is inauspicious. 

42. Jaghana (front part of body above the vulva) is the 
forehead, as it were of the vulva. If it is wide and ample, if 
it is elevated and fleshy, if it is soft with soft hairs curling to 
the right, then it is auspicious. 

43. If the Jaghana has hairs curling to the left, if it is 
devoid of flesh or if it is crooked, it is an indication of wid
owhood. If it is contracted, if it is unevenly elevated and depressed 
and if it is rough, it always brings misery. 

44. The lower belly below the navel (Basti or Vasti) is 
praiseworthy, if it is ample, soft, a bit raised. If it is haiey, 
sinewy or marked with lines, it is not good. 

45. The navel shall be conducive to happiness and pros
perity, if it is deep and curling to the right with the lines or 
hairs. If the curling is towards the left, if it is raised a little 
or if the central spot is prominent, then it does not forebode 
good.* 

46. A woman with a large belly experiences happiness. 
She gives birth to many sons. A woman with a belly resembling 
that of a frog, gives birth to a son who will become a king. 

4 7. If ihe belly is raised up or elevated, the woman will 
become harten. If it has folds, she will become a recluse woman. 
If it has curls due to looseness of skin, she will become a 
servant maid. 

• Twenty limbs covered-Comm. 
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48. Undoubtedly a woman shall have good fortune and 
happiness, if she has fleshy_ level sides of great softness with 
bones well-ensconced. 

49. If the sinews are visible in the sides, if they are lifted 
up and hairy, the woman shall bear no child. She will have 
bad manners. She will be a storehouse of misery. · 

50. If the lower belly or the side of the belly is very small, 
free from sinews and the skin is soft, the woman becomes one 
enjoying all pleasures and consuming delicacies of food everyday. 

51. The side of the belly in the form of a pot or Mrdanga 
(drum) indicates that the woman will be extremely poor. So 
also if it is like ash-gourd, or barley, it is difficult to be filled. 

52. A woman of very ample side belly has no issues and 
becomes unfortunate. If the same is hanging loose, the woman 
is sure to slay her father-in-law and brother-in-law. 

5!. A woman of slender waist is very fortunate. One hav
ing three Valis (folds) enjoys pleasures. If the cluster of hairs 
is straight and slender, the woman enjoys pleasure and is jovial 
in temperament. 

54. If the cluster of hairs is tawny in colour, crooked, 
stout and broken in the middle, the woman will take to theft, 
become widowed or become unfortunate. 

55. If the bosom is devoid of hairs, level and free from 
depressed state, the woman will have prosperity and enjoy the 
love of her husband. She will not become a widow. 

56. A woman of wide bosom becomes a lustful wanton 
without kindness. A woman with hairs growing on the front 
of bosom, certainly kills her husband. 

57. A bosom elevated and stout, extending to eighteen 
Atigula.s, is conducive to happiness. If it is hairy, uneven and 
large it is conducive to misery. 

58. If the two breasts are equal, supple, round, firm and 
stout, they are praiseworthy. If the tips are stout and the breasts 
are not close together but leave space in the middle and if 
they are dry, they are not conducive to happiness. 

59. If the right breast is (more) lifted up, the woman 
gives birth to sons. She stands at the head of women. A woman 
with the left side breast lifted up, gives birth to a girl who will 
be beautiful and enjoy conjugal bliss. 

60. Breasts resembling a pot in the water-raising wheel 
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indicate evil habits. Breasts with mouths stout and the aide, 
very large are not splendid. If there is space between the breasts, 
it is not beautiful. 

61. If the breasts arc plump at the root and gradually 
become thinner with the tips pointed, they are conducive to 
happiness initially but later they accord misery. 

62. Dark, circular and firm nipples are praiseworthy. If 
they are depressed within, long and lean they are conducive 
to distress.* 

63. With stout clavicles a woman becomes a storehouse 
of grain and wealth. If they are depressed, uneven and loose
boned, the woman becomes poverty-stricken. 

64. The shoulders are splendid if they are unbound, bent 
and neither long nor lean. If they are crooked, stout and 
hairy, they indicate slavery and widowhood. 

65. If the upper part of the shoulders keeps the joint 
hidden and the tips are loose, if the upper portion of the 
shoulders is well knit, it indicates good. If the tips are lifted 
up, the woman shall become a widow; if they are devoid of 
flesh, they cause great misery. 

66. If the armpits are high with fine delicate hairs, if they 
are glossy and fleshy, they are praiseworthy. If they are deep, 
sinewy, with profuse perspiration, they bode no good. 

67. The arms are completely devoid of faults if the bones 
and the joints arc hidden and the arms are hence tender. The 
arms of fawn-eyed women should not be sinewy and hairy. 

68. If the arms are hairy, they indicate widowhood. If 
short, they indicate misfortune. If the sinews are visible in the 
arms, they tend to the distress of women. 

69. If the pair of hands of fawn-eyed women has the shape 
of a lotus-bud and if the thumb and the fingers face each 
other, it indicates enjoyment of much pleasure. 

70. If the palm is red and soft with the centre raised up, 
if it is devoid of holes, it is praiseworthy. It shall have praise
worthy lines. Very few lines indicate splendid glqry. 

71. With the palm having many lines, a woman becomes 
a widow; if the palm has no lines, she becomes destitute and 

• Thirty limbs described-Comm. 
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if the palm is sinewy, she becomes a Bhiquki (female men
dicant). 

72. The back of the hand that is devoid of hairs and 
sinews and that is raised up is praiseworthy. That which is full 
of hairs and sinews and devoid of flesh should be abandoned 
(i.e., not good). 

75. If the lines in the hand of a woman are red, clear, 
deep, glossy, full and circular, they are splendid and they favour 
good fortune. 

74. If the lines form a fish-like figure, the woman enjoys 
conjungal bliss; if a Svastika figure, the woman bestows wealth 
on others; if a lotus-like figure, she becomes wife of a king 
and gives birth to a son destined to be a king. 

75. In the palm of the wife of an emperor, there shall 
be the figure of Nantl1iivarta (a kind of building where rich 
men live) in clockwise form. The figures of conch, umbrella 
and tortoise indicate mothership of a king. 

76-77. Two lines in the form of a balance indicate status 
of the wife of a merchant. The lines in the form of elephant, 
horse, bull, palace or thunderbolt in the left hand, point out 
that the son shall be a Tirthakara (a pilgrim or a writer of 
philosophical treatises-Comm.). If there are lines making 
the figure of a cart or a yoke, she will be the wife of a farmer. 

78-79. If the lines form figures of chowries, goad and bow, 
the woman shall certainly become wife of a king. If a line starts 
from the root of the thumb and goes to the small finger, the 
woman will be murderess of her husband. A sensible man 
should abandon her outright. With the lines forming the fig
ures of a trident, sword, mace, Sakti, spear and war, drum the 
woman shall become famous all over the earth for her renun-
ciation. • 

80. Lines forming the figures of a heron, jackal, frog, 
wolf, scorpion or serpent, donkey, camel and cat on the palm, 
accord misery .to the woman. 

81. A thumb that is straight and round with circular nail 
bestows auspiciousness. 

82. Fingers with excellentjoints, long, round, and gradu
ally tapering are auspicious. 

Flattened, unevenly elevated and depressed and rough fin
gers with hairs on the back are inauspicious. 
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85. Very short, lean, crooked fingen leaving space, in 
between cause sickness. Fingers of women with large join ta are 
conducive to misery. 

84. High, pink-coloured finger-nails with crests are a111-
picious to women. Depre11ed ones, yellow or discoloured ones 
resembling oyster shells accord poverty. 

85. In the nails of wanton-like women, there will be white 
dots. Even men become miserable with such dotted nails. 

86. The back of the hand with bone in the shape of 
bamboo, depressed and sunk beneath, and fleshy too, is aus
picious. If the back of the hand is hairy, the woman certainly 
becomes a widow. 

87. If the back of the hand is bent and depressed and is 
also sinewy, the woman becomes miserable. 

If the back of the neck is straight, fleshy and lifted up, it 
is excellent. 

88. If it is dry, sinewy, hairy, wide and crooked, it is 
inauspicious. A neck that measures four Angulas and that is 
circular and fleshy is excellent. 

89-90. A neck that is marked with three lines and that is 
compact is praiseworthy. The bone shall not be prominently 
visible. A neck without flesh, that is flattened, long and un
evenly elevated does not accord auspiciousness. 

A woman with a stout neck becomes a widow; with a crooked 
neck becomes a servant maid; one with flattened neck is a 
barren woman and one with a short neck does not give birth 
to a son. 

91. A chin measuring two Atigulas is praiseworthy. It shall 
be round, thick and tender. 

That which is very stout, long, hairy and divided into two 
should be abandoned (i.e., that woman is not worthy of mar
riage). 

92. A Hanu (lower part of the lips) adhering to the chin 
and very compact is praiseworthy. It should be without hairs. 
If it is crooked, very stout or lean and short with hain, it is 
not auspicious. 

95. The cheeks of a woman are praiseworthy, if they are 
plump and fleshy, round and raised up. 

One should avoid hairy, rough, depre11ed, fleshless cheeb. 
A woman with such cheeks is not fit for marriage. 
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94. A face fleshy, glossy, fragrant, round and level is praise
worthy. Only blessed people have such face resembling that 
of the father. 

95. The lower lip of a woman becomes endearing to a 
king if it has the colour of a Pliala flower, if it is round and 
glossy and has the central part adorned with lineil. 

96. A lean, suspended, rough and cloven lip indicates 
misfortune. The lip that is dark brown in colour and very stout 
accords widowhood and quarrelsomeness. 

97. The upper lip of a woman if glossy, has its central 
(part) raised a little and free from hairs bestows enjoyment 
of pleasures. 

98. All the thirty-two teeth shall be glossy and have the 
colour of cow's milk. They should be equally set in the upper 
and the lower rows. They should be slightly raised. Such teeth, 
thus, forebode good. 

99. If the teeth are yellow or dark, brown, big, long and 
have two rows, if they are like oyster shells with spaces in 
between, they cause misery and misfortune. 

100. If there are more teeth in the lower row, the woman 
will cat up her mother. If the teeth are hideous, she will be 
bereft of her husband. If there are teeth deficient in number, 
the woman shall become a wanton. 

101. If the tongue is red in colour and soft, the woman 
shall enjoy what is pleasing and delicious. If it is dark, narrow 
in the middle and wide in front, it is conducive to misery. 

102. If the tongue is white, it indicates watery grave; if it 
is black, the woman will be fond of quarrels. If it is fleshy, the 
woman will be poor; if it is hanging down, the woman will cat 
what should not be eaten. 

105. With a wide tongue, the woman becomes one who 
• (habitually) commits mistakes. 

The palate that is glossy and tender, having the lustre of 
a red lotus is praiseworthy. 

104. If the palate is white, it indicates widowhood; if it is 
yellow, the woman will renounce the world and become a 
recluse; if it is black, she will be separated from her children 
and be .distressed; if it is rough and hard, she will have a large 
family. 

105. The Glaat'fi (lower part of the tongue) should be 
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thick at its neck; it shall be perfectly round, very red and 
sharper towards the end. It shoQld not hang down. Then it 
is splendid. If it is very thick an4 black in colour, it accords 
misery. 

106. The smile of splendid-eyed women is praiseworthy 
when the teeth are slightly not visible and slightly the cheeks 
become blown up and the eyes are not closed. 

107. If the nostrils are symmetrical and round and the 
hollow portion is small, then it is splendid. If the tip is thick 
and the nose is lifted up and the middle is depressed it is 
inauspicious. 

108. If the tip (of the nose) is bent and pink in colour, 
it accords widowhood and distress. If it is flattened, the woman 
becomes a slave unto others. If it is very short or very long, 
the woman becomes fond of quarrel. 

109. If the sneeze is long and is repeated twice or thrice 
at the same time, it accords long life. 

The eyes of women are praiseworthy if the extremities are 
red and the pupils are dark in colour. 

110. If a woman has bulging eyes with dark eyelashes, very 
glossy, clear, and coloured like cow's milk, she does not live 
long. A woman with circular eyes shall be a wanton. 

111. A sheep-eyed, buffalo-eyed and squint-eyed woman is 
not good. One with tawny eyes like those of a cow is greedy 
and lustful. She is also ill-behaved. 

112. The conduct of a woman with eyes like those of a 
dove is not good; a red-eyed woman kills her husband. A 
woman with eyes like the hollow in a tree is wicked. A woman 
with eyes like those of an elephant is no good. 

113. A woman blind in the left eye is libidinous and one 
blind in the right eye is barren. A woman with honey-tawny 
eyes enjoys plenty of wealth and grains. 

114. If the eyelashes are well-knit, glossy, dark-coloured 
and subtle, the woman is fortunate. If they are brown-coloured, 
thick and 1,-rie, the woman is worthy of censure.• 

115. If the eyebrows are circular, glossy, dark and not closely 
knit, they are praiseworthy. The hairs should be soft and the 
eyebrows should have the shape of a bow. 

• Sixty limbs covered-Comm. 
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116. They are not praise-worthy, if the hairs are rou1h, 
lar,e, scattered or straight, if they group together or if the 
hairs are long and tawny-coloured. 

117. Long ears with splendid circular curls bestow happi
ness and auspiciousness. Those without curls, th9se that are 
sinewy, crooked and thin are worthy of censure. 

118. The forehead should be three AJ\gulas broad in a 
woman. There should not be sinews or hairs. It should re
semble the crescent moon. It should not be depressed. Such 
a forehead is the cause of good health. 

119. If the lines like Svastika are clear in the forehead, the 
woman will enjoy the prosperity of a kingdom. If the forehead 
is prominent, the woman certainly kills her husband's brother. 

120. If it is hairy and sinewy and very high the woman is 
sickly. 

121. The middle part of the head should be straight. It is 
praiseworthy then. 

The head lifted up is praiseworthy. If a woman has a head 
resembling the forehead of an elephant, it indicates conjugal 
bliss and prosperity as evidenced by her behaviour. 

122. A woman with very big head becomes a widow. One 
with a long head becomes a whore. One with a broad and big 
head becomes the victim of misfortune. 

12!. Hairs having the lustre of a swarm of bees, subtle, 
glossy and tender, curled and bent slightly at the tips are very 
splendid. 

124. Rough hairs, hairs split at the tips, sparesly grown 
hairs, tawny-coloured, light and rough hairs cause misery, pov
erty and bondage*. 

125. A mosquito-like freckle between the eyebrows or on 
the forehead indicates acquisition of a kingdom. Such a freckle 
on the left check, red in colour insures delicious food to the 
woman. 

126-129. A mole or a spot on the bosom is the cause of 
conjugal bliss. 

If there are red moles or spots on the right breast of a 
woman, she gives birth to four girls and three sons. 

• Sixty-six limbs deKribed-Comm. 
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If there is a red mole or spot on the left breast of a woman, 
she gives birth to a son and then becomes a widow. 

If there is a mole on the right side of the private parts of 
a woman she will become wife of a king or she will give birth 
to a son who will become a king. 

A mosquito-like red freckle at the tip of the nose occurs 
only in a queen. 

150. The same, black in colour, occurs in an unchaste 
woman who kills her husband. A mole, freckle or spot beneath 
the navel is auspicious. 

l!H-1!4. A freckle, mole or spot around the ankle causes 
poverty. 

If one of these three occurs on the hand, ear, cheek or neck 
on the left side, it bestows a son in the womb. 

Due to a trident-like mark on the forehead caused by the 
creator himself, a woman shall be the leader of thousands of 
women. 

If a woman in sleep gnashes her teeth noisily, she is not 
praiseworthy even if she has all good features. A woman who 
babbles something in sleep is also like that. 

A clockwise curl on the hand is righteous. An anticlockwise 
one is not splendid. 

1!5. A clockwise curl of hairs round the navel, ear, or 
chest is praised. A clockwise curl to the right of the backbone 
is conducive to happiness. 

1 !6. A clockwise circular curl like that in the navel, in the 
middle of the back, causes increase in long-lived sons. A clock
wise curl can be seen above the vulva of the wife of a king. 

1!7. If the curl resembles a cart, it accords many children 
and happiness. 

If that curl goes up to the tip skirting the private parts, it 
causes death of children. 

1!8. Two clockwise curls on the back skirting the side of 
the belly, are not splendid. With one of them the woman kills 
her husband, with the other she becomes a libidinous wanton. 

1!9. A clockwise curl on the neck is the cause of misery 
and widowhood. The same on the parting of the hair or on 
the forehead should be cautiously avoided. 

140. If there is a curl of hairs, clockwise or anticlockwise, 
in the middle of the back of the neck, the woman will kill the 
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husband within a year. 
141. If there ia one anticlockwise curl on the head or two 

on the left side, the woman will kill the husband within ten 
days. That is to be avoided by sensible persons. 

142. A woman with a curl of hair on the hip becomes a 
whore. A woman with a curl of hair in the navel is very chaste. 
One with a curl on the back becomes the murderess of her 
husband or a prostitute. 

Siantla saitl: 

14!1. A woman of bad conduct is the worst of persons of 
evil characteristics, even if she may possess good marks. 

A chaste woman is one with all good marks, even if she has 
none (on her person). 

144. It is only due to the blessings of Visveia, that one gets 
a wife of excellent characteristics, good manners and conduct 
and one who is under one's control or one who considers her 
husband as her deity. 

145. Those women by whom Suvasinis (women with hus
bands alive) were adorned in the previous birth with various 
ornaments, become beautiful (in this birth). 

146. Those by whom ( their) bodies were destroyed or aban
doned in excellent Tirthas are reborn with excellent marks 
and perfect beauty. 

147. Those by whom the Mother of the worlds was adored, 
become good-conducted women with husbands under control 
like the wife of Mrcja (i.e., Goddess Uma). 

148. To the fawn-eyed women of good conduct, having 
their husbands under their control, heaven and salvation are 
here alone. It is the result of the excellent characteristics. 

149. Young women, through their good conduct and ex
cellent characteristics, make their husbands long-lived and cause 
of delight, even if they were originally destined to be short
lived. 

150. Hence wise people should marry only women of excellent 
characteristics after carefully examining all the characteristics 
at the outset, after rejecting women of evil characteristics. 

151. Characteristics have been described by me for the 
happiness of. householders. 0 Pot-born One, I shall describe 
the various types of marriages also. 
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CHAPTER. THIRTYEIGHT 

TM Claaf'tlamsiia of WOtllffl ( t:onlinwtl) 

Sbnda saitl: 

1. Marriages arc of eight types, viz. ( 1) Brihma, (2) Daiva, 
(5) Arfa, (4) Prijipatya, (5) Asura, (6) Gindharva, (7) Riktasa 
and (8) Paiiica which is said to be the eighth. 

2. A groom is invited and a bride well-adorned is given 
over to him. This is called Brtihfll4. The son born of them 
sanctifies twenty-one generations. 

5. A bride is given to a (ltvik presiding over a Yajiia. It is 
called Daiva. The son born to them redeems fourteen genera
tions. The bride is given over after taking two cows from the 
bridegroom. This is A,.,a. The son born to them redeems six. 
generations. 

4. The bride is given to the seeker after saying •Both of 
you together carry on the performance of pious acts.• This is 
Prtijtipai,a form of marriage. The son born of them sanctifies 
six generations. 

5. These four types of marriage are sacred in the case of 
Brihmaoas. In Asura marriage a bride is bought through money. 
The Gtindharva type is based on mutual love. 

6. Marriage involving forcible kidnapping of the bride is 
called R.tilcJasa. This is censured by good people. Abduction 
of a girl through fraud is called PaUaca. This eighth type of 
marriage is also censured. 

7. Generally speaking, the marriages of the types of 
Gindharva, Asura and Riqasa are in vogue among K4atriyas 
and Vai.syas. The eighth one is the most heinous one. It is 
adopted by sinful persons. 

8. At the time of marriage, a bride of the same caste as 
that of bridegroom should hold the hand ( of the groom). An 
arrow held by the groom is caught by a Ktatriya girl, if the 
groom is not of the same caste. A goad is similarly caught by 
a Vaiiya girl and the tip of the cloth is caught by a Stidra girl. 

9. This injunction regarding couples of different castes 
occurs in the Smrtis and ,is followed durin1 marriages. All the 
couples of the same caste hold the hands. This is the rule. 
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10. Righteous and pious children living upto a hundred 
years are bom of righteous marriages. Unfortunate, poor and 
ahon-lived children are born of unrighteous wedlock. 

11. This is a greatest pious act on the· pan of household-
en that they should indul1e in sexual intercourse on specific 
days after menstruation, or in view of the boon received by 
women, he should approach her whenever desire overpowcn 
(her). 

12. Intercourse during day time very much curtails the 
extent of the life of men. A day of Sriddha and all the Parvan 
days (i.e., new-moon, full-moon, Sankrinti etc.) should be avoided 
by a sensible man. 

15. One who indulges in co-habitation during those days 
due to delusion falls from the highest piety. 

14. A person who approaches his wife only on the spe-
cific days after menstruction and who is attached only to his 
wife, should be known as a perpetual Brahmaciri (celibate) 
and a good householder. 

15. There arc sixteen nights in the menstrual period. 
Four of them are prohibited ones. Of the rest the even ones 
cause the conception of sons and the odd ones that of daugh
ters. 

16. Avoiding a lunar eclipse day, Maghi star and the star 
of which Piipn is the deity, a householder should remain pure 
in mind and enjoy his wife on the days of the stars with masculine 
names (Sravaoa, Hasta, Punarvasu, Mula, Puffl- and Mrgaiirp). 
The woman shall give birth to a pure son who will get all the 
aims of the man fulfilled. 

17. Offer of a pair of cows in the Alla type of marriage 
is not something praiseworthy. Even the least amount of money 
offered to the parents of the bride causes the sin of selling 

• 
the bride. 

18. One who sells his children (i.e., rai,es money by that 
act) will go to the hell Viikrmibhojana. (Penons in this hell 
feed on faeces and worms) for the period of a Kalpa. Hence 
the father should not make use of even the minutest of the 
money of his daughter. 

19. Tho1e kinsmen who make use of the wealth of the 
bride out of delusion, do fall into the hell. So also do their 
ancestors. 
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!O. The delighted Mahilaqmi shall stay along with 

Dinaviri (the foe of demons i.e., Lord Vif9u) in the place 
where woman becomes delighted and satisfied with her hus
band and where husband is satisfied with wife. 

21. The following are the causes of downfall in the family 
( of a Brihma19a): practice of trade, service to the king, not 
teaching the Vedas, omissions in the sacred rites and wrong 
marriage. 

22. A householder should perform everyday the Grhya 
Karmas, the Pailcayajfta rites and the daily cooking work in 
the Vaivihika (pertaining to the marriage rite) fire. 

25. Everyday the householder has to perform five 
Siinikarmas (acts involving violence). The Su.nil or things 
involving violence are: ( 1) Kar~uJani (pounding with wooden 
mortar and pestle), (2) Pe,al)i (use of the grinding stone), (5) 
Culli (oven), (4) Udakurilbha (water pot), and (5) Mirjani 
(act of sweeping with a broom). 

24. The five Yajiias prescribed are the means of eradica
tion of the five Sunis. They are conducive to increase in the 
welfare of the householder. 

25. · The five Yajiias are: ( 1) Brahma,ajna or teaching of 
the Vedas, (2) PitrJajna i.e., the offering of oblation to the 
Pitrs, (5) Daivayajna i.e., Homa, (4) Bhuta,ajna or oblation to 
the spirits and living beings, and (5) Nr,aji&a or worship of 
guests. 

26. A householder with a desire to propitiate the Piq-s 
should perform Sriddha everyday with cooked food, water, 
milk, bulbous roots or fruits. 

27. After honouring duly a deserving mendicant by giv
ing him alms in accordance with the injunctions, one gets the 
benefit resulting from the gift of cows. 

28. Offering cast into fire kindled with penance, learn
ing and sacrificial twigs, redeems one from clusters of ob
stacles and the ocean of sins very difficult to cross. 

29. If a guest not duly honoured goes away disappointed, 
the householder instandy comes out of, i.e. loses, all his merits 
accumulated ever since his birth. 

50. To the satisfaction of a guest, these should be of
fered: consoling words, ground for resting down, grass and 
water. 
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51. A householder regularly eating another man's cooked 
food shall become a pet animal of that man after death, because 
the man who makes gift of cooked food takes away the Sn,as 
(everything that is good) of one who nourishes himself on 
another man's food. 

52. A guest who visits in the evening, at the time of sunset, 
should be assiduously honoured. If he goes away elsewhere on 
not being duly honoured, he transfers to him (the house
holder) much of his sins and demerits. 

55. One who partakes of the food remaining after the 
guest has been fed, enjoys longevity and wealth. A householder 
who eats discarding a guest, becomes a sinner. 

34. One who arrives at the conclusion of the Vaisvadeva 
rite or at sunset, is said to be ( the true) guest and not one 
who comes before time or one who has been seen before. 

35. When a BrihmaQa householder holds the vessel of 
oblation, if another guest arrives, that oblation need not be 
given. He should offer cooked rice in accordance with his 
capacity. 

56. Small boys, married women staying in their house-
hold, pregnant women, and persons acutely sick are to be fed 
even before guests. There is nothing to hesitate in this matter. 

37. A householder consumes Amrta (nectar) if he takes 
food after feeding Pitrs, Devas and human beings. One who 
cooks merely for oneself incurs sins. He fills his own belly. 

58. A householder himself should perform the midday 
Vaisvadeva. His wife should offer the evening oblation with 
ready-cooked food without uttering the Mantras. 

39. In a householder's life, this is called Sayantana Vaisvad,va. 
In this manner Vaisvadeva should be performed both in the 
morning and in the evening assiduously. 

40. All those Brihma!}as should be' known as Sudras, even 
if they have learned the Vedas, if they are devoid ofVaisvadeva 
and do not practise hospitality. 

41. Those base BrihmaQas who take food without per-
forming Vaisvadeva rite, will become deprived of food in this 
world. Then they are reborn as crows. 

42. A househ(\lder should always perform his duty as laid 
down in the Vedas. If he assiduously performs them as his 
capacity allows, he shall attain the greatest goal of the good. 
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49. In oil, sin residn during the sixth and eighth lunar 

days (i.e., no oil should be used on these days). In flesh (meat) 
it resides always. In the vulva and the razor, it resides on the 
fourteenth and fifteenth days (i.e .• on these days one should 
not shave oneself or indulge in sexual intercourse). 

44. One should not see the Sun as he rises or as he sets, 
when he blazes in the middle of the sky, when he is eclipsed 
or when he is reflected in water. 

45. One should not look at one's own reflection (in the 
mirror etc.) frequendy; one shall not run quickly when it 
rains; one should not transgress the rope with which a calf ia 
tethered; one should not enter water in nude state. 

46-47. While passing by these, one should go clockwise: a 
temple, a Brihmaoa, a cow, honey, ghee, Gopicandana etc .• 
the eldest in the community, an old man, learned men, a sage, 
a holy fig tree, a tree that is usually worshipped, the preceptor, 
a pot full of water, cooked food, curd and white mustard. 

48. One should not indulge in love-play with a woman 
in her monthly course; one should not take food in the com
pany of one's own wife; one should not take food wearing a 
single cloth nor should one be seated in an excessively el
evated seat etc. while taking food. 

49. An excellent Brihmaoa desirous of brilliance should 
not watch a woman (wife) taking food. One should not eat 
cooked food (from new harvest) without propitiating Pitrs or 
Devas. 

50-54. One who is desirous of long life should not eat sweets 
and meat. One should not pass urine near a cowpen, or on 
an anthill or on ash, nor in pits where there are living beings. 
One should not pass urine walking or standing. 

One shall neither pass urine nor evacuate the bowel& facing 
cows, Brihmaoas, the sun, wind, fire, the moon, stars, water 
or elderly penons. 

One should be silent when passing urine or evacuating the 
bowell .. The head should be covered with a cloth. The ground 
should be covered with clods of earth, twigs, leaves, grass etc. 

During night in a shady place or f?J'k comer, during day 
IJhen there is panic ~r danger to life, one should face and sit 
u ii convenient to one and evacuate the bowels. 

One should not blow against a fire. One should not stare 
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at a naked women. 
55. One should not warm the feet over fire nor cast impure 

things into it. One should not injure living beings. One should 
not take food during dawn or dusk. 

56. One should not sleep during dusk nor should keep 
the head towards the west or north. One desirous of living for 
a long time should not spit, pass urine or evacuate the bowels, 
into waters. 

57. One should not make a mention of suckling cow; one 
should not point out the rainbow; one should not sleep any
where alone; one should not waken (an elderly person) 
lying down. 

58. One should not travel along the road alone; one should 
not drink water with joined palms. One should not eat oil cake 
etc. after the essence has been taken out during day time; one 
should not eat curd during night. 

59. One should not be in convenation with a woman in 
her monthly course; one should not eat till complete satisfac
tion (i.e., bellyful) during nights; one should not be too fond 
of music and musical instruments; one should not get the feet 
washed in a bell-metal vessel. 

60. If a man devoid of wisdom partakes of a Sriddha, he 
does not gain the benefit; the partaker shall become a sinner. 

61. One should not wear the cloth worn by othen or 
their shoes; one should not sit in a place destroyed by fire. 

6!. One desirous of living for a long time should avoid 
riding on cows (bulls), the smoke from (a buring) dead body, 
crossing a river by swimming, the morning sunshine and sleeping 
during day time. 

65. Mter taking bath, one should not scrub the body 
with the hand or the cloth worn at the time of taking bath; 
one should not unloose the tuft (of hair) on the path; one 
should not shake the hand or the hands; one should not drag 
a seat by means of the foot. 

64. One should never pare or uproot hair or nail with 
one'• teeth. One should avoid cuttiiig of the nails, or grass 
with one'• nails. 

65. One should auiduoualy avoid that activity which is 
not conducive to au1piciousne11 whether to one's own house 
or another's. One should not enter otherwise than through 
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the regular door. 
66. One should not play with dice; one should not sit 

together with sick persons or with violaters of piety; one should 
not lie down anywhere naked; no householder should take 
food on the palm of the hand. 

67. If one takes food after washing the hands and feet 
and rinsing the mouth, one shall live for a long time; one 
should not go to sleep with wet feet; one shall not go any
where in an Ucchi,la state (i.e., without washing, after taking 
food). 

68. No Brihmal}.a should take food, drink any beverage 
or perform Japa while lying on bed; one should not perform 
Aeaffltlna rite with shoes on, nor should one drink water flow
ing in currents. 

69. No one desirous of welfare should eat in evening 
edibles made of gingelly seeds. One should not look at faeces 
or urine; no one should touch the head in an Ucchi,la state. 

70. One should not step on husks, burning coal, ash, 
hair or potsherd. Association with fallen people is conducive 
only to downfall. 

71. A Brihmana should not at all recite a Vcdic Mantra 
to a Siidra. (If it is re~ited) the Brihmai,a loses his Brahmai,ahood 
and the Siidra loses his piety. 

72. If a Sudra begins imparting instruction in righteous
ness, it acts contrary to his own welfare. Serving the twice-born 
is considered as the greatest duty of Siidras. 

75. Scratching the head with both the hands is not con
sidered auspicious; so also is the beating ( the breast while) 
lamenting as well as plucking the hairs. 

74. Accepting monetary gifts from a greedy king not fol
lowing the injunctions of the sacred scriptures, a Brihmal}.a 
falls into hell along with the members of his family up to 
twenty-one generations. 

75. Anadh1iiya (prohibition ofVedic study) has been pro
claimed when there is untimely thunder, when there is a dust 
storm, during rainy season, when there is a loud report of 
violent gust of wind, and during nights. 

76. When there occun fall of meteors, earthquake, pre
ternatural red glow in the horizons, at dead of night, during 
dusk and dawn, in the vicinity of a Siidra or an irreligious 
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person, impurity due to birth and death to a king and during 
eclipse (there shall be no Vedic study). 

77-79. During the new moon, the Attakas (7th, 8th, and 9th, 
lunar days), Caturdasi (14th lunar day), after having partaken 
of Sriddha, during the first lunar day, during the full-moon, 
when an elephant or camel crosses the path, when asses, camels 
or jackals cry, when they make noise together, U pikarama 
day, Utsarga day, while taking a voyage in a boat or raft in 
water, after learning the A.ra.J}yaka and on hearing the sound 
of an arrow or Simao hymn (and piteous cry-Comm.)-in 
the course of these Anadhyaya days a Brihmai:ia should never 
study the Vedas. 

80. A Brihmai:ia should not study the Vedas when there 
are disturbances created by frogs, mice, dogs, serpents and 
ichneumons. A householder shall remain celibate (i.e., avoid 
sex) on eighth, fourteenth and fifteenth lunar days. 

81. Approaching another man's wife affects longevity. Hence 
it should be abstained at all costs. So also doing service to 
enemies. 

82. One should not under-estimate oneself when the early 
fortunes leave one, because neither prosperity nor learning 
can be difficult of acquiring to those who always endeavour. 

83. 0 Pot-born Sage, one should speak the truth; one 
should speak pleasing words but should not speak the truth 
if it is unpleasant. One should never speak agreeable untruths. 
This is the Dharma. 

84. One should always speak auspicious things; one should 
always think about auspicious things; here in this world, one 
should always associate with auspicious ones and not with 
inauspicious ones. 

85. An intelligent man should never offend those defi
cient in physical charm, wealth and' nobility of birth. A man 
physically defiled, should not stare at the moon, the sun or 
luminaries. 

86. One should control and avoid impetuosity of words, 
harshness of the tongue and agitation of the mind. One should 
keep off from a long distance the wealth acquired through 
bribery, gaming, carrying messages or extortion. 

87. One should never touch a cow, a Brihmai:ia and fire 
with hands unwashed after eating, unless one is ill. One should 
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never touch one's sense-organs without any adequate reason. 
88. One becomes impure by touching the hairs of the 

private parts, waste water with which feet are washed, urine, 
(the remnant of) food and water eaten or drunk by another 
person. 

89. One should cast away to a long distance spittings and 
phlegm. 

By muttering (reciting) the Vedas day and night and by 
repeating Vedic passages day and night and by resorting to 
rules of cleanliness and good habit and through an intellect 
that is never harmful to others, a Brihma.J)a shall be able to 
remember the previous birth. 

90. One should promptly make obeisance to old men 
and give up one's own seat for their sake. He should keep the 
neck (Comm.) bent down. He should thus follow them. 

91. One should never speak disparagingly of Srutis, 
Brihma.J)as, Devas, kings, saints, ascetics, and chaste women. 

92. One should not eulogize human beings. One should 
not under-value oneself; one should not discard what is given 
unsolicited ( M' one should not drive away a person who is 
ready to exert himself) nor should one utter words divulging 
the secrets of others. 

9S. A person may prosper in the beginning through impiety 
and may even conquer enemies. But after gaining welfare all
round, he will perish along with his family. 

94. One should take bath in a pond etc. dug by others 
after taking out (at least) five lumps of clay therefrom. If he 
does not do so, he shall have to incur a fourth of the sins of 
the person who has dug it up. 

95. After obtaining a deserving person if any amount of 
wealth is given away with great faith, with due care for the 
place, time and the injunctions, that (good act) will be con
ducive to infinite benefit. 

96. A person who gifts away plots of land shall become 
an emperor; persons who gift away cooked food ~ill be happy 
everywhere; a donor of water will be always satisfied; and one 
who gifts away silv~r shall become handsome. 

97" One who gifts away lamps shall become clear-viaioned; 
one who presents cows (as dtina) attains the world of Aryaman; 
a person who makes gift of gold shall be long-lived; and one 
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who makes a gift of gingelly seeds shall have gc~d progeny. 
98. One who offers houses as a gift become, the owner 

of a very lofty mansion; one who makes a gift of garments 
attains the lunar world; one who makes a gift of horse• gets 
divine vehicles; and one who give, away, as dtina, ~ulls be
comes prosperous. 

99. "- person who offers a palanquin (as a gift) gets a 
good wife; a person who n,akes a gift of excellent bedsteads 
becomes prosperous always with plenty of grain; and a person 
offering freedom from fear becomes a lord. 

100. A person who makes a gift of Brahma (i.e., Veda) is 
one who performs a sacrifice, the goal of which is Brahma's 
world; a person who makes the gift of Brahma is considesed 
one who donates everything. A person who finds out some 
means of handing over (imparting) Brahma is also one like 
him. 

101. He who receives gifts with faith and he who gives 
away with faith, both of them will get heaven. (But) if bereft 
of faith, one falls very low. 

102. Yajiia perishes due to falsehood; the power of penance 
perishes due to arrogance. Munificence in gifts perishes due 
to self-glorification about the same; span of life becomes reduced 
by slandering a Brihmar.ia. 

1 OS. All these things offered to one without being requested 
should be accepted even from a base person: scents, flowers, 
Kusa.-grass, bed, greens, meat, milk, curd, jewels, fish, house, 
and .. grain. 

104. Honey, water, fruit, root, fuel, freedom from fear, 
monetary gi(ts-all these things offered unsolicited should be 
accepted even from a lowly one. 

105. Sen,ants, barben, cowherds, family friends, Ardhasirins 
(ploughmen receiving half the crops for their labour)-all 
these belonging to the caste of Siidras can be fed with cooked 
food. So also one who dedicates himself (a devotee). 

106. A householder should get himself freed from 
indebtedness to the Devas, sages and Pitrs in this manner. 
Thereafter, he should entrust his sons with everything connected 
with the house and himself be indifferent to them. 

107. Or he should pursue knowledge in the house itself; 
or resort to Kiii. Salvation is through perfect knowledge or 
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in the shrine of Viiveia. 
108. Whence can a person gain perfect knowledge in a 

single life? In Viril)asi liberation is assured only through the 
renunciation of the body there. 

109. The body is sure to go away quickly today, or tomor
row or the day after or after more than a hundred years. If 
that happens in Kasi, the man becomes immortal. 

110. Viril)asi can be obtained always by one who strictly 
follows rules of good conduct. Hence a learned man should 
never transgress injunctions regarding good conduct. 

111. On hearing this, Agastya said to the Six-faced Lord 
again: "Tell about Kisi further, which one gets through good 
conduct. 

112. 0 Skanda, what are those Lingas which bestow per
fect knowledge at Kisi. Describe this to me as I ask. 

113. Without Kisi I have no pleasure. With Kisi I have no 
other things of interest. 0 Six-faced Lord, I am a puppet painted 
in picture without Kasi. 

114. I do not sleep. I am not keeping awake. I do not eat. 
I do not drink water. I drink the two-lettered nectar alone, 
named Kasi." 

115. On hearing these words uttered by Agastya, Skanda 
began to narrate the greatness of Kasi (Avimukta). 
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CHAPTER THIRTYNINE 

Manifestation of the Lord of Avi,nukta• 

Skantla said: 

451 

1. Listen, 0 glorious Agastya, to the sin-destroying nar
rative pertaining to Avimukta. It is the means of attaining the 
glory of permanent salvation and welfare. 

2-3. The Supreme Brahman that has been revealed in the 
Vedas, which is devoid of Prapaiica, indeterminate, has no 
diversity or fixed shape, is unmanifest and has both gross and 
subtle forms, has permeated this whole region, though it is 
omnipresent. 

What else is there anywhere (beyond and outside it)? This 
is capable of liberating beings from bondage to the transmi-• 
gratory world. 

4-9. Listen to how Bhava (Lord Siva) liberates (beings) 
here itself. 

Siva may liberate (beings) elsewhere with the help of great 
Yogic practice, great gifts made without any ulterior desire 
or by means of great austerities. 

But in the process of liberation in the Kasi shrine, Siva does 
not seek the assistance of great Yogic practice, great liberal 
gifts, nor of long continuance of austerities. That is because 
he does not dissociates himself from Kasi even during the 
greatest of calamities. 

This alone is the great Yoga. There is another thing utilized 
here. The flower, fruit, leaf and water regularly offered unto 
the Lord of the Visva with a good mental attitude, is the greatest 
of gifts, in this connection. , 

After taking bath in the nectar-like waters of Ganga, if the 

*Laqmidhara, on the authority of the Linp, Pura~. locates Avimukteivara 
just to the north of Jninavipi, precisely where the mosque stands today and 
where Visveivara was previously located. Puri1;1as and modem tradition in 
Vir19u, regard Avimuktdvara as the Gun& of Viiveivara, whom the latter 
worshipped. 'Today, ho\Vever, a trace of that Linga-an ancient fra,ment of 
stone hidden amidst three Muslim graves on the north side of Ji\inavlpi, is 
there. On Mqha Sivaritri day, some flowers are sprinkled on it. Recently a 
Unga "A\'imukteiftra' bas been established to the south-east corner of the 
present V"dvanitha Temple•. (BCL, pp. 150-131) 
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devotee sits for a while steadily in the Muktimao4apiki ('the 
pavilion of salvation'), this alone is the most excellent penance. 

Mter duly honouring a Bhiqu (mendicant, recluse) in Kiii, 
if alms are given to him, it is a great meritorious act. TulaJlu"'la 
(the gift of anything weighing as much as the donor-devotee) 
does not deserve even the sixteenth part of this. 

10. If one closes one's eyes for a moment after thinking 
about Viiveia in his heart on the right side of the Lord, this 
is most excellent Mahiyoga. 

11. This alone is the fiercest penance if one subdues the 
fickleness of the sense-organs and disregards utterly hunger 
and thirst and stays in Kifi. 

12. If one takes food only at night on the fourteenth lunar 
day here, one obtains the benefit that one obtains elsewhere 
by performing Ctintlra,a,a Vmta every month. 

IS. If one observes a single Upavasa (fast) with great faith 
at Kis1, one certainly gets the benefit of a month .. Iong fast 
elsewhere. 

14. Undoubtedly, by means of the fast on the eleventh 
lunar day at Kiii one gets the great benefit mentioned as the 
result of Catunnas,a Vrata elsewhere. 

15. By performing fast on the Sivaritri day at Kasi, one 
certainly gets the benefit through the avoidance of cooked 
food for six months elsewhere. 

16. 0 sage, if one observes fast for three days at Kiii one 
gets entirely the benefit an obse:rver of holy vows gets by observing 
fasts for a year. 

17. By drinking the water (of Gangi) flowing in the north
ern direction at Kiif, even if it be a mouthful, one obtains the 
benefit one gets elsewhere by drinking the water from the tips 
of Kuia every month. 

18. Who is competent enough to describe the unlimited 
greatness of Kiii where Siva whispers (a Mantra) into the ears 
of a creature about to die there? 

19. Into the ear of the living being about to die, Sambhu 
whispers that syllable on hearing which even the dead one 
becomes immortal. 

20. Having gone to Mandara, Lord Sankara frequently 
temembered the city of the enemy of Cupid, like you and 
yearned much to regain it and grieved over it. 
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.,,,. said: 

21. I was compelled to leave the city of Kill, 0 Lord, by 
the terrible Devas clever in achieving their own ends. Where
fore did Lord Hara leave it? 

22. Is the Lord of Devas, wielding the Pinika bow, depen
dent upon others like me? Why did he leave Kisiki, the heap 
of jewels of salvation? 

Slcantla saitl: 

25. 0 sage born of Mitra and Varu~a. I shall narrate the 
story how at the importunity of Brahma, Sth~u abandoned Kifi. 

24. 0 sage, just as you were requested by the Devas for the 
sake of helping others, so also Rudra who is competent to 
protect his people was requested by Brahma. 

Agasi,a said: 

25. 0 Six-faced One, how did Lord Rudra, the ocean of 
mercy, come to be requested by Druhi~a (Brahma)? What for 
was he requested? Tell me. 

Slianda saitl: 

26. Formerly, in Sviyarilbhuva Manvantara, at the time of 
Padma Kalpa (when the world was conceived and created in 
the navel lotus of Lord V1'1)u), 0 BrihmaQa, there was a drought 
that shook all the worlds and living beings. 

27-28. This drought lasted sixty years. All the living beings 
were tormented by it. People took the way of life of sages, 
consuming fruits, roots etc., some staying near seashores, some 
staying near water-sheds on mountains and some staying in 
deep mountain gorges. The whole earth turned into wilder
ness without villages and Kharoa,as (i.e., where villages and 
towns are settled at the foot of and on mountains). 

29. There were only flesh-eaters in all the towns and cities. 
In the entire world, there were lofty trees licking the clouds 
(but were dry-Com•.). 

50. Thieves were robbed by more powerful thieves here 
and there. All living beings saved their lives by sustaining 
themselves on meat. 
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31. When there was anarchy and chaos all over the world 
indicating great calamity, the endeavour at creation of the 
Creator became futile. 

!2. Due to the destruction of the created beings, the Cre
ator of the universe (i.e., Brahma) was greatly worried. When 
the population became depleted, Yajfia and other rites got 
reduced. 

SS-39. When the rites were not in vogue, all the Yajiiabhuks 
(Devas) became deficient in strength. Creator Brahma became 
worried and began to ponder. Then he saw the excellent saintly 
king, the destroyer of enemies' cities, well-known by the name 
Ripuiijaya. With all sense-organs s~eady, he was performing 
penance in the great religious spot Avimukta. He was a scion 
of the family of Manu and seemed like the rising spirit of the 
~atriyas. Then God Brahma came to him and said with great 
respect, "O King Ripuiijaya of great intellect, you are the protector 
of the earth. Protect the earth al0ng with the oceans, moun
tains and forests. 

Vasuki, the king of serpents, will give you as wife, the Niga 
girl named Ana.rigamohini whose ornaments are virtue and 
decency. 

0 great king, being satisfied with the way in which you 
govern the subjects, the Devas of heaven (Divo Deval_,.) will give 
( dasyanti) you every now and then jewels and flowers. 

Hence you will get the well-known epithet Divodasa. 0 king, 
may you be endowed with divine power by my power." 

40. On hearing the word~ of Brahma, the excellent king 
eulogized him in diverse way~ and spoke these words: 

The King said: 

41. 0 Grandfather of grt tt intellect, the whole surface of 
the earth is full of people. 1-Iow is it that the other kings are 
not asked? Why do you ask me alone? 

Brahma said: 

42. When you justly govern the kingdom, the Lord will 
cause (adequate) rainfall. When a king becomes a sinner and 
indulges in vices, the Lord does not shower any rain. 
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The King saitl: 

4S. 0 Grandfather worthy of great esteem, you are capable 
of creating the three worlds. With my head bowed down, I 
receive your behest as a great favour from you. 

44. I am desirous of submitting something. If you kindly 
do it for my sake, I shall govern the kingdom of the earth 
without a rival. 

Brahma said: 

45. Out with it without delay, 0 king; regard it as carried 
out. Speak out what is in your mind, 0 king of powerful arms. 
There is nothing which cannot be given to you. 

Th, King said: 

46 If I am to be the lord of the earth, 0 Grandfather of 
all the worlds, let the Devas who are called Divi,ads ('resi
dents of heaven') stay in heaven and not on the earth. 

47. With the Devas staying in heaven and I remaining on 
the earth, the subjects will get happiness as the kingdom will 
be without rivals. 

48-49. On being told "Let it be so" by the Creator of the 
world, Divodisa announced with beating of wardrum: "Let the 
Devas proceed to heaven. Let not the Serpents come here. Let 
the men be peaceful and calm. Even as I govern the earth, let 
the Suras remain in their own places." 

50. In the meantime, even as Brahma bowed down to Visvesa 
and was about to submit something, the Lord said to him: 

51-52a. "O Lord of the worlds, do come. The Mountain 
named Mandara has come here from.Kusadvipa. He is per
forming a very difficult penance. We both shall go to grant 
a boon to him who has been performing penance for a long time." 

52b-5S. After saying this, the Lord of Pirvati got on to his 
bull and went to the place where Mandara was. He was accom
panied by Nandi and Bhrngi. The Bull-emblemed Lord, the 
god of Deva• who was pleased within himself said thus: 

54a. "Get up, Oh, get up, 0 excellent Mountain; welfare 
unto you. Speak out the boon you choose." 

54b-59. On hearing (the words of) Mahesina, the three-
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eyed lord of the Devaa, the Mountain bowed down on the 
IJ'Ound many times and submitted: •o Sambhu, 0 sole store
house of mercy unto those who bow down, 0 lord ass1uming 
various bodies playfully, though you are omniscient, how is it 
that yoµ do not know my desire. 0 saviour of those who seek 
refuge in you, 0 lord conversant with all the events, 0 delighter 
of the hearts of everyone, 0 omnipresent Sarva, 0 creator of 
everything! If a boon is to be given to me, a stone by nature, 
who am a suppliant and am highly pitiable, 0 lord, 0 anni
hilator of the distress of those who bow down, I then desire 
to have parity with Avimukta Kfetra. Accompanied by Umi, 0 
Lord, be pleased to stay on my head along with all your attendanta 
and proceed to Kuiadvipa. This is the boon I seek.• 

60. When Sambhu, the bestower of everything to every
one tarried while pondering over (the grant of the boon), 
God Brahmi keeping his palms to his head out of reverence, 
came forward. Bowing down, he submitted to Sambhu: 

BrahtN saitl: 

61. 0 Viivesa, 0 Lord of the worlds, I have been engaged 
by your lordship who were pleased, (with the task) to create 
the four kinds of living beings. 

62. With your permission I accomplished that task of creation 
with ll'eat effort. But due to the drought lasting over a period 
of sixty years, all the subjecta of the earth perished. 

65-64. There was a great chaos and anarchy. The universe 
experienced miserable plight. Thereupon, the saintly king named 
Ripui\jaya, born of the race of Manu, was crowned by me as 
the king to govern the subjects. That king of great penance 
and supreme power put forth a condition. 

65. "If all the heaven-dwellers stay in heaven at your bid
ding and all the Serpents in the region of the Nigas, then I 
shall rule the kingdom.• 

66. I too said "Let it be so." Let my words be made truth
ful. Thus, 0 storehouse of mercy, a boon too can be granted 
to Mandara. 

67 .. 73_ Let that king have this desire fulfilled in order to 
protect the subjects. 

After all, my suzerainty is only for two Ghapltia (of your 
reckoning). The same is the case with kta,kratu (lndra). Where 
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do the men come under this reckoning since they wink (exist) 
but half a moment ( of mine)? 

Lord Hara who considered that Mandara was free from 
impurities and had beautiful caves, consented to it, thereby 
upholding the dignity of Brahmi. · 

Just as Kifi b~atows salvation always in the JadlbiidYipa, ao 
also for a long time that Mandara in Kuiadvipa alao became 
the bestower of salvation. 

When the Lord was about to go to Mandara having divene 
wonderful caves, he had established without the knowledge of 
Brahmi, his own Linga that constitutes one of his cosmic bodies 
in order to bestow all Sidtllw on those who instal, to give the 
glory of salvation to all the creatures that die and to protect 
the shrine of all who steadfastly stay here. 

This pilgrimage centre was not entirely abandoned by the 
Pinika-bearing Lord who had repaired to the Mandara Mountain. 
He had not abandoned it in the form of the Linp. Hence it 
is remembered as AviatMta. 

74. This holy spot was glorified by the name An11ntlavana 
formerly. But since this time it became well-known over the 
world by the name Avi•uita. 

75. The name Avimulta was of both the holy spot as well 
as of the Liliga. By attaining these two, no one enten the 
womb again. 

76. By visiting Avimukteivara Linp in the holy spot of 
Avimukta, one shall certainly be liberated from all bondages 
of Karma. 

77. All adore Viiveia. Viiveia, the creator of the universe, 
worships Avimukteivara Linga that bestows salvation and worldly 
enjoymenL • 

78. Before this, no Unga of anyone was installed anywhere 
by anyone. Nor did anyone know what the sl111pe of a Lil\ga 
was. 

79. Brahmi, Acyuta and others as well as the sages includ
ing Vasinha installed Linps after seeing the shape and form 
of Avimukta. 

80. The great Avimukteivara is proclaimed as the primor
dial Linga. It was only afterwards that other Liiigas came into 
existence in the world. 
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81. Even by hearing the name of Avimuktesa a mortal 
being becomes instantly rid of all sins acquired throughout 
the life. In this matter no reflection or pondering is necessary. 

82. From far away if one just remembers the Liliga 
Avimuktesvara, he becomes instantly rid of the sins committed 
in two births. 

8!. By visiting Avimukta (Liliga) in the great holy spot 
Avimukta, one sheds off the sins of three births and becomes 
meritorious. 

84. By touching Lord Avimuktesa, the sin committed in 
five births due to ignorance or the swerving from perfect 
knowledge, perishes, not otherwise. 

85. By adoring the great Avimuktesvara Liliga a man becomes 
blessed and contented. Thereafter he shall not take birth again. 

86. One who eulogizes, bows down to and adores 
Avimukteivara in the holy spot of Avimukta in accordance 
with his i~tellect and capacity, himself is eulogized, bowed to 
and adored. 

87. This Linga is one without beginning. It is adored by 
Viivesa himself. This Avimuktesvara Linga in KiSJ should be 
assiduously resorted to for the purpose of salvation. 

88. There are many Lhigas in the holy shrines (elsewhere). 
They come (here) on the fourteenth day in the dark half of 
the month of Magha. 

89. If one keeps awake in the presence of Avimuktesa on 
the fourteenth day in the dark half of Migha, one attains the 
goal of a Yogin who is devoid of sleep perpetually. 

90. The Liligas of different shrines that bestow all the four 
aims of human life serve Avimuktesa on the fourteenth day in 
the dark half of Magha. 

91. If a man holds the Vajra (thunderbolt) of devotion to 
Avimukta Linga, why should he be afraid of the mountain of 
sins committed by him. He should be, bold and self-possessed. 

92. Where is the great Linga Avimukta from which the 
four aims ·of human life come up? Where is the mountain of 
sins which is insignificant and which perishes the moment it 
ii conceived? 

93. They are deluded ones by whom the excellent Liliga 
Avimukta has not been seen in the great holy spot Avimukta 
presided over by Visvesa. 
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94. On seein1 from afar a penon who hu visited Avimukta, 
Yama, the bearer of a baton, joins his palms in reverence and 
makes obeisance to him. 

95. (D,jediw vme) Blessed is that eye wherewith Avimukta 
hu been seen. Blessed are those hands that touch Avimuktesvara. 

96. If one keeps himself pure and regularly performs Japa 
three times everyday, he shall obtain the benefit of one who 
dies in Xiii though he may have actually died in a far-off 
place. 

97. Mter seeing the great Avimukteivara Linga one may 
go to another village (for some purpose). He shall fulfil his 
purpose quickly and return home safe and sound. 

CHAPTER FORTY 

Duties of a Hous,holdn 

Slianda said: 

1. The greatness of Avimukteia has been described by 
me to you. What are you desirous of hearing further? I shall 
narrate it now. 

Agas"a said: 

2. On repeatedly listening to the greatness of Avimuktesa 
my cars have become excellent. Yet I do not feel satiated. 

S. Recount to me, 0 $a1.1mukha, how one will attain these 
two: Avimuktesvara Liliga and the hol)\ place Avimuktaka. 

Slianda said: 

4. Listen, 0 Pot-born One of great intelligence, I shall 
tell you how the attainment of Avimukta, the bestower of eter
nal bliss is possible. 

5. A desired object is obtained through the power of 
meritorious acts. That meritoriousness shall be obtained by 
resorting to the Vedic path, 0 Brihm89a. 
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6. Kali and Kala are ready to strike, on aeein1 a loophole. 

0 sage, they perish at the very contact of a penon who reiOrta 
to the Vedic path. 

7. In one doing what is prohibited and not doin1 what 
is prescribed, Kali and Kila see a loophole and strike. down 
that Brihm~a. 

8. Hence I shall tell you what things are prohibited. By 
avoiding them from afar, a man can prevent his fall in hell. 

9. Onion, shit-thriving pigs, Selu, garlic, carrot, Gopiyiita 
(milk of a cow before the lapse of ten days from calving), 
TaJ}4uliya (a grain growing in faecal rubbish) and mushroom1-
all these are to be avoided. 

10. One shall avoid Vnsicanas (greens etc. growing even 
after being cut), exudations from trees, puddings, pies, fried 
Sqkuli and meat never consecrated to deities or Manes and 
the milk of a cow without a calf. 

11. The milk of Elca.iapha (animals having no cloven hoofs), 
camel and sheep is to be avoided. One should not eat curds 
during the night nor butter during the day. 

12. The following should not be eaten: birds like Tin,ibha, 
sparrow, swan, ruddygoose, stork and all flesh-eating birds, 
Sirasa, crane, cock and parrot. 

15. One should not eat Jilapida-swans, Khaiijariiaa and 
those birds which sink down into the water and eat fishes. One 
who eats fish is no better than a flesh-eater. So one should 
avoid fishes in every respect. 

14. Fishes like Pithina and Rohita have been recommended 
for HaVJa (food of gods) and Kav,a (food of Manes). They 
can be taken in by regular meat-eaters. They can eat rabbit, 
porcupine and tortoise. 

15. Svivit (porcupine) and Godhi (alligator) are good; so 
also all well-known animals and birds. Meat should be avoided 
assiduously by those who wish for longevity and heavenly bliss. 

16. Killing of animals for the sake of Yaji\a is conducive 
to heavenly bliu. Not the other one. One should abandon all 
1tale thinp utterly devoid of oilineu or ghee. 

17. One who cats meat when threatened with danger to 
life, during Yaj6a, in Sriddha, as a medicine, for pleuing a 
Brihmaoa without being over-tempted, cannot be blamed. 

18. One who desires hunting as a means of sustenance 
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does not incur such a sin after death, as one who eata flesh 
after being over-tempted. 

19. Animals, trees, deer and herbs have been created by 
Brahma for the sake of Yajiias. A Brihma9a who kill, them is 
really Ahimsaka (non-killer). They too will attain splendid goal 
( after death). · 

20. Causing injury for the sake of Piq-s, Devas and Yaj:ilas 
and also for Madhuparlr.a is no injury. Injury in other cases 
cannot be overcome (i.e., is a sin without remedy). 

21. He who kills animals for self-nourishment is weak in 
knowledge and of evil conduct. He will never have happiness 
here or hereafter. 

22. Himsalcas (perpetrators of violence) are of eight kinds: 
(1) one who eats flesh, (2) one who permits it, (5) one who 
prepares it, (4) the buyer, (5) the seller, (6) the actual killer, 
(7) one who make a present of it, and (8) one who persuades 
others to kill. 

23. A person may perform yearly horse-sacrifices for a hundred 
years. Another person may abstain from eating meat. Of these 
two, the latter is superior. 

24. Another man should be seen in the same way as oneself 
by one who wishes for happiness. Happiness and misery are 
equally present in oneself and in others. 

25. If happiness or the other one (to the contrary), is 
caused unto others, it will recoil on oneself afterwards. 

26. Without pains or exertions money cannot be earned. 
How can one carry out holy rites without money? How can one 
have piety without holy rites? How can one get happiness without 
piety? 

27. Happiness is desirable by all. That originates from Dhanna. 
Hence Dharma should be performed ~ssiduously by persons 
of all the four castes. 

28. All rites for benefits in the other world should be 
performed by means of wealth acquired by legitimate means. 
Religious gifts must be duly made with devotion and faith to 
deserving persons at the proper time. 

29. If one makes a gift to an undeserving person and does 
not follow the relevant injunction in this regard, then not only 
that (merit accruing from the) gift vanishes but also does his 
remaining Pu9ya (merit). 
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50. What is given to relieve distress, to sustain the family 
and to repay debts, becomes AA,a,a (having everlasting benefit) 
both here and hereafter. 

!JI. If one consecrates an orphan through Mauiiji, Pil:ligraha 
etc. (investing with sacred thread, celebrating the marriage 
etc.) by spending one's own money, his Puf)1a is infinite indeed. 

!J2. Neither through Agnihotra nor through Agni,ioma and 
other Makhas (sacrifices) can that merit be obtained by men 
that is acquired when a Brihmal)a is honoured. 

!J!J. He who gets the marriage of a helpless BrihmaQa cel
ebrated and has accomplished his purpose, enjoys happiness 
here and he shall attain everlasting heavenly bliss. 

!J4. If a virgin girl has her first menstruation in her father's 
house without her marriage being solemnised, her father should 
be known as a Bhritiaha ('destroyer of a foetus') and that girl 
a Vnali (Sudra girl). 

!J5. He who, out of delusion, marries her will be the husband 
of a Siidra girl. He is an ApanlcllJa (not fit to sit in the same 
row as the others at the time of meals). The very conversation 
with him should be abandoned forever. 

!J6. After knowing the fault of both, i.e., that of the girl 
and the groom, the father should perform their marriage ( once 
again) afterwards. Otherwise the father is blameworthy. 

57. Women are always pure. They do not get defiled by 
anything whatsoever. The monthly menstrual flow drives away 
their sins. 

!JS. Women are enjoyed first by Suras, Soma, Gandharva 
and Vahni. Men enjoy them afterwards. They are not defiled 
by anything. 

!J9. Soma gave women cleanliness; Pivaka (Fire-god), purity 
above all. Gandharvas gave them auspicious speech. There
fore, women are always pure. 

40. Agni enjoys a virgin at the time of the menstruation, 
the Moon when the (pubic) hair begin to grow and Gandharvas 
when the breasts begin to develop. Hence a girl is to be given 
in marriage before this. 

41. A girl with hairs visible (before marriage is consecrated) 
kills her children; she with the breasts in developed form 
destroys the family; she who has menstruated destroys the father. 
Hence one should avoid all (such girls). 
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42. Hence one who is desirous of the benefit of gift of a 
virgin should give her in marriage before Agni and others 
enjoy her. If not, the giver does not enjoy any benefit; one 
who receives her in marriage falls down (incun sin). 

43. One who gives away a girl not enjoyed by ~oma and 
others, attains the benefit of the religious gift. Giving her who 
has been enjoyed by Devas, the donor does not attain heav
enly pleasures. 

44. The wise do not condemn (as defiled) beds, seats, 
vehicles, KuQapa (a sword, or a blanket from Nepal-Comm.), 
the mouth of a woman, Darbha grass, sacrificial utensils. 

45. A calf is pure at the time of the discharge of milk from 
the udder of the cow, a bird at the time when it causes a fruit 
to fall, women during sexual intercourse, and a dog when it 
catches a deer. 

46. The mouth of goats and horses is pure; cows are pure 
at their backs; BrihmaQas are pure in their feet; and women 
are pure (in all parts of their person). 

47. A beloved wife should not be abandoned even if she 
is raped or if she falls into the clutches of robbers. Abandon
ing her is not laid down (anywhere). 

48. Copper becomes pure when sour (acidic) things are 
applied; brass becomes pure by using Bhasma (ash). A woman 
becomes pure through her menstruation and a river through 
the flow (of water). 

49. A woman who does not even mentally think of another 
men enjoys pleasures with Umi and enjoys renown here in the 
world too. 

50. The order of the guardians of a girl is: father, grand
father, brother, a member of the same family, mother, the 
man who formally gives her in marriage. If the preceding one 
is not available the succeeding one (is the guardian) naturally. 

51. If the guardian does not give her in marriage, he incurs 
sin of slaughter of a foetus in every menstural cycle. If there 
is no one to give her in marriage, a girl sho1,1ld choose her 
own husband. 

52. If a woman strays from the path of sexual purity, she 
shall be divested of all her rights and kept dirty and discarded 
from the bed. Of course, she should be given a morsel of food 
for sustenance. 
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55. If the lapse in morality is only mental, the woman 
becomes pure after menstruation. She is abandoned if she 
conceives, or kills the foetus or the husband or commits any 
other great sin. · 

54. A Siidra takes a Siidra girl for wife; a Vaisya takes a 
Sudra girl as well .as a Vaisya girl for wife; a Ktatriya takes a 
Siidra, a Vaisya as well as a Kfatriya girl for wife; and a Brihm3.9a 
takes all the other three girls as well as a BrihmaQa girl. 

55. By allowing· a Siidra woman to lie on his bed (i.e., 
marrying a Siidra woman - Comm.) a Brihm~a incun downfall; 
by procreating a son of her, he swerves from the status of a 
Brihmal}.a. 

56. If the rites performed by him in connection with Yajft.as, 
Sriddhas or hospitality to guests are presided over by the 
Sudra wife, Devas, etc. do not partake of it. He too shall not 
attain Svarga. 

57. Close female relatives curse the household wherein 
they are not properly honoured (which takes place in such a 
Brihmal}.i-Siidra household). Thereby these households cer
tainly perish as if struck down by Kftyis (female deities of 
destructive powers). 

58. Hence Suvisinis (women with husbands living) should 
be propitiated through jewels, raiments and food by men desirous 
of prosperity and by welcoming them in the course of festivi
ties. 

59. Where women are happy due to ornaments, clothes 
and foodstuffs offered to them, deities rejoice there. All the 
holy rites become fruitful there. 

60. At every step, there shall be prosperity in that house
hold where the wife (woman) is fully satisfied with the hus
band and the husband is completely satisfied with the wife. 

61. These five Yajfias are auspicious and splendid: Ahuta, 
Ruta, Prahuta, Prasita and Brahrnahuta. 

62. Japa (Repetition of Mantras) is Ahuta; performance of 
Homa is Huui; oblations given to the Bhiitas constitute Prahuta; 
propitiation of Manes is Prama, and the adoration of Brihmai,as 
is Brahmahuta. 

65. A BrihmaQa replarly performing these five Yajiias is 
never faced with a disaster. By not performing these, he shall 
incur the sin of the five Siinis (murders). 
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64. On meeting a Brihmar.ia, one should enquire about 
his Kwala (welfare); on meeting a Kfatriya one should enquire 
about his Antima,a (health, freedom from illness); on meeting 
a Vaiiya one should enquire about his Sulclaa (happiness); and 
on meeting a Siidra one shall enquire about his Sanio1a (sat-
isfaction). . 

65. Till the eighth year is completed a child is no better 
than a new-born baby. Till the Upana,ana ceremony is per
formed, the child does not become defiled due to indiscrimi
nate eating (prohibited food). 

66. The proper sustenance of those people of the Pona 
group (i.e., worthy of being brought up and nourished) has 
both visible and invisible benefits. In case they are not main
tained there shall be disaster. Hence they are to be assiduously 
sustained. 

67. Ponas are nine: mother, father, wife of preceptor, one's 
own children, dependents, (preceptor), a casual visitor, regu
lar guests and the sacred fire. 

68. A man who is depended upon for subsistence by many 
people, lives in the real sense (of life). A man who fills his 
own belly should be regarded as dead though alive. 

69. One with a desire for prosperity should make gifts 
unto the wretched, the helpless and the distinguished (scholars). 
Those who do not make liberal gifts are born as persons living 
upon other men's fortune. 

70. A householder of good conduct, sharing what he has 
with others, one having kindness and perfect forbearance and 
a devotee of deities and guests is said to be pious and righ
teous. 

71. A Brihma1_1a who sleeps in the two middle Yimas of 
the night (i.e., between 9.00 a.m. and '5.00 a.m.) and drinks 
the ghec that remains after Homa has been performed, never 
faces difficulties. 

72-73. The following nine should always be practised at the 
visit of a guest by a householder: Enquiry after welfare (Kwala) 
in speech, eyes, mind and face; standing up for wel-coming; 
greeting affectionately at the outset by words like "Welcome 
here"; Upasana (making him sit near oneself or massaging his 
feet - Comm.), Anuvrajya (following a few steps behind the 
guest at the time of departure). These acts which involve no 
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expenditure are conducive to prosperity of a householder. 
74-75a. Similarly the following nine should be practised 

involving a little expense: offering of seats, water for washing 
the feet, feeding within one's capacity, ground as bed (grass 
underneath the bed - Comm.), water for drinking, oil for 
bath and lights. These nine give Sitltlhis (powers) in the life 
of a householder. 

75b-76. Similarly the following nine Viiannas (ill actions) 
should be avoided by a householder: Backbiting, approaching 
other men's wives, injury, ruthlessness, falsehood, displeasing 
behaviour, hatred, arrogance and deceitfulness. These nine 
are obstacles in the path of heaven. 

77-79. There are nine essential daily duties to be per
formed. They are: bath, Sandhyi prayers, Japa, Homa, study of 
the Vedas, worship of deities, Vaisvadeva (oblation into fire 
before meal), receiving guests and the ninth one, libations to 
the Piq-s. 

0 sage, listen to the nine things to be kept as secret and 
guarded: The star of nativity, sexual intercourse, Mantras (spells, 
secret counsels), interfamily feud, deception, span of life, monetary 
position, insult to prestige, and wife. These are not to be 
revealed at all. 

80. These nine things can be revealed: secret sin, undespised 
thing or person, everything conducive to practical application, 
repayment of debts, one with the family, sale, purchase, giving 
away daughter (in marriage), perfection of good qualities. 
Nothing else should be revealed by anyone anywhere. 

81. What is given to the following nine yields inexhaust
ible benefit: deserving persons, friends, humble ones, poor 
people, helpless ones, those who help others, mother, father 
and preceptors. 

82. Futile indeed are these if given over to these nine: a 
garrulous one, a flatterer, a thief, a bad physician, a cheat, an 
outrageous one, a rogue, a wrestler, and a prisoner. 

85-84. Even during emergency these nine things should 
never be given away: entire property if one has progeny, wife, 
those who seek refuge, short-term deposits, long-term deposits, 
pledged things, traditional avocation, dowry amount and a 
son. One who gives away these is a deluded soul. He can 
become pure only through expiatory rites. 
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85-86. By realizing these nine sets of nine, one shall achieve 
what is pleasing. I shall mention another set of nine that accords 
the pathway to heaven unto everyone: truthfulness, cleanli
ness, abstention from violence, forbearance, liberal-mindedness, 
mercy, mental control, non-stealing and control over the sense
organs. All these are means of piety (Dhanna). 

87. A householder who adopts these ninety things that 
illuminate the pathway ~o heaven and that are approved by 
good persons and so are holy, is never faced with difficulties. 

88. Everywhere one will get high estimation if he has the 
following: humility, a wife, a son, a brother, a friend, a ser
vant, dependents and (his) tongue (sweet speech). 

89. The following six things defile women: drinking (wine), 
association with wicked persons, separation from the husband, 
wandering, over-sleeping and staying in another's house. 

90. He who collects (purchases) foodgrains cheap and sells 
dearly (with high rates), is a usurer. No one should partake 
of his food. 

91. On seeing a buffalo-keeper (Mtihi#Jca) • in the begin
ning, husband of a Sudra woman (Vr,ali) * in the middle and 
a usurer at the end (at the time of the Sriddha), Manes are 
disappointed and they go away. 

92. (Explanation of the above two words in another way) 
The woman devoid of chastity is called MahiJi. He who loves 
that wicked woman is called Mtihi,ilca. 

93. She who casts off her Vna (husband) and loves another 
V:11a, should be known as Vr1ali and not a Siidra woman (alone). 

94. The Manes partake of the food offerings as long as the 
cooked rice is hot, people eat silently and the good qualities 
of. the Havis (food offering) are not (boastfully) described. 

95. When a man well-versed in the Vedas and possessing 
learning and humility comes to the house (as a guest), all the 
medicinal herbs sport about (saying) "We will attain the high
est state." 

96. If the food is offered to a man who is ignorant of the 
Vedas, whi> is unclean, who does not practise good conduct 
or holy vows and who is fallen, the food begins to lament, 

• These are apparent meaning■; for the real meanln11 1ee the next two 
verse■• 
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"What sin has been committed by me?• 
97. If a man (guest) is able to digest the food going into 

his belly due to the Vedic study and practice, he redeems ten 
previous generations and ten succeeding generations (of the 
donor). 

98. Women are not to be shaven completely. One should 
not follow cows (as an avocation). One should not stay in a 
cowpen during the night. One should not utter Vedic passages 
(at night, or in a cowpen). 

99. Muf.Ul,ana (shaving the head) of women shall be done 
thus: Lifting up the whole of the tress cut off to a length of 
two Anplas (an Angula is a little less than two centimeters). 

I 00. A king, or a prince or a Brihmaoa of much learning 
should not be subjected to tonsure. Some other expiatory rite 
should be fixed. 

101. For the preservation of the hairs, twice the usual Vrata 
should be prescribed and twice the ordinary Dalc,i,:,a should 
be given to a Brihmal)a who has mastered the Vedas. 

102. If a man considers himself a Grhastha (householder) 
without taking up the marital fire, his food should not be 
eaten. He is called a V,rthapalca ('one with futile cooking'). 

103. If the younger brother takes up a wife and gets initi
ated on Agnihotra even as the cider brother is awaiting it, he 
should be known as Parivettr and the elder brother becomes 
Parivitti. 

104. In such a case all the five, namely Parivitti, Parivettr, 
the bride acting as instrumental (in this sinful act), the person 
who gave her in marriage and the priest who presided over 
the rite shall go to hell. 

105. (If the elder brc..ther happens to be) impotent, in exiie, 
dumb, a sluggish one, one who has renounced the world, 
humpback, dwarf or a fallen one, there is no harm in Pariwdana, 
('supersession in marriage etc.'). 

106. The Brihmal)a who sells the Vedas incurs as many 
Bhrii9ahatyi ('killing a foetus') sins as the Vedic syllables he 
has utilized for monetary gain. 

107. If a person who has become a recluse has sexual 
intercourse thereafter, he 'is born as a worm in faeces for sixty 
thousand years. 

108. The following sins make even the most brilliant one fall: 
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the food of a Siidra, associadon with Siidras, occupying the same 
seat as a Siidra and the acquisition of learning from a Siidra. 

109. Ignorant Brihm~as who fetch donations from a Siidra 
and cook that for Brihmal)as, being deprived of the lustre of 
Brihmal)ahood, go to a terrible hell. 

110. If Honey, Phil)ita (raw sugar), greens, milk products, 
salt and ghee are offered into the hand and taken in, (the 
expiatory rite is) fasting for a day. 

111. Hand-to-hand offering of oils, salt, pickles etc. does 
not benefit the donor and one who eats them incurs sin. 

112. If cooked food is offered in an iron vessel, the giver 
shall go to hell and the person who eats it eats it like faeces. 

115. Cleaning the teeth with finger (i.e., index finger), (han
dling) only salt and eating clay are on a par with eating cow's 
flesh. 

114. Water, milk pudding, alms, ghee and salt should not 
be accepted if offered hand-to-hand because it is on a par with 
eating cow's flesh. 

115. If a foolish one sits in front and the meritorious one 
sit far off, the gift is to be made to the meritorious one. There 
is no (harm) due to non-observance of precedence in the case 
of a fool. 

116. If a Brihm~a is bereft of the study of the Vedas, there 
is no harm in transgressing the rule of precedence in favour 
of BrahmaQas. An oblation is not offered in ash, leaving off 
blazing (fire). 

117. In the matter of taking food and offering of monetary 
gifts, if anyone disregards the precedence in favour of a Brahm&7>a 
well-versed in the Vedas and seated nearby, it shall burn the 
family till the seventh generation. 

118. One should treat these Brihma.Qas on a par with Siidras: 
those who tend cows, traders, craftsmen, actors, messengers 
and usurers. 

119. Families come to ruin quickly by sharing the money 
of gods (i.e., in a temple), by misappropriating a Brihmal)a's 
property and by disregarding the precedence in favour of a 
Brihmal)a. 

120. If anyone says -Oo not give•, in regard to cows, fires 
and Brihmal).as, he shall be born in a hundred species of 
brutes and then is born among Cil)(Jalas. 
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121. If what (e.g. a gift). is promised orally but is not car
ried out in practice, it should be deemed a debt whose repay
ment becomes a duty in this world' and in the other world. 

122. One will be Vighasisin (' one who eats leavings of 
food') always or Amrtabhojana ('having nectar for food'). 
Remnants of Yajfia are Amrta and remnants of what is eaten 
is Vighma. 

12!. If the cloth has fallen down from the left shoulder and 
has come to rest near the navel, the man becomes Elcavasal) 
('wearer of one cloth'). One should exclude him from the 
rites of gods and Manes. 

124. If an excellent Brihmal)a, after taking bath, performs 
Ta,paf.14 (water libation) with water, he obtains the entire benefit 
of the rites of PitJYajiia thereby. 

125. If anyone, after taking food, washes his hands and then 
swallows the mouthful of water, he injures and destroys all the 
three, viz. the divine rite, the rite of the Manes and his own 
soul. 

126. One should perform Candm,atia rite by way of expia
tion, after partaking of food in the following cases: group 
feeding, food cooked or offered by courtezans, food at the 
place of village priest and food at the celebration (of Simanta) 
at the time of the first confinement of women. 

127. One should perform the expiatory rite of Candra,atia 
after taking food at the place of a wicked man, where no 
Brihmal)a has taken food in the course of a fortnight or a 
month. 

128. No Sutalca (i.e., pollution due to births and deaths of 
relatives) need be observed in the case of Sattrins (those who 
take part in long-drawn Yajiias), Diktitas (who have become 
initiated), ascetics, religious students and those who perform 
the rites of :{ttviks. 

129. Bath is prescribed in the case of indigestion, vomiting, 
getting shaved, indulgence in sexual intercourse, seeing a bad 
dream and touching a wicked person. 

1 SO. One should take bath along with one's clothes after touching 
a Caitya-vrkta (tree worshipped by villagers), a funeral pyre, a 
sacrificial post, one who partakes of Sivaninnalya (leavings of .. 
the food offerings to Siva) and one who sells the Vedas. 

151. One should leave footwear out of the chamber of sacrificial 
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fire, cowpens, in the presence o( the Devas and Brihma19as, 
while reciting Vedic Mantras, while drinking and while eating. 

1-52. The grain oh a threshing floor and field, the water in 
wells and tanks 1and the water in a cowpen can be accepted 
from a prohibited one. . ~ 

155. It is the way of eating of demons, if one covers the 
head while taking food, if one takes food facing south and if 
one takes food with shoes on. 

154. Yitudhinas, Piiicas, Riqasas and men of ruthless activities 
take away the essence of the food not encircled by Mar.uJala 
(mystic drawing). 

155. All the Suras including Brahma, all the great sages 
including Vasi,iha, derive livelihood from Mar.ujala. Hence 
one should make the Mar.uJala. 

156. The Mal}cjala to be made by a Brihmar.ia is square. 
That by a ~atriya is a triangle and that by a Vaisya is a circle. 
It is laid down that sprinkling of water should be done in the ,, 
case of a Siidra. 

157. One should not take food (placing the plate) on the 
lap, nor in hand, nor in soiled garment, nor on seat, nor on 
bed. One should not take food when got muddy. 

158. The Brihmar.ias are seated in the chariots of 
Dharmasistras. They hold the sword of the Vedas. Even that 
which they utter playfully is remembered as the greatest Dharma. 

159. One desirous of piety and virtue should not eat food 
mixed with parched grain and curds at night. If one eats so, 
one shall become impious and is also afflicted with ailments. 

140. A Brihmar.ia should perform Krcchra Candra,atia ( ex-
piatory rite) after giving (in case he gives) with bare hands 
Phir.iita, milk, water, salt, and gruel. 

141. A person conversant with Dharma who makes gifts of 
scents, ornaments and garlands shall always be delighted and 
fragrant, wherever he happens to be. 

142. One should cast away a cloth dyed in indigo. It is not 
harmful in a bed intended for sexual intercourse with women. 

145. By growing Nili plants, by selling them and by sustain
ing himsetf thereby, a Brihmar.ia becomes impure. He shall 
become pure by observing three Krcchra rites. 

144. He who wears a cloth dyed with Nili does not attain 
the benefit of holy ablution, gifts, penance, homas, study of 
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Vedas, libation to the Manes and the great Yajilas. 
145. If a Brihmal).a wears a cloth dyed in Nili, he shall 

certainly reside in hell for as many (years) as there are threads 
in the cloth. 

146. After fasting for a day and a night, he becomes pure 
by taking in PancapVJa. 

14 7. If food is offered on a cloth dyed in Nili, the person 
who eats it, eats faeces, as it were, and the person who offen 
it shall fall into hell. 

148. The food of a Brihmal}a is Amrta; the food of a Kfatriya 
is remembered as milk; the food of a Vaisya is the real food 
and that of a Sudra is remembered as bl~od. 

149. The food of a Brihm~a is consecrated through :\Ut, 
Yajus and Siman, by Vaisvadeva rite, Homa, adoration of the 
deities and Japas. Hence it is Amrta. 

150. The food of a ~atriya is acquired through the meting 
out of justice befitting the cases and the due protection of the 
subjects. Hence it becomes milk. 

151. The food which a Vaisya offers is produced by means 
of bullocks yoked for hours to a plough, and is consecrated 
by performance of Siti-yajiia (a holy sacrifice offered to the 
plough). 

152. A Sudra is blind due to the darkness of ignorance and 
is addicted to liquor. The food of a Siidra is devoid of Vedic 
Mantras. Therefore it is blood. 

155. A good man should not make futile affidavit for the 
sake of small sums of money. One who makes it comes to ruin 
here and hereafter. 

154. There is no sin in swearing for the sake of beautiful 
loving women, marriage, fodder for cows, when money has 
been lost and in protecting a Brihmaoa. 

155. A Brihmaoa must be made to swear by truth, a Ktatriya 
by vehicles and weapons, a Vaiiya by cows, seeds and gold and 
a Siidra bf all sorts of sins. 

156. A Sudra may be asked to carry fire; he may be sunk 
in. wa,te~ or he may be asked to touch the heads of his sons 
an4 wife severally. 

J57. They ~o not call only Yama by the name Ya,na. It is 
die self that is called Yama. If the self is controlled, what can 
Yama do ( to him)? 
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158. A sword cannot be as sharp, a serpent as intractable 
or an enemy as perpetually angry, as the self out of conttol. 

159. There is only one fault in those possessing forbear
ance; there is nothing else as the second. That is, people may 
consider a patient man to be weak. 

160. There is no salvation to one engrossed in the science 
of words (Grammar): nor to one fond of beautiful residence; 
nor to one· who is fond of food and raiment (dress); nor to 
one engaged in taking away the wealth of the ( other) people. 

161. Salvation is certain to one who always habitually remains 
alone, one who makes all desires for sensual pleasures recede, 
and one whose mind is directed towards Yoga and Svidhyiya 
(student of Vedas) and who is always nonviolent. 

162. There is salvation in Kiii naturally even without a man 
living an isolated life, without ceasing to enjoy sensual plea
sures, without practising Yoga and without worshipping dei
ties. 

165. Meditation on Viiveia alone is Yoga; residence in the 
city of Visvesa alone is penance; the ablution alone in the 
celestial river that flows north constitutes Vratas, Danas, Nijarus 
and Yama.s. 

Siantla saitl: 

164. A householder who acquires wealth by legitimate means, 
who is engaged in acquiring the knowledge of reality, who is 
fond of guests, who performs Sriddhas and who habitually 
speaks the truth becomes liberated here itself. 

165. By giving food particularly to the poor, the blind and 
the miserable suppliants and by performing those rites that 
are praise-worthy, a householder shall obtain welfare (salva-
tion). • 

166. The Lord of Kiii becomes pleased with men who practise 
these. It is through the favour of the Lord of Kiii that one 
attains Kiii that accords salvation. 

167. One by whom Kiii is resorted to is one who has taken 
excellent baths in all the Tirthas, who is initiated into all the 
Kratus and who haa pven all the Danas. 
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-CHAPTER FORn'ONE 

Tb. Pall of Yoga 

SlantlaPMnina • 

1. After staying in the house in the second stage of life 
thus, a Brihmaoa should proceed on to the third stage of life, 
when he becomes grey-haired and wrinkled.1 

2. Mter seeing the progeny of his progeny, after eschew
ing all foodstuffs prepared in his village, the Brihmaoa should 
enter the forest along with his wife (if she is ready to go) or 
after entrusting her to the care of his sons. 

5. He should wear bark-garments or leather (e.g. deer
hide) ones. He should maintain the sacrificial fires and sustain 
himself with the foodstuffs befitting sages. He should grow 
matted hairs and beard and make the hairs and nails grow 
long. He should take bath in the morning and evening (and 
also at midday). 

4. He should not discontinue the five Yajiias even if he 
has to make use of greens, roots and fruits. He should pro
pitiate mendicants and guests through the alms consisting of 
water, roots and fruits. 

5. He should not accept anything from anyone. He should 
give others (whatever he can). He should control his mind 
and be engaged in the study of the Vedas. He should duly 
perform Agnihotra in the Vaitiniya fire (i.e., in A.havaniya and 
DaktiQigni eschewing Girhapatyigni). 

6. He should prepare Puro4iia with Munyanna (foodgrains 
grown without cultivation like Nivira rice) brought by him
self. He should eat the salt prepared by himself. Only things 
derived from fruits (are to be used). 

7. He should eschew the plan ta of Selu, Sigru and Kavaka 
and also honey and meat. In the month of A.svina, he should 
avoid using the Nivira rice hoarded earlier. 

8. He should forego fruits and roots grown in village or 
Phalaja a.nna (foodgrains grown by ploughing i.e., cultivation, 
even though the owner of the field neglected to collect it
Comm.). He should use his teeth as mortar and pesde (i.e., 
(hew the paddy with teeth) or he should use two stones to 

1. W 1-15 describe Vinaprutha or Vaikhinasa (Forest-hermit) stage of 
life. 
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separate the grain from the chaff. 
9. He may collect grains, fruits, roots etc. required for a 

single day, or one month, three months, six months or even 
twelve months. 

10. He may be (the adopter of any of these Vnitas): one 
who eats only at night; one who takes food on alterna~ days, 
or once in three days, or one who follows Cantlra1atu1 VNta 
or takes food once in a fortnight or once in a month. 

11. He should follow the Vaikhinasa mode of life or solely 
live on fruits and roots. He should cause emaciation of the 
body through austerities. He should perform TarpaJJ,as unto 
Piq-s and Devas. 

12. (If he is too weak to follow the above mode) he should 
consign the sacred fire into himself (by drinking in ash dis
solved in water) and wander without any permanent abode. 
To keep his life going, he should resort to begging of alms 
from ascetics dwelling in forest. 

IS. (In case this is not available) he may also bring in food 
from the village and take eight monels while living in the 
forest. A Vaniirami (forest-dweller) BrihmaJ)a practising thus, 
is honoured in the world of Brahmi. 

14. Mter spending the third stage of his life thus in the 
forest, one should eschew all contacts in the fourth stage and 
lead the life of a wandering recluse. 1 . 

15. Without repaying the three debts of life, i.e., without 
studying the Vedas, without procreating sons, and without 
performing Yajiias, if one wishes for salvation one faces downfall. 

16. All the living beings always accord fearlessness to him 
from whom there is not even an iota of fear to the living 
beings. 

17. He should wander alone forever without any abode 
and fire. For the purpose of Siddhi (achievement of aim), he 
should remain aidless. He should resort to a village only for 
food. 

18. The ascetic should crave neither for life nor for death. 
He should bide his time like a salaried worker waiting for 
(further) instruction (from the master). 

1. W 14-57 describe the discipline of the fourth (Sannyiu) 1tage of life. 
This Puril.,aa prescribes Sannyila after the houRholder'1 stage of life and not 
otherwise (v 15). 
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19. A (recluse) desirous of salvation should be devoid of 

Ma,nata (sense of mineness or possession) everywhere; he should 
have equanimity everywhere. He should stay even at the root 
of a tree. Such a one is praised here. 

20. An ascetic has only four activities: meditation, (main
taining internal and external) purity, begging for alms and 
remaining isolated always. There is no other fifth activity. 

21. An ascetic should not move out anywhere for the four 
rainy months, because thereby he may injure germinating shoots 
and creatures. 

22. He should move on avoiding creatures. He should drink 
water filtered with a cloth. He should speak words without 
excitement. He should not be angry with anyone anywhere. 

23. He should move about with his soul alone for aid and 
support. He should be free from desire and eagerness for 
support. He should always be engrossed in contemplating the 
Absolute (Brahman). He should have perfect control over the 
senses. He should neither trim nor clip the nails and hairs. 

24. He should wear saffron-coloured cloth, hold a staff 
and eat what is received as alm1. He should not boast of his 
excellence. A vessel made of any of these four things, namely 
potgourd, wood, clay or hollow bamboo, is recommended, 
not a fifth one. 

25-27. No metallic vessel should ever be taken by a 
mendicant. Even if a Varitaka (cowrie) is hoarded everyday 
the sin incurred is that of killing a thousand cows. (So says) 
the eternal Sruti. If a recluse looks even for once at any woman 
with the feeling of love in his heart, he shall certainly remain 
in Kumbhipika hell for two crores of Brahmakalpas. 

A recluse should beg for alms only once in a day and should 
not make it elaborate. 

28. An ascetic should beg for alms in houses where the 
smoke (from the kitchen) has subsided, where the threshing 
pestle has come to a stop, where there is no burning charcoal, 
where the people have taken their food and where the platters 
have been kept down. 

29. Only that Bhiqu mendicant is eligible for salvation 
who takes very little food, who remains isolated, who is not 
enamoured of sensual objects and who is free from passionate 
attachment and hatred. 
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50. A person in whose hermitage an ascetic takes rest even 
for a short while, becomes blessed and has his objectives 
accomplished having done his duty. Of what avail are to him 
the injunctions laid down in many religious tracts? 

Sl. An ascetic who spends even a night in the house of a 
householder completely burns down the sins ( of the house
holder) accumulated by him in the course of his life till death. 

S2-S5. Whatever be the stage of life one may be in, one 
should endeavour for sal~tion on having seen or in view of the 
following: the onslaught of old age, the unendurable affliction 
of sickness, death, being born once again, the terrible sufferings 
in the womb, birth in various species of living beings, separation 
from the belov~d ones, contact with undesirable persons, the 
outcome of misery due to impiety, falling again into hell, the 
sufferings and tortures in various hells and the diverse forms 
of human plights originating from defective Karmas, non-per
manence of bodies and permanence of the Soul Supreme. 

S6. (There are ascetics) who have no alms-bowl". They are 
well-known as Karapatrins ('users of hands as bowl'). Everyday 
their merit increases hundred times. 

S7. A wise one who maintains all these four stages of life 
thus and then frees himself from the pairs of opposites ( e.g. 
pleasure-pain) and eschews attachment, becomes qualified to 
get merged in the Absolute. 

!8. The uncontrolled Atman of those with crooked intel
lects can only remain in bondage. The same Atman controlled 
by the wise accords the status free from ailments. 

S9-41. These are the means of acquiring the knowledge 
of Self: Srutis, Smrtis, Puril}.as, Vidyas, Upani,ads, Slokas, Siitras, 
Bha,yas and other similar literature. After knowing the Vedic 
passages ( containing instructions) the devotee should practise 
celibacy, austerities, control of the mind, faith, observance of 
fasts etc., that are also independent means of the knowledge. 
That self-same Atman should be known by persons in all the 
stages of life. It should be known though the Vedas pondered 
over and assiduously realized. 1 

42. Liberation is possible through the knowledge of A.bnan. 
That cannot happen without Yoga. That Yoga can be acquired 
only through a practice extending over a long period. 

1. See~ 4.5.6. 
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48. Yoga cannot be acquired merely by resorting to forest, 
nor by reflecting on the various texts, neither through Donas 
nor through Vratas, neither through austerities nor through 
sacrifices. 

44. . Yoga is not acquired through the lotus-posture nor by 
looking at the tip of the nose; neither by scrupulous cleanli
ness nor by observing silence nor by repeating Mantras and 
resorting to other means of adoration. 

45. By perseverance and everlasting practice, by steadfast 
adherence thereto and by desisting from despondency, Yoga 
can be accomplished and not otherwise. 

46. To one who always sports with the self, to one who is 
ever in communication with the Supreme Self, to one who is 
always contented with the self, perfection in Yoga is not far 
off. 

47. He who does not see anything else as different and 
distinct from the Atman is a great (perfect) Yogi. He takes 
complete delight in his Atman. He becomes identified with 
Brahman here itself. 

48. The union of Atman (soul) and Manas (mind) is called 
Yoga by wise men. The union of Prar,&o and Apana is also called 
Yoga by some. 

49. The unwise and the not very learned say that the contact 
of the sense-organs with the objects of pleasure is Yoga. Knowledge 
and salvation are far away from those whose minds are attached 
to worldly pleasures. 

50. The functioning of the mind is difficult to prevent. A. 
long as it does not stop, how can even the talk about Yoga be 
possible? 

51. The mind should be made free from all function& and 
the individual soul should be united with the Supreme Soul. 
He (such a person) gets liberated and is called a YoPJUta 
(one endowed with Yoga). 

52. All the external and the internal sense-organs should 
be merged in the mind and then all the senses and mind 
should be made to remain in communion with the soul. 

53. One should dissolve the individual soul free from all 
Bhi:uas (inclinations) unto the Supreme Brahman. This is Dhyina 
and Yoga. Everything else is mere verbosity. 

54. That which is not present in all the worlds cannot be 
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said to exist. It is !=ontradictory. On being asserted so (by the 
philosopher) it does not enter the heart of the other (the lay
man). 

55. That Brahman is to be realized by the self. Hence an 
A,ogi ('non-yogi") does not understand Brahman just as a 
virgin cannot undentand the felicity of a married woman or 
the born-blind cannot see the flame of a burning wick. 

56. It can be made an object of direct experience by one 
who regularly practises (Yoga). Because of its subtlety, the 
eternal Brahman cannot be pointed out (to others). 

57. Just as water wafted by wind does not remain steady 
even for a moment, so also ( does) the mind ( that is shaken 
by the internal wind Prit&tJ). It may not have credence in 
Brahman. 

58. Hence, in order to steady the mind, the aspirant should 
control the Prii'IJ,a (wind). For the purpose of controlling the 
wind he must practise Yoga having six Ailgas1 (ancillaries). 

59. These are the six Al\gas: Asana (posture), Prii'IJ,(ISa,nfTJdha 
(restraint of breath), Pratyahara (withdrawal of the senses), 
Dharaf)a (retention), Dh1ana (meditation) and Samatlhi (ab
sorption). 

60. There are as many Asanas as there are living species 
of creatures. The following is said to be Sitltlhasana because 
it gives success in the practice of Yoga to a Yogi. 

61-6!. The right foot is placed over the left thigh and the 
left one over the right thigh. This they know as Padm.asana. 
By practising this continuously one shall attain firmness of 
physical body. Thereafter, the aspirant knowing how to get a 
firm grasp should hold the big toes with the hands. By re
peated practice of this Patl,nasana, he attains firmness of physical 
form. 

64. Or the aspirant can be seated in any other posture 
such as Svastilr.a etc. wherein he is comfortable. The aspirant 
conversant with Yoga should be in communion with that Brahman. 

65-66. He should not practise Yoga near water and fire, 
in a dilapidated cowpen, in a forest, in a place infested with 

1. W 58 ff. deKrlbe the path of Yop u bated on Palailjali'1 Yoga Sitro. 
It i1 called ~•P (of six 1tage1) instead of A1,a,i&p (of eight 1ta1e1) u in 
Patailjali, because the tint two 1tap1, Yama and Niyama, are deleted in this 
Text. 
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flies and mosquitoes, in a Caitya (rustic temple overhung by 
trees) nor in quadrangle. He should not practise in a place 
defiled by fallen hair, ash, husk, coals, bones etc., nor in a 
stinking place with putrefying matter, nor in a crowded spot. 

67. Yogic exercises should be practised in a place pleasing 
to all the sense-organs, where the mind is elated and where 
there is fragrance of garlands and incense. It must not have 
any obstacles. 

68. The aspirant should neither be hungry nor overfed, 
nor one in a hurry to ease himself of urine and faeces. He 
should not be exhausted after a walk, nor worried with thoughts 
when practising Yoga. 

69-71. Then the aspirant begins his Pril)iyima thus.1 

The feet turned up shall be placed on the thighs; the hand 
is placed on the thigh. The face is slighdy turned upwards and 
pressed with the chest. The eyes are closed and the mind is 
calm. The teeth should not touch one another. The tongue 
is kept steady touching the palate and the mouth is kept shut. 
He should remain motionless. He should control all the sense
organs. He should be seated neither too high nor too low. 
Thereafter he begins the Matlh,a,na and Utta,na P~ayimas 
(as well as the Laghu or Mant»- see 76th verse). 

72. When the wind is moving, everything moves. When it 
is steady, everything is steady. By controlling the wind (breath) 
a Yogin attains the status of Sthir>u (Siva or steadiness). 

7S. As long as Prir_la is stationed in the body there is life. 
If that goes out, it is death. Hence one should control Pri\la 
(the breath). 

74. How can there be any fear from death as long as the 
wind (vital breath) is restrained within the body and the mind 
is devoid of (unconcerned with) external objects and the eyesight 
is fixed in between the eyebrows? 

75. Even Brahma always practises Prai,iyima due to the 
fear of Kila (god of Death). Yogis have attained Sitltlhi (spiri
tual glory) by perfect control of Pri'(&G. 

76. What is called Miitril is the time for a Laghu AA,ani 
(such a, i, u). The Manda (type of Prioiyima) baa twelve 
Mtittis. Matlhyama one is twice the previous one and Uttama 
is twice that. 

l. W 69-92 deal with Prlolylma (Breath-control) (See w 97-100). 
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77. This will generate sweat, tremor and exhaustion in 
due succession. One should control the sweat by means of the 
first and the tremor through the second. 

78. Exhaustion should be removed by the third. Thus PriJ>a 
when completely mastered by a Yogi (shall control all these). 
Duly checked and mastered by the Yogi and duly resorted to, 
Pri1;,1a takes him wherever he wishes to go. 

79. When checked forcibly, P~a escapes through the pores 
of hairs on the body. It may split the body or produce leprosy 
etc. 

80. Hence Pr~a should be tenderly tackled like a wild 
elephant. A wild elephant and a lion shall become softened 
and tamed when tackled gradually. 

81. That elephant carries out the directions of the driver. 
It does not transgress it. Similarly, Pri1;,1a mastered gradually 
by a Yogi and resorted to, calms down. 

82. The Pr~a called Rama is thirty-six Angulas as it goes 
out. It is called Pr-at:,,a as it (the breath) goes out through the 
Sa:1,:,a and Apa,sav,a path ( or lt/,a and Pingala nal"as i.e., through 
left and right nostrils). 

88. When the entire NatJir:alcra (system of tubular organs 
like veins and arteries) becomes purified without being agi
tated a Yogi becomes capable of restraining Pri9a. 

84. Seated firmly in a posture, the aspirant inhales Prii,a 
through Candra (i.e., through the left nostril, tubular vessel 
called lt/,i,, the deity of which is Candra) and exhales through 
Siirya (i.e., through the right nostril, the tubular vessel called 
Pinpla , the deity whereof is Siirya). This is called Prii,iyima. 

85. Meditating on the flowing currents of nectar accom
panied by Candra an eminent Yogi performs Prii,iyima and 
instantly obtains joy thereby. • 

86. The Yogi inhales through Ravi (i.e., Pili.gala or right 
nostril) and fills the cavity inside. Mter Kumbha/ca (i.e., retain
ing the breath). he gradually exhales through Candra (i.e., 
14i, the left nostril). 

87. While performing Pril}iyima, the Yogi meditates in 
his heart on the hot-rayed Sun having the brilliance of a column 
of blazing fire. By means of this Yamyiyima (i.e., Pri1;,1iyima) 
the excellent Yogi attains happiness i.e., the bliss of Brahman. 

88. Practising thus for three months the two types of 
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Pri9iyima, the Yogi gets all his Ni<Jis purified. He is then 
called Sitldhapra,.,,a ('one who has mastered Pri9a'). 

89. Due to the purification of Ni<Jis, the following results 
are achieved: control of breath within as long as one pleases, 
stimulation of the (gastric) fire, Natlabhiv,alcti (ability to hear 
the sound of the Paraval in the Atlharacalcra), and freedom 
from ailments. 

90. Pri9,a is the air within the body. A1ama is the restrain
ing thereof. The time thereof is the Mitri of one breath. Thus 
is the word Pra'f)a,a,na derived. 

91. In the lowest Pri1,1iyirna there will be sweat; tremor 
takes place in the middle one. In the Uttama (highest) the 
aspirant seated in Padmisana often goes up levitating. 

92. One should bum down one's faults through Pr~iyima, 
sins through Pratyihira, get mental courage through Dhira:Q.i 
and the vision of God through Samidhi. 

9S. One attains salvation through Samidhi after eschew
ing both Dharma and Adharma, yielding auspiciousness and 
otherwise. Firmness of the physical form is attained through 
Asana. Thus all the six Aligas have been explained. 

94. Pratyihira has been cited (as achieved) through twelve 
Pri9iyimas; Dhira9i is proclaimed (to have been achieved) 
through twelve Pratyihiras (i.e., one hundred and forty-four 
Pri9iyimas). 

95. Dhyina is conducive to the attainment of God and it 
consists of twelve Dhira9is (or one thousand seven hundred 
and twenty-eight Pri1,1iyimas). Samidhi is constituted by twelve 
Dhyinas (or twenty thousand seven hundred and thirty-six 
Pri9iyimas). 

96. After Samidhi, the endless refulgence, the self-lumi
nous brilliance ( comes into view). When it is seen, all the 
groups of activities, the cycle of death and birth, cease. 

97. When the wind (PriQa) reaches the firmament (i.e., 
when Pri9a reaches the cerebral aperture), a loud sound of 
bells and other excellent musical instruments (is heard). Thereafter 
the attainment of spiritual power is not far off. 

98. Pril}iyima properly practised brings about destruction 
of all ailments. If it is improperly performed and repeated, it 
brings about all sorts of ailments. 

99. Impropriety in the practice of PriQiyima results in 
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several diseases like hiccups, gasping for breath, coughing and 
pains in head, ear and eyes. 

100. While exhaling, the wind should be released slowly, 
little by little; while inhaling the wind shall be taken in slowly; 
and while retaining it shall be properly and sparingly kept 
checked. A wise Yogi accomplishes his purpose thus. 

101. The withdrawal of sense-organs that move about among 
the sense-objects as they please, is called l'f'a"ahara. This shall 
be effected through Yuiti (i.e., by realizing the defects in the 
sense-objects). 

102. Like a tortoise that withdraws all its limbs, he who 
withdraws the sense-organs through the proper procedure of 
Pratyihira shall become free from sins. 

lO!J. The Sun is stationed in the navel region and the Moon 
in the palatal region. The Moon facing down showers (nec
tar). The Sun with face lifted up swallows it. 

104. The .KaTa~a (function) should be carried out whereby 
that nectar is obtained (by keeping) the navel above and the 
palate down below (so that) the Sun is placed above and the 
Moon is placed below. This function or activity called Viparita 
is achieved through practice. 

105. With the mouth resembling the beak of a crow, the 
Yogi conversant with the arrangement of Pril}.a can drink the 
extremely cool Pri1_1a. He becomes free from old age. 

106. The Yogi should place the tongue in the hollow of the 
palate keeping the face looking up. By drinking the nectar he 
shall certainly be a Ni,jara ('free from old age') within a period 
of six months. 

107. The aspirant conversant with Yoga, who steadies him
self and imbibes ( the nectar of ) the Moon with the tongue 
raised conquers death within half a •month. 

108. Prodding the great shining inner cavity (at the root of 
the tongue) with the tip of his tongue and meditating on the 
goddess of nectar, he becomes a poet within six months. 

109. Within two or three years, the body of the Yogi is filled 
with Amrta (nectar). His semen virile has upward flow. It gives 
rise to spiritual powers like ~imi and others. 

110. If the Yogi gets his body filled with Somakali (nectar) 
forever, no poison has any affect on him even if he were to 
be bitten by Taqaka. 
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111. After practising and mastering Alana, Pri9iyima and 
Pratyihira he should begin to practise Dhir;aoi. 

112. Keeping the mind motionless and retaining severally 
the five Bhiitas in the heart is called Dhiral)i.1 

115. The aspirant meditates and retains in his heart the 
element called earth. It resembles Haritila (Yellow orpiment) 
in colour and has four corners (rectangular?). It has God 
Brahma as its deity and the letter IA as its Bija. This is called 
K,ititlluiratui. 

114. In the neck, Alilbu (water) principle which resembles 
(in whiteness) the crescent moon and a Kunda flower is medi
tated upon along with Vi,9u as its deity and VA-kira as its Bija. 
Thus he should win over the water element. 

115. Tejas (fire) element which is stationed in the palate, 
is triangular in shape and resembles a glowworm and is pre
sided over by Rudra, should be meditated along with &pha 
(RA) and thus he should conquer the fire-element. 

116. The Viyu principle should be meditated upon in the 
middle of the eyebrows. It is circular in form and resembles 
collyrium. The Bija is YA and the deity is Isa. Thus he should 
win over the element wind. 

117. The Akiia clement resembles mirage-water (the sun
Comm.). It is stationed in the cerebral aperture. It should be 
meditated upon along with Lord Sadi.siva and letter HA (as the 
Bija). It is calm. In that Akiia, P~a of fivefold form should 
be retained for five Ghapkis along with the mind in the con
templation of the Atman. This is called NaJ,h,od,l,arafl,i, (Dh~i 
of the firmament). It is capable of opening the portals of salvation. 

118. These Dhiral)is of the five Bhiitas are to be (called) 
Starilbhani (Paralysing), Pliivani (flowing), Dahani (burning), 
Bhramatii (whirling) and Samani (subduing). 

119. TherootD~means 'to think' {Clntti)1• Thinking connotes 
steadiness on a particular objecL This is called Dhyina. It is of 
two types Saptia and Nifptia (with and without object). 

120. Saptaa (tn,e of contemplation) is when there are different 
forms (or objects). The objectless one is considered Ni,p'(III. 
Know that Sap'(lfl is attended with Mantras and the Nirguf)O 

1. VV 112-118 deal with the esoteric technique of Dhlru)i on five Bhutu 
(Elements). 

2. VV 119-125 deal with the Dhylna •case. 
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is without Mantras. 
121. The aspirant is resting in a comfortable sitting 

(posture) with the mind turned inwards and the eyes kept 
outside. There is calmness in the bodily position. This Dl&,ana,tnJ,tlm 
bestows excellent Sidtlld.s. 

122. That Puf),,a (merit) which a Yogi of steady posture 
obtains with a single Dh1ana is not attained either through 
a hone-sacrifice or through a Rijasiiya. 

123. Dhyina is limited to that state where the Tantnatnu of 
Sabtla (sound) etc. remain in the ear etc. Thereafter it is (the 
state of) Samidhi (absorption). 

124. Dhiral)i has the duration of five Ghaps (i.e., about 2 
hours); Dhyina, of sixty Ghaps (i.e., 24 hours). It is called 
Samidhi when its duration is twelve days. 

125. Just as there is identity after the mixing together of 
water and salt, so also the identity (merger) of the Atman and 
the mind is called Samidhi in this1 Yoga Sistra. 

126. When the vital breath becomes extinct and the mind 
is dissolved, there comes an excellent bliss. This is called Samidhi. 

127. The identity of the two, the ftva (individual soul) and 
the Supreme Soul, when all Samkalpas (thought processes) 
become lost, is called Samidhi. 

128. The excellent Yogi in the Samidhi state of Yoga does 
not know himself nor others, neither cold nor heat, neither 
happiness nor its opposite (misery). 

129. The Yogi in the state of Samidhi is not carried away 
(or influenced) by Kila (death or time), is not affected by 
Karmas, nor is he pierced by missiles and weapons. 

1!10. The Yogi sees (realizes) the Tattua (Reality) with mod
eration in food and recreation and limited activity in Karmas, 
and also limited (properly controlled) sleep and wakeful state. 

1!11. The Tattua referred to is called Brahma by the knowers 
of Brahma, which is of the nature of Vijtimia (perfect knowledge) 
and bliss. It has neither reason nor an example (i.e., it can't be 
known by inference). It is beyond the ken of speech and mind. 

132. Through the practice of the $a4aliga(having six ancillaries) 
Yoga, the Yogi becomes merged into the Supreme Brahma 

1. W 125-129 explain the Samldhi stage. 
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which is free from fear and ailments and does not require any 
support. 

133. When clarified butter is put into clarified butter it too 
becomes clarified butter; if milk is poured into milk, it becomes 
milk; so also the Yogi merging into Brahman becomes iden-
tical with Brahman. 

134. The Yogi should smear his body with Bhasma etc. not 
mixed with water. He should eschew things too hot or not at all 
hot. He should forego salt. He should always subsist on milk. 

135. He should practise celibacy; subdue anger and covet
ousness. He should be free from jealousy. If he practises 
continuously thus for a year, he is called a Yogi. 

136. The Yogi who perfectly understands (and practises) 
Mahimudri, Nabhomudri, Ucjcjiyina, Jilandhara and 
Miilabandha I possesses all the Yogic Siddhis. 

137. Purification of the system of Nii4,i,s (blood vessels), coupling 
of Candra and Siirya (Nic;lis) and perfect drying up of the 
Rasas is called Mahamudra. 

138-139. (Anothn- explanation) The genital organ is covered 
(supported) with the left foot; the chin is placed on the chest 
and the right leg is stretched and held by both the hands for 
a long time. The inside is filled with Prit;.1a and R.ecana (ex
haling) is carried out slowly. This is called Mah.amudra and it 
dispels great sins. 

140. This Mudra is to be practised at the outset in Candranga 
(lcji). Then the practice is transferred to Siiryiliga (Piligali) 
till the numbers (of Puraka, Kurilbhaka and Recaka) become 
equal. Then the Mudra is abandoned. 

141-142. To a person who practises Mahimudri, nothing is 
unwholesome food. He has no prescribed regimen in regard 
to diet. All (poisonous) juices are devoid of their poisonous 
nature. Even if terrific poison is imbibed it can be digested 
like nectar. All ailments like consumption, leprosy, piles, swelling, 
indigestion etc. are removed. 

143. The. tongue is turned backward and enters the cere
bral hollow of the ,kull. Vision is fixed in between the eye
brows. This is the KJucarimutlra (Nabhomutlra). 

144. He who understands Khecarimudri is never afflicted 

1. These terms are explained in w 157-152. 
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by volleys of arrows; is never affected by Karma. He is not 
tormented by Kila (Death, time). 

145. Since the mind ttaverses the firmament and the tongue 
too moves therein, this Mudri resorted to by Siddhas is named 
Khlt:ari. 

146. As long as the semen virile is retained there is no fear 
of death. As long as the NabluJ'lnutlM ( Khlcanl is practised the 
semen virile does not go away (from the body). 

147. Since the Mahilc.haga (Great Bird -the principal vital 
air) makes its upward flight day and night, this Yogic activity 
is called Ucjcjiyina. The same Bandha is being laid down 
(explained). 

148. The PaJcima Ttina is to be placed on the belly above 
the navel (on the middle part of the extended feet-Comm.). 
This is the Ut/4i1tina Bantlha. (Hereby) one should eschew the 
fear of even death. (? Obscun) 

149. The network of Sirtis (tubular vessels) checks the water 
of the firmament (i.e., the juice from the Moon within the 
body) at the neck. This Jalantlham Bantlha is destructive of 
clusters of miseries. 

150. When the Jilandhara Bandha which is characterised 
by drawing in of the neck and placing it (the chin) on the 
chest (Comm.) is practised the nectar (trickling down from 
the •moon" in the forehead) does not fall down into the (gastric) 
fire, nor is the wind provoked. 

151. The aspirant should press the privy parts with the heel 
and make the anus shrink after dragging up the wind Apana. 
It is thus that MulabantlAa is practised. 

152. When Apana and ~a get mixed together fa'eces and 
urine become reduced. By practising Miilabandha constandy, 
even an old man becomes young. 

155. The Jiva (individual soul) is unl:ler the control of Pri9a 
and Apana and it moves up and do~ through the left and right 
paths (i.e., through IcJi, and Pingali). Hence it is unsteady. 

154. If a bird is tied with a string, it can be pulled back even 
if it goes away. Similarly the Jiva fettered by Gu9as (strings, 
the three qualities of Sattva etc.) can be pulled back by means 
of Pril)iyima. 

155. Apina pulls Pril)a and Prir,a pulls Apina. The aspir
ant conversant with Yoga joins together these two, stationed 
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above and below. 
156. The breath goes out with the HA sound and comes 

with the sound of SA. Hence Jiva always recites the Mantra 
Hamsa, Hamsa. 

157. Jiva always recites this Mantra, twenty-one thousand six 
hundred time, in the course of everyday and night (i.e., 900 
times per hour). 

158. This Mantra is called Ajapa Ga1atri. It bestows salvation 
unto the Yogi. By mere thought of this Mantra, a man gets rid 
of all sins. 

159-165. The following spiritual powers indicating perfect 
mastery of Yoga become obstacles to the Yogi bringing in loss 
of Yogic power. News of far-off events is heard. Objects exist
ing far away are seen in front. There comes the ability to travel 
a hundred Yojanas in half a moment. Sacred treatises arc learnt 
by heart even without being pondered over. The power of 
retention in memory becomes excessive. Even great burdens 
becomes light. The Yogi can become lean in a moment; stout 
in another; tiny in a moment and huge in another. He can 
enter the physical body of another and understand the speech 
of animals. He can emit divine fragrance from his body and 
utter divine speech. He is even sought by celestial maidens 
and acquires celestial body. 

164. If the mind of the Yogi is not distracted by these obstacles 
here, he attains the rare status of Brahman etc. 

165. 0 Pot-born One, by means of the Yogic practice with 
the six ancillaries, one attains that form which one does not 
lose nor repents or regrets after the attainment. 

166. How can such a Yoga be mastered in a single birth? 
Without the Yogic perfection, how can salvation be obtained? 

167. There are only two ways for the acquisition of salva
tion, 0 Pot-born One; either one casts off the body at Kasi 
or acquires such a Yoga as this. 

168. How-can there be Yogic achievement for men of short 
span of life., in view of the unsteadiness of sense-organs and 
the expansion of the sins of Kali Age? 

169. Hence, for all creatures, Vuveivara, the ocean of mercy, 
stationed in Kasi, is the bestower of the highly elevated status. 

170. Salvation is attained easily by living beings at Kisi, but 
not so easily elsewhere even through Yogic a'ld other means. 
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I 71. The union with the body itself (i.e., living) at Kisi is 
cited as perfect Yoga. Here no one is liberated by any other 
means of Yoga so quickly.1 

172. Visvesvara, Visiliqi, the celestial river, Kilabhairava, 
the glorious J;)hundhi (i.e., Gai.iesa) and ~dapioi (Kirttikeya?)
these constitute the Yoga of six limbs. 

175. If anyone practises this Yoga of six An.gas at Kifi con
stantly, he attains the prolonged Yogic slumber and imbibes 
Amrta (Nectar). 

174. Another set of six-limbs includes (the Liligas) Orilkira, 
Krttivisi}.l (Elephant-hide-clad), Kedira, Trivi,~pa (heaven or 
lord of heaven), Viresvara and Visvesa. 

175. The confluences of Pidodaka (i.e., VaraJ}i) and Asi 
(with Gangi), Jiiinavipi, MaoikarQiki, Brahmahrada, 
Dharmahrada constitute another great Yoga of six Ali.gas. 

176. If a creature practises this $acjaliga Yoga at Vitaoasi, 
0 excellent one among men, it never gets birth in the mother's 
womb. 

177. Ablution in Gangi is the Mahimudri that destroys 
great sins. One who practises this Mudra attains immortality. 

178. Wandering around in the streets of Kiii is Kh.tcari Mudra. 
As a result of this Mudra the devotee becomes Kh,cara ('mov
ing in the firmament' i.e., Brahman itself). 

179. Fleeing towards Virioasi from the regions all-around 
is the great Bandha named U44iyana. This is conducive to 
salvation. 

180. Keeping the water arising from the ablution ofVisvesa 
on the head is the Bandha named Jalandhara which is inac
cessible even to the entire host of Suras. 

181. If a sensible man does not forsake Kasi though sur
rounded by a hundred difficulties, that itself is remembered 
as Mulabandha that destroys the root 'of miseries. 

182. Thus, 0 sage, two types of Yoga have been explained 
to you, one with the six Angas and the other with Mudra. It 
has been propounded by Sarilbhu for the attainment of sal
vation. 

183. One 1hould be engaged in the practice of Yoga as long 
as the sense-organs do not become feeble, as long as one is 

1. W 171-184 to explain how life of Kifi itself ia a Yoga and it ia called 
Klii Yoga. 
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not afflicted with ailments and there is some delay for the 
arrival of god of Death. 

184. Between the two types of Yoga, this Yoga of Kifi is the 
best one. By practising Kisiyoga one shall attain the excellent 
Yoga i.e., the identity of the soul and the Absolute. 

185. One should realize that the god of Death is nearby 
when old age attended with mental and physical illness comes 
indicating death. Then one should resort to the ·Lord of Kiii. 

186. Where is the fear of Kita for men after resorting to 
Kiiinitha. Even the taking away of life by angry Kila in Kasi 
is very auspicious. 

187. Just as a righteous man awaits a guest at the time of 
hospitality, so also the fortunate one at Kasi awaits the arrival 
of Kila (death). 

188. Kali Age, Kila and the Karma performed by one
these are called Trikal)t:a,kas ('three thorns'). These three are 
ineffective in the case of the inhabitants of Anandavana. 

189. In places other than Kiii, unexpected death undoubt
edly afflicts one. If one wishes freedom from fear of death, 
one should resort to Kasi. 

CHAPTER FORTYIWO 

M,ans of Dodging Kala 

Agasti said: 

1. How is it known that Kila (death) is nearby, 0 son of 
Hara? Tell me a few of those indications as I ask. 

KunuinJ said: 

2. I shall tell those signs which appear in men wh~n death 
is imminent, 0 sage.1 Listen to them. 

S. If one breathes in and out through the right nostril 
alone day and night, his life, even though unbroken, comes 
to an end within three years. 

4. If the air blows constantly for two or three days and 

1. W 2-40 give the indications prop101ticating death within a particular 
time-limit. These are pseudo-scientific superstitions. 
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nights through Ravi (the right tubular vessel) it is said that 
his life limit is a year. 

5. If the wind (breath) blows through both the nostrils 
continuously for ten days, along with its egression, the penon 
lives only for three days. 

6. Leaving off its tw<>:-fold path through the nostrils if the 
breath blows through the mouth, the person's departure along 
the path of death before the end of two days can be foretold. 

7. The time when death shall come all of a sudden, should 
be well-thought of by a person afraid of death. 

8. If the Sun is in the seventh house in the Zodiac and 
the Moon is in the star of nativity and the breath flows through 
the right (nostril), that time should be seen as Pau,l}.akila 
( time of which the Sun is the deity). 

9. At that time (of Pau,l}.akila) if anyone were to see a 
black and tawny person and immediately some other form, he 
will live for two years. 

10. If semen, faeces and urine or sneeze, urine and faeces 
were to fall out simultaneously, his life extends but to a year. 

11. If anyone sees in the sky groups of Nigas (serpents, 
elephants) resembling sapphire and moving about, he shall 
not live for six months. 

12. On a day when there is no cloud, a person should 
stand with the sun behind him and fill his mouth with water. 
He shall then spit it out forcibly and quickly. If he does not 
see a rainbow, then his life will extend to only six months. 

15-14. One whose death is imminent does not see Arundhati, 
Dhruva, the three footsteps of Vitr;iu and the fourth one, the 
region of Mitrs (Mothers). Arundhati means the tongue; the 
tip of the nose is mentioned as Dhruva; the steps ofVitr;iu are 
in the middle of the brows; and the region of the Mitrs is the 
middle of the eyes. 

15. If anyone perceives blue and other colours or bitter, 
souF and otb~r tastes otherwise (not in the proper colour or 
taste without ·any proper reason such as eye-ailment or fever), 
he faces death within six months. 

16. If a man is sure to die within six months, his throat, 
lips, tongue, teeth and, the fifth one, palate-all these become 
parched and lustreless. 

17. If the semen, fingers and extremities of the eyes tum 
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blue, the man goes to the city of Yama in the sixth month. 

18. If a man engaged in sexual intercourse sneezes in the 
middle or at the end, it is certain that he will become the 
guest of Dharmarija (god of Death) in the fifth month. 

19. If a three-coloured (namely of blue, red and yellow 
colour) chameleon suddenly climbs on to the head and goes 
away, his life becomes extinct within six months. 

20. If after taking excellent bath, the heart (chest) feet or 
hands become immediately dried up, his life limit is the period 
of three months. 

21. If the imprint on dust or mud of the foot of anyone 
has the shape of a broken foot. he lives but five more months. 

22. If the shadow of anyone trembles even when the physical 
form is steady, the messengers of Yama will bind that man in 
the fourth month. 

25. If anyone does not see the head of his own reflection 
in water, ghee, mirror etc., he perishes in a month. 

24-26. These are the indicators of death. If the mind sweIVCs, 
gets confused, if the speech falters, if he sees rainbow-like 
form (when there is no rainbow), two moons in the nights, 
two suns in the day, galaxy of stars by the day, the extensive 
sky, rainbows all-round simultaneously, Gandharva city (imagi
nary city ) on the top of a tree or mountain and the dance 
of ghosts and devils by the day (he will die soon). 

27. Even if he sees anyone of these signs, death shall await 
only the period of a month and not more. 

28. If by closing the ears with the hands, a man does not 
hear any sound, if a stout man (suddenly becomes) lean or 
a lean one stout, he returns (i.e., dies) within a month. 

29. H anyone sees his shadow resting in the southern direction, 
he lives for five days and meets with death. 

50-51. If in his dream anyone sees himself carried on the 
back or devoured by Piiicas, Asuras, crows, goblins, ghosts, 
dogs, V1J,ltures, jackals, camels, pigs, donkeys, monkeys, her
ons. mule• and cranes, he ceases to live by the end of a year 
and comes face to face with Yama. 

52. If during dream any man sees. his own body adorned 
with fragrant red flowers, red perfumes or red clothes, Alas, 
he lives only for eight months. 

SS. If anyone mounts an anthill, sacrificial post or heap 
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of dust in dream, he perishes in six months. 
54-55. If, in dream, a man sees himself mounted on a 

donkey with the body smeared with oil or the head shaved, 
if he sees his ancestors in dream being taken to the southern 
direction, or if a man sees grasses or dry twigs on his head 
or body, he does not live in the sixth month. 

56. If a man sees a black man wearing black clothes and 
holding an iron rod standing in front, he cannot live beyond 
three months. 

57. If anyone is embraced by a dark-complexioned virgin 
in dream, he sees the city of Yama within a month. 

58. If in dream a man goes towards the east riding a monkey, 
he sees Samyamini (city of Yama) within five days. 

39. If a miserly person becomes munificent and if a munificent 
one becomes miserly, if the nature undergoes aberration, then 
he faces death. 

40. The significant indications of (the advent of) Kala (god 
of Death) are many. After knowing them a man should resort 
to Yoga. 

41. 0 sage, I am not aware of any other means of deceiv
ing Kala except Mrtyuiijaya ('Conqueror of Death'--Siva), the 
Lord of Kasi who prevents future births.1 

42. Sins roar and King Yama roars only as long as a devo
tee does not resort to Visvesvara. 

43. Who does not become respectable (even to gods) ifhe 
has reached the residence of Visvesvara, drunk the waters of 
Gangi flowing towards the North and touched the excellent 
Linga of Visvesa? 

44. Even if angry, what will Kila do to the men dwelling , 
in Kasi where Siva himself whispers the Mantra of redemption 
into the ears at the proper time. 

45. Just as infancy passes off, just as childhood goes off the 
way it comes, so also the period of youth and old age is what 
vanishes quickly. 

46. As long as there is no onslaught of old age, as long 
as there is no feebleness in the sense-organs, a sensible man 
should eschew everything insignificant and seek refuge in Kasi. 

1. W 41 ff. emphuize that Ktii and itl pre1idin1 deity are 1ure mean■ of 
dodgin1 Klla. 
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47. May other signs of the advent of Kila stand aside, 0 
Pot-born One. Old age itself is the first sign. It is surprising 
that none is much afraid of that even. 

48. When overcome with old age, one is insulted by all 
like a .. man devoid of wealth, when the ruby of the prime of 
youth is taken away. 

49. Sons do not carry out his behest, wife gives up love 
and kinsmen do not mind him when the man is in the embrace 
of old age. 

50. Even a loving wife turns her face away on seeing ( the 
husband) embraced by old age, naturally suspicious as if of 
another (rival) woman. 

51. There is no sickness on a par with old age; there is 
no misery on a par with old age; old age itself is death unto 
men because it causes loss of respect. 

52. Neither by penance nor through Yogic practice, can 
Kila be so conquered as he is conquered through stay in Kasi 
without any delay. 

55. Who feels a keen desire to attain Kasi without exces
sive store of Put&,a (merit), without Yajnas, without Danas (gifts) 
and without Vratas, Japas, etc.? 

54. Attainment of Kis1 is Yoga; attainment of Kasi is pen
ance; attainment of Kasi is Dana,· and attainment of Kasi is -identity with Siva. 

55. lfViri\lasi is resorted to, what is Kali Age, who is Kila, 
what is old age, what is evil, sin, what is pain and ailment, what 
are obstacles? (All these are insignificant and ignorable.) 

56-57. Kali Age afflicts them, Kala desires to kill them 
and sins afflict and torment them who have not resorted to 
Kasi. Those who have resorted to Kasi and worshipped Viivesvara, 
get rid of the bondage of Karmas by attaining the Taraka 
Jnana. 

58. Rich men do not get as much happiness as is obtained 
inexhaustibly by meeting with death at .Kisi. 

59. Blc-ssed is one who duly resides in Kasi and not one 
who occupies the region of heaven-dwellers. The former ac• 
quires the end of misery and the latter the end of happiness. 

60. Though Lord isa was stationed on Mandara abound
ing in lovely caves, he did not feel pleased without Kasi where 
King Divodisa was staying. 
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CHAPTER FORTYl'HREE 

King Divotlasa's Valouf' 

Agosti saitl: 

475 

1. How did the Three-eyed Lord make King Divodisa 
abandon Kasi and how did he come from Mandara? 0 lord, 
relate this anecdote for the joy of the listenen. 

Slcanda said: 

2. Due to the importance (given) to Brahma's request 
and becoming pleased with the penance of that mountain 
Mandara, the Lord went to Mandara. 

5. When Lord Visvesvara went to Mandara, a beautiful 
mountain, all the heaven-dwellers too went along with Girisa 
(Lord Siva). 

4. Abandoning the Vai,a,.ava shrines hereof on the earth, 
Lord Vi,a,.u too went to Mandara where the Lord of the Devas, 
the consort of Umi, resided. 

5. Abandoning all the holy places pertaining to Gaa,.apati 
Gaa,.esa went there. I too, 0 eminent Brihmaa,.a, went towards 
Mandara. 

6. Abandoning all the places sacred to Sun-god, Sun too 
quickly went away from his abode. All the other Devas too 
went after leaving their respective sacred places (on the earth). 

7. When all the groups of Devas had gone away from the 
earth, the valorous King Divodisa ruled the unrivalled king
dom. 

8. Making the eternal city of Viria,.asi his capital, that 
highly intelligent king righteously protected the subjects and 

• made them prosperous. 
9. * He became scorcher of the hearts and eyes of wicked

hearted ones like the sun, and to all the friends of good hearts 
he was like the moon to their eyes and minds. 

10. By the armies of the enemies fleeing like clouds he was 
seen wielding with ease his unbroken bow which was like that 

.-rile kin1'1 ■imilarity with Lokapilu (Protector■ of the World like the Sun, 
lndra etc.) is described in w 9-15. 
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of Indra and twanging it on the battlefield. 

SAandaPu -""" 
11. Like Dhannarija (Yama), he became the discriminator 

of piety and impiety, honouring those who should not be 
punished and punishing those who deserved punishment. 

12. He destroyed the enemies like fire burning down 
numerous forests. Even from far-off he fettered the group of 
enemies like Varu~a. 

IS. He became the lord (protector) of meritorious per
sons like Nirrti, the lord of Pu~yajanas (Riqasas). He cut off 
the demon-like enemies like Nirrti who made his friends, the 
Rik,asas, prosperous. Like wind, he was eagerly engaged in 
making the universe breathe and live. 

14. He was Rijarija ('king of kings', Kubera) bestowing wealth 
on all good people. He was seen like Rudra in physical form 
by the enemies in battle. 

15. Since by means of his austerities he assumed the forms 
of all the Devas, they all eulogized and worshipped him. 

16. He could not be conquered by Sidhyas (a class of 
Devas). He was superior to Vasus in wealth. He had the physical 
form of Planets and he prevented them from being malignant. 
He had more beauty than Dasras (Asvins). 

17. He did not mind the group of Maruts. He pleased 
Tutitas through his good qualities. Among all the Vidyidharas, 
he was the greatest of Vidyadharas ('possessor of learning'). 

18. He made Gandharvas bereft of pride by his singing. 
Yaqas and Rik,asas protected his fortress that was on a par 
with heaven. 

19. Nigas (serpents) did not perpetrate anything evil unto 
him who was more powerful than the Nigas (serpents, elephants). 
Danujas (Demon) assumed human form and served him. 

20-21. Guhyak.as became his secret spies all-round among 
men. (To him Asuras said,) •o king, we shall serve you through 
our wealth and power, because in your territory residence is 
impossible even for Suras. Asuga (Wind-god) taught his horses 
the ability to run fast, because he was in the path of Ptivamona 
('the treatise on training horses'). 

22. On seeing his elephants whose origin was the mountainous 
region and whose bodies were on a par with the mountains 
and who were incessantly exuding ichor (Dina) others also 
became givers of (religious) gifts (Dina). 
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2!. In his assemblies the scholarly propounders were not 
conquered by anyone at any place in scriptural lores. In his 
battlefield the warriors were not conquered by anyone at any 
place by means of weapons. 

24. In the realm of that king the enemies were never seen 
An411apatlal} ('those whose posjtion was not lost'); in his realm 
the subjects were never seen Na,1apatla1J, ('those whose posi
tions were lost'). 

25. Even in heaven there is only one Kalavan ('Master of 
arts', the Moon) among the heaven-dwellers; but in the realm 
of that king, all were Kalalayas ('abodes of arts'). 

26. There is only one Kima in heaven and he is devoid 
of limbs; but in his realm the Kimas (Kima = 1. god of love 
2. desire) of everyone were complete in their limbs and parts 
of limbs (had their desires fulfilled in all respects). 

27. In his realm, no one was anywhere heard to be Gotrabhitl 
('breaker of family tradition'). In heaven the lord of the heaven
dwellers is glorified as Gotrabhid. (Gotrabhit.1-'who chopped 
off the wings of mountains'). 

28. No one was heard in his realm by anyone to be a J4a,i 
('suffering from consumptive disease'). In heaven the lord of 
the night (Moon) is expected to wane in the different fort
nights (~ayi). 

29-51. In heaven there are Nava Grahas ('Nine Planets'). 
His lands are Anavagrahas ('have no drought'). 

Even in heaven there is only one Hiral).yagarbha (Brahma). 
The abodes of all the inhabitants of his realm have gold within 
(i.e. are Hirati,agarbhas). 

There is only one Am.fumtin ('the Sun, having rays or raiments') 
blazing in heaven with but seven horses. But his citizens have 
many good silk clothes and many horses everyday. 

S2.Just as the heavenly region is SadapsarilJ, ('having excel
lent celestial damsels'), so also his city is SatlapsardlJ, ('having 
lakes with excellent water'). In the world of Vaikui:iiha, there 
is only one Padma (Goddess Lakfmi) but he has a hundred 
Padmalcaras ('abodes of Padma '., 1otus ponds'). 

SS. Hi1 villages are Anitis ('having no divine calamities' 
and 'having no justice') but there are no Arajapuf111as ('men 
spreading anarchy' or 'men with ~o royal glory'). In heaven 
there is only one Dhanada i.e. Kubera, the lord of Alaka, here 
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in every house there are Dhanatlas (Kuberas, donors of wealth). 
54. Even as that Divodisa was ruling Kiii thus, every year 

passed off like a day and thus eighty thousand years elapsed. 
!15. Even as he followed the path of righteousness, the 

Devas who were desirous of taking malafide action against him 
took counsel with Guru Qupiter). 

56. 0 sage, the Devas usually bring about great disasters 
to persons of righteous activities like you. · 

57. Although this king very much propitiated those par
takers of the offerings (gods) in the fire by means of sacrifices 
very difficult to be performed, yet they were not friendly towards 
him. 

58. Inability to bear the prosperity of others is but the 
nature of these heaven-dwellers. In what way was offence committed 
by Bali, Bi~a, Dadhici and othen against them? 

59. Obstacles do indeed happen at every step in the per
formance of piety. Still their own duty is never forsaken by 
pious-minded ones. 

40. Unrighteous ones do flourish with abundance of wealth 
and grain; but due to the same unrighteousness they face 
downfall along with their roots (completely). 

41. Not even an iota of unrighteousness was incurred by 
that king who protected his subjects like his own bosom-born 
progeny and who conquered the enemies. 

42. The Suras did not come to know of any vulnerable 
point in that king who was aware of the six GutuU (expedients 
of political success). His mind was very powerful on account 
of the three Saktis, viz. intellect, army (or physical prowess) 
and brilliance, and he was perfectly conversant with clever 
strategic means. 

4!1. Although they were intelligent and they endeavoured 
to harm him, the Devas did not succeed in doing the least 
harm to that king. 

44. All the men in his realm were steadfast in their vow 
of having only one wife each. Among women there was no one 
who was nbt chaste. 

45. No Brihma9a remained without learning. No Kfatriya 
was unheroic and no Vaiiya was without an adequate knowledge 
of the means of earning wealth. 

46. In the realm of that King Divodasa, Siidras had unswerving 
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devotion to the service unto the twice-born. 
47. In his kin1dom relipous students maintained their celibacy 

unaffected. They were always obedient to their preceptor's 
family and desirous of learning the Vedaa. 

48. The householden everywhere were keen in the obser
vance of their duties of entertaining pests, masters of the 
scriptures and always behaved honourably and decently. 

49. Those who were in the third stage of their life, scru
pulously abided by the conduct prescribed for hermits without 
any desire for the activities of the village and followed the 
Vedic path. 

50. The ascetics therein eschewed all desires and were free 
from attachments of every sort. They maintained the three 
D~das (sipifying mastery over) speech, mind and physical 
action. 

51. Persons of mixed castes (whether born of the regular 
order, i.e. husband of a superior caste and wife of an inferior 
one, or vice versa and of the irregular order, i.e. husband of 
an inferior caste and wife of a superior one) never swerved 
in the least from the path traditionally inherited by them. 

52. In that realm there were no men without children, no 
one devoid of wealth, no one who did not serve the elders and 
no one who met with death prematurely and unaccountably. 

53. There were no garrulous persons or fickle ones, no 
cheats or persons of violent nature, no heretics and no imbe
ciles, none dyin1 childless and no liquor-sellers. 

54. Everywhere there was heard the loud sound of Vedic 
chanting; at every place there debate on scriptural literature 
was held; everywhere there were pleasing melodious auspi
cious songs. 

55. There were heard the sounds of lutes and flutes and 
drums of sweet melody. Excepting the intake of the Soma 
juice, no other sort of drinking was heard of. 

56. Therein meat-eating was practised only with respect to 
the sacrificial Purocjiia (oblation) and never elsewhere. There 
were no gamesters there; no one in debts and no thieves. 

57. Adoration of the feet of his parents (was considered 
by a son as) wonhip of gods, holy fasts, vow and observance, 
holy spot and the greatest wonhip of the deities. 

58. To women worship of the feet of the husband was the 
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worship of the lord; his word is (as authoritative as) the Vedas. 
All men always worshipped their elder brothen. 

59. Servantsjoyouslyworshipped the lotus-like feet of their 
masters. The persons of superior caste were extolled by those 
of inferior caste on account of deference for good qualities. 

60. They worshipped the deities of Kiii thrice a day. 
Everywhere all the learned men were worshipped by laymen 
with great zeal. 

61. Persons steadfast in austerities were worshipped by scholan. 
Those who had conquered the sense--organs were adored by 
those who were steadfast in penance. Those who were well
established in knowledge were adored by those who had mastered 
the · sense-organs and Siva Yogins were adored by those who 
were well-established in knowledge. 

62. Day and night sacrificial offerings well-consecrated, 
sanctified by Mantras and of great worth were duly made in 
the fire constituting the mouth of the Brihma9as. 

6S. In that realm, at every step, there were many persons 
who dug wells, tanks and lakes and planted parks utilizing 
(their) wealth acquired by legitimate means. 

64. In his realm people of all castes were seen delighted 
and well-nourished. Excepting hunters and animal killers, all 
were richly endowed with a desire to be engaged in uncensurable 
services. 

65. Thus that king was pure in every respect. The Devas 
who were given to find fault could not finsf even the least weak 
point in that king. 

66. The preceptor of Devas said thus to the Devas who 
were desirous of harming that virtuous king who was the foremost 
among those who were conversant with Mantras. 

Guru said,: 

67. Here no one knows (the six expedients in politics viz.) 
Sandhi, Vigraha, Y-ana, Asana, Salhsraya and Dvaidhibhivana 
(i.e. peace, war, marching against, halting, seeking shelter and 
duplicity) as that king. 

68. 0 heaven-dwellers, among the four Upa,as (means of 
strategy) there is only one, namely Bh1tla (sowing dissensions) 
which perhaps may be successful in regard to that king who 
is very powerful due to his austerities. 
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69. Devas have been banished from the earth by that king. 
Yet there are many there who are partial and sympathetic 
towards us. 

70. They are honourd by him too as well as by us. Even 
for a moment he will not be happy without them. 

71. They keep moving in and out constantly. They are 
objects of trust unto everyone. If once they come here, all that 
we desire can be achieved. 

72. On hearing the words uttered by Gitpati (i.e. Brhaspati) 
all the Devas understood the implications thereof. Hence they 
duly honoured those spies who moved within and without and 
said, "It shall be so." 

7!. Thereafter Sakra (lndra) called Vitihotra (god Fire) 
standing in front and spoke to him sweetly with great rever
ence. 

74. "O Havyavihana, withdraw immediately your form es
tablished there in the realm of that king. 

75. When that form comes back, all the subjects with their 
sacred fires having extinguished, shall beco~e deprived of the 
rites of HaUJa and KaUJO and so will be averse to the king. 

76. Bereft of the attachment of the subjects-the wish-yielding 
divine cow of the kingdom, the title Raja (a king, a delighter 
of the subjects) acquired with very great difficulty, shall be
come meaningless. 

77. A king is called so (Raja) because he makes the people 
delighted. This is the conventional meaning acquired (by the 
word). If that convention gets spoilt and lost the very kingdom 
shall perish. 

78. The king alienated from the subjects will before long 
perish, though he may be richly en!lowed with treasury, for
tress, army etc., like a tree on the bank (of a river). 

79. The means of achieving the three aims of life for a 
king is his subjects at the very outset. If the subjects become 
weak, the threefold objective gets weakened. 

80. When the three-fold aim gets weakened the attainment 
( of the pleasures) of the two worlds too becomes very weak.• 

81. At these words of Indra, gild Fire endowed with Yogic 
Miyi quickly withdrew his form from the region of the earth. 

82. At the instance of the Thunderbolt-wielding Lord, god 
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Fire withdraw not only the Tntapis (the three types of sac
rificial fires) but also the gastric fire having the power of 
digesting foodstuffs. 

85-84. When god Fire had gone back to the heavenly 
region, at midday, the king concluded the midday rites and 
quickly entered the dining hall. The trembling officials in 
charge of the kitchen submitted as follows to the hungry king. 

The Coo1cs saitl: 

85-86. 0 king, you have excelled the Sun by means of 
your brilliance and god Fire by means of your exploits. Though 
it is untimely, we are desirous of submitting something, 0 
king skilled in fighting battles. If you accord to us freedom 
from fear, we shall intimate to you with palms joined in rev
erence. 

87. When the command was given with an indication from 
his eyebrows by the king of esteemed countenance, the offi
cials incharge of the Royal Kitchen submitted softly: 

88. 110 lord, we are not fully aware by what mischievous 
means Vaiivinara (god Fire), terrified much at your exploits 
and fully conscious• ( of the consequences), vanished from the 
city. 

89. How can there go regular cooking acitivity when fire 
has vanished? Still some cooking has been completed by us 
with solar power. 

90. On getting your lordship's command we shall bring it 
here. 0 king. we think that today's cooking is good." 

91. On hearing the words of the cooks that highly intel
ligent king of noble temperament thought that it was the mischief 
done by Devas. 

92-96. Presently he meditated and visualized by means of 
the power of his penance that god Fire abandoned not only 
the kitchen but also the cavities of belly and went away to the 
abode of the gods, away from the earth. 

'Let it be so. What harm has been done to us when god Fire 
has left? The harm is that of the gods thanks to the disorderly 

*If taken u 11rlitlflit1 instead of rlitllNifl, it means "The fool, that he is etc.• 
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activity (i.e. cessation of sacrifices etc.). Has the kingdom been 
taken over by me on the strength of their power? It has been 
assigned to me by the Creator, Brahma, with due weightage.' 

While that king who ruled the middle world (Earth) 1ike 
lndra was thinking thus, the citizens came to the royal. threshold 
along with the people of the surrounding countryside. At the 
king's behest they were 'allowed to enter by the doorkeeper. 

97-98. They were given due precedence and approach 
and they bowed down to the king ( the Indra on the Earth). 
Some of them were addressed by the king in a voice indicating 
reverence. Some were welcomed with eyes beaming with delight. 
Some were received with gestures of the hands. They left their 
seats and were received by the king with due deference. 

99. All of them resorted to the courtyard. It was served 
(lighted) with the rays of precious stones. The fragrance thereof 
surpassed that of celestial trees (in sweetness). It was auspi
cious and splendid due to the shade of the royal umbrellas 
of a hundred ribs. 

100-111. Then the king, having come to know their purpose 
as evinced by their facial colour (expression), began to speak: 

•o citizens, do not be afraid. If fire is taken away from the 
earth by the Devas committing mischief, does it by itself amount 
to an attack on me by them? 

0 citizens, I myself had a desire of doing this but did not 
bring it into effect. Fortunately it has been recalled after a 
long time. 

Fire has gone away. That is good. Let god Wind too go away 
from here. Let Varul)a too along with the Sun and the Moon, 
go away without delay. 

By means of the power of my penance I myself shall be 
lndra, the bestower of the abundance.of all vegetation to the 
delight of tt&e realm all-round. 

Thanks to tie power of penance and Yoga, I shall divide 
myself into the three forms of fire for carrying out the activi
ties of cooking, sacrificial rites and warJning (those affected 
by chillness). 

I shall adopt the duty of Wind within (the body) and outside 
(in the world) and become capable of knowing the internal 
activities of everyone. 

I shall assume the form of water, the sole enlivener of all 
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creatures, and resuscitate all the subjects. Of what use are the 
waters in my realm? 

When the Moon and the Sun are overwhelmed by Tamas 
(Rihu at the time of eclipse), 0 citizens, do we not keep alive 
without them in the world? 

I shall make the subjects delighted by assuming the splendour 
of the Moon. Of what avail is the night-stalking Moon that 
wastes away and is defiled by a stigma? 

Bhiskara (the Sun) is the founder of our dynasty. He is 
decidedly worthy of our respect. Let him remain happily and 
carry on his movements to and fro. 

He alone is the very soul of all the worlds. Particularly he 
is our family deity. He does not stoop to commit any harm. 
That is his excellent vow." 

112. After imbibing these nectar-like words of the king through 
the cups of their ears, the citizens with their faces beaming 
with delight went away to their respective abodes without any 
worry in their minds. 

11!. The king too did accordingly. What is it that cannot 
be achieved by penance in the three worlds? Adopting the 
refulgence far excelling that of fire and the Sun, he became, 
as it were, a great thorn in the heart of the heaven-dwellers. 

CHAPTER FORTYFOUR 

Description of Kali 

Slcanda said: .., 

1-2. Hara, the Lord of the universe, beautified with the 
digit of the crescent moon, was staying in his palace studded 
with precious stones and shining with the splendour of jewels 
within the caves of Mandara. The place was very high in the 
firmament, surrounded by the peaks of the mountain and the 

"" Devas were occupying the seats all-around. Yet Sankara did 
not feel delighted because of the rising fever bom of the 
separation from Kiii. 

!I. In order to calm down the scorching fire of separa
tion, sandalpaste from Malaya was smeared on his body by the 
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Lord, the enemy of the three Puras. That had dried up and 
assumed the form of the ash (on his body). 

4. Tender stalks of lotus were tied round his hands like 
bracelets for the removal of the scorching heat. The Lord 
then shouted out that they were serpents (ao stinging and 
scorching). That turned out to be a facL Alasl The wish of the 
Great Lord (prevails). 

5. The cool full-moon that had been drawn out by the 
Devas after churning the Ocean of Milk became lean and thin 
with its body wasting away due to the heat of the head of the 
Lord scorched by the fire of separation. 

6. On being scorched (with the heat of separation from 
Kisi) Hara does not let go even today the heat-quelling celestial 
river which he had held up in a corner of his extensive matted 
hair. 

7. Sankara of habitual, perfect self-control had become 
a victim of a great (fire of) separation, but since he covered 
it up perfectly, he was not known to be so by the Suras present 
in his assembly. 

8. This is very surprising that the pure Lord of the three 
worlds should be scorched by the fire arising from the sepa
ration from his own city, even though the fire is his own form. 

9. The Lord always adorns his forehead with a digit of 
the moon. Still that moon scorched the Lord. When one is 
in misery who is not against one? 

10. The poison is shining in the throat but he is not scorched 
thereby. It is surprising that he is scorched by the clusters of 
cool, nectar-like rays of the moon. 

11. He was afflicted with the mass of Haricandana 
(sandalpaste) water applied over the chest for the removal of 
the heat of separation but not with the poison issuing from 
the spreading hoods of the serpents. 

12. This Lord Hara is capable of destroying all the erro
neous conceptions such as those of serpents in garlands. It is 
surprising that he too had the misconception of a serpent in 
a distinctly visible garland. 

15. That unborn Lord (Siva) is capable of destroying the 
three Tapas ( distresses) merely on being remembered. But he 
too was distressed due to the separation from Kiii. He then 
began to prattle thus: 
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14. 'Even if the wind blowing from Kiii were to embrace 
my limbs, the heat therein may subside but not by diving into 
a vast expanse of snow. 

15. The distress of mine was heightened by the separation 
of the .daughter of Dalqa. How could it have subsided if the 
daughter of Himilaya, the creeper that enlivens me, had not 
manifested immediately? 

16. When Daqa's daughter cast off her body, my mind 
was distressed, but it was not as much as the present distress 
due to the great heat arising from the separation from Avimukta. 

17. 0 Kisi, when will I have the joyous pleasure of coming 
into contact with you whereby all my limbs shall cool down 
instantaneously and surprisingly? 

18. 0 Kiii, you have destroyed all sins. The fire due to the 
separation from you gets increased through the cool drops of 
the digits of the nectar-rayed moon as though through the 
offerings of ghee. It is really surprising. 

19. Formerly my fever (heat) due to the separation from 
Dak,a's daughter vanished due to the remedy in the form of 
Himavin's daughter. Indeed now I will not attain peace unless 
I see Kisi quickly.' 

20. Siva had perfectly concealed the aberration due to 
distress. But when he began to lament mentally, he was some
how understood by the mother of the universe and of all the 
intellects, as lamenting for separation from something. 

21. Even by that beloved who was a half part of his body, 
the cause of Siva's grief of separation was not understood. 
She, therefore, addressed the following probing words to the 
Lord who dispels the distress of all living beings that bow unto 
him. 

Sri Paroati said: 

22. 0 omnipresent one, everything is within the grasp of 
your hand. What separation do you have, 0 Lord endowed 
with Yogic power? Sacred ash besmeared by you bestows pros
perity (on the dev!)tees). (By your grace) the entire earth is 
rid all of adversities. 

23. 0 Lord, in the absence of your supervision in a moment 
all the worlds become annihilated and undergo miserable plight. 
0 Lord, if anyone is not favoured by you with the least of 
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mercy, he undergoes downfall as an alien. 
24. The moon the sun and fire do not cause distress unto 

you, 0 Three-eyed One, because they are your eyes. Your 
beloved with refulgent water i.e. Gangi is on your head itself. 

25. These serpents always resort to your arms (as oma
ment.s). 0 Blue-throated One, no poison affect.a you. 0 Vimadeva. 
I am the splendid woman constituting your left side here and 
acting favourably to your mental predilection. 

26. When this was uttered in a way conducive to welfare 
by the mother of the seed of the worldly existence, with a 
selected collection of words, Giriia (Siva) began to speak (in 
reply). 

lsvara said: 

27. 0 Kasi, the Lord having eight cosmic forms*. Bhava, 
Hara, has been certainly captivated by you, Kiii . 

.-
This is understood by Sivi (Pirvati) quickly. 
28. Thereupon Siva (Pirvati) described Avimukta, the city 

that bestows salvation, the sylvan crecpcn whereof had been 
her childhood friends. 

Paroati said: 

29. 0 Smarahara (Siva), we shall go to Kisi, the city that 
is held on the trident by Bhava at the time of deluge, when 
the water reached upto the sky, where it assumed the splendour 
of a lotus. 

!10. 0 Dhiirjap, even the realm of (my father) the Lord 
of mountains docs not delight me so much as your Kiiiki, the 
foremost city which is no part of the earth though it is on the 
earth (as it is held aloft by the Lord on his trident). 

!I 1. 0 Lord, how will that city of Kiii become the object 
of our vision, the city where there is no fear arising from Kali 
Age, the city wherein (if) one dies, he is not reborn, the city 
where there is no fear arising from sins. 

•The ei1ht form• of giw. are five elements, the Sun, the Moon and the self. 
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52. Don't we have thousands of cities everywhere abound
ing in all types of prosperities? But I swear by you, none like 
Kasi has come within the range of my vision, 0 Siva. 

55. Aren't there hundred cities in Heaven, the source of 
origin of all fanciful things? But, 0 Puriri (Siva), in compari
son with the city of thine, the destroyer of worldly sufferings, 
they are all worthless. 

54. The fever due to the separation from Kasi docs not 
effect you as much as it affects me. For the quiescence of the 
distress, the only remedy is that city or my native land. 

55. 0 Lord, after attaining Kasi, the bestower of peace all 
round, the cause of the destruction of all sorts of distress, the 
distress due to the separation from my native land has not 
been thought of by me. 

56. The Laktmis of salvation have not been directly per
ceived by any embodied being anywhere. I am aware, 0 Lord, 
0 bestower of happiness, indeed Kisiki is the salvation akin 
in form to the bestower of all happiness and welfare. 

57. Neither by performing meditation on the Absolute 
(Brahma), avoiding unsteadiness of sense-organs, nor by (per
formance of) Kratu (sacrifice) and other rites, nor by Vedic 
knowledge and lore, is salvation attainable as easily as by cast
ing off the body at Kifi. 

~8. Nowhere is such happiness possible as is found in Kifi. 
It is neither in heaven nor elsewhere in the world. How can 
it be found even in Pitila which is so very beautiful. Where 
can be even a talk of happiness in the mortal world? 

59. 0 trident -bearing Lordi Your holy place Avimukta is 
never bereft of the Laqmi (glory) of salvation. If a merito
rious creature were to exercise (control over) his mind there, 
he will always be practising the Yoga with the six ancillaries. 

40. Through the Yoga with six ancillaries, men cannot achieve 
that bodilt Yoga-Siddhi instantaneously which one attains very 
easily, 0 Siva, by fixing the eyes on you for a moment after 
reaching Kifi. 

41. Better indeed is a brute without the gift of intellect 
and not a human possessing the power of intellect, which 
refuses to be benefited ~y failing to visit Kasi (by postponing 
to go there) as life is transient resembling a bubble of water 
on a lotus leaf. 
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42. The two eyes that have seen Kasi are blesaedi O Siva, 
the body that resides in Kifi is blessed; the mind that has 
resorted to Kiii is blessed; the face is blessed that has been 
turned towards Kisi. 

4!. Even a dust particle of Xiii is excessively sacred and 
always destroys Rajas and Tamas qualities. It is as brHliant as 
the splendour of the moon. It is held in great esteem by the 
Suras when it sticks to their forehead touching in making 
obeisance to the region around Mar,ikal'J)iki. 

44. Neither the world of Devas, nor Satyaloka, nor the 
world of serpents can be on a par with M~ikarr,iki, because 
the ear of a person who dies at that place becomes fit to 
receive Bral,rnarasa1ana (Prar,ava or Rimamantrarija). 

45. The region of Ma9ikar9iki is the source of excellent 
refulgence, where the expanse of darkness (i.e. ignorance) 
which is accumulated and increased in the course of hundreds 
of births and which cannot be quelled by fire or the rays of 
the sun and the moon, gets destroyed. 

46. Is (It is as if) the region of Mai,ikarr,iki, the throne 
of ultimate salvation or the soft bed of the Laqmi of salvation, 
or the source of origin of the great bulbous root (i.e. the 
prime cause) of the highest bliss? 

4 7. By means of minute particles of refulgent pebbles persons 
who are happily seated (in M~ikar9iki) count the number 
of those creatures who have previously attained salvation there. 
They themselves eagerly await the destruction of their bodies, 
which constitutes a great festival unto them. 

Sl&antla said: 

48. After describing the city ofViril}asi thus, 0 sage, AparQi 
(Pirvati) once again urged the Pinika,wielding Lord to pro
ceed to Kasi. 

Sri Paroati saitl: 

49. 0 Lord of Pramathas, 0 Lord of all, 0 bestower of 
boons, you are ever independent in your existence. Kindly see 
that I am enabled to go to Anandavana. 
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Sluantla said: 

50. On hearing this Giriia became pleased. He spoke unto 
Giriji whose words had excelled even nectar in sweetness and 
who was brilliant in the exposition of Kifi. 

Sri Devatleva said: 

51. 0 my beloved Gauri, I have been thrilled and refreshed 
by the sprays of nectar in the form of your words. Now I shall 
endeavour to reach Kasi. 

52. 0 great goddess, you are aware that I enjoy only that 
thing which is not enjoyed by others and not other things. 

SS. As, at the behest of the Grandfather (Brahmi) King 
Divodisa is administering the city righteously what remedy 
should be employed? 

54. How can that righteous King Divodisa who is eager to 
protect the subjects, be dislodged from that city of Kisi? 

55. Since there can be obstacles only on the path of the 
unrighteous and not that of others, 0 goddess, whom should 
I send there who will dislodge him from Kasi? 

56. If anyone puts in obstacles to those who follow the 
righteous path, he himself will face obstacles on the other 
hand, 0 enhancer of love. 

57. Without any fault (on his part), I am not enthusiastic 
enough to assail him. Indeed, 0 dear one, those who strictly 
adhere to righteousness should be protected by me. · 

58. Old age will not afflict him. Death will not desire to 
take away his life. Ailments do not torment him who sticks to 
the path of righteousness here. 

59. Even as the Lord was thinking thus, he saw in front 
of him a group _of Yoginis of great maturity, capable of accom
plishing hard tasks. 

60. Mter discussing the matter with the goddess, 0 great 
sage Vyomakeia, Hara called the group of Yoginis and spoke 
these word1: 

61-65. "O Yoginis, hasten to my city Viri,;,,.asl where King 
Divadisa rules the kingdom with adequate adherence to righ
teousness. 0 intelligent Yoginis equipped with the power of 
Yoga and Miyi, proceed in that manner which will make the 
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king sweive from his duty and abandon Kiii. 0 Yoginis, quickly 
carry out such means as will enable me to go to Vir~asi after 
renovating iL • 

64. Having accepted with bowing heads this behest consid
ering it as a divine favour, the group of Yoginis bowed down 
again and departed therefrom. 

65. Those Yoginis were highly delighted. With a speed far 
exceeding that of the mind, they passed through the sky talk
ing to one another. 

66-67. Wfoday we are further blessed because the Lord of 
Devas himself bestowed his favour and sent us to the glorious 
Anandakinana. Today all of a sudden we had two rare advantages, 
the honour conferred by the Three-eyed Lord and the opportunity 
to visit Kasi." 

68. Thus, the delighted gr.oup of Yoginis departed from 
the pleasure-grove in the Mandara mountain, travelled through 
the sky quickly and espied that city. 

CHAPTER FORTYFIVE 

Tiu Anival of Sisi,-four Yoginis 

Slcantla said: 

1. Then that group ofYoginis extended their visions from 
afar and praised the length of their vision which had become 
fruitful. 

2. They praised also the festoons and banners of the groups 
of divine places, the tips of which were fluttering as though 
they were inviting respectfully the wayfaren on the paths far 
away. 

S. They also praised the blue sky that appeared to be 
bright due to the glittering rubies in the places with increased 
rays. 

4. * They concealed their divinity by means of their Miya 
and assumed the guise befitting Karpapkis (an order of ascetics 

-VV. 4-17 describe the various profe11ion1 or women or that period. 
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wearing red garments). Thus the group of Yoginis entered 
Kasi in an irregular order (not simultaneously in a group). 

5. One of them adopted the form of a woman Yogini or 
a Kipiliki, another became a woman ascetic, one of them 
became a Sairantlhri (a female attendant) and another (as
sumed the form of) one fasting for a month. 

6. One of them became wife of a gardener, another a 
beautiful maiden of a barber conversant with the activities 
connected with cases of delivery and another an adept in science 
of medicine. 

7. A certain Yogini became a Vaiiya woman-very clever 
in buying and selling. One of them became a serpent-charmer 
and another a governess and another a slave girl. 

8. One of them became a woman expert in dancing and 
another an adept in singing. Another became a flute player 
and still another a lute player. 

9. One Yogini became one conversant with playing on 
the Mrdailga drum and a certain one an expert in the art of 
beating time. One of them was a specialist in the art of seduc
tion and another a maker of pearl-necklaces. 

10. One became expert in the art of apportioning scents; 
one was a specialist in the game of dice; another was an adept 
conversationalist and a certain one became a Catvti.mcari,:,.i (a 
mendicant woman roaming in quadrangles). 

11. One of them became a clever woman climbing a bam
boo pole and another a rope-walker. One became a lunatic 
with curious pranks and another clothed herself with rags 
picked from the highway. 

12. One lived in that city as one capable of blessing the 
childless with children. Another was an expert in palmistry. 

I!. A certain (Yogini) captivated the minds of the com
mon people through her skill in drawing pictures. A certain 
one roamed there proclaiming herself an expert in the spells 
of captivating persons. 

14. One of them was bestower of supernatural J>C?Wers through 
Guliluis (pills); one of them was able to bestow Anjana Sidtlhi 
(supernatural power through use of collyrium); another was 
an expert in Dhatuvada (Alchemy) and another bestowed Patlului 
Sitldhi ( transport to a desired place by touching the sandals). 

15. One of them taught the arts of Agnistathbl&a ('arresting 
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firf), Jalasta,nliha ('preventing the movement of water') and 
Vautati&bha ('arresting the power of speech'); one of them 
offered Khecantua ('the ability to walk in the sky') and another 
one offered the power of being invisible. 

16. One of them offered the AA:ar#,i Sidtlhi (' the power 
to drag to oneself woman or man desired); another offered 
Ucca1ana (upsetting and unsettling persons of stability); a cer
tain one enamoured the minds of young men through the 
beauty of her limbs. 

17-19. One of them could bestow anything thought of; 
one of them was an expert in astrology. , . 

In such disguises and professions, the group of Yoginis entered 
every house and every yard around. Thus they spent a year 
roaminJ about in the city day and night. They were desirous 
of creating obstacles unto the king, but could not find any 
inlet or loophole. Their desired missions were not fulfilled. 
All these Yoginis gathered together and stayed there taking 
counsel together. They never went back to Mandara. 

20. "If one had been honoured in the open assembly (by 
being entrusted with a task) but could not carry out the task 
and if the one is not even wounded, can that one stand in 
front of the lord and master?" 

21-25. Further, the following steps were thought ofby the 
Yoginis, 0 sage. 'We can very well live without the Lord but 
not without Kasi. Even if the master is angry with the servant, 
he can only take away the means of livelihood. But, if Kasi 
slips out from the grasp, it may take away all the four aims 
of life.' 

0 great sage, ever since then, till today the Yoginis never 
left Kasi and stayed elsewhere, though they wander through 
all the three worlds. 

24-28. (The Yoginis thought further:) 'Even after coming 
to Kisi, the glorious city, if any wretched-minded man were 
to think of leaving it, it is he who will be, on the other hand, 
abandoned by the four Pum1arthas, viz. Dharma, Artha, Kima 
and Mukti. After coming to Kasi which man of wretched intellect 
desires to go elsewhere with his mind dwelling on insignifi
cant glory? Ka.ii is, as it were, the treasure-chest of salvation. 
Even if the master Lurns away his face from us ( to express his 
displeasure), he will see us face to face ( to express his plea-
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sure) due to the merit of resorting to Kiii. 

The Lord will be our own merit penonified. Hence we shall 
be contented that we have done our duty. 

The Lord, omniscient Siva, will be coming here in a few 
days, because the Three-eyed Lord does not feel happy else
where except at Kasi. 

This Kasi is the Sakti (power) of Sambhu. It is not percep
tible to all. Sam.bhu alone knows its greatest happiness.' 

29. Having concluded thus in their minds, the group of 
Yoginis stayed back in the Anandakinana of Sambhu, enveloping 
themselves with an indescribable Miyi. 

v,asa said: 

SO-SI. On hearing this, the sage asked the Six-faced Lord 
again: "O Lord, what are their names? Enumerate them. What 
benefit accrues by worshipping the Yoginis at Kasi? What is 
the holy occasion on which they are to be worshipped? How 
are they to be worshipped? Mention that." 

S2 On hearing these questions concerning the Yoginis, 
the son of Umi replied: "O sage, I shall mention. May Your 
Holiness listen attentively." 

Siantla said: 

SS. 0 Pot-born One, I shall mention the names of the 
Yoginis, on hearing which all the sins of the persons of worldly 
existence perish instantaneously. 

S4-41. The sixty-four names of the Yoginis*: 
(1) Gajinani, (2) Simhamukhi, (8) Grdhrisyi, (4) Kikatll\lcJiki, 

(5) u,p-agrivi, (6) Hayagrivi, (7) Virihi, (8) Sarabhinani, 
(9) Ulukiki, (10) Sivirivi, (11) Mayuri, (12) Vikaianani, 
(lS)Afpvakri, (14) Koiaraqi, (15)Kubji, (16) VikaiaJocani, 
(17) Sllfkodari, (18) Lalajjihvi, (19) Svadam.,ira, (20) Vinarinani, 
(21) {Utfiqi, (2!) Kekariqi, (2S) Brhattuo4a, (24) Suripriyi, 

• '11iough there mipt have been separate temples for the Yoglnl1 formerly, 
now they are wonhipped in one temple called 'ChaudlaathI Dm Temple'. The 
temple 11 small, located in a tiny lane in the Benpli Tola area, hi1b above 
the ChaurilsaJhl (or Rana Mahal) GhiJ. (BCL 158) 
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(25) Kapilahasti, (26) Raktiqi, (27) Suki, (28) Syeni, (29) 
Kapotiki, (30) Puahasta, (31) DaQcJahasti, (32) Pracar.i4i 
Car.i4avikrami, (33) Siiughni, (!4) Pipahantri, (55)Kili, (36) 
Rudhirapiyini, (37) Vasidhayi, (38) Garbhabhalqi, (39) Savahasm, 
(40) Anttamilini, (41) Sthiilakeii, (42) Brhatkuqi, (43) .Sarpisyi, 
(44) Pretavihani, (45) Dandaiiikakari, (46) Kraunci, (47) 
Mrgafirfi, (48) Vnanani, (49) Vyittisyi, (50) Dhiimanil)svisi, 
(51) Vyomaikacaral)i, (52) Ordhvadrk, (55) Tipanidnti, (54) 
so,anidr,ti, (55) Kotari, (56) Sthiilanisiki, (57) Vidyutprabhi, 
(58) Balikisyi, (59) Mirjiri, (60) Katapiitani, (61) Attittahisi, 
(62) Kimilqi, (63) Mrgikfi, (64) Mrgalocani. • 

42. If any man repeats these sixty-four names everyday at 
dawn, midday and dusk, all his sufferings due to evil spirits 
become subsided. 

43. Neither J;)ikinis nor Sikinis, neither Kii,1Pi1.14as nor 
Rilqasas afflict him who recites these names. 

44. They give peace to infants and the unborn. They accord 
victory in battle, royal household and debates. 

45. He who senes Yogini Pit.has (pedestals) shall obtain 
desired powers. One who repeats other Mantras in front of 
their pedestals shall also achieve powers. 

46. The Yoginis become quickly pleased with oblations, 
adorations and offerings and dedications of incense and lamps 
and they shall fulfil all desires. 

47. In autumnal season a devotee conversant with Man
tras, should perform a great Piiji in accordance with the injunctions 
and make ghee offerings. He shall attain great benefit. 

48. In the month of Asva,uj (October-November), begin
ning with the first lunar day of the bright half and ending with 
the ninth day, a man should worship (the Yoginis). He shall 
obtain whatever is desired. • 

49. The excellent man should obsene fast on the four
teenth day in the dark half and keep awake during the night. 
He shall obtain great benefit. 

50-51. The devotee should repeat all the names affixing 
the Praoava in the beginning and using them in the Dative 

--rhe name, in thi1 li1t show that theae ao-called Yogiai1 mu1t be ogresses 
wonhlpped by the mane, before their Brihmaoiaadon. They came to be 
called "Yogini1• after their absorpdon in the .biva culL 
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case and perform one hundred and eight HaJ!anas for each 
name at night with Guggulu (aromatic gum resin) mixed with 
ghcc, making each lump of the size of a small Badari fruit. He 
shall obtain great benefit and whatever power he may desire, 
the man shall obtain it. 

52-54. On the first day in the dark half of Caitra a Pil
grimage (Yitri) should be performed assiduously for the pur
pose of quelling obstacles to the holy spot by meritorious 
persons. If anyone staying in Kasi, out of contempt or indif
ference, does not perform the annual pilgrimage, the Yoginis 
create obstacles unto him. Keeping all of them ahead at Kasi 
in Maoikal"Qiki, a devout man should perform obeisance. Merely 
on account of this he can ward off all obstacles. 

CHAPTER FORTYSIX 

D,scription of Lolarlr.a * 

Sianda said: 

1. After the group of Yoginis had departed, 0 Pot-born 
Onf!, the Lord of Devas who was desirous of knowing the 
situation in Kasi sent the Sun-god. 

Th, Lord of Deuas said: 

2. 0 Seven-horsed One, go quickly to the splendid city 
of Viru.iasi where Divodisa, a Dharma incarnate, is the ruler. 

5. Do something quickly so that the holy spot gets ruined 
due to the king's transgression of the path of piety. But do 
not think lightly of that king. 

4.· If insult or disrespect is shown towards anyone treading 
the path of piety, that will surely recoil on oneself. Great sin 
too will befall. 

5. If due to your intellectual skill he swerves from the 

*There are twelve Aclilya (Sun-sod) temples at Banaru. Lolarka i1 the most 
imponant and famous. It is located in the extreme south of Vir19ui, near 
Ille conOuence of Asi and Gal\11. The two copper-plate ,nnu of Glhadwal 
ldnp (after their baths here) 1how its ancient importance (BCL 177). 
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path of virtue, 0 Sun, you can devastate that city with your 
fierce rays. 

6. The notorious bad qualities of lust and anger, greed 
and delusion, rivalry and arrogance have no place in him. 
Hence even the god of Death cannot conquer him. 

7. As long as the intellect is well-established in piety, as 
long as the mind is steadfast in piety, 0 Sun-god, whence can 
be the rise of obstacles in the case of men even in adversities? 

8. 0 Bradhna (Sun-god), you are aware of the activities 
of all creatures. Hence you are called Japccalqu,1} ('The eye 
of the universe'). Go, then for the accomplishment of the task. 

9. The Sun took the order of the Lord, and assumed 
another form capable of going along the sky both day and 
night. He then proceeded towards Kasi. 

10. The Sun was very much eager to see Kasi. Though he 
had a thousand feet (rays), he still yearned for more feet 
(rays). 

11. The state of being Hamsa ('one who goes continu
ously') of the Sun became meaningful and fruitful because he 
was desirous of going towards Kisi and so was proceeding 
along the sky continuously. 

12. After reaching Kasi, the Sun moved within and without 
(Kasi) but could not see even the least of an instance of deviation 
from piety in the case of the king. 

IS. The Sun stayed in Kiii for a year in various guises, but 
could not find any loophole in that righteous king. 

14. The Sun sometimes became a guest seeking something 
very difficult to get; but he did not see anything rare to be 
got in the realm of that king. 

15. Sometimes he became a beggJr; sometimes he became 
a bestower of many things. Sometimes he became one in a 
wretched state and sometimes he became an astrologer. 

16. Sometimes he performed rites beyond the pale ofVedas. 
Sometimes he established the philosophy of this-worldliness 
believing in only what is perceived. 

17. Sometimes he became one with matted hair. Sometimes 
he remained a nude mendicant. He sometimes became a snake
doctor, and expert in antidotes against poisons. 

18. Sometimes he became one well-versed in all heretical 
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doctrines; sometimes an expounder of Brahma (Absolute). He 
became a juggler sometimes making people perplexed by cre
ating illusions. 

19. Sometimes he made chaste ladies much agitated through 
instructions in different kinds of vows and observances with 
many narratives as illustration. 

20. Sometimes he became a Brihmas,a engaged in the vow 
of a Kipilika; sometimes a Vijiiinin (follower of Buddhist 
Vgiiinavida; sometimes a Dhituvidin, alchemist-MW & Com.) 

21. At some places he became a Brihmai,a; somewhere a 
royal prince, a Vaiiya or a Sudra; somewhere he became a 
religious student observing celibacy; somewhere a householder 
and somewhere a forest-dweller. 

22. Sometimes he became a recluse. Thus he tried to make 
the people confused. In some places, he became (posed to be) 
omniscient, an expert in all lores. 

25. Thus the Lord of Planets wandered in Kasi in different 
forms. But, nowhere did he find at any time any vulnerable 
point in the people. 

24. The son of Kaiyapa ( i.e. Su~-god) became very wor
ried with thoughts and censured himself. "Fie upon being one 
who runs an errand for others, wherein no fame is obtained." 

Milrtaf.UJ,a said: 

25. If I want to go back to Mandara now, the Lord will get 
angry immediately with me, because I have not fulfilled the 
task. He will become angry as though I am an ordinary ser
vant. 

26. If somehow I go there, how shall I stand in front of 
him like a foolish servant? 

27. lfl somehow go there accepting (pocketing) the insult, 
the Three-eyed Lord may stare at me angrily. Poison should 
be drunk by me then. 

28. If I became a victim to the fire of wrath of Lord Hara 
like a moth, even the Grandfather (Brahma) will not be able 
to save me. 

29. Hence I shall stay here forever. I will never leave this. 
I shall establish my hermitage in Viri1.1asi in accordance with 
the injunctions regarding (permanent stay) in a holy spot. 
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50. If I stay back here without intimating the non-fulfilment 
of the task to Puriri (Siva), I may incur sin; but Kifi itself 
shall be the means of redemption from that sin. 

51. Other sins too, whether great or small, of the good 
people who have entered Kiii, become reduced entirely. 

52. This sin has not been incurred by me knowingly. At 
the outset, it was ordained by Puriri himself: "May Dharma 
be protected." 

55. While the body is of quickly vanishing nature, if Dharma 
is protected by a11yone1 it is as though the three worlds have 
been protected by him. Of what avail are love and wealth, even 
if protected well. 

54. If Kama (love) is to be protected, why then was he 
made .. 4nanga (bodiless), though he had been the bestower of 
happiness on many? 

55. If it has been asserted by many that Artha (Wealth) 
should be always protected, then how did Hariicandra not 
protect it in the case of V1ivimitra? 

56. Dharma has been safeguarded by all, even at the cost 
of the body by Sibi and other kings as well as by Dadhici and 
other Brihma1.1as. · 

57. This Dharma itself arising from rendering service to 
Kasi will certainly protect me even from the infuriated Rudra. 

SS. After attaining Kisi very difficult to be attained, which 
sensible being forsakes it? Who will desire to collect worthless 
pieces of glass after giving up a jewel in one's hand. 

39. He who desires to go elsewhere leaving Kasi, kicks off 
a treasure with his foot and wishes to get wealth through beg
ging for alms. 

40. Sons, friends, wives, fields and riches are obtained in 
every birth but Kisi alone is not attained. 

41. A great happiness that is very'difficult to achieve even 
with the riches of all the three worlds has been acquired by 
that man by whom the city of Kasi capable of redeeming the 
three worlds, has been attained. 

42. lnf;leed the angry lludra. may .cause some reduction in 
my splendo11r. But in Kifi, I will achieve that splendour arising 
from the realization of the self. 

45. Other luminaries shine with a modicum of light of a 
glowworm only as long as the splendour arising from Kasi 
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does not flourish. 

44. Thus the dispeller of darkness, the eye of the univene, 
conversant with the power of Kasi divided himself into twelve 
and established himself in the city of Kia1. 

45-4 7. 0 Pot-born One, the following are the twelve Adityas 
(Suns): (I) Lolirka, (2) Uttarirka, (3) Sirilbiditya, ( 4) 
Drupadiditya, the fourth, (5) Mayiikhiditya, (6) Khakholka, 
(7) Anu.iiditya. (8) Vrddhiditya, (9) Kesaviditya, (10) Vunaliditya, 
(11) Galigiditya, and (12) Yamiditya, the twelfth one, in the 
city of Kasi. They always protect the holy spot from evil ones 
with dominant Timasa quality. 

48. Since the mind of the Sun became very eager (Lola) 
to see Kisi, the Sun in Kifi acquired the name Lolaf'la. 

49. Lolirka is established in the southern direction (of 
Kasi) at the confluence of Asi (with Gangi). He shall always 
make the inhabitants of Kasi achieve and preserve the good. 

50. By performing the annual pilgrimage on the seventh 
lunar day in Mirgasirta or on the sixth day falling on a Sunday*, 
a man is rid of all sins. 

51. Whatever sins have been committed by men during 
the year, are destroyed the very moment. One sees Lolirka on 
the sixth lunar day falling on Sunday. 

52. By taking the holy bath at the confluence of Asi (and 
Gangi), by propitiating the Pitrs and the deities and by duly 
performing Sriddha, one gets free from the indebtedness to 
the Pitrs. 

53. Whatever sacred rite is performed, like Dana, Homa 
and Arcana of the deities, at the confluence (of Asi and Gangi) 
known as •Lolirka-Sangama' is capable of according nevet
ending benefit. 

54. The rites of holy ablution, Dana etc. at Lolirka at the 
time of a solar eclipse shall undoubtedly be ten times more 
efficacious than that at Kurukfetra. 

55. On the Rathasaptami day (i.e. seventh day in the bnght 
half of Migha) a devotee should take his holy dip at the confluence 
of Gangi and Ali. Immediately he becomes free from the sins 

•BCL p. 279 notes that the annual pilpima,ie of LoJirka $atehl ii in Bhldrapada. 
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incurred in the course of seven births. 
· 56. If anyone pays a visit to Lolirka on every Sunday, observing 

the vows of cleanliness, he will never have any misery in this 
world 

57. He who visits Lolirka on Sundays or imbibes the water 
washing the god's feet, will never have- any misery; nor such 
skin-diseases as Pafl&O, Datlru or Vicard.U (itches, scabs etc.). 

58. If anyone even after staying in Viril)asi does not serve 
Lolirka, pains and miseries arising from hunger and sickness 
will certainly afflict him. 

59. Lolirka is the first and foremost of all holy nrthas in 
Kasi. Other nrthas are only subsidiaries. They are watered by 
its holy waten. 

60. All the other Tirthas existing in the entire range of 
the earth do not deserve even a fraction of one-sixteenth of 
the holy Tirtha, of the confluence of Asi (and Gangi). 

61. From the holy ablution, at the confluence of Asi and 
Gangi one gets the entire benefit that is acquired by the holy 
ablution in all the nrthas. 

62. 0 sage, this is not a mere eulogical utterance, nor is 
it flattery. This is truly a statement of facts. It should be respectfully 
believed by all good people. 

65. Where Visveivara is directly present, where there is the 
celestial river, there only sophists and jealous ones regard it 
as untrue. 

64. All those foolish ones, arrogant of their power, who 
indulge in sophistical reasoning and say that this is a mere 
eulogical utterance, become worms in faeces in every Yuga. 

65. 0 sag.e, indeed even all the three worlds will never be 
on a par with lhe greatness of anyone of the holy Tirthas in 
Kist. • 66. Kisi should not be extolled bef~re these atheists, those 
who are outside the ken of the Vedas~ those who value the 
penis and the belly and the low-born ones. 

67. Being scorched by the rays of Lolirka and being cut 
(obstructed) by the current of the river Asi, persons of great 
sins cannot enter Kiii. 

Being heated by the hands of brave persons brilliant like 
Lolirka and cut down by the edge of their swords, Kiii-haters, 
the great sinners, cannot enter Kail. , 
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68. On hearing the greatness of Lolirka, an excellent 
man never experiences misery in the ocean of sorrow in die 
worldly existence. 

CHAPTER FORTYSEVEN 

D,scription of Uuararlco• 

Slantlo said: 

1. There is an excellent Ku~4a (holy pool) in the north
ern side, named Arica. The Sun established himself there with 
the name of Uttarirka. 

2. Scorching ( dispelling) the cluster of miseries and making 
good people flourish, Uttarirka, the Sun of great splendour, 
ever protects Kiii. 

!I. 0 holy sage of excellent vows, please listen to the hist.orical 
event that happened there. There was a certain Brihmai;.ia 
named Priyavrata born of the family of Atri. 

4. He was in Kasi, ever devoted to guests and doing only 
~ 

what is splendid. His wife named Subhavrati was extremely 
charming. 

5. She was ever engaged in serving her husband. She was 
skilful in domestic works. He begot of her a daughter of ex
cellent features. 

6. She was born in the first quarter of the constellation 
Mi.Ila while Brhaspati (Jupiter) was in the Kendra (fourth, 
seventh or tenth zodiacal position from the Lagna). Like the 
Moon in the bright half, she grew up day by day. 

7. She was beautiful in form. Her behaviour was modest. 
She delighted her parents by doing what was pleasing to them. 
She was very clever in keeping household articles and utensils 
clean. 

•The site of Uttarirka is near Bakaria• ltu9,Ja ('Uttarirka Kul)cja' in the 
Text),jult IOlltb of today"■ Grand Trunk Road. The orisinal temple was deattoyed 
by lllualbn1 •d ita ruins were tralllformed into Mualim 1tructure1. M.A. Sherrin1 
dilcoverecl here a Sun disc with relief camn11 of the Sun, thua confirming the 
lite of this Sun-sod. (BCL 179) 
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8. As the girl was growing up in the parental abode, the 
worry of her father too increased day by day. 

9-10. He began to think thus: 'To whom is this beautiful girl 
of excellent features to be given? Where is that excellent bride
groom befitting her to be obtained by me? He should be 
endowed with nobility of faith, youth, good habits, learning, 
comely features and adequate wealth. To whom should she be 
given so that she may be happy?' 

11. As he worried thus his fever became excessively ter
rible. The fever named worry in the case of men docs not 
subside through medicines. 

12 As a result of that constellation Mula and that of the 
fever called worry, the Brihma\)a met with his death forsaking 
everything such as the house etc. 

15. When the father of the girl died, the mother too named 
Subhavrati followed her husband leaving behind her virgin 
daughter. 

14. This is the eternal duty of a chaste wife who is expected 
to follow righteous conduct, that she should remain with her 
husband living or not living. 

15. Neither the progeny nor her own mother nor father 
nor other kinsmen accord protection to a woman. It is the 
service alone rendered to the feet of her husband that pro
tects a woman. 

16-21. The girl though endowed with excellent features 
became highly miserable, when her parents died. All the funeral 
rites were completed and the tenth day ceremonies too were 
concluded. Bereft of a gurdbm and meeting with wretchedness, 
she became extremely worried: 'I am alone without my father 
and mother. How can I cross the ocean of worldly existence 
that is excessively difficult to cross? Womanhood comes into 
clash with everything. I have not been' given over to anyone 
by my parents. Having not been handed over by them, how 
can I woo another bridegroom? What if he is neither meritorious 
nor of good habits, despite being wooed by me? Though he 
may be independent, what will happen when he is wooed?' 
That girl richly endowed with the qualities of beauty, munifi
cence etc., was pressingly approached frequently by many young 
men. Yet the girl did not 1ive to anyone free access to her 
mind. 
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22. She had witnessed the death of her parents. Remem
bering their excessive fondness, she cursed her own self and 
cursed the entire world. 

25-24a. "Where have my parents gone, the parents who 
gave birth to me and protected me? Fie upon the transience 
of the embodied ones! Alasl Even my body is only a part of 
my parents. just as my parents have gone, this too may go 
away." 

24b-25. On deciding thus that girl performed a very severe 
penance sustaining steadfast celibacy in close vicinity of Lord 
Uttararka. She conquered the sense-organs and the mind and 
stabilised the mind. 

26. While she was performing penance, a very tiny kid 
used to come there everyday and stand still in front of her. 

27. In the evening it used to eat some grass or leaves and 
drink the water from that pool. Then it used to go back to 
the abode of its master. 

28. Thus five or six years passed off. Once the Lord, sportingly 
wandering about, along with the Goddess came there. 

29. Sthi.9u saw Sulakfa9a performing penance near Uttararka, 
steady like a pillar and grown emaciated due to the penance. 

!0. Thereupon Lord Sarilbhu was requested by the Daugh
ter of the Mountain moved with pity, "Kindly bless this beau
tiful girl devoid of kinsmen by bestowing on her a boon. 11 

!l. On hearing the words of Sarval)i, Sarva, the storehouse 
of mercy, Hara, the bestower of boons, spoke to her, as she 
remained in her state of meditation with closed eyes. 

!2. "O Sulaqal}.al I am pleased. 0 girl of excellent vows, 
choose your boon. You are fatigued due to the penance of 
long duration. What is your desire?" 

!!. On hearing the words of Sarilbhu shedding nectar from 
the mouth that suppressed excessive distress, she opened her 
eyes. 

!4. On direcdy perceiving in front of her the Three-eyed 
Lord eager to bestow boons and the Goddess stationed to his 
left side, she joined her palms in reverence and bowed down. 

!5. Even as that girl of charming waist thought thus, 'What 
shall I choose?• the tiny goat kid was seen in front by her. 

56-!7. 'Which man does not live in this world of crea
tures for his own sake? But he who lives for the sake of ren-
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dering help to others, lives really. For many years I have been 
attended to by this (kid) who is a witness of my penance and 
holy rites. Hence I shall request the Lord of the universe for 
some boon on its behalf.' 

38-39. After considering this in her mind SulaqaQi said 
to the Three-eyed Lord: "O Mahideva, 0 storehouse of mercy, 
if a boon is to be given to me, then at the outset may this poor 
insignificant kid of a goat be blessed. She has the same lovely 
devotion to me but does not know how to speak it out, being 
an animal itself." 

40. On hearing these words of Sulak,aQi, showing ( eager
ness for) helping others, isa, the destroyer of the distress of 
those who bow down to him, became all the more pleased. 

41. Then the Lord of the Devas said: "O Goddess, 0 Daughter 
of the Lord of mountains, see this. The intellect of good persons 
is of this nature-it is all the more powerful with (the readi
ness of) helping others. 

42. Those who endeavour for helping others in all ear
nestness are the blessed ones, in all the worlds. They are the 
supports of all kinds of piety. 

43. The gathering together of all the worldly objects does 
not last long. 0 my beloved, ony one thing-rendering help 
to others, lasts for a long time. 

44. This Sulalqa~i is blessed and capable of obliging others. 
0 my beloved Goddess, tell me, what boon should be given 
to her? What should be given to this kid?" 

Th, Godd1ss said: 

45. 0 Creator of all creators! 0 omniscient one! 0 destroyer 
of the distress of those who bow down to you! May this Sulalqa9i 
of excellent conduct and splendid effost be my companion. 

46-52. May this SulakfaQi be one of my companions like 
Jayi, Vijayi, Jayantiki, Subhi, Nanda, Sunandi, Kaumudi, 
Ormili, Carhpakamili, Malayavisini, Karpiiralatiki, the splen
did Gandhadhari, Asoki, Visoki, Malayagandhini, 
Candanani\tivasi, the excellent Mrgamadi, Kokililipi, 
MadhurabhitiQi, Gadyapadyanidhi, Anuktajiii, Drgaiicali, 
lligitajiii, Kftamanorathi and Ginacittahari. Since she is a 
celibate ever since childhood, she will become my greatest 
favourite. Let her be so in this same body with divine limbs 
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and ornaments, divine garments, divine unguents and endowed 
with divine knowledge. Let her be near me forever, holding 
the moving chowries. 

55. Let this kid be born as the princess of the king of Kifi. 
After enjoying the pleasures here, she will attain the excellent 
salvation. 

54. This kid has bathed in this Arkakul}.4a on the Sunday 
in the PufY3. month (December-January) before sunrise with
out being afflicted in the mind by chillness. 

55. 0 Lord Visveivara, by your power of besotwing boons, 
let this (kid) be a princess of splendid vision due to merit. 

56. Let this Arkakul}.4a be also known by another name 
Barkari Kul}.cja*. Its idol (image) should be worshipped by 
men here. 

57. The annual pilgrimage of Lord Uttarirka should be 
performed on a Sunday in the month of PufY3. by devotees 
desirous of the benefit of Kiii. 

58. After carrrying out everything mentioned by Mrcjini, 
the all-powerful omnipresent Lord Viivanatha unexpectedly 
entered his own palace. 

Slcanda said: 

59. 0 Brahmal}.a of great fortune, the greatness of Lolarka 
and Uttararka has been described to you. Now listen to the 
legend of Sambiditya. 

60. On hearing the excellent meritorious narrative of 
Lolirka and Uttarirka, no man will be afflicted with diseases 
or poverty . 

.-rhe name indicates Muslim influence. These verses are probably later 
additions lo explain how the ancient Arka-Ku1.,uJa came to be desi1nated as 
Bakarii-K111;u;Ja. 
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CHAPTER FORTYEIGHT 

TA, Gnatnas of Stinabat:li"a • 

Sbntla saitl: 

507 

1-2. Listen, 0 Maitrivaru1.1i, Visudeva, the abode of the 
universe, manifested himsef as Krf9a with fiery brilliance in 
Devaki through Vasudcva in Dviraki. He was the greatest among 
Yidavas. (He manifested himself) for reducing the burden of 
the earth by slaying demons. 

5. A hundred thousand and eighty sons of solar refulgence 
were born to him. 0 Pot-born One, even in heaven, there are 
no such boys of excellent behaviour. 

4. They were richly endowed with supreme handsome
ness. They were extremely powerful. They were highly conver
sant with scriptures and the art of wielding weapons. They had 
highly splendid characteristics. 

5-8. Once Nirada came to see the city of Dviraki built by 
Visvakannan, which surpassed even the celestial city in excel
lence. Nirada was a mental son of Brahmi and a storehouse 
of penance. He had a bark garment as loin cloth and a deer 
hide as the (upper) garment. He held a BrahmadaJ)da (staff 
held by a religious student). He had a girdle of three-stringed 
Muilja grass. A Tulasi garland embellished his chest. Liquid 
paste of Gopicandana was the unguent shining on his body. 
All his limbs were emaciated due to austerities. He shone like 
a personified form of fire. He came by the aerial path. 

9. c;>n seeing Nirada all the Vn1.1i folk bent down their 
necks i9 humility. With joined palms held over the head they 
bowed down to him. 

10. Samba who was deluded by everything that he pos
sessed such as comely features and charm, did not bow down 
to the sage. He was laughing at the excellence(?) of the form 
(of the sage). 

•Now, a small lbrine of Sllhbiditya ii near Suraj ~4a (SOrya ~.Ja; near 
Godaulia crouin1 in the heart of the city). But the plinth of the destroyed 
temple shows that it wu an extensive temple. BCL 180,,181 notes: Two Sun
discs lyins under a tree In a rubble ne.- the ruins, are witnc11 to the ancient 
imprellive temple. 
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11. After knowing perfectly well what Simba thought, the 
great sage Narada entered the extremely beautiful palace of 
Krti:ia. 

12. On seeing Nirada coming, Krti:ia rose up to welcome 
him, honoured him with Madhuparlca and made him share his 
own seat. 

IS. After conversing with him on a variety of topics Nirada 
whispered into Krti:ia's ears the misbehaviour of Samba when 
Krtl').a was alone. 

14. 110 delighter of Yasoda~ here there is something (un
usual). Generally it does not happen but perhaps there is 
nothing that is impossible in the case of women. 

15. Sim.ha is the most handsome of all young men in the 
three worlds. Fickle indeed is the mind of women whose eyes 
are by nature tremulous. 

16. These beautiful-eyed damsels, when deluded by the 
god of Love, do not care to follow the norms of noble birth, 
good conduct, learning or riches. They see only charming 
features. 

17. Or perhaps there is nothing not known to you in regard 
to the activities of the cowherd lasses. Excepting your eight 
crowned queens, all the other ladies are enamoured of him." 

18. Krti:ia knowing as he did the natural inclinations of 
beautiful women and relying on Narada's words, believed what 
Narada had reported as true. 

19. 'Ladies of tremulous eyes have fortitude and discre
tion only as long as the seeker of love is not in a secluded spot. 
If he is in a secluded spot, their fortitude and discretion become 
inoperative. They become otherwise.' 

20. Thinking thus in his mind, Krti:ia checked the current 
of the river of his fury by means of the dam of discretion. The 
wise Krtl').a bade goodbye to Nirada. 

21. After the departure of the celestial sage, though Kr,i:ia 
watchfully observed day and night, he could not perceive any 
misbehaviour on the part of Samba. 

22-2S. After the lapse of some time, the sage came again. 
On coming to know that Krti:ia was in the midst of the sporting 
women, Narada called Samba who was playing outside and 
said thus: "Go immediately to Krti:ia and inform him that I 
have come." 
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24-28. Sirilba hesitated for a while, thinking: 'Should I 
go? Should I not go? How can I go to my father who is in a 
lonely spot in the company of women? How can I disobey this 
Brahmacirin who is like a blazing charcoal? There is dazzling 
brilliance all over his body. Once I had ridiculed him while 
all the other boys were bowing down. If now too I-refuse to 
go, disobeying thereby this great sage, there shall be greater 
danger in view of the two sins and defaults. A father's anger 
towards me is better than that of a BrihmaJ)a towards me. 
Those who are burnt down by the fire of the wrath of a Brihm~a 
never flourish. Those who ae burnt down by other (kinds of) 
fires do grow again like things reduced to ash by a forest fire.' 

29-S0. After reflecting thus for a short while, Silbba, the 
son of Jarilbavati, entered the apartment o,f his father. Even 
as he hesitatingly bowed down to KrflJ.a in the midst of the 
assembly of ladies from fear and reported to him Nirada too 
followed him to accomplish what he intended. 

31. On seeing Samba and Narada, Kr!JIJ.a stood up in a 
flurry and put on the yellow silk cloth. 

32. When the son of Devaki got up, all those cowherdesses 
bashfully stood up tucking up their respective clothes. 

3S. KrflJ.a grasped the hands of the great sage and made 
him sit on the couch of great value. Samba went away to play. 

34. Due to Kr,IJ.a's dalliance with them, all those ladies 
had experienced orgasm with drenched vaginal apertures. On 
seeing them dripping even as they stood in front of him, the 
sage said to K.r,r,a: 

S5. "O my dear intelligent fellow! Lo and behold. On seeing 
the son of Jirhbavati these ladies are dripping because their 
minds are agitated by his comely features." 

36. Though Sirilba looked upon everyone like (his mother) 
Jirhbavati, Kr,IJ.a called his son and• cursed him due to the 
adverse action of fate: 

S7. "Be a leper because it was on seeing your handsome 
features that these lasses experienced this drenching of their 
organs. Further you had intruded untimely." 

38. Trembling on account of the terrible fear of the gre~t 
disease, Samba pleaded in many ways for the purpose of quelling 
the sin. 

39. By this time Kr,IJ.a realized (his mistake) and told his 
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bosom-born son Simba: Wfo get the cure from leprosy, go to 
the city of Viiveivara. 

40. By propitiating the Sun-god there, you will regain your 
normal state. Excepting in Viril)asi there is no quelling of 
great sins elsewhere. 

41. After reaching the city of Viril)asi where Viiveivara is 
directly present and where there is the celestial river, there 
is surely redemption and purity, removing those great sins for 
which no remedy has been seen even by sages. 

42. At Viril)asi, not only from (self-incurred) sins is one 
liberated, but also from Prikfta sins (sins foisted on one by 
Prakrti), at the behest of Sankara. 

45. Formerly, due to his great mercy, Avimukta was cre
ated by Puriri for the liberation of all creatures that give up 
their bodies in the end. 

44. 0 Samba, the curse on you will be exonerated there 
in the Anandavana of Sarilbhu. Hence listen. There is no 
redemption from the curse otherwise." 

45. Nirada, the living-liberated soul, free from of all bind
ing Karmas, became happy on having concluded his mission. 
He took leave of Kr,Qa and went away by the aerial path. 

46. After going to Viri9asi and propitiating the Sun-god, 
Sirilba left the Ku9C,a. He regained normalcy. 

47. Ever since then, the Sun-god Simbiditya has become 
dispeller of all ailments. On all his devotees he bestows all 
riches free from evil and illness. 

48. If anyone takes his holy dip in Sirilbaku9qa early at 
dawn on a Sunday and worships the deity Sirilbiditya, he is 
never afflicted by diseases. 

49. No woman meets with widowhood after the worship of 
Simbiditya. Even a barren woman will give birth to a son 
endowed with pure handsome features. 

50. 0 Brihma9a, the seventh lunar day in the bright half 
of the month of Migha, especially if it falls on a Sunday, is 
called a fit~ of great festival. It is as auspicious as solar eclipse. 

51. By taking the holy bath early at dawn, one is rid of 
even great diseases. By worshipping Sirilbiditya, one acquires 
inexhaustible piety. . · 

52. There is no doubt in this that on Ravisaptami day in 
Migha at Kiii one gets the same merit (Puta,a) as one acquires 
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at the time of the Solar (or Lunar) eclipse by being present 
in Kurulqetra. 

58-54. On a Sunday, in the month ofMadhu (Caitra) the 
annual pilgrimage and festivities take place. The devotee should 
worship Sidlbiditya with A.ioka flowers after taking the holy 
bath in accordance with the injunctions. The devotee will never 
be afflicted with grief. Instantaneously he becomes freed from 
the sins incurred throughout the year. 

55. In the western quarter of Visvesa, the splendid idol of 
the Sun-god bestowing auspiciousness was perfectly propiti
ated by the noble-souled Simba. 

56. This future image thereof has been told to you, 0 
Agasti. By circumambulating it eight times and by worshipping 
and bowing to it, a man becomes free of sins. He shall attain 
the benefit of stay in Kasi. 

57. 0 highly intelligent one, the greatness of the deity 
Sirilbiditya has been narrated to you, on hearing which no 
man will ever see the world of Yama. 

58. Now, 0 sinless one, I shall describe Draupadiditya. 
This Draupada A.ditya should be served. He is the bestower of 
supernatural powers on his devotees. 

CHAPTER FORTYNINE 

D,scription of Draupatlatl,itya and Ma1ilJ&haditya • 

Silla saitl: 

1. 0 Sage Vyasa, 0 son of Parisara, there was no daugh
ter of Drupada when Kumira (Skanda) narrated this story to 
the Pot-born Sage. 

v,asa said: 

2. The Purioasamhiti is proclaimed as the story of all 
the three aspects of time (past, present, future). No doubt is 

•Draupadlditya it in the we1t of Vlmnltha Temple and 11 under a tree. 
May6khlclitya it inside Mu\pll Dm Temple. 
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to be entertained in this regard, because everything is com
prised therein. 

Slcanda said: 

3. Listen, 0 sage. Formerly, the five-faced Hara divided 
himself in five forms and manifested on the earth for the sake 
of the we-lfare of the universe. 

4. Uma, the mother of the universe, also manifested herself 
as a very beautiful lady from the sacrificial fire pit of king 
Drupada. 

5. The five sons of PaQ4u were the embodied forms of 
Rudra taking incarnations on the earth from heaven for the 
destruction of the wicked ones. 

6. Lord Niriyal)a attained the form of Kr,i:ia and accom
panied them as the suppressor of the activities of the evil
doers and the sustainer of the good. 

7. Those sons of Prthi shone brilliantly and secured great 
prosperity and extinction of adversities. 

8. Once those great warrion encountered great danger brought 
about by adversaries and they had to live in forests. 

9. Paiicili, their wife, was distressed on account of the misery 
of her husbands. The lady of tender Jimbs, given to virtuous 
conduct, went to Kasi to the Sun-god and assiduously propitiated 
him. 

10. On being propitiated by the daughter of Drupada, the 
Sun-god gave her an inexhaustible vessel with a lid and a 
ladle. 

11-13. Delighted in his mind the Sun-god said to the daughter 
of Drupada, who had propitiated hin1 devoutly and whose mind 
was pure in every respect: 

"O blessed lady, as long as you do not take food, all those 
who seek food, irrespective of their number, will become satisfied. 
This vessel, full of cooked food, the storehouse of delicious 
side dishes and the bestower of all the desired foodstuffs will 
become empty when you have taken food." 

14. This boon was attained by her at Kasi. Another boon 
was also given to her by the lord, Sun-god. 

Ravi said: 

15. If a man propitiates me while standing on the right 
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side of Viiveivara and keeping you in front, he will never have 
distress due to hunger. 

16. 0 chaste lady, another boon has been granted to me by 
Visvesa who was pleased with my penance. Listen, I shall narrate 
it to you. 

17. 110 Ravi, if any man visits me after worshipping you at 
the outset, you will remove the darkness of his misery with 
your own rays." 

18. Hence, 0 righteous lady, after attaining this boon from 
Visvesvara, I am dispelling forever the collection of sins of the 
creatures stationed at Kisi. 

19. To these people endowed with faith, who worship me 
with hands raised aloft to grant boon unto you, I will grant 
whatever they wish. 

20-21. If men or women with great fervour worship you, 
the chaste wife of Yudhitthira, stationed near me in the vicin
ity of Da~ujapiQi towards the right (south) ofVisvesa, they will 
never experience the fear due to separation from the near and 
dear ones. 

22. They will nowhere have fear of illness or that arising 
from the faults of hunger and thirst, 0 Draupadi, 0 sinless 
beloved of Dharmaputra, after visiting you. 

23. After granting these boons, the Sun-god, the bestower 
of everything on the good, began to propitiate Sarilbhu and 
Draupadi went back to Yudhifthira. 

24. If any man listens with devotion to the story of Aditya 
propitiated by Draupadi, his sins will become dispelled. 

Skanda said: 

25. 0 Pot-born One, the greatness of Draupadiditya has 
been narrated succinctly by me. Listen to the greatness of 
Mayiikhiditya now. 

26. Formerly, the thousand-rayed Sun-god performed a fierce 
penance in the holy spot of Paiicanada renowned in all the 
three worlds. 

27-29. He installed the great Liilga named Gabhastisvara 
and Gauri, the perpetual bestower of auspiciousness on the 
devotees, named Marigali. He propitiated Lord Siva who has 
made the crescent moon his crest jewel, along with Uma, 0 
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sage, for a period of a thousand celestial years multiplied by 
a hundred. By means of his natural refulgence the Sun is 
capable of scorching the three worlds. Hence he shone all the 
more brilliantly, 0 sage, due to his severe austerities. 

50. At that time the entire space between heaven and earth 
was overspread by the rays of the Sun, capable of burning the 
three worlds. 

51. All mo'\'ements (travel to and fro) through the firma
ment were abandoned by Devas moving about in aerial chari
ots, as if they were afraid of being reduced to the state of 
locust in the fierce heat of the Sun. 

52. Above, below and obliquely too, only the rays of the 
Sun were seen and not the Sun himself as in the case of the 
Kadadlba bud where the pericarp is not seen but only the 
petals. 

55. The three worlds including the mobile and immobile 
beings trembled due to the fear of the flames of penance of 
the Sun, a mass of refulgence. 

54. 'The Sun is the very soul of this universe, mobile and 
immobile." So it is said in the Vedas. If he himself were to be 
one who burns who can be our protector? 

55. This Sun is the eye of the universe. This Bhiskara is 
the soul of the universe. He wakens up and enlivens the uni
verse, almost dead (during night), every morning. 

56. Rising up everyday, spreading his hands (rays) all-round, 
he lifts up the en tire living beings that have fallen in the 
blinding well of darkness. 

57. When the Sun rises, we rise up. When he sets, we lie 
down and rest. Hence Ravi is the cause of our rising and 
taking rest. 

58. Viiveivara, the protector of the universe, saw the entire 
universe agitated thus. So he went (there) to grant boons to 
the Sun. 

59. On seeing the Sun with the full complement of rays 
remaining very steady, forgetting himself in mental absorp
tion, he became wonder-struck in regard to his penance. 

40. Srik&9tha, the destroyer of the distress of those who 
bow down, became pleased in his mind and said: .. 0 Dyumaoi 
(Crest:jewel of the firmament i.e. the Sun), 0 storehouse 
of refulgence, enough of your penance. Tell me the boon you 
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wish to have." 
41. Since the Sun had conttolled the activities of all the 

sense-organs through mental absorption and meditation he 
did not grasp the words of gambhu though repeated two or 
three times as though he had no ears. 

~ 

42. Realizing that he had become a log of wood as it were, 
Siva touched him with his hands shedding nectar, dispelling 
the distress due to the great penance. 

43. Then the Sun (Vdvaloeana-'the eye of the universe') 
opened his eyes like a cluster of lotuses (that open up their 
petals) in the morning when he himself rises. 

44. With all his distress dispelled by the touch of the Lord, 
the Sun became glad like vegetation, the glory of which was 
tarnished by drought, becoming flourishing once again due 
to the clouds. 

45. The Sun directly looked at the Three-eyed Lord who 
was visible in front, prostrated in front of him like a log of 
wood, and eulogized the Pinika-wielding Lord loudly: 

Ravi said: (Pra,er to Siva: vv 46-JJ) 

46. I bow unto you, 0 Lord of Dcvas, 0 Lord of the worlds, 
0 all-powerful one, 0 Bharga (the bestower of happiness), 0 
Bhima (terrible), 0 Bhava (the place of origin), 0 lord having 
the moon as ornament, 0 lord of goblins, 0 destroyer of the 
fear of worldly existence, 0 bestower of the desired things on 
those who bow downl 

4 7. 0 Candracii4a, 0 Mr4a, 0 Dhiirjap, 0 Hara, 0 Tryakta, 
0 destroyer of the sacrifice of Daqa, 0 quiescent one, 0 ever
lasting Lord, 0 Siva's consort, 0 Siva, I bow unto you, the 
giver of the desired things to those who bow down. 

48. 0 Nilalohita, 0 bestower of, desired objects, 0 three
eyed one, 0 Viriipalocana, 0 Vyomakeia, 0 destroyer of the 
bondage of living beings, I bow down unto you, the giver of 
the desired things to those who bow down. 

49. 0 Vimadeva, 0 Srikaoiha, 0 trident-bearing Lord with 
moon for crest:jewel, 0 Lord with serpents for ornaments, 0 
Lord of souls bringing about the desired things, 0 Maheivara, 
I bow unto you, the fulfiller of the desires of those who bow 
down. 
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50. 0 Tryarilbaka, 0 Tripurasudana, 0 iivara, 0 TriQalq-t 
(Saviour), 0 Trinayana, 0 Trayimaya, 0 Kilakiitadalana ('one 
who rendered the poison ineffective'), 0 destroyer of the god 
of Death, I bow unto you, the bestower of the desires of those 
who bow down. 

51. 0 Sami, devoid of Miya, 0 omnipresent one, 0 bestower 
of the happiness of the path of heaven, 0 enemy of the demon 
Andhaka, 0 Lord with matted hairs, I bow down unto you, the 
bestower of the desires of those who bow down. 

52. 0 Sankara, 0 Ugra, 0 Lord, 0 Lord of the Daughter 
of Mountain, 0 Viivanitha, 0 Lord eulogized by Brahmi and 
Vi,Qu, 0 Lord capable of being known only through the Vedas, 
0 Lord who have understood the internal thoughts and wishes 
of everyone, I bow unto you, the bestower of the desire of 
those who bow down. 

55. 0 Visvariipa ( omniformed god), 0 great one, 0 Lord 
devoid of forms, 0 Brahman, devoid of deception, 0 bestower 
of Amrta (Nectar, freedom from death), 0 Lord beyond the 
ken of the mind and words, 0 Diiraga ('one who has gone 
far'), I bow unto you, the bestower of the desires of those who 
bow down. 

54. After praying to Lord Mr4a thus, Mirta9da (the Sun) 
who was delighted in his mind eulogized Mr4iniki who 
appropriated half the body of Siva. 

R.avi said: (Pra,er to the gotl,uss: vv 55-62) 

55. 0 goddess, if anyone efficient in the activity of bowing 
down, renders his forehead grey by means of the dust particles 
of thy lotus-like feet, the beautiful digit of the moon makes 
his forehead all the more bright. 

56. 0 Sri Maligali, the source of origin of every auspi
cious features, 0 Sri Mangali, the fire that burns all sins like 
cotton, 0 Sri Maligali, the dispeller of the arrogance of all 
the Dinavas, 0 Sri Maligali, protect this entire universe. 

57. 0 Viiveivari (goddess of the universe), you are the creator 
of the people of all the worlds; you are the protectress and the 
destroyer at the time of the ultimate annihilation. The river of 
great pure merit arising out of the repetition of thy names dispels 
all the sins as though they were the trees on its banks. 
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58. 0 mother Bhavini, 0 destroyer of the entire collection 
of the fierce miseries of worldly existence, you alone arc the 
refuge. There is no one else. Only they are blessed in all the 
worlds, only they are worthy of honour, they, in whom your 
splendid glance of mercy falls and shines. 

59. Those who remember you always, you who 'Lave the 
innate brilliance, who are stationed in Kasi, who constitute the
glory of salvation unto those who bow down, are remembered 
bv Lord Smarahara C-Dcstroyer of the god of Love') as the 
people of pure intellect and clever and deserving to have salvation 
and protection. 

60. 0 mother, if anyone retains in his heart the pair of 
your feet free from impurities, the entire universe is within 
the grasp of his hands. If, 0 Ma.J\gali-Gauri, anyone repeats 
your name everyday, the eight Siddhis never leave his house. 

61. 0 goddess, you are of the form of Pral}ava, the mother 
of Vedas; you are Giyatri; you are the wish-yielding cow of the 
twice-boms. You are the three v,tihrti.s ( Bhu~, BhuvalJ, and Sva~) 
here for the fulfilment of all Karmas. You are Svihi, the giver 
of the satisfaction to Devas, and Svadhi, the giver of satis
faction to Piq-s. 

62. 0 Goddess, 0 mother, you are Gauri in respect to the 
Moon-crested Lord; you are Sivitri in respect to Vedhas (Brahmi); 
you are the charming Lalqmi in respect to the Discus-bearing 
Lord VitQU. 0 fine-featured goddess, you, the glory of salva
tion in Kifi, 0 Mangali-Gauri, you are my refuge. 

6!. After eulogizing the goddess who is the splendour of 
half of Siva's bQdy, through the great prayer called Sri Ma~ 
the Sun circumambulated the goddess and the Lord many .. .. 
times, bowed down and stood silent in front of Siva and Sivi . 

• 

The Lord of Devos said: 

64. Rise up, rise up. Welfare unto you, 0 highly intelli
gent one, 0 Mitra, I am delighted. You are always present in 
my eye. I see the mobile and immobile beings (through you). 

65. 0 Surya, you arc my cosmic form. Be omniscient and 
omnipresent, the mass of all splendours, the knower of all the 
activities of everyone. 
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66-69a. You will dispel all the miseries of all the devotees. 
With my sixty-four names, you have uttered a prayer of eight 
verses. Any man will attain excellent devotion unto me by 
eulogizing me with this prayer. The eight verses of the prayer 
of Mangaligauri will be known as Manplaffalca. By eulogizing 
Mangaligauri with this prayer, one will acquire auspicious
nea. The octave containing sixty-four names and this Matiga,lii#ala 
are holy excellent prayers destructive of all sins. 

69b-74a. Any excellent man in exile in far-off lands should 
repeat this thrice everyday. He shall become purified in soul 
and will attain Kifi very rarely obtained. If these two prayers 
are repeated everyday by men, all their sins incurred everyday 
will be washed. There is no doubt about this. In the body of 
that embodied one no sin can stay, the one who repeats this 
splendid pair of hymns thrice a day always. Of what avail are 
the many prayers that could only grant transient glories to the 
men on being repeated? This pair of prayers shall accord the 
glory of salvation in Kasi. Hence these two prayers should be 
assiduously repeated by men desirous of salvation by eschew
ing many other hymns. 

74:b-76. All this Pmpanca (world) consisting of mobile and 
immobile beings, has evolved from us both. Hence by means 
of this eulogy· of ours, people can be rid of the Prapanca. After 
attaining great prosperity along with sons and grandsons, the 
man who repeats this prayer acquires salvation in the end, 0 
Saptiiva ('one having seven horses'). 0 Divikara, the king of 
Planets, listen to something more. 

77-S0a. The Linga named Gabhastisvara has been installed 
by you and served with devotional fervour. It will yield all 
Siddhis. The Liliga will get the name Gabhastiivara, 0 Sun, 
because the Linga of the Lord has been devoutly worshipped 
by you through clusters of rays having the lustre of Carhpaka 
and lotuses. If a man takes his holy bath in Paiicanada and 
adores Gabhastisvara, he becomes rid of all sins. He is never 
born in any mother's womb. 

80b-86. Any devotee, man or woman, should worship 
Mangaligauri in the following manner. Fast is observed on the 
third lunar day in the br.ight half of c.aitra. The deity is wonhipped 
with all great means of services, silk clothes, ornaments etc. 
The devotee keeps awake in the night through dances, songs 
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and holy discourses and the like. The next morning, twelve 
virgins are to be honoured with coverings (clothes) etc. They 
must be fed with excellent, sweet, cooked food. Others should 
be one given monetary gifts, accompanied by recitation of the 
Mantra beginning with Jatavedas (TA 1.18.1). In the dawn, 
there should be one hundred and eight Tila-A.jJa A.hutis ( of
ferings ofgingelly seed and ghee into the fire). To a Brihmaoa 
burdened with a family, a pair of cows (or bulls) should be 
offered. A Brahllla\la couple should be embellished with ornaments 
faithfully and fed with rich, cooked foodstuffs accompained by 
uttering the recitation of the Mantra "May Marigali and isvara 
be pleased". The devotee breaks fast in the morning. This 
devotee never incurs wretchedness or poverty. 

87. He never meets with break in the line of progeny. He 
never faces cessation of pleasures and enjoyments. The woman 
never attains widowhood. Nor does the man become sepa
rated from his wife. 

88. All the sins become extinct. Heaps of Merits are acquired. 
Even a barren lady begets child after performing this Mangalivrata. 

89. Ugliness in form can always be warded off by perform
ing this Vrata. A virgin gets a husband equipped with excellent 
qualities and handsome features. 

90-98. A bachelor gets an excellent wife after performing 
this Vrata. There are many Vratas according riches and desires. 
But they will never be on a par with Marigalivrata. The annual 
pilgrimage should be performed on that lunar day (third day 
in the bright half) in the month of Madhu by the men residing 
in Kasi for the sake of subduing all obstacles. 0 Dyumaoi 
(Sun-god), I shall mention another thing. While you were 
performing penance only the rays were seen and not your 
body. Hence, 0 son of Aditi, your name shall be Mayiikhiditya. 

94. If you are adored, no sickness• can afflict men. If you 
are visited on Sundays no one will incur poverty. 

95. After granting many boons to Mayiikhiditya thus, Siva 
vanished there and the Sun stood there itself. 

96. If a man listens to this meritorious narrative of 
Mayiikhiditya along with that of Draupadiditya, he shall never 
go to hell. 
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CHAPTER FIFIY 

Desmption of Khalchollcad.i,,a• 

S/cantla saitl: 

S-ntla Puftitaa 

1. 0 Pot-born One, there are other Adityu also in ViJ'ioasi. 
Henceforth, I shall gladly describe them to you. All of them 
are destroyers of all sins. 

t. The Aditya deity to the north Triviftapa (the shrine of 
glva) is glorified by the name Khakholka ( or Khqolka). He 
is the destroyer of all ailments . 

.!-4. Listen how the name Khakholka was attained by that 
Aditya. Two splendid daughters of Dak,a, Kadrii and Vinati, 
became wives of Kasyapa, son of Marici and a fromer Prajipati 
(Patriarch). Once, while they were playing together, 0 sage, 
they said thus: 

Kadri saitl: 

5. 0 Vinat.i, if you know, tell it to me as you have unobstructed 
movement in the firmament. 

6. We hear that there is a horse named Uccaissravi in the 
chariot of Savitr (Sun). Tell me quickly whether it is white in 
colour or variegated. 

7. 0 auspicious lady, 0 sinless one, bet a wager on this, 
whatever you like. Time cannot pass this way alone without 
some pastime. 

Vinatti saitl: 

8. 0 my sister, what is the necessity of betting in this 
regard? I shall speak simply (without bet). _What pleasure can 
I have, if you win? What joy will you have, in case I win? 

9. Knowingly no one should bet a wager, if mutual friendship 
is desired. Certainly, at the victory of one, the other, will get 
infuriated . 

.,,.e 1&ory of rivalry between KadrO. and Vinatl and GarucJa'1 exploit i1 
bated on Mbh, Mi, Cha. 20-M. 

The deity Khakholklditya ii now in Umemra Temple. (BCL 562) 
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Katlrii saitl: 

10. 0 dear sister, this is only a play. There is no cause for 
anger in this. This is only a playful transaction and something 
is mentioned in regard to the wager. 

Vinata saitl: 

11. 0 serpentessl Do as you please. 

Therupon Kadrii of a crooked mind, said to Vinati: 
12. •she who is defeated shall become the slave of her by 

whom she is defeated. In this matter of wager all these friends 
of ours are the witnesses." 

15. When the serpentess and the bird betted the wager 
thus, Kadrii said that the horse was variegated in colour and 
the winged one (Vinati) told that it was white. 

14. They both fixed the time when they should go. There
after, they stopped their play and went to their respective 
bodes. 

15-18. When Vintati had gone away, Kadri.I called her 
sons and said: "My sons, at my behest all of you go quickly. 
Go quickly to the horse Uccaiiiravas that had come out of the 
Milk Ocean that was being churned and being agitated by 
Mandara hitting it. 

An effect gets the features similar to those of the cause. 
}fence it has the colour of milk. Dear sons, make it dark in 
colour. Occupy its tail and assume the form of dark hairs. 
Make the hairs too on its body dark by means of poisonous 
puffs of air. " 

19. On hearing these words of their mother, the sons of 
Kadrii consulted one another. Becoming furious, they told 
their mother: • 

Tiu Sfft,,nts saitl: 

20. Mother, when you called us, we left our games and 
came here delighted that our mother will give us sweets to eat. 

21. Far from gi,ing sweets, you have uttered what is more 
caustic than even poison. This is not going to be subdued 
either by Mantras or by medicines. 
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22. We are not going. Let anything befall us. 

This was uttered by those poison-mouthed, crooked-gaited 
ones. 

Slcantla said: 

2!-24. There are others too with crooked gaits and cruel 
hearts who make their parents ashamed. They resort to (take 
advantage of) the loopholes of others. They don't pay heed. 
They set at nought the words of their parents and remain 
highly arrogant. Such ones will court great danger here and 
ere long will perish. 

25. On hearing the words (of her sons), "We are not going", 
the serpentess became angry and cursed them-the serpents 
who had committed an offence ( of disobedience). 

26. "Because you have transgressed my words, you will become 
prey unto Tirktya. Let all female serpents eat their young 
ones immediately after the birth." 

27. The nether worlds were resorted to by some of them 
who were afraid of the fire of curse. The behest of the mother 
was carried out by a few who were eager to be alive. 

28. Those extremely sensible ones got on to the tail of 
Uccaiisravas and made it resemble one with very dark hairs. 
They made its body variegated in colour. 

29. It was brought about by the columns of smoke of their 
poisonous fire augmented by puffs and sighs issuing forth. 
They were not burnt by the rays of the Sun because of the 
merit of carrying out the behest of their mother. 

SO. Then out of affection, Kadrii got on to the back of 
Vinati and went by the path of the sky. She saw then the solar 
disc. 

!1-!4. Kadrii then became excessively agitated in her mind 
due to the ferocity of the Sun. She told the bird: "O Vinati, 
proceed 1ingerly. My body is extremly scorched by the hot 
rays of the Sun. I am cautious by nature and you are wholly 
hopeful (sip,1qi7). You are Pataligi in form and the Sun is also 
Patal\ga (a flier). Hence you do not have any affliction in the 
sky arisin1 from scorching heat. This Sun is a Harilsa (Swan) 
in the lake of the sky. You are one with the gait of a Swan. 
Hence the fierce fire of the hot-rayed Sun docs not harm you." 
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!J5-!J7. Again the serpentess said to the bird about to fly 
high in the sky, "Sister, save me, save me. We shall go away 
from the path of the sky. 0 Vinati, why don't you protect me, 
humble that I am? You are a bird. I shall be your slave taking 
in what you leave off after eating. I shall drink the water 
washing your feet as long as I live." · 

!JS. The serpentess then went into a swoon taking hold of 
the wings ( of Vinati). Where she ought to have said "O friend, 
a firebrand is about to fall", she became agitated and very 
falteringly said, 11Khakholka may fall". 

39. Since the word KAalchoUca was uttered by Kadrii whose 
mind was extremely agitated, the Sun was diversely eulogized 
by Vinati in the name of Kha/choOca. 

40. While the Sun proceeded along the sky, he became 
slightly cool. Then the horse fitted to the chariot was seen 
slightly dark in colour. 

41. The cruel serpen tess whose eyes were bedevilled by 
the heat, was then told by Vinati who was worthy of being 
honoured by the world and who spoke the truth: 

42-43. "O gentle Kadrii, you have won. Though the horse 
Uccaissravas has the lustre of the rays of the moon, it appears 
as though it is dark-complexioned. 

It is wonderful, 0 serpentess, that fate is all-powerful in 
regard to the matters of victory and defeat. The cruel one 
becomes victorious somewhere and the mild one too becomes 
the vanquished." 

44. Vinati, the receptacle of humility, said thus as they 
proceeded ahead. After reaching the abode of Kadrii, she 
became her slave. 

45. Once Vinati was seen with her eyes filled with tears by 
Suparoa (Garucja). She was in a wretched condition without 
the facial colour and purity. She was "sighing deeply. 

46-50. "Alas, my mother, where do you go in the morning 
everyday and return in the evening, pale and afflicted in mind? 

Wherefor do you sigh deeply with the eyes full of tears like 
a woman whose sons are impotent and who has been dis
carded by her husband. 

0 mother, 0 winged one, tell me quickly why you are very 
vexed even as I, your child, am alive, I who have terrified even 
Kila (god of Death). 
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0 lady in a pitiable coditionl What is the cause of your 
shedding tears? Nothing inauspicious is expected in a woman 
ot excellent conduct. 

Fie upon those sons whose mother is miserable even as they 
are alivel It would rather be better that she whose sons are 
ineffective in their ambitions, remain barren and childless." 

51. On hearing these forceful words of Garu(Ja, her son, 
Vinati spoke to the son who' was full of devotion to his mother: 

52-54. •o my son, I am the slave of Kadrii of cruel mentality. 
0 my son, everyday I bear her and her sons too on my back. 
Sometimes I go to Mandara, sometimes to Malaya mountain 
and sometimes to an island with lakes in the famous oceans. 
Wherever the haughty sons of Kadrii take me I too go, 0 son, 
because I am a slave unto them." 

Garuf/,a said: 

55. Oh daughter of Daqaprajipatil O sinless beloved of 
Kaiyapal O mother of excellent features, what is the cause of 
your slavery? 

56. Vinati related to Garu(Ja all those previous events that 
brought about her slavery, along with the fact of seeing the 
horse of the Sun. 

57-58. On hearing this, Garu(ja told his mother: 11Go quickly, 
dear mother, and ask those wicked sons of Kadru in these 
words: 'Whatever be the thing for which you have any great 
desire, even if it be very rare and difficult to be got, you can 
ask for it in lieu of redeeming me from slavery. I shall give 
it to you.' " 

59. Vinati did so. On hearing what was uttered by her, the 
serpents were delighted in their minds. They consulted one 
another and spoke to her: 

60. ..If, in order to remove the curse of our mother, he 
gives us heavenly nectar, you can have what you desire. If he 
does not give, you continue to be a slave." 

61. Accepting that offer and taking leave of Kadrii, the 
bird of quick motion (Vinati) saw Garu4a who was glad in his 
mind and told him (everything). 

62. The enemy of serpents then said to his mother who 
was excessively worried: .. Mother, know that the heavenly nectar 
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is already broughL Give me my food.• 
65-67. Vinati experienced horripilation due to joy and 

said to her son: •o Supar'°a, go to the ocean quickly. Good 
luck to youl There are many Nqida fishermen with their houses 
at the seashore. Eat those wickcd-aouled ones. Those evil-minded 
ones who live on others• lives, should be chastised assiduously. 
Their chastisement is very much conducive to welfare. Vio
lence done unto those who indulge in great violence shall be 
a means to the attainment of heaven, for people are protected 
when the wicked ones are killed. But, 0 son, if there is any 
BrihmaQa among those fish-killing Ni,adas, he should be 
assiduously protected. He is never to be eaten." 

Ga-n,tJ,a saitl: 

68. How can a Brihmaoa residing among the fish-eating 
ones be known and recognized by me? Tell me some signifi
cant things about that person who is said by you as one who 
should not be eaten. 

Vinata said: 

69-71. There is a sacred thread free from impurities round 
his neck along with the upper cloth. The clothes are washed 
everyday. The forehead is marked by a Tilaka. His hands have 
the Pavitra. The knot of his cloth keeps Kusa grass within. His 
hairs do have a tuft. He is to be known as a Brihm~a by you. 
He who recites at least one verse from :tn.. Yajus and Siman 
or he who recites the Giyatri t.Jantra should be known by you 
as a Brihmaoa. 

Ganlt/,a saitl: 

72-7!. 0 mother, I do not consider anyone of these things 
as a significant feature of a Brihm&Qa who may be living for 
ever in the midst of the Nipdas. 

Dear mother, tell me another characteristic feature making 
him known u a Brihmaoa. whereby realizing him as a Brihmu,a 
I can free him, should he be caught in my throat. 

74-75. On hearing it. Vinati said: "O my son, cast him off, 
the person who may scorch you like a burning Khadira char-
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coal when he is caught up in your throat. 
The injury to any Brihma.J}.a is never conducive to welfare. 

In due course it annihilates the land, the family, the glory and 
the wealth." 

76. On hearing this, the lord of the birds, the son of Kaiyapa, 
bowed down to the feet of his mother. Mter taking her bless
ings he quickly went by the aerial path. 

77-78. He saw from a distance the Nifidas who live on 
fish. The lord of the birds shook his wings, filled heaven and 
earth with dust particles. He blinded the various regions of the 
quarters and finally sat on the seashore opening his mouth 
widely like a huge cave. 

79-81. The Nifidas who ran helter-skelter due to fear entered 
his mouth themselves. While they were entering the throat 
considering it to be their own path, a certain Brahm&Qa burned 
his cave-like throat with a scal<Jing touch, like that of a burn
ing charcoal. Thereupon Tirqya made those who had previ
ously entered go into the cavity of his belly and realizing the 
person stationed in the throat and the palate to be a Brihma~a 
quickly vomited him out, as he was checked by the words of 
his mother. 

82. On seeing the man vomited out, the king of birds spoke, 
"Who are you by caste? You are burning my throat. Tell me." 

8!. On being asked, he spoke thus to Garu4a: "I am a Brihm&Qa. 
I live among these Ni,adas making use of my caste alone as 
sustenance." 

84. Mter sending him away and eating most of the others, 
Garu4a, blowing like a violent gust of wind at the time of 
deluge, made the sky agitated. 

85. On seeing him fiery with brilliance, enveloping the 
quarters with flames and appearing like a mountain with blazing 
forest fires, heaven-dwellers became afraid. 

86. Making the armies and the weapons ready, mounting 
their respective vehicles and wearing the coats of mail, the 
Suras got r~ady for battle. 

87-89. The Devas well-versed in polity began to think: 
''this person is proceeding obliquely. Hence he is not the Sun. 
He is not fire which emits smoke (This person does not). He 
is not lightning (which is momentary). Who is this penon who 
has come in front of us? Such a splendour is not to be found 
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among Daityas. Such a form is not among Dinavas. Who is this 
that creates terror in us? He is making our heart tremble.' 
Even as the Devas were puzzled thus, the king of birds of 
excessive strength shook his wings. 

90. Due to the gust of wind raised by his wings ( those 
Suras) fell down along with their weapons and vehicles. It was 
not known where they were thrown like things made of leaves 
and grasses. 

91. When they had been destroyed, the king of birds pursued 
intelligently and found out the treasure house of nectar and 
also the guards thereof. 

92. He made those Suras with raised weapons and missiles 
in their hands, scattered around. Thereafter he saw a mechanical 
device in the form of scissors placed above the nectar (-recep
tacle). 

9S. It was moving rapidly with the speed of mind and wind. 
Even if a mosquito was to come into contact with it, it would 
be cut into millions of pieces. 

94-100. The lord of birds sat fearlessly near that machine 
and thought for a moment: 

'Ohl what shall I do here? It is not possible to touch this. 
Even the wind is not powerful enough in this regard. What 
means is to be employed? Alas, my effort has become fruitless. 

Force cannot be effective here nor manliness. Wonderful 
indeed is the care and effort of Devas in regard to the security 
of the heavenly nectar. 

If my devotion to Sankara is undisputed and steady, may 
that Lord of Devas bless me with great presence of mind. 

If I am devoted to my mother even more than to Sankara. 
Let my keen intellect be capable of taking away the heavenly 
nectar. 

This effort on my part is not for my own selfish ends. This 
that omnipresent Lord knows. I am endeavouring for the heavenly 
nectar to redeem my mother from slavery. 

If one's parents are pretty old, if one's children are very 
young and if one's wife is chaste and loyal, there is no harm 
even in one's improper act for their sustenance.' 

101-104. Even as he thought thus, the noble-souled one had 
an idea. He made his form minuter than the minutest. He 
assumed a highly miraculous form, a thousandth of the size 
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of an atom and entered the mechanical device of the sciuon 
below, due to the minuteneu of his body. He was afraid of 
the machine and saved his body from being cut even by the 
wind therefrom. He uprooted it quickly and seized the recep
tacle of the heavenly nectar. Even as the heaven-dwellers were 
shouting, he came out along the path of the wind. 

105. The nectar-imbiben (Devas) went to the Lord ofVaikuotha 
and said, •o Discus-bearing Lord, we are defeated and the 
nectar, our own very life, is being carried away." 

106-107. On hearing this Hari granted them freedom from 
fear. Hurriedly he fought with him (Garuda) a battle on a par 
with that of the demon Sumbha and the Goddess, 0 Siita. The 
great battle lasted for sixty-four Ghapkis. Garuda was superior 
therein. The Lord, the bestower of everything, became pleased 
with the great battle. 

108. He went to Garuda and said, •o lord of birds, I am 
delighted. Welfare unto you, the conqueror of the group of 
Devas. Choose a boon." 

109. Garuda laughed and said to the omniformed Lord 
Janirdana, •1 too am delighted. You can choose two boons." 

110. Thereupon the conqueror of Kai13bha delightfully said 
to the son of Vinati, "O liberal-minded one, chosen, chosen. 
Grant me, grant me the two boons." 

111-112. On hearing these words utterd by Vq9u, the lord 
of birds laughingly said: •or what avail is the delay? Hence tell 
me. The two boons are given, are given. Even if there is no 
acquisition of profit in a game of dice etc. attended with success 
and prosperity, a fair-minded one should give (the due) to the 
deserving one. How can one expect profit and succe111 always?" 

Sri Va,tau said: 

115. 0 lord of birds, you are strong. Hence be my vehicle. 
0 g1anter of boons, this is one of the boons. 0 son ofKasyapa, 
listen to tile se~ond one. 

114-115. 0 wise one, just show to the serpents the nectar 
brought for the redemption of your mother from slavery. Manage 
it in such a way that they do not eat it immediately. The 
heavenly nectar should 1,e given to the Devas. Let this be my 
second boon. 
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The lord of birds promised, •So be it• and departed from 
heaven. 

l lf>.119. That son of Kaiyapa released his mother from slavery. 
He placed the great pot of the heavenly nectar in front of the 
serpents. The extremely intelligent one spoke to them as they 
were desirous of drinking the nectar: .. 0 serpents, this splendid 
nectar should be swallowed after making yourselves clean (after 
bathing). If not, this nectar, well-preserved by the winldess 
ones (Devas), is likely to vanish when touched by unclean 
people devoid of bath etc. If, even an ordinary foodstuff is 
touched anywhere by unclean people the Devas take away its 
essential juice and it remains insipid.• 

120. After. saying this and placing the pot of nectar on a 
mat of Kusa grass at their request, Garucja went out with his 
mother. 

121-122. While the serpents had gone for their bath the pot 
of nectar was taken away by Vit9u and given to Devas as if it 
were their very life. After their bath, the serpents returned. 
Not seeing the pot of nectar they shouted: •Aiasl We have 
been cheated. The nectar has been taken away." 

128. Thereafter, desirous of contact with the nectar, they 
licked the Darbha grass. Far from getting the nectar, they got 
their tongues split into two. 

124. In the case of others too, if they are desirous of enjoying 
something got through illegitimate means, they do not get any 
chance to enjoy. Their effort does not become fruitful. 

125. The very rare Sudhi was obtained by Garucja who was 
ready to abide by just means. Though acquired by the ser
pents, it disappeared in a moment after being seen, because 
they had obtained it by unjust means. 

126. Then, released from the statiF of slavery, Vinati told 
the sky-walker (GarucJa): 110 son, I will go to Kasi for eradi
cating the sin of slavery. 

127. Even all those sins incurred in the course of many 
births, appear to be very great as long as Kasi, the destroyer 
of rebirth, is not retained in the heart. 

128. What wonder is there that sins disappear merely by 
thinking of Kiii? Due to the great blessings of Viivesvara, even 
the possibility of rebirth disappears. 

129. Where Viivenara is direcdy present, the Lord with 
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the Moon for an ornament shall redeem the devotees from 
the ocean of worldly existence through the raft of the Tiraka 
Mantra. 

180. The idea of going to Kasi shall occur only in the minds 
of those who are blessed by Viivesa and whose Karmas have 
been destroyed. Never does it occur to the minds of the others. 

181. Only they are human beings, whose mind is attracted 
to .Kisi and whose sins have been washed off. It is true that 
others are beasts in human form. 

182. Those alone who have attained ViriJ>asi, have defeated 
Kala; only they are free from sins and they have no further 
birth. 

183. One should not waste this human life, the means to 
the highest good. Without a visit to Kasi that good is inacces
sible even to Dcvas. 

184. If the holy place Avimukta is visited, Kali has no power. 
What can Kila do or the different types of Karmas do? 

185. Those who do not resort to Var~i and Asi capable 
of striking the forest of frequent births, remain in the womb; 
they continue to be born in a womb." 

136. On hearing these words, Garucja said after bowing down 
to his mother, "I shall also come to visit Kasi honoured by 
Siva.,. 

HJ7. Getting the permission of his mother, the lord of birds, 
accompanied by his mother, instantaneously reached Viril).asi, 
the place ensuring salvation. 

138-140. Both the higly intelligent ones performed very severe 
penance. The lord of birds with steady sense-organs, installed 
Sambhu's Liriga and Vinati installed the splendid one named 
Khakholka Aditya. Ere long due to their great penance Lord 
Sankara and Bhiskara became pleased. Umipati came out of 
the Liliga installed by Garuqa. 

141-146. He granted many rare boons to Garucja: "O lord 
of birds, you are my devotee. You will acquire knowledge. All 
my secrets not known to the Suras will be understood by you. 
This Linga installed by you is named Garuqeivara. If seen, 
touched and worshipped, it bestows perfect knowledge on men. 
Listen to one thing more, 0 lord of birds. I shall tell you 
something beneficial. You should not see me and VitQU as 
different. 0 lord of birds, becoming the vehicle of the Lord, 
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the destroyer of the power of lords of Daityas, you will also 
be worthy of adoration.• 

After granting this boon to Garu<Ja, his devotee, Sarilbhu 
vanished there itself. Garu4a went to Lo·rd Vi,9u. Becoming 
the vehicle of Harl, he became worthy of adoration on the 
earth. 

147-149. Lord Bhiskara, the greatest cosmic form of Siva 
and named Khakholka, once saw Vinati performing penance. 
He granted her the boon of destruction of sins along with the 
knowledge of Siva. He remained there in Kisi and was named 
Vinatiditya (also). He destroyed the various sins of the resi
dents of Kisi. Thus is Khakholu Aditya, the destroyer of dark
ness and obstacles in Kisi. 

150-151. In Kasi, in the holy Tirtha named Paisailgila (Pilipili 
Tirtha), a devotee should visit Khakholka. Merely by the sight 
thereof, he is freed from all sins. The man attains whatever 
he thinks of. Instantaneously he becomes free from illness. By 
listening to this narrative of Khakholka Aditya along with that 
of Garu4esa one is freed from all sins. 

: : End of Kisikhanda Piirvirdha : : 
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purification of Ni4is, gains frorn 462 
purity 456 
purity of the mind 56 
Piin,iabhadra 557 
Purup 255 
Pun.qiyita 145 
Puru.tottama 257 
Putkara 55. 250 
Pufkara as the greatest of all nrthas in 

Tretiyuga 247 
Put 110 
Piititmi 125 
Piiyaioi,ita 77 

Raivata 7 
Riji 79 
Riqasa marriage 420 
Ratnadatta 99 
Ratneivara 565 
Raurava 77 
Ravi, propitiation of 591 
real Brilmw)as 18, 86 
receiving guests 446 
reflecting constantly on other 

people's assets 258 
religious gifting 55 
religious rites to be performed at 

Kiii 259 
remaining isolated always 456 
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rememberina Avimukta at the time 
of death 242 

rememberina Gangl 249 
remembering merely the name of 

Prayip 209 
renderina help to othen 55 
renunciation of all rites 230 
repairing and rebuilding temples on 

the banks of Gangi 264 
Ripumangala 79 
Ripuftjaya 79 
RJ;iamocana !161 
Roh~i. son of 149 
:\qikeia 185 
Rudras !121 
Rudravila 521 
ruthlessne11 446 

sacrifices 230 
Sadicira 576 
Sagara, sons of 246 
sages 104 
sages like VasifJha, meditating on !80 
Sahasrajit 79 
Sahya 7, 11 
Saindhava 250 
Sakra (lndra) calls Vitihotra (god 

Fire) 481 
salvation 218 
salvation, reputed means of 250 
salvation~ting 1irtha !155 
salvation obtained at Kisi in a single 

birth 212 
Samidhi 459, 462, 465 
Samani 464 
Samivartana 266 
Sirilba 507 
Sirilba, misbehaviour of 508 
Sirilba cursed by lqwa 509 
Sililbiditya 500, 510 
tibhava Yoga 557 
Sambhrama 556, 548, 569 
&mbhu dwells at Kailisa 214 
Sambhiiti 172 
Sariljfti 167 
Sariljiii as a '1UU'e 170 
Sadlskiras to be performed on every 

individual 265 
Samiraya 480 
Sadlyamini '/6, 91 

541 

~ 169 
Sanaiicara born of Savar1,1i and 

VJVUYin 171 
Sanaikareivara 171 
Sanab 580 
Sanandana 204 
Sandhi 480 
Sandhyi !88 
Sandhyi pnyen 446 
&Di, cit.y of 166 
SankhaciicJa 99 
Sankhamidhava 565 
Siilkhya 250 
Sannati 172 
Sann)'isa 250 
Saptag0divari 55 
Saptasigara 36! 
Sirasvata Linga 562 
Sarvatirtheivara Linga 562 
Satadhrti 528 
Satyaloka 205, 214 
Satyaloka and Prayiga 209 
Saubhigya-Vidhina-Sundari 46 
Sauca 579 
Saumyiyana 210 
Sauri 214 
Savarl)i 168 
Sivarr,i 169 
scholan 577 
second boon gnnted to Garu,Ja 528 
seekers of sexual enjoyment 211 
seekers of wealth through 

Pratigraha 211 
Self, means of acquiring the knowledge 

of 457 
self-dependence praise41 578 
self-glorification 429 
self-restraint 55, 250 
sellina the bride 421 
Se~nts !180 
Sefamidhava 565 
seven cities 59. 65, 250 
seven cities granting salvation 215 
seven mental sona 165 
Seven Sages 180, 214 
Seven Sages. region of the 172 
seven IUltainen of the earth 18 
Seventy names of the Sun-god 87 
Siddhapris,a 462 
Siddhisana 459 
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Siddhayoaiivara 145 
lipt which appear when death ii 

imminent 470 
Silida 539 
lilence 245 
Slmantonnayana 598 
Sitiaita 250 
Slvaiarman 59, 226 
six enemies 579 
six expedients in polidca 480 
six things defiling women 447 
sixteen sreat gifts 91 
sixty-four names of the Yoginia 

494 
Skanda. forest of 226 
Sbndeivara 562 
slandering a ~ 429 
Smaiina, derivadon of the word 521 
amoke of rice husks 151 
Smrti 172 
Snina 579 
Solar World 85 
sons, conception of 421; 
sons, seven kinds of 105 
Sparialingas 250 
speaking pleasint words ·.55 
spiritual powen 46! 
Sriddha and Tarpaoa 58 
&I &ila 7. 54. 59, 250 
Sripanata 55 
Stambhani 464 
stars, world of 144 
staying at Avimukta for a mo•th 252 
staying at Avimukta for a year 252 
staying at Avimukta for the whole 

life 252 
stayint in another's house 447 
staying on the banks of Gangi but 

pnising another Tirtha 252 
stnightforwardneu 55 
Subhawali 502, 505 
Sucitmin 122 
Sucqmad 96,101 
Sudariana 201 
Sudhanw.n 79 
Sudharmi 79 
suc1ra. rooc1 or a 452 
Sildru, greatest duty of 426 
suicide 209 
Sukra, siprificance of the name 156 

Sliant:la Purdtia 

~ world of 150 
Sukn canied away by Nandin 15S 
'-kn awaUowecl by the Lord of 

Girijl 155 
Sukra within the belly of '-mbhu 155 
Sukreivara 565 
ic■Japlb 78 
Sun 167, 424, 497 
Sun-cod'• sift to Draupadl 512 
Sun1(0CI and Samjili. story of tbe 167 
Sun in IWI in various piles 497 
Siinibrmu, five 422 
sww m 
Sunld 175 
SuJ>U9a 525 
superiority among Brihmaoas, buil 

of 405 
supernatural powen through 

GuJi)w 492 
Supreme Absolute 254 
Suruci 175 
Suiili 71, 571 
S1111-ii, legend of 556 
Suvela 10 
Svarpc:hira 175, 568 
Svarlob 214 
Svutib 459 
Svetaketu 559 
swearing 452 

taking away what is not duly 
offered 258 

Tapu 579 
TapoJob 204. 214 
Taptakardama 78 
Tiri, abduction of 146 
Tlrab 67, 555 
Tinb Bnhman 255 
Tiraka JUna 474 
Tinb Mantra 67 
Tirikfa 120 
teeth, cleanling of die 585 
thinp enjoyed by the denizen• of the 

nether regions 208 
thinp o&'ered unsolicited 429 
~inp prohibited 440 
thinp to be kept• aecreu and parded. 

~ine 446 
thinp which can be revealed. nine 446 
thoae· who are jealoul of othen 112 
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thoae who peJform holy ritet ffl 
thoae who torment othen 11! 
thoUlalld-eyecl lndra, dty of 90 
Thouaand Nama or Gatap. merill of 

recitin1, 501 
three handfull of water 85 
three mean■ ot aalvation no 
three typP'! of mental ■in• 158 
three type■ of physical lim 158 
nnha or Piq-■ a 
tree■ like the wilb-iyielding Kalpa, 

medicadng on 580 
Tri~4in aap■ 567 
TrikaoJaku (three thom1) 470 
Trikiita 7 
Trilocana 565 
Tripureia Linp 363 
Trirltra 250 
Truth 55 
Tryambab 55 
Tvatlr 170, 171 
twice-born 598 
twice-born, aening the 416 
twig, use of a 585 

Uccaiiiravu 91, 580, 520 
Uccitana 495 
Udbhrama M8 
U(J4iylna 466, 467, 469 
Ujjayinl 68 
ultimate annihilation, time of 

the 254 
unchute wife 56 
universe, the ~ of the 497 
untruthful speech 258 
Upidhyiya 402 
Upakurvi9a 401 
Upamanyu 559 
Upimiu 402 
Upanayana 599 
Upilani 250, 445 
Uputhada~uJa 579 
Upa■thina Mantras 590 
Upavisa 452 
Upota0a 579 
Orji 172 
Unafi 91 
Opras 150 
"'6nara 79 

u■urer 447 
Utpallru)y.a 150 
Uttama 175 
Utdnapida 175 
Uttarirb 500, 502 

Vi4avu 577 
Vihlka 264 
Vlhlb, lepnd of 264 
Vaikw,Jba 114 
Vairaju 204 
Vairocaneivara 363 
Vaib.vaoa 156 
Vaimacleva 595, 425, 446 
Vaiivinara, origin of 105 
Vaiiya 99 
Vajrn,aba 151 
Vibtambha 495 
Vimanakeiava 56S 

545 

Vlnaprutha or Vaikhlnala sra,e of 
life 454 

V~i !US, 559 
Virll)ui 65, 201, 246, Ml 
V~asi. etymolOlf of the name 517 
Virioasi, relident of 552 
Viril)ui,Kiii,Ruc:lnmsa,meaninp 

of the names 254ft' 
Varuoa, origin of the noble-

■ouled 122 
Van11,1a-Loka 121 
Vlnu)a Snina 588 
Va■itlha 172 
Va■iflheivana 175 
Va■udatta 99 
Visudeva 507 
Vitipi 19, 47 
Viy.a~ 165 
Viyap Snina 588 
Veda■ J80 
Veda■, study of the 446 
Vedaairu 99 
Ve1.1upriya. 99 
verbal ■ins, four types of 258 
Vibhrama 556, 569 
Vidlraniruimha 565 
Vidiiratba 99 
VldJidharu, world of 74 
Yid~nmlll 558 
VJll'UI, 480 
Vlkamw, nine 446 
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Vunallditya 500 
Vmatlditya 531 
Vinati releued from the state of 

slavery, 529 
Viniyakdvara 562 
Vmclhya. description of 2 
Vmdbya blocked the path of the 

Sun 40 
violence without IICl'iptural justification, 

induJain1 in 258 
Vareavara Lb\p 98 
VIWiql 46 
visitins Ganai 254 
Vlfl)u, Euloay of 218 
V1P:.1u, name of 185 
Vifl.lu, propitiation of 250 
VlfOu accompanied by Sri, meditation 

OD 580 
VlfOu and Brahmi, rivalry 

between 351 
Viiravu IM 
Vlivabhujl 566 
VIMlilbhara 185 
Vinlmiaa 85 
Vlivlnara 94 
Vliveivan 207 
Wvdvara. physical frame of 565 
Vrata 579 
Vrddhlditya 500 
Vrddhakila 221 
Vrddhakilemra 225 
Vnafi 442, 447 
Vnaparwn 79 
Vnouarp 299 

Sl&antla Puritia 

Vrtblplh "8 

wanderins recluse 455 
wealth acquired by leptimate 

means 441 
what is promised orally but ia not caniecl 

out in practice 450 
widow M 
widow, braided treaea of hair of a 56 
wife, misdemeanour of the 56 ... 
without lmowledae no aalvation 212 
woman slraJin1 from the path of aexual 

purity 449 
women alwa,- pure 44! 
women of evil conduct M 

Yajftadatla 128 
Yajftu, five 422, 444 
Yajftavirihalteiava 365 
Yajftemra 562 
Yaqarljifcab 551 
Yama 77, 167, 210 
Yamlditya 500 
Yamaa. ten 578 
Yalnuni 167 
Yamyiyima 481 
Ylna 480 
Yop !It>, 458 
Yop of KIii 470 
Yop of six limbs 469 
Yopy.41a 458 
Yogiflll 490, 495 
Yunniiva 79 
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